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2. Description of action :

Proposed are new BLM coal leasing, permitting, and licensing
regulations (43 CFR 3041) and revised GS coal exploration, mining
operation, and reclamation regulations (30'CFR 211) as they apply-

to all aspects of leasing or mining Feder al coal. GS regulations
also apply to Indian coal administered by the Department of the

Interior. These will apply to all existing as well as future Federal
coal leases and operations, including those where surface is Will I**©rs.ry

privately owned. D-553A, Building 50
Denver Federal Center

3. Summary of environmental impacts :
P« O* Box 25047
Denver, CO 80225-0047

The following adverse impacts of surface coal mining operations
will be significantly reduced: erosion of soil, pollution and loss

of ground water, air pollution, vegetation and wildlife habitat
loss, and disruption of agricultural operations. Pre-mining and mining
costs for many operators will be increased by a small amount and

some marginal operators may shut down.

4. Alternatives considered:

A. Take no action, continuing practices under existing
regulations;

B. Transfer some or all of the Federal responsibility
involved to the States;

C. Limit the scope or applicability of the proposed regulations;

D. Publish less stringent regulations;

E. Publish more stringent regulations;

F. Restrict or prevent further development of Federal coal
resources

.

5. Comments have been received from: See Summary Attachment I

6. Date DES made available to CEQ and public: October 1, 1975
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Summary Attachment I

Federal
A. Environmental Protection Agency
B. United States Department of the Interior

Fish and Wildlife Service
National Park Service
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Bureau of Mines

C. Federal Power Commission
D. Department of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service
E. Department of Transportation
F. Department of the Treasury

State
A. State of Alaska
B. State of Arkansas
C. State of California
D. State of Florida
E. State of Hawaii
F. State of Idaho
G. State of Iowa
H. State of Kansas
I. Commonwealth of Kentucky
J. State of Louisiana
K. State of Maryland
L. State of Michigan
M. State of Missouri
N. State of Nebraska
0. State of Nevada
P. State of North Dakota
Q. State of Oregon
R. State of Tennessee
S. State of Texas
T. Commonwealth of Virginia
U. State of Vermont
V. State of West Virginia
W. State of Wyoming

Other organizations and individuals
A. Rocky Mountain Energy
B. Carter Oil Company
C. Environmental Defense Fund
D. National Resources Defense Council
E. Common Cause
F. Environmental Policy Center
G. Dr. Jon Ghiselin
H. Mr . John Swanson
1. Congressman John Melcher
J. Northern Plains Resource Council
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. PREFACE

The Secretary of the Interior has statutory authority for

leasing Federal coal deposits under the Mineral Leasing Act of February 25,

1920, as amended and supplemented (30 U.S. C. 181-287). the Mineral

Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359). 5 U.S.C. 301.

and various statutes relating to mining on Indian lands. These laws

also give the Secretary broad authority to promulgate regulations

governing coal exploration and mining operations involving coal owned

by the United States and operations involving Indian coal administered

by the Department of the Interior in its trust capacity.

It is the policy of the Department of the Interior to encourage

the authorized development of the mineral resources under its jurisdiction.

However, the public interest clearly requires that with respect to

the exploration for and the mining of such minerals, adequate measures

be taken to avoid, minimize or correct damage to the environment

and to avoid, minimize or correct hazards to public health and safety.

The proposed 43 CFR 3041 and 30 CFR 211 regulations prescribe performance

standards and administrative procedures to that end.

The Secretary has delegated his authority t o issue leases, permits,

and licenses for coal exploration and development to the Director .

Bureau of Land Managemen t^ (BLM) . Proposed BLM regulations 43 CFR 3041

cover surface mining and the surface effects of underground mining

on all Federal coal deposits regardless of surface ownership, but

do not include Indian owned coal.
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V The Secretary has delegated hi s authority to,_Jiupery i. s_e

operations conducted under leases to the Director. Geologica l Sury e y,

(GS). Proposed GS regulati ons 30 CFR 211 cover both surface

and underground coal operations . including operations Involving Jjidian

owned coal

.

Pursuant to the above statutory authority the Secretary

issued operating regulations to govern coal mining on the public

domain in 1920; these were first revised on December 23, 1937. On

January 18, 1969, 43 CFR 23, regulations for surface exploration,

mining and rehabilitation, became effective and applicable to leases,

permits, or licenses issued by BLM after that date. The proposed

43 CFR 3041 regulations replace 43 CFR 23 only insofar as they pertain to

coal, and require specific application of environmental protection

measures and reclamation standards.

The standards proposed in the 43 CFR 3041 regulations are

identical in scope and purpose to the standards now proposed in the

30 CFR 211 regulations. A major revision of 30 CFR 211 was published

in the Federal Register as a "proposed revision" on April 30, 1973.

The primary purpose of that revision was to update the regulations

by deleting obsolete material and including new provisions and requirements

consistent with modern mining practices. Those revised regulations

clarified the responsibility of lessees, permittees, and licensees

for the protection of the surface, natural resources, the environment

and existing improvements during operations for the discovery, testing,

development, mining, and preparation of coal and for timely reclamation

of disturbed lands.



It was also proposed at that time that 30 CFR 216,

applicable to coal mining operations under leases in the State

of Alaska, issued pursuant to the Alaska Coal Leasing Act of October

20, 1914, (38 Stat. 741), prior to its repeal by Public Law 86-252,

September 9, 1959, 73 Stat. 490, be revoked and that operations

under those leases also be governed by the regulations in the proposed

revision of 30 CFR 211. (The proposed regulations do not apply to

public lands in Alaska which have been transferred to Natives,

Native villages, or regional corporations since both surface

rights and mineral estates are being conveyed.)

A review period of 60 days was provided for the submission

of comments, suggestions or objections with respect to the proposed

regulations. The regulations were subsequently revised in the

Federal Register and on January 30, 1975, republished as a "proposed

revision" in order to solicit additional public review and comment

and afford the public an opportunity to participate in the rule-

making process.

Some of the major changes in the January 30, 1975, revision

were expanded requirements for exploration and mining plans, which were

required to include descriptions of present and proposed land use,

measures to be taken to avoid air and water pollution and to mitigate

the adverse hydrologic consequences of the mining and reclamation

activities, the location of surface drainage control or diversion

structures, and the estimated cost of reclamation.
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The further specification of performance standards

for surface coal mining on public, acquired and Indian lands

was an additional major change. The standards, then published,

included criteria for the reclamation of lands disturbed by surface

mining, such as: requiring reclamation of highwalls and spoil areas;

standards for pit backfilling, and topsoil removal and storage;

standards for the impoundment of water; and assurance of successful

revegetation as a responsibility of the operator.

The proposed 30 CFR 211 regulations were available

for public comment for a period of 30 days, during which interested

persons submitted comments, recommendations and objections. Based

on the comments received, the regulations were further revised and

republished in the Federal Register as proposed rules on September 5,

1975. Public hearings were held on the regulations in Cheyenne,

Denver, and Billings on December 18, 19, and 20. The hearing record

along with the original 60-day comment and review period was left

open to January 2, 1976, to provide the public with adequate time to

evaluate and comment on the proposed regulations.

No environmental impact statement pursuant to section

102 (2) (c) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)

was prepared on the April 1973 and January 1975 versions of the

proposed 30 CFR 211 regulations. This was due to the interim

nature of the regulations and the pending publication of a programmatic

statement by the Department upon its entire coal leasing and development

program. It was decided in mid 1975 to prepare and publish a formal

XI
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environmental impact statement in connection with the promulgation

of 30 CFR 211 and 43 CFR 3041. The draft environmental statement

DES 75-73 on the September 5 publication of the proposed regulations

was transmitted to Council for Environmental Quality (CEQ) and

made available to the public on October 1, 1975. A 45-day review

period was included for review of the DES, although in fact some

comments were not recieved until early January. All comments

were evaluated, and based on these comments and revisions to

the proposed regulations, the draft environmental statement was

rewritten and reproduced herein as the final environmental impact

statement on the surface management and coal mining operating

regulations.
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CHAPTER I

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The Secretary of the Interior proposes to issue new

Bureau of Land Management (BLM) coal leasing, permitting, and

licensing regulations, 43 CFR 3041 (formerly included in 43

CFR 23), and to issue revised U. S. Geological Survey (GS) coal

exploration, operating, and reclamation regulations (30 CFR

211).

The two sets of regulations govern pre- and post-leasing

operations involving coal owned by the United States, regardless

of surface ownership. In addition, 30 CFR 211 governs operations

involving Indian-owned coal administered by the Department of

the Interior in its trust capacity.

The proposed regulations would apply to the existing 537

Federal land coal leases, covering 784,200 acres and encompassing

an estimated 16.5 billion tons of recoverable coal. The regulations

would also apply to the processing of the 192 outstanding preference-right

lease applications, covering 490,300 acres, 28 prospecting permits

covering 70,500 acres, and any future permits or leases issued.

In addition, 30 CFR 211 would govern operations on the

28 existing Indian leases, covering 260,400 acres containing

an estimated 3.5 billion tons of recoverable coal, and any future

permits or leases issued.
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The regulations will apply immediately to all future

leases, permits, and licenses. With respect to existing operations

(see 211.1(e) and 3041.0-5(b)) the reclamation standards will

apply on or after 180 days from the date of publication in the

Federal Register .

Both sets of regulations are summarized in the following

chapter and are reproduced in their entirety in Appendix A

to this statement

.

General Summary of Proposed Changes

The proposed regulations expand the scope of Federal

environmental responsibility to include consideration of non-Federal

surface where the minerals are in Federal ownership and provide

specific language to clarify responsibilities of lessees, permittees,

and licensees for all phases of coal mining operations on public

and acquired lands of the United States and Indian lands administered

by the Department of the Interior. The scope of the new regulations

addresses not only the "orderly and efficient development" phase

of the operations but also the total spectrum of events beginning

with the pre-lease land-use planning and environmental analyses,

into prospecting, exploration, and testing activities and extending

through the development, mining, production and coal processing

practices as well as the abandonment and reclamation measures.

The new regulations state that no new leases will be

issued, nor will mining plans for existing leases be approved,

unless reclamation of the affected lands to the standards set
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forth in the regulations is attainable and assured. The regulations

set forth environmental standards to be used in conducting the

pre-lease, permitting, and licensing examinations from which

the terms and conditions of the lease, permit, or license will be

developed. These standards are correlated between the two sets

of regulations so that performance and reclamation requirements

will be consistent throughout the pre-leasing, exploration mining,

reclamation, and abandonment phases of coal operations. The

new regulations further require that exploration and/or mining

plans, describing in detail the operations to be undertaken,

be prepared and submitted in advance of that operation.

The more significant requirements of the exploration

and/or mining plans are greater delineation and evaluation of

geology, water, vegetation, fish and wildlife, the material

resources, and the environment, and for improvements during

the coal-mining operations. The revised regulations emphasize that

reclamation work is to be performed as an integral part of the

ining operation and provide extended periods (from 5 to 10

years, and as many as 15 years in some cases) of liability for

revegetation. Measures are specified to comply with water and

air effluent or emission standards and regulations.

The new regulations require written findings on decisions

and determinations with respect to issuance of leases, approval

of mining plans, major modifications of mining plans, and abandonment

of operating and release of bonds. All such written findings,

1-3
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together with proposed terms and conditions, back up field reports,

environmental evaluations and other related materials are available

for public review and comment for a period of 30-days prior

to any action being taken.

Public hearings or meetings are provided with respect

to issuance of leases, approval or modification of mining plans

and before approval of final abandonment.

The proposed regulations give the Secretary discretion

to adopt and apply the State regulations on Federal lands within

the State at the request of the Governor, if the Secretary,

upon review of that State's regulations, determines that such

application would:

(a) Effectuate the purposes of the proposed regulations;

(b) Result in protection of environmental values which is

at least as stringent as would otherwise occur under exclusive

application of Federal controls; and

(c) Be consistent with the interest of the United

States in the timely and orderly development of its coal resources.

The Secretary may also enter into agreements with the

States so as to, whenever possible, turn over administration

and enforcement of reclamation to the States so long as Federal

interests are protected.

43 CFR 3041

Surface management of federally owned coal resources

Current regulations in 43 CFR part 23 provide for the
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protection and conservation of nonmineral resources during operations

for the discovery, development, and onsite processing of all minerals,

except oil and gas, under leases, permits, or licenses. The proposed

regulations govern the management of the federally owned coal estate

only. Specific regulations covering other minerals under the cited

acts in part 23 may be issued at a later date. Other differences

between part 23 and the proposed 3041 regulations include the

delineation in the new regulations of agency responsibilities,

reclamation and performance standards, and the provision that coal

leases, permits, and licenses may be denied on environmental grounds.

Also, while it has been Departmental policy to include environmental

standards in Federal coal leases where the surface of lands is

in non-Federal ownership, part 23 specifically excluded these lands.

The proposed 3041 now requires protection of non-Federal surface

where the coal is federally owned at least equal to that which

would occur under total Federal ownership.

Existing BLM manuals (BM 3509-Surface Management Requirements

for Exploration, Mining and Reclamation; and BM 1791-Environmental

Analyses) prescribe procedures for evaluating the environmental

effects of mineral operations (including coal) on Federal lands.

These manuals and the promulgation of Departmental policy expanding

part 23 application to privately owned surface where the minerals

are federally owned, and the discretion to adopt and apply, where

appropriate, State regulations governing reclamation, where appropriate,

on the Federal lands, in effect supplement present part 23 and narrow
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the differences between part 23 and the proposed 3041 regulations.

They are, for all intents and purposes then, an update and clarification

of part 23 as it applies to coal, incorporating supplemental

policy and adding specific standards for operation and reclamation.

Implementation of the proposed 3041 regulations is not expected

of itself to significantly affect current procedures relative

to the issuance of Federal coal leases, permits, or licenses.

The establishment of performance standards in the proposed regulations

should, however, result in the development of more comprehensive

and uniform environmental controls for Federal coal development.

The following is a summary comparison, by section, of

the proposed 3041 regulations to part 23.

3041.0-1 Purpose

The purpose section of the proposed 3041 regulations

expands the statement of policy contained in part 23 to clearly

indicate that it is the Department's policy "... to authorize leases,

permits, and licenses for coal only where reclamation of the

affected lands to the standards set forth herein is attainable and

assured and a reclamation program will be undertaken as contemporaneously

as practicable with mineral development." Although part 23 is silent

with regard to this important statement of policy, the Department

adopted and has enforced this policy for all coal leases issued during

the past few years.

The proposed regulations also declare it to be the policy

of the Department to extend at least as stringent environmental
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protection to privately owned surface underlain by Federal coal as

would be required if the surface estate were in Federal ownership.

This is consistent with Departmental practice.

3041.0-3 Authorities

This section, contained in the Scope of part 23, is little

changed except that citation of the Materials Act of July 31, 1947,

as amended (30 U.S.C. 601-604), and Title 23, United States Code,

Section 317, relating to appropriation for highway purposes of lands

owned by the United States, is deleted because the proposed regulations

do not cover materials.

3041.0-4 Responsibilities

Responsibilities between the GS and BLM with respect to

coal leasing, permitting and licensing, and subsequent exploration

and development activities are not defined in part 23. The proposed

3041 regulations now define the relative responsibilities between

the Mining Supervisor and the authorized officer of the surface management

agency in the implementation of the new regulations.

Although part 23 does not address responsibilities, implementation

of Secretarial Order 2948 in October 1972 established the roles of

the GS and the BLM with respect to mineral operations on Federal

lands. This is now expected in the 3041 regulations.

3041.0-5 Applicability of Regulations

This section describes the extent to which the regulations

apply and where they become effective on existing operations. They apply
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to Federal coal deposits located on public domain and acquired lands of

the United States and reserved Federal coal deposits underlying lands

not owned by the United States.

The regulations become effective as to conformity with the

reclamation and performance standards contained in section 3041.2-2(f)

on or after 180-days from publication as final rule making in the

Federal Register on all existing operations from which the overburden

has not been removed. In addition, on or before 18-months from

publication, the operator of each existing operation must have obtained

approval of a plan or modification thereof which complies with

all of the provisions of these regulations.

The regulations will become effective immediately upon publication

insofar as future leases are concerned and insofar as the emergency

stop provisions of section 3041.

3041.0-8 Use of Surface

This section limits the operator to only so much of

the surface of the affected lands as deemed necessary for the

rights granted and which has been designated for surface occupancy

in an approved plan. Use of the Federal lands for a power generation

plant or a commercial or industrial facility will be authorized

only under a separate permit issued by the appropriate agency.

The uses of the lands within the area of operation are subject

to the supervision of the Mining Supervisor, and the uses of the

remaining lands are subject to the supervision of the appropriate

surface management agency. The operator may not use any mineral
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materials subject to the Materials Act of July 31, 1947, as amended

(30 U.S.C. 601-604) except as provided in 43 CFR part 3600.

Authorization operations shall not unreasonably interfere

with or endanger operations under uses authorized on the same

lands under other regulations, nor shall such operations unreasonably

interfere with or endanger operations under any lease, permit,

or license, or other authorized use pursuant to the provisions

of any other Act.

This section is new and not covered under part 23.
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3041.1 Coal Leasing, Permitting, and Licensing Planning Procedures

This section sets forth the criteria by which the

BLM will evaluate lands underlain with Federal coal as to their

suitability for leasing and coal development. Included in this

evaluation is an environmental assessment of the potential impact

of such development on the environment of the area under consideration.

Consideration of the effect coal development would have on other

resource programs is also required at this time. If the environmental

assessment indicates that a decision to issue leases for coal

development would be a Federal action significantly affecting the

quality of the human environment, an environmental impact statement

must be prepared.

Prior to final selection of tracts within an area for coal

leasing, the authorized officer of the BLM, or of the Federal surface

management agency if other than the BLM, must further evaluate in a more

detailed manner the impact of such development on the tracts under

consideration. This evaluation must take into account all alternate

uses of the land and its natural resources, the need for the proposed

coal development, and the socioeconomic considerations relevant

to multiple use management. To aid him in this evaluation and

selection of tracts, the authorized officer must request the views

and recommendations of the Geological Survey and other appropriate

Federal agencies, and consult with applicants, State agencies,

organizations, industries and, any surface owners. He may hold

public hearings or meetings.
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If a decision is made to offer some or all of these

tracts for coal lease, a technical examination and detailed environmental

analysis must be prepared following the procedures described in

Section 3041.2 of the proposed regulations. This process is to

develop any special terms and conditions for inclusion in the

lease, permit, or license as may be required to protect the environment,

to permit use of the land for other purposes, to allow new postmining

land uses, and to protect other resources.

With the exception of the requirement in part 23 to

do a technical examination prior to issuance of leases, this planned

process of coal tract selection is a new facet of the regulations.

3041.1-1 Applications

This section requires any person desiring a lease, permit,

or license for coal to file an application or offer in the proper

BLM office.

3041.1-2 Preliminary Plan

The preliminary plan is a new requirement and must be

filed with any application for a coal lease, permit, or license;

it must include:

1. A map, or maps, showing the topography, physical features,

drainage, cultural features, and location of all proposed

operations in detail.
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2. A narrative statement setting forth the anticipated scope, methods,

and schedule of exploration operations, including the types of

equipment to be used; the method of mining anticipated,

including the best available estimate of the mining sequence

and production rate to be followed; and the relationship, if any,

between mining operations anticipated on lands applied for and

any existing or planned operations on adjacent Federal or

non-Federal lands. The narrative statement must also include

the measures proposed to be taken to prevent or control fire,

soil erosion, pollution of surface and ground water, damage

to fish and wildlife or other material resources, air and

noise pollution and hazards to public health and safety

during lease activities. Such measures shall also include

the actions to be taken and the methods to be utilized to

meet the performance standards set forth in 3041.2-2.

This section also prohibits the applicant from entering

the land for operational purposes which might cause significant

surface disturbance without having been given beforehand a lease,

permit, or license and having received approval of an exploration

or mining plan.

3041.2 Technical Examination/Environmental Analysis

This section is little changed from the part 23 requirement

except that the technical examination is now limited to an evaluation
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of the technical feasibility of the preliminary plan and an evaluation

of the effect of the preliminary plan on other land uses, resources,

or programs on or adjacent to the area. The environmental analysis

is an analysis of the impact of the preliminary plan and alternatives

on the living and non-living components of the environment.

3041.2-1 Technical Examination/Environmental Analysis Report

This section describes the report required from the

technical examination and environmental analysis and contains a summary

which, using information from the technical examination/environmental

analysis, sets forth recommended bonding requirements and stipulations

formulated to (1) identify land which should be excluded from any

lease, permit, or license in order to avoid issuing coal leases

permits, or licenses where reclamation is not attainable and assured,

or in recognition of other land use management priorities, (2) require

conformance with the reclamation and performance standards found

in 3041.2-2, (3) identify necessary conditions and amounts of bonds

to cover reclamation costs for initial five years, and (4) identify

any additional, more stringent requirements needed in any lease,

permit, or license.

If it is determined that a specific area should be

excluded from a lease, permit, or license, or modification thereof,

or if it is recommended that an environmental impact statement is
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required at this stage, the technical examination/environmental

analysis report must substantiate these findings.

3041.2-2 Reclamation Obligations and Standards of Performance

Part 23 requires that consideration be given to the

need for preservation and protection of other resources, and to

the need for control of erosion, flooding, and pollution of water;

the isolation of toxic materials; reclamation by revegetation, replacement

of soil, or by other means, of lands affected by mineral development;

the prevention of slides; the protection of fish, and wildlife

and their habitat; and the prevention of hazards to public health

and safety (Part 23.5(25(1)). These proposed new regulations,

in addition establish performance standards of general applicability

to insure adequate protection of resources and the prevention or

control of the undesirable aspects of coal exploration, surface

mining, and processing.

These standards and obligations, also contained in the

proposed 30 CFR 211 regulations, will be applicable to all coal

leasing, permitting, and licensing, coal exploration, development,

mining, drilling, preparation, processing and reclamation operations

on all future leases and all new exploration and mining plans on

existing leases.

Any operator who accepts a coal lease, permit, or

license must comply with these general obligations and standards

of performance as well as any specific terms, conditions, and

stipulations attached thereto.
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Briefly, they require the operator to:

3041.2-2(c) - conduct surface coal mining operations

so as to maximize extraction of the coal to prevent further

disturbance through resumption of mining.

3041.2-2(d) - take visual resources into account in

the planning, design, location, and construction of facilities

on the affected lands; minimize, control and, to the maximum

extent practicable, avoid damage to the recreational, cultural,

scientific, historical, and known or suspected archeological and

paleontological values of the land.

3041.2-2(e) - adopt measures to prevent or control

subsidence in underground mines.

3041 . 2-2( f ) (1 ) - reclaim the affected land as contem-

poraneously as practicable with operations, to a condition capable

of supporting all practicable uses which it was capable of

supporting immediately prior to exploration or mining operations,

or equal or better uses that have been approved in the mining plan.

3041 . 2-2( f ) (2) - replace overburden and waste in the

mined area by backfilling (compacting where necessary), grading

or other means so as, to the maximum extent practicable, eliminate

highwalls and spoil piles and restore the approximate original contour

Shape excess overburden and spoil material so as to protect against

slides, erosion, and water pollution. Restoration to the approximate

original contour may be waived if the Director of the Geological

Survey with the concurrence of the Director of the Bureau of Land
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Management or the authorized officer of an other Federal surface

management agency, determines that an equal or better land use

is practicable and attainable and that a modification of the requirement

is the best way of attaining the desired postmining land use, or

unusual physical conditions at the site, such as steeply dipping

coal beds or multiple seam mining, exist which make backfilling

to the otherwise applicable standards impractical or environmentally

undesirable.

3041 .2-2(f ) (3) - stabilize and protect all surface areas

including spoil piles affected by mining and reclamation to effectively

control erosion, slides, and attendant air and water pollution.

3041 . 2-2( f ) (4) - remove topsoil separately, replace it

on the backfill area or segregate it in a separate pile if not

utilized immediately. If it is not replaced on the backfill area

within a short time, a cover of quick-growing plants must be established

and maintained, or other methods employed, so that the topsoil

is preserved from wind and water erosion and the establishment

of noxious plant species and is in a condition for sustaining

vegetation.

3041.2-2(f )(5) - construct all water impoundment, water

retention facilities, dams, or settling ponds on the mining site

using sound engineering standards and practices in accordance

with applicable State and local laws and insure that the quality

and quantity of water is adequate for its intended use. Final

grading must provide adequate safety and access for proposed - or
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reasonably anticipated water users. Such water impoundments must

not have a significant adverse impact on the water resources utilized

by adjacent or surrounding landowners for agricultural, industrial,

recreational, or domestic uses.

3041.2-2(f ) (6) - cover or plug all auger mine holes

with noncombustible material and, where necessary to minimize

or prevent harmful drainage, impervious material.

3041 . 2-2( f ) (7) - minimize disturbance to the prevailing

quality and quantity of water in surface and ground water systems,

and of the prevailing erosion and deposition conditions at the

mine site and in adjacent off site areas, both during and after

coal mining operations and during reclamation by:

(i) controlling acid or other toxic mine drainage

and the adverse consequences thereof.

(ii) conducting surface mining operations so as, to

the maximum extent practicable, to prevent (A) contributions

of suspended solids to stream flow or runoff outside the mining

site above natural levels; (B) deepening or enlargement of

natural or reconstructed stream channels.

(iii) removing or modifying siltation structures

after disturbed areas are revegetated and stablized.

(iv) protecting to the maximum extent practicable

throughout the mining and reclamation process the quality and

quantity of both upstream and downstream surface and ground
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water resources of those valley floors which provide water sources

that support significant vegetation, or supply significant

quantities of water for other purposes, by such measures as,

but not limited to, relocating and maintaining the gradient of

streams

.

3041.2-2(f)(8) - dispose of all waste resulting from

the mining and preparation of coal in a manner designed to prevent,

to the maximum extent practicable, air and water pollution and the

hazards of ignition and combustion.

3041 .2-2( f ) (9) - refrain from surface coal mining within

200-feet of active and abandoned underground mines except as authorized

in the mining plan.

3041 .2-2( f ) (10) - use explosives only in accordance with

existing Federal and State laws and as specified by the Mining

Supervisor

.

3041 . 2-2( f ) ( 11) - construct, maintain, and, when they

are no longer necessary, remove roads, pipelines and other similar

facilities into and across the site of operations in a manner

that will control or prevent erosion and siltation, pollution

of water, damage to fish or wildlife or their habitats, or public

or private property, unless otherwise authorized to leave such

facilities by the authorized officer of the surface management

agency and the Mining Supervisor.

3041 .2-2( f ) ( 12) - not construct roads or other access

ways in or near stream beds or drainage channels that would seriously

alter the normal flow of water therein.
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3041 .2-2( f ) ( 13) - except where other reclamation is

expressly provided for, establish on the regraded areas and all

other affected lands a diverse vegetative cover, assume responsibility

for successful revegetation of each planting area until such time

as the authorized officer of the surface management agency determines

that successful revegetation has occurred. This period extends

for a minimum of five full years after the first year of planting

and for a total period of liability not to exceed 10-years from

the original planting, except that an additional 5-years liability

may be required where the authorized officer determines that the

10 year period is insufficient to insure successful revegetation.

3041 . 2-2( f )( 14) - allow access to and upon the affected

Federal land subject to lease, permit, or license for all lawful

and proper purposes except where such access would unduly interfere

with the authorized use or would constitute a hazard to public

health and safety. Regulate public access, vehicular traffic,

and wildlife and livestock grazing in all areas of active operations,

including lands undergoing reclamation, by providing warnings,

fencing, flagmen, barricades, and safety and protective measures,

as appropriate, in order to protect the public, wildlife, and

livestock from hazards associated with the operations and to protect

revegetated areas from unplanned and uncontrolled grazing.

3041 . 2-2( f ) ( 15) - plan coal storage areas to eliminate fire

hazards; immediately take all necessary measures to extinguish

fires that may occur during the term of the lease.
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3041. 2-2( f ) (16) - cover the face of the coal upon completion

or indefinite suspension of mining operations .

3041 .2-2( f ) (17) - refrain from driving any undergound

openings by auger or other methods from any strip pit except as

may be specifically approved by the Mining Supervisor.

3041.3 Compliance of Performance Bond

This section is somewhat different from part 23.9 in that

the provisions of 43 CFR subpart 3504 are made applicable in

determining the 3041.3 bonding requirements. In addition, the

authorized officer and the Mining Supervisor must consider the

cost of complying with the performance and reclamation standards

in 3041.2-2 and the terms and conditions of the lease, permit,

or license. The authorized officer of the surface management

agency must set the amount of the bond and take the necessary

action for an increase or partial release of a bond, after consultation

with the Mining Supervisor.

3041.4 Procedures and Public Participation

This section is new and does not appear in part 23. It

provides for written documentation of decisions, determinations,

and notifications of any authorized officer with respect to issuance

of leases and abandonment of operations. Any such written findings

must set forth the facts and rationale upon which such decisions

or determinations are based and shall be available for public

inspection at the offices of the above Federal officer.
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Applications for leases, permits, or licenses, together

with accompanying plans and information submitted by the applicant

and any reports, special terms and conditions and other pertinent

data prepared by the Federal officer shall also be available for

inspection for a period of 30-days following posting of notice.

Upon the written request to the appropriate authorized

officer of any person having an interest which is or may be adversely

affected, a public meeting may be conducted prior to acting on

issuance of leases, permits, or licenses; approval of mining plans

or major modification thereof; and, approval of final abandonment

of any operation or portion thereof.

3041.5 Completion of Operations and Abandonment

This section is new and prescribes procedures for cleanup

after operations have been temporarily or permanently abandoned. Upon

completion of backfilling and grading and before replacing topsoil

and revegetation, the operator must submit a report thereon and

request an inspection of the Mining Supervisor for his approval.

When it is determined that grading and backfilling have met the

requirements of the approved plan, the Mining Supervisor shall

recommend to the appropriate
/
authorized officer release of an

appropriate amount of the compliance bond.

In areas of temporary abandonment, with no current operations

the operator must substantially backfill, fence, protect, or otherwise

effectively close all surface openings, auger holes, areas prone

to subsidence, and surface facilities or workings which are a

hazard to people or animals. Conspicuous signs must be posted
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prohibiting entrance of unauthorized persons. In areas of permanent

abandonment, all openings and excavations, including water discharge

points, must be closed or backfilled, or otherwise permanently

dealt with in accordance with sound engineering practices and

according to the approved plan. Drill holes, trenches, and other

excavations for development or prospecting shall be abandoned

in a manner to protect the surface and not to endanger any present

or future underground operations. Methods of backfilling must

be approved in advance by the Mining Supervisor.

3041.6 Reports

This section is essentially unchanged from part 23 in

the requirements for periodic reports from the operator covering

backfilling and regrading, revegetation, acreage disturbed and

reclaimed, and cessation or abandonment of operations. These

reports are filed annually with the Mining Supervisor or within

30-days prior to abandonment or after each revegetation planting

is completed.

The Mining Supervisor and the authorized officer of the

surface management agency must, as soon as possible after each

full growing season, inspect and evaluate the revegetated areas

to determine if satisfactory vegetative growth has been established

pursuant to 3041 . 2-2( f ) ( 13)

.

3041.7 Notice of Noncompliance: Revocation

This section expands and strengthens part 23.11. If the

authorized officer determines that an operator is in noncompliance
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with the requirements of a lease, permit, or license, applicable

regulations, or the approved mining plan, and that such noncompliance

threatens immediate, serious or irreparable damage to the environment,

resources, health and safety of the employees and the public, he must

serve oral notice of noncompliance upon the operator and must promptly

notify the Mining Supervisor, who must orally indicate remedial action

followed by a written notice of noncompliance, where appropriate.

If the authorized officer determines that an operator

is in noncompliance and such noncompliance does not threaten immediate,

serious or irreparable damage to the environment, resources, health

and safety of the employees and the public, the authorized officer will

refer the matter to the Mining Supervisor for remedial action.

Failure of the operator to take action in accordance

with a written notice on noncompliance issued by the Mining Supervisor

in accordance with the provisions of 30 CFR 211.72 will be grounds

for suspension of the operation and for possible cancellation of the

lease, permit, or license in accordance with the regulations in

43 CFR Part 3500.

3041.8 Application of State Laws

This section does not appear in part 23, although it

has been Departmental policy for some time to allow application

of State reclamation standards to Federal mined lands where such

application is not inconsistent with Federal law or regulations.

The proposed 3041 regulations allow the Secretary, upon

request of the Governor of any State, to review the laws, regulations,

administrative practices and procedures in effect or due to come
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into effect with respect to reclamation of lands disturbed by

surface mining of coal which are subject to the jurisdiction of

that State, to determine whether such controls may appropriately

be applied as Federal law to operations relating to coal owned

or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

After such review, the Secretary may, by order, direct

that all or part of such State laws, regulations, practices, and

procedures shall be applied as Federal law by the authorized

officer of the Department with respect to coal within that State

owned by or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.

The Secretary may also enter into agreements with

such States to provide for a joint Federal-State program with

respect to surface coal mining and reclamation operations

for administrative and enforcement purposes.
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30 CFR 211

Coal mining operating regulations

The provisions in the existing 30 CFR 211 regulations date

to a large degree from their initial promulgation soon after the

passage of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, although there have been

amendments to certain sections over the years. In overseeing coal

mining operations under Federal and Indian leases, permits, or

licenses, the Geological Survey's Area Mining Supervisors have

been increasingly guided by requirements contained in GS manuals

and in supplementary regulations, such as 43 CFR 23 and 25 CFR

177. Most importantly, it has been the practice to require Federal

lessees to comply with the applicable provisions of reclamation

laws and regulations of the State in which an operation is conducted,

insofar as the environmental protection provided by the State standards

is at least as stringent as that provided by the provisions of

Federal laws and regulations.

The two primary purposes of these revisions to 30 CFR 211,

then, is (1) to delete obsolete materials and include new provisions

and requirements consistent with modern mining practices, and (2)

to incorporate additional requirements designed to ensure the protection

of environmental values and the effective reclamation of lands

affected by the development of Federal and Indian coal resources.

As is the case with the 43 CFR 3041 regulations, the changes in

30 CFR 211 will be implemented in part by appropriate revisions

of Departmental manuals and directives, and by the issuance
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through rulemaking of general coal mining orders applying to specific

geographic areas.

Major changes from previous regulations include the following:

211.1 Scope and Purpose

This section makes it clear that these regulations apply to

coal mining operations involving Federal coal, and Indian coal

administered by the Department, regardless of surface ownership (see

discussion under 43 CFR 3041.0-1 above). The statement of purpose

has been revised to reflect the Department's policy "... to ensure that

operating practices will avoid, minimize, or correct resulting damage

to the environment and to public health and safety; to require

effective reclamation of affected lands as contemporaneously as

practicable with coal development; and to assure that all operations

involving significant surface disturbance take place only pursuant

to plans approved in advance thereof and that such plans are approved

only where reclamation of the affected lands to the standards set forth

herein is attainable and assured; . .
.".

The provisions of these regulations are to become effective upon

publication in the Federal Register except that existing operations

are allowed 180 days to bring their activities into compliance with

the performance standards contained in 211.40 and up to 18 months to

obtain approval of a plan which complies with all of the provisions of

these regulations. Existing operations are defined to include all

operations with an approved plan as of the date of publication of

these regulations, or proposed operations that meet other specific criteria.
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These regulations will be effective upon publication with respect to

all operations not meeting the "existing operations" criteria.

Finally, it should be noted that provisions pertaining to the

health and safety of miners have been deleted; this aspect of coal

mining is now covered by the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

and 30 CFR Chapter I.

211.3 Responsibilities

The authority and responsibilities of the Mining Supervisor

have been clarified, made more explicit or expanded, as follows:

- His authority to approve, disapprove, approve upon condition

or require modification of exploration and mining plans has

been made more explicit.

- He has been authorized to issue through rulemaking general coal

mining orders, with the prior approval of the Chief of the

Conservation Division, to assist in implementing these

regulations in a manner that reflects the varied conditions

experienced in different coal mining areas.

- His responsibility to consult with the authorized officers

of appropriate Federal surface management agencies prior to

taking certain final actions has been clarified.

- His responsibility to assure the protection of environmental

values and the effective reclamation of affected lands has

been made more specific in paragraphs dealing with cessation

and abandonment of operations, compliance with air and water

quality control measurues, and determination of the amount of

compliance or performance bonds to be provided.
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211.4 General obligations

In addition to the general obligations discussed in 43 CFR 3041.2-2

above, the operator is now required by the provisions of this section

to minimize, control, and, to the maximum extent practicable, avoid a

wide range of adverse impacts on environmental quality or social well-

being. The operator must also monitor water quality, when and as

required by the Mining Supervisor, so as to minimize, control, or

avoid water pollution pursuant to related provisions in these

regulations.

211.5 Procedures and Public Participation

See 43 CFR 3041.4 above.

211.10 Exploration and Mining Plans

The provisions dealing with the information required to be

submitted in an exploration or mining plan, and with the procedures

to be followed by the Mining Supervisor prior to taking final action

on such plans, have been greatly expanded. In addition, there is an

explicit prohibition of any operations, except those which do not

involve significant surface disturbances, in advance of approval of

a plan which contains all information required with respect to such

operations. Together with the expanded provisions for public

participation contained in 30 CFR 211.5, these requirements provide

the primary mechanism for assuring before coal mining operations begin

that such operations will meet the general goals of the Departmental policy

and the specific standards of these regulations.

These plans will include a detailed description of existing
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environmental conditions and land use in the area, a detailed de-

scription of anticipated environmental impact of operations, and

the methods by which reclamation will either return the affected

area to its premining condition, or to a condition capable of support-

ing alternative uses which have been approved by appropriate government

agencies. The plan will also include maps and cross sections outlin-

ing each progressive phase of the operation (including exploration,

development, mining, and reclamation), and the mitigating measures

that will be taken to minimize the impact of each phase of operations

on the environment.

This section contains specific provisions for determining

whether the area of operations treated by the plan is adequate

(211.10(a)(2)); for initiating changes in an existing plan, including

a provision for petitions by interested persons (211.10(d)); and for

determining whether to approve a plan containing a proposed degree of

compliance with an absolute control or reclamation objective which is

alleged to be in compliance "to the maximum extent practicable".

211.11 Approaching Oil, Gas, or Water Wells

This section requires certain precautions related to mining

operations in the vicinity of known or discovered wells or bore holes.

211.12 and 211.13 Mine Maps

The operator must maintain accurate and up-to-date maps of all

surface and underground workings and make them available to the

Mining Supervisor upon request.
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211.20 and 211.21 Prospecting and Exploration Operations

The operator must provide to the Mining Supervisor, upon

request, a complete report on prospecting and exploration operations,

including geologic interpretations and recoverable reserve calculations,

and maps and cross sections showing location of coal outcrops, drill

holes, trenches, and other prospecting and exploration activities.

The records required to be maintained include a log of all strata

penetrated and all geologic and hydrologic conditions encountered,

and copies of in-hole surveys— this information to be collected and

prepared under the supervision of a qualified geologist or engineer.

Cores and samples are to be retained for one year, unless otherwise

authorized by the Mining Supervisor. Methods of hole abandonment or

use for other purposes must be approved by the Mining Supervisor.

211.30 through 211.36 Underground Mining

Underground mining operations must be conducted safely and

in a manner to yield the maximum recovery of the coal deposits

consistent with the protection and use of other natural resources,

sound economic practices, and the protection of the environment.

Underground mining operations must also be conducted in such a way

as to prevent or control subsidence.

211.40 Operating and Reclamation Standards

See 43 CFR 3041.2-2 above.

211.41 Completion of Operations and Abandonment

See 43 CFR 3041.5 above.
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211.62 Reports

See 43 CFR 3041.6 above.

In addition to the reports required in 43 CFR 3041.6, this

section required lessees to report quarterly on coal production and

royalty payments, and describes the penalties for failure to do so.

211.63 Basis for Royalty Computation

This section has been revised to reflect the current practice of

calculating royalties based upon the gross value of the coal produced,

as opposed to the weight of the coal produced. As in the existing

regulations, an audit of the operator's accounts and books may be

required annually, or at other times as may be directed by the

Mining Supervisor.

211.70 through 211.73 Inspection, Issuance of Orders, Enforcement of

Orders, and Appeals

An operator must provide means for the Mining Supervisor to

inspect and investigate his operations at any reasonable time.

If the Mining Supervisor determines that an operator has failed

to comply with pertinent regulations, provisions of an approved

exploration or mining plan, or the terms of the lease, a notice

of non-compliance will be issued. Failure of the operator to take

action in accordance with the notice of non-compliance will be

grounds for suspension of operations .

If, in the judgment of the Mining Supervisor, an operator's

non-compliance threatens immediate and serious damage to the

environment, the coal resource being mined, or other mineral and
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non-mineral resources, he is authorized to order the immediate

cessation of the activities involved.

Orders, notices, or decisions issued pursuant to these

regulations may be appealed as provided in 30 CFR 290.

211.74 Applicability of State Law

See 43 CFR 3041.8 above.
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Interrelationships with Other

Agencies and Programs

Federal agencies

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) classifies and manages

national resource lands and their related resources according to

principles of multiple use, sustained yield, and environmental

quality. In the Federal coal leasing program, the Energy Minerals

Activity Recommendation System (EMARS) , the BLM exercises the Secretary

of the Interior's discretionary authority under the mineral leasing

acts to determine whether or not leases, permits, or licenses are

to be issued. After consultation with the Geological Survey (GS), BLM

is responsible for issuing leases and, on lands administered by BLM,

for formulating the surface, non-mineral resource protection and

rehabilitation requirements to be incorporated in them. With respect to

those Federal coal deposits where BLM has surface management responsibilities,

and on private surface overlying Federal coal, BLM reviews the

adequacy of environmental protection and rehabilitation aspects

of all mining operation plans. BLM also is responsible for compliance

examinations on lands within its jurisdiction but outside areas of

operation which are the principal responsibility of the Geological Survey.

The Geological Survey is responsible for geologic,

engineering, and economic value determinations needed for Federal

coal leasing and for supervision of coal mining operations on

Federal lands under the terms of leases issued by the BLM, after

consultation with the appropriate surface management agency. The GS
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approves operating plans which meet requirements of the mineral leasing

acts, regulations, and lease terms and conditions, including environmental

and rehabilitation stipulations. It makes compliance examinations

of operations under Federal and Indian leases and maintains records

of operations of lessees, permittees, and licensees.

The Forest Service (FS) manages surface resources of

the national forests and national grasslands. All lands under

Forest Service jurisdiction are managed in accordance with the

principles of multiple use and sustained yield, as expressed in

the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act of 1960 (74 Stat. 2.5, 16

U.S.C. 528531).

Lands managed by the FS are generally subject to mineral

leasing by the Department of the Interior, in accordance with

the constraints and direction developed in multiple use planning.

The FS recommends stipulations for inclusion in leases on public

domain forest land and must grant concurrence prior to any leasing

of acquired forest lands. These leases and permits are subject

to the performance standards and other requirements of the proposed

43 CFR 3041 and 30 CFR 211 regulations.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administers both

the Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act in con-

junction with approved State pollution control programs. The Clean

Air Act requires that any entity proposing a new industrial facility

(fossil-fuel-fired steam generators) must obtain a permit certifying

that the plant complies with EPA's new source performance standards.
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The heart of the water quality program is also a permit system

which requires any entity discharging pollutants that may enter

receiving streams and lakes waters to obtain a permit. EPA effluent

guidelines and State water quality standards determine whether

any specific permit may be issued.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) is responsible for administering

the lands and resources held in trust for Indian tribes by the United

States. The BIA assists tribes in the orderly development of

their natural resources. When development of minerals is contemplated

by an Indian tribe, the BIA, accompanied by representatives of

the tribe and GS, makes technical examinations of lands under

consideration and formulates general requirements for operating

and reclamation standards based on the technical examination.

The GS approves mining and exploration plans after consultation with

BIA and the tribe.

The BIA and GS both inspect operations for compliance, and

GS enforces compliance after consultation with BIA. Leases for

coal exploration and development are essentially contracts between

the tribes and the mining companies, but require the approval of the

Secretary as trustee.

Health and safety aspects of coal mining are overseen by the

Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA) under the Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969.

State agencies

Many of the States underlain with Federal coal and some

Indian tribes owning coal resources have passed laws and regulations
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or amended their existing statutes as regulatory experience was

gained and new needs and improved technology made stronger requirements

both practical and advisable. However, variations exist between

States as to stringency and applicability to cover both mining

and reclamation measures being required. The existing practice

under Federal coal leases is to require compliance with the applicable

mining laws of the State in which the mining is being performed, unless

measures under existing Federal regulations are more stringent. The

proposed regulations would formalize this practice and in addition,

except for Indian lands, allow the development of joint Federal-State

agreements regarding the administration and enforcement of applicable

reclamation laws and regulations.

Prior to selection of areas or tracts for Federal coal

leasing and development, the BLM consults with State and local planning

agencies and considers their recommendations as to terms and conditions

of the leases, permits, or licenses and post mining land use.

Relationships with private interests

Interaction between private and Federal property interests

occurs frequently throughout the Federal coal States. This has resulted

from the historical Federal practice of conveying land to private

ownership with reservation to the United States of some or all minerals

underlying the land. The Acts of June 22, 1910, (30 U.S.C. 83-85)

and July 17, 1914, (30 U.S.C. 121-124) were the earliest Federal

statutes calling for this reservation.
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In the case of reservation of coal, the Act of June 22, 1910,

provides that any person having rights to prospect for or mine the

coal may enter and occupy the land for that purpose. He must first

pay the surface owner for damages caused by his operation or post

a bond to cover those damages.

By far the most common reservation of minerals occurs with

lands which passed to private ownership under the Stockraising Homestead

Act of December 29, 1916,(39 Stat 862; 43 U.S.C. 291-302). Section 9

of that Act provides that all conveyances of land under its provisions

shall contain a reservation to the United States of all minerals,

together with the right to prospect for, mine, and remove them.

In addition, the law spells out in some detail the relative rights

of the surface owner and the holder of mineral rights. Again,

there is provision for posting of bond by the holder of any mineral

rights (lease) for the benefit of the surface owner if agreement

with the surface owner cannot be reached. Liability of the holder

of mineral rights is limited to damage to crops (including forage)

or other tangible improvements. Damages for reduction in the value

of land for grazing can be awarded pursuant to the Act of June

21, 1949, (63 Stat 215; 30 U.S.C. 54).

Bonds posted under the above Acts are filed with the

BLM. If amounts of the bonds are protested as inadequate by the

landowner, BLM must decide the proper amount.

In recent years, BLM has further concerned itself with

protecting interests of surface landowners when it proposes to issue
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new coal leases by consulting with the landowners when preparing terms

and conditions for inclusion in the leases. Protection of facilities

critical to the landowners' ranching operations is of particular

concern. BLM field offices make similar contact with landowners

when reviewing lessees' proposed mining plans which are submitted

to BLM by GS for comment and recommendations.
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CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF THE ENVIRONMENT

The Northern Great Plains and Rocky Mountain coal provinces

contain 921,100 acres of the 1,022,200 acres of Federal and Indian coal

resources leased in the United States. The Pacific Coast coal province

contains comparatively little coal, but much of it is on Federal coal

land. Because the principal impacts of the proposed revised regulations

will be most noticeable in the western coal-producing areas, the environments

of the western provinces are described in greater detail than those of

the Eastern, Gulf, and Interior coal provinces. However, all descriptions

are brief and in broad terms because detailed environmental analyses

will be prepared on a case-by-case basis in the diverse coal provinces

before leases are issued. For ease of reference, the provinces are

discussed geographically, from west to east.

PACIFIC COAST COAL PROVINCE
(INCLUDING ALASKA)

Of the nationwide total of 530 Federal coal leases, 10

are in this province. Four of these are in Alaska.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . GEOLOGY

a. Coal areas in California, Oregon, and Washington

The principal coal fields are in the Pacific Mountain

physiographic system, which extends through California and western

Oregon and Washington and comprises two major mountain chains and

their related intermontane basins and troughs (Fenneman, 1931).
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The system includes two principal physiographic provinces: The

Pacific Border province is characterized by a chain of mountains

along the coast and a broken line of valleys east of these mountains;

the Sierra-Cascade Mountains province to the east includes the Northern

and Middle Cascade Mountains of Washington and Oregon and the Southern

Cascade Mountains and the Sierra Nevada in northern California.

The mountains of these provinces consist of metamorphic

and sedimentary rocks, granitic intrusive rocks, Tertiary basin-fill

deposits, and extensive areas of volcanics. The mountains are due

in part to igneous intrusions and crustal movement and in part to

volcanic accumulation. The topography ranges from rolling hills and

flat alluvium-filled valleys to towering volcanoes along the rugged

crest of the Cascades.

In California, small deposits of coal are scattered through-

out the State in 43 counties, but mining or intensive prospecting has

been carried on at less than a dozen localities (fig. 2-1). The coal

is mostly Eocene to Miocene in age and ranges in rank from lignite

to high-volatile B bituminous. The higher rank coals are largely due

to structural deformation, and they occur in the highly folded and

faulted rocks along the Coast Ranges (Landis, 1966).

Oregon also has many small deposits of coal scattered across

the southwestern and northern parts of the State (fig. 2-1). Coal

deposits range from subbituminous C in the Coos Bay field to bituminous

in the unique deposits in the John Day basin area. In the John Day

area, coals as thick as 3 feet are enclosed by tuff and interbedded
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Figure 2-1. --Pacific Coast coal province with locations of selected
coal deposits and fields and dominant type of coal in each. (After

U.S. Department of the Interior, 1975.)
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flows of andesite and other igneous material in the Mascall Formation

of Miocene age. In southwestern Oregon, coals of the Umpqua Formation

of Eocene age are covered by extensive lava flows (Mason, 1969).

Washington has larger and more extensive coal deposits than

Oregon (fig. 2-1). They range from lignite to anthracite, but most are

subbituminous and bituminous; some are of coking quality. The coal is

mostly Eocene in age but ranges from pre-Tertiary to Miocene. The

moderately high ranks of the Eocene coals are largely due to compression

during intense structural deformation. The high ash content of some

coals was caused by volcanic ash falls during accumulation of the coal

(Beikman and Gower , 1966).

The principal coal areas occur along the western margin

of the Cascade Range in a discontinuous belt that extends from the

Canadian border south to the Columbia River. The major coal-producing

area has been the Roslyn field on the east flank of the mountains,

where several coal beds as thick as 7 feet are mined. The coals

increase in value and rank to the west toward the mountains.

The Centralia-Chehallis district on the west side of the

mountains encompasses more than 200 square miles. In this area,

coal beds occur in the Skookumchuck Formation of late Eocene age;

are generally of lower rank, ranging from lignite to subbituminous B;

and are thicker, ranging in thickness to 40 feet.

Most coal areas in Washington have gently to steeply

dipping strata, faults, and locally extensive glacial cover that

makes surface tracing of coal beds and prospecting difficult.
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b. Coal areas in Alaska

The four major physiographic divisions in Alaska are, from

north to south, the Interior Plains (which also constitutes the Arctic

Coastal Plain province) , the Rocky Mountain System, the Intermontane

Plateaus, and the Pacific Mountain System. The principal recognized

coal regions are the Central Alaska region in the Intermontane Plateaus,

the Cook Inlet-Susitna, Alaska Peninsula, and Southeastern Alaska

regions in the Pacific Mountain System, and the Northern Alaska region

which lies partly in the Arctic Coastal Plain and partly in the Arctic

Foothills of the Rocky Mountain System (Barnes, 1964; Wahrhaftig and

Gates, 1964).

The part of the great Northern Alaska coal region that

occupies the Arctic Coastal Plain is in the Alaskan counterpart of

the Interior Plains physiographic system of the conterminous United

States. The Arctic Coastal Plain rises imperceptibly from the Arctic

Ocean to a maximum altitude of 600 feet at its southern margin; is

almost without relief, except for low hills; and has thousands of

lakes and swamps. The Arctic Foothills province, which contains

the rest of the coal region, is over 600 feet high and consists of

rolling plateaus and low linear mountains rising southward to the

broad northern flanks of the Brooks Range.

The Intermontane Plateaus, between the Brooks Range to

the north and the Alaska Range to the south, include dissected uplands

and broad alluvium-floored lowland basins drained largely by the

Yukon and Kuskokwim river systems. Several occurrences of coal are
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reported in this area, which encompasses most of the Central Alaska

coal region, but most deposits if mined at all, have been mined only

for local usage, which in the early 1900' s comprised largely river

steamboats. The active Nenana coal field, considered geographically

a part of the Central Alaska coal region, is south of Fairbanks in

the northern foothills of the Alaska Range.

The Pacific Mountain System consists of two mountainous-

belt provinces, the Pacific Border Ranges along the south-central

and southeastern coasts and the Alaska-Aleutian province, which com-

prises, from east to west, the Coast Mountains, the Alaska Range,

the Aleutian Range, and the Aleutian Islands. These provinces are

separated by the Coastal Trough province, which includes the Copper

River Lowland and the Cook Inlet-Susitna Lowland; the latter contains

one of the principal coal regions in the State.

Figure 2-2 shows the locations of the principal Alaskan coal

fields, keyed to the dominant type of coal in each.

1. Northern Alaska coal region (fields)

Lower and Upper Cretaceous coal-bearing rocks underlie an

estimated 58,000 square miles of the land north of the Brooks Range and west

of the Colville River (fig. 2-2). These beds have been moderately to

gently folded, the intensity of folding increasing to the south toward

the mountains. Bituminous and subbituminous coal beds, ranging in thickness

from 3 to 20 feet, crop out along the banks of the major rivers in the area,

suggesting that much, if not most, of the entire area is underlain by coal

beds. Minor occurrences of coal-bearing rocks of Paleozoic age occur

along the northwest coast, south of Cape Lisburne; though high in rank,

they are structurally complex and of little economic value.
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Figure 2-2. --Principal coal fields in Alaska with dominant type of coal in each.

U„S. Department of the Interior, 1975.)
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2. Central Alaska coal region (fields)

This region in the Intermontane Plateaus has high potential

resources of coal but is largely unexplored; its coal is mainly of

Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary age, although at least one coal

locality may occur in the Nation River Formation of Late Devonian age.

The coal in the region reportedly ranges in rank from lignite to

bituminous. About 9 feet of clean coal occurs on the Middle Fork of

the Koyukuk River; 85 feet of lignite, in the Seward Peninsula district.

Localities have mostly small isolated exposures, and though several

outcrops might be present in an area, surficial cover or complex

geologic structures commonly preclude tracing particular beds great

distances. The Nenana field (fig. 2-2), ranked first in production

in the State in 1964, is included in the Central Alaska region by

Barnes (1964), and physiographically it lies in the northern foothills

of the Alaska Range. The coal field extends in isolated basins at least

80 miles along the north flank of the mountains, and it ranges in width

from 1 mile to more than 30 miles. The subbituminous coal beds range

in thickness from a few inches to 60 feet and are contained in Tertiary

rocks that have been folded and faulted.

^ • Cook Inlet-Sjjsitna coal region ( the
Susitna-Kenai coal fields)

Located in the Coastal Trough physiographic province, this

coal region is bounded on the north and west by the Alaska Range and

on the south and east by the Kenai-Chugach Mountains. The area includes

a wedge of moderately deformed marine clastic rocks of late Mesozoic

age and beds of predominantly nonmarine , poorly consolidated Tertiary
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coal-bearing rocks that overlie older rocks. The coal in the region

ranges from lignite to subbituminous in the Susitna field (fig. 2-2)

and, although primarily bituminous, to anthracite in the vicinity

of thick sills intruded into the Chicaloon Formation in the Matanuska

field (fig. 2-2); the latter field ranked second in production in

the State in 1964, exceeded only by the only other primary producer,

the Nenana field. Coal thickness in the region ranges from as much as

23 feet of high-volatile bituminous coal in the Matanuska field to more

than 50 feet of subbituminous coal and lignite in the Susitna field.

Not all of the vast resources of coal in the region is minable owing to

the complex coal distribution patterns caused by folding and faulting.

4

.

Alaska Peninsula coal region

Cretaceous bituminous coal occurs in the region in moderately

folded and faulted beds; Tertiary lignite, in fairly flat lying beds

of sand, clay, and gravel. Beds of both types vary greatly in thickness,

and no mining has been attempted in the area for many years.

5

.

Southeastern Alaska coal region

This region includes the southeast Alaska panhandle and a

narrow coastal belt along the southeast shore of the State. Tertiary

lignite occurs at most localities scattered throughout the panhandle.

However, subbituminous and bituminous coal predominate in the more

significant deposits such as the Bering River field (fig. 2-2), where the

rank increases westward to semianthracite and anthracite in the highly

deformed crushed and sheared beds of the Kushtaka Formation, of lower

Tertiary age, and the coal occurs in many beds which range in thickness
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from a few inches to 60 feet. Much surface and underground prospecting

has occurred in the Bering River area, but no commerical mining has

resulted

.

2. TOPOGRAPHY

The Pacific Coast coal province, including Alaska, is

mostly mountainous and has wide variations in relief. The highest

peak in North America, Mt . McKinley in Alaska, tops 20,000 feet.

The Alaskan mountains, which include the Brooks, Aleutian, and

Alaska Ranges, are the highest and roughest in the Nation; between

the Brooks and Alaska Ranges are the Arctic Lowlands and central

basin in Alaska. Mountains in the Cascade Range and the Sierra

Nevadas exceed 14,000 feet in elevation. Between these ranges are

the Central Valley in California and the Puget-Willamette Lowlands

in Washington and Oregon. The mountains of this area are young and

may still be rising; they trend north-south and include many isolated

volcanic cones .

3. CLIMATE

The Pacific Coast coal province has the widest range of

climate in the country. The annual precipitation varies from less

than 8 inches in the desert of southern California to over 200 inches

in the Olympic Peninsula of Washington. They valleys typically have

less precipitation annually than do the mountains , and the higher

amounts occur along the coasts of northern California, western Oregon

and Washington, and southern Alaska. Some coastal areas and coastal

mountains receive more than 5 inches of precipitation within a 24-hour
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period. Most precipitation occurs from November through February;

June, July, August, and September are the drier months, but this is

relative because seasonal as well as total precipitation are considerably

higher in coastal southern Alaska than along the coasts of the western

conterminous United States. Interior Alaska receives most of its moisture

in July, August, and September.

The temperatures are more moderate along the coast than in the

interior, owing to the steady flow of the Japan Current across the Pacific

Ocean which tends to keep the temperatures from changing rapidly. The

temperature in Southern California averages more than 50 degrees F in

January and more than 90 degrees F in July. In comparison, the tempera-

ture in interior Alaska averages -10 degrees F in January and more than

50 degrees F in July. Temperature is affected primarily by elevation,

latitude, and distance from the ocean. The number of freeze-free days

per year ranges from more than 300 in southern California to less than

30 in northern Alaska. Each year, the higher mountains typically have

less than 90 freeze-free days, while the highly productive agricultural

land of California has more than 240 freeze-free days.

Winds along the coast typically come from the west most of

the year, except in Alaska where winds blow generally from the middle

of the State toward the Bering Sea and the Pacific Ocean during all

but the summer months when this trend is reversed. In Oregon and

Washington, much of the wind in the fall and winter comes from the

southwest. The coastal areas are subject to fog much of the year.
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4 . HYDROLOGY

The northwestern part of the Pacific Coast coal province

and parts of Alaska have large supplies of both surface water and

ground water. However, not all parts of the region have abundant

water, and many large diversion canals and aqueducts transport surface

water from areas of high runoff to areas of low runoff. Most surface

waters have low dissolved-solids content, and sediment concentrations

in major streams are generally low except during peak flow periods.

Ground-water yields are high in many parts of the province.

The water is generally of good quality but may be poor in some places.

In the Alaskan part of the province, large amounts of good-

quality surface water are available in the southeastern and some

coastal areas of the State, although some is acidic (pH=4 or 5); in

interior and arctic Alaska, however, the availability is seasonal at

best and often inadequate then. Runoff is highly variable, especially

in the low-lying areas along the Gulf of Alaska where runoff is a

function of glacial melting, which produces extreme diurnal and seasonal

variation. The quality of the water is generally excellent except for

the high sediment content in many glacier-fed streams and the high

acidity in streams that drain extensive marshy and swampy areas. The

latter streams also have high iron and organic content.

Most ground-water supplies are obtained from river alluvium,

which contains large amounts of ground water—generally with high iron

content. Ground water in areas overlain by permafrost is usually of

poor quality.
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5. SOILS

Table II-l lists some of the characteristics, uses, and

limitations of the dominant soils within the Pacific Coast coal

province. In addition to providing general information for each

soil, the table also lists specific items, such as the unified

classification of the subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic

groups. The listed soil series are not inclusive, and although they

occur extensively, they must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite

soil surveys must be made before all types of soil are known. More

detailed information on soil characteristics and limitations may be

obtained from the soil-survey reports listed as sources.

6

.

VEGETATION

The coniferous forest of the Pacific Coast coal province

consists of three well-defined forest types:

1. The taiga coniferous forest spreads across interior Alaska,

following water courses to the timberline on the south side

of the Brooks Range.

2. The montane coniferous forest and alpine communities cover the

Cascade Mountains in Washington and Oregon, the Siskiyou Mountains

in Oregon, and the inner Coast Range and Sierra Nevada in northern

California from woodland transition to timberline.

3. The northwest coastal forest, the most dense coniferous-forest

type, extends along the Pacific coast from southern Alaska to

western Washington, western Oregon, and northwestern California.
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Table II—1.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Pacific Coast coal province

i

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Hugo California SC 4-8 B 0-70 conifer forests, forestry
(USDA, 1972d) shrubs, grasses,

and forbs

Limitations: Good timber-producing soils, well drained, very gravelly soils, very severe erosion hazard.

Clearlake California CH 8-10 D 0-3 grasses, shrubs, hay, grain,
(USDA, 1972d) and forbs and orchards

Limitations: Shrink-swell potential high, 3 to 5 feet to seasonal water table, surface cracks when dry,
runoff slow until surface is sealed when it becomes rapid, drainage improves productivity.

Yolo California ML, CL 9-12 B 0-3 annual and peren- cultivated crops
(USDA, 1972d) nial crops and orchards

Limitations: Subject to flooding, well drained.

Orford Oregon
(USDA, 1970d) MH 9-12 C 0-65 conifer forest wood crops

Limitations: Well-drained uplands, severe erosion hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II— 1.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Pacific Coast coal province—Continued

i

in

Soil name

Active
Daneland

Limitations

:

Hembre

Limitations

:

Nehalem

Limitations

Amity

Limitations

Kinney

Limitations

Locations
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro-
logic
group 3/

Range in

percent
slope Vegetation

Major
use

Oregon
(USDA, 1970d)

SP-SM 0-60 recreation

Unstable and subject to severe soil blowing, droughty, vegetation difficult to establish

Oregon
(USDA, 1969e)

ML 9-12 0-70 conifer forest wood products

High erosion hazard in cutbanks, highly productive stable mantles.

Oregon . ML or 9-12 B

(USDA, 1969e) CL

Alluvial bottoms, subject to flooding.

2-8 grass and legumes pasture

Oregon ML or

(USDA, 1972c) CL

9-12 0-8 annual and peren-
nial grasses

pasture, grains,
and seed

Somewhat poorly drained, low terraces, compaction hazard severe, water table restricts use.

Oregon
(USDA, 1972c)

ML 5-9 0-70 conifer forest wood products

Well-drained uplands, unstable on steep slopes, erosion hazard severe on steep slopes, subject

to frost heaving.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II-l.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
Pacific Coast coal province—Continued

Soil name

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Locations classifi- capacity logic percent
(source) cations 1/ (inches) 2_/ group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

Cinabar

Limitations

Puyallup

Limitations

:

Grove

Limitations

:

Coal Creek

Washington
(USDA, 1972b)

ML 12 + 0-85 conifer forests,
annual and peren-
nial grasses

Well drained, terrace, erosion hazard on cutslope and compacted areas severe.

Washington
(USDA, 1972b)

SM 6-9 B 0-3 row crops, hay
pasture, and
orchards

Somewhat excessively drained, subject to flooding, pervious when compacted.

Washington GP-GM 3-6 A 0-60 conifer forests
(USDA, 1960b)

Glacial outwash plains, gravelly soils, droughty and low in fertility.

Alaska
(USDA, 1968b)

CL 9-12 0-3 sparse birch,
white spruce,

cedar, and willow

Limitations: Poorly drained, silty soil in stream valleys, extremely acid topsoil.

hay, pasture, and
wood products

farming

wood products,
feed crops,
homesites

wood crops, hay,
pasture

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II-l .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
Pacific Coast coal province—Continued

Soil name
Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity

(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in
logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

Fairbanks Alaska
(USDA, 1963)

ML 3-6 0-45 spruce, birch, wood products
alder

i

-

1

Limitations: Very susceptible to erosion by water.

1/ GP: Poorly graded gravels or gravel-sand mixtures, little or no fines; GM: Silty gravels,
gravel-sand-silt mixtures; SP: Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands, little or no fines; SM: Silty
sands, sand-silt mixtures; SC : Clayey sands, sand-clay mixtures; ML: Inorganic silts and very fine
sands, rock flour, silty or clayey silts with slight plasticity; CL: Inorganic clays with low to medium
plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays; MH: Inorganic silts, micaceous or
diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts; CH: Inorganic clays with high plasticity, fat
clays (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A
soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.



Prairies also exist in three separate areas in the province:

1. The Palouse prairie consists of midgrass species, but extensive areas

have been replaced by sagebrush owing to overgrazing. Large wheat

crops are produced in portions of this prairie.

2. The California prairie originally consisted of midgrasses of the

bunch-grass type, similar in form to those of the Palouse.

3. The coastal prairie resembles the mixed prairie of the northern

temperate grassland, but the short grasses in the coastal prairie

resulted primarily from overgrazing. The most common desert

shrubs are sagebrush, rabbitbush, and greasewood . Common grasses

are wheatgrass and Idaho fescue. Woodland brushlands occur in drier

areas bordering forests, and oak is common.

7 . WILDLIFE

a. Terrestrial

This section treats the wildlife associated with, in very

general geographic order from north to south, the tundra biome, the

boreal coniferous forest subbiome (tiaga), the northwest coastal forest

subbiome, and the chaparral community.

1 . Tundra

Even with the low temperatures, short growing seasons, low

precipitation, and intermittent freezing and thawing of the thick,

spongy mat of low tundra vegetation, many mammals and birds remain in

the tundra biome throughout the year. They include the caribou,

musk ox, arctic hare, arctic fox, lemming, and ptarmigan. Other
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characteristic mammals of the arctic slope include the polar bear,

arctic wolf, wolverine, Alaska red fox, marmot, Perry's ground squirrel,

redbacked mouse, and several species of moles and shrews.

The uplands are inhabited by caribou (except in winter)

,

Dall's sheep, grizzly bear, marmot, ground squirrel, rock ptarmigan,

horned lark, and Lapland longspur.

Large numbers of birds migrate to the tundra to nest and rear

their young during the brief summer, but few remain in winter; even

the snowy owl may move southward. Willow ptarmigan are usually present

year round .

Hordes of insects live in the low tundra. Most hibernating

insects withstand surface temperatures as low as -50 degrees F, although

those in the subsurface environment rarely experience temperatures below

32 degrees. Mosquitoes, gnats, flies, beetles, bugs, bumblebees, wasps,

moth larvae, spiders, and mites may overwinter in plant tufts and under

stones and driftwood.

2. Boreal coniferous forest subbiome (tiaga)

Boreal coniferous forest species common in parts of the

Alaska coal regions are caribou, Sitka black-tailed deer, moose, black

and brown bears, lynx, wolverine, wolf, red fox, goats, red squirrel,

snowshoe hare, northern flying squirrels, spruce grouse, crossbills,

ptarmigan, redpolls, and ravens. Most animals that can tolerate cold

winters with much snow use the dense evergreen growth for cover and

protection. In interior and arctic Alaska, however, such growth is

often sparse or absent, and the cold and snow can be serious threats
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and limiting factors to wildlife populations. The herbivores are

principally browsers; some, such as the moose, snowshoe hare, and

grouse, depend, at least in part, on broad-leaved plant communities

in burns or natural openings.

-1 ' Northwest coastal forest subbiome

In the northwest coastal forest subbiome, there is usually a

deep layer of duff and an organic soil rich in micro-organisms. The

Roosevelt elk, black-tailed deer, black bear, and cougar are characteristic

larger animals, and mountain beaver, brush rabbit, Douglas chickadee,

northwest-coast bat, and coast mole are common. Birds that might inhabit

the coal areas include the Pacific horned owl, bald eagle, sooty grouse,

red crossbill, hermit warbler, and chestnut-backed chickadee.

Many small mammals, birds, and amphibians in coastal forests

depend on the varied insect life that abounds in the damp mild environ-

ment and on the abundant seeds produced by evergreen trees. Deer and

elk commonly utilize natural or manmade openings in the dense overstory,

such as those caused by fires or logging—feeding on the resulting

nutritious ground vegetation. Closed-canopy forests provide winter

cover and escape shelter and are a crucial part of game-animal habitat.

Important nesting areas of snow and Canada geese, ducks,

trumpeter swans, and eagles occur in the Copper River Delta of Alaska,

as do extensive clam beds. This area is also a critical waterfowl

migratory stop.

4. Chaparral community

The chaparral community is primarily oak brushland . It

contains many important wildlife species which depend on the great
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variety of chaparral and shrubs. Acorns provide food for tree and

ground squirrels, certain woodpeckers, and wood ducks, and are readily

used by black-tailed deer in the fall and winter. Ceanothus , manzanita,

scrub oak, and mountain mahogany are preferred browse species for

wintering deer. The Pokegama-Jenny Creek area of the California border

provides winter range for the largest migrating black-tailed deer herd

in Oregon. Several subspecies of mule deer range throughout the

community in California and southern Oregon. Typical mammals include

the mountain lion, bobcat, coyote, skunk, and brush rabbit. The Merriam

chipmunk, California mouse, and several species of kangaroo rats and

other rodents are confined to chaparral.

Other mammal species include the dusky-footed woodrat , Oregon

gray fox, ringtail, and Pacific pale bat. The valley quail, scrub

jay, Sacramento towhee, red-shafted flicker, and acorn woodpecker are

characteristic birds. The sharp-tailed snake, Siskiyou Mountain salamander,

and leopard salamander are common species.

b. Aquatic

1. Tundra

The tundra lakes, ponds, and bogs do not support large popu-

lations of aquatic life because of the slow decomposition rates and a

lack of minerals and nutrients. Characteristic fish are lake trout,

arctic char, grayling, whitefish, blackfish, ling, and dolly varden.

Arctic grayling are abundant and well distributed in tundra waters.

Shefish, pike, and salmon inhabit the major rivers. Chum, coho , and

pink salmon are anadromous fish that spend part of their life cycles
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in tundra streams. Sockeye salmon fry spend 1 or 4 years in the lakes

before they migrate to the sea.

Tundra waters generally are of such purity that any influence

of man can be detected in water quality and in changes in aquatic biota.

The invertebrate fauna of insects, worms, and snails, although perhaps

relatively large in number of individuals, is probably not highly varied

in most parts of the province.

2. Boreal coniferous forest subbiome

Freshwater fish in this subbiome are similar to those described

for the tundra.

3

.

Northwest coastal forest subbiome

West coast and Alaska streams produce the anadromous steel-

head and five commercially important species of salmon: the chinook,

sockeye, chum, pink, and coho. Migratory populations of coastal cut-

throat, brook, and brown trout occur in coastal streams from California

to Bristol Bay, Alaska; dolly varden, arctic char, and lake trout are

also common in Alaskan coastal streams. Resident rainbow and cutthroat

trout are common in some coastal forest waters, as are various warm-water

and nongame fishes.

Many forms of aquatic and semiaquatic wildlife inhabit the

estuaries and immediate coastal zone where coal occurs. Some of these are;

Mammals Birds Fish

Humpback whale Common loon Sea or surf perches
Sea otter Brown pelican Flounders
Spotted seal Western gull Greenlings
Pacific harbor seal Common murre Lingcod
California sea lion Black brant Rock fishes
Stellar sea lion Surf scoter Pacific herring

Northern anchovy
Smelt
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Many other species of shorebirds and waterfowl use this

important coastal habitat as residents or migrants. These species

are dependent on clean brackish or saltwater and the adjacent beaches

or mudflats of their immediate habitat or for the plants or animals

that constitute their food supplies. King crabs, clams, and shrimp

are abundant in many bays, and abalone are also present. Dungeness

crabs are numerous in most bays, are eagerly sought as a sport catch,

and support an important commerical fishery. The eelgrass plant

community is very important to some species of fish, gaper clams, and

Crustacea

.

4. Chaparral community

Freshwater fish in this community are similar to those

described for the coastal forest.

c . Endangered and threatened species

Endangered species in the tundra biome include the American

and arctic peregrine falcons, which breed above and below the Arctic

Circle, the trumpeter swan, and the Aleutian Canada goose, which nests

on some of the islands in the Aleutian chain. Other endangered species

that inhabit the coal province and may occur on Federal coal lands are

listed in appendix 4.

Among the less common species in the northwest coastal forest

subbiome are the endangered Columbian white-tailed deer, which inhabits

parts of Oregon and Washington, and the fisher. The northern spotted

owl is considered to be threatened.
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B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. LAND USES

Primary coal deposits in the Pacific Coast coal province

are in Alaska and Washington. The North Slope deposit in Alaska is

located in tundra, muskeg, and foothills. Owing to the location and

character of the area, land uses are limited; primary use is by wild-

life. Abundant and varied fish and wildlife populations help support

the tourist industry but are particularly important to the Alaska

citizens and the native Alaskans; for the latter especially, fish and

wildlife have historically furnished the sole means of survival, a

highly relevant consideration in the yet-to-be-settled native land

claims. Recently mineral exploration and development activities have

invaded the tundra, but most of the extensive northern oil and gas

field development is far to the north and east of the northern coal

fields, which are in largely undeveloped and wilderness areas.

Southern Alaska coal deposits in the vicinity of Cook Inlet

are primarily within the forested area. Major land uses include minor

timber production, outdoor recreation, and use by wildlife. Oil is

produced within the coal area on the Kenai Peninsula.

Commercial fishing is of major importance in Cook Inlet and

along the coasts of Washington and Oregon. Although not, strictly

speaking, a land use, this large industry is noted here because it is

dependent on the quality of forest streams and the spawning and nursery

areas

.
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Land uses in the coal areas of Washington, Oregon, and

California include agriculture (cropland and grazing) , timber pro-

duction, general recreation, and wildlife use. Some deposits are

near areas receiving intensive commercial, residential, and industrial

uses

.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

This province contains widely divergent population factors.

However, Federal coal usually occurs in rural areas rather than in

densely populated areas .

The Alaskan part of the province differs greatly from the

other parts in that the population is comparatively small—about 350,000,

of which about 60,000 are Aleuts, Eskimos, and Indians.

3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic values where Federal coal occurs

1

.

Washington

Small, scattered pockets of Federal coal occur on the western

slopes of the Cascade Range where dense coniferous forests cover rugged

landforms. Strong linear contrasting forms with deep green colors,

broken on occasion by massive rock outcrops, produce a scale that is

full of interest and variety.

2

.

Oregon and California

Scattered coal deposits occur in the Siskiyou Mountains of

southwestern Oregon and in the Klamath-Trinity Mountains area of

northern California. Landforms are rugged, often breaking up vegetative
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types with large exposed rockslide faces. Deep gorges and valleys

cut through the area and emphasize the ground scale.

3. Alaska

The only Federal land currently under permit is in the rugged

Chugach Mountains in southeastern Alaska. In general, esthetic values

in the State are subject to extreme seasonal variations, but in the

fairly flat areas of the Arctic Coastal Plain, where several coal deposits

are known, very few esthetic-value changes are apparent in either texture

or color. A soft pattern of grassy greens envelops the areas seasonally,

with only an occasional small drainage system crossing the line of vision;

in some areas small ponds dot the landscape. Lines are difficult to

distinguish; without manmade intrusions, the strongest line is at the

horizon. Without a structure or road to establish scale, it is difficult

to grasp the extent of this area. Some localized scale, as well as

interest, exists in the grazing herds of caribou and reindeer that

freely roam the tundra.

Southward, the northern Alaska coal fields extend into the

Arctic Foothills where relief may be as much as 2,200 feet and averages

600 feet.

b. Historic

Evidence of early settlement and use includes trails, roads,

structures, and objects related to historic gold-mining and trapping

activities, logging, and coal mining. Southern Alaskan fields were

first worked by Russians in the 1850' s, and this area also contains

sites related to other early Russian and American exploration and
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settlement. Other historic sites are related to coal fields along the

Pacific coast.

Western Oregon was a terminus of the famous Oregon Trail.

Early seaports for fur traders and shipping dot the coastline.

c. Geologic

From the geologic human-interest viewpoint, the Pacific

Coast coal province (including Alaska), is the richest and most diverse

area of all. Its outstanding features range from Pleistocene lakes,

now long dry, in the California desert to the volcanoes of Alaska;

from high mountains, which dominate the province and many of which

still have active glaciers, to the beaches of the long, often highly

eroded shoreline.

Most current Federal coal leases are not in areas of out-

standing geologic human interest, but this does not preclude the

existence of unique geologic or geothermal features in the leased

areas; qualified personnel should investigate the areas before

additional leases are issued. However, because coal occurs mainly

in basins, the rough topography of much of the area militates against

the existence of much coal in those high human-interest areas.

d

.

Archeologic

The archeologic diversity of this province is unique and

of great and intricate cultural depth. The Old Cordilleran Tradition

of the Northwestern United States gave rise to the Great Basin Desert

Tradition which ranged from Baja California into Oregon and Idaho.

With its coastal counterparts in time, it blends into the riverine and
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maritime Northwest Coast Cultures all along the coastline into Alaska

where the province includes records of the prehistoric Indians in the

interior part of the State and the ancestral Aleuts and Eskimos on the

western coast and into the Arctic; numerous ancient village sites and

campsites dot the major rivers and coastal areas of Alaska.

The descendants of these early people who have not moved to

the cities live in much the same way today as their ancestors did—hunting,

gathering, and fishing, but occasionally working for day wages when the

opportunities arise.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN COAL PROVINCE

Of the nationwide total of 530 Federal leases, 361 are in

this province.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . GEOLOGY

The Rocky Mountain coal province contains the greatest

variety of coal of any province in the United States. It encompasses,

in general geographic order from north to south, parts of the four

physiographic provinces in the Rocky Mountain physiographic system,

part of the Colorado Plateaus physiographic province, and the extreme

eastern toe of the Basin and Range physiographic province.

The Rocky Mountain System, comprising from north to south the

Northern Rocky Mountains, Middle Rocky Mountains, Wyoming Basin, and

Southern Rocky Mountains physiographic provinces, is bordered on the

east by the Great Plains. To the west, the mountains grade into the

Intermontane Plateaus with considerably less change in elevation than

that on the eastern margins. The western margin is also marked by

distinct changes in geological structure and vegetation.

The selected coal regions, fields, and areas discussed in

the following sections are grouped by the physiographic provinces in

which they occur.

a. Northern Rocky Mountains physiographic province

This province comprises three mountain groups with distinctive

structures and topographic forms.
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The Idaho batholith type occurs mainly in Idaho, from the

Snake River Plain northward nearly to Lake Pend Oreille, and in south-

western Montana. It is a broad mountainous mass that almost lacks

linear form and is developed on the Idaho and Boulder batholiths and

subsidiary intrusions and, to some extent, on rocks of the Belt Series

of Precambrian age.

The Montana type extends from the frontal Lewis Range across

northwestern Montana to the Selkirk Mountains of Idaho. These mountains

exhibit linear form, are separated by north-northwest-trending valleys,

and are highly folded, faulted, and thrust faulted. They are underlain

by sedimentary rocks, mostly of Precambrian age but also, in small areas,

of Paleozoic and Mesozoic age.

The third type occurs in southwestern Montana south of the

Blackfoot River, between the Boulder and Idaho batholiths. The ranges

are short and are separated by broad intermontane valleys or basins.

The structures are similar to those in the Basin and Range province,

with which the area should be united were it not for the intervening

Snake River Plain. Coal deposits are limited to the Yellowstone area

and several isolated fields in western and southwestern Montana.

1 . Coal areas in western and southwestern Montana

The coal fields in this area (fig. 2-3) are neither large

in area nor great in commercial importance (Jones and Hunt, 1952;

Campbell, 1929). The coal is of high-volatile A to C bituminous rank;

some has been produced for the manufacture of coke, but mining of

coking coal was discontinued because of its high ash. The coal occurs
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Anthracite

Low-volatile

bituminous coa

1^3 High-volatile
^^ bituminous coa

Y^\ Low-grade
' bituminous coal

Subbituminous coa

Figure 2-3. --Rocky Mountain coal province with locations of

selected coal regions, fields, and areas and dominant

type of coal in each. CAfter U.S. Department of
the Interior, 1975.)
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In rocks of Late Cretaceous age that are probably equivalent to the

Eagle Sandstone (Combo and others, 1949; Averitt , 1963). In general,

the coal beds are thin and impure, and are commonly greatly disturbed

by folding and faulting.

b. Middle Rocky Mountains physiographic province

Unlike those in the Northern Rocky Mountains province, the

mountains in the Middle and Southern Rocky Mountains provinces are

mostly great anticlines with granitic cores; they are generally flanked

by outward-dipping sedimentary strata and are separated by synclinal

sedimentary basins called "parks." The rocks are similar in both

provinces, but the structures are more varied in the Middle Rocky

Mountains .

This province contains the Bighorn Basin and Hams Fork coal

regions plus some isolated fields not included within a particular

region.

1 . Bighorn Basin coal region

This coal region occupies part of a broad structural basin

in western north-central Wyoming, covers about 4,400 square miles, and

is bounded by the Bighorn Mountains on the east, the Owl Creek Mountains

on the south, and the Absaroka Range on the west (fig. 2-3). It is an

area of broad dissected plains with some local badlands and folds around

the margin.

Coal-bearing rocks include the Mesaverde, Meeteetse, and

Lance Formations of Late Cretaceous age and the Fort Union Formation

of Paleocene age (Berryhill and others, 1950). These rocks are exposed
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around the rim of the basin in a belt 3 to 15 miles wide. The coal

beds in these formations are generally lenticular and rarely persist at

minable thicknesses for more than 5 miles along the outcrop. Local

folds with dips as steep as 50 degrees cause mining problems and result

in irregular distribution of coal outcrops. The coal-bearing rocks

extend below deep cover in the central part of the basin, but little

is known about the thickness and distribution of these subsurface coal

beds

.

Coal from fields in the Bighorn Basin region ranges in rank

from lignite to high-volatile C subbituminous . The beds range in

thickness from a few inches to more than 8 feet, but, as already noted,

they are lenticular.

The Bridger, Silvertip, and Red Lodge fields in Montana are

in the northern extension of the Bighorn Basin. High-volatile C

bituminous coal was mined in the Bridger and Silvertip fields from

rocks in the Eagle Sandstone of Late Cretaceous age. The coal at

Red Lodge was mined from the younger Fort Union Formation, but it is

of equivalent rank to the coal in the Eagle Sandstone.

2 . Hams Fork coal region

This region is in extreme western Wyoming and small parts

of Utah and southeastern Idaho (fig. 2-3). The coal-bearing rocks

crop out in long narrow belts extending from the mountainous northern

part of the region to the less rugged southern part near the Utah-

Wyoming border (Berryhill and others, 1950).
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The region occupies the highly complex Wyoming overthrust

belt, a zone of thrust faults and folded rocks that have produced

parallel mountain ranges and synclinal valleys. One fault reportedly

has a displacement of more than 20,000 feet along the side of the Salt

River Range.

The coal-bearing formations exposed in the region are the

Bear River, Frontier, and Adaville Formations of Late Cretaceous age

and the Evanston Formation of Paleocene age. The Frontier Formation,

the main coal-bearing unit, forms north-trending outcrop bands generally

less than 2 miles wide. It comprises from 2,200 to 3,800 feet of clay,

shale, and sandstone as well as numerous coal beds. The Adaville

Formation, from 3,000 to 6,800 feet above the Frontier, is similar and

also contains numerous coal beds.

Coal in the region ranges in rank from high-volatile A

bituminous in the Frontier to subbituminous B in the Adaville. Higher

quality Frontier coal beds may be as thick as 20 feet, whereas Adaville

coal beds are reportedly more than 100 feet thick. Steep dips make

mining difficult in most parts of the region. Strippable coal resources

reportedly total about 1 billion tons.

c. Wyoming Basin physiographic province

This province resembles a giant sag that interrupts the

continuity between the Middle and Southern Rocky Mountains provinces.

It consists mostly of separate sedimentary basins divided by uplifted

areas. The floor of the Wyoming Basin is a 6,500- to 7 ,500-feet-high

plateau with maximum east-west and north-south dimensions of about
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250 miles. Its total area is nearly 40,000 square miles, and it is

bordered mostly by abrupt mountain slopes, indented by long spurs,

and studded by isolated mountains. Through an opening between the

Bighorn and Laramie Mountains, this basin floor is continuous with

the Great Plains. By a similar opening east of the Uinta Mountains,

it is continuous with the Colorado Plateaus. Because of the semiarid

climate of this area, deflation hollows, alkali flats, playas, sand

and silt dunes, and badland topography are common.

This province contains the Wind River and Green River coal

regions as well as the Hanna and Rock Creek coal fields east of the

Green River region.

1 . Wind River coal region

This coal region occupies the Wind River Basin in central

Wyoming (fig. 2-3). The basin is a large northwest-trending asymmetrical

syncline surrounded by mountain ranges. The Bighorn and Owl Creek

Mountains divide it from the Green River basin to the south and west;

and the Casper arch separates the Wind River and Powder River Basins.

Steeply dipping sedimentary rocks form narrow ridges around the edges

of the basin; the dips are less steep toward its center.

Coal-bearing strata include the Cody Shale, which is 3,050

to 4,480 feet thick; the Mesaverde Group, 800 to 1,960 feet thick; and

the undivided Lewis Shale and Lance Formation, 350 to 3,715 feet thick.

The Fort Union Formation also contains coal and ranges in thickness

from 350 to 4,165 feet. The Fort Union is of Paleocene age, but the

other units are of Late Cretaceous age. In general, these formations
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consist of sandstone, sandy shale, shale, and coal, and they crop

out only around the rim of the basin; in the center part, they are

unconformably overlain by younger rocks which also cover some of the

coal-bearing units in some parts of the border zone, thereby producing

discontinuous outcrop patterns.

The coal beds in the region are mostly subbituminous in

rank, range in thickness from a few inches to a maximum of 17 feet,

and are characterized by steep dips which cause difficult mining

conditions .

2. Green River coal region

This coal region is in the southern part of the Wyoming

Basin physiographic province and encompasses about 17,000 square

miles of southern and southwestern Wyoming and northwestern Colorado.

The region is bounded on the north and northeast by the Wind River,

Gros Ventre, and Granite Mountains, on the east by the Rawlins Hills

and the Sierra Madre Mountains, on the west by the Wyoming overthrust

belt, and on the south by the Uinta Mountains. The region includes

several separate structural units. The Green River basin occupies

its western part and is separated from the Great Divide Basin to the

east by the large Rock Springs anticline; the Great Divide Basin is

divided further into the Washakie Basin to the south and the Red

Desert Basin to the north.

Rocks in the interior parts of the basins are nearly

horizontal or dip gently toward the centers, but dips increase

sharply around the flanks and around the Rock Springs anticline,

where dips range from 5 to 20 degrees.
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Coal-bearing rocks include the Mesaverde Group and the

Lance Formation of Late Cretaceous age, the Fort Union Formation of

Paleocene age, and the Wasatch Formation of Eocene age. In the Wyoming

part of the Rock Springs field, the Mesaverde Group comprises, in

ascending order, the Blair Formation, which is barren of coal; the

Rock Springs Formation, the most important coal-bearing unit; the

barren Ericson Sandstone; and the Almond Formation, which contains

some coal in its lower part. In the Colorado portion of the field,

the Mesaverde comprises, ascending, the lies and Williams Fork

Formations, both of which contain coal beds. The coal-bearing section

of rocks is several thousand feet thick and is composed mainly of

sandstone with beds of siltstone, shale, and coal.

The coal beds range in thickness from a few inches to

42 feet and in rank from subbituminous C to high-volatile bituminous

C; coals of higher rank occur locally in areas of igneous intrusives

and intense structural deformation. In the past, the high-quality

coals of the Mesaverde Group have been the most extensively mined and

the most important in the area. However, several hundred million tons

of strippable Fort Union and Wasatch coal are presently being developed

for thermal power generation. The coal beds in most parts of the region

are so deeply buried in the basins that they may never be of economic

interest

.

3 . Hanna coal field

The Hanna coal field (fig. 2-3) is in a structurally down-

warped area separated from the Green River coal region to the west i
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by the Rawlins Hills. It is bounded on the north and south by

mountains; to the east, it merges with the Laramie basin.

Some 130 coal beds have been mapped in the coal-bearing

Mesaverde Group and Medicine Bow Formation of Late Cretaceous age,

the Ferris Formation of Late Cretaceous and Paleocene age, and the

Hanna Formation of Eocene age. The coal beds are subbituminous C to

high-volatile bituminous C in rank and are as thick as 8 feet in

discontinuous beds in the older formations and as thick as 35 feet

in the Hanna. The Hanna basin area has rugged surface features and

steep dips that range from 10 to 25 degrees in the areas of outcrop

of the thicker coals.

4. Rock Creek coal field

The Rock Creek coal field adjoins the Hanna field on the

southeast (fig. 2-3) and contains coal beds as thick as 9.5 feet in

the Hanna Formation and about 8 feet in the Mesaverde. Large areas

of the surface are covered with gravel, and the coal-bearing rocks

are difficult to trace in the field.

d. Southern Rocky Mountains physiographic province

This province encompasses most of the Rocky and Sangre de

Cristo Mountains in Colorado and New Mexico. It consists of broad,

deeply dissected north-south strips of mostly granitic crystalline

rocks that are generally flanked by steeply dipping sedimentary rocks

which form hogback ridges. The parks, three of which contain the

only coal areas in the province, are small, elliptical, structural

and sedimentary basins in the northern and central Colorado mountains

(Fenneman, 1931).
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1. North , Middle , and South Park coal fields

North Park field (fig. 2-3) contains several major coal

beds of subbituminous B rank in the Coalmont Formation of Paleocene

age (probably equivalent to the Fort Union) (Landis, 1964). These

coal beds are as thick as 77 feet (Hornbaker and Holt, 1973) and

occur in about 3,500 feet of coal-bearing strata that underlie roughly

850 square miles. Dips in the coal-mining area range from less than

10 degrees to 85 degrees, no doubt causing considerable mining

difficulties

.

Coal in Middle Park field (fig. 2-3) reportedly occurs

only in thin impure beds in the Middle Park Formation of Paleocene

age. More prospecting is needed to evaluate the area adequately.

South Park field (fig. 2-3) contains limited coal resources.

Subbituminous coal of Paleocene age was mined years ago on the west

side of the basin from steeply dipping beds 5 to 17 feet thick,

e. Colorado Plateaus physiographic province

The province is a vast, roughly circular area covering

approximately 130,000 square miles of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,

and Utah. The rocks are mostly horizontal or nearly horizontal

sedimentary strata. The landscape is highly dissected and sculptured

in many places into canyons, mesas, and buttes; it includes wide

plateaus and uplifts and broad basin areas. The province is bounded

on the north and northeast by the base of the Rocky Mountains, on the

west and northwest by a bold escarpment extending southward from the

Wasatch Range to the Grand Wash Cliffs on the western edge of the
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Grand Canyon area, and on the southeast and south by a hydrographic

boundary— the drainage divide between the Gila and Colorado Rivers.

The province includes the Uinta, San Juan River, and South-

western Utah coal regions as well as several isolated fields and basins.

1. Uinta coal region

This region encompasses about 16,500 square miles in east-

central Utah and northwestern Colorado (fig. 2-3). It is bounded by

the Uinta Mountains on the north, the Wasatch Mountains on the west,

the high escarpment of the Book and Roan Cliffs on the south, and the

steeply dipping rocks of the flanks of the Rocky Mountain uplift on

the east. The region is considered a single structural basin for the

sake of simplicity, although the Piceance and Uinta basins are struc-

turally separate. The Uinta Basin is strongly asymmetrical: The rocks

on the southern flanks dip gently northward toward the center of the

basin at angles rarely greater than 10 to 15 degrees; the north and

northeast flanks are highly complex and have major faults, steeply

dipping to overturned beds, and multiple successive unconformities

which allow youngest Eocene rocks to lie unconformably on Precambrian

basement rocks.

Coal-bearing rocks occur on the southern rim of this basin

area, whence they dip toward the middle of the basin where they are

buried beneath thousands of feet of younger rock.

The main coal-bearing rocks in the region are in the

Mesaverde Group of Late Cretaceous age (Averitt, 1964). In eastern

parts of the basin, these rocks are, in ascending order, the lies
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and William Fork Formations; in the center part, they include the

coal-bearing Blackhawk and Neslen Formations. In the western part

of the basin, coal beds 6 inches to 18 feet thick are reported from

the lower part of the Mancos Shale of Early and Late Cretaceous age.

Coal does not usually occur in this part in the section, but in fields

to the southwest, the Mancos is the principal coal-bearing unit. Coal

beds 2 to 7 feet thick are also reported from the Frontier Sandstone

Member of the Mancos in the Vernal field in the northwest part of the

region. Thin and impure coals are also reported in beds of Mississippian

age.

The character of the coal changes throughout the basin,

and detailed description of these changes, together with discussions

of thickness and occurrence, are not possible in this report. In

general, the coal beds range in thickness from 5 to 15 feet, although

some as thick as 40 feet have been reported. They range in rank from

subbituminous C to coking high-volatile A bituminous throughout most

of the basin. The Castlegate and Sunnyside areas of the Book Cliffs

field in Utah and the Somerset field in Colorado are large producers

of medium to strongly coking bituminous coal. The Coal Basin district

of the Carbondale field near Glenwood Springs, Colo., is famous for a

particular medium-volatile coking coal that is shipped and widely used

as a blend with other coals to improve coking quality. In the Crested

Butte field in Colorado, some beds have been metamorphosed to anthracite

and semianthracite by igneous intrusions.
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The coals of the Uinta Basin are not as numerous or extensive

as those of the Green River basin to the north, but the Uinta region

still contains enormous quantities of coal. Because of the depth of

cover, strip-mining potential is limited, and probably only a small

portion of the total coal will ever be mined.

2 . Southwestern Utah coal region

This region has received considerable attention since the

building of Glen Canyon Dam and the filling of Lake Powell, and

especially since plans were announced for large-scale thermal power-

plants in the area. It has high cliffs rising above flat-lying older

sedimentary rocks to the south and rolling plains dissected by canyons

to the north, away from the escarpment.

The region includes, from east to west, the Kaiparowits

Plateau and the Alton and Kolob areas in southwestern Utah (fig. 2-3).

The Kaiparowits Plateau is in a shallow synclinal basin bordered on

the west by a steep monoclinal flexure and on the south by several

parallel anticlines and synclines. The Kaiparowits and Alton areas

are separated by the Paunsaugunt fault; the Alton and Kolob areas,

by the Sevier fault. The western limit of the Kolob area is marked

by the Hurricane fault.

The Straight Cliffs Formation of Late Cretaceous age is

the main coal-bearing unit in the Kaiparowits Plateau area. It

includes four members, two of which contain coal zones with lenticular

beds that range in thickness from 3 to 10 feet; these zones represent

facies and therefore thicken, thin, and pinch out, but they are fairly
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persistent throughout much of the area. The most persistent and

widespread and generally thickest zone may occur from about 200 feet

to about 600 feet above the base of the formation, depending on where

it occurs on the plateau. The coal beds are mostly flat lying to

gently dipping and range in rank from subbituminous A to high-volatile

C bituminous. The coal is of generally lower quality than that of the

Uinta region, but it is completely adequate for use in thermal power-

plants. Underlying the Straight Cliffs, the Tropic Shale of Late

Cretaceous age and the Dakota Formation of Early(?) and Late Cretaceous

age also contain coal beds, but they are commonly thin and not persistent

The coal-bearing zone in the lower part of the Straight Cliffs in the

Kolob area contains workable coal beds up to 7 feet thick. Mining

potential in the region is primarily undergound ; however, about 200

million tons of coal are reported strippable in the Alton area.

In the Harmony field, not far west of the Southwestern Utah

region, coal beds have been metamorphosed to semianthracite around an

igneous intrusion.

3. Henry Mountains coal field

Northeast of the Southwestern Utah region, coal beds occur

in the Ferron and Emery Sandstone Members of the Mancos Shale in a

shallow structural basin on the west side of the Henry Mountains

(fig. 2-3). The coal is of high-volatile C bituminous rank and ranges

in thickness from 2 to 7 feet. Some coal is minable by strip methods,

but the area is remote and the long distance to market has discouraged

development

.
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4. San Juan River coal region

This region is south of the San Juan Mountains, partly in

Colorado and partly in New Mexico (fig. 2-3). It is a large basin-

shaped depression encompassing about 11,000 square miles. The strata

in the central and southern parts of the region dip gently toward the

center of the basin, but to the north and east, the dips steepen along

the flanks of the bordering San Juan and Nacimiento Mountains; to the

west, monoclinal folds tilt the beds up sharply. The coal-bearing rocks

crop out as a narrow belt around the margin of the basin, and they dip

under the thick cover of younger rocks toward the center. Where dips

are gentle, resistant sandstone beds form low cuestas; where steeper,

sharp hogback ridges. Outcrops of the coal beds parallel these ridges

in a linear fashion along the western margin of the basin.

Coal-bearing rocks of the region include the Dakota Sandstone

of Early and Late Cretaceous age; parts of the Mesaverde Group (comprising,

in general ascending order, the Crevasse Canyon and Menefee Formations and

the Cliff House Sandstone), and the Fruitland Formation, all of Late

Cretaceous age; and the Nacimiento Formation of Eocene age. The coal

beds in the Dakota and Nacimiento are thin, lenticular, and discontinuous

and are not presently of commercial interest. The Crevasse Canyon,

Menefee, and Fruitland sandstone and shale strata contain the major coal

beds in the area (Kottlowski and Beaumont, 1965).

The coal beds occur along the western side of the region in

a complex stratigraphic sequence of facies that were deposited in marginal

marine environments during alternating transgressions and regressions

caused by repeated uplift and subsidence of the area.
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The lenticular coal-bearing sandstones and shales in the

Mesaverde Group range in thickness from at least 1,800 feet in the

southwestern part of the basin to only 220 feet in the northeastern

part

.

About 1,500 feet of barren rocks separate the coal-bearing

formations of the Mesaverde from the Fruitland. The Fruitland may be

as thick as 530 feet and is similar in lithology to units of the

Mesaverde. The thickest and most extensive coals occur in the lower

part of the Fruitland at or near the contact with the underlying barren

Pictured Cliffs Sandstone. To the southeast, the number and thickness

of Fruitland coal beds decrease until commercially important beds are

no longer present. The Fruitland is stratigraphically equal to the

Vermejo and Laramie Formations of the Raton Mesa and Denver coal regions

in the Northern Great Plains coal province.

The Fruitland coals are generally thicker than the Mesaverde

coals, but they contain more shale partings and are higher in ash content.

Fruitland coal beds, including partings, reportedly are as thick as 38

feet, whereas Mesaverde coals are generally less than 5 feet thick and

rarely more than 10 feet. The coals of both units are of subbituminous

rank throughout most of the region, but in the northwestern and northeastern

parts, the Mesaverde coals are higher in rank—high-volatile A to B

bituminous—and some are of coking quality.

The Dakota Sandstone underlies extensive areas in the Colorado

portion of this coal region, but the coal beds are rarely thick enough

to be mined and are generally discontinuous and dirty. The coals vary
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considerably in rank but are generally high-volatile C to B bituminous

and have high ash content. At the Nucla Naturita field in the northern

tip of the region, three beds of Dakota coal 3 to 5 feet thick are

mined for use at the Nucla powerplant.

5 . Black Mesa coal field

This field is completely within the Hopi and Navajo Indian

Reservations in northeastern Arizona (fig. 2-3). The principal coal-

bearing rocks are the underlying 300-feet-thick Toreva and overlying

750-feet-thick Wepo Formations of the Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Group;

these rocks form the rim and the comparatively flat top of the mesa.

The coal is high-volatile C bituminous in rank and occurs in beds that

average from 4 to 6 feet in thickness, although reportedly they are

locally as thick as 14 feet (Averitt and 0' Sullivan, 1969).

f. Basin and Range physiographic province

Little of this physiographic province is coextensive with the

Rocky Mountain coal province. Topographically, the Basin and Range

province is distinguished by isolated, roughly parallel mountain ranges

separated by sediment-filled, nearly level desert basins. The western

part of the area common to both coal and physiographic provinces has

the half-mountain, half-plain topography typical of the Mexican Highland

section of the physiographic province; this western part extends to the

east side of the Rio Grande Valley where the pronounced basin-ranges

stop alternating with basins. The eastern part of the area which contains

many of the isolated coal fields in south-central New Mexico, forms

the Sacramento section of the physiographic province; this section is
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a meeting ground of the three major physiographic systems in this

part of the United States, because it contains features characteristic

of the Southern Rocky Mountains, Great Plains, and Colorado Plateaus

physiographic provinces, which represent, respectively, the Rocky

Mountain system, the Interior Plains, and the Intermontane Plateaus

(Fenneman, 1931) .

This part of the coal province contains numerous coal fields

and isolated outlying coal-bearing rocks too small and commercially too

unimportant to be considered here separately. Coal in these fields

occurs in rocks of the Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Group in beds as

thick as 7 feet. The coal is mostly bituminous in rank, and some

areas have produced excellent-quality coking coal as well as anthracite

(Read and others, 1950). Some of the better known coal fields, shown in

figure 2-3, include the Cerrillos, Datil Mountain, Carthage, Jornada

del Muerto, and Sierra Blanca fields in New Mexico and the Pinedale

and Deer Creek fields in Arizona. Some of these fields have been

developed to some extent because of local proximity to markets or

because they contain coal of a particular type or better quality than

could be obtained from the larger coal regions. However, the geologic

structures of most of the fields are commonly quite complex, and mining

problems caused by faulting and igneous intrusions have discouraged

large-scale operations.

2. TOPOGRAPHY

The topography of this province is the roughest and most

mountainous in the United States, excluding parts of Alaska. Elevations
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vary from 4,000 feet to more than 14,000 feet above sea level. The

province consists generally of northwest-trending mountain ranges

paralleled by numerous valleys. Exceptions to this general trend

are the San Juan Mountains in Colorado and the Uinta Mountains in

Utah, which are oriented east-west.

The Continental Divide meanders through New Mexico, Colorado,

Wyoming, and Montana, dividing the province nearly equally from east

to west. Local relief varies from a few hundred feet in valleys and

over great distances of high plains to extremes of over 3,000 feet in

less than 1 mile.

Several large topographic basins occur in the province,

several of which are closely associated with coal deposits; notably,

the Green River, Wind River, and Bighorn basins in Wyoming. Several

small valleys in western Montana have noncommercial coal deposits.

The Snake River Valley covers a large portion of southern Idaho but

has no coal. The Uinta Basin of east-central Utah is a plateau and

swings easterly into west-central Colorado and has major coal deposits.

The high plateau of southern Utah and Colorado and northern Arizona

and New Mexico contains sharply dissected topography, especially along

the river canyons .

The San Juan Basin in New Mexico and the San Luis Basin

in Colorado are broad areas surrounded by mountains.

3 . CLIMATE

The climate of the Rocky Mountain coal province is controlled

primarily by elevation and its central continental location. The
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province extends from southern Arizona and New Mexico to the United

States-Canadian border in Idaho and western Montana. Temperature,

rainfall, wind, frequency of storms, amount of snowfall, and other

climatic factors vary widely.

The mean annual precipitation in the high mountains exceeds

32 inches; these areas are in northern Idaho, western Montana, north-

western Wyoming, northeastern Utah, and central Colorado. At lower

elevations, precipitation drops to 16 inches in the foothills and

valleys, and more than half of the province receives between 8 and 16

inches. Several areas receive less than 8 inches; namely, parts of

southeastern Idaho, the Bighorn and Green River basins of Wyoming,

eastern Utah, and small areas in western Colorado, northwestern New

Mexico, and northern Arizona.

Those areas receiving less than 8 inches of annual precipitation

have sparse vegetation and are classified as semidesert. The areas

receiving between 8 and 16 inches generally support grasslands; those

with more than 16 inches, some trees. The northern area receives a

fairly even distribution of precipitation throughout the year, whereas

the southern and westernmost areas have dry summers. Light showers or

occasional thunderstorms are common throughout the high mountains in

the summer

.

Temperatures range from -50 degrees F to +115 degrees.

The mean monthly temperatures in the northern part of the province

range from 10 degrees in January to 60 degrees in August; those in

the southern part, from 40 degrees in January to 80 degrees in August.
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Prevailing winds for most of the area are generally from the

southwest, but most harsh winter storms are from the northwest.

The wind patterns are frequently affected by the mountain passes and

canyons. Winds blowing northwestward from the Gulf of Mexico bring

much summer moisture to the eastern boundary or Front Range of the

Rocky Mountains, but these moisture-laden winds seldom penetrate far

west of the range. The wintertime relative humidity in the Rocky

Mountain area is around 50 to 70 percent; the summertime relative

humidity, from 40 to 60 percent. There are, however, local exceptions

to these figures. Winter winds blowing from the north at velocities

sometimes exceeding 40 miles per hour typically bring cold dry air.

4 . HYDROLOGY

The major surface-water drainage basins in the Rocky

Mountain coal province include parts of the Missouri, Colorado,

Columbia, Arkansas, and Rio Grande Rivers. The average annual

runoff within the province varies from less than 1 inch to over

30 inches in some of the high mountains.

Many large streams in the province are perennial and

obtain most of their runoff from the higher mountainous areas.

Most tributaries originating in lower areas are intermittent, and

most of the province is vulnerable to droughts lasting as long as

several years .

The total dissolved solids in surface waters in the

province range from less than 100 milligrams per litre (mg/1) in

the mountains to more than 1,800 mg/1 in the basins.
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The average suspended-sediment concentrations in streams

in the province range from less than 200 parts per million (ppm)

to more than 30,000 ppm, but concentrations as high as 700,000 ppm

have been measured during peak flows on some tributaries of the

Colorado River.

Ground water in this province occurs in alluvium and

bedrock aquifers. Alluvium here is generally a good aquifer and

is capable of yielding moderate amounts of ground water to wells,

a few hundred gallons per minute (gpm) , and as much as several

thousand gpm to wells at a few places. Unlimited pumping from

alluvial aquifers is restricted in most States in the province,

because of the effects of pumping on previously appropriated water

rights on nearby streamflow. The quality of water in the alluvium

is generally acceptable for most uses, but in some areas it is

highly mineralized.

The principal and most widespread bedrock aquifers in

the province are beds of sandstone and limestone. Yields of most

sandstone aquifers are low to moderate, whereas the highly variable

limestone aquifers may yield up to 1,000 gpm to wells. In general,

where the aquifers are highly permeable, good-quality water is

obtained even to depths of 1,000 feet or more. However, where the

aquifers have low permeability, highly mineralized water is obtained

even at shallow depths. The dissolved-solids content of most bed-

rock aquifers increases from recharge areas in the mountains to the

center of the basin. Many large areas in this province, including
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areas underlain by coal, have no nearby perennial surface water

supplies, and the ground water supplies are limited or of poor

quality. Much of the good-quality water potential in the province

has not been fully explored.

The hydrology of four of the coal regions in the province,

arranged as they were earlier in general north-south geographic

order, is described briefly in the following sections.

a. Bighorn Basin coal region

The Yellowstone River and its tributaries, the Clark Fork

and Bighorn Rivers, are the major perennial streams in the Bighorn

Basin region; most smaller streams are intermittent. During high-flow

conditions, surface waters usually have low dissolved-solids content,

but during low flow, the water is highly mineralized, partly because

of the return of irrigation water. Sediment concentrations in the

streams are usually high.

River alluvium usually supplies the highest yields of

good-quality ground water, although the water is of poor quality

in some areas

.

Ground water supplies from bedrock aquifers are usually

small, and the quality of water ranges from acceptable to poor.

b. Green River coal region

The main streams draining this region are the Yampa and

Green Rivers. Both streams are perennial, but most of their tribu-

taries are intermittent. The quality of surface waters ranges from

good in higher elevations to poor in lower elevations. During
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low-flow periods, many tributaries have over 1,000 mg/1 dissolved

solids; the major ions in most surface waters are calcium, sodium,

sulfate, and chloride. The suspended-sediment content of surface

waters is usually high and during high flows exceeds 30,000 ppm in

many tributaries

.

The ground water resources in the region are largely

unexplored, but some alluvial and bedrock wells occur. Alluvial

wells usually yield moderate to large amounts of water, although

the water is of poor quality in many areas. Bedrock aquifers

usually yield small amounts of water to wells, and the quality

varies widely.

c. Uinta coal region

This region is drained by the Colorado and Green Rivers.

Both are perennial, but most of their tributaries are intermittent.

The dissolved-solids content in most tributaries is high, especially

during low flow; sodium, sulfate, and chloride are the major ions.

During high flow, sediment concentrations on both major and tributary

streams are very high.

Most of the ground water supplies in the region are from

alluvial wells. However, the alluvium in many areas contains poor-

quality water, especially below irrigated lands. Small supplies of

ground water can be obtained from bedrock aquifers in some areas,

but there is little information on the quantity and quality of

available water in most of the region.
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d . San Juan River coal region

The main stream draining this region is the San Juan River,

a perennial stream that supplies much of the water resources of the

region. Waters in headwater streams contain less than 100 mg/1

dissolved solids and are a calcium bicarbonate type; these streams

usually contain little sediment. The sodium and sulfate content

of the water increases progressively downstream in the middle and

lower reaches of the tributaries and the main stream, especially

below irrigated lands. During low flow, parts of the San Juan River

and many of its tributaries have dissolved-solids content greater

than 1,000 mg/1. Many tributaries in the middle and lower reaches

of the region are intermittent. During high-flow periods, the

suspended-sediment content of the San Juan River and many of its

tributaries may exceed 50,000 ppm.

Ground water is obtained from stream alluvium and a few

bedrock aquifers. The river alluvium yields moderate to large

supplies of ground water, but the water is of poor quality in many

areas. Bedrock aquifers usually yield small to medium supplies of

ground water, but in the lower parts of the region, the quality of

water is often poor. The ground water potential of the bedrock

aquifers in large parts of this region has not been fully explored.

5. SOILS

Tables II-2 through II-6 list some of the characteristics,

uses, and limitations of the dominant soil series in all coal regions,

except the Hams Fork, in the Rocky Mountain coal province. Because
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Table II-2.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
Bighorn and Wind River coal regions of the Rocky Mountain coal province

i

on

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in
classifi- capacity logic percent Major

S oil name Location c ation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Bjoyd Wyoming CH 4-6 D 0-12 grasses and small rangeland
grains

Limitations: Clayey soil, high shrink swell, severe compaction hazard, moderate erosion hazard.

Dunlap Wyoming ML-CL 8-10 B 0-18 hay and small pasture and
grains cropland

Limitations: Moderate erosion hazard on gentle slopes; severe on steeper slopes.

Midway Wyoming CH 2-5 D 0-35 grasses and small rangeland and
grains cropland

Limitations: Shallow clayey soil, high shrink swell, calcareous, difficult to manage, severe water
erosion hazard on steeper slopes, compaction hazard.

Rosebud Wyoming SM 6-10 B 0-35 grasses and small rangeland and
grains cropland

Limitations: Moderate to severe water-erosion hazard, severe wind-erosion hazard.

Chipeta Wyoming CL 1-2 D 3-30 grasses rangeland

Limitations: Shallow soil, severe erosion hazard, rapid runoff, active gully erosion, clayey soil.

Arvada Wyoming CH 4-8 D 0-6 grasses and small rangeland
grains

Limitations: Saline, clayey soil, high shrink swell, difficult to manage, severe compaction hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II-2.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Bighorn and

Wind River coal regions of the Rocky Mountain coal province—Continued

Soil name Location

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in

logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

i

In

Cherry

Limitations

Billing s

Limitations

Rough-
broken

Limitations

Wyoming CL 10-14 0-25 crops and grasses cropland and
range land

Slight to moderate erosion hazard, poor road-fill material.

Wyoming ML 6-10 C 0-10 irrigated crops cropland and
and grasses rangeland

Alkaline soils, well drained, moderate erosion hazard, soils can be managed well.

Wyoming — 1 D 10-100 sparse grasses limited
rangeland

Rock outcrops, steep canyon walls, shallow stony soils on very steep slopes; soils

have very severe erosion hazard .

1/ GP: Poorly graded gravels or gravel-sand mixtures, little or no fines; GM: Silty gravels,

gravel-sand-silt mixtures; SP: Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands, little or no fines; SM: Silty

sands, sand-silt mixtures; SC : Clayey sands, sand-clay mixtures; ML: Inorganic silts and very fine

sands, rock flour, silty or clayey silts with slight plasticity; CL: Inorganic clays with low to medium

plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays; MH: Inorganic silts, micaceous or

diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts; CH: Inorganic clays with high plasticity, fat

clays (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A

soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.
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Table II-3 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
Green River coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Billings Utah ML 6-10 C 0-10 grasses and cropland and
(USDA, 1959) irrigated crops rangeland

Limitations: Alkaline soils, well drained, moderate erosion hazard, soils can be managed.

Chipeta Utah CL 1-2 D 3-30 grasses rangeland
(USDA, 1959)

Limitations: Shallow soil, severe erosion hazard, rapid runoff, active gully erosion, clayey soil.

Fruita Utah SM 2-5 B 0-10 blue gramma, pasture
(USDA, 1959) sagebrush, and

cactus

Limitations: Calcareous materials about 15 inches deep, severe wind-erosion hazard.

Green Utah SM 2-5 B 0-3 cottonwood, pasture
River (USDA, 1959) greasewood

,

and willows

Limitations: Poorly drained soils, seasonal water table at about 11 inches, very shallow soils but
roots extend into C horizon, subject to flooding.

Shavano Utah SC 3-5 B 2-50 aspen and blue rangeland
(USDA, 1959) gramma

Limitations: Severe erosion hazard, shallow soil, about 15 inches to sandstone bedrock, droughty soil.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56



Table II-3 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Green River coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province—Continued

Soil name

Ravola

Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity

(inches) 2/

Hydro-
logic
group 3/

Range in

percent
slope Vegetation

Colorado
(USDA, 1955)

ML 6-8 0-6 grains, saltgrass
and wheatgrass

Major
use

rangeland and

irrigated
cropland

I

en
00

Limitations: Alkaline and saline soils, severe erosion hazard

Badland Utah
(USDA, 1970c)

10-80 grasses and

juniper
limited
rangeland

Limitations: Active eroding, nearly bare shale hills, high surface runoff, very severe erosion hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56



Table II-4.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
Uinta coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Billings Colorado ML 6-10 C 0-10 sugar beets, corn, rangeland and
(USDA, 1955) grain, greasewood , irrigated

and shadscale crops

Limitations: Alkaline and saline soils, moderate erosion hazard, many areas dissected by streams, can be
managed.

hh Ravola Colorado ML 6-8 B 0-6 crops, saltgrass, rangeland and

i
(USDA, 1955) and wheatgrass irrigated

on
id crops

Limitations: Alkaline and saline soils, severe erosion hazard, weak structure.

B adland and Colorado
Rough (USDA, 1967b) — — — 5-40 grasses and limited range
Broken juniper

Limitations: Very severe erosion hazard, severely gullied, shale outcrops, much surface runoff, rock
outcrops

.

Chipeta Colorado
(USDA, 1967b) CL 1-2 D 2-10 sparse cover of rangeland

grasses

Limitations: Shallow soils, fine textured, severe erosion hazard, active gully erosion, large amount
of overland flow.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56,



Table II-4.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Uinta coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major

Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Mesa Colorado SM 4-6 B 0-10 grasses rangeland and

(USDA, 1967b) tilled crops

Limitations: Substratum contains gravels, moderate erosion hazard.

Ashly Utah SM or 1-2 A 0-5 rabbitbrush, pasture

(USDA, 1959) GM cottonwood, and

willows

Limitations: Seasonal high water table, very shallow soil, about 15 inches to gravel layer, subject to

overflow.

Fruita Utah SM 2-5 B 0-10 blue gramma, sage, pasture

(USDA, 1959) and cactus

Limitations: Calcareous materials about 15 inches deep, severe wind-erosion hazard.

Green Utah SM 2-5 B 0-3 cottonwood, pasture

River (USDA, 1959) greasewood,
and willows

Limitations: Poorly drained soils, seasonal water table at about 11 inches, very shallow soils but roots

extend into C horizon, subject to flooding.

Shavano Utah SC 3-5 B 2-20 aspen and blue rangeland

(USDA, 1959) gramma

Limitations: Severe erosion hazard, shallow soil, about 15 inches to sandstone bedrock, droughty soil.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56
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Table II-5.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Southwestern Utah coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major

Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Badland Utah -- — — 10-80 grasses and limited

(USDA, 1970c) juniper rangeland

Limitations: Active eroding, nearly bare shale hills, high surface runoff, very severe erosion hazard.

Billings Utah ML 6-10 C 0-10 grasses and cropland and
"

(USDA 1970c) irrigated crops rangeland

Limitations: Alkaline soils, well drained, moderate erosion hazard, soils are manageable.

Chipeta Utah CL 1-2 D 3-30 grasses rangeland

(USDA, 1970c)

Limitations: Shallow soil, severe erosion hazard, rapid runoff, active gully erosion, very susceptible

to raindrop splash erosion, clayey soil.

Kenilworth Utah SM 3-5 B 0-20 juniper and pinon rangeland

(USDA, 1970c)

Limitations: Shallow, droughty soils, calcareous, severe hazard for reseeding, moderate erosion hazard,

deer winter range, stony soil.

Persayo Utah CL 1-3 D 1-20 galletagrass rangeland

(USDA, 1970c) and shadscale

Limitations: Shale bedrock at 12 inches, some saline soils, erosion hazard severe, active rill and

gully erosion.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56.



Table II-5 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Southwestern Utah coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province— Continued

(S3

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Beryl Utah SM 1-3 B 0-1 small grains, rangeland
(USDA, 1960a) potatoes, and

grasses

Limitations: Shallow to calcareous layer, severe wind-erosion hazard, associated with duneland; contains
gypsum so soil will respond to irrigation management.

Dixie Utah ML-CL 3-6 C 0-5 sagebrush and rangeland
(USDA, 1960a) galletagrass

Limitations: Caliche layer 20 to 40 inches deep, moderate erosion hazard; some areas have stony surfaces.

Escalante Utah ML 6-9 B 0-1 sagebrush, grasses, rangeland and
(USDA, 1960a) small grains, and cropland

potatoes

Limitations: Severe wind-erosion hazard, sand and gravel occur below 40 inches, low fertility and

organic matter.

Neloa Utah
(USDA, 1960a) ML 1-3 D 0-7 yellowbrush and rangeland

Indian ricegrass

Limitations: Shallow, well-drained soils, cemented caliche layer, severe wind-erosion hazard, low
fertility and organic matter.

Uvada Utah CH or 1-3 D 0-2 greasewood and rangeland
(USDA, 1960a) CL shadscale

Limitations: Slickspot soils, clayey textured, difficult to manage, high sodium content.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56.
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Table II-6 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

San Juan River coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province

Soil name

Menefee

Limitations

:

Monticello

Limitations

:

Mon tvale

Limitations

:

Northdale

Limitations :

Sandstone -

Rockland

Location
(source)

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

classifi- capacity logic percent

cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation
Major
use

Utah
(USDA, 1962b)

CL 2-4 D 2-40 pinon- juniper rangeland

and grasses

Shallow soil, some areas cobbly, Mancos Shale within 20 inches of surface, severe erosion

hazard, management alternatives limited by depth and slope.

Utah
(USDA, 1962b)

ML 7-10 2-10 wheat, beans,
pinon- juniper

,

and grasses

cropland and

rangeland

Severe wind-erosion hazard, good management opportunities, good fertility and organic

matter content.

Utah
(USDA, 1962b)

ML-CL 1-2 D 2-25 pinon-juniper
sagebrush, and

grasses

rangeland

Soil less than 20 inches deep, stony throughout, severe erosion hazard, low fertility.

ML 5-7 C 2-10Utah
(USDA, 1962b)

wheat, beans,
pinon-juniper

,

and grass

cropland and
rangeland

Severe erosion hazard, high fertility, moderate permeability.

DUtah
(USDA, 1962b)

2-100 bluegrass and

sparse juniper

limited
grazing

Limitations: Outcrops of Dakota Sandstone, sites within canyons fragile,

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56.



Table II-6 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the
San Juan River coal region of the Rocky Mountain coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Beren t New Mexico SM 3-5 A 0-25 grasses rangeland
(USDA, 1968a)

Limitations: Severe wind-erosion hazard, many areas severely eroded by water.

Las Lucas New Mexico CL 6-8 C 0-25 grasses rangeland
(USDA, 1968a)

Limitations: Severe erosion hazard, high fertility, gullies present.

Penistaja New Mexico
(USDA, 1968a) SM 4-6 B 0-5 grass and rangeland

sagebrush

Limitations: Moderate water-erosion hazard, severe wind-erosion hazard, management practices required
on contours, some slickspot areas.

Jekley New Mexico CL 2-6 C 3-40 ponderosa pine forest
(USDA, 1968a) and grass

Limitations: Moderate to severe erosion hazard, shallow soils, cold soil temperatures, high fertility.

Kiln New Mexico ML-CL 0.5-2 D 3-40 ponderosa pine, forest
(0SDA, 1967d) grass, and oak

Limitations: Moderate to severe erosion hazard, very shallow soil (10 inches to limestone), noncalcareous

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-56



soils are generally similar in the Bighorn and Wind River regions,

their attributes are listed in table 11-2; the regions whose soils

are described in the other tables are arranged in general north-to-

south geographic occurrence, as was done in earlier sections.

In addition to providing general information for each soil,

the tables also list specific items, such as the unified classification

of the subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic groups. The listed

soil series are not inclusive, and although they occur extensively, they

must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite soil surveys must be made

before all types of soils are known. More detailed information on soil

characteristics and limitations for regions other than the Bighorn and

Wind River may be obtained from the soil-survey reports listed as sources.

Descriptions of soil organisms in the Pacific Coast coal

province also apply to the Rocky Mountain and other coal provinces.

6 . VEGETATION

In the coal areas of western and southwestern Montana, small

coal fields are scattered throughout various biomes , which include grass-

land, cold desert, and montane coniferous forest.

The Bighorn Basin coal region contains a mixture of grassland

and cold-desert biomes and a somewhat drier portion of the montane coni-

ferous forest biome represented by inland Douglas-fir. Cold-desert areas

are covered by widely scattered saltbrush and greasewood plants, which

indicate salty soils. In the northeastern portion of the basin where

annual precipitation is only 4 inches, stunted saltbrush plants grow

18 inches apart. Sagebrush and grass are more abundant in areas receiving
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more precipitation, and inland Douglas-fir grow well on the surrounding

mountain slopes that receive up to 24 inches of precipitation as rain

and snow.

The Wind River coal region includes parts of the cold-desert

and grassland biomes similar to those in the Bighorn Basin region, but

containing little saltbrush and greasewood.

The Green River coal region is covered mostly by mixed sage-

brush and grass. It has more saltbrush and greasewood, indicating salt

near the surface, and it also contains some montane coniferous forest

represented by inland Douglas-fir.

The Uinta coal region has varied vegetative cover ranging from

the saltbrush-greasewood association and sagebrush in the cold desert,

through pinon-juniper and mountain mahogany-oak in the woodland-bushland

biome, to coniferous forests that include ponderosa pine, inland Douglas-

fir, and spruce-fir communities in areas of higher rainfall.

The Southwestern Utah coal region is dominated by the dry

pinon-juniper of the woodland-bushland biome. Saltbrush and greasewood

grow in arid salty areas. A small area of wheatgrass and bluegrass

represents the grassland biome. Douglas-fir and spruce-fir forests

represent the montane coniferous forest biome at the highest elevations;

ponderosa-pine forests do so at somewhat lower elevations.

The San Juan River coal region includes galleta and grama grass

areas of the grassland biome. These grasses are adapted to growing during

the warm season, July through August, when most of the annual precipitation

falls as rain. Little galleta grows in the northern temperature grasslands,
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but blue grama may form almost pure stands, although it is not so

productive under the spring and early summer rainfall patterns as it

is southwestward where rainfall comes during late summer. Four-wind

saltbrush and winterfat grow well, and the more northerly needleandthread

grass also occurs in the area. Pinon-juniper represent the woodland-

bushland biome in the region; ponderosa pine-inland Douglas-fir, the

drier part of the montane coniferous forest biome.

7 . WILDLIFE

a. Terrestrial

Animals living in montane coniferous forests usually have

marked seasonal cycles. Invertebrates and many vertebrates are dormant

during the coldest months . Many migrating birds arrive in the spring

and leave in the fall. Some larger species, such as deer and elk, migrate

to lower elevations during winter; other small ones, such as the blue

grouse and snowshoe hare, remain active because of adaptations to walking

on the snow and burrowing into it for protection. The northern flying

squirrel and red squirrel harvest and store food for winter use. Pocket

gophers and mountain phenacomys are active under the snow. Predators such

as the goshawk, marten, and mountain weasel are year-round hunters in the

forest

.

Some boreal coniferous animals inhabit the province's northern

coal regions at higher elevations than do the montane coniferous forest

species. Shiras moose live in the conifer-aspen cover type and along

the willow bottoms of riparian woodlands, primarily in the Hams Fork and

Green River coal regions; Canada lynx live in forest areas of these regions.
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Some species are characteristic of both montane and boreal coniferous

forests: the snowshoe rabbit, red squirrel, porcupine, deer mouse,

water shrew, black bear, ruffed grouse, goshawk, and great horned owl,

among others

.

The woodland-bushland communities, which comprise juniper,

pinon-juniper , and mountain mahogany-oak, attract species from the

adjacent montane coniferous forest. Because trees are sometimes

scattered and interspersed with grass or shrubs, grassland or desert

species may penetrate into the community. The mule deer, mountain lion,

and coyote commonly occur in the woodlands during the fall, winter, and

spring, although most of these species summer in the high mountains.

The bobcat, rock squirrel, cliff chipmunk, desert and bushtail woodrats,

and pinon mouse prefer rough country, rocky hillsides, and cliffs within

the woodland-bushland communites . Characteristic birds include the

pinon jay, band-tailed pigeon, and scrub jay. Invertebrate populations

are low in diversity and consist largely of spiders, ants, termites, and

jumping plant lice (Kendeigh, 1961). Rattlesnakes, lizards, and horned

toads invade from the desert but are not particularly characteristic of

these communities.

The cold-desert communities of the Bighorn Basin, Wind River,

and Green River coal regions are largely sagebrush-grasslands. Saltbrush-

greasewood associations occur in most regions but are more prominent in

the Uinta coal region. Pronghorn antelope and sage grouse are abundant

only in the sagebrush-grass ranges of the province (Sundstrom, Hepworth,

and Diem, 1973; Scott, 1971), which is not surprising because both species
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depend highly on sagebrush for food and cover, especially during the

winter. According to Sundstrom, Hepworth, and Diem, up to 20 percent

of the world's pronghorn populations inhabit the Green River region,

where much of the world's sage-grouse population also lives. The low,

stocky form and arrangement in clumps, with intervening open ground,

make sagebrush desirable habitat for many kinds of animals, providing

shelter from wind, pursuing predators, and the sun as well as food and

nesting sites (Shelford, 1963). The whitetail jackrabbit, mountain

cottontail, desert cottontail, Ord's kangaroo rat, northern grasshopper

mouse, sagebrush vole, and various pocket mice are characteristic small

mammals of the province's cold-desert communities; the coyote, fox, and

skunks—characteristic predators. The blacktail jackrabbit is more

common than the whitetail jackrabbit in the southern part of the province,

The sage thrasher, sage sparrow, Brewer's sparrow, and ferruginous hawk

are characteristic birds. Lizards are most numerous in the southern coal

regions, especially the San Juan, and the sagebrush lizard occurs through-

out the province. Invertebrates are most abundant in the sagebrush and

greasewood communities, least abundant in the shadscale (Kendeigh, 1961).

Spiders, ants, and tenebrionid beetles are the most conspicuous ground

invertebrates. Harvester ants build prominent mounds throughout the

sagebrush communities.

Some species are wide ranging and often inhabit most plant

communities in the province. Mule deer occur in all coal regions, but

their numbers are usually restricted by limited winter range. Because

of these constraints, the size of deer populations is actually controlled
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by certain areas of range that constitute a small percentage of the

total land area. These critical areas must support not only the present

deer herds but also the herds that will be needed to maintain most of

the big-game hunting for future generations. Deer winter range typically

includes the lower slopes of mountains and the adjoining valley fringes

between the deep snow at higher elevations and the edges of farms and

ranchlands in valleys. In some areas, deer migrate 50 miles and more

annually between summer and winter ranges. Characteristic winter-habitat

vegetative types are pinon-juniper and mountain mahogany-oak at higher

elevations and sagebrush at lower elevations; deer herds in the northern

part of the Green River coal region commonly winter almost entirely on

the sagebrush type. The White River and Piceance Creek drainage systems

in the Uinta coal region support one of the largest and most productive

mule deer herds in the United States.

Elk also occupy extensive areas in all coal regions of the

province but are most prominent in the eastern parts of the Bighorn Basin

and Uinta regions and the northern parts of the Green River and San Juan

River regions. Like mule deer, they are restricted by limited available

winter habitat. Typically, elk winter in the conifer-aspen forests and

the woodland-bushland communities of the province, but in some areas,

notably the Green River region, they winter in the sagebrush-grasslands,

where they are highly intolerant of human activity. The Sands elk herd

in the Green River region in Wyoming is a notable example of elk inhabiting

the cold-desert community. Here, as many as several hundred elk live year

round in a remote sand dune-sagebrush-saltbrush habitat far from the nearest

trees and mountains.
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Two subspecies of bighorn sheep occur in this province.

Rocky Mountain bighorns inhabit the Green River region and the northern

part of the San Juan River region; desert bighorns, the Southwestern

Utah region (Scott, 1971). The Rocky Mountain bighorns prefer the conif-

erous forest alpine openings; desert bighorns, the cold-desert community.

Turkeys have been reintroduced to much of their former native

range, especially in the Southwestern Utah and San Juan River regions.

They inhabit the coniferous forest and broken woodland areas. Ring-necked

pheasants, some bob white quail, and chukar are established in most coal

regions .

The exotic Barbary sheep was introduced at one site in the

San Juan region but reportedly has not prospered (New Mexico Department

of Game and Fish, 1967).

Conspicuous terrestrial animals in the Rocky Mountain coal

province are summarized by biotic communities.

Inhabitants of the coniferous forest and forest-edge communities

include the water shrew, snowshoe rabbit, red squirrel, northern flying

squirrel, deer mouse, porcupine, black bear, wapiti (elk), mule deer,

bobcat, mountain lion, Canada lynx, Shiras moose, wolverine, marten,

least chipmunk, yellowbelly marmot
,
golden-mantled ground squirrel, and

bushytail woodrat . Birds include the goshawk, pigeon hawk, golden eagle,

great horned owl, saw-whet owl, flamulated owl, ruffed grouse, blue grouse,

yellow-bellied sapsucker , hairy woodpecker, Williamson's sapsucker, white-

headed woodpecker, gray jay, red-breasted nuthatch, Steller's jay, Clark's

nutcracker, common raven, mountain chickadee, mountain bluebird, varied
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tnrush, western tanager, Cassin's finch, gray-headed junco, and Audubon's

warbler

.

In woodland-bushland communities, typical animals include the

bobcat, ringtail, striped skunk, ground squirrels, rock squirrel, cliff

chipmunk, bushytail woodrat , desert woodrat , and pinon mouse. Birds

include the band-tailed pigeon, acorn woodpecker, ash-throated flycatcher,

gray flycatcher, scrub jay, pinon jay, plain titmouse, common bushtit,

blue-gray gnatcatcher , western bluebird, and black-throated gray warbler.

In cold-desert communities, typical animals are the blacktail

jackrabbit, whitetail jackrabbit (in the north), desert cottontail,

Nuttall's cottontail, desert woodrat, least chipmunk, Great Basin pocket

mouse, Ordi's kangaroo rat, northern grasshopper mouse, sagebrush vole,

pronghorn antelope, coyote, kit fox, western spotted skunk, desert bighorn

sheep, leopard lizard, sagebrush lizard, side-blotched lizard, short-horned

lizard, bullsnake, plateau whip-tail, racer, and western rattlesnake.

Birds include the red-tailed hawk, Gambel's quail, sage grouse, mourning

dove, great horned owl, loggerhead shrike, black-throated sparrow, sage

thrasher, sage sparrow, and Brewer's sparrow.

Invertebrates are the most numerous and diverse macroscopic

animals in the coal province. They are poorly known and are only now

beginning to receive attention commensurate with their taxonomic dominance

and ecological importance.

b. Aquatic

Aquatic wildlife includes invertebrates, fishes, birds, mammals,

reptiles, and amphibians associated with the stream, lake, and pond-marsh
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biotic communities. Because of the diverse and intricate distribution

of these communities within the coal province and because of the many

ways humans have altered natural surface hydrologic patterns, the

following description emphasizes the major habitats and their inhabitants

in the streams and manmade lakes of the coal regions.

Streams in the province range from clear, cold rivulets and

brooks cascading down mountain slopes to broad silt-laden rivers flowing

through narrow valleys or deep canyons. There is very little warm water

in the province. In the southern regions, either cold-water or warm-water

aquatic species occur at lower elevations. The principal habitats in a

stream are falls, riffles, or rapids, and rock-, sand-, and mud-bottom

pools; mud-bottom pools form in backwaters, behind dams, and in the essen-

tially young stages of ponds. The most characteristic and abundant stream

animals are caddisfly larvae, mayfly naiads, stonefly naiads, fly larvae,

crayfish, snails, freshwater clams, and fish.

Streams in the southwestern Montana coal area and the Bighorn

Basin and Wind River coal regions support fish species typical of the

colder headwaters of the Missouri River drainage. These include the moun-

tain whitefish, Yellowstone cutthroat trout, lake chub, flathead chub,

longnose dace, plains minnow, silvery minnow, white sucker, longnose sucker,

mountain sucker, burbot, and sauger. Common introduced species include

rainbow trout, brown trout, brook trout, and carp (Baxter and Simon, 1970;

Brown, 1971).

The Green River, Uinta, Southwestern Utah, and San Juan River

coal regions are primarily within the Colorado River drainage. Cutthroat
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trout and mountain whitefish are the only native game fish of the upper

Colorado River drainage. These natives and especially the native Colorado

River cutthroat, have been supplemented and largely replaced by numerous

introduced species. Rainbow trout are the most numerous newcomers and

are stocked in tremendous numbers each year (Scott, 1971). Other game

fish that have been introduced are brown trout, Yellowstone cutthroat

trout, brook trout, and arctic grayling in the coldest waters; channel

catfish, black bullhead, and yellow perch in the warmer waters. Character-

istic nongame fish are the carp, Utah chub, roundtail, leatherside chub,

redside shiner, speckled dace, fathead minnow, flannelmouth sucker, moun-

tain sucker, bluehead sucker, humpback sucker, and mottled sculpin (Baxter

and Simon, 1970; Scott, 1971; Sigler and Miller, 1963).

Amphibians, such as the tiger salamander, Great Basin spadefoot

toad, boreal western toad, chorus frog, and leopard frog, live along streams

in all coal regions of the province. Others, such as the western spadefoot

toad, Woodhouse's toad, and red-spotted toad, inhabit only some of the

southern regions (Stebbins, 1966). The bullfrog, though occurring primarily

in some southern regions, lives also in northern areas such as along the

Snake River in Idaho.

Various birds and mammals are closely associated with, and at

least partially dependent on, stream communities. Bald eagles, kingfishers,

and great blue herons harvest fish, whereas water ouzels dive for aquatic

insects. Muskrats, beavers, mink, raccoons, water shrews, river otters,

and other mammals are also links in the food chains of stream ecosystems.
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The coal province lacks extensive wetlands and, consequently,

has comparatively few waterfowl. The available habitat consists largely

of streams and stream bottom lands, canals, reservoirs, and seeps resulting

from irrigation. Food supplies are limited except in agricultural areas.

Waterfowl tend to concentrate in irrigated areas such as portions of the

Green and Yampa River valleys in the Green River coal region and the

San Juan River valley in the San Juan River coal region. Waterfowl are

most numerous when migrating. Only breeding species reside in the province

in the summer, dispersed over the nesting areas that generally occur near

waters associated with agricultural lands, river side channels, oxbows,

beaver ponds, and to a lesser extent, reservoirs and natural lakes. The

Great Basin Canada goose, mallard, pintail, teal, and Barrow's goldeneye

are typical nesting species.

Comparatively few natural lakes remain in the coal regions,

most of them having been modified for storage of irrigation water. The

acreage of manmade reservoirs far exceeds that of natural lakes. Although

lacking definitive proof, some analysts believe that manmade lakes are

usually less productive than natural lakes. However, fish-stocking programs

and the large manmade impoundments, such as Yellowtail Reservoir, Boysen

Reservoir, Flaming Gorge Reservoir, Lake Powell, and Navajo Reservoir,

have greatly expanded the fisheries of the province. Various combinations

of trouts and introduced warm-water fish species such as the walleye,

large mouthed bass, small mouthed bass, black crappie and others occur

in these waters. These lakes also provide immense resting areas for

migrating waterfowl.
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Pond-marsh biotic communities are limited in extent in the

province but are significant locally. The stock ponds, river side

channels, oxbows, and irrigation seeps mentioned above often support

typical pond-marsh animal associations, but the beaver pond is probably

the most widespread example of this biotic community. Beaver ponds

occur in thousands of small streams throughout the province. Their

margins are usually marshy, and they support rooted vegetation around

the edges. Various frogs, toads, snakes, and air-breathing aquatic

insects occur here, as do Canada and snow geese, brown pelicans, and

whistling and trumpeter swans. Sandpipers, killdeer, and snipe search

the pond edges, and swallows and bats feed in the evenings on insects

emerging from the water. Mallards, teal, and Barrow's goldeneye commonly

nest around the ponds, and typical fish inhabitants include brook, rainbow,

and cutthroat trout, sculpins , and suckers. The beaver is the most

conspicuous aquatic mammal here, but muskrat and mink are often present,

as are raccoon and sometimes otter.

c. Endangered and threatened species

Those wildlife species determined by the Secretary of the

Interior to be threatened with extinction and named on a list published

in the Federal Register are officially designated "endangered species."

Species categorized as "threatened" are those likely to become endangered

within the foreseeable future throughout all or significant parts of their

ranges. Species whose existence is considered endangered are noted in the

"United States list of endangered fauna" (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

1974); this list, as amended through September 25, 1975 (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, 1975, p. 44418-44423), is reproduced in appendix 4.
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In the Rocky Mountain coal province, three mammal, five bird,

and seven fish species are presently on the official endangered species

list. The black-footed ferret has been reported on the basis of several

observations within the province, but these have not be confirmed. Ferrets

are closely associated with prairie dogs, which are their major food source.

The endangered Utah prairie dog occurs in parts of the South-

western Utah coal region. Most of its range is in the Great Basin of

Utah, but several colonies near the Wayne County-Piute County border

are in the Southwestern Utah region.

The Northern Rocky Mountain wolf ( Canis lupus irremotus ) , was

once considered to be extinct in the conterminous States, but wolves in

its former range have recently been reported in Yellowstone National Park

and Beaverhead, Boise, Challis , Custer, Flathead, Gallatin, Helena, Kootenai,

Salmon, Shoshone, Targhee, and Teton National Forests.

Both species of peregrine falcon, the American and arctic, are

considered endangered. These birds have been extirpated as breeding species

in the Eastern United States and are generally decreasing in the West. The

peregrine falcon is uncommon in the Upper Colorado River area, and very few

nesting pairs—probably less than half a dozen—are known to occur in the

province. Nests are usually in coniferous forests or along major rivers,

and extreme care should be taken to prevent disturbing them. The southern

bald eagle, also endangered, probably occurs in the San Juan River coal

region as a winter resident or migrant.

The whooping crane, which breeds in Canada's Wood Buffalo

National Park in south-central Mackenzie and winters along the coastal
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Gulf of Mexico, uses the marshes and major rivers of the Rocky Mountain

coal province for resting and feeding while in transit.

Four endangered fish, the bonytail and humpback chub, Colorado

squawfish, and humpback sucker, are native to the Colorado River drainage

and are adapted to a swift-water environment. Apparently, reservoir con-

struction is responsible for their endangered status because their natural

habitat has been obliterated in the impoundment areas and their reproductive

requirements affected by lowered temperature in the tailwater areas. All

are rare in the remaining natural stream segments.

The Kendall Warm Springs dace occurs only in the Green River

coal region in a warm-spring-fed tributary of the Green River in the

Bridger National Forest in Wyoming. The Gila trout is restricted to

Diamond, McKenna, and Spruce Creeks in the Black Range Primitive Area

of the headwaters of the Gila River in the Gila National Forest of New

Mexico. The woundfin, a cyprinid minnow, formerly occurred in the Lower

Colorado River and Gila River basins in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah but

is now restricted to the Virgin River southwest of Hurricane, Utah.

Preliminary surveys of the mollusks in the province reveal

that 24 species, not previously considered to be endangered, may indeed

be either endangered or threatened, but none have yet appeared on

Department of the Interior lists.

In addition to the endangered species, one fish, the Arizona

(Apache) trout, and one mammal, the grizzly bear (in the conterminous

States) are considered to be threatened in the province. The Arizona

(Apache) trout inhabits Ord Creek and the east fork of the White River
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and Christmas Tree and Sun Moon Lakes in Arizona. The grizzly bear,

a wilderness species that once inhabited areas in all Western States

from the Pacific Ocean to the eastern edge of the Rocky Mountains, now

occurs in small numbers in remote areas in Idaho, Montana, Washington,

and Wyoming

.

Some species, although not endangered throughout their ranges,

have remnant populations in danger of being eliminated in local areas.

This has prompted individual States to develop their own lists of rare

and endangered species. As an example, Wyoming's list of affected species

in this coal province include the shovelnose sturgeon and sturgeon chub

of the Bighorn River drainage and the Colorado River cutthroat and

leatherside chub of the Green River drainage; others are the osprey,

midget faded rattlesnake, Green Basin smooth green snake, wolverine,

and river otter. New Mexico has developed a comparable list, and Arizona

is in the final stages of developing one.

B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . LAND USES

The Rocky Mountain coal province has some of the most rugged

topography in the Nation, and most of the province is covered today by

natural vegetation. The most extensive land use is grazing by livestock

and wildlife, but outdoor recreation is gaining rapidly in terms of

acreage, and timber production ranks third. Data from comprehensive

river basin studies on the Colorado River (table II-7) indicate the

relative significance of the various land uses. The Upper Colorado

region is fairly representative of the province, and 84 percent of its
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Table II-7.—Land-use data for the Colorado River Basin, 1965 1/ 2/

Land use

Upper Colorado Little Colorado
region 3/ subregion 4/

(thousand (thousand
acres) (percent) acres) (percent)

Grazing 60,442 84 16,604 96
Cropland

Irrigated
Dry farm

Timber production
Urban and transportation
Designated wilderness
Outdoor recreation 47,543 65 15,128 88
Military
Exclusive fish and wildlife
Intensive mineral production

Total land area 72,234 17,252

60,442 84

2,225 3

(1,622) (2)

(603) (1)

9,419 13

929 1

1,414 2

47,543 65

114 —
229 —
37 —

16 ,604

44

(28)

(16)

1 ,419

32

15 ,128

21

16

7

1/ Data from Water Resources Council, 1965.

2/ Land-use acreages are not exclusive and demonstrate some multiple
uses

.

3/ Includes Colorado River drainage and all drainage of tributaries
above Lees Ferry, Ariz.

4/ Includes Little Colorado River drainage above confluence with
Colorado River.
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area is in grazing; 3 percent, cropland cultivation; 13 percent, timber

production; 1 percent, urban, transportation, and utilities; 65 percent,

outdoor recreation; and 2 percent, formally designated wilderness. These

calculations reflect some multiple land uses.

a. Agricultural

Sheep and cattle grazing and cultivated crop production are

the most common land uses in the province. An estimated 85 to 90 percent

of the area is used for agricultural production, but parts are used also

for wildlife habitat, extensive outdoor recreation, and mineral production.

Rangelands vary considerably in productivity, but on the basis

of data for the Upper Colorado region, native vegetation produces an average

estimated 0.1 animal unit month (AIM) of forage per acre. The range live-

stock industry specializes in producing feeder livestock from cow-calf

and ewe-lamb type operations. Much grazing land is federally owned and

administered by BLM and the Forest Service.

Croplands are scattered throughout the province but constitute

a small percent of the land use. An estimated 3 percent of Upper Colorado

region acreage is cropland, most of which is irrigated. Some dryland

farming takes place under favorable soil and moisture conditions. Livestock

feeds are the major crops, which enable producers to supplement available

range forage under adverse weather conditions. Major crops include hay

(alfalfa and native), improved pasture, and feed grains. Other crops

include food grains, orchard fruits, sugar beets, potatoes, dry beans,

and various truck crops.
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b. Timber production

Coniferous forests occur in the province primarily between

elevations of 5,000 to 11,000 feet. Pinon-juniper woodland is the most

extensive forest type but is of minor importance other than for fuel-wood

production. The important timber species include ponderosa pine, Douglas

fir, white fir, lodgepole pine, Englemann spruce, and limber pine. On

the basis of river-basin study data, an estimated 10 percent of the pro-

vince has valuable timber resources. The Forest Service administers most

of the area; States, private individuals, and other Federal agencies own

some of it.

Forest lands are also valuable for watershed protection, wild-

life habitat, outdoor recreation, and domestic livestock grazing.

c. Watershed

The province contains the headwaters of the major river systems

in the West and Midwest. Much of the high mountain area produces more

than 10 inches of runoff annually. The quantity and quality of water

depends highly on watershed conditions. Data from the Upper Colorado

river-basin study indicates that 40 percent of the area has accelerated

erosion, but erosion over the entire province is estimated to be somewhat

less

.

Agricultural-related needs are presently the most significant

uses of surface water. In the Upper Colorado region, water depletion by

use in 1965 was broken down as follows: irrigation, 62 percent; municipal

and industrial use, 1 percent; minerals and parks, 1.6 percent; recreation

and wildlife, 0.4 percent; and livestock water, 1 percent. The remaining
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water depletion is due to evapotranspiration and includes much evaporation

from storage facilities. Surface-water use in the entire province compares

well with these figures, although depletion caused by power production has

increased considerably since 1965

.

d. Mineral industry

Mineral production currently involves only a small part of the

land surface in the province. In the Upper Colorado region, for example,

mineral use in 1965 accounted for less than 0.1 percent of the surface

use. However, mining and processing are intensive in many areas and

impact significantly on other land uses and on the environment. Record

of past mining activities include abandoned loading facilities, waste

dumps, tailings, ponds, and extensive road systems.

Among the many significant minerals being produced are coal,

oil, gas, uranium, iron ore, copper, silver, gold, lead, zinc, molybdenum,

potash, trona, and phosphates. Mining and primary processing are major

employers in many areas and contribute significantly to local economies.

This province also includes the major oil-shale deposits in the United

States as well as vast reserves of bituminous sandstone.

e. Urban and transportation

Urban uses involving fairly extensive areas include residential,

commercial, and industrial, as well as all types of transportation systems

(highways, roads, railroads, airports, powerlines, communication lines,

and pipelines). In the Upper Colorado region, which has no major urbanized

areas, urban uses in 1965 accounted for more than 1 percent of the surface

use. However, an estimated 2 percent of the entire coal province is under
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urban use, notably in the urbanized areas along the eastern mountain

front in Colorado, the Wasatch front in Utah, and the Albuquerque area

in New Mexico. In most cases, this higher value urban land use precludes

mineral development.

Because of the scenic and recreational appeal of the Rocky

Mountains, mountain recreational and rural residential communities are

being developed rapidly and extensively in some areas in the province,

particularly in Colorado. Patented mining claims and homesteaded land

are being subdivided and developed, but they are intermingled with Federal

lands administered by the Forest Service and BLM. In Colorado's mountain

valleys, over 380 rural subdivisions involving 285,000 acres adjoin Federal

lands. Coal lands in the San Juan River and southwestern Uinta coal regions

are also affected by similar developments. Under mining patents and the

homestead laws, coal is reserved to the United States.

f. Wild horse and burro habitat

Wild horses use extensive areas in the province, some of the

more significant being Wyoming's Red Desert and Bighorn Basin, Colorado's

Book Cliff, Piceance Creek, and Yampa River areas, Utah's Book Cliffs,

and Montana's Pryor Mountains. The Pryor Mountain wild-horse range

(32,000 acres) is the only formally designated wild-horse area in the

province. Some of the areas inhabited by wild horses that also have

coal resources include the Bighorn Basin and the Red Desert, Book Cliff,

Piceance Creek, and Yampa River areas.

Wild burros are not prominent in the province, but small popu-

lations inhabit some isolated areas.
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g. Recreational

Together, the comparatively small human populations, high

remoteness, and breathtaking scenery provide almost unlimited opportun-

ities for the nature lover.

Some outstanding national forests, national parks, and national-

resource lands occur in the province, the most famous being Yellowstone

National Park. Others adding scenic and recreational diversity include

Bryce Canyon and Zion National Parks and the Grand Canyon.

Federal, State, and local governments maintain numerous camping

and picnicking facilities and historical sites. The province abounds in

such sites, some restored—numerous forts, pioneer sites, and old camps

and some unrestored—ghost towns, abandoned equipment, and other silent

and deserted reminders of long-past mining activity.

The province also supplies some of the best fishing and hunting

in the Nation. Drainages support several varieties of trout, whereas

hunting opportunities include deer, elk, moose, sheep, goats, bear,

pronghorn antelope, upland game birds, and waterfowl.

Other activities available to recreationists include winter

sports, rock hounding, horseback riding, and boating.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

The Rocky Mountain area has primarily rural social patterns

and attitudes and, therefore exhibits markedly slower social change

than do urbanized areas.

Sparse distribution of population can be related to the

topography and climate of the province. The high elevation and relief
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of the land confines settlement to lower, flatter areas near reliable

water supplies. Technology has changed this pattern only slightly since

the days of earliest pioneer settlement, and many of the present social

values are rooted in the pioneer experience. Salt Lake City, Utah, and

Denver, Colo., (although the latter is located in another coal province)

are the political, economic, and social centers of the province.

a. Economic

Economic patterns in the province are closely related to the

social attitudes. In keeping with the rural orientation, livestock

raising is a major activity, with agriculture usually an adjunct to the

livestock industry. Exceptions occur along watercourses, where cropland

agriculture is a primary but localized industry.

Mining has been important to all States in the province, with

copper, gold, lead, zinc, and silver mining usually capturing the public's

attention. Coal has been mined historically in all the States, but only

recently has it received national interest. Other minerals have local

economic prominence: Iron, uranium, limestone, and gypsum are extracted

in most States

.

Forest-product industries are similarly important but have

gained dominant positions only in Idaho's State economy. Oil and gas

interests have large impacts on States' economic outlooks: Some States

have extensive reserves of petroleum and exploit them heavily, whereas

others have little but are actively engaged in exploration.

Recreation and tourism are becoming increasingly important

economically, as evidenced by States' advertising campaigns to promote
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their recreation facilities and the consequent economic growth. The

Rocky Mountains have long been a mecca for skiers, hunters, and summer

visitors from less mountainous States and more densely populated areas

of the country. In addition to its already extensive array of national

parks, monuments, and forests in the province, the Federal Government

is expanding its public recreation potential and facilities in the area,

as are many States and counties. Coal deposits occur beneath some of

these developed recreation areas.

Major industrialization of the province has not accompanied

population growth. Industrial expansion, other than in services to

extractive industries, has been limited to larger population centers,

and the largest of these have attracted more service industries than

have the smaller ones. The expansion of major population areas as

distribution, transportation, and communications centers has paralleled

the growth of light industry in these metropolitan areas.

Population growth in some areas is usually indicated by

expanded government services, and as State governments grow and shift

emphases, Federal agencies also expand their services.

Although specific localities may show net losses locally,

the province as a whole is growing in population, goods and services,

and annual production.

b. Ethnic

The numerous Indian populations in the province occupy exten-

sive scattered land areas, many of which contain marketable coal deposits,

Some Indians, such as the Navajo and Hopi Tribes, have begun to lease
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the coal lands within their reservations, and other tribal lands have

been explored for coal resources. These proposed regulations concern

Indian coal lands as well as other federally managed lands.

Mexican Americans form another large minority group in the

province.

c. Cultural and religious

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (Mormon) and

its adherents are culturally, socially, and religiously significant

influences in Utah and, to a lesser extent, in the surrounding States.

For Indians in this and all coal provinces, the natural

environmental state is synonymous with their cultural identities.

Important cultural and scientific resources in the province

include uncounted archeological sites, significant paleontological

deposits, such as those near Kemmerer and Medicine Bow, Wyo., and many

historic buildings, areas, sites, and trails. The Oregon, Mormon,

Overland, and Bozeman Trails, forts of the Indian wars, and routes

of early explorations are other examples.

3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic values where Federal coal occurs

The rugged beauty of the mountains, plateaus, and valleys

in this coal province was largely responsible for creating the numerous

national parks, monuments, and recreation lands. The great coniferous

forests that blanket the. slopes are cut by major drainage systems that

lead eastward to the Great Plains and westward to the deserts.
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Lines dominate the province. Strong erosion and landslide

patterns, textural changes between rock and vegetative types, deep

valleys cut by major rivers and streams, and irregular skylines con-

tribute to varied linear categories.

Altitude and latitude both contribute significantly to color

composition, because timberline is generally higher in the southern

Rockies. Herbs and grasses at higher altitudes contrast with great

expanses of bare rock. Vegetative types on lower slopes predominate

as the major timber stands that provide a green canopy are broken

occasionally by rock outcrops or landslides. Several major lakes,

deep and intensely blue, fill intervening basins within the province.

Textural contrasts are extensive. Great rock faces protrude

from timbered slopes in some areas. Grassy meadows grade into towering

stands of timber. Shimmering lakes and rushing streams are significant

textural elements.

All landscape elements are massive in scale.

b . Historic

Historic sites, structures, and objects, such as those noted

already under cultural and religious considerations, are tangible, rich

historic resources. Most of the better known historic sites are under

Federal jurisdiction or are on, or are eligible for listing in, the

National Register of Historic Places; this register is part of the National

Natural and Historic Landmark program, administered by the National Park

Service. Many other historic sites and structures are administered by

State, county, or local agencies. Many of these historical resources

are on or adjacent to federally administered coal deposits.
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A partial listing of historic events or developments—which

are of national, State, or local significance and occur on or near

present Federal lands in this province— include the following:

1. Early exploration by Spanish, French, British, and Americans

from 1540 to the 1850' s.

2. The history of such Indian tribes as the Blackfeet, Nez Perce,

Shoshone, Flathead, Crow, Arapaho, Ute, Paiute, Comanche, Navajo,

Zuni, and Apache in their interactions with each other and con-

frontations with the white culture.

3. Military history of the region is represented by sites related

to the Civil War, Mexican War, and especially the Indians Wars,

in the form of battlefields, forts, and sites where important

events occurred.

4. Economic, social, commercial, and settlement history, as exemplified

in the mountain fur trade (first exploitation by Western man of

the natural resources of the area following on a long tradition

developed by the American Indian); the Santa Fe Trail; the mining

frontier (many mines, sites, and towns on Federal land); the

cattle and sheep frontier; the history of transportation and

communication (especially the transcontinental railroads); and

the timber-products frontier.

5. Overland migration and settlement as reflected by the history

of the Oregon, California, Mormon, and other historic routes

and trails; the rough topography of the entire area limited

westward movement to a few trails in the early days of the

development of the West.
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c. Geologic

The high peaks, deep canyons, tree-covered slopes, and

racing streams attract millions of summer visitors to the area. The

mountainous areas featuring glacier-carved valleys and cirque lakes

are outstanding scenically but also record the results of natural

forces that continue to shape the mountains today.

On the other hand, the deserts in the province appeal to

those viewers who enjoy scenic expanses of wide-open spaces barren

of much vegetation and empty of people and the works of man, or who

marvel at striking wind-carved sandstone formations.

The Colorado Plateau and the Grand Canyon of the Colorado

River unfold the story of much of the area for large segments of

geologic time, and the plateau also boasts such memorable geologic

phenomena as the Petrified Forest and Painted Desert. North and

west of the plateau are the deserts of the Basin and Range where the

north-south mountain chains, which are large uplifted blocks of the

Earth's surface, are separated by the downdropped blocks that form

the valleys; in the United States, only here can one see these features

on such a large scale. Of the province's many interior basins, remnants

of Pleistocene lakes, one of the more remarkable is the one now occupied

by Great Salt Lake.

Of still other geologic interest is the geothermal activity

in the province, especially at Yellowstone National Park, where geysers

and hot springs abound and the geothermal activity is related to near-

surface volcanic activity. West of this area are such unusual and recent
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lava flows as those at the Craters of the Moon National Monument

in Idaho's Snake River Plain and, farther north in central Idaho,

the large rounded mountainous mass of the Idaho batholith— once

an immense molten mass deeply buried beneath the Earth's surface

but now stripped of its former cover and highly elevated in the

Rocky Mountains. Among the many other remnants of earlier volcanic

activity in the province, one of the more spectacular is Shiprock

in northwestern New Mexico, a splendid example of a volcanic neck

and its associated systems of dikes. These are but a few of the

numerous examples of volcanism throughout the province, many of

which occur on national-resource lands and in national parks and

monuments

.

Of the caves and caverns in this province, Timpanogos

Cave National Monument in northern Utah is a notable example.

The sharp relief of the recently uplifted landforms and

the thick clean exposures of rocks in the province, combined with

the often easy access of sites, present valuable opportunities for

Americans to learn and enjoy the geologic history of the Rocky

Mountain region. The Morrison Formation in Wyoming and Colorado

contains dinosaur skeletons and other fossil materials which have

greatly broadened our knowledge of this history, as have the materials

recovered from the Dinosaur National Monument, Florissant fossil beds,

large deposits near Rock Springs, Wyo., and fossil vertebrate localities

in Utah.
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d. Archeologic

The Rocky Mountain and Northern Great Plains coal provinces

include part or all of nine States, in which occur parts of four

different prehistoric culture areas. The Interior Plateau Culture

Area (parts of five states) is best known for its historic tribes

and, archeologically , seems to have been a transition area between

the Plains and the Northwest Coast Culture Areas. At the time of

European contact, the inhabitants had adopted more plains-culture

characteristics than other cultural influences. The Interior Plateau

Culture Area extended from western Montana to the Cascade Range on

the west. The cultural affinities of the culture subareas came to

resemble more closely the proximate dominant culture.

The Old Cordilleran Tradition was the progenitor of the

plateau people in 9000 B.C. or earlier. These hunters and gatherers

gave rise to the culture of the Great Basin peoples farther south.

Later, as the environment changed and destroyed the bases of the

Old Cordilleran Tradition, the Great Basin dwellers, having adjusted

to these changes, spread their influence and culture northward into

the Interior Plateau area. Subsequently, the arising Northwest Coast

Culture spread its values eastward into this area and a riverine way

of life was adopted in the west; at the same time, the Plains Culture

dominated the eastern part of the Interior Plateau.

The Desert Tradition of the Great Basin Culture Area

had its beginnings in the Old Cordilleran Tradition, from which it

separated in approximately 8000 B.C. This ancient way of life,
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built around seed collecting and grinding and small-game hunting,

at various times occupied most of arid North America and persisted

in its purest form to historic and even modern times. The various

branches of this culture spread even to Mesoamerica and to today s

Four Corners States, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona, where it

developed into the component units of the. Southwest Culture.

From its Great Basin Desert Tradition beginnings, we

recognize the existence of the Cochise culture in southern Arizona

and New Mexico by 5000 B.C. Along the Colorado River and in western

Arizona, another Desert-Tradition group, the Pinto Basin people,

developed about this time or earlier. Simultaneous with these

developments, the San Jose Culture evolved from the Desert Tradition

in New Mexico and later in the Four Corners area. These Archaic-

period cultures developed into distinctly different forms by the

Christian era, and at the time of European contact they had ceased

to exist or had merged to become the Indian groups of today.

During the period A.D. 1000-1500, Athapascans intruded

into the Southwest Culture Area and, by reoccupying areas abandoned

earlier or by pressuring the Puebloid peoples out, became the residents

of the Four Corners, eastern Arizona-western New Mexico, and eastern

plains of New Mexico. The Paiutes and other Shoshonean speakers of

the Great Basin area, as well as the Utes , also moved into parts of

the southwest not previously in their range.

The archeology of the Northern Great Plains coal province

includes the western portion of the Plains Culture Area. The earliest
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dwellers in this area were the Paleo-Indians of the Big-Game Hunting

Tradition. These people, makers of Eden, Scottsbluff, Folsom, and

Clovis projectile points, hunted the large Pleistocene and post-

Pleistocene mammals of the western plains. By 4000 B.C., the environment

had become too dry and too warm to support this way of life, thereby

causing the Plains Archaic Culture to develop.

The Big-Game Hunting Tradition at one time extended into

Mexico and southeastern Arizona. With the Pleistocene climate

ameliorating and its associated fauna displaced northward, the big-

game hunters also moved northward and were replaced by an expansion

of the Desert Tradition. In the Northwestern and Central Plains

subareas, the big-game hunters seem to have changed their way of

living in situ and evolved into the Plains Archaic, who hunted smaller

animals and gathered much of their food from vegetal sources. Later

cultural developments on the plains included the introduction of pottery

and agriculture, with its associated sedentarism and growth of villages

and social systems. The elements affected the occupants of the two

cultural subareas only marginally, the people remaining essentially

in the Plains Archaic level of development until the time of contact

with white culture. At that time, with the introduction of the horse

and firearms, they left their wandering, hunting-gathering, and mini-

mally horticultural way of living and reverted to a totally hunting

culture

.

The early residents of the Rocky Mountain coal province

differed from one another. For example, they built their houses
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of different materials, depending on what was available where they

lived. Mostly, they used ephemeral surface structures of poles and

and brush that were readily abandoned when the time came to move to

another area.

Common to all cultures are the lithic sites where they

obtained stone for tools and left the chips and other debris of

tool manufacture. Campsites usually have little cultural depth;

however, because succeeding camps were made in the same area to

exploit wood, water, and shelter over a long period of time, a

considerable amount of archeological evidence, deposited within

a small area, can yield information much in the fashion of a long

inhabited, deeply stratified, site. While no quantitative value

can be established for a single campsite in the barren Great Basin

area that is comparable to large pueblo ruins of many rooms, camp-

sites may still have considerable archeological value. The impor-

tance of both kinds of sites must be realized. Each culture area

may have unique and valuable remnants which should be considered on

an individual basis when surface-disturbing activities, such as

coal development, are suggested. The more subtle archeologic remains

must be safeguarded just as much as the more spectacular ones.

Rock outlines, called intaglios, of the Southern Great

Basin area, prehistoric trails, animal trap and kill sites, and stone

circles and "Medicine Wheels" of the plains are fragile, irreplaceable

examples of Indian heritage. In the southwest, agricultural sites,
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fields, farmplots and terraces, water-diversion structures, fieldhouse

structures, irrigation systems, and cave sites date back to the dawn

of agriculture in this part of North America.
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NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS COAL PROVINCE

Of the nationwide total of 530 Federal coal leases, 103

are in this province.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . GEOLOGY

Most of the Nation's Federal coal is in the Northern Great

Plains coal province (Trumbull, 1960; Campbell, 1929), primarily in

the Fort Union and Powder River coal regions of Montana, North and

South Dakota, and Wyoming. This province is entirely in Fenneman's

Interior Plains major physiographic division and encompasses the

northern part of his Great Plains physiographic province (Fenneman,

1931).

Rocks in the province are mostly sedimentary, range in

age from Paleozoic to Tertiary, and are nearly horizontal except

along the flanks of the Rocky Mountains where they turn sharply

upward. The sedimentary rocks consist of several thousand feet

of sandstone, shale, limestone, and conglomerate, as well as beds

of lignite and coal. Many of these sedimentary units are very

thick and widespread. Some were deposited on the floors of ancient

seas that extended across the continent; others, in deltas or tidal

areas along the margins of the seas or inland in broad depositional

basins. Coal formed in tidal swamps and marshes along the marine

shores and also in swamps, lakes, and on the flood plains of major

drainage systems of inland basins. These basins developed after

the continents were uplifted and the seas retreated.
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In the following sections, coal regions and selected coal

fields and areas are described in the general north-to-south order

in which they occur in the province.

a. North Central coal region

The North Central region of Trumbull (1960) includes all

coal-bearing lands in the north-central part of Montana (fig. 2-4).

Campbell (1929) divided the region into the Assiniboine and Judith

Basin regions, to the north and the south, respectively.

The Assiniboine part of the region surrounds the Bearpaw

Mountains and includes 10,500 square miles of nearly flat lying

coal-bearing rocks of the Judith River Formation and Eagle Sandstone,

of Late Cretaceous age, and the Fort Union Formation of Paleocene age.

The coal ranges in rank from subbituminous A and B to high-volatile

bituminous B and C, but in most places, the beds are discontinuous

and too thin to be of other than local commercial importance.

Coal-bearing rocks also crop out in the Blackfeet-Valier

area on the western edge of the Assiniboine part, in a north-south

belt extending from Cascade County in west-central Montana to the

Canadian border (fig. 2-4). Coal beds 2 to 3.5 feet thick occur in

the Two Medicine and St. Mary River Formations, of Late Cretaceous

age, but are generally too thin and sporadic to be of commercial

interest.

The Judith Basin part of the region, south of the Assiniboine

part, includes the Great Falls field to the west and the Lewistown

field to the east. Coal beds occur in the upper part of the Morrison
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Lignite

Figure 2-4. --Northern Great Plains coal province with locations of
selected coal regions and fields and dominant type of
coal in each. (After U.S. Department of the Interior,
1975
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Formation of Late Jurassic age. The coal is high-volatile bituminous

B and C in rank but contains 1.7 to 4 percent sulfur, somewhat more

than the coals in other regions of the West.

b. Bull Mountain and Garfield County coal fields

The Bull Mountain field, about halfway between the North

Central and Powder River regions (fig. 2-4), and the Garfield County

field, between the North Central and Fort Union regions (fig. 2-4),

are noted here for completeness. Their coal-bearing rocks are in

the same formations as those in the nearby Fort Union and Powder

River regions, but the coal beds are generally thinner and less

extensive.

c. Fort Union coal region

This is the largest region in the coal province and encompasses

the western half of North Dakota and parts of South Dakota and Montana

(fig. 2-4). It contains an estimated 440 billion tons of lignite, by

far the largest coal resource in the entire United States (Averitt, 1963,

1969, 1973; Berryhill and others, 1950; Brown, 1952; Landis, 1973).

The region occupies a broad, shallow basin with Tertiary

rocks dipping gently toward the center. In the South Dakota part of

the basin, some gentle smaller flexures are superimposed on the major

depression. Dips are less than 1 degree, and nowhere are there struc-

tural disturbances of sufficient magnitude to cause serious mining

problems. Faults are rare.

Most of the coal in North Dakota is contained in (in ascending

order) the Lebo, Tongue River, and Sentinel Butte Members of the Fort
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Union Formation of Paleocene Age. A few thin beds also occur near

the base of the overlying Wasatch Formation of Paleocene and Eocene

age, in the basal Tullock Member of the Fort Union, and in the under-

lying Hell Creek Formation of Late Cretaceous age. The coal beds

are discontinuous and vary greatly in thickness. More than 100

beds have been identified by the North Dakota Geological Survey,

but no more than 3 beds of commercial thickness occur in any 1

section. The Fort Union ranges in thickness from 425 to 775 feet

in South Dakota and up to 1,500 feet in Montana. The coal through-

out most of the Fort Union region is lignite in rank. However,

westward from the Montana-North Dakota State line, the rank of the

coal increases to subbituminous C near Miles City and subbituminous

B further west. The Fort Union region merges with the Powder River

region along a vague northwest-trending boundary defined roughly

by the change in rank from lignite to subbituminous.

d. Powder River coal region

This region is the southwestern extension of the Fort

Union region and continues from southern Montana into northeastern

Wyoming (fig. 2-4). It encompasses about 20,000 square miles and

contains nearly 240 billion tons of subbituminous coal (Glass, 1972;

Berryhill and others, 1950).

The Powder River Basin is a broad structural trough between

the Bighorn Mountains to the west, the Black Hills uplift to the east,

and the Laramie Mountains and Hartville uplift to the south. It is

asymmetrical, and its rocks dip 5 degrees or less along the eastern
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side but considerably more along the western and southwestern sides.

Most coal-bearing rocks crop out away from the more steeply dipping

edges of the basin and are nearly flat or dip gently beneath a weakly

rolling or dissected plain. Red-weathering "clinker" beds of burned

overburden along the coal outcrop zones are more resistant to erosion

than the enclosing strata and form prominent distinctive caps and

ledges throughout the region.

The Fort Union Formation in the Powder River Basin comprises

1,700 to 3,200 feet of sandstone, shale, and coal and is divided,

ascending, into the Tullock, Lebo Shale, and Tongue River Members;

the Tongue River is the thickest unit. The overlying Wasatch Form-

ation ranges in thickness from 1,050 to 3,500 feet and consists of

sandstone, shale, and coal, with beds of conglomerate at its base

along the western margin.

Commercially important coal occurs in the Tongue River and

the overlying Wasatch, The thin impure coals reportedly in

the underlying Lance Formation, of Late Cretaceous age, are

presently of little commercial interest.

In general, the coal beds are thickest in northern parts of

the region and most persistent across the gently dipping northern

and eastern sides of the basin. Important coal beds in the region

include the Badger and School seams at Glenrock, the Monarch seam

near Sheridan, the Healy bed near Lake DeSmet , the Felix and Anderson

beds in the Spotted-Horse field, and the famous Wyodak seam or Smith-

Roland coal bed near Gillette. Regional correlations of these and

other coal beds are being revised, but it remains certain that the
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Wyodak or Smith-Roland coal bed and its correlatives persist as

a thick and continuous bed over several thousand square miles and

have recoverable reserves of many billions of tons.

The Black Hills portion of this region, although sometimes

considered to be a separate region, extends from the Cambria coal

field near Newcastle, Wyo. (fig. 2-4), around the west and north

sides of the Black Hills uplift into South Dakota. This area is

a dissected plateau tilted slightly away from the Black Hills up-

lift. The plateau is underlain by the massive Dakota Sandstone, of

Early Cretaceous age, which is 150 to 300 feet thick and locally

coal bearing. The. coal is high-volatile C bituminous, and though

locally as thick as 10 feet, it occurs in discontinuous pods and

lenses and is of little commercial interest. About 10 million

tons of good coking coal were produced in the past from the Cambria

field (Berryhill and others, 1950).

e. Denver coal region.

This region extends from the Colorado-Wyoming State line

southward across east-central Colorado as far as Colorado Springs

(fig. 2-4). It is in the Colorado Piedmont section of the Great

Plains physiographic province and includes 8,000 square miles of

gently rolling plains underlain by coal-bearing rocks of the Laramie

Formation of Late Cretaceous age. It occupies a north-south-trending

asymmetrical basin having gentle dips on the eastern flank and steeply

upturned beds along the Rocky Mountain front to the west. The coal

beds are probably less than 1,000 feet deep throughout the region.
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The coal seams occur in the lower 300 feet of the Laramie; they are

mostly subbituminous B to C in rank and as thick as 17 feet, but

most are thinner, lenticular, and discontinuous.

The Denver Formation, of Late Cretaceous and Paleocene age,

contains extensive lignite beds. In parts of the region, coal beds

also occur in the Arapahoe "ormation of Late Cretaceous age, but

these coals are lenticular, generally very dirty, and of lower

rank—bordering on lignite (Hornbaker and Holt, 1973).

f. Canon City coal field

Between the Denver and Raton Mesa regions, this field

(fig. 2-4) contains as many as 16 beds of noncoking high-volatile

C bituminous coal in rocks of the Vermejo Formation of Late Cretaceous

age. They occur in a structural setting similar to, but on a smaller

scale than, that in the Raton Mesa region.

g. Raton Mesa coal region

This region occupies much of the Raton basin, a broad struc-

tural trough that trends in a north-south direction from southern

Colorado into northern New Mexico. The basin is an asymmetrical

syncline with gently dipping rocks on the eastern flank and steeply

dipping to overturned rocks along the flanks of the Sangre de Cristo

Mountains to the west. The area contains many igneous dikes and

sills that alter and destroy the coal beds they intrude.

Coal occurs throughout the sandstones and shales of the.

Vermejo Formation, of Late Cretaceous age, and the conglomerate,

sandstone, and shales of the. Raton Formation of Late Cretaceous
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and Paleocene age. The coal is high-volatile A to B bituminous in

rank and, except in the Walsenburg field to the north, cokes through-

out most of the region.

The coal-bearing rocks are as thick as 2,400 feet. Most

coal beds range in thickness from 2 to 5 feet, but some in the

New Mexico part of the region are as thick as 15 feet. Much of the

coal crops out at the surface on hillsides and along hogbacks.

Although some coal reserves are strippable, some of the major coal

beds of the Vermejo are buried as deep as 1,000 to 3,000 feet

(Pillmore, 1969).

2 . TOPOGRAPHY

In general, the Northern Great Plains coal province has

little surface relief, gently rolling plains and hills, some areas

of badlands and dissected plateaus, and isolated mountains. Altitudes

range from about 5,500 feet along its western margin to about 1,500

to 2,000 feet along the eastern margin in South Dakota. The average

slope is about 10 feet per mile. Streams drain generally easterly

to southeasterly, the main rivers being the Missouri, North and South

Platte, and Yellowstone; each of these, but especially the Missouri,

has numerous tributaries. Isolated, small mountainous areas include

the Black Hills in South Dakota and the Bearpaw, Little Rockies, Judith.

Bull, Big Snowy, and Little Belt Mountains in Montana. Other signifi-

cant topographic features include the Sand Hill area in west-central

Nebraska, the badlands of southwestern South Dakota, Devil ' s Tower in

northeastern Wyoming, glaciated areas in Montana and North Dakota, and
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the Little Missouri Badlands in western North Dakota. In northern

Montana, the Missouri River has cut into soft shale, perhaps 500

feet below the tops of the rims, to create an area known as the

Missouri Breaks

3. CLIMATE

This province has a continental climate. The average annual

precipitation varies between 8 and 24 inches, but most of the pro-

vince receives between 10 and 16 inches; eastern parts in the Dakotas

and Nebraska, as well as the mountainous areas, receive more than

16 inches. Precipitation is lightest in the north-central area and

heaviest along the eastern boundary, especially from April to September

when the monthly average may exceed 2 inches. Summer rains, containing

water from the Gulf of Mexico, usually come from the south—usually

as thunderstorms. The prevailing winds are from the west or northwest

and are particularly strong in the western parts of the province. In

winter, less than 1 inch of precipitation per month normally falls as

snow, but the frequent high winds cause the snow to drift. The average

annual snowfall varies from 20 inches to 60 inches.

Temperatures range from -50 degrees F to +110 degrees. Mean

daily temperatures range from 10 degrees in January to 70 degrees in

July in the northern part of the province, from 20 degrees in January

to 80 degrees in July along the southeastern boundary. Freeze-free

days range from 90 in the north to 140 in the southeast. Humidity

in the province in January averages between 60 and 75 percent; in

summertime, between 40 and 65 percent.
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4. HYDROLOGY

The average annual runoff to Missouri River basin streams

in the Northern Great Plains coal province ranges from less than

1 inch in some structural basins to over 10 inches in the eastern

Bighorn Mountains. Most larger streams are perennial; most smaller

tributaries, intermittent. The Missouri River and its major tri-

butaries receive most of their water from the runoff from the Rocky

Mountains, far beyond the province's western boundary. The province

is vulnerable to droughts of up to several years duration.

The total dissolved solids in surface waters range from less

than 100 milligrams per litre (mg/1) in mountainous headwater areas

to more than 1,800 mg/1 in many tributaries. Average suspended-sediment

concentrations range from less than 200 parts per million (ppm) in

mountain streams to more than 30,000 ppm during peak flows of tribu-

taries within the basin.

Ground water occurs in alluvium, glacial drift, and bedrock

aquifers. Flood-plain alluvium is usually a good aquifer capable of

yielding moderate amounts of ground water to wells (a few hundred

gallons per minute— gpm) and as much as several thousand gpm in a

few places. The quality of water in alluvium is usually acceptable

for most uses. In the northern part of the province, glacial drift

(detrital material deposited by glacial ice and meltwater) ranges in

thickness from to more than 200 feet and mantles consolidated sedi-

mentary rocks, but only locally does it yield more than moderate amounts

of water to wells. Glacial outwash (glacial drift that has been sorted
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and redeposited by streams) yields moderate to large amounts of

water at some places; this water is usually of acceptable quality,

although locally it may contain over 1,000 rag/1 of dissolved solids.

The principal and most widespread bedrock aquifers are sand-

stone and limestone. Yields from most sandstone aquifers are low to

moderate, but the highly variable limestone aquifers may yield up to

1,000 gpm to wells. In general, where aquifers are highly permeable,

good-quality water may occur to depths exceeding 1,000 feet; where

aquifers have low permeability, highly mineralized water may occur

even at shallow depths. Some shallow coal beds in the province are

aquifers and can supply enough water for domestic use.

Many large areas in the province, including areas underlain

by coal, have no nearby perennial surface-water supplies, and ground-

water supplies are limited or of poor quality.

The following sections describe hydrologic conditions in all

but one of the coal regions in the province.

a. North Central coal region

The Judith, Teton, Milk, and Marias Rivers are the main tribu-

taries of the Missouri River, which drains this region. The amount of

surface water varies widely, especially in smaller tributaries; many

tributaries that are underlain by coal are dry most of the year. The

quality of surface water is generally good in larger streams, and most

surface water is a calcium bicarbonate type. Streams usually have high

sediment concentrations, especially during periods of peak flow when

concentrations in smaller intermittent tributaries exceed 30,000 ppm.
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Ground water in the region also varies widely in quantity

and quality. Glacial drift covers much of the northern part of the

region, and yields are generally low, except in scattered areas of

glacial outwash. Alluvial deposits yield small to moderate amounts

of generally good quality water in many parts of the region. In

unglaciated areas, bedrock aquifers are believed to contain good-

quality water; little is known about the ground water in bedrock

aquifers beneath areas covered by glacial drift, but they are

believed to contain poor-quality water.

b. Fort Union coal region

The Missouri River and its tributaries drain most of this

region. Most surface waters have high concentrations of dissolved

solids and are a sodium bicarbonate type. Tributaries have high

sediment concentrations derived from the easily eroded shales and

sandstones in the region.

Alluvium is the best source of ground water: Wells tapping

the preglacial valley of the Missouri River yield over 1,000 gpm at

many locations. The water is generally of acceptable quality but

locally may be highly mineralized.

Ground water from glacial drift in the northern part of the

region is generally of poor quality, whereas shallow bedrock aquifers

in the region yield limited quantities of acceptable-quality ground

water.

Other water-bearing rocks occur at lower depths, but the water

is thought to be brackish.
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c. Powder River coal region

The Powder, Belle Fourche, Cheyenne, and North Platte Rivers

are major streams draining this region. The quality of water in

these streams varies considerably. During maximum runoff, the

dissolved-solids content is generally low, and the water is suitable

for most uses. During low-flow periods, however, dissolved solids

may increase to more than 2,000 mg/1. Some tributaries transport

high concentrations of dissolved solids to major drainage systems

after intense thundershowers

.

Sediment concentrations vary from moderate to high. The

Powder River Breaks area, a broad band of badlands along the Powder

River, undergoes extensive sheet and gully erosion and contributes

much sediment to the river.

Ground water from alluvium along major streams yields moderate

to large supplies of water that is generally of acceptable quality

for most uses. However, many alluvial aquifers along intermittent

tributaries yield medium quantities of poor-quality to highly saline

water. Bedrock aquifers in the region generally yield small quantities

of acceptable-quality water, especially around the edges of the basin.

Near the center of the basin, aquifers usually yield more mineralized

water. The potential water resoucres from bedrock aquifers have not

been fully evaluated, but some limestones may yield large quantities

of good-quality water in parts of the region.

d. Denver coal region

The South Platte River and its tributaries drain this region.

The headwaters of the South Platte are west of the region in the
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Rocky Mountains, where the generally good quality water commonly'

has less than 100 mg/1 dissolved solids. Most tributaries draining

the Denver Basin itself are intermittent and supply only a small

percentage of the total flow; they also have high dissolved-solids

content, which commonly attains or exceeds 1,000 mg/1. In their

headwater areas, streams usually are a calcium bicarbonate type,

but when the South Platte River leaves the basin, it contains an

average of more than 1,000 mg/1 dissolved solids, and the major

ions are sodium, calcium, sulfate, and bicarbonate.

Sediment concentrations are usually low in the mountainous

headwater areas during low to medium flows but are commonly high

during high flows, especially in tributaries disturbed by past

mining operations. Within the Denver Basin, most tributaries have

high sediment yields during peak runoff periods.

Ground-water aquifers in the region are mostly river alluvium,

but bedrock aquifers occur in the northern Denver artesian basin.

Ground water from the alluvium is used mainly for irrigation. Wells

along main streams yield from 400 to 2,000 gpm and average about 900

gpm; wells in tributary valleys yield 50 to 1,800 gpm and average

about 800 gpm.

The ground water in alluvium along the South Platte diminishes

in quality downstream. The average dissolved-solids content near

Denver is about 1,300 mg/1; at the State line, about 1,800 mg/1. The

water is usable for irrigation, but some of it has a high salinity

hazard

.
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Bedrock aquifers consist of sand, sandstone, gravel, and

conglomerate of Late Cretaceous and Tertiary age. Usually, several

horizons yield water to wells, the yields of individual aquifers

ranging from 1 to 300 gpm. Water in most areas is under artesian

pressure. Many industrial and public-supply wells of moderate

capacity tap these aquifers, and in some areas, intense pumping has

lowered the artesian head more than 600 feet. The water is generally

a sodium type and is of good quality. Locally, mineralization is

high because of structural conditions that impede ground-water

circulation.

5. SOILS

Tables II-8 through 11-10 list some of the characteristics,

uses, and limitations of the dominant soil series in all coal regions

in the Northern Great Plains coal province. Because soils in the

North Central and Fort Union regions are similar, as are those in the

Denver and Raton Mesa regions, the attributes of the two pairs appear

in tables II-8 and 11-10, respectively.

In addition to providing general information for each soil,

the tables also list specific items, such as the unified classification

of the subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic groups. The

listed soil series are not inclusive, and although they occur exten-

sively, they must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite soil surveys

must be made before all types of soils are known. More detailed

information on soil characteristics and limitations may be obtained

from the soil-survey reports listed as sources.
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Table II-8 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the North Central
and Fort Union coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Cherry Montana CL 12 C 0-25 crops and grasses cropland and
(USDA, 1973a) rangeland

Limitations: Slight to moderate erosion hazard, poor roadfill material.

Farnuf Montana ML or 6 B 0-8 crops and grasses cropland and
(USDA, 1973a) CL rangelandH &

H
m Limitations: Slight erosion hazard, susceptible to frost heaving.

Lambert Montana ML 12 B 2-65 crops and grasses cropland and
(USDA, 1973a) rangeland

Limitations: Moderate to severe erosion hazard, susceptible to frost heaving.

Norbert Montana CH 3 D 8-65 grasses and rangeland
(USDA, 1973a) juniper

Limitations: Clayey soil, 13 inches to shale bedrock, severe erosion hazard, severe limitations for
most uses.

Tinsley Montana GW 1 A 15-65 grasses rangeland,
(USDA, 1973a) sand, and

gravel

Limitations: Gravelly, sandy, droughty soils, severe wind-erosion hazard, soil 4 inches above sand
and gravel.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II-8 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the North Central
and Fort Union coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Turner Montana SW or 2 B 0-8 crops and grasses cropland and
(USDA, 1973a) GW rangeland

Limitations: Sand and gravel from 20 to 40 inches, severe wind-erosion hazard.

Williams Montana CL 12 B 1-8 crops cropland
(USDA, 1973a)

H
H
^L Limitations: Slight to moderate erosion hazard.
h-1

Badland Montana — — — 15-100 some grasses limited
(USDA, 1973a) grazing

Limitations: Very severe erosion hazard, severe limitations to most uses.

Bainville North Dakota CL 2 C 3-40 crops and grasses cropland and

(USDA, 1968d) rangeland

Limitations: Severe wind- and water-erosion hazard, over clayey shale, low natural fertility.

Morton North Dakota ML or 9 B 0-15 crops cropland
(USDA, 1968d) CL

Limitations: Moderate erosion hazard, underlain by silty shale.

Bowbells Montana ML or 9 B 2-4 grasses, legumes, rangeland and

(USDA, 1973b) Cl and crops cropland

Limitations: Slight erosion hazard, slight limitations for most uses.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table II-8.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the North Central
and Fort Union coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province—Continued

Soil name

Havrelon

Limitations

:

Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Montana ML or

(USDA, 1973b) CL

Available
water
capacity

(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in
logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

0-2

Major
use

small grains, cropland and
grasses, and rangeland
grass hay

Cold soil temperatures, calcareous, slight erosion hazard, salt-tolerant vegetation
required.

cr*

Fargo Montana CH
(USDA, 19&7c)

D 0-3 sedges and rushes pasture

Limitations: Poorly drained, calcareous clays, high water table, slight erosion hazard, severe
compaction hazard, soil management very difficult.

1/ GW: Well-graded gravels or gravel-sand mixtures, little or no fines; GP : Poorly graded
gravels or gravel-sand mixtures, little or no fines; GM: Silty gravels, gravel-sand-silt mixtures;
SW: Well-graded sands and gravelly sands, little or no fines; SP: Poorly graded sands or gravelly
sands, little or no fines; SM: Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures; SC: Clayey sands, sand-clay mixtures;
ML: Inorganic silts and very fine sands, rock flour, silty or clayey silts with slight plasticity;
CL: Inorganic clays with low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays;
MH: Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils, elastic silts; CH: Inorganic
clays with high plasticity, fat clays (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A
soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.
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Soil name

Cabba

Limitations

:

Elso

Limitations

:

Farland

Limitations

:

Haverson

Limitations

:

Hesper

Table II-9 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the

Powder River coal region of the Northern Great Plains coal province

Location
(source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in

logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

Montana
(USDA, 1971c)

ML 2-3 15-50 mild and short rangeland
grasses

Shallow soil above shale, low fertility, moderate to severe erosion hazard, cold soil

temperatures

.

Montana
(USDA, 1971c)

ML 2-3 D 8-45 short grasses rangeland

High wind-erosion hazard, low fertility, shallow soil above shale.

ML 8-10 B 2-8Montana
(USDA, 1971c)

hay, grain, and dryland crops

grasses and range

Slight to severe water-erosion hazard, severe wind-erosion hazard, high fertility.

Montana ML or

(USDA, 1971c) CL

9-11 B

Severe wind-erosion hazard, moderate fertility.

Montana CL 10-12 C

(USDA, 1971c)

0-4 hay and small cropland
grains

0-15 grasses and small rangeland
grains

Limitations: Moderate erosion hazard, clayey soil

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-116



Table II-9 .—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Powder River
coal region of the Northern Great Plains coal province—Continued

Soil name
Location
( source)

Available
Unified water
classifi- capacity
cation 1/ (inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in

logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Hydro

Limitations

Montana
(USDA, 1971c)

CL 10 0-8 grasses, small
grains , and hay

Major
use

range land
and dryland
farming

H
M
I

Midway-
~Elscr

oo Limitations:

Montana CL or 1-3
(USDA, 1971c) CH and ML

8-35 grasses range land

Moderate to severe erosion hazard, shale about 10 inches deep, gullied, low fertility,
clayey textured .

Midway- Montana CL or 3

Elso (USDA, 1971c) CH and ML
35-75 grasses rangeland

Limitations

:

Very severe erosion hazard, entrenched gullies, many shale and sandstone outcrops,
low fertility, clayey textured.

Ringling- Montana GM or 1-2
Cabba" (USDA, 1971c) SM and ML

15-50 grasses rangeland

Limitations

:

Slight to moderate erosion hazard, shallow soil above shale, low fertility, over 35-percent
coarse fragments.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-116.



Table 11-10.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Denver and

Raton Mesa coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province

Soil name
Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in

logic percent

group 3/ slope. Vegetation
Major
use

Bresser

Limitations

Fondis

H
H
H1 Limitations
VD

Nunn

Limitations

:

Weld

Limitations

Ascalon

Colorado SC or

(USDA, 1971a) SM

6-9 B 0-20 winter wheat and cultivated crops
alfalfa

Severe wind-erosion hazard, water table about 10 feet deep, sandy subsoils

CL 9-12 CColorado
(USDA, 1971a)

1-9 wheat and grasses cropland and

residential

High fertility, moderate erosion hazard, easily formed compaction layer, clayey soil

SM 9-12 C 0-3Colorado
(USDA, 1971a)

small grains, cultivated crops
alfalfa, and corn and residential

Moderate wind-erosion hazard, occasional flooding, slight water-erosion hazard, clayey soils.

9-12 C 0-5Colorado ML-CL
(USDA, 1971a)

small grains,
alfalfa, corn,

and grass

Moderate wind-erosion hazard, slight water-erosion hazard, clayey soils

CH 2-6 B 0-9Colorado
(USDA, 1968c)

small grains and
sand blue stem

cultivated
crops and
range

dryland crops
and rangeland

Limitations: Lime layer about 15 inches deep, moderate to severe wind- and water-erosion hazards.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-116
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Table 11-10.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Denver and
Raton Mesa coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province—Continued

Soil name
Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in
logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

Bijou

Limitations

:

Dune land

Limitations

:

Heldt

Limitations

:

Valentine

Limitations

:

Campus

Colorado
(USDA, 1968c)

SP 4-8 0-3 onions and small
grains

Sand layer about 45 inches deep, severe wind-erosion hazard.

Colorado
(USDA, 1968c)

SP 3-6 5-25 sparse grass

Actively blowing dunes, very severe wind-erosion hazard

Colorado CL 4-8 C 0-3
(USDA, 1968c)

saltgrass, blue
gramma, and small

grains

cropland

limited
grazing

cropland and
rangel and

Saline soils, some slickspots, low permeability, high seasonal water table, high
compaction hazard, clayey soils.

Colorado
(USDA, 1968c)

SP 2-6 1-25 sandreed and sand
bluestem

Very severe wind-erosion hazard, very sandy soil, vegetation easily destroyed.

Colorado ML 2-4 B 0-5 winter grains
(USDA, 1969d)

range land

dryland
farming

Limitations: Pan about 15 inches deep, severe erosion hazard

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-116.
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Table 11-10.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils in the Denver and
Raton Mesa coal regions of the Northern Great Plains coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Richfield Colorado ML 4-6 C 0-5 winter grains and dryland farming
(USDA, 1969d) grasses and rangeland

Limitations: Moderate compaction and erosion hazards.

Slickspots Colorado CL — D 0-1 saltgrass, alkali pasture
(USDA, 1969d) sacaton, and

switch grass

Limitations: Saline soils, water table about 50 inches deep, very severe management restrictions.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes on page 11-116.



Soil organisms in this province are the same as those described

for the Pacific Coast coal province.

6 . VEGETATION

Grasses are the dominant plants in this province. Most of the

species in the northern part of the province are wheatgrasses (primarily

western wheatgrass, often a sod former), needlegrasses , blue grama (another

sod grass), and fescues. Because of overgrazing by livestock during growing

seasons in the past, and possibly by bison before them, blue grama, sage-

brushes, and rabbitbrushes have increased in the grasslands. Lower forms

of plantlife sometimes protect the soil in thinned stands of grass; fringed

sage, a half-shrub, and prairie globemallow, a forb , are important nongrass

plants that occur beside plains prickly pear.

All grasses, except blue grama (a warm-season grower), prosper

because of the temperature and precipitation patterns. Seventy percent

of the annual precipitation falls as rain during the April to October

growing season, facilitating plant growth especially in eastern Wyoming

and Montana and western North Dakota where annual precipitation totals

between 12 and 16 inches.

The northern coal regions in the province also contain small

areas of the cold-desert biome dominated by sagebrush. Other areas are

dominated by the ponderosa-pine portion of the montane coniferous forest

biome; either grasses or shrubs may dominate or be mixed beneath the

pines. Cottonwoods, willows, and elms of the deciduous-forest biome

dominate the bottom lands of rivers and their tributaries.
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The Denver region is covered mostly by blue grama and buffalo

grass, very likely owing to historic overgrazing in this hotter, more

southern climate; yucca, too, probably increased because of overgrazing.

Western wheatgrass , needleandthread (or needlegrass) , fringed sage, and

prairie globemallow also occupy this region; four-wing saltbrush occurs

along drainage systems; and inland saltgrass indicate high soil alkalinity

or salinity. Sand sage and prairie sandreed, a grass, inhabit sandy

areas, and plains prickly pear also occupy the region.

Pine, inland Douglas fir, and spruce-fir types of the montane

coniferous forest occur in the Raton Mesa region, as do pinon-juniper

stands of the woodland-bushland biome and short-grass plains similar

to those of the Denver region.

7 . WILDLIFE

The wildlife of this province comprises native terrestrial

animal associations, aquatic animals of the stream, lake, and pond-marsh

communities, and introduced species.

a. Terrestrial

The high annual primary productivity in the grassland communities

provides a food base for a large variety of animals that include grazing,

burrowing, and swift-running animals and ground-nesting birds. Insect

life is abundant, varied, and heavily utilized as food by many secondary

consumers. Large herbivores, such as bison and antelope, formerly

occupied the province in large numbers, but domestic livestock have

now replaced bison as the primary grazing ungulates. Grazing horses,

cattle, and sheep often compete with the native herbivores, and practices
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used in livestock production have sometimes disrupted the natural

grassland ecosystem to the detriment of various wildlife species.

Examples are predator- and rodent-control programs and sagebrush

eradication in antelope or sage-grouse winter areas. Antelope are

still fairly numerous in the grasslands, where they are highly

dependent on the brush and forb components for survival (Sundstrom,

Hepworth, and Diem, 1973). Drought and severe winter storms period-

ically cause the size of some wildlife populations to fluctuate

widely from year to year.

Between the montane coniferous forest and grassland biomes,

animals of the coniferous forest and forest edge often live near

grassland animals. Some of these, such as the mule deer and elk,

occur on extensions or scattered islands of coniferous forest and

related subtypes within the grassland, notably in the Powder River

Breaks in Wyoming, the Bull Mountains in Montana, and the Little

Missouri River Breaks in North Dakota. The wildlife of these non-

grassland habitats reflects the available food, cover, and living

space. These habitats may be marginal for some species in particular

areas; one example is the small Powder River Breaks elk herd, which

survives in an area with few trees and little escape cover other

than the topography. These elk may be able to survive here primarily

because the breaks still provide relative isolation from civilization

(U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1973).

The deciduous forest-edge biociation extends into the short-

grass plains along the major streams that support riparian-woodland
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communities. As the interior of the continent became arid in prehistoric

times, many species of deciduous trees and their associated animals were

able to persist along these streams. The resulting "tongues" of forest

extend the forest-edge biociation far into the grasslands. Some species

are common in the forest edge over most of its range, whereas others are

confined to its western portion (Kendeigh, 1961). The occurrence of

riparian woodland within the short-grass plains greatly increases the

number and variety of available ecological niches and enables many

animals that require heavy escape cover, shade, browse, and tree nesting

sites to survive within the grasslands.

Sagebrush, which is especially important to some wildlife

in the province, is prominent in parts of the grassland, especially

in the Powder River region. Sage grouse use sagebrush almost exclusively

for food, nesting, resting, and brooding, and certain sagebrush areas

are highly important nesting and wintering sites. These birds some-

times use farmland adjacent to their native habitat, but they are

basically dependent on abundant sagebrush and cannot survive in areas

lacking this cover (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1952). Pronghorn

antelope also depend heavily on sagebrush, especially Wyoming big

sagebrush and silver sagebrush (Sundstrom, Hepworth, and Diem, 1973),

and Brewer's sparrows appear to nest almost exclusively in this cover;

studies in Montana showed that the number of nesting pairs of Brewer's

sparrows declined significantly following sagebrush eradication (Best, 1972)

Some introduced species have become well established in parts

of the province. Chukar partridge thrive in areas of rough breaks, and
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Hungarian partridge prosper in parts of the Fort Union region.

Ring-necked pheasant are plentiful in cropland areas mixed with good

winter cover. Wild turkeys now live in some broken-woodland areas

of the Powder River and Fort Union regions where they had never

occurred before.

Conspicuous mammals in the grasslands of the province

include the masked shrew, whitetail jackrabbit (in the northwest),

blacktail jackrabbit (in the southeast), desert cottontail, blacktail

prairie dog, ground squirrels, northern pocket gopher, plains pocket

gopher (in the south), meadow vole, coyote, swift fox, longtail weasel,

badger, prairie spotted skunk, and pronghorn antelope. Reptiles

include the prairie rattlesnake and eastern short-horned lizard.

Birds include the ferruginous hawk, prairie chickens, sharp-tailed

grouse, mountain plover, burrowing owl, horned lark, western meadowlark,

lark bunting, savannah sparrow, grasshopper sparrow, vesper sparrow,

and McCown*s longspur.

Montane coniferous forest and forest-edge mammals include the

yellowbelly marmot , golden-mantled ground squirrel, least chipmunk,

red squirrel, bushytail woodrat, boreal redback vole, bobcat, mule deer,

Wapiti (elk), and porcupine. Birds include the golden eagle, western

flycatcher, Clark»s nutcracker, mountain chickadee, mountain bluebird,

and pygmy nuthatch. Deciduous forest-edge (riparian-woodland) animals

include the red fox, white-tailed deer, fox squirrel, eastern cottontail,

striped skunk, raccoon, blue racer, milk snake, red-spotted garter snake,

turkey vulture, sharp-shinned hawk, Cooper s hawk, red-tailed hawk,
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Swainson j s hawk, mourning dove, common nighthawk, red-shafted flicker,

violet-green swallow, common crow, black-billed magpie, loggerhead

shrike, and Brewer - s blackbird.

There is little available information about the identifica-

tion and status of the varied invertebrate populations in the province.

However, the next section includes comments on a few primarily aquatic

species .

b. Aquatic

Aquatic wildlife includes various invertebrates, fishes,

birds, mammals, reptiles, and amphibians associated with the stream,

lake, and pond-marsh biotic communities.

Stream riffles and hard-bottom pools contain caddisfly

larvae, mayfly naiads, stonefly naiads, crayfish, and snails. Of

the approximately 40 species of fish in this province, centrarchids

are most common. Characteristic fish species include the walleye,

northern pike, bluegill, smallmouth and largemouth bass, plains

minnow, longnose dace, flathead chub, goldeye, fathead minnow, river

carpsucker, black bullhead, channel catfish, stonecat, plains

topminnow, plains killfish, and white and various other suckers

(Baxter and Simon, 1970; Brown, 1971; Costello, 1964; U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, 1952). Rainbow trout and brown trout occur in

suitable larger streams. Shovelnose and pallid sturgeons and

paddlefish survive in the Missouri River and some tributaries.

Other stream-associated wildlife include the tiger salamander,

plains spadefoot toad, Great Plains toad, leopard frog, and snapping
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turtle. The belted kingfisher feeds on stream fish and nests in

adjacent banks. Muskrats burrow into stream banks and feed on

streamside vegetation. Mink hunt in and near streams for muskrat

and fish. Beaver feed on the aspen, willow, and cottonwoods along

stream courses and build dams in some localities, creating pools.

The province contains comparatively few lakes, defined here

as large, deep, thermally stratified bodies of water. Lake biotic

communities occur in lakes such as DeSmet in the Powder River region,

Fort Peck Reservoir bordering the Fort Union region, and Cherry Creek

Reservoir in the Denver region. In addition to many of the stream

fish already mentioned, lakes also contain yellow perch, black crappie,

carp, and many species of smaller sunfish; rainbow trout are often

stocked and maintained by man in deeper, cooler lakes. Birds commonly

inhabiting the lakes and subsisting mainly of fish include common

mergansers, California gulls, bald eagles, white pelicans, and osprey.

Swallows skimming over the water consume great numbers of emerging

midge flys and other insects. Amphibians and reptiles do not commonly

occur in lakes, except around the edges.

Prairie potholes, small reservoirs, and stock ponds are

common throughout most of the province. They support pond-marsh

biotic communities and are generally very productive, but they differ

from lakes by usually being smaller and shallower and having rooted

vegetation over much of the bottom. Terrestrial and air-breathing

aquatic insects occur in surrounding marshes. Amphibians, reptiles,

birds, and mammals are usually more numerous than they are in lakes.
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Aquatic and emergent vegetation common in the more permanent potholes

and ponds support many kinds of insects, amphipods, mites, flatworms

,

protozoa, and snails. Forms of Coleoptera and Hemiptera, two predomi-

nantly terrestrial orders of insects, that have adapted to the pond

community include diving beetles, whirligig beetles, and water striders.

Terrestrial insects in pond-marsh vegetation are mainly those such as

mosquitoes and mites, that live submerged during their immature stages.

Such fish as bullheads, suckers, and yellow perch are often abundant.

The spadefoot toad and tiger salamander, prominent in stream communities,

are also common in pond communities.

Waterfowl and shore birds are probably the most outstanding

creatures in pond-marsh communities in this province. Part of the

Fort Union region is in the famous duck-producing area known as the

prairie pothole region. The extremely high productivity of the region

is caused by the large number, wide variety, and high quality of the

potholes, which may average 30 per square mile, and the many kinds of

associated plants and small animals. In drier portions of the province,

manmade stock ponds and small reservoirs support pond-marsh communities

and also produce large numbers of waterfowl; common breeding species

include the mallard, blue-winged teal, pintail, shoveler, gadwall,

American widgeon, and ruddy duck. Characteristic water and shore birds

include coots, avocets, killdeer, snipes, sandpipers, and grebes. Many

other waterfowl and water birds use the ponds and potholes during migration.

Muskrats are the most characteristic mammal in the pond-marsh

community. Mink, a primary predator of muskrats, are usually common
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where, muskrats are plentiful. Red foxes, raccoons, and skunks

also frequent the pond-marsh communities.

c. Endangered and threatened species

Those wildlife species determined by the Secretary of the

Interior to be threatened with extinction and named on a list published

in the Federal Regi ster are officially designated "endangered species."

Species categorized as "threatened" are those likely to become endangered

within the foreseeable future throughout all or significant parts of

their ranges. Species whose existence is considered endangered are

noted in the "United States list of endangered fauna" (U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, 1974); this list, as amended through September 25, 1975

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1975, p. 44418-44423), is reproduced

in Appendix 4.

The endangered black-footed ferret and American and arctic

peregrine falcons occupy parts of the Northern Great Plains coal province.

Ferrets are closely associated with prairie dogs, which are their major

food source. They occur primarily in the Fort Union, Powder River, and

Denver regions but may form isolated populations throughout the province.

Probably less than half a dozen pairs of nesting peregrine falcons occur

in this province. Nests are usually in coniferous forests or along

major rivers, and extreme care is required to preserve them. The southern

bald eagle, also endangered, probably occurs in the Raton Mesa region as

a winter resident or migrant.

Except for the. grizzly bear in some remote parts of western

Montana and Wyoming, there are no threatened species in this coal

province.
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Some species, although not endangered throughout their

ranges, have remnant populations in danger of being eliminated locally.

This has prompted States to develop their own "rare and endangered"

species lists. Wyoming's list includes such species as the shovelnose

sturgeon, goldeye, sturgeon chub, kit fox, upland plover, and western

smooth green snake, all of which occur within this province. Other

States have, or are developing, comparable lists.

B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. LAND USE

The Northern Great Plains coal province is primarily rolling

grasslands dissected by major river systems; much of it remains in

native vegetations. Extensive-type land uses dominate, as indicated

in table 11-11, which presents data for four subbasins that contain

BLM-administered land in the Missouri River Basin; these subbasins are

the Yellowstone River, Upper Missouri, Western Dakota tributaries,

and Platte-Niobrara. Pasture and range used by livestock and wildlife

ranks first in use, involving from 61 percent to 74 percent of the

acreage in the subbasins; croplands, primarily dryland, rank generally

second, involving from 8 percent to 25 percent. Forests and woodlands

cover from 5 to 14 percent of the subbasins, and other uses, in decreasing

order of magnitude, are recreation (up to 3 percent of the subbasins),

urban and transportation (up to 2 percent), and fish and wildlife,

military, mineral industry, other agriculture, and water (1 percent or

less) .
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Table 11-11.—Land uses in subbasins of the Missouri River Basin, 1972 1/

Yellowstone Western Dakota
River Upper Missouri tributaries Platte-Niobrara

Land use

(thousand (thousand (thousand (thousand
acres) (percent) acres) (percent) acres) (percent) acres) (percent)

Pasture and range 33,628 74 33,252 61 35 ,253 71 39,671 62

Forest and woodland 6,100 14 7,200 14 2 ,500 5 5,200 8

Cropland 3,400 8 10,700 20 9 ,300 19 15,600 25

Recreation 1,400 3 500 1 300 — 400 —

Urban and transportation 200 — 1,200 2 900 2 1,200 2

Fish and wildlife 50 — 100 — 100 — 200 —

Mineral industry 10 — 3 — 3 — 3 —
Military 10 — 7 — 300 — 100 —

Other agriculture 100 — 300 — 200 — 600 1

Water 300 — 700 — 500 1 700 1

Total 45,198 52,962 49 ,356 63,674

1/ Data from U.S. Bureau of Land Management, 1972



a. Agricultural

Agricultural uses, including sheep and cattle grazing and

crop production, are the most extensive land uses in the province,

involving from 85 to 90 percent of the acreage; grazing alone, accounts

for as much as 74 percent of the acreage in one subbasin. Rangelands

are highly productive, by comparison to many other federally managed

lands, and their average productivity is 6.5 acres per AUM. Cattle

operations are dominant and oriented toward cow-calf or cow-calf-yearling

production programs. Rangelands managed by the BLM and Forest Service,

as well as private holdings, are grazed extensively.

Croplands are distributed throughout the province. Dryland

farming is most common, but some farmers irrigate lands along the

valleys where water is available. Livestock feeds and human food crops

are both important. Major crops include wheat, barley, oats, and hay;

others include sugar beets, corn, and dry beans. In terms of value,

production is split about evenly between livestock and crop production.

b. Timber production

Forest and woodland vegetation covers from 5 to 14 percent

of the land area in the Missouri River subbasins. Timber and woodland

types include pinon-juniper
, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, Englemann

spruce, and lodgepole pine. National-resource lands have forests and

woodlands dominated by pinon and juniper on 5 percent of the subbasins.

Forest and woodland areas have moderate wood-product productivity and

provide vitally important wildlife habitat. Other significant uses

include watershed protection, outdoor recreation, and domestic livestock

grazing.
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c. Watershed

Annual runoff in the province ranges from to 5 inches.

The condition of the Missouri River Basin watershed profoundly affects

water quality, and watershed conditions for the national-resource

lands in the basin are considered fairly stable: 64 percent are

classified as having no erosion to slight erosion; 29 percent, slight

to moderate erosion; and 7 percent, moderate to severe erosion.

The Missouri River Basin has 1,345,000 acre-feet of surface-

water depletion, most of which is caused by agriculture-related uses

and evaporation losses from storage facilites. BLM studies indicate

that livestock and watershed improvement activities deplete 45,000

acre-feet or an estimated 3.3 percent of the total depletion in the

basin.

d. Mineral industry

Mineral-production land use is minimal in the province but

may be significant locally. Minerals produced include coal, bentonite,

gravel, other building materials, oil, gas, and gold, but gold does not

occur in coal areas.

e. Urban and transportation

Although the province is sparsely populated, up to 2 percent

of the Missouri River Basin subbasins are devoted to urban and trans-

portation uses.

Most of the residential, commercial, and industrial uses are

concentrated in major urbanized areas such as Great Falls and Billings,

Mont. Highways, railroads, pipelines, and powerlines form a transpor-

tation network.
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f. Wild horse and burro habitat

Wild horse and burro populations are neither large nor

extensive in this province. The small, scattered, and isolated

populations in Wyoming and Montana are barely significant when

compared to those in the Rocky Mountain province.

g. Recreational

Organized recreational facilities are far less numerous

on the Northern Great Plains east of the Rocky Mountains. The

dominant extensive remote rolling countryside is satisfying to those

who value seclusion, but Federal and State facilities are sparse,

and recreationists must build interests around available activities

or be satisfied with less formal camping and picnicking experiences.

Historic and colorful features, of interest to many tourists,

include the Lewis and Clark and Bozeman Trails and the Fort Rock, Crow,

and Cheyenne Indian Reservations.

Also in this province is an old Travois Trail, thought by

some historians to have been one of the migration trails from Asia;

a portion is preserved near Heart Butte, Mont.

Most drainages support substantial trout populations for

fishermen, and pronghorn antelope hunting is particularly popular

throughout the Northern Great Plains.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

This province is sparsely populated (less than 10 persons

per square mile) and has an almost entirely rural social orientation.

Social attitudes and mores are basically conservative and are marked
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by relatively slower rates of change than those in other parts of

rural America. Ranching, dry farming, and irrigated agricultural

land uses are corollaries of a sparse population. Towns are centers

for commercial, governmental, and other services and are widely

separated along major transportation routes. Townspeople usually

share many of the social attitudes of their country neighbors. Older,

traditional pioneer social characteristics are prized, such as strong

family ties and community social conformity, with somewhat paradoxical

emphasis on individual self-sufficiency and personal initiative

bordering on rugged individualism. The people of the province are

closely attached to the land and its traditional uses.

a. Economic

Economic patterns and attitudes are closely related to, and

interact with, the prevailing social and political views. The economy

comprises mainly ranching, small-grain agriculture, and irrigated

farming along river valleys. Industrial plants exist only in supportive

roles, such as the processing of sugar beets, and are not themselves

major elements. Towns are trade and transportation centers. Some coal

has been mined in the past, but national interest in the coals of the

province blossomed only recently. Oil and gas production in the Williston

basin has impacted strongly on the economy of the Fort Union region.

Recreation and tourism have been, and are becoming increasingly, impor-

tant economically but not to the extent experienced by the mountain areas

to the west.
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b. Ethnic

The Northern Plains Indians are the largest single ethnic

group in this province, which contains the Arickara, Blackfeet,

Chippewa-bee
5 Crow, Gros Ventre, Mandan, Northern Cheyenne, and

Sioux Tribes; members of different tribes speak different languages

and exhibit physical differences. Coal underlies the Blackfeet,

Crow, Fort Belknap, Fort Berthold, Fort Peck, Northern Cheyenne,

Pine Ridge, and Rosebud Reservations, as well as the lands adjacent

to these reservations. Some tribes, such as the Crow in 1972, have

consented to coal leasing. Others, such as the Northern Cheyenne,

are opposed to coal development.

Few Indians have been completely assimilated into the white

culture in this province, and there has been discrimination against

Indians on the basis of ethnic and cultural attributes.

The Europeans who settled the northern Great Plains were

ethnically heterogeneous.

c. Cultural and religious

People in this province are usually conservative in cultural

and religious matters. The Indians are also generally culturally

conservative, especially as regards land use and occupation. The

opposition to coal development demonstrated by the Northern Cheyenne

in June 1973 was based partly on the fear that the familiar natural

world with which they relate will be despoiled and irrevocably altered

by massive strip mining of their reservation and the adjacent lands

to which they feel a deep spiritual and psychological attachment.
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Archeological and historic sites of national, regional,

State, and local significance occur in this province on or adjacent

to coal-bearing lands. Sites and structures related to the early

fur trade, exploration, settlement, and Indian Wars are scattered

profusely throughout the province. Some of these are protected as

units of national, State, and local park systems; others are as yet

unprotected, and of these, many are in areas containing Federal coal.

Federal agencies are continuing to inventory the historic and archeo-

logical resources of the province, and many will ultimately be included

on the list of National Historic Places maintained by the National Park

Service. Historic sites, forts, and battlefields are major tourist

attractions in this province.

3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic values where Federal coal occurs

Landforms are similar throughout much of the province and

are dominantly rounded, uninterrupted slopes broken only by occasional

uplifts or drainage systems.

Line patterns are insignificant and are confined mostly to

manmade features such as roads, power lines, or fences. In cultivated

parts of the province, strong linear patterns are produced by rows of

crops or the edges of the cultivated fields.

Color and textural patterns are similar in undisturbed grass-

lands. Some variations exist, however, where native stands of grass

have been replaced by grain or cultivated pasture.
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Lack of overall contrasts prevent easy identification or

discrimination of dominant elements, but small-scale contrasts may

create local elements, especially near a stream valley or topographic

break.

b. Historic

This province, like the Rocky Mountain and other provinces,

abounds in historic sites, ruins, trails, structures, and objects that

are physical evidence of historic importance. Nationally significant

identifiable historic resources, such as Fort Union Trading Post,

Theodore Roosevelt National Memorial Park, and Custer Battlefield

National Monument are units of the National Park System and are admin-

istered and protected under Federal statutes and regulations. Other

historic and cultural resources are included in State and county park

systems. Many smaller and less significant or less well known historic

resources are scattered over the province on Federally administered lands;

as already noted, Federal agencies are inventorying these resources but

are far from finished. Some historic sites, such as the Battle of the

Rosebud (June 17, 1876) and the Battle of Wolf Mountain (Jan. 9, 1877),

may be affected by surface coal-mining operations. In addition to Indian

War battle sites, the province contains many historic military posts,

early ranching sites, fur-trading posts, Indian village sites, and his-

toric transportation and communication sites, as well as historic and

cultural resources related to:

1. Early exploration by the Lewis and Clark and other expeditions.
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2. The history of such Indian tribes as the Arapaho, Arickara,

Assiniboine, Blackfeet, Cheyenne, Crow, Gros Ventre, Mandan,

Pawnee, and Sioux (many branches) in their interactions with

each other and confrontations with the white cultures.

3. Military history as represented in the Powder River War of 1865;

the Sioux Wars of 1862-64, 1866-68, and 1876-81; and many

smaller campaigns and expeditions still traceable on the land.

4. Economic, social, and developmental history, as exemplified

by the. plains fur trade, ranching development, exploitation

of the buffalo, the farming frontier, transportation and

communication development, and the early settlement of towns

and communities.

c. Geologic

The most outstanding geologic features of human interest

in the province are the many dome mountains, one example of which

is the Black Hills, an area 50 by 100 miles, formed by the intrusion

of molten rock beneath sedimentary strata. Because the long axis

of the Black Hills parallels the Rocky Mountains, the horizontal

pressures that formed the Rockies may have also been responsible for

shaping the Black Hills dome. The intruding magma sometimes ruptured

the covering strata, lifting them irregularly, as in the Moccasin

Mountains in Montana.

Other important geologic features include many spectacular

caverns excavated naturally in limestones, such as Jewel Cave and

Wind Cave National Monuments. Because the northern and eastern borders
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of the province were glaciated during the Pleistocene Epoch,

one sees there today excellent examples of depositional features

such as kettles, moraines, drumlins, and eskers. However, perhaps

the most spectacular features in the province are Devils Tower in

Wyoming (the remains of a volcanic plug), and the badlands of South

Dakota (colorful, highly excavated sandstone beds).

This province, particularly in eastern Wyoming, contains

rich deposits of fossils that occur stratigraphically above most

coal-bearing layers. The remains of the earliest horses were dis-

covered here, where at one time they flourished beside many other

significant early mammals. This occurred at about the. same time

the organic material that subsequently formed some coal formations

of the province was being deposited. All vertebrate fossils are

protected by the Antiquities Act of 1906.

d. Archeologic

As previously described under the Rocky Mountain coal

province, the earliest dwellers of the plains are believed to have

been the Paleo-Indians of the Big-Game Hunting Tradition. The previous

description included cultural information for two of the cultural

subareas in this province, the Northwestern and Central Plains sub-

areas. The Northern Great Plains coal province contains elements

of two other culture subareas, the Northeastern and the Middle Missouri

subareas

.

Approximately 4000 B.C., the Big-Game Hunting Tradition began

changing to the Plains Archaic Culture, which was a hunting-gathering,
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nomadic way of life. About 4000 B.C., a period of drier, warmer con-

ditions began, which lasted about 1,000 years. During this time,

accelerated erosion and arroyo cutting occurred and conditions were

so harsh that few or no humans lived in the western plains. About

3000 B.C., archeological records indicate that the climate had

ameliorated sufficiently to support a hunting-gathering existence.

The Northeastern and possibly the eastern part of the

Middle Missouri subareas yield sites that date from 4000 to 3000

B.C., so evidently the harsh environment did not pertain there.

Plains-Archaic sites are likely to be camps, caves, and bison kills.

Some locations show refuse depth that indicates fairly steady, if

seasonally intermittent, occupation.

The subsequent stage of cultural development, the Plains

Village Tradition, is recorded in the northwestern part of the Central

Plains and Northwestern Plains cultural subareas only in attenuated

and modified forms. Pottery entered the Northeastern and Middle

Missouri subareas after the dawn of the Christian Era, accompanied

by the introduction of agriculture. These and other additions entered

from the eastern woodlands area, and the continued contact with the

people to the east and southeast later facilitated full development

of the Plains Village Tradition's values.

Early in the Plains Village period, after A.D. 1000, the

largely agricultural people lived in rectangular houses in 50 to 100

person settlements. The gardens were on the river bottoms; the houses,

on bluffs or ridges above. Houses of this period were rectangular
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earth lodges of earth and timbers and tended to be semisubterranean

structures in the eastern part of the subarea and usually surface

structures in the west. Middle Missouri houses were larger and

usually there were more of them in a village. They too were usually

fortified sites. Later, because of drought, aggression, or both,

many areas were abandoned, and the people moved south to form very

large village sites that were extensively fortified. Others moved

to the north and northwest.

Following the introduction of the horse, many Plains Village

Tradition people reverted mainly to hunting, while others, like those

that remained mostly agricultural, acted as go-between traders of

European goods to other Indian groups. The Arikara, Hidatsa, and

Mandan and, to a lesser degree, the Pawnee remained agriculturalists

well into the European-contact era.
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INTERIOR COAL PROVINCE

Of the nationwide total of 530 Federal coal leases, 53

are in this province, all of them in Oklahoma.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . GEOLOGY

The great Interior coal province is almost entirely within

the Central Lowland and Interior Low Plateaus physiographic provinces.

These are extensive areas of low relief in the interior of the continent

east of the Great Plains (Fenneman, 1938; Trumbull, 1960). The province

is underlain by Paleozoic sandstones, limestones, conglomerates, shales,

and rocks that extend in almost flat-lying layers from the Appalachian

Plateaus across the central part of the United States to the Rocky

Mountains. These rocks crop out at the surface in the Central Lowland

but are buried beneath the younger sedimentary rocks of the Great Plains

to the west and the Gulf Coastal Plain to the south. To the north,

they overlap on the older Precambrian crystalline rocks of the Superior

Upland province.

The coal beds in the Interior coal province are Upper Carboniferous

(Pennsylvanian) in age and mostly high-volatile bituminous in rank

(fig. 2-5). Their coals are usually of better quality than those farther

west, but they are also higher in sulfur content. The principal coal-

bearing formations throughout most of the province are the Allegheny and

Pottsville Formations, as defined in the Appalachian coal province, or

their age equivalents; these formations are Early and Middle Pennsylvanian

in age, and the age-equivalent rocks commonly carry local or regional names.
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Low-volatile

bituminous coal

^ High-volatile

bituminous coal

Figure 2-5 ---Interior coal province with locations of coal
regions and dominant type of coal in each. (After
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1975.)
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In the Interior province, they form a lower series that contains

most of the coal, called the Des Moines Series, and an upper series

called the Missouri Series; both are Late Pennsylvanian in age.

Most Federal coal in this province is in the southern part

of the Western coal region, mostly in Oklahoma (fig. 2-5). In this

area and western Arkansas as well, mountain-building forces of the

Ouachita disturbance sufficiently devolatilized the coal beds to raise

their rank to low-volatile bituminous and, locally, semianthracite

(Campbell, 1929). The coal is mostly of coking quality and is contained

in rocks of the Hartshorne Sandstone and the McAlester Shale. The most

important coal beds are the Lower Hartshorne, from 2.5 to 6 feet thick,

which occurs near the middle of the Hartshorne Sandstone; the Upper

Hartshorne, from 1.75 to 5.5 feet thick; and the McAlester coal, from

1.75 to 4 feet thick, which occurs in the McAlester Shale.

The coal-bearing rocks are folded into east- and northeast-

trending broad, flat synclines and tightly folded anticlines (Averitt, 1966)

Coal has been mined extensively in areas with moderate to

low dips (20 degrees or less), whereas areas with steeply dipping coal

beds have been mined only locally. Trumbull (1957) described the coals

of Oklahoma and included a detailed classification of the resources.

2. TOPOGRAPHY

The Interior coal province has generally flat to rolling

topography with gentle relief and elevations less than 700 feet. The

Ouachita and Boston Mountains, which rise to about 2,800 feet in

eastern Oklahoma and western Arkansas, are eroded mountain cores.
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The province has numerous scenic rolling hills, such as the Ozarks

in Missouri and Arkansas; steep bluffs along many rivers; and broken

hills in southern Illinois, Indiana, and western Kentucky.

3. CLIMATE

The province has hot humid summers and cold humid winters.

Annual precipitation ranges from a low of 24 inches along the western

and southwestern boundaries to more than 56 inches in the Ouachita

Mountains of western Arkansas; most of the province receives between

32 and 48 inches. March, April, May, and June are the wettest months,

when parts of the province receive over 4 inches per month. The rains

come during the growing season. Rains in the fall in the province may

average over 2 inches per month. The humidity averages between 60 and

70 percent most of the year, although some areas are higher in the

fall and winter.

Average temperatures in the southern portion are above 40

degrees in January and above 80 degrees in July; those in the northern

portion are above 20 degrees in January and above 70 degrees in July.

The number of mean annual freeze- free days ranges from 150 in the north

to 210 in the southwest. Winds are typically from the west and northwest

in the winter and from the south the rest of the year. This area receives

many tornadoes every year.

4. HYDROLOGY

Most of the province has abundant supplies of water, but most

industries and municipalities must treat surface water and some of the

ground water before it is used. The hydrology of the province differs
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in the glaciated and unglaciated parts. In the former, most large

surface-water supplies usually have less than 500 mg/1 dissolved

solids but may have high sediment content and high iron or manganese

content. Ground water from river alluvium usually has a higher

dissolved solids content than surface water and may be very high

locally in iron and manganese. Other ground-water sources in the

glaciated area are only sufficient for small domestic and livestock

needs, although glacial outwash and buried alluvial channels may

yield moderate to large supplies in some areas.

In the unglaciated part of the province, surface-water

supplies are highly variable. In most areas underlain by coal,

relatively thin beds of sandstone and shale cannot store and transmit

large quantities of water. Therefore, these areas experience rapid

runoff and streams have high peak flows during intense storms, but

discharges are very low during dry periods. The quality of surface

water ranges from low dissolved solids and high sediment concentrations

during high-flow periods to high dissolved solids and low sediment

content during low flows.

Ground-water supplies in the unglaciated areas are from

river alluvium, shale, sandstone, limestone, and dolomite aquifers.

River alluvium usually yields moderate to large supplies of water of

good quality, but the shallow sandstone and limestone bedrock aquifers

usually yield less than 25 gpm of medium- to poor-quality water. In

some parts of the area, wells over 1,000 feet deep penetrate Cambrian

and Ordovician carbonate aquifers beneath the coal-bearing strata and
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yield over 500 gpm of good- to medium-quality water (less than 2,000

mg/1 dissolved solids).

5

.

SOILS

Table 11-12 lists some of the characteristics, uses, and

limitations of the dominant soil series in the Interior coal province.

In addition to providing general information for each soil, the table

also lists specific items, such as the unified classification of the

subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic groups. The listed soil

series are not inclusive, and although they occur extensively, they

must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite soil surveys must be

made before all types of soils are known. More detailed information

on soil characteristics and limitations for all but the Miami, 111.,

soil may be obtained from the soil-survey reports listed as sources.

The soil organisms described for the Pacific Coast coal

province also pertain here.

6

.

VEGETATION

Federal coal leases in this province occur in the northern

temperate part of the grassland biome and in the deciduous forest biome.

Oak trees and big bluestem grass occur in the western areas. Farther

east, bluestem, panic grasses, and Indian grass are interspersed between

stands of oak and hickory. Pine is mixed with oak and hickory in the

east end of the area, which is heavily forested.

7

.

WILDLIFE

Federal coal in this province is primarily in eastern Oklahoma.

The fauna of this area consists primarily of deciduous forest-edge species
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Table 11-12.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils

in the Interior coal province

Available
Unified water Hydro- Range in

Location classifi- capacity logic percent Major

Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ slope Vegetation use

Crete Nebraska CH 9-12 — 0-5 row crops, hay and range and

(USDA, 1969a) pasture, and short farming
and reed grasses

Limitations: Moderate erosion hazard, high fertility, high shrink potential.

9-12 — 1-3 short grasses and range and

small grains cultivated
crops

Limitations: High natural fertility, droughty, slight erosion hazard.

Badland Texas — — D 2-12 some short grass

(USDA, 1964) 20-75

Limitations: This land supports little vegetation; it is thoroughly dissected by large gullies and has

bald ridges and knobs; severe erosion hazard.

Post Oklahoma ML or

(USDA, 1967a) CL 6-9 C nearly small grains, hay, farming
level orchards, and

pasture

Limitations: Flood plain, calcareous substratum, thick surface layer.

H Tillman Texas CL

h-

>

(USDA, 1964) CH

o

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table,



Table 11-12.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils

in the Interior coal province—Continued

Soil name
Location
(source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water

capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro- Range in

logic percent
group 3/ slope Vegetation

Major
use

H
IH

Richfield

Limitations

:

Miami

Kansas CL or

(USDA, 1965c) CH

9-12 0-3 small grains and dry farming
native grasses and range

Tableland, well drained, susceptible to wind and water erosion, high natural fertility.

Illinois ML 9-12 2-35 crops, pasture,
and forest

farming

Limitations: Moderate to severe erosion hazard, severe compaction hazard.

1/ ML: Inorganic silts and very fine sands, rock flour, silty or clayey silts with slight plasticity;
Inorganic clays with low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy clays, silty clays, lean clays;

Inorganic clays with high plasticity, fat clays (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).
CL:

CH:

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A

soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.



(Shelford, 1963). Oak-hickory forest, tall-grass prairie, and transition

zones are the major habitat types on these coal lands. Few mammal species

have large populations in the forests (Shelford, 1963), but common species

include the white-tail deer, raccoon, red fox, gray fox, eastern gray

squirrel, fox squirrel, brush mouse, eastern woodrat, eastern cottontail,

striped skunk, and opposum.

Representative birds are the tufted titmouse, red-eyed vireo

,

wood thrush, ovenbird, wild turkey, and bobwhite quail. The greater

prairie chicken occurs in savannah cover types.

Waters of the area are generally highly productive. The Arkansas

River drainage system reportedly contains 110 species of fish. Most are

warm-water species such as buffalo fishes, suckers, carp, catfishes,

bullheads, yellow perch, bluegill, sunfishes, and crappies.

Amphibians and reptiles in Federal coal areas are the box

turtle, spiny soft-shelled turtle, cricket frog, collared lizard,

sixlined racerunner, ringnecked snake, rough green snake, kingsnake,

gartersnake, and ground snake (Stebbins, 1966).

Invertebrates, which include insects, worms, snails, and

clams, undoubtedly occur in larger numbers and greater variety than

do other animals in this province. However, there is little available

information about the composition and status of the varied invertebrate

populations in the province, other than for highly specialized groups.

Endangered species in this coal province that may occur on

Federal coal land are listed in appendix 4.
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B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. LAND USES

Over 75 percent of the land area is used for some type of

agriculture. Cropland accounts for about 50 to 75 percent of this

total; pasture, from 5 to 15 percent; and woodland, from 15 to 30

percent

.

Coal is plentiful in the province, and some oil and gas

exists. Some silver, lead, zinc, and iron occur in the tri-State

area of Arkansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma.

Water use is dominated by industrial demands, including

major portions for steam-electric power generators. Flooding may

be expected once every 2 to 5 years in parts of the area.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Federal coal lands in southeastern Oklahoma occur in a

sparsely populated area in what was once the Choctaw and Chickasaw

Nations. Many inhabitants are part-time coal miners and farmers;

some are Indians or of Indian descent.

3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic values where Federal coal occurs

Federal coal occurs primarily in eastern Oklahoma in the

Western coal region, and gently rolling landforms dominate the Osage

Plains where the principal coal deposits occur. Occasionally, uplifts

provide interest and contrast within the area. Parts of eastern

Oklahoma are heavily forested but not the areas containing Federal

coal, so textural and color contrasts there occur among scattered

tree groupings and exposed soil or rock.
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Agricultural activity and human influences add linear

configurations to the landscape.

b. Historic

Much evidence of mid- and late-19th-century life styles

still exists in Oklahoma, including structures and uses common to

farming and rural life. Old roads and trails are still present, as

are the small towns that were there a century or more ago.

c. Geologic

The topography is rolling and moderately hilly in the

western part of the southern end of the Great Plains and more hilly

in the eastern part. Significant geologic features in the province

include the remnants of the Ouachita uplift, now tree covered and

laced with many picturesque valleys and streams, as well as some

caves, caverns, and hot springs.

d. Archeologic

In the portion of the Interior coal province occupied by

Federal coal, the Big-Game Hunting Tradition was the earliest phase of

human life and was followed by an Archaic tradition, which appeared

earlier here than it did farther north. This tradition was later

heavily influenced by the Eastern Archaic and by the Desert Tradition

from the West, and this area was apparently on the fringe of most of

the neighboring culture areas and, in later Archaic times, was closer

to the Edwards Plateau Tradition of present-day northern Texas. Later,

the heavily agricultural Caddo influence (a subtradition of the temple

mound-building Mississippian Culture) brought newer concepts of government,
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religion, and material culture. Being part of the Southern Plains

subarea, the people shared the Plains Village Tradition characteristics

of large communities, some fortified sites, and an agriculture-based

economy. At historic contact times, the area had elements of the

surrounding cultures in its population; the Comanche to the west,

Wichita to the north, Tonkawa to the south, and the Caddo-Mississippian

Tradition to the east.

Archeological remains will continue to be associated with

agricultural areas on the river bottoms and village sites on the bluffs

or ridges above, camp sites, and tool-chipping sites, but fewer kill

sites. Cave sites will be more valuable and significant.
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GULF COAL PROVINCE

Nationwide, there are 530 Federal coal leases. None occur

in this province.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1 . GEOLOGY

The Coastal Plain physiographic province encompasses the

Texas and Mississippi coal regions of the Gulf coal province (Fenneman,

1938; Trumbull, 1960). The area is an extensive lowland, composed

primarily of unconsolidated beds of detrital sediments and limestones

that dip gently seaward. Outcrop bands are successively older inland.

Coal deposits in the province (fig. 2-6) are mostly lignite

and occur in rocks of the Yegua Formation and the Wilcox and Jackson

Groups of Eocene age. Bituminous coal occurs in rocks of the Olmos

Formation of Late Cretaceous age that crop out in a small district at

Eagle Pass, Texas, near the Mexican border. Deposits of cannel coal

of Eocene age have been reported in the Mount Selman Formation at the

Santo Thomas field about 50 miles southeast of Eagle Pass (Mapel, 1967).

Lignite beds range in thickness from a few inches to 25 feet

and occur in soft sandstones and clays. The lignite-containing rocks

dip gently toward the Gulf of Mexico and are covered by younger rocks

to the south and east. It is unlikely, however, that the lignite extends

very far south and east because the beds were formed in relatively narrow

belts marginal to transient shorelines. The lignite is used locally in

large volumes as an industrial fuel for power generation which, in turn,

is used to reduce aluminum ore (Keystone coal catalogs, 1972). There is
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High-volatile bituminous coal

| |

Lignite

Subbituminous coal

Figure 2-6. --Gulf coal province with locations of coal
regions and dominant type of coal in each. (After
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1975.)
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future mining potential for the lignite in the Angelina, Big Thicket,

Davy Crockett, Sabine, and Sam Houston National Forests and the Caddo

and Cross Timbers National Grasslands, all of which are in Texas.

2. TOPOGRAPHY

The coastal-plain topography of the Gulf coal province has

minimal relief, an elevation less than 300 feet, and significant amounts

of coastal flats. The Mississippi River has meandered over much of the

middle of the province, creating a large, nearly level alluvial plain.

No mountains occur in the province and about 80 percent of the area is

gently sloping to nearly level. There are many marshes and swamps.

3. CLIMATE

This province has moderate winters and very hot, high-humidity

summers. Annual precipitation varies from 20 inches in southwest Texas

to more than 65 inches in southern Louisiana. Most of the area receives

50 inches per year, nearly all as rain, and more than 4 inches per month,

except during August, September, and October when the average is slightly

lower; coastal Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi may average

more than 8 inches of rain during the same wetter months.

January temperatures average 40 degrees in the northern part

of the province, 50 degrees in the southern part; July temperatures

average above 80 degrees for the whole area. The mean annual freeze-

free period is 210 days to the north and more than 270 days near the

coast; the Mississippi Delta has more than 300 freeze- free days per

year. Winds are varied in direction in winter, typically from the south

in the spring and summer, and usually from the northeast in the fall.

Hurricanes are occasional threats in late summer.
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4. HYDROLOGY

This province has abundant surface-water and ground-water

supplies. Surface streams are usually perennial and have good-quality

water throughout the year. Sediment content is usually low except

during high flow, and droughts are uncommon except in southwest Texas.

Alluvial or bedrock wells may yield over 1,000 gpm of good-

quality ground water over much of the area. Many high-capacity wells

deeper than 1,000 feet yield water with less than 500 mg/1 dissolved

solids. The major ions in the potable ground water are calcium, sodium,

and bicarbonate.

5. SOILS

Table 11-13 lists some of the characteristics, uses, and

limitations of the dominant soil series in the Gulf coal province.

In addition to providing general information for each soil, the table

also lists specific items, such as the unified classification of the

subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic groups. The listed soil

series are not inclusive, and although they occur extensively, they

must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite soil surveys must be

made before all types of soils are known. More detailed information

on soil characteristics and limitations may be obtained from the

soil-survey reports listed as sources.

6. VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

Lignite-bearing land in this province occurs mostly in the

oak-hickory and oak-hickory-pine communities of the deciduous forest

biome. Some southern grassland and mesquite savannah habitats also

exist in the coal regions.
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Table 11-13.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils

in the Gulf coal province

Soil name

Location
( source)

Unified
classifi-
cation 1/

Available
water
capacity
(inches) 2/

Hydro-
logic

group 3/

Land
surface Vegetation

Reeves

Limitations:

Brewster

Limitations:

Goliad

Limitations

:

Ector

Texas
(USDA, 1969b)

CL 3-6 level to desert shrub and

undulating salt, tolerant
grasses

Saline, high corrosion potential, calcareous outwash
,
gypsum in subsoil.

Texas GC or

(USDA, 1969b) GM

0-3

Bedrock within 20 inches, stoniness.

Texas CL 3-6

(USDA, 1973c)

gently
undulating
to steep

level to

undulating

short grasses,
midgrasses, and

desert shrub

short and mid
grasses

Major
use

range

range,
recreation,
and wildlife

range crops
and wildlife

High shrink-swell potential, severe building-foundation problems, high corrosion potential,

shallow to moderate depths to caliche.

Texas
(USDA, 1969b)

CL 0-3 nearly
level

short and mid
grasses

range crops ,

wildlife, and
recreation

Limitations: Bedrock or cemented caliche within 80 inches, stoniness, moderate shrink-swell potential,

severe erosion hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 11-13.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils

in the Gulf coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro-

Location classifi- capacity logic Land Major

Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ surface Vegetation use

Victoria

Limitations

Orelia

i—. Limitations:

Oil Waste
Land

Limitations

Olivier

Texas CH
(USDA, 1965b)

9-12 nearly cotton, sorghum, cultivated
level and onions crops

Very high shrink-swell potential, cracks when dry, ponding in depressions, calcareous clays

3-6 DTexas CL

(USDA, 1965b)

nearly
level

cotton, grain, cultivated
and sorghum crops

Wind blows sandy soils with a hardpan in the subsoil, hardpan slows surface drainage,

calcareous substratum.

Texas — — — — —
(USDA, 1965b)

This land has been damaged by oil, saltwater, mud, or other byproducts of oil fields to such an

extent that its productivity has been seriously reduced or destroyed. For more than 25 years,

some of this land has been covered by sterile mud, slush, saltwater, and oil to depths of 1 to 4

feet and it is still bare of vegetation. Some areas have been reclaimed.

Louisiana
(USDA, 1965a)

CL 3-6 B nearly pine and hardwood pasture,

level forest urban use,

and wood crops

Limitations: Somewhat poorly drained, slowly permeable soils, severe erosion hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Table 11-13.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant soils
in the Gulf coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro-

Location classifi- capacity logic Land Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ surface Vegetation use

Sharkey Louisiana CH 9-12 D nearly mixed hardwood cultivated
(USDA, 1965 a) level forest, perenni

grasses, and
legumes

al crops

,

pasture,
and hay

Limitations: Flood plain, difficult to work because of moisture content, cracks when dry, some areas
subject to flooding.

1/ GM: Silty gravels, gravel-sand-silt mixtures; GC: Clayey gravels, gravel-sand-clay
mistures; CL: Inorganic clays with low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy clays,
silty clays, lean clays; CH: Inorganic clays with high plasticity, fat clays (U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A
soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.



The wildlife in these areas is similar to that described

for Federal coal lands in the Interior coal province, but some con-

spicuous species in the Texas coal region that are atypical of the

Interior province include the following:

Mammals Birds Amphibians and reptiles

Mexican freetail bat Roadrunner Texas toad

Mexican ground squirrel Scaled quail Texas blind snake

Peccary Attwater's Western diamondback
Ringtail prairie chicken rattlesnake
Hognose skunk
Red wolf

Endangered species in this coal province can be determined

from appendix 4. Like several States in other provinces, Texas is

also developing its own list of endangered and threatened species.

However, because there is little Federal coal in this province and no

current Federal coal leases, few species are likely to be involved

unless the leasing situation changes in the future.

B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. LAND USES

Most of the land is devoted to agriculture or forestry.

Lignite production is scattered in the northern part of the province,

whereas oil and gas occur throughout. Sulfur and salt are produced

in Louisiana and Texas. Water use is primarily industrial.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Population patterns in this province are very complicated

and range from sparsely occupied rural areas to highly industrialized

centers such as New Orleans.
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Ethnic, cultural, and religious factors in the province

include the large populations of French-Creoles and Blacks.

•3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic

Pine-hardwood forests interspersed with farms characterize

much of the province, and the gentle topography bears streams and

winding roads that traverse varied landscapes. Esthetic interest

centers mainly on the varied terrain, vegetative cover, and human

influences

.

b. Historic

Various historic and cultural sites occur in this province.

East Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana contain many sites related to

early Spanish and French exploration and settlement, Texas settlement

and independence, and the Civil War. Alabama and western Florida

also contain historic land resources related to early Spanish, French,

British, and American activities, the War of 1812, and the Civil War.

Fort Smith National Monument, Arkansas Post, and Chalmette Battlefield

are examples of historic sites. San Jacinto State Park in Texas pre-

serves the site of that climactic battle in the Texas War for Independence,

and areas along the Rio Grande River include camp and battle sites of the

Mexican War.

As in other provinces, Federal agencies are inventorying the

resources in this province as part of the National Natural and Historic

Landmark program, administered by the National Park Service.
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c. Geologic

The low, flat coastal plain of this province contrasts with

the differentially hilly land and its broad valleys farther inland.

Rivers and streams are the most obvious geologic features that have

demonstrated their depositional and erosive qualities by forming pic-

turesque oxbow lakes, some of which have become or are becoming bayous

with luxurient vegetation. The Mississippi Delta is a classic example

of an enormous bird's-foot delta.

Surface water percolating downward through sedimentary rocks

has produced many small caves and caverns in the province, but of

greater interest are the large caves in southwest central Texas. Many

large springs and artesian features are also prominent features, but

most striking are the numerous cenotes along the coast, which are fed

by underground water sources. However, cenotes and caves do not occur

with lignite deposits.

d. Archeologic

Although this province borders the area of the Big-Game

Tradition, it supported considerable Archaic exploitation throughout

its range: the Desert Tradition from the west, and the Woodland

Tradition from the east. Areas such as the Gulf coast had essentially

archaic-style human exploitation at contact times.

On the lower Mississippi and along its tributaries, later

Meso-American influences evolved into the Mississippian Tradition with

its characteristic temple mounds, large concentrations of population,

and dominantly agricultural subsistence. While this was developing,
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the Woodland variant culture to the east was declining before being

replaced by the Mississippian influence. Historic and protohistoric

tribes in the province included the Apalachee, Atakapa, Caddo, Chitimacha,

Choctaw, Karankawa, Natchez, Quapaw, Tonkawa, and Tunica. Archeologic

remains include mound areas, campsites, and habitational sites on ridges

and bluffs

.
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EASTERN COAL PROVINCE

Of the nationwide total of 530 Federal coal leases, 3 are

in this province.

A. NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. GEOLOGY

The Valley and Ridge and the Appalachian Plateaus physio-

graphic provinces encompass nearly all of the area underlain by the

coal-bearing rocks of the Eastern coal province (Fenneman, 1938;

Trumbull, 1960). The rocks in these provinces are the sandstones,

shales, limestones, conglomerates, and coal beds of the Appalachian

basin. These rocks have been greatly disturbed by folding and faulting

in the Valley and Ridge province along the eastern side of the basin.

On the western side in the Appalachian Plateaus province, the surface

dips gently to the west, but the rocks dip inward toward synclinal

axes that trend northeast-southwest.

The Appalachian coal region (fig. 2-7) extends uninterruptedly

about 800 miles from northern Pennsylvania to western Alabama and across

parts of Pennsylvania and Ohio at its widest part (Arndt and other, 1968).

The region is defined by outcrops of coal-bearing rocks of the Allegheny,

Conemaugh, Monongahela, and Pottsville Formations of Pennsylvanian age;

locally these names are used as group names. Along the eastern margin,

the rocks are folded into several hundred small subsidiary anticlines and

synclines, and some of these structures are separated locally from the

main part of the region. On the eastern edge, beds may dip very steeply
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Figure 2-7. --Eastern coal province with locations of coal

regions and dominant type of coal in each. (After
U.S. Department of the Interior, 1975.)
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locally, but moderate dips of about 20 degrees are more characteristic.

To the west, the beds dip less steeply until, near the western edge,

they are nearly flat. The Pennsylvania anthracite region (fig. 2-7)

has steeply dipping folded and faulted beds, and overturned beds are

common. These variations in structure are accompanied by parallel

variations in rank of coal: That on the western edge of the Appalachian

coal basin is high-volatile bituminous; along the highly deformed'

eastern edge, it is locally medium to low volatile bituminous; and in

the intensely folded region to the east, it ranges as high as anthracite.

The Appalachian region has yielded about 23 billion tons of

coal from the beginning of mining until 1965. Of that total, roughly

one-third was produced from the Pittsburgh coal bed at the base of the

Monongahela. This bed has been described as the most valuable mineral

deposit in the United States and perhaps in the world, but it is only

one of several famous and productive beds in the region. The number of

bituminous coal beds thick enough to be mined or used in resource estimates

ranges from 24 in Pennsylvania to 62 in West Virginia, and as many as 152

beds having been individually named and described. Even after so much

production from this single region, the remaining coal reserves under to

1,000 feet of overburden still total 110 billion tons (as of January 1, 1974)

2 . TOPOGRAPHY

This province is mountainous and essentially encompasses the

area occupied by the Appalachian Mountains. Here, the extensive areas

of bituminous coal occur in the Appalachian Plateaus physiographic pro-

vince rather than in the Valley and Ridge province where the mountains
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are oriented northeast-southwest and have numerous ridges, gaps, and

escarpments paralleling the mountain structure. Folds, faults, and

steeply dipping strata are common. Few of the peaks exceed 5,000 feet,

but the area has relatively rough topography caused by well-developed

drainage systems.

3

.

CLIMATE

The province has hot humid summers and moderate to cold humid

winters. Annual precipitation ranges from about 32 inches in the far

north to more than 60 inches in the southeast, but most of the province

receives between 40 and 50 inches. Fall and winter have the least pre-

cipitation. There is adequate moisture during the growing season without

irrigation.

Temperatures in the north average between 20 degrees and 30

degrees in January and usually more than 70 degrees in July, except in

some of the higher mountains; those in the south average about 40 degrees

in January and up to 80 degrees in July. The northern mountainous areas

have a mean annual freeze-free period of 120 days; the freeze-free period

exceeds 210 days in the south. Winds are typically from the west in winter,

from the southwest in spring and summer, and vary in fall. Occasional

hurricanes cross the province in the late summer or early fall.

4

.

HYDROLOGY

The Eastern coal province has abundant surface water, most of

which is readily accessible. However, industrial and municipal pollution

of surface waters is widespread, and two-thirds of the Nation's acid mine

drainage problems occur in the province. The quality of surface waters
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is complex. Most unpolluted streams have good-quality water, but

municipal and industrial pollutants produce complex chemistry in many

of the streams they affect. The sediment content of streams is highly

variable, with many disturbed areas contributing large amounts of

sediment to streams during storms.

Ground water can be obtained from river alluvium, which yields

medium to large amounts (100 to 1,000 gpm) , and from bedrock aquifers.

The water is generally of good quality. Bedrock aquifers of sandstone

and limestone usually yield small amounts of good-quality water. In

intensely mined areas, ground-water supplies may be polluted.

5. SOILS

Table 11-14 lists some of the characteristics, uses, and

limitations of the dominant soil series in the Eastern coal province.

In addition to providing general information for each soil, the

table also lists specific items, such as the unified classification

of the subsoils for engineering uses and hydrologic groups. The listed

soil series are not inclusive, and although they occur extensively,

they must be viewed as examples. Detailed onsite soil surveys must

be made before all types of soils are known. More detailed information

on soil characteristics and limitations may be obtained from the soil-

survey reports listed as sources.

The soil organisms described for the Pacific Coast coal province

also pertain here.
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Table 11-14—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant
soils in the Eastern coal province

Soil name
Location
( source)

Available
Unified water
classifi- capacity
cation 1/ (inches) 2/

Hydro-
logic Land
group 3/ surface Vegetation

Major
use

Miami No. 3 Ohio
(USDA, 1962a)

ML 9-12 gentle
to

steep

crops, pasture.
and forest

farming

Limitations: Moderate to severe erosion hazard, severe compaction hazard.

3-6 DMardin No. 2 New York ML or

(USDA, 1970b) SM

sloping
to

steep

crops
,
pasture

,

and forest
farming

Limitations: Fragipan at 18 to 22 inches subject to sloughing and seepage above pan, high water table.

DAppling No. 5 North Carolina ML and 3-6

(USDA, 1970e) CL

gently to crops, pasture,

strongly and forest
sloping

farming and

forestry

Limitations

:

Well drained, low, natural fertility, shrink-swell potential, severe erosion hazard

AWegram No. 5 North Carolina CL and 3-6

(USDA, 1970e) SC

nearly
level

to

sloping

crops, pasture, farming and

and forest forestry

Limitations: Somewhat excessively drained, low natural fertility, low stability.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 11-14.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant
soils in the Eastern coal province—Continued

Available
Unified water Hydro-

Location classifi- capacity logic Land Major
Soil name (source) cation 1/ (inches) 2/ group 3/ surface Vegetation use

Madison Georgia CL and 3-6 B gently to pine and farming and
(USDA, 1971b) MH moderately deciduous forests forestry

steep

Limitations: Moderate to high shrink-swell potential, gravelly surface soil, low natural fertility,
moderate erosion hazard.

w Tallapoosa Georgia ML, CL 3-6 C gently to deciduous forests forestry
(USDA, 1971b) and SM moderately

steep

Limitations: Shallow, well drained, low natural fertility, rocky subsoil, severe erosion hazard.

Chester Pennsylvania ML and 9-12 B gently to grain, pasture, farming and
(USDA, 1970a) CL steeply and deciduous forestry

sloping forests

Limitations: Well drained, very stony profile, severe erosion hazard.

1/ 2/ 3/ See footnotes at end of table.



Soil name

Lewisberry

Table 11-14.—Characteristics, uses, and limitations of dominant

soils in the Eastern coal province—Continued

Location
( source)

Available
Unified water
classifi- capacity
cation 1/ (inches) 2/

Pennsylvania
(USDA, 1970a)

SM and

GM

6-9

Hydro-
logic
group 3/

Land
surface

gently to

steeply
sloping

Vegetation

grain, pasture,
and deciduous

forests

Major
use

farming and
forestry

h Limitations: Well drained, gravelly to very stony profile, severe erosion hazards.

1/ GM: Silty gravels, gravel-sand-silt mixtures; SM: Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures; SC: Clayey

sands7 sand-clay mixtures; ML: Inorganic silts and very fine sands, rock flour, silty or clayey silts

with slight plasticity; CL: Inorganic clays with low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy

clays, silty clays, lean clays; MH: Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine sandy or silty soils,

elastic silts (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1953).

2/ The potential amount of water a soil can hold for plant use.

3/ Hydrologic soil groups are ranked from A to D, depending on their runoff potential: group A

soils have lowest rates; group D, highest rates.
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.

VEGETATION

This province contains the deciduous forest biome, primarily

along the Appalachian Mountains, but there is considerable range in

vegetative types within the province. Oak, hickory, cherry, and maple

are prevalent hardwood species, intermingled with shortleaf, loblolly,

and Virginia pine, northern balsam fir, and some other conifers.

Natural understories include widely varied shrubs, forbs, and

grasses. Farmlands support varied crops, which include corn, small grains,

cotton, tobacco, and pasture.

Federal coal is so widely dispersed and of such limited

acreage that specific vegetative descriptions will be necessary to

relate ground cover to specific occurrences of the coal.

7

.

WILDLIFE

The limited Federal coal reserves of this province occur in

regions where major plant associations are maple-beech-birch and oak-

hickory forests, as well as varied wetland habitats. These habitats

naturally support wildlife species characteristic of the deciduous

forest biome. The Federal coal reserves and existing leases are in

small and scattered tracts within these broad communities. Local

influences may cause significant deviations from the expected species

composition on a particular Federal tract. A more detailed and specific

description of the wildlife community would be made on specific tracts

should leasing action be contemplated.

Nuts and fleshy fruits produced in the deciduous forest

provide a large variety of food for wildlife. Animals such as the gray
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squirrel and eastern chipmunk often vary greatly in numbers from

year to year, depending on the abundance of nuts and seeds. Important

mammals in the province include the white-tail deer, the eastern

mole, black bear, gray and red foxes, bobcat, raccoon, gray and fox

squirrels, New England cottontail, shorttail shrew, opossum, southern

flying squirrel, and white-footed mouse (Kendeigh, 1961; Burt and

Grossenheider , 1964). In the southern oak-hickory part of the

province, mammal populations are low.

Breeding birds in the maple-beech-birch association include

the solitary vireo, black-throated blue warbler, blackburnian warbler,

rose-breasted grosbeak, and wild turkey (Shelford, 1963). Typical

snakes are the eastern garter snake, red-bellied snake, milk snake,

and eastern ringneck snake.

In the oak-hickory association, wild turkeys feed on the

fruits of all the common deciduous forest trees, shrubs, and vines,

but they favor acorns. This association contains a variety of typical

deciduous forest birds. Copperheads, coral snakes, rough green snakes,

rat snakes, coachwhips, and speckled king snakes are reported forest

snakes. The slimy salamander is the only salamander regularly

inhabiting the oak-hickory forest (Shelford, 1963).

Endangered species in this province that may occur on Federal

land are listed in appendix 4.

B. CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

1. LAND USES

Most of the land in this province is devoted to cropland,

pasture, and forestry.
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Coal, oil, and gas occur in the province, and iron, zinc, and

copper are important minerals. Water use is dominated by industrial

demands

.

2. POPULATION PATTERNS AND CONSIDERATIONS

The province is a large area with many different population

variables. Federal coal occurs only in small parts of the Appalachian

coal region; this description covers only the areas affected,

a. Economic

The area is the Nation's leading producer of coal. Coal

mining has replaced the hunting and subsistence farming economic bases

of the original settlers, and, together with the oil and gas resources

of Appalachia, a strong derivative chemical industry, an expanding

timber industry, and still growing recreation and tourism, coal mining

is now one of the leading economic bases in the area.

3. HUMAN-VALUE RESOURCES

a. Esthetic values where Federal coal occurs

A large coastal plain to the east and gently rolling hills

and some mountainous areas to the west are the dominant landforms in

the province. Seasonal color changes provide varied interest, con-

trasting the dominant varied shades of green when trees are in full

leaf with the brillant hues of the fall colors. In winter, individual

tree trunks are apparent until spring growth obscures them.

b. Historic

Vestiges of pioneer mountain life still remaining in the

province include log cabins and farm structures, mills, and other
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historic buildings and sites. Some areas contain sites related not

only to early settlement but also to Indian conflicts and the Civil

War.

c. Geologic

The Appalachian Mountains are the Nation's oldest and most

eroded mountain chain. They are low, compared to the more recent

Rocky Mountains, and have steep slopes and generally rugged terrain

underlain by folded sedimentary rocks. Many interesting, unusual, and

even unique caverns exist in the province, and speleological interest

is continually growing. Owing to the scenic value of the mountains

and fertile valleys, many hiking trails have been constructed through-

out the area. No geysers occur here, but a few hot springs of moderate

appeal do.

d. Archeologic

This province is in the Eastern Woodlands prehistoric area.

The Big-Game Hunting Tradition arrived here early, perhaps in some

places before it did in the western plains. The Eastern Archaic

Tradition, notable for the early introduction of pottery and the

development of agriculture arose later owing to the influx of many

outside influences. The advanced cultures of the Woodlands Tradition

succeeded the Eastern Archaic; its people, the Adena, Copena, and

Hopewell, and their variants, were also known as mound builders

and were later replaced by elements of the Mississippian Tradition

from the west. The Mississippians did not occupy the original

territories of the Woodland Tradition, but the people who lived in
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these territories felt their influences. Historic and prehistoric

tribes in this province included the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Creek,

Shawnee, and Yucchi.

The prehistoric inhabitants gravitated to those areas that

provided shelter, water, and fuel and were close to game and arable

fields. While they may have hunted in the hills and mountains and

probably crossed them on trading and migration travels, their main

habitations were on level land in the valleys. The province was

neither heavily nor uniformly populated, and habitation sites were

usually not in coal areas.
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CHAPTER III

PROBABLE IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Introduction

The operating and leasing regulations set forth in

this statement apply to Federal coal and Indian coal supervised

under the Federal trust responsibility of the Secretary of the

Interior. In January 1971, a moratorium was declared on Federal

coal leasing. As of December 1975 approximately 784,200 acres were

under lease, and an additional 496,000 acres encumbered with

rights that could lead to leasing. Indian coal lands under lease

today total about 260,400 acres. Projected Indian leasing by 1985,

it is estimated, would probably no more than double that figure.

Assuming continuation of the present coal production

trend over the next decade to meet expanded domestic energy require-

ments, the cumulative acreage likely to be disturbed by mining on

Federal and Indian acreage through 1985 is estimated to be about

50,000 acres. For the most part, the action will focus in 14

Western States, 12 of which presently contain Federal or Indian

coal leases. Reclamation efforts in the form of surface manipulation,

addition of soil amendments and seeding have been applied to

58 percent of the acreage disturbed by mining on Federal

and Indian coal leases through 1974; ultimately all lands mined

under these proposed regulations will be rehabilitated.
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Up until the late 1960 's Federal and Indian coal leases

did not contribute significantly to the overall national coal

supply, representing less than about 2 percent of the total annual

production. In the last five years, however, this percentage

has been increasing and in 1974 was estimated to be about 6.2

percent. Because of the anticipated growth in demand for Western

coal, it is expected that this increase will continue, reaching

perhaps 25 percent by 1985

.

Federal and Indian ownership of coal resources in the

West is estimated to be approximately 60 percent; the remaining percent

is comprised of State and private coal resources. Of the total State

and private coal resources approximately one-half is intermingled with

Federal and Indian ownership so that the establishment of logical

mining units,* in most instances, cannot be accomplished without

influencing all types of ownership. In view of the vast Federal

and Indian ownership patterns the principal impacts of the proposed

revised regulations will be most noticeable in the Western coal

producing areas of the Rocky Mountains and Northern Great Plains

provinces

.

Tables III-l and III-2 show the location of the 537

existing Federal and Indian coal leases by State and surface

ownership. In addition there are 110 prospecting permits which

were issued before the BLM Director suspended further approval

* Defined in Federal Register notice dated December 31, 1975,
(p. 60070-60071) on the proposed admendment to 43CFR3500 with regard
to diligent development and continuous operations. (See appendix 5.)
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Table III-l.--Federal coal leases in the United States 1/

Sur face Surface
ownership ownershi P
in acres

Total area
(percent )

Number <>f leased
States leases Federal Private (acres) Federal Private

PACIFIC COAST COAL PROVINCE

Alaska 4 1,520 1,073 2,593 59 41
California 1 80 80 100
Oregon 3 5,403 5,403 100

Washington 2 521 521 100

Total 10 7,003 1,594 8,597 81 19

ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS COAL PROVINCE

Colorado 114 68,188 54,606 122,794 56 44
Montana 17 1,265 35,032 36,297 3 97

New Mexico 28 14,760 26,198 40,958 36 64
North Dakota 18 16,235 16,235 100

I Utah 199 254,121 13,815 267,936 95 5

Wyoming 91 82,691 117,290 199,981 41 59

Total 467 421,025 263,176 684,201 62 38

INTERIOR AND EASTERN COAL PROVINCES

Alabama 2 2,388 200 2,588 92 8

Kentucky 2 1,644 1,644 100

Ohio 1 144 144 100

Oklahoma 5 3 1,322 85,692 87,014 2 98

Pennsylvania _2 80 80 100 _0

Total 60 5,578 85,892 91,470 _6_ 94

Grand
total 537 443,606 350,662 784,268 55 45

1/ Data from U . S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Lane

Management

,

as of D<scember 1975

.

-
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Table III-2.—Indian coal leases in the United States 1/

Surf ace Sur face

ownership ownership
in acres

Total area
(percent)

Number of leased

States 1(sases Tribal Private ( acres) Tribal Private

ROCKY MOUNTAIIS [ AND NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS COAL PROVINCES

Arizona 2 64,858 64,858 100

Colorado 1 19,452 19,452 100

Montana 10 59,080 32,316 91,396 — —
New Mexico 3 82,860 82,860 100

Utah _1 200 200 100

Total 17 226,250 32,516 258,766 87 13

INTERIOR COAL PROVINCE

Oklahoma 11 762 762 100

Grand
total 28 226,250 33,278 259,528 87 13

1/ Data from U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian

Affairs, as of December 1975.
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of prospecting permits on January 23, 1971, and 183 applications

for preference right leases. However, the issuance of a Federal

coal lease has not always resulted in physical environmental

impacts because a large number of existing leases have never

become active mining operations. Existing leases and all new

lease applications will be subject to the proposed regulations.

The impact on the environment of granting permits and leases

under the new standards should be less than would occur under

the old regulations. Some applications will be denied on environmental

grounds (3041.2-1) where reclamation is not possible or where

there are other land-use priorities. Those leases that are granted

will be required to comply with stringent standards spelled

out in the new regulations. The effect of these regulations

will be to impose reclamation and performance standards on virtually

all the 50,000 acres which will have been disturbed through

1985.

Overall, the impact of the proposed regulations will

vary by State, depending on the specific mining and/or reclamation

requirements presently existing for each State. Most States in

recent years have enacted legislation to mitigate adverse environ-

mental impacts. The most damaging impacts of surface coal mining

occurred initially in the Eastern province States and consequently

progressively stronger legal measures have been enacted to promote

reclamation of surface mined lands. Not only do all the coal

mining States of the Eastern province have laws governing surface
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coal mining reclamation operations, but the Southeastern States

as a whole probably have the most stringent mining and reclamation

requirements in the Nation. Since Federal acreage in these States

are small compared to the rest of the U. S., mining operations

in the Eastern Province would be affected little by the proposed

regulations

.

All of the States of the Interior and Gulf provinces

except Louisiana, Mississippi, and Nebraska have surface mining

and reclamation statutes. These laws are generally not as stringent

as in the Eastern province. However, levels of mining have been

more moderate and have resulted in fewer environmental problems.

Also, natural conditions usually make reclamation work less

difficult than on the steeper terrain of the Eastern province.

The State surface mining and reclamation laws of the

Rocky Mountain and Northern Great Plains provinces have all been

enacted in recent years. (See appendix 6). Unlike the Interior

and Eastern coal producing States, the Rocky Mountain and Northern

Great Plains provinces did not have a great deal of surface coal mining

in the past; many of the adverse environmental impacts of coal mining

were from underground mining activities. This situation changed radically

in the 1960 's when the demand for low-sulfur coal brought a sharp increase

in surface mining of the vast coal deposits of the Region. Most of the

Western coal producing States have responded to the need to control

effects on the environment by enacting legislation aimed at regulating

surface mining.
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Montana ranks first in the Nation in total strippable

coal resources and, of the Western States with surface mining

laws, has perhaps the most stringent reclamation requirements,

although several other States have laws almost as comprehensive.

Wyoming, which ranks second in total strippable coal resources,

had no laws requiring mine reclamation prior to 1969; the 1969

Open Cut Land Reclamation Act applied to surface mining of all

mineral resources in Wyoming, including Federal surface mining

operations but excluding Indian land. The new Wyoming Environmental

Quality Act of 1973 (and amendments in 1974 and 1975) superseded

the 1969 act, and includes underground mining as well.

Virtually all surface coal mining in the Rocky Mountain,

Northern Great Plains and Pacific Coast provinces is regulated

by State law except Arizona, where all known coal deposits are

on Indian lands and thus surface mining is regulated by Federal

and Indian laws.

For the States having less stringent mining and reclamation

requirements, the proposed revised Federal regulations would be

expected to ameliorate many of the potentially adverse effects of

coal mining on the environment. In addition, the proposed revised

regulations would tend to result in a greater degree of uniformity

of regulations applicable to Federal and Indian coal operations

from State to State.
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Impact Discussion

Specific impacts resulting from implementation of the

proposed regulations as compared to the present regulations are.

discussed in the following sections.
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Fish and Wildlife Resources

Development of coal lands affects wildlife principally

by human intrusion, animal displacement, and the degradation or

destruction of habitat. The sections of the proposed regulations

dealing with these areas represent a tightening of operational

controls over environmental degradation. The more significant

changes from the old regulations are in the areas of premine

planning, more stringent control of exploration and mining

operations and of land reclamation and postmining site abandonment.

Wildlife, occurring in the main regions of projected

future surface disturbance, varies widely across 14 Western

States and Alaska. Species range from wild horses and burros

to big-horn sheep, antelope, elk, mule deer, moose, fox, bear,

squirrel, various waterfowl and large populations of small

mammals and birds. Fish, particularly salmon and trout, in

Alaska, could also be affected by coal mining.

It is anticipated that adverse impacts on fish and

wildlife resources will be minimized by the proposed regulations.

Replacement of wildlife resources to mitigate impacts may not occur

until the mined areas are reshaped and revegetated. Replacement

of soils and vegetation occurs as contemporaneously as practicable

with development and continues through to the fulfillment of

the reclamation plan.

The regulatory actions proposed herein are expected

to enhance land reclamation efforts generally by speeding up
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soil replacement and revegetation appropriate to the predetermined

postmining land use objectives. The determination of a postmining

use for the land is one part of the premine planning requirements

in the regulations (211.10(c)) which also include identification

of wildlife populations, endangered species, critical habitat,

vegetative species and a soils inventory. It is anticipated that

some enhancement of upland wildlife habitat is likely to take

place that would not have occurred under the old regulations.

This is due primarily to the requirements for soil sampling before

and after mining, the emphasis on native vegetative species replacement

to support the planned land use, and the extended period of liability

for the operator to insure successful revegetation.

It is not expected that all impacts on wildlife from

coal mining will be offset. However, adaptation of the proposed

improvements in environmental control will lessen the overall impact

to wildlife, and may, in some instances actually benefit some species.

Impacts on rare and endangered species and wild free-roaming

horses and burros will be slight. Protection provided in other

regulations is not changed by the proposed regulations.
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Topography and Drainage

Aesthetically displeasing land forms such as spoil

piles, highwalls and unnatural changes in drainage patterns have

occurred from mining activity conducted without adequate environ-

mental controls. The creation of these land forms was most

prevalent ten or more years ago and attempts were made through State

laws and Federal operating regulations to alleviate the problem to

some extent. However, the application was in many cases inconsistent

from State to State or area to area. These proposed regulations are

intended to set uniform standards for activities on all Federal and

Indian lands regardless of surface ownership or location. Indiscriminate

placement of spoil or uncontrolled subsidence has also resulted

on lands where well-conceived mining plans were not required.

Without adequate controls unstable spoil material dumped downslope

from mining sites may become waterlogged, causing slides which may

obstruct stream channels, endanger lives, damage property or destroy

vegetative cover needed for slope stability. Reclamation accomplished

under the requirements of the proposed regulations is expected to result

in topography compatible with surrounding areas. Slopes will be shaped,

graded and revegetated to eliminate soil movement. It should be noted

however that the topography and drainage patterns on all disturbed

acreages will be affected to some degree.

Generally, surface disturbance per ton of coal mined in the

East is greater than in the West because coal seams tend to be thinner.
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Thus, more acreage in the East must be mined for an equivalent

amount of coal from a thicker seam in the West. Also, due to

the steepness of slopes in the East, the placement of dumps,

regrading and slope stability are often more difficult, thereby,

affecting reclamation. On some sites in Wyoming, Montana, and

Colorado mining of thick coal beds with thin overburden may result

in basins which, if allowed to fill with water, could be beneficially

utilized for recreation, wildlife, livestock and agriculture

where such postmining land uses are approved.

All active surface mining operations result in some

degree of increased erosion even under the most stringent standards.

However, provisions in the proposed regulations will limit mining

to those areas where reclamation can be attained and assured

according to the reclamation standards set forth therein and,

in addition, will require the same result as to private surfaces

over Federal mineral estate.

The proposed coal mining regulations are drafted to

provide a beneficial impact on drainage and postmining landforms

by requiring that disturbed lands resulting from coal mining opera-

tions be regraded, shaped and revegetated to the approximate original

contour thus eliminating spoil piles and high walls. Variances

can be permitted only when it is determined by responsible authorities

at the bureau director level that an equal or better proposed post-

mining land use is practicable and attainable. Modifications, if

necessary, can be approved where unusual physical conditions
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at the site, such as steeply dipping coal beds or multiple seam

mining exist and such conditions make backfilling impracticable

as a result of the volume of material excavated or the duration

of the operation. The Federal lands most affected by the thick

coal bed provisions of the regulations are primarily in the Northern

Great Plains province

Coal mining operations in the past have improperly con-

structed or inadequately maintained service roads, pipelines and

other such access facilities. Sections 211 .40(a) ( 12) and

3041.2-2(f ) (12) of the proposed regulations restrict construction

of such facilities in streambeds or near drainage channels to

avoid serious alteration of the normal flow of water. Well designed

and constructed facilities can be allowed to remain as modes

of entry into otherwise inaccessible areas, except where return

to the remote and wild aspects of an area is an objective of

the approved land-use plan. Such facilities would be of benefit

in an emergency situation, such as forest or range fires.
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S oils and vegetation

Under the existing regulations very little care was

required to insure proper handling of soils. However, the pro-

posed regulations will minimize the adverse effects of coal mining

on soils capable of supporting vegetation by requiring topsoil

segregation, reclamation of waste storage areas, identification

and burial of toxic wastes, subsidence control, slope restrictions

and contemporaneous reclamation (sees. 211.31 and 211.40(a)

(1 through 4,8) and 3041.2-2(f) (1 through 4,8)). Sections 211.10(c)

(2 and 6ii) specifically require sampling of soils and overburden

prior to mining to determine which material is to be buried and

which stratum is suitable surface material and shall be saved

for application to regraded surfaces.

The major soil factors determining potential for reclamation

are slope, texture, structure, organic matter, soil micro-organisms,

water-holding capacity and chemical properties. These factors

must be measured and described in the premine planning process

and provisions made to return the disturbed lands to a condition

suitable for the postmining land use. This will be done through

regrading, detailed soil surveys, soil replacement soil additives,

seasonal seeding, and post planting care. Plants will be selected

on a site specific basis taking into consideration both long-term

and short-term vegetative cover. Under the proposed regulations

the operator is responsible for successful revegetation consistent

with the approved mining and reclamation plan.
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The proposed regulations provide that the operator's

responsibility and liability under his performance bond for

revegetation of each planting area shall extend until such time as

the authorized officer of the Federal surface managing agency, in

consultation with the Mining Supervisor, determines that successful

revegetation has occurred; provided that this period shall extend

for a minimum of five full years following the initial planting,

and for a total period of liability not to exceed ten years from the

original planting. Adjustments of these time periods are pro-

vided for areas such as the Eastern or Midwestern provinces,

where climatic conditions accelerate vegetative growth, or for

areas where adverse natural conditions retard the revegetative

processes more than anticipated at the time of leasing.

Overburden containing toxic or other deleterious matter will

be buried to avoid contamination of the overlying topsoil. Surface

grading, to acceptable slopes and form required by the regulations,

must be completed before topsoils are replaced on the reclaimed

mining site.

Owing to harsh environmental conditions, revegetation in

certain parts of the Western region and Alaska may be less effective

than in other areas of the Nation. Diverse factors such as air,

temperature, precipitation amounts and distribution, soil productivity

and stability, and availability of plants for reclamation are very important

factors governing revegetation potentials of any area. The widely

varying physical and ecological conditions common to Alaska and the
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Western region indicate that the potential for successful revegetation

in these parts of the Nation is extremely site-specific and must be

designed accordingly. The regulations permit the latitude needed to

accomplish this objective. Through 1974, 10,500 acres have been

disturbed by mining involving Federal coal, of which 58 percent

has been treated. (See table III-3.)

It is estimated that vegetation will be disturbed on

approximately 50,000 acres through 1985. All mined lands must

be returned to a vegetative cover equal to or greater than the

premining cover, or revegetated with other plantings consistent

with the approved postmining land-use plan.
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Table III-3.—Treated 1/ strip-mined acreage on Federal coal leases,
cumulative through 1974 2/

State Acres dist urbed Acres treated 1/ Percent

Colorado 1,465 acres 1,361 acres 93

Montana 613 341 56

North Dakota 1,812 926 51

New Mexico 263 167 63

Oklahoma 3,085 1,928 62

Utah —

Washington 28

Wyoming 3,190 1,365 43

Cumulative
to 1974 10,500 6,100 58

Data for

1974 alone 1,400 985 70

1/ Treated lands are defined as those lands where reclamation efforts
in the form of surface manipulation, use of soil amendments, and seeding
have been applied, but full productivity may not yet have been attained.

2/ Data are USGS Conservation Division preliminary figures from 1974
annual report.
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Air resources

Practically all raining operations, whether related to

actual extraction of resources, crushing and handling of material,

or disposal of solid wastes, produce particulate dust which,

if not properly controlled, may contribute to air pollution in

nearby areas. Dust from mine operations is local but can be severe.

However, it can be reduced by treatment of haulage surfaces, planting

temporary cover on stockpiles and by revegetation and reclamation

of disturbed areas contemporaneously with the mining operations.

Sections 211.40(a)(3 and 4) and 3041 . 2-2( f ) (3 and 4) of the

regulations specify that mine operators are required to stabilize

and protect all surface areas including spoil piles to effectively

control attendant air pollution. The required regrading and revegetation

of surface-mined areas should result in a decrease of air pollution

compared to the old regulations by eliminating or minimizing

wind-blown dust from disturbed areas. Inspections of mining

operations to determine compliance with measures required in an

approved plan for the protection and control of air quality are

to be performed and any non-compliance is to be reported to appropriate

Federal or State agencies.

Coal refuse banks and coal beds can be ignited by spontaneous

combustion, lightning, or through the intentional or careless

acts of people. Fires in coal banks and beds emit noxious gases

such as hydrogen sulfide and carbon monoxide which can be fatal

to humans. Sections 211 .40(a) ( 15) and 3041 . 2-2( f ) (15) require
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mine operators to store coal or combustible waste in a location

and manner so as not to be a fire hazard. Moreover, the regulations

require that waste piles be constructed in compacted layers,

including the use of incombustible impervious materials to

minimize the fire potential of these banks.
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Water resources

Ground and surface water considerations are a special

concern in the proposed regulations. The water required for

processing or transportation of coal could be a limiting factor

in many semi-arid and arid areas and particularly so in the

Arctic or interior Alaskan coal fields. Regardless of the type

of mining used, a common impact on ground-water reservoirs is

usually a lowering of the local water table. Perched water lenses

may be drained by fracturing of underlying impermeable strata

during mining operations causing wells dependent upon the lenses

to go dry. The cone of depression in the water table may extend

several miles beyond the mining site, its exact size being a

function of aquifer geometry and transmission characteristics

as well as the size and shape of the mine pit. Assessments of

the impact of surface mining on local ground-water levels must

be made on a site-by-site basis because of the wide variety

of hydrogeologic situations which could exist at any particular

location, and the regulations so provide.

The effect of mining on aquifers is a function of the

type and size of the operation. For example, contour mining

in the Eastern region can lower upgradient water levels; however,

the impact on ground-water resources will probably be of limited

extent. Although contour mining may extend for a mile or more,

the actual operation removes only a relatively small section

of overburden above the coal bed. By way of contrast, removal
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of the thick layers of coal in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming

may extensively change or completely destroy shallow aquifers

at the mine site. Restoration of these aquifers may result after

the displaced overburden is returned to the mine pit. However,

because the coal beds may be up to 110 feet thick, the amount

of overburden available for replacement may be inadequate to restore

the ground-water reservoir to its original thickness.

Valley floors, where farming can be practiced in the form

of flood irrigation, provide ranchers and farmers with economically

valuable agricultural products. The proposed regulations require

protection of the surface and ground-water resources of valley

floors in arid and semi-arid areas. Such protection could

include the prohibition of leasing or mining in areas where

an evaluation of the data submitted by the applicant, under sees.

211.10 and 3041.1-2 of the proposed regulations, developed by the

Department, or provided through the public participation process

of sees. 211.5 and 3041.4, discloses that such essential resources

would be jeopardized.

Under the existing regulations ground-water pollution

has occurred in many mining areas because of numerous uncased wells,

holes, and mine shafts driven deep into the earth and subsequently

abandoned. The movement of ground water is always toward areas

where the hydraulic head is lowest. In many parts of the country,

saline ground water in deep aquifers is under high artesian pressure.

Improperly sealed wells or abandoned mines which intercept protective
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strata may cause contamination of fresh water aquifers. The proposed

regulations in sees. 211.40(a)(7) and 3041 .2-2( f ) (7) are designed to

protect the water quality of ground-water reservoirs by requiring

that all shafts, boreholes, wells, and other openings be cased, sealed

or otherwise managed to avoid aquifer contamination.

When adequate measures are not required mining can also

result in losses of water through surface diversions or subsurface

disturbances. Mining near the surface of artesian aquifers, for

example, may produce pressure blowouts or heaving through rupture

of the overlying aquiclude. Also either during or after mining,

the potential exists for continuous long term losses of artesian

pressure by leakage between aquifers or by surface or near surface

flows. Information concerning location of aquifers, quantity, quality

and pressure in accordance with sees. 211 . 10( c) (6xiii and 7iii); 211.11,

and 211.21(a) will assist the Mining Supervisor in imposing specific

conditions in approval of the mining plan and minimize adverse effects

mentioned above.

In surface water systems the magnitude of effort required

to protect the stream flow regime is dependent upon the climate,

topography, soils and vegetation. The proposed regulations are

structured to reduce the turbidity, toxic runoff and sediment

contributions within a water course where mining has or is to occur.

Turbidity affects aquatic biota by limiting solar penetration into

the water. Sediments deposited on the streambed adversely affect

the water quality by smothering benthic organisms and destroying
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their life supporting substrata. Shoaling in stream channels can

reduce the conveyance capacity of watercourses thereby resulting

in flooding. Stream velocities can increase because of shoaling

and may cause severe bank erosion. Finally, downstream reservoir

siltation and subsequent loss of storage capacity can occur.

Carefully designed water transport control systems and treatment

are required by the proposed regulations to control sedimentation.

Drainage diversion ditches can be dug above highwalls to prevent

water movement down and the subsequent erosion of exposed slopes.

Runoff collected above the highwall should be conveyed by these

ditches to the nearest watercourse. All of the above provisions

will incorporate sound engineering practices. Rapid revegetation

of mined land, spoil banks, rail and haul road slopes and other

disturbed areas will be designed to establish a self-regenerating

vegetative cover. Erosion of exposed surfaces from storm runoff

can be prevented by the use of mulches, riprap, chemical soil

binders, or other stabilizing methods. Roads must be constructed

so as not to seriously alter the flow of water in stream beds

or drainage channels.
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Resourc e conservation

An important consideration at every coal mine is the

conservation of the coal resource. Certain coal mining techniques

such as strip mining recover a large percentage of the available

resource while other techniques such as auger mining and room-

and-pillar underground mining recover substantially less than

the total available resource. A balance must be maintained between

optimum resource recovery and maintenance of environmental quality.

The proposed regulations (sec. 211.30) require maximum practicable

recovery of all coal resources and, where feasible, recovery

of inplace coal left by underground mining within the lease area.

The regulations also require the operator to provide information

concerning other mineral resources when encountered in the proposed

mining area, e.g., plans must include provisions for the protection

of oil and gas wells as well as oil and gas underground resources

(sees. 211.10(c)(6)(xiv) and 211.11). The cumulative beneficial

impact of these provisions arises from less total land being

disturbed per unit output of coal. Auger and highwall mining

will be controlled under the proposed regulations to prevent

waste of coal that may be recoverable by underground techniques.

For multiple beds, entries must be increased in size and

aligned vertically. Maps showing the location of these entryways

are also required. All of these provisions are aimed at conserving

the coal resource.
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Land use

All phases of coal mining activity, whether by surface

or underground methods, impact upon the land surface and existing

land uses. Construction of roads, drill pads, surface structures,

and transportation networks; and surface extraction processes,

waste disposal and subsidence from underground extraction affect

or may reduce existing or curtail future land uses. Postmining

land use is strongly influenced by the design and effectiveness

of the reclamation programs selected. These regulations require that

existing and postmining land use must be given careful consideration

during the planning stages for any coal mining operation.

Construction, maintenance, and abandonment of roads,

powerlines, pipelines and similar alignments must be carried

out in such a manner as to prevent or control erosion and siltation,

pollution of air and water, and damage to fish and wildlife or their

habitat, or to public or private property. The location grading

and revegatation of waste dumps, the design and location, of sediment

ponds and water control structures, and the degree of subsidence

from underground mining have a strong influence on postmining

land use. As with the other aspects of land use described above,

the regulations provide sufficient flexibility to consider each

mine on a case-by-case basis. In this manner, sequential land

use can be planned and mining carried out to optimize the chances

of successful sequential use. During the mining operation some

disruptions in existing land use will occur, such as displacement
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of wildlife and loss of forage or grain production. In the Eastern

province where flat land is at a premium, it may be desirable

to use head-of-valley fill or mountaintop methods to create

flat land. In Alaska, where cropland is at a premium, it may

be desirable, when conditions permit, to create cropland rather

than return the land to its premining state, although harsh climatic

conditions may restrict this alternative. Surface management

agencies in cooperation with GS consider such alternatives and

formulate requirements to be incorporated in leases, permits

and licenses before they are issued by BLM. Regulations dealing

with soil replacement, revegetation, drainage, and other related

factors also provide sufficient flexibility to allow other equal

or higher land uses to be created on the reclaimed mine lands

without introducing unnecessary requirements on the operator

that are not needed by subsequent uses. This is achieved by allowing

land uses other than premining land use under controlled conditions

as well as allowing variances from certain restrictive environmental

provisions when documentation is provided showing that such measures

would unnecessarily conflict with the planned subsequent use

(sees. 211.40(a)(l and 2) and 3041. 2-2( f ) ( 1 and 2)).

In the case of recreation, the impact of the proposed

regulations may be experienced more profoundly over the long term

rather than in the more immediate future. When the reclamation of

surface mined lands is completed in accordance with the approved

plan, the reclaimed land could become available for other productive
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uses such as outdoor recreation. Where this becomes the desired

land use, the ultimate impact would be the establishment of additional

recreational facilities.

The new regulations provide for input from the public, sees.

(211.5 and 3041.4), State and local planning agencies prior to

leasing or mine plan approval. In this way recommendations from

people affected by the project can be considered in the determination

of the postmining land form and usage.
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Socioeconomic

Preliminary plans for leasing, and exploration and

mining plan requirements called for in the proposed regulations

(sees. 211.10 and 3041.1-2) will require a greater amount of

technical information to be included in applications and plans

submitted for approval. Federal, State, and tribal agencies are in

the process of obtaining resource, social and economic data and

analyzing the potential impacts which might occur if coal develop-

ment took place. These data are available to all mining operators

to assist them in the preparation of mining and reclamation plans.

Where such data are insufficient or outdated, there could be some

delay in preparation of the plans while additional information is

being collected. Both proposed regulations 43 CFR 3041 and 30 CFR 211

list the data requirements which must be included in the plans.

Knowledge of the plan requirements provides the applicant with lead

time to research available data or obtain needed data to minimize

potential delays in the submission of their applications.

Meeting the requirements of the proposed operating and

mining standards could create cost increases in obtaining the above

information. Indirect cost increases may also be incurred as a result

of delays and uncertainty in the development and production phases

of mining. The exploration and mining plan requirements could create

a higher demand for scarce engineering and scientific skills, thereby

causing expansion and changes in the programs offered by schools

of engineering, and in the physical and natural sciences departments
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of universities. Implementation and enforcement of the proposed

regulations will require expenditure of additional Federal funds

to expand and up-grade existing field operations and to seek

qualified enforcement personnel. State agencies' costs will

also increase as a result of additional staff for monitoring

compliance, and coordination activities necessary to assist in

the implementation of the proposed regulations. Any additional

cost of complying with the proposed regulations would be reflected

in higher coal prices, thus impacting both commercial coal buyers

as well as consumers.

Potential adverse socioeconomic impacts resulting

from implementation of the proposed regulations could stem from

the closing of marginal producers* who cannot afford exploration

or mining plan development expenses and other compliance costs.

Closing of these mines could have a serious effect on localities

whose economic survival depends on such operations. Additional

local institutions could also be adversely affected as those

individuals would constitute a drain on services without contributing

to community revenues for a period of time. In addition, certain

service and support industries dependent on such mining operations

could also be adversely affected.

The more intensive reclamation requirements called for

in the proposed regulations should provide greater job opportunities.

* Defined in this statement as an operator who is capable
of supplying goods at a price which merely covers the cost of production.
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In addition, the end product of successful reclamation should assist

in the. creation of a cleaner, healthier environment as well as

increased economic benefits derived from increased productivity

over that effected under the existing regulations.
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Health and safety

Provisions pertaining to the health and safety o£ miners

have been deleted from the revised regulations; standards for these

are now covered by the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 and

the proposal would not directly impact such efforts. Where ongoing

activities not in compliance with applicable constraints threaten

to endanger public health and safety, either an authorized officer

or a mining supervisor is empowered to direct the immediate

cessation of such activities, followed by appropriate supplementary

enforcement mechanisms.

The proposed regulations (sec. 211.40(a)(9)) preclude

surface mining within 200 feet of active and abandoned underground

mines and restrict the use of explosives (sec. 211 .40( a) ( 10) ) so as

to prevent personal injury and property damage. In some cases,

however, where it can be established by certified maps or inspection

of underground mines that surface mining may be conducted without

danger of interference with, or penetration of the underground

mine, surface mining may be authorized in an approved plan to

be conducted up to but not less than 25 feet of the underground

mine

.

Comments have been received (as reproduced at the end of

this statement) which demonstrate the two opposing views on the above

requirement. These are printed verbatim as follows:
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1. Environmental Policy Center -

"... the EIS is gravely irresponsible in failing

to discuss honestly the hazards of allowing strip mining

to come within 200 feet of active deep mines, as proposed

in the regulations. The minimum distance of 500 feet established

in H.R. 25 should be expanded to 1000 feet, and subsequent

regulations by Interior should also expand this distance

to 1000 feet as a minimum."

2. State of Alaska, Office of the Governor, Division of

Policy Development and Planning -

"Why should there be a restriction against mining within

200 feet of an underground mine? In the case where the under-

ground and surface mine both operate both operations might

gain from joint action in the 200 foot strip and benefit

total resource recovery. In the case of an abandoned underground

mine there would be no compeling reason, (with underground

conditions known and safe stripping operation designed)

to leave a 200 foot strip of coal in the ground. The decision

would be a matter of operating procedure and should be

left to the operator."

Obviously the principal concern should be the prevention

of personal injury. This concern is a mandatory consideration

in the approval of any surface mining plan for an area where

underground mining might be involved, and specific limitations

and requirements will be made in mining plan approval conditions

to insure the intended objective of safety.
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Cu ltural Resources

Impacts on archeologic, historic and cultural resources

will be minimized by requiring compliance with Section 106 of the

Historic Preservation Act and Section 2(b) of E.O. 11593 before

leases are issued or ground disturbing activities are permitted

( sec .3041 . 1(d) ) . For sites discovered during excavation activities,

some destruction will probably occur. However, the proposed regulations

(sees. 211.4(d) and 3041 . 2-2(d) (2) ) would require the operator

to take action such as cessation of excavation and immediate

notification to the mining supervisor so that an evaluation

of the discovery can be made. This should prevent or at least

minimize the destruction to these sites.
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CHAPTER IV

MITIGATING MEASURES

Virtually all the changed provisions of the proposed

regulations are designed to ameliorate many of the potentially

adverse effects of coal mining on the environment as compared to

past practices. Implementation of the proposed performance standards

as described in Chapter I should provide immediate beneficial impacts.

Performance standards contained in sees. 3041.2-2

and 211.40 and the technical examination/environmental analyses

(TEEA), sec. 3041.2, will assist in mitigation of impacts. These

two sections of the proposed regulations take into consideration

the need for the preservation, protection, and enhancement of

resources determined to be of greater value than the coal resource

proposed for extraction. Additional considerations include recreational,

scenic, historic, and other ecological values; the control of

erosion, flooding and pollution of water; special treatment of

toxic materials; the prevention of air pollution; the reclamation

by revegetation, replacement of soil, or by other means, of

lands affected by the exploration or mining operations; the prevention

of slides; the protection of fish and wildlife and their habitat;

and the prevention of hazards to public health and safety.

A TEEA of an area is made with the recognition that

actual potential mining sites and mining operations vary widely

with respect to topography, climate, surrounding land uses, proximity

to densely used areas, and other environmental influences, and that
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mining and reclamation requirements should provide sufficient flexi-

bility to permit adjustment to local conditions. Based upon the

TEEA, the authorized officer in consultation with the Mining Supervisor

and appropriate Federal and State natural resource management or

services agencies formulates general requirements which the applicant

must meet for the protection of nonmineral resources during exploration

or mining operations and for the reclamation of lands or waters

affected by exploration or mining operations. The TEEA reflects

the current BLM multiple resource planning for the given area to

be leased.

Special use restrictions or reclamation requirements

normally vary according to site conditions and resources present.

Stipulations more stringent than the proposed performance standards

can be written specifically for each area and appended to leases.

These stipulations may be made even more site-specific on individual

mining plans. The stipulations vary according to such local

considerations as degree of slope, stability of spoil materials,

soil conditions, hydrologic conditions, toxicity of materials,

adjacent land use, wildlife habitat, etc. Moreover, after issuance

of a lease, permit, or license, the Mining Supervisor, in consultation

with the authorized officers of the surface management agencies,

can establish additional and more stringent requirements to meet

changed or previously unforeseen conditions and incorporate these

requirements in mining plans. In addition, sec. 211.1(b) provides

that mining plans are approved only where reclamation of affected

lands to the standards set forth therein is attainable and assured.
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Under the terms of sec. 3041.2-1 any lands included in a

mining application where reclamation is not attainable or assured,

or which support key wildlife or fisheries habitat, or contain

significant scenic, geologic or historic features will be excluded

from surface disturbance and protected, preserved or enhanced

by the stipulations included in the lease, permit or license. The

selection of such lands will be determined by the authorized officer

of the BLM based on recommendations of the Mining Supervisor and

other appropriate Federal agencies and consultation with applicants,

State and applicable local agencies, organizations and industry.

Provisions for the local residents to express their concerns and

recommendations for consideration are provided for through the

public hearing procedures in the new regulations (sees. 211.5 and

3041.4). By elimination of the most environmentally fragile tracts

and those with greater multiple-use values than the coal resources

within the lease area, adverse impacts are mitigated.

There are many aspects of the regulations that should

more fully assure the reestablishment of land stability and usability

after mining, such as the requirements for backfilling, compacting,

grading, shaping and the reestablishment of vegetative cover

(3041.2-2 and 211.40). These proposed regulations will provide

flexibility by allowing for modifications in the mining and reclamation

processes where newer techniques, methods or other factors are found

that will accelerate or enhance the accomplishment of the reclamation

objectives

.
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The new regulations include a statement of policy that

non-Federal surface requirements be consistent with the requirements

on Federal surface. The same considerations will apply. If the

standards cannot be assured on non-Federal surface, the authorized

officer is authorized to deny leases, permits, and licenses to

mine under such surface ownership. On-site application of more

stringent environmental protection practices will increase technical

capabilities in the future and help mitigate the cumulative adverse

impact. Monitoring of air, water, wildlife, soils, vegetation

and similar programs before, during, and after mining should increase

our understanding of the complex interactions between mining and

the reclamation of the environment for application in the future.

Continued improvement in mining and exploration practices under

these regulations will lead to increased application of mitigating

practices in the following areas: plant species for reclamation

of arid, semi-arid, and tundra regions; soil reconstruction and

utilization; subsidence prevention and control; effects of mining

on water recharge and discharge areas; acid-drainage prevention

and treatment; spoils stabilization; water infiltration rates;

wildlife and fisheries habitat maintenance or enhancement; and

environmental protection techniques for new and experimental

mining methods

.

State reclamation laws or regulations may be made

applicable as Federal law to Federal coal operations by determination

of the Secretary of the Interior (sees. 3041.8 and 211.74).
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With respect to Indian-owned coal, State laws will not be adopted as

Federal law without the consent of the tribes involved. State

laws are generally written with concern for problems peculiar to

to the State; thus, incorporation of State regulations into Federal

leases could make individual lease requirements more site specific

and more responsive to local concerns.

The Secretary of the Interior may also enter into agreements

to provide for joint Federal-State programs with respect to surface

coal mining and reclamation on Federal- but not Indian-owned coal.

These agreements shall have as their principal purpose the avoiding

of duality of administration and enforcement.
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CHAPTER V

PROBABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED

Although the proposed changes in the regulations are

designed to mitigate, if not eliminate, many of the avoidable

adverse effects of mining of Federal and Indian coal, the issuance

and enforcement of the proposed regulations described in this

statement will produce some unavoidable adverse impacts.

Delay in tract selection or approval of leases, permits

and licenses under the more stringent regulations cannot be avoided.

Time consumed in pre-lease planning, preparation of technical

examination/environmental analysis, environmental statements,

exploration plans and operation plans may cause unavoidable delays

in coal production which may cause a temporary delay in meeting

national coal needs. Lengthy delays could result in the shutdown

of some coal producers. It is also anticipated that some mining

operations could be shut down due to their inability to comply

with the proposed regulations. This would create hardship and

a degree of adversity to some individuals, mining firms and

local communities. Those individuals who become unemployed

would suffer a loss of income in spite of the compensation benefits

to which they would be entitled. Some workers may find it difficult

to obtain employment.
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Some smaller communities wholly dependent on mining

could find their ability to provide public services reduced.

To the extent that some services would not be expanded or would

simply be reduced, the local populace would suffer. In addition,

the cost of public services could rise for the community members

who remain.

It is reasonable to assume that the additional cost

of complying with the regulations would either be passed on to

the consumers in the form of higher prices or absorbed by the

producers, lowering their profit margins.

Much of the Federal or Indian coal subject to these regulations

is low in sulfur content. To the extent that implementation of the

proposed regulations would delay or prevent the mining of such coal,

the national supply of low-sulfur coal may be reduced, and compliance

with the Clean Air Act and related emission standards may become more

difficult for sources dependent upon such coal.

Assuming continuation of the present coal production

trend over the next decade to meet expanded domestic energy require-

ments, the cumulative acreage likely to be disturbed by mining

on Federal and Indian acreage through 1985 is estimated to be

about 50,000 acres. For the most part, the action and impacts

will focus in 14 Western States, 12 of which presently contain

Federal or Indian coal leases. Ultimately all lands mined under

these proposed regulations will be rehabilitated.
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There will be an unquantifiable loss of wildlife habitat

during the period of mining and subsequent revegetation. This will

result in local, temporary losses in carrying capacity. Some

individuals will be destroyed in the earthmoving processes.

There could be some disturbance of stream beds, siltation

from erosion of disturbed lands, and modification of local water

levels even under the most stringent application of these regulations.

This would affect the aquatic habitat and fisheries resource.

Most of these impacts would be temporary and local, but in some

unforeseen situations the habitat and fisheries loss might be

permanent. Topography and drainage patterns on all disturbed

acreages will be affected to some degree. On some sites in Wyoming,

Montana, and Colorado mining of thick coal beds with thin over-

burden may result in basins.

Where unusual physical conditions exist at the site, such

as steeply dipping coal beds or multiple seam mining, and

such conditions make backfilling impracticable as a result of the

volume of material excavated or the duration of the operation,

the end results will be most noticeable.

It has been predicted that soils and vegetation will

be disturbed on 50,000 acres by 1985. Regardless of the care and

competence employed, it can be expected that some delays will

occur in achieving planned reclamation results on some lands because

of unforeseen difficulties. At any one time there will be a substantial

acreage in varying stages of disturbance or reclamation, and the
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time period for restoring the land to productivity will normally

be several years. There will be temporary, local air pollution

by dust particles from earth-disturbing operations in the time

areas

.

There will be in most mined areas a lowering of the

local water table. The cone of depression may extend several

miles from the mine site and adversely affect wells and springs.

This is expected to be temporary in most cases.

The hydrologic regime may be significantly disrupted

in some cases permanently affecting to some degree local water

supplies. In some instances, there may be local contamination of

fresh water aquifers by saline ground water. The potential exists

for continuous long-term loss of artesian pressure. Because of teh

required premine studies and application of these regulations,

these impacts are expected to be rare.

There will be local, temporary reduction in water quality

from siltation, erosion and contamination by mine runoff. During

the mining operation and subsequent reclamation the lands will not

be available for other uses. This will be a temporary impact.

Subsequent to mining there will be some shifts in land use as a

result of postmine plans. The extent and character of these

land-use changes in the area of the mining operations as a result

of improved access and added population. These will, to some degree,

be permanent. The significance of the land-use changes, and degree
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of adverseness, will depend in large part on particular resources

or uses affected. Cultural resources which are discovered in the

course of the mining operations may be damaged or possibly

destroyed

.
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CHAPTER VI

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF LONG TERM; PRODUCTIVITY

The proposed regulations would permit mining under more

stringent environmental protection criteria than have generally been

required in the past. For short term mining uses it can be expected

that there would be an appreciable reduction of deleterious offsite

environmental effects such as acid mine drainage, slides, and

siltation of streams and lakes. In States where there have been

less stringent or inadequate regulatory programs, there could

be an immediate decline in short-term mine productivity as mine

operators would have to revise existing mining plans and obtain

necessary equipment to comply with more stringent requirements.

Some mines operating on marginal profits could be forced to close

down under the new requirements.

The proposed regulations should have a beneficial effect

on long-term land uses and productivity in general. Regrading and

revegetation requirements of the proposed regulations would speed

the recovery of the land for other uses, as well as minimize the

possibilities for chronic long-term erosion, siltation, and acid

drainage. Previously, these effects have often caused problems

for mining regions many years after the cessation of active

operations. Under the new regulations, therefore, it can be expected

that in most cases the long-term usefulness and productivity of most mined

lands would be fully restored within a relatively short time after mining
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(two to five years, perhaps). The lands will be used for coal

mining rather than the present land use for the short-term

period of extraction and reclamation. Because of the mining

activity, there are expected to be some long-term shifts in

land usage even after reclamation.
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CHAPTER VII

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Administrative and enforcement expenses and manpower

requirements of surface management agencies, the Geological

Survey, other Federal and State agencies may be increased as

a result of these regulations to meet the commitments of

assisting in the review of lease applications, preparation of

TEEA's, mining and reclamation plans and site inspections.

Given the nature of public demand for tighter mining regulations,

this commitment is considered permanent.

For the mining industry, the proposed operating and

reclamation standards will require a commitment of additional

employees to nonproduction activities. This commitment would

include the increased manpower put into preliminary mining

studies and administration. It has been estimated that for

mine operators these commitments would cost from $1.5 to $3

million for the first two years that the regulations were in

effect

.

A major commitment of resources would also occur in

expenditures for fuel, and materials necessary and additional

equipment to accomplish reclamation. For example, a mining

operator wishing to expand the size of his operation may have

to purchase or lease additional regrading equipment necessary

for reclamation that would have to be performed as contemporaneously

as practicable with expanding coal extraction operations. To the
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extent that heavy earth-moving equipment is generally in

short supply (with waiting periods of up to two years for

some heavy equipment orders) , the equipment used to meet

the proposed performance standards would be unavailable

for other purposes such as highway construction and building

activity. It is estimated that incremental reclamation costs

for operations on Federal and Indian lands during 1977 would be

about $9 million.

As the proposed regulations are intended to preserve

or restore the land for useful purposes, it is not anticipated

that the change in regulations would result in any additional

irreversible land use changes except in those areas where it

was determined that reclamation could provide a postmining land

use that was an improvement over what existed prior to mines.

Any impact upon cultural resources is considered

an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources,

since cultural resources are finite and nonrenewable. Their

loss due to any action, including salvage excavation, results

in a reduction of such resources remaining for future examination

and is an irretrievable loss of potential scientific and

historic information.
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CHAPTER VIII

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

The major alternatives to the proposed rulemaking which were considered

by the Department as a result of its own internal review or as a result

of suggestions and comments received during the public comment periods

are presented in this chapter. Analysis of the suggestions and

changes for individual provisions of the proposed regulations are

presented in Appendix 3

.

The major alternatives considered included:

1. Take no action, but continue existing practices under
existing regulations.

2. Transfer some or all of the Federal responsibility involved

to the States.

3. Limit the scope or applicability of the proposed regulations.

4. Publish regulations with less stringent specific provisions.

5. Publish regulations with more stringent specific provisions.

6. Restrict or prevent further development of Federal coal

resources.

7. Federal legislation.

Alternative #1 - Take No Action

Under this alternative the leasing and development of Federal and Indian

coal resources would continue under existing regulations and directives.

The reclamation laws and regulations of the appropriate State would

continue to be allowed to apply to operations involving Federal coal,

and lease terms to that effect would be enforced.
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The reclamation standards under which Federal coal is developed vary

widely from area to area. Existing Federal regulations are outdated,

and contain few specific standards for environmental protection and

surface reclamation. As a result, the setting and enforcement of

requirements regarding specific mining operations have been largely

determined on an ad hoc basis, and are reflected in the terms and

conditions of leases and in the day-to-day decisions of the authorized

officers and Mining Supervisors involved. Although State reclamation

requirements have become progressively more stringent in recent years,

they continue to vary widely from State to State. The overall result

has been a wide variation in the degree of environmental protection

and surface reclamation required, with only limited guidelines on which

industry could plan future development of Federal and Indian coal.

Impacts of Federal coal mining under this alternative would continue to

be similar in character to those experienced now, but could become

somewhat less intense in the future since increased public awareness

and more stringent State regulations will result in more stringent State

reclamation standards than those reflected in Table III-3. Even the

progressively more stringent State requirements, however, will not

achieve the minimum performance reclamation standards for all operations

involving Federal coal that would be required by these regulations.

Adoption of this alternative would represent a lost opportunity to

clarify the uncertainties as to Federal standards that now exist, which

could accelerate current trends away from Federal coal development

towards private lands.
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Even though some degree of reclamation will be required on all disturbed

lands, soil erosion, pollution and loss of ground water, degradation of

air quality, loss of vegetation and wildlife habitat, and disruption of

agricultural operations could be expected to occur at significantly

greater levels.

Alternative #2 - Transfer to the States by rulemaking more, or less ,

responsibility for surface mining involving Federal coal .

A number of suggestions have been advanced which would result in the

transfer to the States of more or less responsibility for regulating

surface mining involving Federal coal than has been provided in the

proposed regulations. Generally, this alternative would not affect

Indian lands unless the tribe (s) and the State (s) involved so agreed.

Comments were received suggesting that (a) State law apply automatically

in all cases; (b) Federal law automatically prevail in all cases; and

(c) a mechanism similar to that provided in the proposed regulations

published in September, but creating a presumption in favor of the

application of State law, be implemented. In addition, variations in

the proposed mechanism for joint Federal/State management of surface

mining were proposed.

Automatic application of State law . All States in which Federal coal

is likely to be mined currently have surface mining legislation and/or

regulations. The degree of stringency of such State laws, however,

varies widely.
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Federal coal is primarily located in the West. The Western States,

unlike most Central and Eastern coal-producing States, have not

experienced major surface coal mining activity in the past. This

situation began to change radically in the 1960's, when demand

for energy supplies, especially low-sulphur coal, brought a sharp

increase in surface mining of the vast coal deposits of the Rocky

Mountain and the Northern Great Plains Provinces. Most of the coal-

producing States of these Provinces have responded to this problem in

recent years by enacting legislation aimed at regulating surface mining.

However, stringency of enforcement varies from State to State.

Automatic application of the provisions of State law to the mining of

Federal coal would result in impacts similar to those discussed under

the preceding alternative (#1) . The character and severity of these

impacts would vary from State to State, depending on the stringency

of the State laws and the degree of enforcement.

Exclusive Federal Regulation . Operations involving Federal and/or Indian

coal could be made subject exclusively to the proposed Federal regulation.

This would be designed to preempt State authority in this area, and

would alleviate any uncertainty as to the effects on Federal coal

operations of future State legislation or regulations, and would

provide uniform requirements for all Federal and Indian operations.

However, State laws are expected to reflect more specifically local

environmental problems and concerns. Impacts would for the most part

be similar in character and intensity to those of the proposal. In
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a few situations, however, more severe impacts could result due to

lack of attention to local environmental situations.

Joint Federal/State Administration . The proposed regulations would have

the Secretary direct Departmental representatives to confer with

appropriate State representatives for the purpose of formulating and

entering into agreements to provide for a joint Federal/State program

with respect to surface coal mine reclamation operations, for administra-

tive and enforcement purposes.

It has been suggested that some qualifications be expressed upon the

nature of such agreements, to clarify Federal intentions and responsi-

bilities in this area. The provisions of both the legislation enacted

by the Congress and that proposed by the Administration, for instance,

authorized such agreements with respect to operations on land areas

containing interspersed or checkerboarded Federal and non-Federal lands,

which should for conservation and administrative purposes be regulated

as a single management unit. Such agreements might thus be limited to

cases where the surface ownership is mixed and substantially or entirely

non-Federal.

Adoption of such qualifying language would clarify the importance of

the Federal interests involved, and result in fewer possible conflicts

with Federal land management responsibilities unrelated to mining. It

could increase the efficiency and scope of inspection and enforcement

in those areas where duplicative efforts are most likely to occur.
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The impacts of this alternative would vary widely depending upon the

version of the alternative which might be adopted. At one extreme,

the impacts would be similar to those involved in the automatic

application of Federal law. At the other extreme, the impacts would

be similar to those involved in creating a presumption in favor of

the application of State law.
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Alternative #3 - Limit the applicability of the proposed regulations

This section discusses a variety of ways in which the Department could

limit the degree to which these regulations apply to various types of

mining operations.

Small operators. The regulations could be revised to reduce the

operational or administrative burden on small operators (for example,

those that produce 100,000 tons per year or less). The argument has

been made that the costs of preparing an acceptable mining plan and

of complying with all applicable reclamation standards could make

uneconomical some small-scale operations supplying coal to limited

(usually local) markets. If so, this would reduce the number of

suppliers of coal in a region, thus limiting competition, or would

cause such operations to be moved to lands where possibly less

stringent requirements obtain.

Exclusion of this class of operator from any or all of the require-

ments in these regulations would tend to increase the potential for

environmental damage, based upon the fact that small-scale operators

may cause disproportionately severe environmental damage because they

lack adequate financial resources to accomplish adequate planning or

proper reclamation.

As there are currently only 10 to 15 such operations involving Federal

or Indian coal, such an exemption may not, in fact, have large adverse

environmental impacts; however, the number of such operators may
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increase as the market for Western coal expands. Impacts from these

exempted operations would be local but could be of significantly

greater intensity than under the proposal.

Indian coal. The proposed regulations apply the provisions of 30 CFR

211.40 to operations involving Indian owned coal. Alternatives to the

proposal include the following: Exempting Indian owned coal altogether

from the purview of these regulations; and exempting or limiting the

applicability of the public participation provisions of the proposed

regulations. The rationale for this is the fact that the resources

owned by Indians and, in most instances, the lands overlying them,

while subject to a Federal trust, are private and not public property.

The Indian tribes, or the BIA, could implement separate regulations

of greater or lesser stringency. Until this was done, however, the

impacts from coal operations on Indian lands would continue at present

levels, which permit significantly greater adverse environmental impacts

than would be allowed under the proposal. Some lands would not be

successfully reclaimed and post mining productivity would be lessened.

This could result in continued off-site impacts from soil erosion, as

well as water and air pollution.

Non-Federal Surface. It has been proposed that these regulations not

apply to the non-Federal surface overlying Federal coal deposits,

leaving the operator to comply only with State law.
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Approximately one-half of the surface overlying Federal coal is non-

Federally owned. The environmental impact of this option is equivalent

to adopting Alternative #1 for one-half of the land covered by Federal

leases. The proposed regulations create a mechanism which would allow

the imposition of State law and regulations, where the environmental

protection afforded is at least as stringent as that provided under

these regulations, and to the extent that consideration of overriding

national interest do not require otherwise.

Existing leases. Under one variation of this option, existing leases

and some or all of the existing operations, would not be subject to

the requirements of these regulations. The environmental impact of

adopting this option is equivalent to adopting Alternative #1 for all

or a portion of the 784,200 acres now under Federal or Indian leases.

The exemption could be limited to those leases with existing operations

or approved plans; this would apply to considerably less acreage.

A variation on this option would be to make these regulations appli-

cable to existing operations immediately, or within an otherwise

shorter or longer period than that allowed in the proposed regulations.

As proposed, the performance standards contained in the regulations

would apply within six months of the effective date with respect to

lands from which the overburden has not been removed. During the

interim six-month period, existing operations will be allowed to

continue, possibly causing environmental damage in excess of that

which would occur if the regulations were to become effective
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immediately. A longer interim period would increase proportionately

the amount of such damage. However, if there were no such interim

period, some existing operations might have to close down while on-

going activities are upgraded to conform to the new performance

standards

.

Alternative #4 - Less Stringent Regulations

These regulations could be made less stringent by deleting, making

less specific, or making subject to greater administrative discretion

any one or combination of the following types of requirements:

1. General obligations, bonding provisions, and performance standards

and variances therefrom.

2. Information required to be submitted in operating plans or reports.

3. Provisions for public participation and notification.

4. Provisions for administrative review and decision-making.

There are a virtually infinite number of combinations of such

revisions that could be made. Some of the major recommendations that

have been made by reviewers are discussed below in order to give

examples of the types of environmental impacts that might occur. In

addition, Appendix 3 discusses in detail the major specific provisions

of the regulations and the alternatives thereto which were considered,

and outlines the environmental advantages and disadvantages of each.

These regulations could also be made less stringent by adding ad-

ditional circumstances under which more stringent State laws would
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not be imposed on Federal leases, or by deleting the provision that

requires State laws to be at least as stringent as these regulations

in order to be made applicable; those options are discussed under

Alternative #2.

Variance mechanism. An option under this alternative would be to

create a mechanism to grant variances from some or all of the per-

formance standards otherwise applicable. The suggestion has also

been made that such a variance mechanism could be limited to certain

of the performance standards as set forth in the proposed rulemaking,

or to more stringent, less flexible versions thereof.

By introducing the possibility of another administrative procedure,

this option would further delay Federal decision-making and encourage

producers to develop non-Federal coal resources with respect to

which the levels of environmental protection may be less stringent.

To the extent that any such variance could be granted during an

operation, or more than once, adoption of this option would reduce the

certainty associated with the initial approval of a mine plan, and

could result in incremental changes with significant overall adverse

environmental impacts

.

Changes in plans

.

Regulations could be revised to provide that, once

a proposed plan has been approved, no changes could be made by the

Mining Supervisor to correct oversights or reflect new information.
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While this would be consistent with the provisions of some State laws,

and would afford more assurance to an operator as to the conditions

under which he might mine, it would amount to creation of a broad de

facto relaxation of performance requirements and would fail to provide

for changed circumstances. This could result in some measure of in-

creased adverse impacts in specific situations where unforeseen dif-

ficulties occur in the mining or reclamation.

Public notice and participation. Alternatives to the proposed action

include: no provisions for public hearings; provisions for less

formal means of public participation, on a mandatory or discretionary

basis; and reduced or omitted provisions for notification to the public

of pending actions or available documents.

An important aspect of the proposed provisions for public notice and

participation is to allow all concerned public interest groups to

decide in an informed manner whether or not to participate in a

pending proceeding. On the other hand, a large number of public

hearings and available documents may actually diminish effective public

participation through dilution of available resources.

Making the public aware of available documents and pending Federal

decision-making tends both to ensure that environmental considerations

which are relevant to public policy decisions are adequately considered

and not overlooked, and to minimize the possibility of abuse of the
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administrativ discretion contained in the proposed regulations. To

the extent that actual public awareness is reduced or restricted,

additional adverse environmental impacts could result although the

types and severity of such impacts are impossible to predict.

Alternative #5 - More Stringent Regulations

These regulations could be made more stringent by adding to, making

more specific, or making subject to less administrative discretion

any one, or any combination, of the following types of requirements:

1. General obligations, bonding provisions, and performance standards;

2. information required to be submitted in operating plans or reports;

3. provisions for public participation and notification; and

4. provisions for administrative review and decision-making.

There is again a virtually infinite number of such revisions or

combinations thereof that could be made. Some specific, major recom-

mendations that have been made by reviewers are discussed below.

Additional discussion of specific suggested alternatives is found in

Appendix 3.

In addition, these regulations could be made more stringent by reducing

the discretion of the Secretary to refuse to impose more stringent

State laws on Federal leases; this is discussed under Alternative #2.

Absolute control requirements. An option under this alternative would
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be to delete the use of the term "to the maximum extent practicable",

so that the standards now so modified would become absolute requirements.

For example, operators could be required, in returning lands to their

approximate original contour, to eliminate all spoil piles and high-

walls, under all circumstances.

Such a change would increase the assurance that the standards so pre-

scribed would be met in all cases. However, such absolute controls

might operate as de facto prohibitions against mining, even in cases

where such a prohibition would not be objectively justified by the

environmental benefits achieved. It could, moreover, preclude specific

reclamation measures that might be environmentally superior, e.g.

creation of rugged terrain for wildlife habitat.

This might have the effect of encouraging development of coal not

subject to the proposed regulations, as to which less stringent

standards might be applicable.

In general, more stringent regulations could lead to a decrease in

both new production as Federal Surface Management Agencies would be

required to withhold issuance of leases or approval of mining plans

based upon the absence of an adequate basis upon which to determine

that proposed reclamation is both attainable and assured, and in

production from existing leases as operations become subject to the

regulations involved

.
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Alternative //6 - Further restrict development of Federal coal resources.

Since 1971 there has been an effective moratorium on Federal coal leasing,

and since 1973 new leases have been issued only if they met certain very

restrictive criteria. An alternative available to the Department to

reduce the adverse environmental impacts of surface coal mining on

Federal lands would be to further restrict the development of Federal

coal resources. Several variations of this alternative have been

suggested, including allowing mining to occur only where the surface

is Federally owned, or not approving any additional mining plans or

modifications

.

The environmental impacts of a wide range of options under this

alternative are comprehensively discussed in the Final Environmental

Impact Statement on the Federal Coal Leasing Program. In summary,

given the anticipated demand for coal over the foreseeable future,

there are no clear environmental advantages to this alternative, and

any such advantages as might accrue might well be offset by the adverse

environmental impacts of increased coal mining on non-Federal land where

controls are less stringent than those being proposed.

Alternative #7 - Federal legislation. Federal legislation could be

enacted into law which would control leasing and operations on Federal

and/or non-Federal coal resources. The requirements imposed by such

legislation could be similar to, more stringent than, or less stringent

than those imposed by the proposed regulations. Recent legislative
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efforts have included elements not contained in the proposed regulations,

such as statutory authority for citizen suits; and provisions for fees

and the creation of an abandoned land reclamation fund; provisions which

are addressed in different form in the proposed regulations, such as

partial or complete prohibition of mining on steep-slope terrain or

in areas where natural precipitation is below a minimal amount; and

more detailed specific requirements than some which are contained in

the proposed regulations, such as those relating to the handling of

overburden and construction of certain facilities. This alternative

remains possible even if the proposed regulations are implemented.

Impacts of this alternative would depend on the performance standards

established by or under any legislation enacted, in comparison with

the provisions of the proposed regulations, and General Mining Orders,

and the terms and conditions of leases and mine plans issued and

approved thereunder. The impacts could be of greater or lesser

intensity than those of the proposed regulations.
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CHAPTER IX

ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC COMMENT

Consultation and coordination in the development
of the environmental statement

The environmental statement was prepared jointly

by the U. S. Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management,

U. S. Department of the Interior, with assistance from intra-

Departmental staff consisting of representatives from the offices

of various Assistant Secretaries and the Solicitor. The task

force was comprised of an interdisciplinary team having expertise

in geology, hydrology, mining engineering, range management,

wildlife biology, recreation, archaeology, history, landscape

architecture, forestry and law. Other agencies and individuals were

consulted as appropriate for specific areas for which they have

special expertise.

The draft environmental impact statement, DES 75-53, was

filed with the Council on Environmental Quality on October 1, 1975.

Three thousand and three hundred copies of the draft statement were

distributed to Federal and State agencies, U.S. Senators and

Representatives, industry organizations, conservation and

environmental groups, libraries and others. Comments were requested

by November 21, 1975.

At the direction of the Secretary of Interior, public

meetings were held on the proposed regulations in Cheyenne,
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Wyoming; Denver, Colorado; and Billings, Montana; on December

18, 19, and 20, 1975. The transcript of such meetings and the

written comments submitted in connection therewith have been

reviewed and considered in preparation of this final EIS.

Public re sponse

The Department has received written comments from

more than 100 individuals and organizations, 52 of which specifically-

commented on the draft environmental impact statement. In addition,

35 persons presented oral statements at the aforementioned public

meetings which included several comments on the draft environmental

statement. The comments were received from a diverse group of individuals,

organizations and Federal, State, and local agencies, and range

from support of the statement to a request for a complete rewrite

as well as withdrawl of the proposed regulations. Comments on the

draft environmental impact statement were received from the following

reviewers:

Federal

1. Environmental Protection Agency

2. United States Department of the Interior

Fish and Wildlife Service

National Park Service

Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

Bureau of Mines

3. Federal Power Commission

4. Department of Commerce
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5. Department of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service

6. Department of Transportation

7. Department of the Treasury

State

1. State of Alaska

2. State of Arkansas

3. State of California

4. State of Florida

5 . State of Hawaii

6. State of Idaho

7. State of Iowa

8. State of Kansas

9. Commonwealth of Kentucky

10. State of Louisiana

11. State of Maryland

12. State of Michigan

13. State of Missouri

14. State of Nebraska

15. State of Nevada

16. State of North Dakota

17. State of Oregon

18. State of Tennessee

19. State of Texas

20. Commonwealth of Virginia
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21. State of Vermont

22. State of West Virginia

23. State of Wyoming

Other organizations and individuals :

1. Rocky Mountain Energy

2. Carter Oil Company

3. Environmental Defense Fund

4. National Resources Defense Council and Sierra Club

5. Common Cause

6. Environmental Policy Center

7. Dr. Jon Ghiselin

8. Mr. John Swanson

9. Congressman John Melcher

10. Northern Plains Resource Council

Response and Disposition of Comments

All comments were carefully reviewed and evaluated by

the Department of the Interior and changes were incorporated into

the regulations or the final EIS as appropriate. Major issues

raised by reviewers are discussed in this Chapter, while more detailed

comme .ts or revisions and the specific provisions of the regulations

are discussed as alternatives to the proposed action in Chapter

VIII or summarized in Appendix 3. Other comments dealing with minor

changes to the text of the regulations or EIS have been incorporated

as appropriate. Letters containing comments pertaining directly to

the EIS are reproduced in Appendix 2.
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Many comments disclosed a failure to appreciate the integrated

nature of the proposed regulations, and the degree to which redundancies

and inappropriate duplication between the BLM and USGS regulations

had been eliminated or reduced without substantive changes in

Departmental policy from earlier proposed regulations.

Some comments received amounted to more general opinions of the

author or originating organization, and these will be available

to the Secretary to assist in the decision-making in these

instances. Examples of this type of comment are summarized

as follows

:

1. The Department and the Administration are not concerned

with imposing sound controls over coal mining on Federal

lands

.

2. EPA would be a more appropriate agency to administer surface

mine controls over Federal coal than is the Department of

of the Interior.

3. The regulations are premature, and the timing of promulgation

indicates an intent to undermine efforts in Congress to

enact both Federal surface mining legislature and the

Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975.

Several comments which were repeatedly raised are of

particular significance due to their relative importance to the

Department's overall program, or the depth of concern expressed

by the reviewers. These issues warrant special attention in this

section.
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Issue # 1: Degree of public participation: Many Federal

and State agencies, private organizations, and individuals expressed

concern that they have an opportunity for meaningful input into

each step of the coal leasing, mining and reclamation program.

Raised by : State of Alaska

State of Michigan

State of Oregon

State of Wyoming

State of California

Fish and Wildlife Service

Environmental Defense Fund

Common Cause

Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Congressman John Melcher

Response : The proposed regulations significantly expand

provisions for public notice of pending actions and opportunities

for public comment. Private organizations and individuals may request

that they be informed of major elements in this program. Sections

3041. 06(x) and 211. 2(z), Definition of Notice of Availability,

and 3041.4 and 211.5, Procedures and Public Participation, describe

how interested groups and individuals may become involved in the proposed

coal leasing and operating activity of the Department.

Issue # 2 : Public hearings or meetings: The concern

was expressed that BLM and GS should hold public hearings on specific

actions in the Department's overall coal program.
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Raised by : State of Alaska

Environmental Defense Fund

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club

Environmental Policy Center

Congressman John Melcher

Response : As proposed, the regulations were silent upon

the question of whether and under what circumstances a public

hearing might be held or required. It was intended that the requirements

of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the

Departmental policies with respect thereto would result in conduct

of public hearings or public meetings where major administrative

actions are involved. The regulations (sees. 3041.4 and 211.5)

now expressly provide for such public participation in specified

circumstances, and expand requirements to give notice of pending

administrative action to other Federal and State authorities, surface

owners, and the public in general.

Issue # 3 : Degree of administrative flexibility: Many

comments expressed concern over the definition and meaning of the

phrase "maximum extent practicable", as used to modify certain

performance standards.

Raised by : State of Alaska

State of Texas

Fish and Wildlife Service

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club
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Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Environmental Defense Fund

Common Cause

Congressman John Melcher

Northern Plains Resource Council

Response: The proposed definition of maximum extent

practicable has been substantially revised to clarify that the highest

level of practicable control must be applied, and that the financial

condition of the operator is not relevant to this determination.

"Maximum extent practicable," as used in these regulations, is

that degree of compliance with a stated absolute control or

reclamation objective which provides the highest level of protection

of environmental quality and social well-being that is reasonably

commensurate with the cost of achieving such protection, without

regard to the economic circumstances of the operator involved.

In addition, procedural safeguards against abuse of

administrative discretion in the application of this term have

been set forth. Where a proposed plan sets forth a level of control

or reclamation which is alleged to meet the standard of "maximum

extent practicable", such level of control or reclamation shall

be specifically identified in the proposed plan, and the plan must

set forth the factual basis upon which the operator has made such

determination. Any level of control or reclamation so identified

shall be specifically referenced in any notice of pending decision.
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In determining whether to approve any such proposed level

of control or reclamation as being "the maximum extent practicable"

the Mining Supervisor must take into account all commerically available

technology, and must assess the nature and extent of both tangible and

intangible environmental values which would be protected by the

application of such technology.

As so defined, and under such implementation procedures,

the objectivity and consistency of application of this term have

been substantially improved.

It is particularly noted that the concept of cost-benefit

analysis of proposed environmental controls has been applied by

the courts in construing the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969 and agency actions subject thereto, and that the concepts and

language involved in the use of this term have been adopted in such

Federal legislature as the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

Amendments of 1972 and most recently, throughout the Energy Policy

and Conservation Act signed by the President on December 22, 1975.

I ssue # 4 : Applicability of State laws : Questions were

raised concerning the degree to which State laws might apply to

operations subject to the proposed regulations, and whether State

personnel might be allowed to administer and enforce surface mining

and reclamation standards with respect to Federal coal.

Raised by : State of Arkansas

State of North Dakota

State of Wyoming

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club
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Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Congressman John Melcher

Northern Plains Resource Council

Response: Sections 3041.8 and 211.74 have expanded the

proposed machinery for utilizing State laws or reclamation standards,

and have set forth mechanisms for future agreements with States as to

the administration and enforcement of reclamation standards by State

personnel.

The mechanisms now proposed conform to the recommendations

of many States, including those represented in the Western Governors

Regional Energy Policy Office. They provide for a State-by-State

review of the degree of general stringency represented by the laws

and regulations of each State where Federal coal is or may be

leased, permitted or licensed. The provisions of State law may

be applied as conditions of approval of mining plans in those

States the Secretary determines by rulemaking that the laws afford

general protection of environmental values at least as stringent as

would occur under the proposed regulations. Exceptions to such

application would thereafter be made on a plan-by-plan basis, based

upon findings of overriding material interest. Agreements with

individual States relating to adminstration and enforcement mechanisms

are provided for. In view of the importance of the interests involved,

and the legal and constitutional questions raised, all identified

alternatives to this aspect of the proposed action have been carefully
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reviewed, and attention is particularly directed to the discussion

thereof in Appendix 3.

Issue # 5 : Applicability of other laws : Concerns were expressed

whether existing laws and regulations, such as those relating to

air and water quality, etc., would continue to be applicable to

activities subject to the proposed regulations.

Raised by : State of California

State of Kentucky

State of Wyoming

Environmental Defense Fund

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club

Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Common Cause

Congressman John Melcher

Response : Several comments indicated confusion as to

whether the proposed regulations would provide exemptions from

related Federal, State, or local laws and regulations, e.g., the

requirements of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments

of 1972 with respect to discharges into surface or ground water

systems. The regulations state that, in addition to the requirements

imposed therein, "continue to provide that all applicable laws

and regulations must be complied with by a lessee or operator."

No exemption from otherwise applicable laws is intended or would
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be created by the regulations, but any more specific reference

to other statutory authorities or enforcement mechanisms which

may exist under Federal or State law was not deemed necessary or

appropriate

.

Issue # 6 : Bonds and bonding procedures: Concern was

expressed as to the adequacy of bonding requirements and procedures.

Raised by : State of Alaska

State of West Virginia

Environmental Defense Fund

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club

Rocky Mountain Energy Company

Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Northern Plains Resource Council

Response : The regulations have been substantially revised.

Generally, provisions for the setting, filing, enforcement, and

release of bonds are contained in 43 CFR 3504. Sections 3041.3

and 211.41(d) now provide for establishment or release of bonds.

The regulations now include more specific language concerning the

size of bonds and the procedures to be followed with respect thereto.

In addition, the Department has undertaken a review of 43 CFR 3504,

and will propose revisions thereof to update and clarify its bonding

procedures

.
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Issue # 7 : Flexibility of regulations : Comments were

made suggesting that the regulations need to be sufficiently flexible

to allow for variations in local physical conditions and for other

problems specific to an area or State.

Raised by : State of Texas

State of Alaska

Bureau of Mines

Response: The proposed regulatory mechanism contains

several elements which are meant to provide this sort of

administrative flexibility or discretion. The performance standards

in sections 211.40 and 3041.2-2 of the proposed regulations themselves

contain some elements of flexibility so that the Mining Supervisor,

in approving a proposed plan or in issuing orders, can impose require-

ments called for by the particular circumstances in a specific

operation or coal mining area. The provisions of sections 211.5 and

3041.4 are intended to help ensure that adequate attention is

given to local conditions. Express provision is made for the

issuance, by rulemaking, of general mining orders which would apply

within particular geographical areas. It should be noted that

care has been taken to include procedures in these regulations

which are intended to ensure against abuse of the administrative

discretion involved in implementing these elements of flexibility.

Finally, to the degree that a State's reclamation laws and

regulations provide for physical conditions or other problems

specific to that State and provide more stringent protection of
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environmental values than these regulations, the State's requirements may

apply to operations involving Federal coal conducted within the

State (sees. 3041.8 and 211.74). Some comments, particularly

those of the Environmental Protection Agency, suggested alternatives

mechanisms for achieving some of this desired flexibility. Such

alternatives are discussed in detail in Chapter VIII and Appendix 3.

Issue # 8 : Cost of recl amation : Numerous reviewers

raised the question of the additional costs represented by the

reclamation required under the proposed regulations, and the impact

of such costs on the consumer.

Raised by : Soil Conservation Service

Rocky Mountain Energy Company

Bureau of Mines

Carter Oil Company

State of Alaska

State of Texas

Response : At the time of publication of the proposed

regulations for public comment, a negative declaration of the need

for an inflationary impact statement pursuant to Executive Order

11821 was prepared by the Department. The Northern Great Plains

Resource Program Publication of April 1975 indicated that if

reclamation costs were $1,800 per acre, this would result in

an increase in the price of coal per ton by about 13 cents for

a 10-foot seam, 4 cents for a 30-foot seam and less than 1 cent
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for a 150-foot seam. Other estimates* have suggested that

reclamation costs would range from about 13.1 cents for a

10-foot seam, 4.4 cents for a 30-foot seam, and less than

1 cent for a 150-foot seam for lands where reclamation costs

of $2,000 per acre are incurred. For a lower value of $500 per

acre, reclamation costs per-ton of coal would be approximately

3.3 cents, 1.1 cents, and 0.2 cents for a 10-foot, 30-foot, and

150-foot seam respectively. For reclamation costs ranging up

to $5,000 per acre, the estimated costs for a 30-foot and 150-foot

seam ranged from about 8.2 cents to 2.2 cents per ton of coal

respectively. Delivery price of coal at the utilization centers

ranges from $10.00 to $18.00 per ton. Using the lowest

delivery price ($10.00) and a reclamation cost of 20 cents per

ton, which is higher than the costs stated above, reclamation

costs would add 2 percent or less to the delivered price of coal.

Such costs are not deemed to be unreasonably high, to accomplish

the objective of successful reclamation.

Issue # 9: Relationship to other Departmental programs :

Questions have been raised concerning the coal leasing program

final impact statement, and the need for other or additional

environmental impact statements.

Rai sed by : State of Texas

Rocky Mountain Energy Company

* Walsh, R.G. , Great Plains Agricultural Council, Pub. No. 65,

April 1974.
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Response: Section 102(2) (c) of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190) requires that an environmental

impact statement be prepared with respect to any major Federal action

which significantly affects the quality of the human environment.

The Secretary of the Interior announced on January 26, 1976, that

the Department will be preparing regional environmental impact

statements, wherein groups of coal-related actions are proposed for

a defined geographical area. It is recognized that the preparation

of such regional impact statements would not relieve the Department

of its responsibility to determine whether or not any subsequent

specific action would be such as to require an additional, site-

specific EIS under NEPA.

Issue # 10: Rights of private surface owners : Many comments

addressed the rights of private surface owners in those leases where the

Federal government might own the mineral (coal). Such comments

raised the question of whether such a surface owner should be given

the right to deny entry, or veto the mining of coal in such cir-

cumstances .

Raised by: Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Policy Center

Common Cause

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club

Congressman John Melcher

Northern Plains Resources Council
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Response: The position of the administration of the

Department is that the rights of surface owners should be determined

under, and implemented by application of, the provisions of State

common and statutory law. The proposed regulations expressly

provide that they shall not be construed so as to alter any such

rights. Where mining does occur, the policy of the Department

is to protect the estate of surface owners under the proposed

regulations to the same degree as would be required if the Federal

government owned the surface estate. In addition, sections

3041.0-4(c) and 211.41(d)(3) provide for consultation with the

surface owner with respect to requirements to be incorporated

in leases, licenses and permits, while section 3041.04(d) provides

for consultation with the surface owner on exploration or mining

plans and abandonment. The proposed regulations then ensure that

surface owners will have the opportunity for meaningful comment,

that their views will be considered, and that, in any event,

their lands will be reclaimed if mining is allowed.

Issue # 11: Indian lands : Several comments addressed

the manner in which the proposed regulations would apply to coal

leasing on Indian lands.

Raised by: Northern Plains Resource Council

Congressman John Melcher

Environmental Policy Center

Natural Resources Defense Council & Sierra Club

Robert Yellowtail, Sr.

Robert Yellowtail, Jr.
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Response : The BLM regulations, 43 CFR 3041 apply

only to Federal coal, and not to coal owned by Indians.

Proposed 30 CFR 211.1(a) provides that the regulations shall

apply to operations relating to coal in tribal and allotted

Indian lands under leases issued pursuant to 25 CFR parts

171, 172 and 174, while section 211.1(c) provides that while

the provisions of 25 CFR part 177 generally apply in the event

of inconsistency, the performance standards of proposed

30 CFR 211.40 shall apply in any event. Thus, once the

Tribal Council, with approval of the Secretary of Interior, approves

a lease, the operating and reclamation standards of pro-

posed 30 CFR 211 will be applicable to that lease. Proposed

30 CFR 211.74(c) now expressly conditions the authority of the

Secretary to effect application of State laws to Federal coal

where tribal rights are concerned.

Issue # 12 : Hearings on the draft EIS : Two comments

requested public hearings on the draft environmental impact

statement prepared with respect to the proposed regulations.

Raised by : Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Policy Center

Response : Criteria announced by the Council on

Environmental Quality for agency determination of whether a

public hearing would be appropriate upon an EIS include the

magnitude of the proposed action, the degree of public interest

as evidenced by requests, the complexity of the issues and the
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likelihood that information of assistance to the agency in the decision

making process would be elicited, and the extent of prior public

involvement (40 CFR 1500, 38 Fed. Reg. 20550 et Beg., August 1, 1973,

as amended, 38 Fed. Reg. 21265, August 7, 1973). Few requests for

public hearings on the EIS were received. There have been extensive

public discussions and review of proposed regulations relating to

Federal coal mining as well as extended debates and hearings by the

Congress upon surface mine control legislation. In addition, several

well publized meetings were held in regard to the proposed regulations

themselves, at which many of the comments and discussions concerned

the EIS.

There were also comments during these meetings expressing

specific reluctance to participate in further public hearings. The

public comment period upon the proposed regulations was extended

twice, and the record of the public meetings was held open until

January 2, 1976.

Under all of these circumstances, the Department has concluded

that no further substantive purpose would be served by public hearings

specifically addressing the environmental impact statement, and that

the likelihood that further information elicited would be of minimal

assistance to the Department.

Issue #13 : Specific Evaluativ e Recommedations: A mine-

by-mine reclamation report assessing the state-of-the-art of reclamation

technology and land management practice was suggested for inclusion

in the EIS.
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Raised by : Environmental Protection Agency

Response : While we agree with EPA that this information

would be desirable, it is not readily available for inclusion.

Moreover, at this time it would appear that the information that

could be obtained in such a review would be reflective only of the

degree to which reclamation has been required and enforced, and has

occurred under existing regulations and/or State laws. This would

not necessarily reflect the state-of-the-art of reclamation, or what

might be accomplished by implementation of the proposed regulations.

The Department is currently continuing to evaluate the feasibility

and utility of such a review in its ongoing implementation efforts.

Issue #14 : Lands Unsuitable for Mining : Several commentators

expressed concern that criteria were lacking in the regulations for

designation of lands unsuitable for mining.

Raised by : Environmental Protection Agency

Environmental Defense Fund

Environmental Policy Center

Common Cause

Response : The designation of lands as unsuitable for

mining whether because land could not be reclaimed or because mining

would conflict with other exlusive land use priorities, is essentially

a land use planning decision which must be made by the Federal,

State or local agency having jurisdiction over the land in question.

As far as Federal lands are concerned, a surface management agency

can decide to withhold tracts of land from leasing, or to otherwise
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protect specific land areas included within a lease, during land

use planning processes. Although specific criteria are not set forth,

the proposed regulations provide that exploration and mining "are

(to be) approved only where reclamation of the affected lands to

the standards set forth herein is attainable and assured;...",

(Proposed 30 CFR 211.1(b)). Section 211.10(d)(2) further provides

that a Mining Supervisor may require that an approved plan be reason-

ably revised at any time, to correct oversights or reflect changed

conditions, on his own or the operators motion or as a result of

a petition by an interested person.

Issue #15 : Sectional Impacts : Comments were raised

concerning the effects of possible slowdown of the development of

federally owned coal and the potential resulting increased demand

on privately owned coal.

Also, there was concern expressed that the development of

Federal Western coals could result in an economic disadvantage with

regard to coal prices in the Eastern States.

Raised by : State of Maryland

State of West Virginia

State of Wyoming

Response : Slowdown of development of federally owned coal

in Western States is uncertain; however, it is expected that some

increase in development of privately owned coal resources could be

realized in the near future as a result of implementation of the

proposed regulations in the States having less stringent regulations.
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Overall, the effects of such delay or impediment should not be

significant, and should to a significant degree be balanced by

increased willingness to develop Federal coal as a result of the

greater certainty that would follow adoption of the proposed

regulations

.

The proposed regulations would tend to minimize the economic

disadvantages to the Eastern province cited by one reviewer as

they would result in more stringent standards on all Federal coal

lands. This would remove the disincentive which presently exists

to mine Federal coal in states having relatively stringent reclamation

standards

.

Issue #16 : Alaskan Lands ; The question was raised as

to the applicability of proposed 30 CFR 211 regulations to Alaskan

lands conveyed to Natives, Native villages, and regional corporations,

whether they would be treated as lands with private surface owner-

ship, and what leasing procedures would be followed on lands whose

ownership status is still in question.

Raised by : State of Alaska

Response: The 3041 and 211 Regulations do not apply to

the public lands in Alaska which have been transferred to Natives,

Native villages, or regional corporations, as both surface rights

and the mineral estate are being conveyed under appropriate Federal

law. Where mining claims exist on the lands, thereby clouding the

surface title, the claimant has five years to prove the validity

of his claim.
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Is sue #17 : Other related claims raised: Not specifically

identified here. As noted above, all comments were reviewed and

analyzed. Examples are given below to illustrate the types of

collateral issues raised, and some specific responses thereto.

Comment : The new EIS should be broadened to consider

the environmental impacts of all the initiatives now underway

within the Department which bear on implementation of a Federal

coal management program, including but no limited to EMARS , diligence

regulations, a new coal lease form and "commercial quantities"

definitions

.

Response : Proposed regulations were published for public

comment on December 31, 1975, which defined diligent development,

logical mining unit, and continuous mining operations. A copy

of these proposed regulations is included in Appendix 5. The

EMARS program was described in detail in the final environmental

impact statement on the Proposed Federal Coal Leasing Program,

but is discussed as well in the present EIS, Chapter I.

Comment : The draft EIS should include some discussion

of the probable impact of lignite coal mining on the National

Forests and grasslands of Texas.

Response : This would be the appropriate subject of a

separate EIS, regional or site-specific, as appropriate addressing

specific proposed actions in the areas involved.

Comment : The degree to which federally owned lands

in Texas have been inventoried for locatable resources in Texas
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should be addressed.

Respons e: This is not part of the proposed action or

potential impact of the subject regulations . This informtion

could be obtained from the State Director, Bureau of Land

Management, Federal Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87501.

Comment : The question was raised as to whether

the State would be required to reimburse the Federal government

for the coal rights under State Forests and Parks.

Response : The proposed regulations do not change existing

property rights.
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APPENDIX 1-A

TITLE 43 CFR PART 23

SURFACE EXPLORATION, MINING AND
RECLAMATION OF LANDS

(Source: 34 F.R. 852,

January 18, 1969.)
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Title 43—PUBLIC LANDS:

INTERIOR

Subtitle A—Office of the Secretary

of the Interior

Circular No 22S°]

PART 23-SURFACE EXPLORATION,
MINING AND RECLAMATION OF
LANDS

A new Part 23 is hereby added to Title

43 Code of Federal Regulations, to be-

come effective upon publication in the

Federal Register.

Sec.
23.1

233
23.3

23.4

23.5

23.6

23.7

23.8

23.9

23.10

23.11

23.12

23.13

Purpose.
Scope.
Definitions.
Application for permission to conduct

exploration operations.

Technical examination of prospective
surface exploration and mining
operations.

Basis for denial of a permit, lease, or
contract.

Approval of exploration plan.
Aproval of mining plan.
Performance bond.
Reports: Inspection.
Notice of noncompliance: Revocation.
Appeals.
Consultation.

§ 23.1 Purpose.

It is the policy of this Department to
encourage the development of the min-
eral resources under its jurisdiction
where mining is authorized. However,
the public interest requires that, with
respect to the exploration for, and the
surface mining of, such minerals, ade-
quate measures be taken to avoid, min-
imize, or correct damage to the environ-
ment—land, \ water, and air—and to
avoid, minimize, or correct hazards to
the public health and safety. The regu-
lations in this part prescribe procedures
to that end.

§ 23.2 Scope.

(a) Except as provided in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section, the regula-
tions in this part provide for the pro-
tection and conservation of nonmineral
resources during operations for the dis-
coveryv development, surface mining,
and onsite processing of minerals under
permits, leases, or contracts issued pur-
suant to:' The Mineral Leasing Act of
February 25, 1920, as amended (30 U.S.C.
181-287); the Mineral Leasing Act for
Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359) ; the
Materials Act of July 31, 1947, as
amended (30 U.S.C. 601-604); and title

23, United States Code, section 317, re-
lating to appropriation for highway
purposes of lands owned by the United
States.

(b) The regulations in this part do not
cover the exploration for oil and gas or

the issuance of leases, or operations
thereunder, for oil and gas under the
mineral leasing acts, which are covered
by regulations in Subpart 3107 and Part
3120 of this title and 30 CFR Part 221;
neither do they cover minerals underly-
ing Indian tribal or allotted lands, which
are subject to regulations in Title 25
CFR, nor minerals subject to the gen-
eral mining laws (30 U.S.C. 21-54) ; nor
minerals under the Materials Act which
are under the jurisdiction of the Secre-
tary of Agriculture (74 Stat. 205) ; nor
minerals underlying lands, the surface of
which is not owned by the U.S. Govern-
ment.

(c) When more than one permit or
contract is expected to be issued to dis-

pose of materials in a particular deposit

or tract of land, such as community pits

or common use areas, no requirement
for reclamation will be made in such per-

mits or contracts and the burden of rec-
lamation will be assumed by the Gov-
ernment. Where reclamation is not re-
quired because more than one permit
or contract is expected to be issued, there
shall be added to the sales price under
each permit or contract a reasonable
charge to defer the cost of reclamation.
In computing such added charge, the au-
thorized officer shall establish the esti-
mated cost of reclamation upon com-
pletion of extractive operations for the
deposit and the estimated total volume
of material to be extracted. The added
charge shall be a proportionate share of
the estimated cost of reclamation in the
same ratio as the material sold under the
permit or contract bears to the total
estimated volume of the deposit which is

expected to be extracted.
(d) The regulations in this part shall

apply only to permits, leases, or con-
tracts issued subsequent to the date on
which the regulations become effective.

§ 23.3 Definitions.

As used in the regulations in this part:
(a) "Mineral leasing acts" means the

Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920,
as amended and supplemented (30 U.S.C.
181-287) and the Mineral Leasing Act
for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359)

;

Published in 34 F.R. 852, January 18, 1969 - Effective upon publication.
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(b) "Materials Act" means the Act of

July 31, 1947, as amended (30 TJ.S.C.

601-*84);
(c) "Mining supervisor" means the

Regional Mining Supervisor, or his au-
thorized representative, of the Geological
Survey authorized as provided In 30
CFR 211.3 and 231.2 to supervise opera-
tions on the land covered by a permit or
lease;

Cd) "District manager/' means the
manager of the district office or other
authorized officer of the Bureau of Land
Management having administrative Ju-
risdiction of and responsibility for the
land covered by a permit, lease, contract,

application, or offer;

to) "Overburden" means all the earth

and other materials which lie above a
natural deposit of minerals and such
earth and other materials after removal
from their natural state In the process of

mining;
(f) "Area of fend to be affected" or

"area of land affected" means the area
of land from which overburden is te be or

has been removed and upon which the
overburden or waste is to be or has been
deposited, and Includes an lands affected

by the construction of new roads or the
improvement or use of existing roads to

gain access to an operation and for

haulage;
(g) "Operation" means aH of 8»

premises, facilities, roads, and equipment
used In the process of determining the
location, composition or quality of a min-
eral deposit, or In developing, extract-

ing, or onsite processing of a mineral
deposit In a designated area;

ft» "Method of operation" means the
method or maimer by wafch a cut or

opes pit Is made, the overburden Is

placed or handled, water Is controlled or
affected and other acts pertormea by the

operator In the process of exploring or
unwaveringand removing or onsfte proc-
esatog of a mineral depoatt;

(1) "Holder" or "operator" meTins the
permittee, leasee, or contractor desig-
nated In a permit, lease, or contract;

(j) "Reclamation" means measures
undertaken to bring about the neces-
sary reconditioning or restoration of
land or water that has been affected by
exploration or mineral development,
mining or onsite processing operations,
and waste disposal, In ways which will

prevent or control onsite and offsite

damage to the environment.

§ 23.4 Application for permission to
conduct exploration operations.

No person shall, in any manner or by
any means which will cause the surface
of lands to be disturbed, explore, test, or
prospect for minerals (other than oil and
gas) subject to disposition under the
mineral leasing acts or the Materials Act
without first filing an application for,
and obtaining, a permit, lease or con-
tract which authorizes such exploring,
testing, or prospecting.

§ 23.5 Technical examination of pro-
spective surface exploration and min-
ing operations.

(a) (1) In connection with an applica-
tion for a permit or lease under the min-
eral leasing acts or an application for a
permit or an offer to make a contract

under the Materials Act, the district

manager shall make, or cause to be made,
a technical examination of the prospec-
tive effects of the proposed exploration
or surface mining operations upon the
environment. The technical examina-
tion shall take Into consideration the
need for the preservation and protection
of other resources, including recreation-
al, scenic, historic, and ecological values;
the control of erosion, flooding, and pol-
lution of water; the Isolation of toxic
materials; the prevention of air pollu-
tion; the reclamation by revegetation,
replacement of soil, or by other means,
of lands affected by the exploration or
mining operations; the prevention of
slides; the protection of fish and wild-
life and their habitat; and the preven-
tion of hazards to public health and
safety.

(2) A technical examination of an
area should be made with the recognition
that actual potential mining sites and
mining operations vary widely with re-
spect to topography, climate, surround-
ing land uses, proximity to densely used
areas, and other environmental in-
fluences and that mining and reclama-
tlon requirements should provide suffi-

cient flexibility to permit adjustment to
local conditions.

(b) Based upon the technical exami-
nation, the district manager shall for-
mulate the general requirements which
the applicant must meet for the protec-
tion of nonmineral resources during the
conduct of exploration or mining opera-
tions and for the reclamation of lands or
waters affected by exploration or mining
operations. The general requirements
shall be made known in writing to the
applicant before the Issuance of a per-
mit or lease or the making of a contract,

and upon acceptance thereof by the ap-

plicant, shall be incorporated in the per-
mit, lease, or contract. If an application
or offer is made under the Mineral Leas-
ing Act for Acquired Lands and if the
lands are under the jurisdiction of an
agency other than the Department of the
Interior, the requirements must incor-
porate provisions prescribed by that
agency. If the application or offer is made
under the Mineral Leasing Act of Febru-
ary 25, 1920, or the Materials Act, and if

the lands are under the jurisdiction of
an agency other than the Department of
the Interior, the district manager shall
consult representatives of the agency ad-
ministering the land and obtain their
recommendations for provisions to be in-
corporated in the general requirements.
If the district manager does not concur
in the recommendations, the issues shall
be referred for resolution to the Under
Secretary of the Department of the In-
terior and the comparable officer of ,the

agency submitting the recommendations.
In the case of disagreement on the is-
sues whicli are so referred, the Secretary
of the Interior shall make a determina-
tion on the recommendations which shall
be final and bindimr.

(c) In each instance in which an ap-
plication or oUer is made under the min-
eral leasing acts, the mining supervisor
shall participate in the technical exami-
nation and in the formulation of the gen-
eral requirements. If the lands covered
by an application or offer are under the
jurisdiction of a bureau of the Depart-
ment of the Interior other than the Bu-
reau of Land Management, the district



manager shall consult representatives of

the bureau administering the land. If the
lands covered by the application or offer

are under the jurisdiction of an agency
other than the Department of the In-
terior and that agency makes a technical
examination of the type provided for in

paragraph (a) of this section, district

managers and mining supervisors are
authorized to participate in that
examination.

(d) Whenever it is determined that
any part of the area described in an ap-
plication or offer for a permit, lease, or
contract is such that previous experience
under similar conditions has shown that
operations cannot feasibly be conducted
by any known methods or measures to

avoid

—

(1) Rock or landslides which would be
a hazard to human lives or endanger or
destroy private or public property; or

(2) Substantial deposition of sedi-

ment and silt into streams, lakes, reser-

voirs; or

(3) A lowering of water quality below
standards established by the appropriate
State water pollution control agency, or
by the Secretary of the Interior; or

(4) A lowering of the quality of waters
whose quality exceeds that required by
the established standards—unless and
until it has been affirmatively demon-
strated to the State water pollution con-
trol agency and to the Department of the
Interior that such lowering of quality Is

necessary to economic and social devel-
opment and will not preclude any as-

signed uses made of such waters ; or

(5) The destruction of key wildlife

habitat or important scenic, historical,

or other natural or cultural features;

the district manager may prohibit or
otherwise restrict operations on such
part of an area.

(e) If, on the basis of a technical
examination, the district manager de-
termines that there is a likelihood that
there will be a lowering of water quality

as described in paragraphs (d) (3) and
(4) of this section caused by the opera-
tion, no lease or permit shall be issued
or contract made until after consultation
with the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Administration and a finding by the
Administration that the proposed op-
eration would not be in violation of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U.S.C. sec. 466 et seq.) or
of Executive Order No. 11288 (31 F.R.
9261). Where a permit or lease is in-
volved the district manager's determina-
tion shall be made in consultation with
the mining supervisor.

(f) Each notice of a proposed appro-
priation of a materials site filed by the
Department of Transportation under 23
U.S.C. 317 shall be transmitted to the
proper district manager. The district

manager shall cause a technical exam-
ination to be made as provided in para-
graph (a) of this section and shall for-
mulate the requirements which the State
highway department or its nominee must
meet. If the land covered by the pro-
posed appropriation is under the juris-
diction of a bureau of the Department
other than the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, the district manager shall consult
representatives of the bureau adminis-
tering the land. If the district manager
determines, or, in an instance in which

the land is administered by another bu-
reau, a representative of that bureau
determines that the proposed appropria-

tion Is contrary to the public interest oi-

ls Inconsistent with the purposes for

which such land or materials are re-

served, the district manager shall

promptly submit the matter to the

Secretary of the Interior for his decision.

In other instances, the district manager
shall notify the Department of Trans-
portation of -the requirements and con-
ditions which the State highway depart-

ment or its nominee must meet.

§ 23.6 Basis for denial of a permit, lease,

or contract.

An application or offer for a permit,

lease, or contract to conduct exploratory

or extractive operations may be denied

any applicant or offeror who has for-

feited a required bond because of failure

to comply with an exploration or mining
plan. However, a permit, lease, or con-

tract may not be denied an applicant or

offeror because of the forfeiture of a

bond if the lands disturbed under his

previous permit, lease, or contract have
subsequently been reclaimed without

cost to the Federal Government.

§ 23.7 Approval of exploration plan.

(a) Before commencing any surface

disturbing operations to explore, test, or

prospect for minerals covered by the

mineral leasing acts the operator shall

file with the mining supervisor a plan

for the proposed exploration operations.

The mining supervisor shatt consul*
with the district manager witte respect
to the surface protection and reclama-
tion aspects before approving said plan.

(b> Before commencing any surface
disturbing operations to explore, test, or
prospect for materials covered by the
Materials Act the operator shall file with
the district manager a plan for the pro-
posed exploration operations.

(c) Depending upon the size and na-
ture of the operation and the require-

ments established pursuant to § 23.5 the
mining supervisor or the district man-
ager may require that the exploration

plan submitted by the operator include
any or all of the following:

(1) A description of the area within
which exploration is to be conducted;

(2) Two copies 6f a suitable map or
aerial photograph showing topographic,
cultural and drainage features;

(3) A statement of proposed explo-
ration methods, i.e. drilling, trenching,
etc., and the location of primary sur>-

port roads and facilities;

(4) A description of measures to be
taken to prevent or control fire, soil

erosion, pollution of surface and ground
water, damage to fish and wildlife or
other natural resources, and hazards to

public health and safety both during
and upon abandonment of exploration
activities.

(d) The mining supervisor or the dis-

trict manager shall promptly review the
exploration plan submitted to him by
the operator and shall indicate to the
operator any changes, additions, or
amendments necessary to meet the re-
quirements formulated pursuant to



§ 23.5, the provisions of the regulations
In this part, and the terms of the permit.

(e) The operator shall comply with
the provisions of an approved explora-
tion plan. The mining supervisor and the
district manager may, with respect to
such a plan, exercise the authority pro-
vided by paragraphs (f) and (g) of
§ 23.8 respecting a mining plan.

§ 23.8 Approval of mining plan.

(a) (1) Before surface mining opera-
tions may commence under any permit
or lease issued under the mineral leas-
ing acts the operator must file a mining
plan with the mining supervisor and ob-
tain his approval of the plan. Para-
graphs (b) through (g) of this section
confer authority upon mining supervi-
sors with respect to mining plans per-
taining to permits or leases issued un-
der the mineral leasing acts. The mining
supervisor shall consult with the district

manager with respect to the surface pro-
tection and reclamation aspects before
approving said plan.

(2) Before surface mining operations
may commence under any permit issued
or contract made under the Materials
Act, the operator must file a mining plan
with the district manager and obtain
his approval of the plan. Paragraphs (b)
through Cg) of this section confer au-
thority upon district managers with re-

spect to mining plans pertaining to
permits issued or contracts made under
the Materials Act.

(b) Depending on the size and nature
of the operation and the requirements
established pursuant to § 23.5, the min-
ing supervisor or the district manager
may require that the mining plan sub-
mitted by the operator include any or
all of the following:

(1) A description of the location and
area to be affected by the operations;

(2) Two copies of a suitable map, or
aerial photograph showing the topog-
raphy, the area covered by the permit,
lease, or contract, the name and location
of major topographic and cultural fea-
tures, and the drainage plan away from
the area to be affected;

(3) A statement of proposed methods
of operating, including a description c*
proposed roads or vehicular trails; the
size and location of structures and fa-
cilities to be built;

(4) An estimate of the quantity of
water to be used and pollutants that are
expected to enter any receiving waters;

(5) A design for the necessary im-
poundment, treatment or control of all

runoff water and drainage from work-
ings so as to reduce soil erosion and
sedimentation and to prevent the pollu-
tion of receiving waters;

(6) A description of measures to be
taken to prevent or control fire, soil ero-
sion, pollution of surface and ground
water, damage to fish and wildlife, and
hazards to public health and safety; and

(7) A statement of the proposed man-
ner and time of performance of work to
reclaim areas disturbed by the holder's
operation.

(c) In those instances in which the
permit, lease, or contract requires the
revegetation of an area of land to be
affected the mining plan shall show:

(1) Proposed methods of preparation
and fertilizing the soil prior to
replanting;

(2) Types and mixtures of shrubs,

trees, or tree seedlings, grasses or legumes
to be planted; and

(3) Types and methods of planting,

including the amount of grasses or
legumes per acre, or the number and
spacing of trees, or tree seedlings, or
combinations of grasses and trees.

(d) In those instances in which the
permit, lease, or contract requires re-

grading and backfilling, the mining plan
shall show the proposed methods and
the timing of grading and backfilling of
areas to be affected by the operation.

(e) The mining supervisor or the dis-

trict manager shall review the mining
plan submitted to him by the operator
and shall promptly indicate to the opera-
tor any changes, additions, or amend-
ments necessary to meet the require-
ments formulated pursuant to § 23.5, the
provisions of the regulations in this part
and the terms of the permit, lease, or
contract. The operator shall comply with
the provisions of an approved mining
plan.

(f ) A mining plan may be changed by
mutual consent of the mining supervisor
or the district manager and the operator
at any time to adjust to changed condi-
tions or to correct any oversight. To
obtain approval of a change or supple-
mental plan the operator shall submit a
written statement of the proposed
changes or supplement and the justifica-

tion for the changes proposed. The
mining supervisor or the district manager
shall promptly notify the operator that
he consents to the proposed changes or
supplement or, in the event he does not
consent, he shall specify the modifica-
tions thereto under which the proposed
changes or supplement would be accept-
able. After mutual acceptance of a
change of a plan the operator shall not
depart therefrom without further
approval.

ig) If circumstances warrant, or if

development of a mining plan for the
entire operation is dependent upon un-
known factors which cannot or will not
be determined except during the progress
of the operations, a partial plan may be
approved and supplemented from time
to time. The operator shall not, how-
ever, perform any operation except
under an approved plan.

§ 23.9 Performance bond.

(a) (1) Upon approval of an explora-
tion plan or mining plan, the operator
shall be required to file a suitable per-
formance bond of not less than $2,000
with satisfactory surety, payable to the
Secretary of the Interior, and the bond
shall be conditioned upon the faithful
compliance with applicable regulations,
the terms and conditions of the permit,
lease, or contract, and the exploration
or mining plan as approved, amended



or supplemented. The bond shall be in
an amount sufficient to satisfy the recla-
mation requirements of an approved ex-
ploration or mining plan, or an approved
partial or supplemental plan. In deter-
mining' the amount of the bond consid-
eration shall be given to the character
and nature of the reclamation require-
ments and the estimated cost* of
reclamation in the event that the opera-
tor forfeits bis performance bond.

(2) In lieu of a performance bond afi

operator may elect to deposit cash or
negotiable bonds of the UJ3, Govern-
ment. The cash deposit or the market
value of such securities shall he equal at
least to the required sum of the bond.

(b) A bond may be a nationwide or
statewide bond which the operator has
filed with the Department under the
provisions of the applicable leasing regu-
lations in Subchapter C of Chapter H of
this title, if the terms and conditions
thereof are sufficient to comply with the
regulations in this part.

(c) The district manager shall set the
amount of a bond and take the neces-
sary action for an increase or for a com-
plete or partial release of a bond. He
shall take action with respect to bonds
for leases or permits only after consul-
tation with the mining supervisor.

§23.16 Reports: Inspection.

(a) (1) The holder of a permit or
lease under the mineral leasing acts shaH
file the reports required by this section

with the mining supervisor. The holder
of a permit or a party to a contract
under the Materials Act shaH file soxfc.

reports witfc the district ntanagw.

(2) The provisions of this section con-
fer authority and impose duties upon
mining supervisors with respect to per-
mits or leases Issued under the mineral
leasing acts and upon district managers
with respect to permits issued or con-
tracts made under the Materials Act.

(b) Operations rejx>rt: Within 30
days after the end of each calendar year,
or if operations cease before the end of a

calendar year, within 30 days after the
cessation of operations, the operator sha 1

submit an operations report containing;
the following information:

(1) An identification of the permit,
lease, or contract and the location of ths
operation;

(2) A description of the operations
performed during the period of time for

which the report is filed

;

(3/ An identification of the area of
land affected by the operations and a
description of the manner In which the
land has been affected;

(4) A statement as to the number of

acres disturbed by the operations and
the number of acres wtiich were re-

claimed during the period of time;
(5) A description of the method

utilized for reclamation and the results

thereof;

(6) A statement and description of

reclamation work remaining to be done.
(c) Grading and backfilling report:

Upon completion of such grading and
backfilling as may be required by an ap-
proved exploration or mining plan, the
operator shall make a report thereon and
request Inspection for approval. When-
ever it is determined by such inspection

that backfilling and grading has been
carried out in accordance With the estab-
lished requirements and approved ex-
ploration or mining plan, the district
manager shall issue a release of an ap-
propriate amount of the performance
bond for the area graded and backfilled.
Appropriate amounts of the bond shall be
retained to assure that satisfactory
planting, if required, Is carried out.

(d) Planting report: (1) Whenever
planting is required by an approved ex-
ploration or mining plan, the operator
shall file a report with the mining super-
visor or district manager whenever such
planting is completed. The report shall

—

(it Identify the permit, lease, or
contract;

(ii) Show the type of planting or seed-
ing, including mixtures and amounts;

(ill) Show the date of planting or
seeding;

Uv) Identify or describe the areas of
the lands which have been planted;

(v) Contain such other information as
may be relevant.

(2) The mining supervisor or district
manager, as soon ns possible after the
completion of the first full growing sea-
son, shall make an Inspection and evalu-
ation of the vegetative cover and planting
to determine if a satisfactory growth has
been established.

(3) If it is determined that a satis-

factory vegetative cover has been estab-
lished and is likely to continue to grow,
any remaining portion of the perform-
ance bond may be released if all require-
ments have been met by the operator.

(e) Report of cessation or abandon-
ment of operations: (1) Not less than
30 days prior to cessation or abandon-
ment of operations, the operator shall

report his intention to cease or abandon
operations, together with a statement of

the exact number of acres of land af-
fected by his operations, the extent of
reclamation accomplished and other rel-

evant information.
(2) (i) Upon receipt of such reiwrt the

mining supervisor or the district mana-
ger shall make an inspection to deter-
mine whether opercttiou'e have be-on car-
ried out and completed in accordance
with the approved exploration or mining
plan.

(ii) Whenwer the lands in a permit,
lease or contract, issued under the min-
eral leasing acts or the Materials Act
are under the jurisdiction of a bureau
of the Department cf the Interior other
than the Bureau of Land Management
the mining supervisor or the district

manager, as appropriate, shall obtain
the concurrence of the authorized officer

of such bureau Miat the operation has
been carried out, avid completed In ac-
cordance wi'li the approved exploration
or mining pint) with rr.spcct to the sur-
face protection and reclamation aspects
of such plan- before releasing the per-
formance bond.

(iiii Whenever the lfi.nds in a permit,
lease or contract issued under the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920 or the Materials
Act are under the jurisdiction of an
agency other than the.Department of the
Interior, the mining supervisor or the
district manager, as appropriate, shall

consult representatives of the agency ad-
ministering t.he lands and obtain their

recommendations as to whether the op-
eration has been carried out and com-
pleted in accordance with the approved
exploration or mining plan, with respect



to the surface protection and reclama-
tion aspects of such plan before releas-

ing the performance bond. If the mining
supervisor or district manager, as appro-
priate, do not concur in the recommen-
dations of the agency regarding compli-
ance with the surface protection and
reclamation aspects of the approved
exploration or mining plan, the issues

shall be referred for resolution to the
Under Secretary of the Department of

the Interior and the comparable officer

of the agency submitting the recom-
mendations. In the case of disagreement
on issues which are so referred, the Sec-
retary of the Interior shall make a de-
termination which shall be final and
binding. In cases in which the recom-
mendations arc not concurred in by the
mining supervisor or district manager,
the performance bone! shall not bo re-

leased until resolution of the issues or
until a final determination by the Sec-
retary of the Interior.

(iv) Whenever iho lands in a permit
or lease issued under the Mineral Leasing
Act for Acquired Lands are under the
jurisdiction of an agency other than the
Department of the Interior, the mining
supervisor or the district manager, as
appropriate, shall obtain the concur-
rence of the authorized officer of such
agency that the operation has been car-

ried out and completed in accordance
with the approved exploration or mining
plan with respect to the surface protec-
tion and reclamation aspects of such
plan before releasing the performance
bond.

§ 23.11 Notice of noncompliance: Rev-
oration.

(a) The provisions of this .section con-
fer authority and impose duties upon
mining supervisors with respect to per-
mits or leases issued under the mineral
leasing acts and upon district managers
with respect to permits issued or con-
tracts made under the Materials Act,
The mining" supervisor shall consult with
the district manager before taking any
action under this section.

(b) The mining supervisor or district

manager shall have the right to enter
upon the lands under a permit, lease,

or contract, at any reasonable time, for
tlie purpose of inspection or investiga-
tion to determine whether the terms and
conditions of the permit, lease, or con-
tract, and the requirements of the ex-
ploration or mining plan have been com-
plied with.

(c) If the mining supervisor or the
district manager determines that an
operator lias failed to comply with the
terms and conditions of a permit, lease,

or contract, or with the requirements of
an exploration or mining plan, or with
the provisions of applicable regulations
under this part the supervisor or man-
ager-shall serve a notice of noncompli-
ance upon the operator by delivery in
person to. him or ills agent or by certified

or registered mail addressed to the op-
erator at his last known address.

I'd) A notice of noncompliance shall

specify in what respects the operator has
failed to comply with the terms and con-
ditions of a permit, lease, or contract.

or the requirements of an exploration or

mining plan, or the provisions of appli-

cable regulations, and shall specify the

action which must be taken to correct

the noncompliance and the time limits

within which such action must be taken.

(e> Failure of the operator to take

action in accordance with the notice of

noncompliance shall be grounds for sus-

pension by the mining supervisor or the

district manager of operations or for the
initiation of action for the cancellation

of the permit, lease, or contract and for

forfeiture of the performance bond re-

quired under § 23.9.

§ 23.12 Appeals.

(a) A person adversely affected by a

decision or order of a district manager
or of a mining supervisor made pursuant
to the provisions of this part shall have
a right of appeal to the Director of the

Bureau of Land Management whenever
the decision appealed from was rendered
by a district manager, or to the Director

of the Geological Survey if the decision

or order appealed from was rendered by
a mining suj>ervisor, and the further

right to appeal to the Secretary of the

Interior from an adverse decision of

either Director unless such decison was
approved by the Secretary prior to

promulgation.

vb) Appeals to Director, Bureau of

Land Management, or to Director, Geo-
logical Survey, and appeals to the Sec-
retary shall be made pursuant to proced-
ures and requirements of Parts 1840 and
1850 of this title, except that for the

purposes of an appeal taken from a deci-

sion or order of a mining supervisor made
pursuant to this part:

(1) The term "Director" wherever It

occurs in Part 1850 or 1850 of this title

shall mean the Director of the Geologi-

cal Survey.
(2) The term "Field Commissioner"

shall Include a person designated by the
Director of the Geological Survey to hold

a hearing.
(3) Whenever the provisions of Parts

1840 and 1850 of this title require that a

document be filed In the Office of the

Director, such documents shall be filed

in the Office of the Director, Geological

Survey (Address : Director, Geological

Survey, Washington, D.C. 20240)

.
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(c) In any case involving a permit,
lease or contract for lands under the
jurisdiction of an agency other than the
Department of the Interior, or a bureau
of the Department of the Interior other
than the Bureau of Land Management,
the officer rendering a decision or order
shall, in the event of an appeal from
such decision or order, designate the
authorized officer of such agency as an
adverse party on whom a copy of a no-
tice of appeal and any statement of rea-
sons, written arguments or briefs must
be served.

(d) Hearings to present evidence on
an issue of fact before a Field Commis-
sioner designated by the appropriate
Director shall be conducted pursuant to
the requirements and procedures set
forth in Part 1850 of this title.

§ 23.13 Consultation.

Whenever the lands included in a per-
mit, lease, or contract are under the
jurisdiction of an agency other than the
Department of the Interior or under the
jurisdiction of a bureau of the Depart-
ment of the Interior other than the Bu-
reau of Land Management, the mining
supervisor or the district manager, as
appropriate, shall consult the authorized
officer of such agency before taking any
final action under §§ 23.7, 23.8, 23.10 (c)
and (d) (2) and (3), and 23.11(c).

David S. Black,
Under Secretary of the Interior.

Jantjary 15, 1969.

[P.R. Doc. 69-747; Filed, Jan. 17, 1969;
8:51 a.m.l

GPO 850-693
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10GSG PROPOSED RULES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

[30 CFR Parts 211, 216]

COAL MINING OPERATING REGULATIONS

Proposed Revision

Notice is hereby Riven that pursuant to

the authority vested in the Secretary
of the Interior under the Mineral Leas-
ing Act of February 25, 1920, as amended
and supplemented (30 U.S.C. 181-287),

the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359), 5 U.S.C. 301,

the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347), and vari-

ous statutes relating to mining on In-

dian lands, it is proposed to revise 30

CFR part 211 as set forth below.
The primary purpose of the proposed

revision is to update the regulations gov-
erning operations conducted under coal

leases, permits, and licenses, on public

domain and acquired lands of the United
States and on Indian lands administered
by the Department of the Interior by
deleting obsolete material and including
new provisions and requirements con-
sistent with modern mining practices.

The revised regulations clarify the re-
sponsibility of lessees, permittees, and
licensees for the protection of the sur-
face, the natural resources, the environ-
ment and existing improvements during
operations for the discovery, testing, de-
velopment, mining, and preparation of

coal and for timely reclamation of dis-

turbed lands.

It is also proposed that 30 CFR part
216, applicable to coal mining operations
under leases in the State of Alaska which
were issued pursuant to the Alaska Coal
Leasing Act of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat.

741), prior to its repeal by Public Law
86-252, September 9, 1959, 73 Stat. 490,

be revoked and that operations under
those leases also be governed by the reg-
ulations in 30 CFR part 211 as set forth
below.

It is the policy of the Department of

the Interior, whenever practicable, to af-
ford the public an opportunity to par-
ticipate in the rulemaking process. Ac-
cordingly, interested parties may submit
written comments, suggestions, or objec-
tions with respect to the proposed revi-

sion of 30 CFR part 211 and the proposed
revocation of 30 CFR part 216 to the
Director, U.S. Geological Survey, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20244, on or before June 29,

1933. After the period for comments has
expired, the proposed regulations will be
revised, if deemed necessary, and repub-
lished in the Federal Register as interim
regulations.

The Department of the Interior is cur-
rently conducting an environmental re-
view of the coal leasing program. Tae
Council on Environmental Quality has
recommended that regulations for the
effective management and protection of
the public lands be promulgated to serve
as interim regulations pending comple-
tion of that environmental review. The
revision of 30 CFR part 211 presently
proposed is essential for effective man-
agement and protection of the public
lands. The delay which would be occa-

sioned by the preparation of a separate
environmental statement 1 elated sole'.y

to the proposed regulations or the with-
holding of promulgation until an en-
vironmental statement on the coal leas-

ing program is completed would create

a period during which effective manage-
ment and protection of the public land
would be hindered. The proposed regu-
lations are not fundamentally new regu-
lations, but are essentially the existing

regulations already applicable to the
same mineral resources and land, reor-
ganized, clarified, and, in some respects,

amplified. Moreover, the interim nature
of the proposed regulations would limit

their overall cumulative impact on the
quality of the human environment. Ac-
cordingly, the proposed regulations are
published without the preparation of an
environmental statement. When the re-

view and statement on the coal leasing

program are completed, the regulations
in effect at that time will be revised to

conform with the conclusions of the re-

view.
Part 211 of title 30 of the Code of Fed-

eral Regulations is revised to read as
follows:

PART 211—COAL-MINING OPERATING
REGULATIONS

Administration of Regulations and
Definitions

Sec.
211.1 Scope and purpose.
211.2 Definitions.

211.3 Responsibilities.

211.4 General obligations of licensees, per-

mittees and lessees (including des-
ignated operators or agents).

211.5 Public Inspection of records.

211.6 Appeals.

Maps and Plans

211.10 Exploration, mining and reclamation
plans.

211.11 Approaching oil, gas or water wells.

211.12 Mine maps.
211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish maps.

Prospecting and Exploration Operations

211.20 Information required to be sub-
mitted.

211.21 Core or test holes.

Welfare and Safety

211.25 Sanitary, welfare and safety arrange-
ments.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

211.30 Good practice to be observed.
211.31 Ultimate maximum recovery.

211.32 Multiple seam mining.
211.33 Advance workings; underground

mines.
211.34 Pillar extraction.

211.35 Pillars left for support.
211.36 Development of leased tract through

adjoining mines.
211.37 Surface or open pit mining.
211.38 Mining isolated blocks of nonleased

coal.

211.39 Mine abandonment; surface open-
ings.

Protection Against Mine Hazards

211.40 Abandonment of underground work-
ings.

211.41 Flammable gas and coal dust.
211.42 Approaching abandoned workings.
211.43 Fire protection and prevention.
211.44 Alternate source of power for main

mine fans.

Waste From Mining
Sec.
211.51 Disposal of mine wastes or rejects.

Production Records, Royalty and Atrorr3

2 11.GO Production records.

211. Gl Basis for royalty computation.
211.G2 Production reports and payment-

other reports.

211.63 Audits.

Inspection, Issuance of Orders, and
Enforcement of Orders

211.70 Inspection of underground and sur-

face conditions.

211.71 Issuance of notices, instructions and
orders.

211.72 Enforcement of orders.

Authority.—34 Stat. 539, 35 Stat. 312 (25

U.S.C. 355 NT); 35 Stat. 781 (25 U.S.C. 306);

sec. 32. 41 Stat. 450 (30 U.S.C. 189); 49 Stat.

1967 (25 U.S.C. 501. 502); 52 Stat. 347 (25

U.S.C. 396 a-f ) ; 61 Stat. 915 (30 U.S.C. 359)

;

5 U.S.C. 301; Public Law 91-190, 83 Stat.

852 (42 U.S.C. 4321).

§ 211.1 Scope and purpose.

(a) The regulations in this part shall

govern operations for the discovery,

testing, development, mining, and prep-
aration of coal under coal leases, li-

censes, and permits issued for public

domain and acquired lands pursuant to

the regulations in 43 CFR group 3500
and the Alaska Coal Leasing Act of Oc-
tober 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741>. These reg-

ulations shall also apply to operations
for the discovery, testing, development.
mining, and preparation of coal in tribal

and allotted Indian lands under leases

and permits issued under the regulations

in 25 CFR parts 171, 172, 173, and 174.

(b) The purpose of the regulations in

this part is to promote orderly and effi-

cient prospecting, exploration, testing,

development, mining, and preparation
operations and production practices

without waste or avoidable loss of coal

or other mineral deposits or damage to

coal or other mineral-bearing forma-
tion; to encourage maximum recovery

and use of coal resources; to promote
operating practices wliich will avoid,

minimize or correct damage to the en-

vironment—land, water, and air—and
avoid, minimize or correct hazards to

public health and safety; and to obtain

a proper record and accounting of ail

coal produced.
(c) These regulations will be inter-

preted and administered to the fullest

extent possible in accordance with the

policies of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852) 42

U.S.C. 4321-4347.
(d) When the regulations in this part

relate to matters included in the regula-

tions in 25 CFR part 177—Surface Ex-
ploration, Mining and Reclamation of

Lands—pertaining to Indian lands, the
regulations in that part shall govern to

the extent of any inconsistencies.

(e) When the regulations in this part

relate to matters included in the regula-

tions in 43 CFR part 23, the regulations

in that part shall govern with respect to

technical examinations, issuance or de-
nial of leases, performance bonds, rec-

lamation of land, and reports to the

extent of any inconsistencies; otherwise,

the regulations in this part shall govern-
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§ 211.2 Definitions.

The terms used in this part shall have
the following meanings:

(a) Secretary.—The Secretary of the
Interior.

(b) Director.—The Director of the
U.S. Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.

(c) Division Chief.—The Chief of the

Conservation Division, U.S. Geological
Survey, Washington, D.C.

(d) Regional Manager.—The Regional
Conservation Manager, Conservation Di-
vision, U.S. Geological Survey.

(e) Mining Supervisor.—The Area
Mining Supervisor, Conservation Divi-

sion, U.S. Geological Survey, a repre-

sentative of the Secretary, subject to the

direction and supervisory authority of

the Director, the Division Chief, and the

appropriate Regional Manager, author-
ized and empowered to regulate opera-
tions and to perform other duties pre-

scribed in the regulations in this part, or

a subordinate acting under his direction.

(f) Lessee.—Any person or persons,

partnership, association, corporation, or

municipality to whom a coal lease is

issued subject to the regulations in this

part, or an assignee of such lease under
an approved assignment.

(g) Permittee.—Any person or persons,

partnership, association, corporation, or

municipality to whom a coal prospecting

permit is issued subject to the regula-

tions in this part, or as assignee of such
permit under an approved assignment.

(h) Licensee.—Any individual, associ-

ation of individuals, or municipality to

whom a coal license is issued subject to

the regulations in this part.

(i) Leased lands, leased premises, or

leased tract.—Any lands under a coal

lease and subject to the regulations in

this part.

(j) Permit lands.—Any lands under a

coal prospecting permit and subject to

the regulations in this part.

(k) Operator.—A lessee, permittee,,-or

licensee, or one conducting operations on
lands under the authority of the lessee,

permittee, or licensee.

(1) Reclamation.—The measures un-
dertaken to bring about the necessary
reconditioning or restoration of land or

water that has been affected by explora-
tion, testing, mineral development.'min-
ing, onsite processing operations, or

waste disposal, in ways which will pre-

vent or control onsite or ofTsite damage
to the environment,

(m) CoaZ.—Coal of all ranks from
lignite to anthracite.

(n) Mine.—An underground or surface
excavation and all parts of the property
of "a mining plant, either on the surface

or underground, that contribute directly

or indirectly to the mining and prepara-
tion of coal.

(o) Preparation.—The sizing, cleaning,
drying, mixing, and crushing of the coal

and such other work of preparing coal

for market.
(p) Portal.—Any surface entrance to

an underground mine.

(q) Entry.—An underground passage
used for haulage, ventilation, or as a
manway.

(r) Shaft.—A mine opening, the axis
of which is approximately vertical, ex-
tending from the surface to develop one
or more coal deposits.

(s) Slope.—A mine opening or inclined
entry in a dipping coal formation or an
inclined tunnel through rock to inter-

sect a coal bed.
(t) Drift.—A mine opening or hori-

zontal entry or passage underground.
(u) Stripping operation.—The term

"stripping operation" or "strip pit"

or "open pit" shall mean a mining exca-
vation or development by means of a
surface pit in which material over the
coal bed is first removed and the coal

itself is then extracted.
(v) Explosive dust.—An explosive

dust is a combustible solid in airborne
dispersion capable of propagating flame
when ignited.

(w) Flammable and explosive gases.—
A mixture of atmospheric air and com-
bustible natural gases in such propor-
tions that the mixture is flammable or
explosive.

§211.3 Responsibilities.

fa) Subject to the supervisory au-
thority of the Secretary, the regula-

tions in this part shall be administered
by' the Director of the Geological Survey.

(b) The health and safety of miners
engaged in mining operations on lands
covered by coal leases, permits and
licenses is governed by the Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1369.

(c) The Mining Supervisor is empow-
ered to regulate prospecting, explora-
tion, testing, development, mining, and
preparation operations under the regu-
lations in this part. The Mining Super-
visor in the performance of his duties

shall

:

(1) Inspection and supervision of

operations to prevent waste or damage.—
Examine frequently the lease, permit, or
license lands where operations for the
discovery, testing, development, mining,
or preparation of coal are conducted or

are to be conducted; inspect and regu-
late such operations, including opera-
tions at accessory plants, for the pur-
pose of preventing waste of mineral sub-
stances or damage to formations and de-
posits, or nonmineral resources affected

by the operations; and insure that the
terms and conditions of the permit, lease,

or license and the provisions of the ap-
proved exploration or mining plans are
being complied with.

(2) Compliance with regulations, lease,

permit, or license terms; and approved
plans.—Require operators to conduct
their operations in compliance with the
provisions of applicable regulations, the
terms and conditions of the leases, per-
mits, or licenses, and the requirements
of approved exploration or mining plans.

(3) Reports on condition of lands and
manner of operation; recommendations
for protection of property.—Make re-

ports to the division chief through the
regional manager, as to the genera", con-
dition of lands under permit, lease, or
license and the maimer in which opera-
tions are being conducted and orders or
instructions are being complied with;

and submit information and recommen-
dations for protecting the coal, the coni-

bearing formations, other minerals and
the nonmineral resources.

'4) Manner and form of records, re-

ports and notices.—Prescribe, subject to

the approval of the division chief, the
manner and form in which records of

operations, reports and notices shall be
made.

<5> Records of production; rentals
and royalties.—Obtain and check the
records of production of coal; determine
rental and royalty liability cf lessees,

and permittees; collect and deposit
rental and royalty payments; and main-
tain rental and royalty accounts.

(6) Suspension of operations and pro-
duction.—Act on applications for sus-

pension of operations or production or

both filed pursuant to 43 CPR 3503.3.2

Ce), and terminate, .when appropriate,
suspensions which have been granted;
and transmit to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for appropriate action applica-
tions for suspension of operations or pro-
duction or both under leases on Indian
lands.

(7) Cessation and abandonment of op-
erations.—Upon receipt of a report of
cessation or abandonment of operations.
or relinquishment of a lease, permit or
license, inspect and determine whether
the operator has complied with the terms
and conditions of the permit or lease and
the approved exploration or mining
plans; and determine and report to the
agency having administrative jurisdic-
tion over the lands when the lands have
been properly conditioned for abandon-
ment. The mining supervisor, in accord-
ance with applicable regulations, in 43
CFR part 23 or 25 CFR part 177. will

consult with, or obtain the concurrence
of the authorized officer of the agency-
having administrative jurisdiction over
the lands with respect to compliance by
the operator with the surface protection
and reclamation requirements of the
lease or permit and the exploration or
mining plan.

1 8) Wells or prospect holes.—Prescribe
or approve the methods of protection
from wells or prospect holes drilled for

any purpose through the coal Measures
and mines on leased lands and on coal
lands subject to lease, with a view to the
prevention of leakage of oil, gas, water,
or other fluid substances that might en-
danger the life or health of employees.
and prescribe or approve methods of

obtaining the utimate extraction.' so

far as practicable, of coal in the vicinity

of such wells.

(9) Trespass; involving removal of coal
deposits.—Report to the agency having
administrative jurisdiction over the lands
any trespass that involves removal of
coal deposits.

(10) Water and air quality.—Inspect
exploratory and mining operations to

determine the adequacy of water man-
agement and pollution control measures
for the protection and control of t lie

quality of surface and ground water re-
sources and the adequacy of emission
control measures for the protection and
control of air quality.
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(Hi Compliance with regulations.—
Issue such orders and instructions, not

in conflict with the laws of the State in

which the leased or permit lands are sit-

uated, as necessary to assure compliance
with the purposes of the regulations in

this part.

<d> in the exercise of his jurisdiction

under the regulations in this part, the
mining supervisor shall be subject to

the direction and supervisory authority
of the division chief, and tire appropriate
regional manager, each of whom may
exercise tire jurisdiction of the mining
supervisor.

§ 211.1 General obligations of licensees,

permittees and lessees (including
designated operators or agents).

(a) Operations involving the discov-

ery, testing, development, mining, or

preparation of coal shall conform to the
provisions of the applicable regulations;

the terms and conditions of the lease,

permit or license; the requirements of

approved exploration or mining plans;

and the orders and instructions issued

by the mining supervisor. The operator
shall take precautions to prevent waste
and damage to coal-bearing formations,
and shall take such steps as may be
needed to prevent injury to life or health
and to provide for

1

the health and wel-
fare of employees.

(b) The operator shall take such action
as may be needed to avoid, minimize, or
repair soil erosion; pollution of air; pol-
lution of surface or ground water; dam-
age to vegetative growth, crops, or tim-
ber; injury or destruction of fish and
wildlife and their habitat; creation of

unsafe or hazardous conditions; and
damage to improvements, whether owned
by the United States, its permittees, li-

censees or lessees, or by others; and
damage to recreational, scenic, historical,

and ecological values of the land. The
surface of leased or permit lands shall

be reclaimed in accordance with the
terms and conditions prescribed in the
lease or permit and the provisions of the
approved exploration or mining plan.
Good "housekeeping" practices sliall be
observed at all times. Where any ques-
tion arises as to the necessity for or the
adequacy of an action to meet the re-

quirements of this paragraph, the deter-
mination of the mining supervisor shall

control.

(c) All operations conducted under the
regulations in this part must be consist-
ent with Federal and State water and air
quality standards.

(d) When the mining supervisor de-
termines that a water pollution problem
exists, he may require that a lessee, per-
mittee, or licensee maintain records of
the use of water, quantity and quality of
waste water produced, and the quantity
and quality of waste water disposal, in-
cluding mine drainage discharge, proc-
ess wastes and associated wastes. In or-
der to obtain this information, the lessee,

permittee, or licensee may be required to

install a suitable monitoring system.
(e) Full written reports of accidents,

inundations, or fires shall be promptly
made to the mining supervisor by fhe op-
erator or his representative. Fatal acci-

dents, accidents threatening damage to

the mine, the lands, or the deposits, or ac-

cidents which could cause water pollu-

tion shall be reported promptly to the

mining supervisor by telephone. Reports
required by this section shall be in ad-
dition to those required by part 80 of this

title, or other applicable regulations.

(f ) Lessees and permittees shall submit
the reports required by 25 CFR part 177
and part 2C0 of this chapter.

(gi If the operator fails to take appro-
priate action to protect the mine, coal
deposits, or surrounding environment
from damage or threatened damage by
fire, water, oil, gas, subsidence, or other
hazards, or fails to protect properly the
mine or deposits or eliminate hazards to

the public, upon abandonment or cancel-
lation of a lease, permit, or license, the
lessee, permittee, or licensee shall be li-

able for the expense of labor and supplies

used by, or under the direction of the
mining supervisor for the protection of

the property and elimination of hazards
to the public.

§ 211.5 Public inspection of records.

Geological and geophysical interpreta-
tions, maps, and data and commercial
and financial information required to be
submitted under this part shall not be
available for public inspection without
the consent of the permittee or lessee so
long as the permittee or lessee furnishing
such data, or his successors or assignees,
continues to hold a permit or lease of the
lands involved.

§211.6 Appeal*.

Orders or decisions issued under the
regulations in this part may be appealed
as provided in part 290 of this chapter.

Maps and Plans

§211.10 Exploration, mining and rec-
lamation plans.

fa) General.—Before conducting any
operations, the operator shall submit to
the Mining Supervisor for approval an
exploration or mining plan, in quintupli-
cate, which shall show in detail the pro-
posed exploration, prospecting, testing,

development, or mining operations to be
conducted. Exploration and mining plans
sliall be consistent with and responsive
to the requirements of the lease or per-

mit for the protection of nonmineral re-

sources and for the reclamation of the
surface of the lands affected by the oper-
ations. The Mining Supervisor shall con-
sult with the other agencies involved,
and shall promptly approve the plans or
indicate what modifications of the plans
are necessary to conform to the provi-

sions of the applicable regulations and
the terms and conditions of the permit
or lease. No operations shall be con-
ducted except under an approved plan.

t.bi Exploration plans.—The Mining
Supervisor may require that an explora-
tion plan include any or all of the
following:

(1) A description of the environ-
mental conditions within the area where
exploration is to be conducted and a
general description of the regional en-
vironmental conditions.

(2) A narrative description inducing:
(i) Method of exploration.
(ii) Measures to be taken to prevent

or control fire, soil erosion, pollution of

surface and ground water, pollution of

air. damage to fish and wildlife or their

habitat, or other natural resources and
hazards to public health and safety.

(iii) Method for plugging drill holes.

(iv) Method for reclaiming lands dis-

turbed by the exploration work, includ-

ing grading, leveling and revegetation.
(3) Estimated timetable for each

phase of the work and for final com-
pletion of the program.-

(4) Five copies of a suitable map or

aerial photograph showing topographic,

cultural and drainage features, and the
proposed location of drill holes, trenches,

access roads, etc.

(c) Mining plans.—The Mining Su-
pervisor may require that a mining plan
include any or all of the following:

(1) A description of the environmen-
tal conditions within the area where
mining is to be conducted and a general
description of the regional environmental
conditions.

(2) A narrative description including:

(i) Nature and extent of the coal de-
posit.

(ii) Method of mining including min-
ing sequence and production rate.

(iii) Measures to be taken to prevent
or control fire, soil erosion, pollution of

surface or ground water, pollution of air,

damage to fish and wildlife or their

habitat or other natural resources, and
hazards to pubhc health and safety.

(iv) Method for disposal of refuse,

waste or overburden, including location,

design to prevent erosion, water pollu-

tion, and dump failure.

(v) Design for the necessary im-
poundment, treatment or control of all

runoff water and drainage from mine
workings and preparation plants so as to

reduce soil erosion and prevent the pol-

lution and increased sedimentation of

watercourses.
(Vi) The surface reclamation portion-

of the plan shall include:

(a) A reclamation schedule.

(b) Method of grading, backfilling and
contouring.

(c) Method of soil preparation and
fertilizer application.

(d) Type and mixture of shrubs, trees,

grasses, or legumes to be planted.

(e) Method of planting, including

amount and spacing.

(/) Method of abandoning mine open-
ings, including mine portals, shafts,

slopes and entries.

(3) Five copies of suitable maps or

aerial photographs showing:
(i) Topographic, cultural and drain-

age features, roads and vehicular trails.

(ii) Cross sections of the deposit.

(iii) Size and locations for mine and
surface structures and facilities.

(iv) Location of refuse and waste dis-

posal areas.

(v) Location of settling'or water treat-

ment ponds.

(vi) For a surface mine, the planned
mine layout map including the coal-

outcrop line and a line indicating the
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limits to which the mining is expected
to extend.

(vii) For an underground mine, the
planned mine layout map including lo-

cations of shafts, slopes, drifts, main
hr.ulageways, aircourscs, entries, and
barrier pillars; and the proposed widths
of all slopes, entries, haulageways, air-

courses, rooms, crosscuts, and barrier
pillars.

(d) Changes in plans.—Exploration
and mining plans may be changed by
mutual consent of the Mining Super-
visor and the operator at any time to

adjust to changed conditions or to cor-
rect an oversight. To obtain approval of
a changed or supplemental plan, the
operator shall submit a written state-
ment of the proposed changes or sup-
plement and the justification for the
proposed changes.

(e) Partial plan.—If the circum-
stances warrant, or if development of an
exploration or mining plan for the entire
operation is dependent upon unknown
factors which cannot or will not be de-
termined except during the progress of
the operations, a partial plan may be
approved and supplemented from time
to time, The operator shall not, how-
ever, perform any operation except
under an approved plan.

§ 211.11 Approaching oil, gas, or water
wells.

When mining operations approach
within 200 ft of wells or bore holes that
may liberate oil, gas, water, or other
fluid substances, the lessee shall present
his plans for mining the coal in proxim-
ity to such holes to the Mining Super-
visor and obtain his approval before
proceeding with the work planned. The
plans shall provide that the coal be ex-
tracted as completely as practicable with
safety and in such manner that the well
will not be damaged, and that precau-.
tions be taken against the sudden libera-
tion of a body of oil, gas, water, or other
fluid. In approaching such holes, the in-
structions in § 211.42 shall be followed.

§211.12 Mine maps.

(a) General requirements.—The oper-
ator shall maintain an accurate and up-
to-date map of the mine, drawn to a
scale acceptable to the Mining Super-
visor. All maps shall be appropriately
marked with reference to Government
landmarks or lines and elevations with
reference to sea level. Copies of such
maps shall be properly posted to date
and furnished, in duplicate, to the Min-
ing Supervisor annually or at such other
times as he deems necessary. Before any
mine or section of a mine is abandoned,
closed, or made inaccessible, a survey of
such mine or section shall be made and
recorded on the map. All excavations in
each separate bed shall be shown in such
a manner that the production of coal for

any royalty" period can be accurately as-
certained. Additionally, the map shall

show the name of the mine, the name
of the lessee, the Land Office serial num-
ber, the lease boundary lines, surface
buildings, dip of the coalbed, true north,

the map scale, an explanatory legend,
and such other information as the Min-
ing Supervisor shall request.

(b) Underground mine maps.—Un-
derground mine maps shall, in addition
to the general requirements of paragraph
(a) of this section, show all mine work-
ings; the date of extension of the mine
workings, and a coal section at each
entry face; the location of all surface
mine fans; the position of all fire walls,
dams, main pumps, fire pipelines, per-
manent ventilating stoppings, doors,
overcasts, undercasts, permanent seals,

and regulators; the direction of the
ventilating current in the various parts
of the mine at the time of making the
latest surveys; sealed areas; known
bodies of standing water either in or
above the workings of the mine; areas
affected by squeezes; the elevations of
surface and underground levels of all

shafts, slopes or drifts; and the elevation
of the floor or bottom of the mine work-
ings at regular intervals in main en-
tries, panels or sections, sump areas, etc.

(c) Surface mine •maps.—Surface
mine maps shall, in addition to the gen-
eral requirements of paragraph (a) of
this section, show the date of extension
of the mine workings and a coal section
at each working face; all w-orked-out
areas; the stripped but unmined coal-
bed; and the elevation of the top of the
coalbeds and the surface.

(d) Profiles of steeply dipping beds;
vertical view of workings.—When re-
quired by the mining supervisor, vertical
projections and cross sections shall ac-
company plan views of steeply dipping
beds.

(e) Other maps.—The opeartor shall
prepare such other maps of the leased
lands as in the judgment of the mining
supervisor are necessary to show the
surface boundaries; location, surface
elevation, depth, and thickness of the
coal, and total depth of each bore hole;
improvements; reclamation completed;
topography, including subsidence result-
ing from mining; and the geological con-
ditions as determined from outcrops,
drill holes, exploration or mining.

<f) Accuracy of maps.—The accuracy
of maps furnished shall be certified by a
professional engineer, professional land
surveyor, or other professionally quali-
fied person.

§211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish
maps.

(a) Liability of lessee for expense of
survey.—If the operator fails to furnish
a required map, the mining supervisor
shall employ a competent mine surveyor
to make a survey and a map of the mine,
the cost of which shall be charged to and
promptly paid by the operator.

(b) Incorrect maps.—If any map sub-
mitted by an operator is believed to be
incorrect, the mining supervisor may
cause a survey to be made. If the survey
shows the map submitted by the lessee
to be substantially incorrect in whole or
in part, the cost of making the survey
and preparing the map shall be charged
to and promptly paid by the operator.

Prospecting and Exploration
Operations

§ 211.20 Information required to be
submitted*

The operator shall submit promptly to

the mining supervisor upon request, com-
pletion, suspension of prospecting or ex-
ploration operations, or as provided in

the leases and permits, signed copies. In
duplicate, of records of all prospecting
operations performed on the lease or per-
mit lands along with vertical cross sec-
tions through the land and a map
showing the exact location of coal out-
crops, all drill holes, trenches and other
prospecting activities. The records shall

include a log of all strata penetrated and
conditions encountered, such as water,
quicksand, gas, or any unusual condi-
tions; copies of all other in-hole surveys,
such as electric logs, gamma ray-neutron
logs, sonic logs or any other logs pro-
duced; and copies of analyses and results

of other tests conducted on the land. All

drill holes, trenches and excavations will

be logged under the supervision of a
competent geologist or engineer. Unless
otherwise authorized by the mining
supervisor, the core and cuttings from
test holes shall be retained by the opera-
tor for 1 year and shall be available for

inspection at the convenience of the
mining supervisor. The mining super-
visor may sample such parts of the core

and cuttings as he deems advisable.

§ 211.21 Core and lest holes.

(a) Abandonment.—Drill holes,

trenches and other excavations for de-
velopment or prospecting shall be aban-
doned In a manner to protect the sur-
face and not to endanger any present or
future underground operation or any de-
posit of oil, gas, other mineral substances,
or water strata. Methods of abandon-
ment shall be by backfilling, cementing
or capped casing, or both, or by other
methods approved in advance by the
mining supervisor.

(b) Surveillance wells.—With the ap-
proval of the mining supervisor, drill

holes may be utilized as surveillance
wells for the purpose of determining the
effect of subsequent operations upon the
quantity, quality, or pressure of ground
water or mine gases.

(c) Blowout control devices.—When
drilling on lands valuable or potentially
valuable for oil and gas or geothermal
resources, the drilling equipment shall
be equipped with blowout control devices
acceptable to the mining supervisor be-
fore penetrating more than 100 feet of
consolidated sediments unless a greater
depth is approved in advance by the min-
ing supervisor.

(d) Use of wells by others.—Upon re-
ceipt of a written request from the
surface owner or surface administering
agency, the mining supervisor may ap-
prove the transfer of an exploratory well
for further use as a water well. Approval
of such well transfer will be accompanied
by a corresponding transfer of responsi-
bility for any liability for damage and
eventual plugging.
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Welfare and Safety

§ 211.25 Sanitary, welfare, and safely

arrangements.

The underground and surface sani-

tary, welfare, health, and safety arrange-
ments shall be in accordance with the
regulations of the U.S. Public Health
Service and the applicable standards in

chapter 1 of this title.

Cross Reference.—For regulations of the

U.S. Public Health Service, Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, see 42 CFR
chapter 1.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

§ 211.30 Good practice to be observed.

The operator shall observe good prac-

tice following the highest standards in

prospecting, exploration, testing, de-

velopment and mining, sinking wells,

shafts, and slopes, driving drifts and
tunnels, blasting, transporting coal,

hoisting, the use of explosives, timbering,

pumping, reclamation, and other activi-

ties on the leased or permit lands.

§ 211.31 Ultimate maximum recovery.

(a) Maximum recovery and protection

for future use.—Mining operations shall

be conducted in a manner to yield the

ultimate maximum recovery of the coal

deposits, consistent with the protection

and use of other natural resources, sound
economic practice, and the protection

and preservation of the environment

—

land, water and air.

(b) No available coal to be aban-
doned.—The lessee shall not leave or

abandon any coal which otherwise could

be safely recovered by approved methods
of mining when in the regular course of

mining operations the time shall arrive

for mining such coal. No entry, level, or
panel workings in which the pillars have
not been completely extracted within
safe limits shall be permanently aban-
doned and rendered inacessible, except
with the written approval of the mining
supervisor.

§ 211.32 Multiple seam mining.

(a) Sequence of mining. In general,

the available coal in the upper beds shall

be worked out before the coal in the
lower beds is mined. Simultaneous work-
ings in an upper coalbed shall be kept
in advance of the workings in each lower

bed. The mining supervisor may author-
ize mining of any lower beds before

mining the available coal in each known
upper bed.

(b) Protective barrier pillars in

multiple-seam mining.—In areas subject

to multiple-seam extraction, the protec-

tive barrier pillars for all main and sec-

ondary slope entries, main haulageways,
primary aircourses, bleeder entries and
manways in each seam shall be super-

imposed regardless of vertical separation

or rock competency; however, modifi-

cations, exceptions, or variations of this

requirement may be approved in ad-
vance by the mining supervisor.

§ 211.33 Advance workings; under-
ground mines.

(a) Limits for removing coal.—Where
the room and pillar or other system of

mining requires advance working in

solid coal, including entries, rooms, and
crosscuts or breakthroughs, tr.e lessee,

except with the written consent of the
mining supervisor, shall not extract by
such advance workings or first mining
more than 60 percent of the total area
of the coalbed within any particular tract

or panel entered by said advance work-
ings where the cover is less than 500 feet;

nor more than 50 percent where the cover
is more than 500 feet and less than 1,000

feet; nor more than 40 percent where
the cover is more than 1,000 feet and less

than 1,500 feet; nor more than 30 per-

cent where the cover is more than 1,500

feet and less than 2,000 feet; nor more
than 20 percent where the cover is more
than 2,000 feet. The mining supervisor

may require a greater percentage to be
left where unfavorable roof or floor con-
ditions exist, where other adverse geo-

logic conditions prevail or where the
coalbed is or may be affected by mining
elsewhere.
(b) Pillar size and shape.—During de-

velopment, the size and shape of the pil-

lars will be determined by the depth of

cover, heights of coal, proposed method
of pillar recovery and other conditions

associated with the coalbed. The pillars

will be of uniform size and shape insofar

as is possible and the smallest dimen-
sion shall not be less than 20 feet.

(c) Basis for computing percentage of

tract to be mined.—The percentage of the

total area of the coalbed in a tract to be
mined on advance mining shall be com-
puted on the basis of the area and not
on the basis of the calculated available

tonnage.

§ 21 1.34 Pillar extraction.

(a) The pillar recovery plan must be
approved in advance by the mining su-

pervisor.

(b) Where full pillar recovery is un-
dertaken, extraction shall be such as to

allow total caving of the main roof in

the pillared area.

(c) Pillars of substantial size which
must be abandoned prematurely due to

safety considerations must be drilled and
shot, if possible, to reduce their size so

as to minimize undue forces overriding

the working places.

(d) Pillaring methods shall be designed

to eliminate pillar points and pillars that

project in by the break line.

(e) Ta& overall pillar recovery system
shall be designed to minimize the possi-

bility of outbursts, bounces and squeezes.

§211.35 Pillars left for support.

(a) Shaft, entry and slope pillars.—

A

pillar proportionate in size to the depth
below the surface and the thickness of

coal being extracted shall be left in each
coalbed for the support of each shaft,

main slope, main entry and main air-

course.

(b) Shaft pillar size.—Shaft pillars

shall be not less in radius than one-half

the thickness of cover over the pillar, but

not less than 100 feet in radius.

(c) Slope, main haulage and main air-

course pillar size.—A pillar width not
less than one-fourth of the thickness of

cover above it shall be left on each side

of the main slope entry system, main
haulage entry system and/or main air-

course system. The pillar width will be
determined by the maximum depth of

the cover anticipated.

(d) Openings in shaft and slope pil-

lars.—Shaft and slope landings, sidings,

and entries for haulage, ventilation.

manways, and shops may be excavated
in a pillar provided the area of such
places does not exceed 15 percent of the

area of the pillar and that no rooms or

other openings are made therein for the

sole purpose of obtaining quick produc-
tion.

(e) Barrier pillars.—The operator
shall not, without the prior consent of

the mining supervisor, mine any coal,

drive any underground workings, or drill

any lateral boreholes within 50 feet of

any of the outside boundary lines of the

leased lands, nor within such greater dis-

tance of said boundary lines as the min-
ing supervisor may prescribe. Payment
up to and including the full value of the
coal mined may be required for coal

mined within such designated distances
of the boundary without the written con-
sent of the mining supervisor.

(f) Lessee may be required to mine
barrier pillars on adjacent lands.—If the

coal on land covered by these regulations

beyond any barrier pillar has been
worked out and the water level beyond
the pillar is below the lessee's adjacent
operations, the lessee shall, on the writ-
ten demand of the mining supervisor,

mine out and remove all available coal

in such barrier, both in the lands covered
by the lease and in the adjoining prem-
ises, if it can be mined without hardship
to the lessee. Authorization of the min-
ing supervisor shall constitute a modi-
fication of the lease to include the neces-
sary land.

(g) Privately owned coal on adjoiivng
premises.—If the coal mining rights in

adjoining premises are privately owned
and this coal has been worked out, an
agreement may be made with the coal
owner for the extraction of the coal re-

maining in the boundary pillars which
otherwise may be lost.

§211.36 Development of leased tract

through adjoining mines.

An operator may mine leased land
from an adjoining underground mine on
land privately owned or controlled or
from adjacent leased lands, under the

following conditions

:

(a) The entire mine and operations
therein including that part on land pri-

vately owned or controlled shall conform
to all the regulations in this part.

(b) Free access for inspection of said

connecting mine on land privately owned
or controlled shall be given at any rea-
sonable time to the mining supervisor or
his representative.

§ 211.37 Surface or open pit mining.

(a) Fire prevention.—Accumulations
of slack coal or combustible waste shall

be stored in a location and manner so as

not to be a fire hazard to the coal de-
posit.
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(b) Coal face to be covered in strip

pits.—Upon completion or indefinite sus-
pension of mining operations in all or
any part of a strip pit, the face of the
coal shall be covered with r.oncombusti-
ble material that will effectively prevent
the coalbed from becoming ignited.

'c) Underground workings from any
strip pit.—The driving of any under-
ground openings by auger or other meth-
ods from any strip pit shall not be un-
dertaken without prior written approval
of the mining supervisor.

(d) reclamation and restoration of
mined area.—Reclamation must be per-
formed as concurrently with mining as
feasible.

§ 211.38 Mining isolated blocks of non-
leased coal.

Narrow strips of coal which are owned
by the United States between leased
lands and the outcrop, or small blocks
of coal which are owned by the United
States adjacent to leased land that would
otherwise be isolated or lost may be
mined on written authorization of the
mining supervisor. Authorization of the
mining supervisor shall constitute a
modification of the lease to include the
necessary land.

§ 211.39 Mine abandonment; surface
openings.

(a) General requirement for abandon-
ment.—The operator shall substantially
backfill, fence, protect or otherwise ef-
fectively close all surface openings, sub-
sidence holes, surface excavations or
workings which are a hazard to people
or animals. Such protective measures
shall be maintained in a secure condition
during the term of the lease, permit
or license. Before permanent abandon-
ment of operations all openings and ex-
cavations, including water discharge
points, shall be closed or backfilled ac-
cording to a pian approved by the min-
ing supervisor.

(b) Permanent abandonment of
shafts.—Mine shafts shall be abandoned
in a permanent manner so as not to cause
a public hazard or nuisance. This shall be
done by filling the entire depth with in-
combustible material or by placing a
reinforced concrete slab in solid rock and
backfilling to the surface. All proposals
for abandoning a shaft must have prior
approval of the mining supervisor.

(c) Permanent abandonment of slope
and drift openings.—Slope or drift open-
ings when permanently abandoned shall
be effectively sealed with solid incom-
bustible material such as reinforced con-
crete, solid concrete blocks, or other sub-
stantial material; or shall be completely
filled with incombustible material for a
distance of at least 25 feet into such
openings. The surface openings and the
coal exposed by the operator shall be
covered by a sufficient amount of incom-
bustible material that will effectively
prevent the coalbed from becoming
ignited. All proposals for abandoning a*

slope, or drift must have prior approval
of the miring supervisor.

(d) Temporary abandonment of sur-
face openings.—Surface openings at all

underground mines which are tempo-
rarily closed sh.'.ll be adequately fenced
or equipped with a substantial incom-
bustible gate or door which shall remain
locked when not in use. Conspicious
signs shall be posted prohibiting en-
trance of unauthorized persons.

(e) Permanent abandonment—sur-
face mines and strip pits.—The highwall
of the final cut of any abandoned strip
or open pit mine must be graded to a
slope not greater than 2 to 1. Details
shall be provided in the approved plan
of reclamation required under part
211.10.

(f) Reclamation and cleanup.—Rec-
lamation and cleanup of surface areas
around and near permanently abandoned
underground and strip mines must com-
mence without delay following cessation
of mining operations.

Protection Against Mine Hazards

§ 211.-10 Abandonment of underground
workings.

c&) Approval for abandonment re-
quired.—No underground workings or
part thereof shall be permanently
abandoned and rendered inaccessible
without the written approval of the min-
ing supervisor.

(b) Sealing or ventilating abandoned
workings.—All abandoned workings shall
be either sealed or ventilated. All seals
shall be constructed of solid, substantial,
incombustible material, and at least one
seal in each sealed area will be fitted with
a pipe and valve for testing the atmos-
phere and pressures in the sealed area.

§211. '11 Flammable pas and coal dust.

la) Flammable gas.—All active under-
ground workings shall be ventilated by a
current of air containing not less than
19.5 percent oxygen by volume, not more
than 0.5 percent carbon dioxide by vol-
ume, and contain no harmful quantities
of other noxious or poisonous gases. The
volume and velocity of the current of
ventilating air shall be sufficient to dilute,
render harmless, and to carry away flam-
mable, explosive, noxious, and harmful
gases, dust, and smoke. No dangerous ac-
cumulations of flammable gas will be al-
lowed in or on surface coal handling
facilities nor near active strip or auger-
ing mining or other types of remote coal
recovery methods under an open pit
highwall.

(b) Coal dust.—Accumulations of coal
dust, loose coal, and other combustible
materials shall not be permitted to ac-
cumulate in dangerous quantities in ac-
tive underground and surface mine work-
ings, on electrical equipment, or on sur-
face coal handling facilities.

§ 211.12 Approaching abandoned work-
ings.

Whenever a working place in an under-
ground mine approaches within 50 ft of
abandoned areas which can be inspected
or within 200 ft of any abandoned areas
of the mine which cannot be inspected
and which may contain dangerous ac-
cumulations of water or gas, or within
200 ft of any workings of an adjacent
mine, a borehole or boreholes shall be

drilled to a distance of at least 20 ft in
advance of the working face of such
working place and shall be continually
maintained to a distance of at least 10
ft in advance of the working face. Such
boreholes shall be drilled sufficiently
close to each other to insure that the
advancing face will not accidentally hole
through into abandoned areas or adja-
cent mines. Boreholes shall also be drilled
at an angle of 45' and not more than 8
ft apart in the rib of such woritin:;
places to a distance of at least 20 ft and
such rib holes shall be drilled in o:ie or
both ribs of such working places as may
be necessary for adequate protection of
persons working in such places.

§ 211.43 Fire protection and prevention.

All structures within 100 ft of any
mine opening shall be of fireproof con-
struction. Flammable material shall not
be stored within 100 ft of a mine open-
ing. All shafts shall be fireproof, or ade-
quate fire-control devices, satisfactory
to the mining supervisor, shall be in-
stalled. All underground offices, stations,
shops, magazines, and stores shall be of
fireproof construction and so equipped
and maintained to eliminate fire hazards.
Sufficient materials and firefighting ap-
paratus in working condition shall be
maintained at the mine openings and at
convenient points in the mine workings
for fire emergencies. An adequate water
supply shall be held in storage tanks or
reservoirs for fire emergencies and shall
be available for immediate use through
connecting pipelines for either surface
or underground fires.

§211.14 Alternate source of power for
main mine fans.

If deemed necessary by the mining su-
pervisor, all electrically driven main mine
fans shall be provided with an alternate
source of power for immediate use in case
of failure of the electrical power source.

Waste Prom Mining

§211.51 Disposal of mine waste or
rejects.

(a) The operator shall dispose of all

solid wastes resulting from the mining
and preparation of coal and mineral sub-
stances as required by the mining
supervisor.

(b) All waste or rejects containing
practically no coal shall be deposited
separately and apart from sized coal for
which no immediate market exists. The
waste containing coal in such quantity
that it may be later separated from the
waste by washing or other means shall
also be stored separately.

Production Records, Royalty and
Audits

§211.60 Production records.

(a) Lessees shall maintain books in
which will be kept a correct account by
weight of all coal mined; coal sold: to
whom sold and the price received; coal
stored; coal used on the premise; and
coal otherwise disposed of.

(b) Permittees, if producing coal under
a prospecting permit, must maintain the
same records as required of the lessees
in paragraph (a) of this section.
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<c) Licensees must maintain a correct
record of all coal mined and removed
from the land under license.

(d) All records and books maintained
by lessees, permittees and licensees show-
ing the required information must be
kept current and in such manner that
the records can be readily checked by
the mining supervisor or his representa-
tive upon request.

§ 211.61 Basis for Royalty Computation.

(a) Sale price.—The sale price basis
for determination of the amount of roy-
alty due shall not be less than the high-
est and best obtainable market price for
coal of similar quality at the usual and
customary place of disposal:

(1) At the time of sale, if the coal
is sold.

(2) At the time of use by the opera-
tor or other disposition, if the coal Is

used or otherwise disposed of.

<3) On the date the royalty is paid,
if the coal is stored for future use, sale,
or other disposition.

(b) Bone or other impurities.—All
bone coal, rock and other impurities may
be removed from the raw coal prior to
determination of coal weights for royalty
purposes.

(c) Discretion of mining supervisor.—
(1) The right is reserved to the mining
supervisor to determine and declare the
sale price if it is deemed necessary by
him to do so for the protection of the
interests of the lessor.

(2) If royalties become due and pay-
able prior to extraction of bone coal,
rock, and other impurities or final weigh-
ing of coal, the mining supervisor may
determine by estimate the weight of the
coal for royalty purposes. In addition,
the mining supervisor may, after the re-
moval of bone coal, rock and other im-
purities and final weighing of the coal,
require the payment of such additional
royalties or allow such credits or re-
funds as may be necessary to adjust the
royalty payments to reflect the true
weight of the coal.

§ 211.62 Production reports and pay-
ment—other reports.

(a) Lessees.—Lessees shall report, on
the report form provided, within 30 days
after expiration of the period covered by
the report, all coal mined from the leased
land during each calendar quarter and
the sales price basis on which royalty
has been paid or will be paid. Except as
provided by leases and permits issued
under the regulations in 25 CFR parts
171, 172, 173, and 174, the royalty for
coal mined shall be paid prior to the end
of the third month succeeding the ex-
traction of the coal from the mine.

(b) Permittees.—Permittees shall re-
port the prospecting work done, the cost
of the work, the results of prospecting
and such other information as may be

necessary. Permittees shall report all
coal mined while determining the ex-
istence or workability of the deposit.

(c) Licensees.—Licensees shall report
all coal mined on a semiannual basis on
the report form provided.

(d) Penalty.—If a lessee or permittee
records or reports less than the true
weight or value of coal mined, the Sec-
retary may impose a penalty equal to
double the amount of royalty due on the
shortage, or the full value of the shortage,
which penalty shall be paid in addition to
royalty due and payable. If, after warn-
ing a lessee or permittee maintains false
records or files false reports, a suit to
cancel the lease may be instituted in
addition to the imposition of penalties.

§211.63 Audits.

An audit of the lessee's or permittee's
accounts and books may be made annu-
ally, or at other such times as may be
directed by the mining supervisor, by cer-
tified public accountants and at the ex-
pense of the lessee. The lessee shall fur-
nish, free of cost, duplicate copies of such
annual or other audits to the mining
supervisor within 30 days after the com-
pletion of each auditing.

Inspection, Issuance op Orders, and
Enforcement of Orders

§ 211.70 Inspection of underground
and surface conditions.

Operators shall provide means at all

reasonable hours, either day or night, for
the Mining Supervisor or his representa-
tive to inspect or investigate the under-
ground or surface mine conditions; to
conduct surveys; to estimate the amount
of coal mined; to study the methods of
prospecting, exploration, testing, deve-
lopment, preparation, and handling nec-
essary; to determine the volumes, types,
and composition of wastes generated, the
adequacy of measures for minimizing the
amount of such wastes, and the measures
for treatment and disposal of such
wastes; and to determine whether the
terms and conditions of the permit or
lease and the requirements of the ex-
ploration, mining or reclamation plan
have been complied with.

§ 211.71 Issuance of notices, instruc-
tions, and orders.

(a) Address of responsible party.—Be-
fore beginning operations, the operator
shall inform the Mining Supervisor in
writing of the designation and post of-
fice address of the exploration or min-
ing operation, the operator's temporary
and permanent post office address, and
the name and post office address of the
superintendent, or designated operator or
agent, who will be in charge of the op-
erations and who will act as the local
representative of the operator. There-
after, the Mining Supervisor shall be in-

formed of each change of address of the

mine office or in the name or address of
the local representative.

(b) Receipt of the notices, i-:stmc-
tions. and orders.—The operator shall be
considered to have received all notices,
instructions, and orders that are mailed
to or posted at the mine or mire office.
or mailed or handed to the superinten-
dent, the mine foreman, the mine clerk,
or higher officials connected with the
mine or exploration site for trans-
mittal to the operator or his local
representative.

§ 211.72 Enforcement of order**

(a) Notice of noncompliance.—If the
Mining Supervisor determines that an
operator has failed to comply with the
regulations in this part, other applicable
departmental regulations, the terms and
conditions of the permit or lease, the re-
quirements of an approved exploration or
mining plan, or with the Mining Super-
visor's orders or instructions, the Mining
Supervisor shall serve a notice ci non-
compliance. The notice shall specify in
what respects the operator has failed to
comply with the provisions of applicable
regulations, the terms and concisions of
the permit or lease, the requirements of
an approved exploration or mining plan
or the orders and instructions of the Min-
ing Supervisor, and shall specify the ac-
tion which must be taken to correct the
noncompliance and the time limits with-
in which such action must be taken.
A written report shall be submitted by
the operator to verify that noncompli-
ance has been corrected.

(b) Penalty for noncompliance.'—If, in
the judgment of the Mining Supervisor,
failure to comply with the regulations,
the terms and conditions of the permit or
lease, the requirements of approved ex-
ploration or mining plans, or with the
Mining Supervisor's orders or instruc-
tions threaten immediate, serious, or ir-
reparable damage to the environment.
the mine or the deposit being mined, or
other valuable mineral deposits or other
resources, the Mining Supervisor or Ins
representative is authorized, either in'

writing or orally with written confirma-
tion, to suspend operations without prior
notice of noncompliance. Failure of the
operator to take action in accordance
with the notice of noncompliance shall be
grounds for ordering suspension of op-
erations by the Mining Supervisor.

PART 216—OPERATING REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE MINING OF COAL IN
ALASKA [REVOKED]

Part 216 of chapter II of title 30 of the
Code of Federal Regulations is revoked.

JohnB. Ricc,
Deputy Assistant Secretary

of the Interior.
April 24, 1973.

[PR Doc.73-8318 Filed 4-27-73;8:45 am)
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proposed rules

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER contains notices to the public of the proposed issuance of rules and regulations. The purpose of

these notices is to give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule making prior to the adoption of the final rules.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

[ 27 CFR Part 7 ]

[Notice No. 270]

LABELING AND ADVERTISING OF MALT
BEVERAGES

Postponed Hearing

The public hearing on proposed
amendments to the above part, pertain-
ing to ingredient labeling of malt bever-
ages, which was originally announced
for October 1, 1974 (FR Doc. 74-17720),
and postponed to February 3, 1975 (FR
Doc. 74-21814) has again been postponed
to April 15, 1975, at the same time and
location. The last date for submission of

written material and requests to present
oral testimony has consequently been ex-
tended to April 8, 1975.

The postponement was caused by un-
foreseen difficulties arising in connection
with the publication of notices of hear-
ing on ingredient labeling of wine and
distilled spirits. These hearings were
originally intended to be held contem-
poraneously with the malt beverage
hearing, but Congressional and inter-

national interest made it desirable to

delay publication of these notices to al-

low sufficient time for interested parties

to explore the ramifications of the pro-
posed regulations. Publication of notices

of hearing for wine and distilled spirits

will be published soon, with all three
hearings scheduled during April 1975.

As indicated in the previous postpone-
ment notice, all alcoholic beverage in-

dustries are interrelated, and our final

regulations for each will undoubtedly
be much the same. As a result, much
of the data presented at the wine and
distilled spirits hearings will also be
relevant to our proposed malt beverage
regulation, and prudence would seem to
dictate that many of the substantive de-
cisions in connection with the malt bev-
erage regulation be withheld until after
the wine and distilled spirits hearings.
For this reason, and also the fact that
for competitive reasons it is highly de-
sirable that the transition period during
which ingredient labeling is optional and
the mandatory compliance dates for all

three regulations coincide, it is highly
unlikely that an earlier hearing date
would result in an earlier effective date
for the malt beverage regulation.
For these reasons, we have decided

that it would be in the best interests of
all concerned to postpone the malt bev-
erage ingredient labeling hearing to
April 15, 1975, with hearings on wine

and distilled spirits to be scheduled for

the same month.

Dated: January 28, 1975.

Rex D. Davis,
Director, Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms.

[FR Doc.75-2908 Filed 1-29-75:8:45 am]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Fish and Wildlife Service

[ 50 CFR Part 28 ]

DUNGENESS NATIONAL WILDLIFE
REFUGE, WASH.

Proposed Curtailment of Horseback
Riding; Extension of Time

In FR Doc. 74-29393 appearing In the
issue of December 18, 1974, (39 FR 43728)
the date reading "January 30, 1975," for
receiving written comments has been ex-
tended and should read "March 1, 1975."

Dated: January 27, 1975.

Lynn A. Greenwalt,
Director,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

[FR Doc.75-2724 Filed 1-29-75:8:45 am]

Geological Survey

[30 CFR Parts 211, 216]

COAL MINING OPERATING REGULATIONS

On April 30, 1973, a notice and text of

a proposed revision of the coal mining
operating regulations, governing opera-
tions conducted under coal permits
(leases, and licenses on public and ac-
quired lands of the United States and
Indian lands administered by the De-
partment of the Interior, and a proposed
revocation of 30 CFR Part 216

—

Operat-
ing Regulations Governing the Mining
of Coal in Alaska, was published in the
Federal Register (38 F.R. 10686-10692).
The proposed revision of 30 CFR Part 211
was for the following purposes:

(1) To update the existing regulations
by deleting obsolete provisions and in-

cluding requirements consistent with
modern mining practices ; and

(2) To clarify the responsibility of
lessees, permittees, and licensees for the
protection of the surface, the natural
resources, the environment and existing

improvements during operations for the
discovery, testing, development, mining
and preparation and handling of coal.

It was also proposed that 30 CFR Part
216, applicable to coal mining operations

under leases In the State of Alaska Issued

pursuant to the Alaska Coal Leasing Act
of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741), prior

to its repeal by Pub. L. 86-252, Septem-
ber 9, 1959, 73 Stat. -490, be revoked and
that operations under those leases also

be governed by the regulations In 30

CFR Part 211.

The notice stated that after expiration
of the 60-day period provided for submit-
ting comments, suggestions, or objections

with respect to the proposed regulations,

the regulations would be further revised,

if deemed necessary, and republished in

the Federal Register as interim regu-
lations. After consideration of the views
presented, and in light of policy decisions

made subsequent to the April 1973 no-
tice, it is deemed necessary, in accordance
with the policy of the Department of the
Interior, to afford the public an oppor-
tunity to participate in the rulemaking
process whenever practicable, to repro-

pose these regulations for further public

review.
Therefore, notice is hereby given that

pursuant to the authority vested in the
Secretary of the interior under the Min-
eral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920. as

amended and supplemented (30 tf.S.C.

181-287), the Mineral Leasing Act for

Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359), 5

TJ.S.C. 301, the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347),
and various statutes relating to mining
on Indian lands, it is proposed to revise

30 CFR Part 211 as set forth below.
It is also proposed that 30 CFR Part

216, applicable to coal mining operations
under leases in the State of Alaska which
were issued pursuant to the Alaska Coal
Leasing Act of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat.

741), prior to its repeal by Pub. L. 86-
252, September 9, 1959, 73 Stat. 490, be
revoked and that operations under those
leases also be governed by the regula-
tions in 30 CFR Part 211 as set forth

below.
The Department of the Interior is cur-

rently conducting an environmental re-

view of the coal leasing program. The
Council on Environmental Quality has
recommended that regulations for the
effective management and protection of

the public lands be promulgated to serve
as interim regulations pending comple-
tion of that environmental review. The.
revision of 30 CFR Part 211, presently
proposed, is essential for such effective

management and protection of the pub-
lic lands. The delay which would be oc-
casioned by the preparation of a sepa-
rate environmental statement related
solely to the proposed regulations or the
withholding of promulgation until an
environmental statement on the coal
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leasing program Is completed would .cre-

ate a period during which effective man-
agement and protection of the public
lands would be hindered. Moreover, the
interim nature of the revised regulations
will limit their overall cumulative im-
pact on the quality of the human en-
vironment.

Accordingly, the proposed regulations
are published without the preparation
of an environmental statement. When
the review and statement on the coal
leasing program are completed, the regu-
lations in effect at that time will be re-

vised to conform with the conclusions of

the review.
Additionally, as a matter of policy, it

is imperative not to delay any longer the
specification of performance standards
for surface coal mining on public and
acquired lands of the United States and
Indian lands adniinistered by the De-
partment of the Interior. So far as pos-
sible under existing leasing law, these
revised standards will require that sur-
face mined Federal coal land is re-
claimed to the standards which will be
recommended by the Administration for

inclusion in Federal legislation for the
regulation of all surface coal mining.
The Administration's recommended
standards will clarify ambiguities and
meet the other objections which led to
the withholding of the President's sig-

nature from the surface mining bill

passed by the 93rd Congress. It is antic-
ipated that by establishing performance
standards for mining and reclamation
now, permittees, lessees, and licensees
will be able to more clearly project and
understand obligations and attendant
costs in developing the coal deposits in
which they have an interest.

Major changes from the April 30, 1973,
proposed revision are as follows:

(1) Section 211.1 has been changed to
make it clear that the regulations apply
to Federal and Indian-owned coal re-
gardless of surface ownership.

(2) Section 211.2 has been expanded
to include definitions of "Approximate
original contour," "Exploration plan,"
"Mining plan," and "Mining Operations
Orders," and the definition of the term
"Reclamation" has been amended.

(3) Section 211.3(b)(2) has been ex-
panded to require that reclamation work
be performed as an integral part of the
mining operation and be completed
within reasonable prescribed time limits,
and that in the case of mining opera-
tions for which performance standards
have been established, reclamation be
accomplished in accordance with such
standards.

(4) Section 211.3(b)(9) has been
amended to enlarge the Mining Super-
visor's responsibility for reporting tres-
passes to include exploration activities
conducted in trespass.

(5) Section 211.3(b) (10) has been ex-
panded to require that exploratory or
mining operations be conducted in com-
pliance with applicable water or air
effluent or emission standards and regu-
lations.

(6) Section 211.3(b) (11) has been
amended to provide authority for the

Mining Supervisor to issue Mining
Operations Orders. These Orders, which
require prior approval of the Chief, Con-
servation Division of the U.S. Geological
Survey, will implement the regulations
in this Part 211 and will apply to opera-
tions in an area or a major portion
thereof. Authority to issue Mining
Operations Orders is considered desira-
ble because the different conditions
which exist on Federal and Indian lands
in different parts of the country require
variations in the manner in which the
general regulations contained in this

Part 211 will be implemented.
(7) In § 211.3, paragraph (b) (12) has

been added to provide that it is the
Mining Supervisor's responsibility to de-
termine the amount of reclamation bond
adequate to insure reclamation as re-

quired under the mining plan.
(8) In § 211.4(c) the obligation of

lessees, permittees, and licensees has
been' enlarged to include avoidance of
serious alteration of the normal flow of
water and damage to archaeological
values.

(9) In § 211.4(e), a provision has been
added to permit the Mining Supervisor
to require sampling and analysis of

waters affected by mining operations
when he has reason to believe a water
pollution problem may exist.

(10) In § 211.4(f), the last sentence
has been changed to require an operator
to submit, within 30 days after an
accident, a detailed report indicating the
cause of the accident and the corrective
action taken.

(11) Section 211.4(h) has been
amended to provide that mineral areas
shall be reclaimed in such a manner that
there will not be continued air or water
pollution from the area affecting sur-
rounding or adjacent lands; and to make
it clearKf an operator fails to take ap-
propriate action to protect the mine, coal
deposits, or surrounding environment,
the mine and land will not be deemed to
have been properly conditioned for
abandonment in accordance with the
requirements of these regulations.

(12) In § 211.4(i) , a provision has been
added to permit the Mining Supervisor
to specify the type of tests that are to
be made to analyze the soil in over-
burden.

(13) In § 211.5, a new paragraph .(b)

has been added to require that mining
plans be made available for public
inspection.

(14) Section 211.10 has been ex-
panded to include the following addi-
tional requirements:

(a) Reclamation of mined areas is to
be an integral part of a mining plan and
must progress contemporaneously with
the mining operation.

(b) The Mining Supervisor shall con-
sider public comments received on min-
ing plans when making decisions on such
plans.

(c) The items listed in paragraphs
(b) and (c) to be included, respectively,
in exploration and mining plans are
made required items rather than items
that the Mining Supervisor could or
could not require.

(d) A description of the present land
use within and adjacent to exploration
and mining areas and projected use after

completion of operations is to be included
in exploration and mining plans.

(e) Expanded revegetation require-
ments have been made a part of the ex-
ploration plan requirements.

(f) A description of the measures to

be taken for prevention of .air, surface
and water pollution, is to be included in

the mining plans.

(g) The surface reclamation portion of

an exploration or mining plan is to take
into account the impact of the proposed
operation on adjacent land uses and the
proposed future use of the lands.

(h) The estimated cost of reclamation
is to be furnished.

(i) A description of the hydrologic con-
sequence of mining and reclamation is

to be furnished to the Mining Supervisor.

(j) The location of surface drainage
controls and diversion structures and
structure contour lines on mineable coal

beds is to be included on mining maps.
(k) Previous underground mines are

to be shown on mining maps.
(15) In § 211.37, paragraphs l&>, ib'1

,

and (c) have been renumbered (b), ic>,

and (d) respectively. Former paragraph
(dJ has been designated as paragraph (a>

and has been expanded to include per-
formance standards for the reclamation
of mined areas affected by coal surface
mining operations. These revised stand-
ards are based on the performance stand-
ards contained in the bill passed by the
93rd Congress (see Conference Report
on Surface Mining Control and Reclama-
tion Act of 1974, H.R. Rept. 93-1152, 93rd
Cong. 2nd Sess. (1974)). Some changes,-

particularly in provisions relating to hy-
drology, siltation and impoundment
standards, have been made. It should be
noted that performance standards relat-

ing specifically to steep-slope surface
mining (any slope above twenty degrees'
have been omitted from § 211.37(a) , since
no such mines exist or are contemplated
on public and acquired lands of the
United States and Indian lands admin-
istered by the Department of the Interior.

It should be further noted that the lim-
ited number of mines which would have
qualified as "special bituminous coal
mines" under the bill passed by the 93rd
Congress (Id. at 57) may be subject to
alternative requirements regarding
standards governing onsite handling of
spoils, elimination of depressions capable
of collecting water, creation of impound-
ments, and regrading to approximate
original contour. Such alternative re-
quirements will be authorized by Mining
Operations Orders issued in accordance
with § 211.3(b) (11). These Orders will

be published in the Federal Register for
public review.

(16) In § 211.39, paragraph (c) has
been deleted since it substantially dupli-
cates 30 CFR 211.37(b). and paragraphs
(d 1

, (e), and (f) have been redesignated
(c 1

, (d), and (e), respectively. Redesig-
nated paragraph (d) has been changed
to require that details of reclamation
be included in mining plans required
under § 211.10; and the 2 to 1 ratio (grade
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requirement) for the highwall slope has
been deleted. Paragraph (e) has been
changed to make it clear that the re-
quirements for reclamation and clean-up
following cessation of mining operations
includes removal of all the equipment
and structures related to the mining
operation.

(17) Section 211.51(a) has been
changed to require that solid wastes
shall be disposed of in a manner that
will not cause air and water pollution
and will not spontaneously ignite.

(18) Section 211.51(b) has been
changed to require that waste piles shall'

be shaped to blend into the surrounding
area, covered with top soil and revege-
tated.

(19) Section 211.61(a) has been
changed to substitute a "value basis"
for "sale basis" for the purpose of de-
termining coal royalties, and to provide
that coal will be deemed to have been
sold when it is delivered at the usual
and customary place of shipment.

(20) Section 211.72 has been changed
to make it clear that, absent the threat
of immediate, serious or irreparable
damage to the environment, mine, or
other resources, suspension of operations
by the Mining Supervisor will not be
ordered for non-compliance with regula-
tions, terms and conditions of the lease
or- permit, or requirements of an ap-
proved exploration or mining plan dur-
ing the period an appeal is pending from
a notice requiring corrective action.

(21) Provisions pertaining to the
health and safety of miners have been
deleted from these regulations since
health and safety standards for coal
mines are now covered by the Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, and the
regulations in 30 CFR Chapter I.

Additional changes of a minor nature
or for clarification but of no substantive
effect have also been made in the pro-
posed regulations.

Interested persons may submit written
comments, suggestions, or objections
with respect to the proposed revision of
30 CFR Part 211 and the proposed revo-
cation of 30 CFR Part 216 to the Direc-
tor. U.S. Geological Survey, Reston, Vir-
ginia 22092. on or beforefMarch 3, 1975.
After the period for comments has ex-
pired, the proposed regulations will be
revised, if appropriate, and republished
in the Federal Register as interim regu-
lations. It Is anticipated that upon re-
publication the regulations will take
effect immediately. All applicants for
permits, leases, or licenses will there-
upon be required to comply with the
requirements of this part. Operators
holding existing permits, leases, or li-

censes will be required to comply with
the requirements of this part no later
than 180 days following the date of
republication of these regulations in the
Federal Register with respect to lands
from which overburden and the coal
seam being mined have not been re-

moved.
Part 211 of Title 30 of the Code of

Federal Regulations Is revised to read as

follows:

PART 211—COAL-MINING OPERATING
REGULATIONS

Administration op Regulations and
Definitions

Sec.
211.1 Scope and purpose.
211.2 Definitions.
211.3 Responsibilities.
211.4 General obligations of licensees, per-

mittees and lessees (Including
designated operators or agents)

.

211.5 Public inspection of records.
211.6 Appeals.

Maps and Plans

211.10 Exploration and mining plans.
211.11 Approaching oil, gas or water wells.
211.12 Mine maps.
211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish maps.

Prospecting and Exploration Operations

211.20 Information required to be sub-
mitted.

21 1 .2

1

Core and test holes.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

211.30 Good practice to be observed.
211.31 Maximum recovery.

211.32 Multiple seam mining.
211.33 Advance workings; underground

mines.
211.34 PUlar extraction.
211.35 Pillars left for support.
211.36 Development of leased tract through

adjoining mines.
211.37 Surface mining.
211.33 Mining isolated blocks of non-leased

coal.

211.39 Mine abandonment; surface open-
ings.

Protection Against Mine Hazards

211.40 Abandonment of underground work-
ings.

211.41 Coal dust.

Waste Prom Mining

211.51 Disposal of mine wastes or rejects.

Production Records, Royalty and Audits

211.60 Production records.
211.61 Basis for royalty computation.
211.62 Production reports and payment

—

other reports.
211.63 Audits.

Inspection, Issuance op Orders, and
Enforcement op Orders

211.70 Inspection of underground and sur-
face conditions.

211.71 Issuance of notices, Instructions and
orders.

211.72 Enforcement of orders.

Authority f 34 Stat. 539. 35 Stat. 312 (25
TJ.S.C. 355 NT); 35 Stat. 781 (25 U.S.C. 396);
sec. 32, 41 Stat. 450 (30 U.S.C. 189); 49 Stat.
1967 (25 U.S.C. 501, 502); 52 Stat. 347 (25
UJS.C. 396 a-f); 61 Stat. 915 (30 U.S.C. 359);
5 U.S.C. 301; Pub. L. 91-190. 83 Stat. 852 (42
U.S.C. 4321).

* Administration of Regulations and
Definitions

§ 211.1 Scope and purpose-

fa) The regulations in this part shall
govern operations for the discovery, test-

ing, development, mining, preparation,

and handling of coal under coal leases,

licenses and permits issued for federal-

ly-owned coal, regardless of surface

ownership, pursuant to the regulations

in 43 CFR Group 3500 and the Alaska
Coal Leasing Act of October 20, 1914 (38

Stat. 741), and for the reclamation of

lands disturbed by such operations.
These regulations shall also apply to op-
erations for the discovery, testing, de-
velopment, mining, preparation, and
handling of coal in tribal and allotted
Indian lands under leases and permits,
regardless of ownership of the surface,
issued under the regulations in 25 CFR
Parts 171, 172, 173, and 174; and for
the reclamation of lands disturbed by
such operations.

(b) The purpose of the regulations in

this part is to promote orderly and effi-

cient prospecting, exploration, testing,
development, mining, preparation and
handling operations and production
practices, without avoidable waste or
loss of coal or other mineral deposits
or damage to coal or other mineral-
bearing formation; to encourage maxi-
mum recovery and use of coal resources;
to promote operating practices which
will avoid, minimize or correct damage
to the environment—land, water, and
air—and avoid, minimize or correct
hazards to public health and safety; to

require effective reclamation of lands;
and to obtain a proper record and ac-
counting of all coal produced.

(c) These regulations will be inter-
preted and administered to the fullest
extent possible in accordance with the
policies of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 852; 42 U.S.C.
4321-4347).

(d) When the regulations in this part
relate to matters included in the regula-
tions in 25 CFR Part 177—Surface Ex-
ploration, Mining and Reclamation of
Lands—pertaining to Indian lands, the
regulations in that part shall govern to
the extent of any inconsistencies, except
with respect to the performance stand-
ards of § 211.37.1^

(e) When the regulations in this part
relate to matters included in the regula-
tions in 43 CFR Part 23, the regulations
in that part shall govern with respect
to technical examinations, issuance or
denial of leases, performance bonds, and
reports to the extent of any inconsist-
encies; otherwise, the regulations in this
part shall govern. In any event, the.per-
formance standards of § 211.37fshall
apply.

(f ) The responsibility for enforcement
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 742; 30 U.S.C.
801) and the coal mine health and safe-
ty regulations contained in Chapter I of
this Title is vested in the Mining En-
forcement and Safety Administration,
Department of the Interior, and compli-
ance with the regulations in this part
shall not be deemed to fulfill any require-
ments contained in the regulations pro-
mulgated under that act.

§211.2 Definitions.

The terms used in this part shall have
the following meanings:

(a) Secretary. The Secretary of the
Interior.

(b) Director. The Director of the U.S.
Geological Survey, Department of the
Interior.

(c) Division Chief. The Chief of the
Conservation Division, U.S. Geological
Survey.
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(d) Conservation Manager. A Con-
servation Manager, Conservation Divi-

sion, U.S. Geological Survey.
(e) Mining Supervisor. The Area Min-

ing Supervisor, Conservation Division,

U.S. Geological Survey, a representative

of the Secretary, subject to the direc-

tion and supervisory authority of the

Director, the Division Chief, and the ap-
propriate Conservation Manager, au-
thorized and empowered to regulate op-
erations and to perform other duties

prescribed in the regulations in this part,

or a District Mining Supervisor or other

subordinate acting under his direction.

(f) Lessee. Any person or persons,

partnership, association, corporation, or

municipality to whom a coal lease is

issued subject to the regulations in this

part, or an assignee of such lease under
an approved assignment.

(g) Permittee. Any person or persons,

partnership, association, corporation, or

municipality to whom a coal prospecting
permit is issued subject to the regula-
tions in this part, or an assignee of such
permit under an approved assignment.

(h) Licensee. Any individual, associa-

tion of individuals, or municipality to
whom a coal license is issued subject to
the regulations in this part.

(i) Leased lands, leased premises, or
leased tract. Any lands under a coal lease

and subject to the regulations in this

part.

(j) Permit lands. Any lands under a
coal prospecting permit and subject to
the regulations in this part.

(k) Operator. A lessee, permittee, or li-

censee, or one conducting operations on
lands under the authority of the lessee,

permittee, or licensee.

(1) Reclamation. The process of land,
air, and water treatment that restricts

and controls water degradation, air pol-
lution, damage to aquatic or wildlife hab-
itat, flooding, erosion, and other harm-
ful effects resulting from exploration,
mineral development, mining, on-site
processing operations or waste disposal
so that the affected area, including where
appropriate, areas adjacent to the min-
ing site are restored to a stable condi-
tion capable of supporting the uses which
they were capable of supporting prior
to exploration, mining or processing op-
erations, or an equal or better economic
or public use suitable to the locality.

(m) Coal. Coal of all ranks from lignite

to anthracite.
(n) Mine. An underground or surface

excavation and all parts of the property
of a mining plant, either on the surface
or underground, that contribute directly

or indirectly to the mining and prepara-
tion and handling of coal.

(o) Preparation. The sizing, cleaning,
drying, mixing, and crushing of the coal
and such other work of preparing coal
for market.

(p) Portal. Any surface entrance to an
underground mine.

(q) Entry. An underground passage
used for haulage, ventilation or as a
manway.

(r) Shaft. A portal, the axis of which
is approximately vertical, extending from

the surface to develop one or more coal

deposits.

(s) Slope. An inclined mine opening or
inclined entry in a dipping coal forma-
tion or an inclined tunnel through rock
to intersect a coal bed.

(t) Drift. A horizontal mine opening
or horizontal entry or passage under-
ground.

(u) Stripping operation. The term
"stripping operation" or "strip pit" or
"open pit" shall mean a mining excava-
tion or development by means of a sur-
face pit in which material over the coal
bed is first removed and the coal itself

is then extracted.

(v) Approximate original contour. A
surface configuration achieved by back-
filling and grading of the mined area so
that it closely reser ibles the surface con-
figuration of the land prior to mining
(although not necessarily the original

elevation) and blends into and comple-
ments the drainage pattern of the sur-
rounding terrain, with all highwalls,
spoil piles, and depressions eliminated
except that water impoundments may be
permitted where the Mining Supervisor
determines that they are in compliance
with the requirements of this part.

(w) Exploration plan. A detailed plan
submitted to the Mining Supervisor for
approval before operations commence,
snowing the location and type of work to
be conducted, environmental protection
procedures, access and support roads,
and reclamation procedures to be follow-
ed upon completion of operations to re-
store and revegetate disturbed areas.

(x) Mining plan. A detailed plan sub-
mitted to the Mining Supervisor for ap-
proval prior to commencement of min-
ing operations showing location, method
of mining and extent, and all related ac-
tivities necessary and incident to such
operations, and to show steps to be taken
to protect the environment during oper-
ations and the reclamation methods to

be used to restore and revegtate the dis-

turbed areas.

(y) Mining Operations Orders. A for-

mal numbered order issued by the Min-
ing Supervisor, with the prior approval
of the Division Chief, which implements
the regulations in this part and applies
to operations in an area or a major por-
tion thereof.

§ 211.3 Responsibilities.

(a) Subject to the supervisory author-
ity of the Secretary, the regulations in
this part shall be administered by the
Director through the Division Chief, the
Conservation Manager, and the Mining
Supervisor.

(b) The Mining Supervisor is empow-
ered to regulate prospecting, explora-
tion, testing, development, mining, prep-
aration, handling, and reclamation oper-
ations under the regulations in this part.

The Mining Supervisor in the perform-
ance of his duties shall

:

(1) Inspection and supervision of op-
erations to prevent waste or damage. Ex-
amine as frequently as necessary the
lease, permit, or license lands where op-
erations for the discovery, testing, de-
velopment, mining or preparation and

handling of coal are conducted or are
to be conducted; inspect and regulate

such operations, including operations at

accessory plants, for the purpose of pre-

venting waste or degradation of mineral
substances or damage to formations and
deposits, or non-mineral resources af-

fected by the operations, and to insure
that the provisions of applicable laws
and regulations,, the terms and condi-
tions of the permit, lease, or license and
the requiremerits of the approved ex-
ploration or mining plans are being com-
plied with.

1 2) Compliance with regulations, lease,

permit, or license terms: and approved
plans. Require operators to conduct their
operations in compliance with the pro-
visions of applicable laws and regula-
tions, the terms and conditions of the
leases, permits, or licenses, and the re-

quirements of approved exploration or
mining plans, and require that reclama-
tion work be performed in an environ-
mentally sound manner and as contem-
poraneously as practicable with the min-
ing operation, within time limits pre-
scribed by the Mining Supervisor; and
that, in the case of mining operations
for which performance standards have
been established, require that reclama-
tion be accomplished in accordance with
such standards.

(3) Reports on condition of lands and
manner of operation; recommendations
for protection of property. Make reports
to the Division Chief through the Con-
servation Manager, as to the general
conditions of lands under permit, lease,

or license and the manner in which op-
erations are being conducted and orders
or instructions are being complied with;
and submit information and recommen-
dations for protecting the coal, the coal-
bearing formations, other minerals and
the non-mineral resources.

<4) Manner and form of records, re-
ports and notices. Prescribe, subject to
the approval of the Division Chief, the
manner and form in which records of
operations, reports and notices shall be
made.

(5) Records of production; rentals and
royalties. Obtain and check the records
of production of coal; determine rental
and royalty liability of lessees and per-
mittees; collect and deposit rental and
royalty payments; and maintain rental
and royalty accounts.

(61 Suspension of operations and pro-
duction. Act on applications for suspen-
sion of operations or production or both
filed pursuant to 43 CFR 3503.3-2 (e),
and terminate, when appropriate, sus-
pensions which have been granted: and
transmit to the Bureau of Indian Affairs
for appropriate action applications for
suspension of operations or production or
both under leases on Indian lands.

*7) Cessation and abandonment of
operations. Upon receipt of a report of
cessation or abandonment of operations,
or relinquishment of a lease, permit, or
license, inspect and determine whether
the operator has complied with the
terms and conditions of the permit or
lease and the approved exploration or
mining plans; and determine and report
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to the agency having administrative
jurisdiction over the lands when the

lands have been properly conditioned' for

abandonment. The Mining Supervisor,

in accordance with applicable regula-
tions, in 43 CFR Part 23 or 25 CFR Part
177, will consult with, or obtain the con-
currence of the authorized officer of the
agency having administrative jurisdic-

tion over the lands with respect to com-
pliance by the operator with the surface

protection and reclamation requirements
of the lease or permit and the explora-
tion or mining plan.

(8) Wells or prospect holes. Prescribe

or approve the methods of protection

from wells or prospect holes drilled for

any purpose through the coal measures
and mines on leased lands and on coal

lands subject to lease, with a view to the

prevention of leakage of oil, gas, water,

or other fluid substances that might dam-
age coal deposits or contaminate surface

water and/or ground water, and pre-
scribe or approve methods of obtaining

the maximum extraction, so far as prac-
ticable, of coal in the vicinity of such
wells.

(9) Trespass. Report to the agency hav-
ing administrative jurisdiction over the
lands any trespass that involves explor-

ation activities or removal of coal de-

posits.

(10) Water and air quality. Inspect ex-

ploratory and mining operations to de-

termine the adequacy of water manage-
ment and pollution control measures for

the protection and control of the qual-

ity of surface and ground water re-

sources and the adequacy of emission

control measures for the protection and
control of air quality and require that

the exploratory or mining operations be

conducted in compliance with applicable

water and air effluent or emission stand-

ards and regulations.

Ul) Compliance with regulations. Is-

sue Mining Operations Orders and other

orders and instructions necessary to as-

sure compliance with the purposes of the

regulations in this part.

(12) Posting oj Reclamation Bonds.
Determine the amount of reclamation

bonds or other equally appropriate finan-

cial arrangements so that they are at all

times sufficient to satisfy the estimated

costs of the reclamation requirements of

the approved exploration or mining plan

in the event that reclamation is not com-
pleted in accordance with the plan.

§ 211.4 General obligations of licensees,

permittees and lessees (including
designated operators or agents).

(a) Operations involving the discov-

ery, testing, development, mining, prep-
aration, handling of coal, and reclama-
tion of lands shall conform to the

provisions of applicable laws and regula-

tions; the terms and conditions of the

lease, permit, or license; the require-

ments of approved exploration or min-
ing plans; and the orders and instruc-

tions issued by the Mining Supervisor.

(b) The operator shall take precau-
tions to prevent waste and damage to
coal-bearing formations or other min-
eral formations.

(c) The operator shall take such ac-
tion as may be needed to avoid, mini-
mize, or control soil erosion; pollution of

air; pollution of surface or ground
water; serious alteration of the normal
flow of water; damage to vegetative

growth, crops, or timber: injury or de-
struction of fish and wildlife and their

habitat; creation of unsafe or hazardous
conditions; damage to improvements,
whether owned by the United States, its

permittees, licensees or lessees, or by
others; and damage to recreational,
scenic, historical, archaeological, and
ecological values of the land. The surface
of leased or permit lands shall be re-

claimed in accordance with the terms
and conditions prescribed in the lease

or permit and the provisions of the ap-
proved exploration or mining plan. Good
"housekeeping" practices shall be ob-
served at all times. Where any question
arises as to the necessity for or the ade-
quacy of an action to meet the require-
ments of this paragraph, the determina-
tion of the Mining Supervisor shall be
final, subject to the right of appeal as
provided in Part 290 of this chapter.

(d) All operations conducted under
the regulations in this part must be con-
sistent with appropriate requirements as
established pursuant to the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act as amended
and the Clean Air Act as amended.

(e) If the Mining Supervisor has rea-
son to believe that a water pollution

problem exists, he may require that a
lessee, permittee, or licensee sample and
analyze water affected by the mining
operations. When the Mining Supervisor
determines that a water pollution prob-
lem exists, he shall require that a lessee,

permittee, or licensee maintain records
of the use of water, quantity and quality

of waste water produced, and the quan-
tity and quality of waste water disposal,

including mine drainage discharge, proc-
ess wastes and associated wastes. In
order to obtain this information, the
lessee, permittee, or licensee may be re-

quired to install a suitable monitoring
system.

(f) Accidents threatening damage to

the mine, the lands, or the deposits, or
accidents which could cause water pollu-

tion shall be reported promptly to the
Mining Supervisor by telephone. Within
30 days after an accident the operator
shall submit to the Mining Supervisor
a detailed report of damages caused by
the accident and the corrective action
taken.

(g) Lessees and permittees shall sub-
mit the reports required by 25 CFR Part
177, 43 CFR Part 23, and Part 200 of
this chapter.

(h) The mined area shall be reclaimed
in such a manner that there will not be
continued air or water pollution from
the area affecting surrounding or adja-
cent lands. If the operator fails to take
appropriate action to protect the mine,
coal deposits, or surrounding environ-
ment from damage or threatened damage
by fire, water, oil, gas, or other hazards,
or fails to protect properly the mine or
deposits or eliminate hazards to the pub-
lic, such mine and lands shall not be

deemed to have been properly condi.'

tioned for abandonment in compliance
with §§ 211.3(c) i7) and 211.39 of this

part, and the lessee, permittee, or licensee

shall be liable for the expense of labor

and supplies used by. or under the direc-

tion of the Mining Supervisor for the
protection of the property, air, water, and
other environmental resources and elimi-

nation of hazards to the public.

(i) In areas where strip mining is an-
ticipated, the operator shall drill an ade-
quate number of core holes in the over-

burden overlying the coal, the stratum
immediately below the coal to be mined,
and will log each stratum penetrated and
have each stratum analyzed for at least

the following: nitrogen, phosphorus, po-
tassium, pH, and any other tests which
the Mining Supervisor may specify. The
analyses will be used to determine which
material must be buried during the strip-

ping operations and to determine suitable
material that will be placed near the sur-
face for favorable propagation of vegeta-
tion. The number of holes and analyses
will be specified by the Mining Super-
visor.

§ 211.5 Public inspection of records.

(a) Geological and geophysical inter-
pretations, maps, and data and com-
mercial and financial information re-

quired to be submitted under this part
shall not be available for public inspec-
tion without the consent of the permit-
tee or lessee so long as the permittee or
lessee furnishing such data, or his suc-
cessors or assignees, continues to hold a
permit or lease of the lands involved.

(b) Mining plans submitted under
§ 211.10 of this part will be made avail-
able for public inspection in the office of

the appropriate Mining Supervisor. For
new mine plans, for major modifications
in existing surface mine plans, or for
surface related changes in existing
underground plans submitted for ap-
proval, interested parties will have a 30-
day period after publication of notice to
inspect such plans in the office of the
District or Area Mining Supervisor and
to comment thereon. A notice of the
availability of the plan will be posted at
the appropriate office on the day the
plan is received and a copy of the post-
ing will be mailed to the appropriate
county clerk for posting or publication.

§211.6 Appeals.

Orders or decisions Issued under the
regulations in this part may be appealed
as provided in Part 290 of this Chapter.

Maps and Plans

§ 211.10 Exploration and mining plans.

(a) General. Before conducting any
operations, the operator shall submit to
the Mining Supervisor for approval an
exploration or mining plan, in quintupli-
cate, which shall show in detail the pro-
posed exploration, prospecting, testing,

development, mining and reclamation
operations to be conducted. Exploration
and mining plans shall be consistent with
and responsive to the requirements of
the lease or permit for maximizing re-

covery of the resources, for the protection
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of non-mineral resources and for the
reclamation of the surface of the lands
affected by the operations. The mining
plan must show that reclamation is an
integral part of the plan and will pro-
gress contemporaneously with the min-
ing operation and must provide sufficient

information to substantiate the effec-

tiveness of the proposed reclamation
method. The Mining Supervisor, after
considering all comments received pur-
suant to §211.5<b 1

. shall approve or
disapprove the plan or indicate what
modifications are necessary to conform
to the provisions of the applicable regu-
lations and the terms and conditions of
the permit or lease. No operations shall

be conducted except in accordance with
an approved plan.

(bi Exploration pier.*. The Mining
Supervisor shall require that an explora-
tion plan include all of the following:

( 1

)

A description of the environmental
conditions within the area where ex-
ploration is to be conducted and a gen-
eral description of the regional environ-
mental conditions.

(2) A description of the present land
use within and adjacent to the area and
the projected use after completion of
operations.

(3) A narrative description including:
(i) Method of exploration and types

of equipment to be used.
(ii) Measures to be taken to prevent

or control fire, soil erosion, pollution of
surface and ground water, pollution of
air, damage to fish and wildlife or their
habitat, or other natural resources and
hazards to public health and safety.
Such measures shall include the actions
necessary to meet the requirements of
the applicable Federal and State envi-
ronmental regulatory agencies.

(iii) Method for plugging drill holes.
(iv) Measures to be taken for surface

reclamation which shall take into ac-
count the impact of the proposed opera-
tion on adjacent land uses and the pro-
posed future use of the lands explored
and shall include:

(A) A reclamation schedule.
(B) Method of grading, backfilling,

and contouring.
(C) Method of soil preparation and

fertilizer applicaticr..

(D) Type and mixture of shrubs,
trees, grasses, or legumes to be planted.

.
(E) Method of planting, including

amount and spacinr.

<4) Estimated timetable for each
phase of the work and for final com-
pletion of the program.

(5) Five copies of a suitable map or
aerial photograph showing existing
topographic, cultural and drainage fea-
tures, and the proposed location of drill

holes, trenches, access roads, etc.

(c) Mining plan? The Mining Super-
visor shall require that a mining plan
inclvde all of the f. Mowing as appro-
priate to either sur'sco or underground
mines

:

(1) A description of the environmen-
tal conditions within the area where min-
ing is to be conducted and a general
description of the regional environ-

mental conditions. The description of

the area environmental conditions shall

include as a minimum types, depths,

and distribution of soils and types, den-
sity, and distribution of vegetation. The
description of the regional environ-
mental conditions shall include a month-
ly range of temperature, precipitation,

average direction and velocity of pre-
vailing winds, and the dominant wild-
life species.

(2) The conditions of the land cov-
ered by the mining plan prior to any
mining including:

(i) The uses existing at the time the
mining plan is submitted for approval,

and if the land has a history of previous
mining, the uses which preceded any
mining.

(ii) The capability of the land prior

to any mining to support a variety of

uses giving consideration to soil and
foundation characteristics, topography
and vegetative cover.

(31 The use which is proposed to be
made of the land following reclamation,
including a discussion of the utility and
capacity of the reclaimed land to sup-
port a variety of alternative uses and
the relationship of such use to existing

land use policies and plans, and the
comments of any State and local gov-
ernments or agencies thereof which
would have to approve or authorize the
proposed use of the land following
reclamation.

(4) A detailed description of how the
proposed postmining land use is to be
achieved and the necessary support
activities which may be needed to
achieve the proposed land use.

(5) A narrative description including:
(i) Nature and extent of the coal de-

posit, including estimated recoverable
reserves.

(ii) Method of mining, including
mining sequence and production rate.

(iii) The engineering techniques pro-
posed to be used in mining and reclama-
tion and a description of the major
equipment; the plan for the control of
surface water drainage and of water ac-
cumulation: the plan, where appropriate,
for backfilling, soil stabilization, and
compacting, grading, and appropriate
revegetation (where vegetation existed
immediately prior to mining) ; and esti-

mate of the cost per acre of the reclama-
tion, including a statement as to how the
operator plans to comply with each of
the requirements set out in 5 211.37(a)
of this part.

(iv) The anticipated or actual start-
ing and termination dates of each phase
of the mining operation and number of
acres of land to be affected.

(v) The steps to be taken to comply
with applicable air nnd water quality
laws and regulations and any applicable
hecilth and safety standards.

<vi) The consideration which has been
given to diveloping reclamation in a
nrinner consistent with local, physical,
environmental, and cIim?tological condi-
tions and current mining and reclama-
tion technologies.

(vii) The consideration which has
been given to insuring the maximum

practicable recovery of the mineral re-
source.

(viii) A detailed estimated timetable
for the accomplishment of each major
step of reclamation.

(ix) The consideration which has been
given to making the surface mining and
reclamation operations consistent with
applicable State and local land use plans
and programs.

(x) Method of abandoning mine open-
ings, including mine portals, shafts,

slopes and entries.
ixii The logs and analyses of core

samples taken of the strata and- a de-
scription of the method of depositing the
spoils based on these samples.

(xii) A description of the hydrologic
consequences, if any, of the mining and
reclamation operations, both on and off

the mine site, with respect to the hvdro-
logic regime, quantity and quality of
water in surface and ground water sys-

tems, including sufficient data regarding
dissolved and suspended solids under sea-
sonal flow conditions and sufficient data
for the mine site and surrounding area
so that an assessment can he made of the
probable cumulative imparts of the an-
ticirxited mining operation upon the hy-
drology of the area.

(6) Five copies of suitable maps or
aerial photographs showing:

(ii Topographic, cultural, and nat-
ural drainage features, roads, and vehic-
ular trails.

(ii) The name of the watershed and
location of the surface stream or tribu-
tary into which mine waters will be dis-

charged, if applicable.
(iiii Cross-section maps or plans of

the land to be affected including the ac-
tual area to be mined, showing pertinent
elevation and location of test borings or
core samplings and depicting the follow-
ing information: the nature and depth of
the various strata of overburden: the
location of subsurface water, if encoun-
tered, and its quality: the nature and
thickness of any coal or rider seam above
the coal seam to be mined: the nature
of the stratum immediately beneath the
coal seam to be mined; all mineral crop
lines and the strike and dip of the coal
to be mined within the area of land to

be affected: existing or previous surface
mining limits; the location and extent of

known workings or any underground
mines, including mine openings to the
surface: the location of aquifers; the esti-

mated elevation of the water table: the
location of spoil, waste, or refuse areas
and topsoil preservation areas: the loca-

tion of all impoundments for waste or
erosion control; any settling or water
treatment facilities: constructed or nat-
ural drainways and the location cf any
discharges to any surface body of water
on the area of land to be affected or
adiaccnt thereto: and profiles at r--::n-

prin'.e c"oss-secticns of the anti .r.itcd

final surface configuration that v :\\ be
achieved nursuant to t'.'.e operator ? pro-
posed reclamation activities.

(iv Size and locations for mi:", and
surface structures and facilities.

(v) For an underground mine, the
planned mine layout, including location
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of shafts, slopes, drifts, main haulage-
'.ray, aircourses, entries and barrier pil-

lars: and the proposed widths of all

-lopes, entries, haulageways, aircourses.

looms, crosscuts, and barrier pillars.

d> Changes in plans. Exploration

;id mining plans may be reasonably re-

vised or supplemented by the Minin?
Supervisor at any time to adjust to

liunged conditions or to correct an over-

lght. If the operator seeks to obtain ap-
proval of a changed or supplemental
plan, he shall submit a written statement
of the proposed changes or supplement
and the justification for the proposed
.hanges.

•j 211.11 Approaching oil, gus, or wat.-r

wells.

When mining operations approach
wells or bore holes that may liberate oil,

gas, water, or other fluid substances, the

lessee shall present his plans for min-
ing the coal in proximity to such holes
to the Mining Supervisor and obtain his

approval before proceeding with the
work planned,

§211.12 Mine maps.

(a) General requirements. The oper-
ator shall maintain an accurate and up-
to-date map of the mine, drawn to a scale

acceptable to the Mining Supervisor. All

maps shall be appropriately marked with
reference to Government landmarks or
lines and elevations with reference to sea
level. Copies of such maps shall be prop-
erly posted to date and furnished, in

duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor an-
nually or at such other times as he deems
necessary. Before any mine or section of

a mine is abandoned, closed or made in-

accessible, a survey of such mine or sec-

tion shall be made and recorded on the
map. All excavations in each separate bed
shall be shown in such a manner that the
production of coal for any royalty period
can be accurately ascertained. Addi-
tionally, the map shall show the name of

the mine; the name of the lessee; the
Land Office serial number, or Bureau of

Indian Affairs lease or permit contract
number, tribal name of tribal land, allot-

ment number if allotted land, and name
of Indian reservation; the lease boundary
lines; surface buildings, dip of the coal

bed; true north; the map scale; and ex-
planatory legend; and such other infor-

mation as the Mining Supervisor shall

request.

(b) Underground mine maps. Under-
ground mine maps shall, in addition to

the general requirement of paragraph
(a) of this section, show all mine work-
ings; the date of extension of the mine
workings, and a coal section at each
entry face; the location of all surface
mine fans; the position of all fire walls,

dams, main pumps, fire pipelines, perma-
nent ventilating stoppings, doors, over-
casts, undercasts, permanent seals and
regulators; the direction of the ventilat-

ing current in the various parts of the
mine at the time of making the latest sur-
veys; sealed areas, known bodies of stand-
ing water, either in or above the workings
of the mine, areas affected by squeezes;
the elevations of surface and under-
ground levels of all shafts, slopes or

PROPOSED RULES

drifts; and the elevation of the floor or
bottom of the mine workings at regular
intervals in main entries, panels or sec-

tions, and sump areas.

<c> Surface mine maps. Surface mine
maps shall, in addition to the general
requirements of paragraph (a) of this

section include date of extension of the
mine workings and a coal section at each
working face; all worked out areas; the
stripped.but unmined coal bed; and the
elevation of the top of the coal beds
and ths surface.

'd' Profiles of steeply dipping beds:
vertical view of loorkings. When required
by the Mining Supervisor, vertical pro-
jections and cross-sections shall accom-
pany plan views of steeply dipping beds.

ie> Other maps. The operator shall

prepare such other maps of the leased
lands as in the judgment of the Mining
Supervisor are necessary to show the
surface boundaries; location, surface ele-

vation, depth and thickness of the coal
and total depth of each bore hole; im-
provements; reclamation completed;
topography, including subsidence result-

ing from mining; and the geological con-
ditions as determined from outcrops,
drill holes, exploration or mining.

(f) Accuracy of maps. The accuracy
of maps furnished shall be certified by
a professional engineer, professional land
surveyor, or other professionally quali-
fied person.

§211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish
maps.

Hi Liability of lessee for expense of

survey. If the operator fails to furnish a
required map, the Mining Supervisor
shall employ a competent mine surveyor
to make a survey and a map of the mine,
the cost of which shall be charged to and
promptly paid by the operator.

. (b) Incorrect maps. If any map sub-
mitted by an operator is believed to be
incorrect, the Mining Supervisor may
cause a survey to be made. If the sur-

vey shows the maps submitted by the
lessee to be substantially incorrect in

whole or in part, the cost of making the
survey and preparing the map shall be
charged to and promptly paid by the
operator.

Prospecting and Exploration Operations

§211.20 Information required to be
submitted.

The operator shall submit promptly
to the Mining Supervisor upon request,

completion, suspension of prospecting or
exploration operations, or as provided in
the leases and permits, signed copies, in
duplicate, of records and geologic inter-

pretation of all prospecting operations
performed on the lease or permit lands,

including recoverable reserve calcula-
tions, along with vertical cross-sections

through the land and a map showing the
exact location of coal outcrops, all drill

holes, trenches and other prospecting
activities. The records shall include a log
of all strata penetrated and conditions
encountered, such as water, quicksand,
gas, or any unusual conditions; copies
of all other in-hole surveys, such as elec-

tric logs, gamma ray-neutron logs, sonic

logs or any other logs produced; and
copies of coal analyses and results of

other tests conducted on the land. All

drill holes, trenches, and excavations will

be logged under the supervision of a
competent geolofist or engineer. Unless
otherwise authorized by the Mining
Supervisor, at least one-fourth of the
core from a longitudinal split from core
holes shall be retained by the operator
for one year ai:c shall be available for

inspection at the convenience of the
Mining Supervi.'rr. The Mining Super-
visor may sample such parts of the core
and cuttings as he deems advisable.

§ 21 1.21 Core and test boles.

(a) Abandonment. Drill holes,
trenches, and other excavations for de-
velopment or prospecting shall be aban-
doned in a manner to protect the surfaco
and not to endanger any present or fu-
ture underground operations or any de-
posit of oil, gas, other mineral substances,
or water strata. Methods of abandon-
ment shall be by backfilling, cementing
or capped casing, or both, or by methods
approved in advance by the Mining
Supervisor.

(b) Surveillance wells. With the ap-
proval of the MirJng Supervisor, drill

holes may be utilized as surveillance wells
for the purpose of determining the effect

of subsequent operations upon the
quantity, quality, or pressure of ground
water or mine gases.

(c) Blowout control devices. When
drilling on lands valuable or potentially
valuable for oil and gas or geothermal
resources, the operator shall, when re-
quired by the Mining Supervisor, set and
cement casing in the hole and install

suitable blowout prevention equipment.
(d) Use of iceiis by others. Upon re-

ceipt of a written request from the sur-
face owner or surface administering
agency, the Mining Supervisor may ap-
prove the transfer of an exploratory well
for further use as a water well. Approval
of such well transfer will be accompanied
by a corresponding transfer of responsi-
bility for any liability for damage and
eventual plugging.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

§ 211.30 Good practice to be observed.

The operator shall observe good prac-
tice following the highest standards in

performing any operations on the leased
or permit lands.

§ 211.31 Maximum recovery.

(a) Maximum recovery and protection

for future use. Mining operations shall be
conducted in a manner to yield the max-
imum recovery of the coal deposits, con-
sistent with the protection and use of
other natural resources, sound economic
practice, and the protection and preser-
vation of the environment—land, water,
and air.

(b) No available coal to be abandoned.
The lessee shall not leave or abandon
any coal which otherwise could be safely

recovered by approved methods of min-
ing when in the regular course of mining

operations the time shall arrive for min-
ing such coal. No entry, level, or panel
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workings in which the pillars have not
been completely extracted within safe
limits shall be permanently abandoned
and rendered inaccessible, except with
the written approval of the Mining
Supervisor.

§211.32 Multiple scam mining.

(a) Sequence of mining. In general,

the available coal in the upper beds shall

be worked out before the coal in the
lower beds is mined. Simultaneous work-
ings in an upper coal bed shall be kept In

advance of the workings in each lower
bed. The Mining Supervisor may author-
ize mining of any lower beds before min-
ing the available coal in each known
upper bed.

(b) Protective barrier pillars in multi-
ple seam mining. In areas subject to mul-
tiple seam extraction, the protective bar-
rier pillars for all main and secondary
slope entries, main hnulageways, pri-

mary aircourses, bleeder entries and
manways in each seam shall be superim-
posed regardless of vertical separation or
rock competency: however, modifica-
tions, exceptions, or variations of this re-

quirement may be approved in advance
by the Mining Supervisor.

workings; undcr-§211.33 Advance
ground mines.

Where the room and pillar or other
system of mining requires advance work-
ings in solid coal, including entries,

rooms or crosscuts, the lessee shall leave
sufficient pillars to insure the ultimate
maximum recovery of the coal deposits.

§211.34 Pillar extraction.

(a) The pillar recovery plan must be
approved in advance by the Mining
Supervisor.

(b) Where full pillar recovery is un-
dertaken, extraction shall be such as to
allow total caving of the main roof in
the pillared area.

(c) Pillars of substantial size which
must be abandoned prematurely due to
safety considerations must be drilled

and shot, if possible, to reduce their size

so as to minimize undue forces overrid-
ing the working places.

(d) Pillaring methods shall be de-
signed to eliminate pillar points and
pillars that project in by the breakline.

(e) The overall pillar recovery system
shall be designed to minimize the pos-
sibility of outbursts, bounces and
squeezes.

§211.35 Pillars left for support.

(a) Barrier pillars.'The operator shall
not, without the prior consent of the Min-
ing Supervisor, mine any coal, drive any
underground workings, or drill any lat-

eral bore holes within 50 feet of any of

the outside boundary lines of the leased
lands, nor within such greater distance
of said boundary lines as the Mining Su-
pervisor may prescribe. Payment up to
and including the full value of the coal
mined may be required for coal mined
within such designated distances of the
boundary without the written consent of

the Mining Supervise r.

(b) Lessee may be required to mine
barrier pillars on adjacent lands. If the

coal on land covered by these regulations
beyond any barrier pillar has been
worked out and the water level beyond
the pillar is below the lessee's adjacent
operations, the lessee shall, on the writ-
ten demand of the Mining Supervisor,
mine out and remove all available Fed-
eral coal in such barrier, both in the
lands covered by the lease and in the
adjoining premises, if it can be mined
without hardship to the lessee.

(c) Privately or tribally owned coal on
adjoining premises. If the coal mining
rights in adjoining premises are privately
or tribally owned and this coal has been
worked out. an agreement may be made
with the coal owner for the extraction of
the coal remaining in the boundary pil-

lars which otherwise may be lost.

§211.36 Development of leased tract

through adjoining mines.

An operator may mine leased land
from an adjoining underground mine on
land privately owned or controlled or
from adjacent leased lands, under the
following conditions:

(a) The entire mine and operations
therein including that part on land pri-

vately owned or controlled shall conform
to all the regulations in this part.

<b> Free access for inspection of said
connecting mine on land privately owned
or controlled shall be given at any rea-
sonable time to the Mining Supervisor or
his representative.

§ 211.37 Surface mining.

(a) Performance standards for recla-
mation of mined areas. Performance
standards for the reclamation of mined
areas affected by coal surface mining op-
erations shall require the operator as a
minimum to

:

(1) Conduct surface coal mining op-
erations so as to maximize the utilization

and conservation of the solid fuel re-

source being recovered so that reaffecting

the land in the future through surface
coal mining can be minimized.

(2) Restore the land affected to a con-
dition at least fully capable of supporting
all actual or practicable uses which it was
capable of supporting prior to any min-
ing, or higher or better uses of which
there is a reasonable likelihood, so long
as such use or uses do not present any
actual or probable hazard to public
health or safety or pose any actual or
probable threat of water dirvnution or
pollution, and the operator's declared
proposed land use following reclamation
is not deemed to be impractical or unrea-
sonable, inconsistent with applicable
land use policies and plans, involves un-
reasonable delay in implementation, or

is violative of Federal, State, or local

laws.

(3) With respect to all surface coal
mining operations backfill, compact
(where advisable to insure stability or to

prevent leaching of toxic materials) , and
grade in order to restore the approximate
original contour of the land with all high-
walls, spoil piles, and depressions elimi-
nated, unless small depressions are
needed in order to retain moisture to as-
sist revegetation or as otherwise author-
ized pursuant to this part; provided, how-

ever, that in surface coal mining which
is carried out at the same location over
a substantial period of time where the
operation transacts the coal deposit, and
the thickness of the coal deposits rela-
tive to the volume of overburden is large,

and where the operator demonstrates
that the overburden and other spoil and
waste materials at a particular point in
the mining site or otherwise available
from the entire mining site is insufficient,

giving due consideration to volumetric
expansion, to restore the approximate
original contour, the operator, at a mini-
mum, shall backfill, grade, and compact
(where advisable) using all available
overburden and other spoil and waste
materials to attain the lowest practicable
grade but not more than the angle of
repose, to provide adequate drainage and
to cover all acid forming and other toxic
materials, in order to achieve an eco-
logically sound land use compatible with
the surrounding region; and provided
further, that in surface coal mining
where the volume of overburden is large
relative to the thickness of the coal de-
posit and where the operator demon-
strates that due to volumetric expansion
the amount of overburden and other
spoil and waste materials removed in the
course of the minint operation is more
than sufficient to restore the approximate
original contour, the operator shall after
restoring the approximate contour, back-
fill, grade, and compact (where advis-
able) the excess overburden and other
spoil and waste materials to attain the
lowest grade but not more than the angle
of repose, and £o cover all acid-forming
and other toxfc materials, in order to

achieve an ecologically sound land use
compatible with the surrounding region
and that such overburden or spoil shall

be shaped and graded in such a way as
to prevent slides, erosion, and water pol-
lution and is revegetated in accordance
with the requirements of this part.

(4) Stab'lize and protect all surface
areas including spoil piles affected by the
mining and reclamation operation to ef-

fectively control erosion and attendant
air and water pollution.

(5) Remove the topsoil from the land
in a separate layer, replace it on the back-
fill area, or if not utilized immediately,
segregate it in a separate pile from other
spoil and when the toosoil is not replaced
on a backfill area within a time short
enough to avoid deterioration of the top-
soil, maintain a successful cover by quick
growing plants or other means thereafter
so that the topsoil is preserved from wind
and water erosion, remains free of any
contamination by other acid or toxic
material, and is in a usable condition for
sustaining vegetation when restored dur-
ing reclamation, except if topsoil is of in-

sufficient quantity or of poor qualitv for
sustaining vegetation, or if other strata
can be shown to be more suitable for

vegetation requirements, then the opera-
tor shall remove, segregate, and preserve
in a like manner such other strata which
is best able to support vegetation.

(6) Restore the topsoil or the best

available subsoil which has been
segregated and preserved.
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'"> Protect offsite areas from slides

or damage occurring during surface min-
ing and reclamation operations, and not
deposit spoil material or locate any part

of the operations or waste accumulations
•uiside the mining site.

8 1 Create, if authorized in the ap-
proved mining plan, permanent Im-
poundments of water on mining sites as

part of reclamation activities only when
it is adequately demonstrated that:

1 1 The size of the impoundment is

uudquate for its intended purposes.

iii The impoundment dam construc-

tion will be so designed as to achieve nec-

essary stability with an adequate margin
of safety compatible with that of struc-

tures constructed under Pub, L. 83-566

(16 TJ.S.C. 1006).
i iii) The quality of impounded water

will be suitable on a permanent basis for

its intended use and that discharges

from the impoundment will not degrade

the water quality in the receiving stream.

(iv) The level of water will be reason-

ably stable.

(v) Final grading will provide ade-

quate safety and access for proposed
water users.

(vl) Such water impoundments will

not result in the diminution of the
quality or quantity of water utilized by
adjacent or surrounding landowners for

agricultural, industrial, recreational, or

domestic uses.

(9) Fill all auger holes with an im-
pervious and noncombustible material in

order to prevent drainage.
(10> Minimize the disturbances to the

prevailing hydrologic balance at the mine
site and in associated offsite areas and to

the quality and quantity of water in sur-

face and ground water systems, both dur-

ing and after surface coal mining opera-

tions and during reclamation by:
(i) Avoiding acid or other toxic mine

drainage by such measures as, but not
limited to. preventing or removing water
from contract with toxic producing de-

posits; treating drainage to reduce toxic

content which adversely affects down-
stream water upon being released to

water courses; or casing, sealing, or

otherwise managing bore holes, shafts,

and wells to keep acid or other toxic

drainage from entering ground and sur-

face waters.
(ii) Conducting surface mining opera-

tions so as to prevent to the maximum
extent practicable additional contribu-

tions of suspended solids to streamflow
or runoff outside the mining site above
natural levels under seasonal flow con-
ditions as measured prior to any mining,
and avoiding channel deepening or en-
largement in operations requiring the
discharge of water from mines.

(iii> Removing temporary or large
siltation structures from drainways after

disturbed areas are revegetated and
stabilized.

(iv) Restoring recharge capacity of

the aquifer at the mine site to approx-
imate premining conditions.

(v) Preserving to the maximum ex-

tent practicable throughout the mining
and reclamation process the hydrologic
integrity of alluvial valley floors in arid
and semiarid areas.

(vi) Such other actions as the Mining
Supervisor may prescribe.

(11) With respect to surface disposal of

mine wastes, coal processing wastes, and
other wastes in areas other than the
mine working or excavations, stabilize

all waste piles in designated areas
through construction in compacted lay-
ers, including the use of incombustible
and impervious materials, if necessary,
and assure the final contour of the waste
pile will be compatible with natural sur-
roundings and that the site can and will

be stabilized and revegetated according
to the provisions of this part.

(12) Refrain from surface coal mining
within 500 feet from active and aban-
doned underground mines in order to
prevent breakthroughs and to protect
the health or safety of miners; Pro-
vided, that the Mining Supervisor may
permit an operator to mine closer to an
active or abandoned underground mine
where this does not create hazards to the
health and safety of miners and shall
permit an operator to mine near, through
or partially through an abandoned un-
derground mine working where such
mining through wijl achieve improved
resource recovery, abatement of water
pollution, or elimination of public haz-
ards, and such mining shall be consistent
with the provisions of this part.

(13) With respect to the use of exist-
ing or new impoundments for the dispo-
sal of coal mine wastes, coal processing
wastes, or other liquid or solid wastes,
incorporate the best engineering prac-
tices for the design and construction of
water retention facilities and construct
or reconstruct such facilities to insure
that the construction will be so designed
to achieve necessary stability with an
adequate margin of safety to protect the
health and safety of the public, and
which at a minimum, is compatible with
that of structures constructed under Pub.
L. 83-566 (16 U.S.C. 1006) ; that leachate
will not pollute surface or ground water;
that no mine waste such as coal fines and
slimes determined as unsuitable for con-
struction constituents by sound engi-
neering methods and design practices are
used in the construction of water im-
poundments, water retention facilities,

dams, or settling ponds; and that the
structures are so located as to minimize
danger to the public health and safety.

(14) Insure that all debris, acid form-
ing materials, toxic materials, or mate-
rials constituting a fire hazard are
treated or disposed of in a manner de-
signed to prevent contamination of
ground or surface waters or sustained
combustion.

(15) Insure that explosives are used
only in accordance with existing State
and Federal law and the requirements
specified by the Mining Supervisor which
shall include provisions to:

(i) Provide adequate advance written
notice by publication and/or posting of
the planned blasting schedule to local

governments and to residents who might
be affected by the use of such explosives

and maintain for a period of at least two
years a log of the magnitudes and times

of blasts.

(ii) Limit the type of explosives and
detonating equipment, the size, the tim-
ing and frequency of blasts based upon
the physical conditions of the site so as
to prevent injury to persons, damage to

public and private property outside the
mining site, adverse impacts on any un-
derground mine, and change in the

course, channel, or availability of ground
or surface water outside the mining side.

(16) Insure that all reclamation ef-

forts proceed in an environmentally
sound manner and as contemporaneously
as practicable with the surface mining
operations.

(17) Insure that construction, main-
tenance, and postmining conditions of

access roads into and across the site of

operations will control or prevent erosion
and siltation, pollution of water, damage
to fish or wildlife or their habitat, or pub-
lic or private property, except that the

Mining Supervisor may permit the re-

tention after mining of certain access

roads where consistent with land use
plans and programs and where necessary
may permit a limited exception to the

restoration of approximate original con-
tour for that purpose.

(18) Refrain from the construction of

roads or other access ways up a stream
bed or drainage channel or in such prox-
imity to such channel so as to seri-

ously alter the normal flow of water.
(19) Establish on the regraded areas,

and all other lands affected, a diverse, ef-

fective and permanent vegetative cover

native to the area of land to be affected

and capable of self-regeneration and
plant succession at least equal in ex-

tent of cover to the natural vegetation of

the area; except, that introduced species

may be usd in the revegetation process

where desirable and necessary to achieve

the approved postmining land use plan.

(20) Assume the responsibility for suc-

cessful revegetation, as required by para-

graph (a) (19) of this section, for a pe-

riod of five full years after the last year

of augmented seeding, fertilizing, irriga-

tion, or other work in order to assure

compliance with paragraph (a) (19) of

this section, except in those areas or

regions of the country where the annual
average precipitation is 26 inches or less,

then the operator's assumption of re-

sponsibility and liability will extend for a

period of 10 full years after the last

year of augmented seeding, fertilizing,

irrigation, or other work; except when
the Mining Supervisor approves a long-

term intensive agricultural postmining
land use the applicable 5 or 10-year

period of responsibility for revegetation

shall commence at the date of initial

planting for such long-term intensive

agricultural postmining land use; and
except further that when the Mining
Supervisor approves a long-term, inten-

sive, agricultural postmining land use

as part of the mining plan, he may grant
exceptions to the provisions of paragraph
(a) (19) of this section.

(21) Meet such other criteria as are

necessary to achieve reclamation in ac-

cordance with the purposes of this part,

taking into consideration the physical,

climatological, and other characteristics

of the site, and to insure the maximum
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practicable recovery of the mineral
resources.

(b) Fire prevention. Accumulations of

slack coal or combustible waste shall be
stored in a location and manner so as
not to be a fire hazard. If a coal seam
exposed by surface mining or accumula-
tion of slack coal or combustible waste
becomes ignited during the term of a
lease, the operator will immediately ex-
tinguish the fire.

(c) Coal face to be covered in strip

pits. Upon completion or indefinite sus-
pension of mining operations in all or
any part of a strip pit. the face of the
coal shall be covered with non-combus-
tible material that will effectively pre-
vent the coal bed from becoming ignited.

(d) Underground ivorkings from any
strip pit. The driving of any underground
openings by auger or other methods from
any strip pit shall not be undertaken
without prior written approval of the
Mining Supervisor.

§ 211.38 Mining i-olated block? of non-
leased coal.

Narrow strips of coal which are owned
by the United States between leased
lands and the outcrop, or small blocks
of coal which are owned by the United
States adjacent to leased land that would
otherwise be isolated or lost may be
mined on written authorization of the
Mining Supervisor.

§211.39 Mine abandonment : surface
openings.

(a) General requirement for abandon-
ment. The operator shall substantially

backfill, fence, protect or otherwise ef-

fectively close all surface openings, auger
holes, subsidence holes, surface excava-
tions or workings which are a hazard to

people or animals. Such protective meas-
ures shall be maintained in a secure con-
dition during the term of the lease, per-
mit or license. Before permanent aban-
donment of operations, all openings and
excavations, including water discharge
points, shall be closed or backfilled ac-
cording to the mining plan approved by
the Mining Supervisor.

(b) Permanent abandonment of shafts.

Mine shafts, slopes and drift openings
shall be abandoned in a permanent man-
ner. All proposals for abandoning shafts,

slopes, and drift openings must have
prior approval of the Mining Supervisor.

(c) Temporary abandonment of un-
derground mines. Surface openings at all

underground mines which are temporar-
ily closed shall be adequately fenced or

equipped with a substantial incombusti-
ble gate or door which shall remain
locked when not in use. Conspicuous
signs shall be posted prohibiting en-
trance of unauthorized persons. Such
temporary abandonment shall not re-
lieve the operator cf his obligation to
comply with the provisions of his ap-
proved mining plan.

<d) Permanent abandonment—sur-
face mines and strip pit*. Detnils for per-
manent abandonment of surface mines
and strip pits shall be provided in the ap-
proved mining plan required under Sec-
tion 211.10 of this part.

(e) Reclamation and clean-up. Rec-
lamation and clean-up of surface areas
around and near permanently aban-
doned underground and strip mines, in-
cluding removal of equipment and struc-
tures related to the mining operation,
must commence without delay following
cessation of mining operations.

Protection Against Mine Hazards

§ 211. SO Abandonment of underground
workings.

Approval for abandonment is required.
No underground workings or part there-
of shall be permanently abandoned and
rendered inaccessible without the writ-
ten approval of the Mining Supervisor.

§211.41 Coal dust.

Accumulations of coal dust, loose coal
and other combustible materials shall
not be permitted to accumulate in areas
where it is likely to cause air or water
pollution.

Waste From Mining

§ 211.51 Disposal of mine waste or re-
jects.

(a) The operator shall dispose of all

solid wastes resulting from the mining
and preparation of coal in a manner that
will not cause air and water pollution
and will not spontaneously ignite.

(b) All waste or rejects containing
practically no coal shall be deposited
separately and apart from sized coal for
which no immediate market exists. Waste
piles shall be shaped to blend into the
surrounding area, covered with topsoil
and revegetated.

(c> Waste containing coal In such
quantity that it may be later separated
from the waste by washing or other
means shall also be stored separately.

PnoDucrrioN Records, Royalty and
Audits

§ 21 1.60 Production records.

(a) Lessees shall maintain books in
which will be kept a correct account by
weight of all coal mined; coal sold, to
whom sold and the price received; coal
stored, coal used on the premises; and
coal otherwise disposed of.

<b> Licensees must maintain a correct
record of all coal mined and removed
from the land under license.

(c) All records and books maintained
by lessees and licensees showing the re-
quired information must be kept current
and in such manner that the records can
be readily checked by the Mining Super-
visor or his representative upon request.

§ 211.61 Kasis for Royalty Computation.

(a) Value basis. The value basis for
determination of the amount of royalty
due shall not be less than the best obtain-
able market price. In the determination

of market price of coal sold used by the

operator or stored, due consideration

shall be given the applicable contracts,

the highest and best obtainable market
price for coal of similar quality at the

usual and customary place of disposal,

and other relevant matters. Coal will be

deemed to be sold when it is delivered

at the usual and customary place of
shipment.

(b) Bone or other impurities. All bone
coal, rock and other impurities may be
removed from the raw coal prior to de-
termination of coal weights for royalty
purposes.

(c) Discretion of Mining Supervisor.
(1) The right is reserved to the Min-

ing Supervisor to determine and declare
the value either before or after receipt

of royalty payments if it is deemed neces-
sary by him to do so for the protection
of the interests of the lessor.

(2) If royalties become due and pay-
able prior to extraction of bone coal, rock
and other impurities or final weighing of

coal, the Mining Supervisor may deter-
mine by estimate the weight of the coal
for royalty purposes. In addition, the
Mining Supervisor may, after the re-
moval of bone coal, rock and other im-
purities and final weighing of the coal,

require the payment of such additional

royalties or allow such credits or refunds
as may be necessary to adjust the royalty
payments to reflect the true weight of

the coal.

§211.62 Production reports and pay-
ment—other reports.

(a) Lessees. Lessees shall report, on
the report form provided, within 30 days
after expiration of the period covered by
the report, all coal mined from the leased
land during each calendar quarter and
the value basis on which royalty has been
paid or will be paid. Except as provided
by leases and permits issued under the
regulations in 25 CFR Parts 171, 172, 173,
and 174, the royalty for coal mined
shall be paid prior to the end of the third
month succeeding the extraction of the
coal from the mine.

tb) Permittees. Permittees shall re-
port the prospecting -jvork done, the cost
of the work, the results of prospecting
and such other information as may be
necessary (see 5 211.20 of this part).
Permittees shall report all coal mined
while determining trie existence or work-
ability of the deposit.

(c) Licensees. Licensees shall report
all coal mined on a semi-annual basis on
the report form provided.

I'd) Penalty. If a lessee or permittee
records or reports less than the true
weight or value of conl mined, the Secre-
tary may impose a penalty equal to dou-
ble the amount of royalty due on the
shortage, or the full value of the short-
age. If, after warning, a lessee or per-
mittee maintains false records or files

false reports, a suit to cancel the lease
may be instituted in addition to the im-
position of penalties.

§211.63 Audits.

An Hudit of the lessee's or permittee's
accounts and books may be required an-
nually, or at other such times as may
be directed by the Mining Supervisor, by
qualified independent certified public
accountants and at the expense of the
lc-ssee. The lessee shall furnish, free of
coat, duplicate copies of such annual or
other audits to the Mining Supervisor
within 30 days after the completion of
each auditing.
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Inspection, Issuance of Ohoebs am
Enforcement of Orders

§ 211.70 Inspection of andergroand and
corface conditions.

Operators shall provide means at an
reasonable 'hours, either day or night,

for the Mining Supervisor or his repre-
sentative to Inspect or investigate the
underground or surface mine condi-
tions; to 'conduct surveys; to estimate
the amount of coal mined; to study the
methods of prospecting, exploration,

testing, development, preparation, and
handling necessary; to determine the
volumes, types, arid composition of

wastes generated, tlw adequacy of meas-
ures for minimizing the amount of

such wastes, and the measures for treat-

ment and disposal of such wastes; and to

determine whether the terms and con-
ditions of the permit or lease and the
requirements of the exploration or min-
ing plan have been complied with.

§211.71 Issuance of notices, instruc-

tions, and orders.

(a) Address of responsible party. Be-
fore beginning operations, the operator
shall inform the Mining Supervisor in

writing of the designation and post

office address of the exploration or min-
ing operation, the operator's temporary
and permanent post office address, and
the name and post office address of the

superintendent, or designated operator

or agent, who will be in charge of the

operations and who will act as the local

representative of the operator. There-
after, the Mining Supervisor shall be in-

formed of each change of address of the

mine officer or in the name or address of

the local representative.

(b) Receipt of the notices, instructions

and orders. The operator shall be con-
sidered to have received all notices, in-

structions, and orders that are mailed to

or posted at the mine or mine office, or

mailed or handed to the superintendent,

the mine foreman, the mine clerk, .or

higher officials connected with the mine
or exploration site for transmittal to the

operator or his local representative.

§ 211.72 Enforcement of orders.

(a) If the Mining Supervisor deter-

mines that an operator has failed to

comply with the regulations in this part,

other applicable Departmental regula-

tions, the terms and conditions of the

permit or lease, the requirements of an.

approved exploration or mining plan, or

with the Mining Supervisor's orders or

instructions, and such non-compliance

does not threaten immediate, serious, or

irreparable damage to the environment,

the mine or the deposit being mined, or

other valuable mineral deposits or other

resources, the Mining Supervisor shall

serve a notice of non-compliance upon

the operator by delivery in person to him
or his agent or by certified or registered

mail addressed to the operator at his

last known address. Failure of the opera-

tor to take action in accordance with

the notice of non-compliance or to ap-

peal to the Director pursuant to Part 290

of this chapter shall be grounds for sus-

pension of operations by the Mining
Supervisor.

(b) The notice shall specify In what
respects the operator has failed to com-
ply with the provisions of applicable reg-
ulations, the terms and conditions of the
permit or lease, the requirements of an
approved exploration or mining plan or
the orders or Instructions of the Mining
Supervisor, and shall specify the action
which must be taken to correct the non-
compliance and the time limits within
which such action must be taken. A writ-
ten report shall be submitted by the op-
erator when a non-compliance has been
corrected.

(c) If, in the judgment of the Mining
.Supervisor, failure to comply with the
regulations, the terms 'and conditions of

the permit or lease, the requirements of
approved exploration or mining plans, or
the Mining Supervisor's orders or in-

structions threatens immediate, serious,

or Irreparable damage to the environ-
ment, the mine or th£ deposit being
mined, or other valuable mineral deposits

or other resources, the Mining Supervisor
or his representative is authorized, either

in writing or orally with written con-
firmation, to suspend operations without
prior notice of non-compliance.

PART 216—OPERATING REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE MINING OF COAL IN
ALASKA

Part 216 of Chaptern of Title 30 of the

Code of Federal Regulations is revoked.

Dated: January 23, 1975.

Jack W. Carlson,
Assistant Secretary

of the Interior.

[FR Doc.75-2646 Filed 1-29-75:8:45 am]

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

[ 9 CFR Parts 303, 381]

RETAIL STORES AND RESTAURANTS

Rendering and Refining of Edible Livestock

Fat; Clarification of Calendar Year for

Purposes of Exemption

Notice is hereby given in accordance

with the administrative procedure provi-

sions in 5 U.S.C 553, that the Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service proposes

to amend § 303.1 of the Federal meat in-

spection regulations (9 CFR 303.1), pur-

suant to the authority in the Federal

Meat Inspection Act, as snended (21

U.S.C. 601 et seq.) , to permit retail stores

or restaurants exempted from inspection

to render or refine livestock fat. It is

also proposed under that Act and the

Poultry Products Inspection Act (21

UJ3.C. 451 et seq.) to amend § 303.1 and
to amend § 381.10 of the poultry products

inspection regulations to define the pe-

riod constituting a "year" for the pur-

poses of the retail store definition for

exemption from Federal inspection un-
der both Acts.

Statement of considerations. The T"ed-

eral Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) and

the Poultry Products Inspection Act

(PPIA) , with certain exceptions, require

federal inspection of the preparation of

products subject to their provisions.

However, under the Acts and regu-
lations, operations of types tradi-

tionally and usually conducted at retail

stores and restaurants are exempted
from the inspection requirements when
conducted at retail stores or restaurants
or similar retail-type establishments un-
der specified conditions. One of the con-
ditions for the retail store exemption is

that the store must not sell in any "year"
more than specified quantities of prod-
ucts to non-household consumers.
The present meat inspection regula-

tions exclude the rendering or refining

of livestock fat from the definition of
operations of types traditionally and
usually conducted at retail stores and
restaurants. Information has been fur-
nished to the Department to indicate
that such operations may be traditional
and usual at such establishments. There-
fore, it is proposed to terminate this
exclusion.
In addition, the proposal would clarify

the term "year" as meaning a calendar
year in § 303.1(d) (2) (iii) of the meat in-

spection regulations and in § 381.10(d)
(2) (iii) of the poultry products inspec-
tion regulations, for purposes of the re-

tail store exemptions under both Acts.

The proposed amendments would be as
set forth below:

1. Section 303.1(d) (2) (i) (c) would be
amended to read as follows:

§ 303.1 Exemptions.
• • * • •

(d) • • •

(2) • • *

(i) Operations of types traditionally

and usually conducted at retail stores

and restaurants are the following:** * •

(c) Curing, cooking, smoking, render-

ing or refining of livestock fat, or other
preparation of products, except slaugh-

tering or the retort processing of

canned products;

• • • • •

2. Section 303.1(d) t2) (iii) would be
amended by inserting "calendar" imme-
diately before the word "year" and by
inserting "(i.e., January 1 through De-
cember 31) " immediately after the word
"year".

§ 381.10 tAmended]

3. Section 381.10(d)<2) (ill) would be
amended by inserting "calendar" imme-
diately before the word "year" and by
inserting "(i.e., January 1 through De-
cember 31) " immediately after the word
"year".
Any person wishing to submit written

data, views, or arguments concerning the
proposed amendments may do so by filing

them, in duplicate, with the Hearing
Clerk, VS. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. 20250, or if the mate-
rial is deemed to be confidential, with the
Inspection Standards and R- gulations

Staff, Scientific and Technical Services,

Meat and Poultry Inspection Program,
Animal and Plant Health Inspection

Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C. 20250, by March 31,

1975.
Any person desiring opportunity for

oral presentation of views should address
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PROPOSED SURFACE MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL
COAL RESOURCES (43 CFR 3041)

AND
COAL MINING OPERATING REGULATIONS (30 CFR 211)

(Source: Federal Register , v. 40,

no. 173, Friday, September 5, 1975.)
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2_Hool provides benehts similar in nature to

prvices provided in the United States by lo-

e»l governments. The employees have no
compensation includible in gross income as

a Sesult of their children attending the em-
ployer-sponsored school without paying tui-

tioA
EJbmple {19). An employer maintains a

day cVre center on its premises for pre-school
children of its employees who desire to use
the facility. Paragraph (a) does not apply be-

cause t\ie employer incurred substantial ad-
ditional\costs. Under paragraph (b) the most
important relevant factor in this case is that

section 2M of the Internal Revenue Code pro-

vides special rules regarding the deduction
of day case and certain other expenses. It

would frustrate the policy of section 214 If

the fair market value of the services of the

day care center were not included in gross

income of th* employees utilizing them and
then deducted only to the extent provided
in section 2fi The employees whose pre-

school childrcrAuse the day care center have
compensation includible in gross income.

They may have\n offsetting deduction un-
der section 214.

(g) Effective'aate. (1) No employee of

the United States shall be treated as

having compensakon includible in gross

income by reasonW the use of any of-

ficial vehicle owneVl or operated by or

on behalf of the united States on or

before September 5, 1975.

(2) No employer \of an automobile

agency or related business shall be
treated as having compensation includi-

ble in gross income byreason of the use

of a car furnished by rfc employer as a
"demonstrator" without charge (see ex-

ample (14) of paragraphuf ) ) on or be-

fore [insert date this Noti\e is published

in the Federal Register].

Par. 2. Paragraph 161-2 (d) is

amended by adding at the tend thereof

the following new subparagraph:

§ 1.61—2 Compensation for services, in-

cluding fees, coniiiiissions\and sim-
ilar items.

* *

(d) ComveTvsation paid other \han in

cash. * * *

(6) For special rules relating t* cer-

tain incidental facilities, goods,\ and
services benefiting employees, see § V61-
16.

[FB D00 i75 DCIBG6 Filad 70, 4, BO pur;

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

Geological Survey

[ 43 CFR Parts 23, 3040]

[ 30 CFR Parts 211, 216]

COAL MINING OPERATING
REGULATIONS

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Notice Is hereby given that pursuant
to the authority vested in the Secretary
of the Interior under the Mineral Leas-
ing Act of February 25, 1920, as amended
and supplemented (30 U.S.C. 181-287),

the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359). (5 U.S.C.

301) , the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321^347), and
various statutes relating to rnining on
Indian lands, is now proposed to revise

30 CFR Part 211, and 43 CFR 23, and to

promulgate a new subpart 3041 of 43
CFR, as set forth below. It is also pro-
posed that 30 CFR Part 2TB, applicable

to coal mining operations under leases

in the State of Alaska which were issued

pursuant to the Alaska Coal Leasing Act
of October 20, 1914 (38 Stat. 741), prior

to its repeal by PL. 86-252, September 9,

1959 (73 Stat. 490), be revoked and that
operations under those leases also be
governed by the regulations in 30 CFR
Part 211 as set forth below.
On January 30, 1975, and on April 30,

1973, notices and texts of proposed revi-

sions to the coal mining operating regu-
lations of the U.S. Geological Survey
were published in the Federal Register
(38 FR 10686; 40 FR 4428). Those regu-
lations govern operations conducted
under coal permits, leases, and licenses

on public and acquired lands of the
United States and Indian lands admin-
istered by the Department of the Interior.

The previously proposed regulations

would also govern the mining of coal in
Alaska and, therefore, were proposed to

revoke 30 CFR Part 216, which contains

such regulations.
Prior to the publication of the 211

regulations proposed on January 30,

1975, the President had withheld signa-
ture from S. 425, the surface mining leg-

islation passed by the 93rd Congress.
On February 6, 1975, new proposed

Federal surface mining legislation was
submitted by the Administration along
with a detailed analysis of the unaccept-
able adverse effects which S. 425 would
have had. Thereafter, the Congress
passed H.R. 25, which failed to meet the
objections which had led to the Presi-
dent's disapproval of S. 425, and would
have resulted in greater adverse impacts
than that bill. The President vetoed
H.R. 25 on May 20, 1975, and that veto
was sustained by the House of Repre-
sentatives on June 10, 1975.

As the President noted in his veto mes-
sage, recent revisions of State laws re-

garding surface mining have improved
the environmental controls imposed upon
lands subject to their jurisdiction. This
situation may be expected to continue,

as States update, amend, and revise their

controls.

A major portion of the Nation's coal

resources lies in Federal ownership.
Timely and orderly development of this

domestic energy resource is a matter of

high priority to the Nation as a whole
and to the Federal Government, as the
custodian of these resources on behalf
of all of the people.

At the same time, it is imperative to

insure that in developing such resources
appropriate consideration is given to the
serious environmental concerns asso-

ciated with mining. Development must
be balanced against these concerns, and
allowed to take place only when and
under such circumstances as will assure
such balancing protection.

The proposed regulations 43 CFR 3041
were formerly covered by 43 CFR 23, and
relate to the leasing, permitting, and li-

censing of coal and reclamation regula-
tions by the BLM. The proposed regu-

lations 30 CFR 211 again relate to coal
exploration and mining operations, and
reclamation of affected lands.
The purpose of the proposed set of

regulations is to delete obsolete provi-

sions, update existing regulations so as

to impose reclamation and performance
standards upon operations relating to

Federal coal, and clarify the responsi-

bility of lessees, permittees, and licensees

for the protection of the surface, natural
resources, environment, and existing im-
provements during all such operations.

Together, the proposed regulations

govern pre- and post-leasing operations
conducted under coal permits, leases, and
licenses on public and acquired lands of

the United States, regardless of surface
ownership. In addition, the new proposed
30 CFR 211 would govern operation on
Indian lands administered by the De-
partment of the Interior, and 30 CFR
Part 216 is again accordingly proposed
to be revoked.

Finally, conforming amendments to 43

CFR Part 23 to reflect the new proposed
43 CFR Part 3041 are also proposed.
The proposed regulations provide spe-

cific language to clarify responsibilities

of lessees, permittees, and licensees for

all phases of coal mining operations on
public and acquired lands of the United
States and Indian lands administered by
the Department of the Interior. The
scope of the regulations addresses not
only the "orderly and efficient develop-
ment" phase of the operations, but also

the total spectrum of events beginning
with the pre-lease land-use planning and
environmental analyses into prospecting,

exploration, and testing activities and
extending through the development,
mining, production, and coal processing

practices, as well as the abandonment
and reclamation measures.
Under the proposed regulations, leases,

permits, and licenses for coal would be
issued, and plans of operation approved
only where reclamation of the affected

lands, pursuant to the standards set

forth, is attainable and assured, and
reclamation programs will be required

to be undertaken as contemporaneously
as practicable with mineral development.
The new regulations set forth environ-

mental standards that will be used in

conducting pre-lease, permitting, and
licensing examinations, from which the
terms and conditions of the lease, permit,
or license will be developed.
Performance and reclamation stand-

ards that would automatically apply to

all operations subject to these regula-
tions are provided and set forth in iden-
tical terms in each proposed regulation

so that performance and reclamation re-

quirements will be consistent throughout
the pre-leasing, exploration mining, rec-

lamation, and abandonment phases of

coal operations.
The new regulations further require

that exploration and/or mining plans,

describing in detail the operations to be
undertaken, be prepared and submitted
in advance of that operation.

These two revisions are complimen-
tary, and designed to create a coordi-
nated mechanism for coal development.
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Under the proposed 43 CPR Part 3041, a
decision mechanism is outlined whereby
decisions as to whether coal leasing

should occur, and what specific condi-
tions might be applied to a lease, will be
made after appropriate environmental
review. Under the proposed 30 CFR Part
211, the Geological Survey will monitor
coal operations, and enforce lease terms
and conditions and general performance
standards which are included in identi-
cal language in both regulations.
The Department of the Interior is cur-

rently completing an environmental re-
view of its entire coal leasing program.
This review will be published shortly, and
will contain a formal mechanism defin-
ing with greater specificity the Depart-
ment's coal leasing policy. With the pro-
posed regulations, it will constitute a
unified program to direct future develop-
ment of our resources. Several elements
of the proposed regulations should be
specifically noted and public comment
is specifically requested thereon.

First, the relationship between Federal
and State jurisdiction to impose recla-
mation standards has arisen in the re-
cent proposed legislation. On the one
hand, it is clear that the States have a
direct public policy interest in coal de-
velopment within their geographical
boundaries. In addition, the historical
development of coal resources has, in
many areas, resulted in patterns of in-
termingled tracts of Federal and private
ownership with respect to which coordi-
nated regulatory mechanisms would be
desirable.

On the other hand, it is also clear that
Federal coal resources belong not to one
or more of the several States, but to the
Nation as a whole. The Federal interest
in assuring the timely and orderly de-
velopment of such resources must be im-
plemented with that end in mind.
A mechanism is, therefore, proposed in

these regulations which would satisfy
both Federal and State interests. This
mechanism would allow the Secretary of
the Interior to direct that some or all of
the existing State laws, regulations,
practices, and procedures of a State re-
lating to reclamation be applied by Fed-
eral officers within that State as a matter
of Federal law. Such discretion may be
exercised at the request of the Governor,
if the Secretary, upon review of that
State's regulations, determines that such
application would:

(a) Effectuate the purpose of the pro-
posed regulations;

(b) Afford protection of the environ-
mental values which would be at least as
stringent as would occur under otherwise
applicable Federal standards; and

(c) Would be consistent with the in-
terest of the United States in the timely
and orderly development of its coal re-
sources.
Such an order would remain in effect

until rescinded or amended, and would
enable Federal and State concerns to be
appropriately balanced.

It has been and Is the current prac-
tice of the Department to Include in coal
leases a provision requiring compliance
In State and local laws. It is also the

practice of the Mining Supervisors of the
Geological Survey to follow this practice
in the implementation of their respon-
sibilities with respect to ongoing opera-
tions. The proposed mechanism would
allow continuation of this existing prac-
tice, while reserving the power to insure
that the National interest in resource
development is accommodated.

It is hoped that this mechanism will

have the effect of encouraging those
States without comprehensive, reason-
able regulatory mechanisms to enact such
control, with the assurance that the
development of Federal coal within their
boundaries may take place on similar
terms.

Second, the method of applying the
proposed regulatory mechanism to exist-
ing operations, and the timing of such
application, is not specifically addressed
The notice of proposed rulemaking for
the proposed 211 regulations published
on January 30, 1975, provided: "Opera-
tors holding existing permits, leases, or
licenses will be required to comply with
the requirements of this part no later
than 180 days following the date of re-
publication of these regulations in the
Federal Register with respect to lands
from which overburden and the coal seam
being mined have not been removed"
Public comment is expressly requested
upon the question of whether separate
provision should be made within the pro-
posed regulations to cover existing reg-
ulations, or whether separate effective
dates for the regulations should be pro-
vided for new and existing operations,
and in either event what time period for
compliance is appropriate.

Specific Provisions op the Regulations

Definitions

No attempt has been made comprehen-
sively to define terms of general ap-
plicability which have accepted scientific
definitions. In the event that additional
terms are suggested for specific defini-
tion, they will be included in the final
regulations.
The following specific provisions are

common to both proposed regulations

:

Approximate Original Contour. The
definition has been changed from the
earlier proposed 211 regulations so as to
eliminate operative portions of the previ-
ous definition, which are more properly
included in the main body of the regula-
tions.

Logical Mining Unit. This term is de-
fined for the first time in the proposed
regulations and represents an approach
to coordination of development planning
between public and private lands.
Maximum Extent Practicable. Also de-

fined for the first time, this concept is

intended to express a qualification ap-
plicable to given performance standards
or levels of control which would incor-
porate a cost benefit balancing of tech-
nological feasibility, economic cost, and
tangible and intangible environmental
benefits attributable to various levels of
such standard or control. It is not in-
tended to imply that economic consider-
ations will automatically prevail in de-
termining the level of controls which

must be-utilized. On the other hand, it is

intended that cost benefit balancing will

reduce the possibility that disproportion-
ately expensive 'technology might be re-

quired to be employed where only in-
cremental, minimal environmental ad-
vantage would result therefrom.
Reclamation. This term has been re-

stated so as to eliminate operative lan-
guage setting forth degrees of reclama-
tion, which is more properly set forth in
the body of the regulations. The phrase
"consistent with" is intended to express
the concept that post-mining rehabilita-
tion efforts should be addressed in the
first instance with reference to the pre-
mining condition, but that actual recla-
mation measures and post-mining condi-
tions and uses are properly considered,
approved, and executed pursuant to the
operative provisions of the regulations
and the approved plan of operations.

Significant Valley Floor Vegetation.
The term is used as a qualifying note in
determining certain areas of valley floors

subject to hydrological protection in the
body of the regulations.

General Operation and Reclamation
Requirements

(References are to the proposed 30
CFR Part 211 regulations.)

Section 211.4(a) requires that all oper-
ations conform to the provisions of ap-
plicable laws and regulations, including
effluent and emission limitations.

Section 211.4(c) Imposes a general
obligation to avoid to the maximum ex-
tent practicable specific elements of en-
vironmental concern. It is not intended
that this general obligation substitute for
the more precise requirements which
may be imposed by these regulations or
provisions of other applicable laws or
regulations.

Section 211.4(d) has been simplified
from the earlier proposed revisions of
this part, and clarified to provide that
water quality be monitored so as to es-
tablish such data as may be necessary to
determine procedures or measures re-
quired to comply with the proposed reg-
ulations.

Section 2113(b) has been expanded to
insure actual public notice of proposed
mining plans.

Section 211.10(a) now provides that a
proposed mining plan shall, where pos-
sible, include all operations in an ap-
proved logical mining unit. It should be
noted that it is not intended that result-
ing inclusion of portions of an operation
involving non-federal coal in such a plan
would expand federal jurisdiction be-
yond appropriate limits, by either requir-
ing a federal bond on such non-federal
operations or by imposing the require-
ments of the operating or performance
standards or enforcement mechanisms of
the regulations to such operations.
Section 211.10(d) authorizes the

mining supervisor to require reasonable
revisions or supplements to approved
plans where changed conditions or un-
foreseen circumstances exist, or approve
changes at the request of an operator.

Where any such revision would be major,
the public notice provisions of § 211.5(b)
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will apply. In the event of disagreement
as to the propriety of any such change,
an appeal from the mining supervisors
decision will lie under Part 290 pursuant
to §211.73.

Reclamation and Performance
Standards

(References are to the proposed 30
CFR 211 texts, but identical language is

included in the proposed 43 CFR 3041.)

Section 211.40(a) (2) requires the oper-
ator to reclaim affected lands pursuant
to his approved plan and as contempora-
neously as practicable with operations,

to a condition at least fully capable of
supporting previous practicable uses or
equal or better uses that can reasonably
be attained. It is intended that this pro-
vision would authorize the Department
to require reclamation, where appro-
priate, to a use that was practicable prior
to mining but not necessarily in effect.

To require exact parity between post-
mining and pre-mining land condition
would impose an impossible burden. Re-
quiring reclamation to a condition capa-
ble of supporting equal or better uses that
can reasonably be achieved affords ade-
quate assurance that post-mining land
condition will be acceptable.

Section 211.40(a) (3) reauires restora-
tion to the approximate original contour
to the maximum extent practicable.

Variances from that requirement based
upon equal or better post-mining land
uses or unusual conditions may be
granted only by the Director of the Geo-
logical Survey, with the concurrence of

the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management. Any such variance will, of

course, be included in an approved plan
of operations, and thus subject to ap-
propriate public consideration.

Section 211.40(a) (8) sets forth the re-

quirement that disturbances to prevail-
ing hydrologic conditions be minimized,
and in subparagraph (iv) specifically re-
quires protection of the surface and
ground water resources of valley floors

which provide water sources that sup-
port significant vegetation or existing

uses.

Subparagraph 211.40(a) (IS) imposes
the obligation to revegetate affected
lands and authorizes the use of intro-
duced species where quick cover is

desirable.

Section 211.40(a) (17) sets forth the
time limitations within which liability

upon the operator's bond for revegeta-
tion will apply. A maximum period of
liability of 10 years from the first plant-
in date is provided. After substantial
review of this question, it is felt that this

period is appropriate. Failure of success-
ful revegetation after 10 years of effort

is felt to be determinative of the question
of whether the additional efforts repre-
sented by expending the retained por-
tion of the bond would be successful. On
the other hand, in some circumstances
it will be apparent from the conditions
at the site of operations that successful

revegetation is likely to occur within the
5 year minimum time period. Where this

is the case, authority is provided to waive
the automatic application of this mini-
mum period at the time of lease issuance.

It should be noted that operation of this

waiver would not in any way diminish
the burden upon the operator to establish
that revegetation has in fact successfully
been accomplished within that period.

Specification Provisions cf 43 CFR 3041

Section 3041.0-4 spells out the specific
areas of responsibility of the BLM and
the Geological Survey with respect to
surface management and operations for
coal development, consistent with inter-
nal Departmental orders.

Section 3041.0—6 sets forth the proce-
dures whereby the environmental impact
on both an area-wide and specific tract
basis will be assessed prior to making a
determination as to whether leasing, per-
mitting, or licensing will be allowed. This
procedure provides for obtaining the
views and recommendations of the
Geological Survey and other appropriate
Federal agencies, for holding public
hearings, where necessary, and for con-
sultation with State and local govern-
ments and interested parties, including
surface owners where applicable.

Section 3041.0-7(c) allows the au-
thorized officer of the Federal surface
management agency, in consultation with
the Mining Supervisor, to establish addi-
tional and more stringent requirements
than required by the performance
standards set forth in Section 3041.0-7
(b) , to meet exceptional and special cir-

cumstances such as the degree of slop*
and soil conditions.

Section 3041.0-7 (d) allows the author-
ized officer to propose to the Mining Sup-
ervisor that an approved exploration or
mining plan be revised or supplemented
to adjust to changed conditions or to
correct oversights. This is consistent with
and complementary to the authority in
30 CFR 211.10(d) to require such
changes.

Section 3041.0-8 permits an operator to
use only so much of the surface of the
lands as is deemed necessary, and has
been designated in an approved plan. It

is expressly provided that use of Federal
lands for a power generation plant or
commercial or industrial facility requires
a special permit. This is not intended to
imply that other facilities which might
require permits under other laws would
be relieved of any such obligations under
the regulations proposed here. Facilities

directly related to the mining, process-
ing, and preparation of the coal resource
would not require a separate permit.

Section 3041.1, the requirement for
submission of a preliminary plan by an
applicant for a coal lease, permit, or li-

cense, is an expansion of the require-
ments of 43 CFR Part 23. The purpose of
the preliminary plan is to provide opera-
tional and environmental information
which will assist the authorized officer in
evaluating the proposed operation, and
in the preparation of necessary impact
statements and the terms and conditions
to be included in a lease, permit, or
license, if issued.

Section 3041.5 is different from Part
23 in that it requires a notice of avail-

ability of the application and its pro-
posed terms, conditions, and special

stipulations, for inspection and comment

thereon. No action may be taken on any
application until interested parties have
had 30 days to comment. The application
and proposed terms and conditions will

remain available for inspection there-
after in the proper BLM office.

Section 3041.7(b) is different from
Part 23 in that it allows the authorized
officer, in emergency situations where
activities threaten immediate, serious, or
irreparable damage to the environment,
resources, health and safety of the em-
ployees and the public, to order the im-
mediate cessation of such activities. Al-
though exercise of this authority would
normally be the responsibility of the
USGS, it is felt that where such extraor-
dinary circumstances exist any author-
ized representative of responsible agen-
cies of the United States should be able
to take the limited immediate action set
forth, to prevent the adverse environ-
mental effect described.
A detailed environmental impact state-

ment on the proposed regulation has
been prepared in compliance with Sec-
tion 102(2) (C) of the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.
4332(2) (O). The statement is being
printed and will be available in approxi-
mately three weeks. A notice of avail-
ability will be published in the Federal
Register.
In accordance with the Department's

policy on public participation in rule-
making, interested parties may submit
written comments, suggestions, or objec-
tions with respect to the proposed regu-
lations to the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, Department of the In-
terior, Washington, D.C. 20240 and the
Director, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston,
Virginia 22092, on or before November 4,

1975.

After the expiration of such period for
comment, and the expiration of the ap-
propriate comment period upon the
above mentioned environmental impact
statement, the proposed regulations will
be revised, if appropriate, and repub-
lished in the Federal Register in frnaJ.

form.

A new subpart 3041 is proposed to be
added to 43 CFR, to read as follows

:

PART 3040—ENVIRONMENT AND
SAFETY

Subpart 3041—Surface Management-
Coat Resources

Federal

Sec.
3041.0-1
3041.0-3
3041.0-^1

3041.0-5
3041.0-6

3041.0-7
3041.0-8
3041.1
3041.1-1
3041.2

3041.3

3041.4
3041.5

3041.6
3041.7

Purpose.
Authorities.
Responsibilities.
Definitions.
Coal leasing, permitting, and li-

censing planning procedures.
Performance standards.
Use of surface.
Applications.
Preliminary plan.
Technical examination / environ-

mental analysis report.
Basis for denial of a lease, permit,

or license based on past forfei-

ture.
Compliance or performance bond.
Public notice and Inspection of

records.
Reports.
Notice of noncompliance: Revoca-

tion.
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See.
3-/41.8 Application of State laws, regula-

tions, practices, and procedures

as Federal law by Federal officers.

Subpart 3041—Surface Management

—

Federal Coal Resources

§ 3041.0-1 Purpose.

(a) The purpose of these regulations

is to establish rules to be followed in the
management of the Federally-owned
coal estate consistent with the policies,

goals, and objectives established by the
Acts cited in § 3041.0-3 of this Subpart,
regardless of surface ownership or
method of operation.

(b) It is the policy of the Department
to encourage the development of Fed-
erally-owned coal, where such develop-
ment is authorized, through a program
that will provide for the protection, or-

derly development and conservation of

Federal mineral and nonmineral re-

sources in a manner that will minimize
adverse effects to society and the envi-
ronment resulting from coal develop-
ment. It is also the policy of the De-
partment to authorize leases, permits,

and licenses for coal only where recla-

mation of the affected lands to the
standards set forth herein is attainable
and assured and a reclamation program
will be undertaken as contemporane-
ously as practicable with mineral devel-

opment. Departmental policy regarding
privately owned surface where the
mineral estate is Federally owned is that
any mineral activity on the private sur-
face should be conducted to result in
protection of environmental values
which is at least as stringent as would
apply to Federally owned surface.

§ 3041.0-3 Authorities.

These regulations are issued pursuant
to: The Mineral Leasing Act of Febru-
ary 25, 1920, as amended (30 TJ.S.C. 181-
287), and the Mineral Leasing Act For
Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C. 351-359). Ad-
ditional regulations governing the issu-

ance of Federal coal leases, permits, and
licenses are found in 43 CFR 3500 of this

Chapter, including the specific require-
ment in § 3501.2-6 that the consent of
the Department of Agriculture or other
administering agency be obtained with
respect to leases, permits, and licenses

covering acquired lands subject to the
jurisdiction of such other Federal sur-
face managing agency. Regulations gov-
erning lease or permit operations are
found in 30 CFR 211. Regulations setting
forth the general and basic policies for
disposal and management of the public
lands are found in 43 CFR 1725 of this
Chapter.

§ 3041.0—4 Responsibilities.

(a) The Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) exercises at the Bureau level the
Secretary's discretionary authority to
determine whether or not leases, permits,
and licenses are to be Issued. The Bu-
reau of Land Management is responsible
for issuing mineral leases, permits, and
licenses, and is the office of record in
mineral leasing matters.

(b) The Geological Survey (GS) exer-
cises the Secretary's delegated authority

regarding operations conducted within
the area of operation by permittees,

lessees, and licensees and determines the

action to be taken by them from the
standpoint of the development, conser-
vation, and management of mineral re-

sources under the jurisdiction of the De-
partment.- The Geological Survey is re-

sponsible for all geologic, engineering,

and economic value determinations for

the Department's mineral leasing pro-
gram. These determinations include:
the mineral characteristics of lease and
permit areas; parcelling; amounts of

bonds; royalties; unit values; rentals;

mineral resource evaluations; reserves;

investments, diligent development, and
minimum production requirements; and
all other terms and conditions relating
to mineral operations under leases and
permits.

(c) The Bureau of Land Management
or other Federal surface management
agency, in cooperation with the Geologi-
cal Survey, and, in the case of non-Fed-
eral surface, the surface owner, formu-
lates the requirements to be incorporated
in leases, permits, and licenses for the
protection of the surface and non-min-
eral resources and for reclamation, using
the surface operating and reclamation
performance standards contained in
§ 3041.0-7 of these regulations and in
30 CFR Part 211.

(d) The Geological Survey, before ap-
proving exploration and mining plans,
or the abandonment of operations, con-
sults with the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment or other Federal surface manage-
ment agency on the adequacy of the sur-
face use, environmental protection, and
reclamation aspects of such plans and
will not grant approval if inconsistent
with the BLM's or other Federal surface
management agency's recommendations
without further discussions.

(e) As to the lands outside of the area
of operations the authorized officer of the
BLM or other Federal surface manage-
ment agency is responsible for conduct-
ing compliance examinations and for as-
suring compliance by the lessee, permit-
tee, or licensee, with the requirements of
this Subpart, and the terms and condi-
tions of a lease, permit, or license and for
reporting infractions to the GS for dis-
cussion with, or orders to, the lessee, per-
mittee, or licensee. As to the lands in-
side the area of operations the GS exam-
ines operations to ensure compliance
with environmental protection and reha-
bilitation requirements. GS refers to
BLM any instance of noncompliance with
lease terms which may require cancella-
tion action, and BLM may initiate such
action. With respect to approval of ac-
cess roads, pipelines, utility routes and
other surface uses outside the operating
areas, the Bureau of Land Management,
or other Federal surface management
agency, has the primary responsibility
but obtains the recommendations of the
Geological Survey before taking final ac-
tion. Orders to operators for any reme-
dial action are the responsibility of the
Geological Survey.

(f> Subject to the Supervisory -au-
thority of the Secretary, the regulations

in this Subpart shall be administered by
the Director, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment through the authorized officer hav-
ing jurisdiction over the lands subject to
these regulations and authorized to per-
form the duties described. Prior to the
issuance of any coal lease, permit, or li-

cense, the authorized officer will consult
with and receive and consider recommen-
dations from the Mining Supervisor, the
Federal surface management agency
when other than the BLM, or the surface
owner, as to the terms and conditions re-
quired to achieve the purpose of these
regulations.

§ 3041.0-5 Definitions.

As used in this subpart, the following
terms shall have the following meanings

:

(a) "Acid and toxic producing depos-
its" means natural or reworked earth
materials having chemical and physical
characteristics that under mining or
post-mining conditions of drainage, ex-
posure, or other processes may produce
effluents that contain chemical constitu-
ents, such as acids, bases, or metallic
compounds, in sufficient concentrations
to adversely affect the environment.

(b) "Affected lands" means any lands
affected or to be affected by exploration,
development, and mining operations, and
by the construction of facilities necessary
and related to such operations.

(c) "Approximate original contour"
means the surface configuration achieved
by backfilling and grading of the mined
area so that it closely resembles the sur-
face configuration of the land prior to
mining (although not necessarily the
original elevation) and blends into and
complements the drainage pattern and
topography of the surrounding terrain.

(d) "Area of operations" means that
area of the leased, permitted, or li-

censed lands which is required for ex-
ploration, development, producing and
processing operations, including all re-
lated surface structures and facilities,

which is delineated on a map or plar
which is made a part of the approved
plan.

(e) "Authorized officer" means that
officer designated by any Federal surface
managing agency to exercise its author-
ity in matters relating to coal leases,
licenses, and permits and these regula-
tions.

(f) "Coal" means coal of all ranks.
from lignite to anthracite.

(g) "Exploration plan" means a de-
tailed plan submitted to the Mining
Supervisor for approval before explora-
tion operations commence, showing the
location and type of exploration work to
be conducted, environmental protection
procedures, roads, and reclamation pro-
cedures to be followed upon completion
of such operations.

(h) "Lease Lands, leased premises, or
leased tract" means lands embraced
within a Federal coal lease and subject
to the regulations in this Subpart.

(i) "Lessee" means any person or per-
sons, partnership, association, corpora-
tion, or municipality to whom a coal
lease is issued subject to the regulations
in this Subpart, or an assignee cf such
lease under an approved assignment.
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(j) "Licensee" means any individual,
association of individuals, or municipal-
ity to whom a coal license is issued sub-
ject to the regulations in this Subpart.

(k) "Maximum extent practicable"
means, with respect to a performance
standard or level of control, that degree
of compliance which can be achieved
with commercially available technology,
taking into account the costs of such
compliance and all tangible and intangi-
ble environmental and other benefits
which would be derived therefrom.

(1) "Method of Operation" means the
method and manner by which any activi-

ties are performed by the operator, as
described in the Preliminary plan.

(m) "Mine" means an underground or
surface excavation, and the surface or
underground support facilities that con-
tribute directly or indirectly to coal min-
ing, preparation, and handling.

(n) "Mining plan" means a detailed
plan submitted to the Mining Supervisor
for approval before mining operations
commence showing the location, meth-
od and extent of mining and all related
activities necessary and incident to such
operations, including the steps to be
taken to protect the environment during
operations, reclamation, and abandon-
ment.

(o) "Mining Supervisor" mean the
Area Mining Supervisor, Conservation
Division, Geological Survey, or District

Mining Supervisor, or other subordinate
acting under his direction.

(p) "Operator" means a lessee, per-
mittee, or licensee, or one conducting op-
erations on lands under the authority of

the lessee, permittee, or licensee.

(q) "Overburden" means all the earth
and other materials which lie above a
natural deposit of minerals.

(r) "Permanent impoundment" means
an artificially built, dammed or excav-
ated place for retention of water or sedi-
ment that is intended to remain after
abandonment of the operation.

(s) "Permit lands" means lands em-
braced within a coal prospecting per-
mit and subject to the regulations in this

Subpart.
(t) "Permittee" means any person or

persons, partnership, association, cor-
poration, or municipality to whom a coal
prospecting permit subject to the regula-
tions in this Subpart is issued, or an as-
signee of such permit under an approved
assignment.

(u) "Preliminary plan" means a plan
submitted by an applicant to the author-
ized officer, with an application for a
lease, permit, or license, which describes

the applicant's proposal in the detail

necessary to assist the authorized officer

In conducting a pre-lease, permit, or li-

cense technical evaluation and environ-
mental analyses, as described in 3041.1-1.

*(v) "Reclamation" means the process
of returning affected lands to a stable

condition and form consistent with their
pre-mining productivity and use.

(w) "Secretary" means the Secretary
of the Interior.

(x) "Significant valley floor vegeta-
tion" means farm crops. Including hay,
that are Integral parts of agricultural or
ranching operations, and forests or

meadows with significant recreational,
watershed, or wildlife habitat value.

(y) "Topsoil" means natural earth
materials at or adjacent to the land sur-
face with physical and chemical charac-
teristics necessary to support vegetation.

(z) "Valley floors" means the chan-
nelways, floodplains, and. adjacent low
terraces of perennial, intermittent, or
ephemeral streams that are flooded dur-
ing periods of high flow and that are
underlain by unconsolidated stream-laid
deposits. Excluded are higher terraces
and slopes underlain by colluvial and
other surficial deposits normally occur-
ring along valley margins.

§ 3041.0-6 Coal leasing, permitting,
and licensing planning procedures.

(a) When an area Is initially con-
sidered for coal development the author-
ized officer shall make an environmental
impact assessment of the potential effect

of such development upon the resources
of the area and its Environment.

(b) Prior to the selection of tracts for
coal leases, permits, or licenses the au-
thorized officer of the BLM or, if other
than the BLM, the authorized officer of
the agency charged with administration
of the surface, shall evaluate the poten-
tial effects of all phases of such coal de-
velopment on the environment, including
fish and other aquatic resources, wildlife
habitats and populations, aesthetics, rec-
reation, cultural, and other resources in
the. affected area, This evaluation shall
take into account alternative uses of the
land and its other natural resources, the
need for the proposed coal development,
and the socioeconomic considerations
relevant to multiple-use management
principles. To aid him in this evaluation
and selection of coal lease, permit, or
license tracts the authorized officer shall
request and consider the views and rec-
ommendations of the Geological Survey
and other appropriate Federal agencies,
may hold public hearings after appro-
priate notice, and shall, as appropriate,
consult with applicants, State and ap-
plicable local agencies, organizations,
Industries, and, where only the mineral
estate is in Federal ownership, surface
owners.

(c) If the Director determines that a
decision made pursuant to paragraphs
(a) or (b) of this section would be a
major Federal action significantly affect-

ing the quality of the human environ-
ment, and that an environmental Impact
statement as required by the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42

U.S.C. 4321 et seq) has not been prepared
with respect thereto, such a statement
will be prepared.

(d) If National Register or eligible

National Register cultural resources
might be affected by the issuance of coal
leases, permits, or licenses, none will be
authorized until compliance with Section
106 of the Historic Preservation Act and
section 2(b) of E.O. 11593 has been ac-
complished.

(e) If a decision is made to offer tracts

for coal leases, permits, or licenses, the
authorized officer may, following the pro-
cedures in § 3041.2-1 of this Chapter, de-
velop and include in such offer such spe-

cial terms and conditions as may be
required by specific local conditions to
protect the environment, to permit use of
the land for other purposes, to allow new
postmining land uses, and to protect
other resources.

§ 3041.0-7 Performance standards.

(a) Any operator who accepts a coal
lease, permit, or license shall comply with
and be bound by the following general
terms and any additional specific terms,
conditions, and stipulations attached to
and made a part thereof.

(b) The following general performance
standards shall be applicable to all coal
exploration, development, mining, drill-
ing, preparation, processing and decla-
mation operations, on the surface of the
land subject to these regulations:

(1) The operator shall conduct surface
coal mining operations so as to maximize
the extraction of the coal resource so that
future disturbance through the resump-
tion of mining will be minimized.

(2) The operator shall reclaim the land
affected, as contemporaneously as prac-
ticable with operations, to a" condition at
least fully capable of supporting all ac-
tual or practicable uses which it was cap-
able of supporting prior to any explora-
tion or mining, or equal or better uses
that can reasonably be attained.

(3) The operator shall replace over-
burden and waste materials in the mined
area by backfilling (compacting where
advisable, to insure stability or to pre-
vent leaching. of toxic materials), grad-
ing or other means so as, to the maxi-
mum extent practicable, to restore the
approximate original contour and to
eliminate high walls and spoil piles.

Where the thickness of the coal deposits
relative to the volume of overburden is

large or where the overburden and other
spoil waste materials are either Insuffi-
cient or more than sufficient to restore
the approximate original contour, the
operator shall backfill, grade, and com-
pact, using all available overburden or
spoil material to obtain the lowest prac-
ticable grade, but not more than the
angle of repose, in order to provide ade-
quate drainage and to cover all acid-
forming or other toxic materials. Ex-
cess overburden or other spoil ma-
terial, after restoring the approximate
original contour, shall be, graded, com-
pacted (where advisable) , stabilized, and
shaped in a way to protect against slides,
erosion, subsidence and water pollution
in accordance with the requirements of
this Subpart. Restoration to approximate
original contour may not be required if

the Director of the Geological Survey,
with the concurrence of the Director of
the Bureau of Land Management or the
appropriate officer of the Federal surface
management agency, determines: (1)

That an equal or better proposed post-
mining land use is practicable and at-
tainable and that a modification of this
requirement Is the best method of achiev-
ing the postmining use, or (il) that un-
usual conditions, such as steeply dipping
coal beds or multiple seam mining, exist

which make backfilling pursuant to this

paragraph impractlcaL
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(4) The operator shall stabilize and
protect all surface areas, including spoil

piles, affected by the coal mining and
reclamation operation, to effectively con-

trol slides, erosion, subsidence and at-

tendant air and water pollution.

(5) The operator shall remove the top-

soil separately, replace it on the back-

fill area or, if not utilized immediately,

segregate it in a separate pile from other

spoil. When the topsoil is not replaced

on a backfill area within a time short

enough to avoid deterioration of the top-

soil, establish and maintain a cover by
quick-growing plants or other means
thereafter so that the topsoil is preserved
from wind and water erosion and is in a

condition for sustaining vegetation when
used during reclamation. If topsoil is of

insufficient quantity or of poor quality

for sustaining vegetation, and if other

strata can be shown to be more suitable

for vegetation requirements, then the

operator shall remove, segregate, and
preserve in a like mariner such other

strata which are best able to support
vegetation.

(6) Where permanent impoundments
of water on mining sites are to be cre-

ated, the operator shall insure that:

(i) The impoundment is adequate for

Its intended purposes.
(ii) The impoundment will be designed

and built in accordance with sound engi-

neering standards and practices and ap-
plicable Federal and State laws and
regulations.

(iii) The quality of impounded water
will be suitable for its intended use and
discharges from the impoundment will

not unreasonably degrade the water
quality in the receiving stream.

(iv) Pinal grading will provide ade-
quate safety and access for proposed
water users.

(v) Such water impoundments will not
adversely affect the water resources
utilized by adjacent or surrounding land-
owners for agricultural, industrial, rec-

reational, or domestic uses.

(7) The operator shall cover or plug
all auger mine holes with noncombus-
tible material in order to minimize or
prevent harmful drainage.

(8) The operator shall minimize dis-

turbances to the prevailing quality and
quantity of water in surface and ground
water systems, and of the prevailing ero-

sion and deposition conditions at the
mine site and in adjacent offsite areas,

both during and after coal mining op-
erations and during reclamation by

:

<i) Controlling acid or other toxic mine
drainage and the adverse consequences
thereof by such measures as, but not lim-
ited to, restricting the flow of water
through acid or other toxic-producing
materials; treating drainage to reduce
acid or other toxic content which ad-
versely affects downstream water upon
being released to water courses; and cas-
ing, sealing, or otherwise treating drill

holes, shafts and wells to keep acid or
other toxic drainage from entering
ground and surface waters.

(ii) Conducting surface mining opera-
tions so as to prevent, to the maximum
extent practicable,

(A) Contributions of suspended solids

to streamfiow or runoff outside the min-
ing site above natural levels under sea-

sonal flow conditions as measured for a
period and at sites determined by the
Mining Supervisor, in consultation with
the authorized officer of the Federal sur-

face management agency, and
(B) Deepening or enlargement of

stream channels where operations re-

quire the discharge of water from mines.
(iii) Removing or modifying siltation

structures after disturbed areas are re-

vegetated and stabilized, unless other-

wise directed by the Mining Supervisor
after consultation with the authorized
officer of the surface management
agency.

(iv) Protecting to the maximum extent
practicable throughout the mining and
reclamation process, the quality and
quantity of both upstream and down-
stream surface and ground water re-

sources of those valley floors which pro-
vide water sources that support signifi-

cant valley floor vegetation, or supply
water for other purposes by such meas-
ures as, but not limited to, relocating and
maintaining the gradient of streams.

(9) The operator shall, with respect
to disposal of mine wastes, coal process-
ing wastes and other wastes in areas
other than the mine workings or other
excavations, place all waste piles in area
designated in the approved mining plan
and stabilize them through construction
in compacted layers, including, if nec-
essary the use of incombustible and im-
pervious materials; shape the waste pile

to be compatible with natural surround-
ings and terrain, cover with topsoil, or
other suitable material in accordance
with paragraph (b) (4) of this section

and revegetate in accordance with para-
graph (b) (16) of this section.

(10) The operator shall refrain from
surface coal mining within 200 feet of ac-
tive and abandoned underground mines
except as authorized in an approved min-
ing plan.

(11) The operator shall incorporate
sound engineering standards and prac-
tices for the design, construction, and use
of impoundments for the disposal of coal

mine Wastes, coal processing wastes, or
other liquid or solid wastes to insure that
structures and impoundments will have
necessary stability with an adequate
margin of safety. No mine or processing
waste shall be used in the construction
of water impoundments, water retention
facilities, dams, or settling ponds unless
authorized in an approved mining plan.

(12) The operator shall:

(i) Treat or dispose of all rubbish and
noxious substances in a manner designed
to prevent air and water pollution and
fire hazards.

(ii) Dispose of all solid waste resulting

from the mining and preparation of coal
In a manner designed to prevent to the
maximum extent practicable air and wa-
ter pollution and spontaneous ignition.

(13) The operator shall use explosives
only in accordance with existing Federal
and State laws and the conditions speci-

fied by the Mining Supervisor, who may
require the operator to:

(1) Provide adequate advance written
notice by publication and/or posting of

the planned blasting schedule to local

governments and to residents who might
be affected by the use of such explosives,

and maintain a log of the magnitudes
and times of blasts for a period of at

least two years.

(ii) Limit the size, timing, and fre-

quency of blasts as determined by the

physical conditions of the site, to prevent
personal injury or damage to public and
private property.

(14) The operator shall construct,

maintain, and, when they are no longer
necessary, remove roads, pipelines, pow-
erlines, and similar utility access facili-

ties into and across the area of opera-
tions in a manner that will prevent to the
maximum extent practicable erosion and
siltation, pollution of water, damage to

fish or wildlife or their habitats, or pub-
lic or private property, except that the
Mining Supervisor with the concurrence
of the authorized officer of the surface
management agency, may approve the

retention, after mining of specific roads
where consistent with the proposed post-
mining use of the affected lands.

(15) The operator shall refrain from
constructing roads or other access ways
in or near stream beds or drainage
channels that would seriously alter the

normal flow of water therein.

Q6) The operator shall, except where
other reclamation is expressly provided

for in an approved mining plan, establish

on the regraded areas and all other af-

fected lands a diverse vegetative cover,

native to the area if capable of self-

regeneration, at least equal in density

and permanence to the natural vegeta-

tion. The Mining Supervisor, with the
concurrence of the authorized officer of

the surface management agency, may
allow the use of introduced species as an
interim measure where desirable 10

achieve quick cover.

(17) The operator shall assume re-

sponsibility for successful revegetation,

as herein provided. The operator's re-

sponsibility and liability for revegetation
of each planting area shall extend until

such time as the authorized officer of the

surface management agency, in consul-

tation with the Mining Supervisor, deter-
mines that successful revegetation in

compliance with paragraph (b) (16~» of

this section has occurred; provided that,

this period shall extend for a minimum
of five full years after the first year of

planting and for a total period of lia-

bility not to exceed ten years from the
original planting, and further provided
that, where the authorized officer of the
surface management agency determines
that natural conditions, such as annual
precipitation, soil characteristics and
native vegetation, are stable and favor
rapid revegetation, and that revegetation
pursuant to paragraph (b)(16) of this

section is likely to occur before the ex-
piration of such minimum period, he
may specify in the lease, permit, or li-

cense that such minimum period will not

apply with respect to some or all of the

lands included in the lease, permit, or

license.
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(IS) The operator shall allow access
to and upon the affected Federal land
subject to lease, permit, or license for all

lawful and proper purposes except where
such access would unduly interfere with
the authorized use or would constitute a
hazard to public health and safety.

< 19) The operator shall in all areas of
active operations including lands under-
going reclamation, regulate public access,

vehicular traffic, and wildlife or livestock

grazing to protect the public, wildlife,

and livestock from hazards associated
with the operations and to protect the
revegetated areas from unplanned and
uncontrolled grazing. For this purpose
the operator shall provide warnings,
fencing, flag men, barricades, and other
safety and protective measures as
appropriate.

(20) In areas in which there are no
current operations, the operator shall

substantially backfill, fence, protect, or
otherwise effectively close all surface
openings, auger holes, subsidence holes,
surface excavations or workings which
are a hazard to people or animals. Open-
ings at all underground mines which are
temporarily closed shall be adequately
fenced or equipped with a substantial in-
combustible gate or door which shall

remain locked when not in use. Con-
spicuous signs shall be posted prohibiting
entrance of unauthorized persons. All

such protective measures shall be main-
tained in a secure condition during the
term of the lease, permit, or license. Be-
fore permanent abandonment of opera-
tions, the operator shall

:

(i) Close or backfill all openings and
excavations, including water discharge
points, or otherwise permanently deal
therewith in accordance with sound en-
gineering practices and according to the
approved mining plan.

(ii) Promptly complete final reclama-
tion and clean-up of surface areas
around and near permanently aban-
doned operations including, except where
otherwise expressly provided in the ap-
proved mining plan, removal of equip-
ment and structures following cessation
of mining operations.

(c) Prior to the issuance of a permit,
lease, or license, the authorized officer

may, in consultation with the Mining
Supervisor, and the authorized officer of
the surface management agency if other
than the BLM, establish additional and
more stringent requirements to meet ex-
ceptional and special circumstances, such
as the degree of slope, soil conditions,
and other site characteristics, and, if he
does so, such additional and more strin-
gent requirements shall be included in
the permit, lease, or license.

(d) If the authorized officer of the
surface management agency determines,
after the issuance, or the lease, permit, or
license, that an approved exploration or
mining plan should be required to be
revised or supplemented to adjust to
changed conditions or to correct over-
sights, he may propose such revision or
supplement to the Mining Supervisor.
Upon approval of the Mining Supervisor,
such plan may be revised or supple-
mented pursuant to § 211.10(d) of 30
CFB Part 211.

(e) The following special provisions
shall be applicable to the surface effects

of underground mining.
(1) Each operator of an underground

coal mine shall adopt measures consist-
ent with feasible known technology in
order to prevent or control subsidence,
maximize mine stability, and maintain
the value and use of surface lands, ex-
cept in those instances where the mining
method used requires planned subsidence
in a predictable and controlled manner.

(2) Where pillars or panels are not
removed and controlled subsidence is not
part of the mining plan, pillars or panels
of adequate dimensions shall be left to
assure surface stability giving due con-
sideration of the thickness and strength
characteristics of the coal beds and of
the strata above and immediately below
the coal bed.

(3) The Mining Supervisor may re-
quire the operator to install a subsidence
monitoring system consisting of eleva-
tion stations and tiltmeters in a number
sufficient to determine the extent of area
that may be affected. All records of such
surveys shall be accessible for review by
the Mining Supervisor.

(f) Visual resources. The operator
shall take visual resources into account
in the planning, design, and construction
of facilities on the affected lands in ac-
cordance with lease terms and the ap-
proved plan.

(g) Fish and wildlife. The operator
shall employ such measures as are
deemed necessary to protect fish and
wildlife and their habitat in accordance
with lease terms and the approved plan.

(h) Cultural and scientific resources.
The operator shall conduct operations
that might have an effect on known or
suspected archeological, paleontological,
historical, or other cultural and scien-
tific values in accordance with lease
terms and the approved plan.

§ 3041.0-8 Use of surface.

(a) The operator shall be entitled to
use only so much of the surface of the

'

lands within the affected lands as is

deemed necessary and has been desig-
nated in an approved plan. Any use of
the Federal lands for a power generation
plant or a commercial or industrial fa-
cility will be authorized only under a
separate permit issued by the appropri-
ate agency for that specific use and sub-
ject to all terms and conditions which it

may include in that permit. The uses of
the lands within the area of operation
are subject to the supervision of the
Mining Supervisor, and the uses of the
remaining lands are subject to the su-
pervision of the appropriate surface
management agency. The operator shall
not be entitled to use any mineral mate-
rials subject to the Materials Act except
as provided by Part 3600 of this Chapter.

(b) Operations under other author-
ized uses on the same lands shall not
unreasonably interfere with or endanger
operations under uses authorized under
the regulations in this chapter nor shall
operations under the regulations in this
Chapter unreasonably interfere with or
endanger operations under any lease, li-

cense, permit, or other authorized use

pursuant to the provisions of any other
Act

§ 3041.1 Applications.

(a) Any person desiring a lease, per-
mit, or license for coal development shall
file an application in the proper BLM
office, in accordance with the regulations
in this Chapter.

(b) The application shall contain a
preliminary plan of operation as de-
scribed in § 3041.1-1 of this Subpart.

§ 3041.1-1 Preliminary plan.

(a) The preliminary plan required by
these regulations shall include the fol-
lowing information:

(1) A map, or maps, available from
State or Federal sources, showing the
topography of the land applied for, on
which the applicant shall show physical
features, drainage patterns, present road
and trail locations, present utility sys-
tems, proposed road and trail location,
proposed location of surface and subsur-
face exploration sites, such as pits, seis-

mic lines, drill holes, trenches, surface
or underground mine workings; the pro-
posed location of development or extrac-
tion facilities ; and the proposed location
and aerial extent of the areas to be used
for pits, overburden, and tailings; and
the location of water sources or other re-
sources which may be used in the pro-
posed operation or facilities incidental
thereto.

(2) A narrative statement setting
forth his proposed plan, methods, and
schedule for diligent operations.

(b) The narrative statement shall also
describe the measures proposed to be
taken to prevent or control fire, soil ero-
sion, pollution of surface and ground
water, damage to fish and wildlife or
other natural resources, air and noise
pollution and hazards to public health
and safety during lease activities, includ-
ing measures for monitoring the effects
of operations on air and water. Such
measures shall also include the actions
to be taken and the methods to be uti-
lized to meet the performance standards
set forth in § 3041.0-7 of these regula-
tions. The applicant shall not enter upon
the land for any operational purpose, ex-
cept for casual use, until he has received
a lease, permit, or license and submitted
to the Mining Supervisor an exploration
or mining plan and received approval
thereof. Casual use, as used in this sec-
tion means activities which do not cause
significant surface disturbance, or dam-
age lands, resources and improvements,
such as activities which do not include
use of heavy equipment, or explosives or
vehicular movement off established roads
and trails which cause such disturbance.

§ 3041.2 Technical examination/envi-
ronmental analysis.

In connection with an application for

a coal lease, permit or license, or on BLM
motion, the authorized officer, with the
assistance of the Mining Supervisor,

shall make a technical examination and
environmental analysis (TEEA)

.

(a) The technical examination shall

include:
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(1) An examination of the technical

feasibility of the preliminary plan and;
1 2 ) An evaluation of the effect of the

preliminary plan on other land uses, re-

sources, or programs on or adjacent to

the area.

'b> The environmental analysis shall

include: An analysis of the impact of the
preliminary plan and alternatives on the
living and non-living components of the
environment.

j./fM 1.2—1 Technical examination/en-
vironmental analysis report.

(a) The TEEA report shall contain a
summary which, using information from
the TEEA, sets forth recommended
bonding requirements' and stipulations

formulated to: (1) Require conformance
with the performance standards found in

§ 3041.0-7 of this Chapter, (2) identify
specific reclamation requirements, (3)

identify tracts requiring special environ-
mental consideration, and (4) minimize
adverse impacts on the environment and
other resources, land uses or programs.

(b) If it is recommended that a spe-
cific area within the applied for lands
should be excluded from a lease, permit,
or license, or modification thereof, or if

it is recommended that an environ-
mental impact statement is required, the
TEEA report shall substantiate these
findings.

§ 3041.3 Basis for denial of lease, per-
mit, or license based upon past for-

feiture.

(a) An application for a lease, permit,
or license to conduct coal exploratory or
extractive operations may be denied any
applicant or offeror who has forfeited a
bond because of failure to comply with
an approved exploration or mining plan.
However, a lease, permit, or license may
not be denied an applicant or offeror be-
cause of the forfeiture of a bond if the
affected lands under his previous lease,

permit, or license have subsequently been
reclaimed without cost to the Federal
Government.

§ 3041.4 Compliance or performance
bond.

(a) The provisions of the regulations
In Subpart 3504 of this Chapter are
hereby made applicable to these regula-
tions. In addition each compliance bond
will be conditioned upon faithful com-
pliance with the regulations in this Sub-
part and any additional terms and con-
ditions of the lease, permit, or license. In
determining the amount of the com-
pliance bond to be required, the au-
thorized officer of the surface manage-
ment agency and the Mining Supervisor
shall consider the cost of complying with
the performance and reclamation stand-
ards in § 3041.0-7, and with the terms
and conditions of the lease, permit, or
license.

(b

)

The authorized officer shall set the
amount of a bond and take the necessary
action for an Increase or for a complete
or partial release of a bond. He shall
take such actions only after consultation
with the Mining Supervisor.

§ 3041.5 Public notice and inspection of
records.

Any application for a lease, permit, or
license, together with proposed terms,
conditions, and special stipulations shall
be made available in the proper BLM
office. A notice that such material is

available shall be posted in the proper
BLM office, sent to the County Clerk for
the County in which the affected lands
are located for posting, and mailed to the
surface owner of record if other than the
United States. Except as otherwise pro-
vided in Part 3520 of this Chapter, the
applicant shall, at no expense to the
Federal Government, have published a
copy of such notice in a newspaper of
general circulation in the county in
which the lands are situated once a
week for four consecutive weeks, or for
such other period as may be deemed ad-
visable. Interested parties shall have a
period of 30 days after publication of
notice that such material is available for
public inspection and comment then on.

§ 3011.6 Reports.

(a) Operations. An operator, under a
coal lease, permit or license, shall file

with the Mining Supervisor, within 30
days after the end of each calendar year
or within 30 days after the cessation of
operations, a report, in duplicate, con-
taining the following:

(1) Serial number of the lease, permit
or license and a description of the lands
affected by operations.

(2) The number of acres disturbed
and the number of acres reclaimed, in-
cluding revegetation.

(3) A description of the reclamation
work remaining to be done.

(b) Grading and backfilling. Upon
completion of backfilling and grading
required by the operating plan, the op-
erator shall submit a report thereon, in
duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor and
request inspection for approval. When-
ever it is determined by such inspection
that the backfilling and grading, which
may proceed in appropriate stages, has
met the requirements of the approved
plan, the Mining Supervisor shall recom-
mend to the authorized officer of the Bu-
reau of Land Management, and/or other
Federal surface management agency the
release of an appropriate amount of the
bond for the area satisfactorily back-
filled and graded.

(c) Revegetation. (1) The operator
shall file a report, in duplicate, with the
Mining Supervisor within 30 days after
each planting is completed. The report
shall

:

(i) Identify the lease, permit, or
license.

(ii) Show the type of planting or seed-
ing, including mixtures and amounts.

(iii) Show the date of planting or seed-
ing.

(iv) Identify or describe the planted
or seeded lands.

(v) Describe fertilization and Irriga-

tion procedures, if any, and contain such
other information as may be considered
relevant.

'21 The Mining Supervisor and the
authorized rfScer of the surface manage-
ment agency shall, as soon as possible
after each full growing season, inspsct
and evaluate the revegetated areas to

determine whether satisfactory vegeta-
tive growth has been established, or
whether additional revegetation efforts

may be required.

'd) Cessation or abandonment of op-
rali-.ms. <1) Not less than 30 days prior
to cessation or abandonment of opera-
tions, the operator shall submit to the
Mining Supervisor, in duplicate, a report
of his intention to cease or abandon
operations, together with a statement of

the exact number of acres affected by
his operations, the extent and kind of

reclamation accomplished, and a stnte-
mpv.t as to the structures and other fa-

cilities that are to be removed from cr
remain on the leased, permitted, or li-

censed lands.
(?) Upon receipt of such report. th»

Mining Supervisor and the authorized
officer of the surface management agency
shall make a joint inspection to deter-
mine whether operations have been com-
pleted in accordance with the approved
operating plan. When the operator has
complied with all requirements of the
lea.se, permit, or license an.! the regula-
tions of this Subpart, the Mining Super-
visor shall recommend to the authorized
officer of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and /or the other Federal surface
management agency that, the period of

bended liability be terminated.
:?,) When the surface of land;; in n,

lease, permit or license is not owned by
the United States, the Mining Supervisor
shall consult the surface owner and ob-
tain his recommendation as to whether
the operation has been, completed in ac-
cordance with the approved operating
plan before recommending to the appro-
priate authorized officer that the period
of liability of the bond be terminated.

§ 3!) 11.7 iNolis-e of noncompliance: !*;•*-

ccation.

(a) The authorized officer and the Min-
ing Supeiwisor shall have the right to
enter upon the lands under lease, permit,
or license, at any reasonable time.

(b) If the authorized officer of the
Federal surface management agency de-
termines that an operator is conducting
activities which are not in comnll'-trce
with the requirements of a leose. rsnnit,
or license, applicable regulation.-, or the
approved plan and such activities
threaten immediate, serious, or irrepa-
rable damage to the environment, re-
sources, health and safety of the em-
pldyees and the public, the authorized
officer may order the immediate cessa-
tion of such activities and shall promptly
notify the Mining Supervisor. Upon such
notification, the Mining Supervisor shall
orally order immediate remedial action
and issue a written notice of noncom-
pliance, where appropriate.

(c) If the authorized officer deter-
mines that an operator is in noncom-
pliance with the requirements of a lease,
permit, or license, applicable regulations,
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or the approved plan and such noncom-
pliance does not threaten immediate,
serious, or irreparable damage to the en-
vironment, resources, health and safety
of the employees and the public, the au-
thorized officer shall refer the matter to
the Mining Supervisor for remedial ac-
tion.

(d) Failure of the operator to. take
action in accordance with a written no-
tice of noncompliance issued by the Min-
ing Supervisor in accordance with the
provisions of 30 CFR 211.72 shall be
grounds for suspension of the operation
and for possible cancellation of the lease,

permit, or license in accordance with the
regulations in 43 CFR 3500 of this

Chapter.

§ 3041.8 Application of Stale laws, reg-
ulations, practices, and procedures
as Federal law by Federal officers.

(a) Upon request of the Governor of
any State, the Secretary shall promptly
review the laws, regulations, adminis-
trative practices and procedures In effect

or due to come into effect with respect to
reclamation of lands disturbed by sur-
face mining of coal subject to the juris-
diction of that State, to determine
whether such controls may appropri-
ately be applied as Federal law to opera-
tions relating to coal owned by or sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of the United
States. In such review the Secretary may
hold such public hearings within the
State as he may deem necessary and ap-
propriate, and may receive evidence of
mining or enforcement practices submit-
ted in writing under oath by any person.
He will take into account all relevant
constructions and applications of such
controls by competent State and local ju-
dicial and regulatory authorities, the de-
sirability and practicability of uniform-
ity between Federal and State controls,
and the public policy of the State regard-
ing the development of coal resources lo-

cated therein.

(b) After such review, the Secretary
may, by order, direct that all or part of

such State laws, regulations, practices
and procedures shall be applied as Fed-
eral law by the authorized officers of the
Department with respect to coal within
that State owned by or subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States, if he
determines that such application would

(1) effectuate the purposes of this Sub-
part;

(2) result in protection of environ-
mental values which is at least as strin-
gent as would otherwise occur under ex-
clusive application of Federal controls;
and

(3) would be consistent with the inter-
est of the United States in the timely and
orderly development of its coal resources.

(c) Pending issuance of an order under
paragraph (b) of this section, nothing in

this section shall be deemed or construed
to stay or suspend any otherwise ap-
plicable Federal law, regulation, practice
or procedure. Any such order under par-
agraph (b) of this section shall specif-
ically set forth the controls to be applied
by Federal officers, and may include spe-
cific findings of fact or interpretations

thereof which shall be binding upon such
officers. Any such order shall remain In
effect until rescinded or modified by sub-
sequent order of the Secretary, upon his
own motion or at the request of a Gov-
ernor.
As proposed Part 211 of Title 30 of

the Code of Federal Regulations is re-
vised to read as follows:

PART 211—COAL MINING
OPERATING REGULATIONS

Sec.

211.1 Scope and purpose.
211.2 Definitions.
211.3 Responsibilities.
211.4 General obligations of lessees, per-

mittees, and licensees (including
designated operators or agents).

211.5 Public inspection of records.

Maps and Plans

211.10 Exploration and mining plans.
211.11 Approaching oil, gas, or water wells.

2 11.,12 Mine Maps.
211.13 Failure of lessees to furnish maps.

Prospecting and Exploration Operations

211.20 Information required to be submit-
ted.

211.21 Core and test holes.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

211.30 Maximum recovery — underground
mines.

211.31 Subsidence.
211.32 Multiple seam mining—underground

mining.
211.33 Advance workings; underground

mines.
211.35 Pillars left for support.
211.36 Development of leased tract through

adjoining mines.

Reclamation and Performance Standards

211.40 Operating and reclamation stand-
ards.

211.41 Abandonment; surface openings.
211.42 Disposal of mine waste or rejects.

Miscellaneous Provisions

211.60 Production records, royalty and
audits; maintenance of and access
to records.

211.61 Basis for royalty computation.
211.62 Reports.
211.63 Audits.

Inspection, Issuance or Orders, Enforce-
ment of Orders and Appeals

211.70 Inspection of underground and sur-
face conditions.

211.71 Notices, instructions and orders.
211.72 Enforcement of orders.
211.73 Appeals.
211.74 Application of State laws, regula-

tions, practices, and procedures as
Federal law by Federal officers.

§ 211.1 Scope and purpose.

(a) The regulations in this Part shall
govern operations for the discovery,
testing, development, mining, prepara-
tion, and handling of coal under coal
leases, licenses, and permits issued for
federally-owned coal, regardless of sur-
face ownership, pursuant to the regula-
tions in 43 CFR Group 3500 and the
Alaska Coal Leasing Act of October 20,

1914 (38 Stat. 741) , and for the reclama-
tion of lands disturbed by such opera-
tions. These regulations shall also apply
to operations for , the discovery, testing,

development, mining, preparation, and

handling of coal in tribal and allotted
Indian lands under leases and permity,
regardless of ownership of the surface,
issued under the regulations in 25 CFR
Parts 171, 172, and 174, and for the
reclamation of lands disturbed by such
operations.

(b) The purpose of the regulations in
this Part is to assure orderly and efficient
prospecting, exploration, testing, devel-
opment, mining, preparation and hand-
ling operations, and production practices,
without avoidable waste or loss of coal
or other mineral resources or damage to
coal-bearing or other mineral-bearing
formations; to encourage maximum re-
covery and use of coal resources; to en-
sure operating practices which' will
avoid, minimize, or correct resulting
damage to the environment:—land, water,
and air—and to public health and safe-
ty; to require effective reclamation of
lands; and to require a proper record
and accounting of all coal produced.

(c) When the regulations in this Part
relate to matters included in the regu-
lations in 25 CFR Part 177—Surface Ex-
ploration, Mining, and Reclamation of
Lands—pertaining to Indian lands, the
regulations in that Part shall govern to
the extent of any inconsistencies. In any
event, the operating and reclamation
standards of § 211.40 of this Part shall
apply.

(d) The responsibility for enforcement
of the Federal Coal Mine Health and
Safety Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 742; 30
U.S.C. 801) and the coal mine health
and safety regulations contained in
Chapter I of this Title is vested in the
Mining Enforcement and Safety Admin-
istration, Department of the Interior.

§211.2 Definitions.

As used in this Part, the following
terms shall have the following meanings:

(a) Acid and toxic producing deposits
means natural or reworked earth ma-
terials having chemical and physical
characteristics that, under mining or
postmining conditions of drainage, ex-
posure, or other processes, may produce
effluents that contain chemical constit-
uents, such as acids, bases, or metallic
compounds, in sufficient concentrations
to adversely affect the environment.

(b) Affected lands means any lands
affected or to be affected by exploration,
development, and mining operations and
the construction of facilities necessary
and related to such operations.

(c) Approximate original contour
means the surface configuration achieved
by backfilling and grading of the mined
area so that it closely resembles the sur-
face configuration of the land prior to
mining (although not necessarily the
original elevation) and blends into and
complements the drainage pattern and
topography of the surrounding terrain.

(d) "Area of operations" means that
area of the leased, permitted or licensed
lands which is required for exploration,
development, producing, and processing
operations, including all related surface
structures and facilities, and which is

delineated on a map or plat that is made
a part of the approved plan.
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(e) "Authorized officer" means that of-

ficer designated by any Federal surface

managing agency to exercise its author-

ity in matters relating to coal leases, li-

censer,, and permits and these regula-

tions.
,

<f> "Coal" means coal of au ranus,

from lignite to anthracite.

(gj "Conservation Manager" means a

Conservation Manager, Conservation Di-

vision, Geological Survey.

(h) "Director" means the Director of

the Geological Survey, U.S. Department

of the Interior.

(i) "Division Chief" means the Chief

of the Conservation Division, Geological

Survey.
(j) "Exploration plan" means a de-

tailed plan submitted to the Mining

Supervisor for approval before explora-

tion operations commence showing the

location and type of exploration work to

be conducted, environmental protection

procedures, roads, and reclamation pro-

cedures to be followed upon completion of

such operations.

(k) "General Coal Mining Order

means a formal numbered order issued

by the Mining Supervisor, with the prior

approval of the Division Chief, which

implements the regulations in this Part

and applies to operations in a specified

geographic area.

(1) "Lease lands, leased premises, or

leased tract" means lands embraced

within a coal lease and subject to the

regulations in this Part.

im) "Lessee" means any person or per-

sons, partnership, association, corpora-

tion, or municipality to whom a coal

lease is issued, subject to the regulations

in this Part, or an assignee of such lease

under an approved assignment.

(n) "Licensee' means any individual,

association of individuals, or municipal-

ity to whom a coal license is issued, sub-

ject to the regulations in this Part.

(o) "Logical mining unit" means an
area of coal land that can be developed

and mined in an efficient, economical,

and orderly manner, with due regard to

conservation of coal reserves and other

resources. A unit may consist of one or

more Federal leaseholds and may include

intervening or adjacent non-Federal

lands, insofar as all lands are under the

effective control of a single operator.

(p) "Maximum extent practicable"

means, with respect to a performance

standard or a level of control, that degree

of compliance which can be achieved

with commercially available technology,

taking into account the costs of such
compliance and all tangible and intangi-

ble environmental and other benefits

which would be derived therefrom.

(q) . "Method of Operation" means the

method and manner by which any activi-

ties are performed by the operator, as

described in a preliminary plan or an ex-

ploration or mining plan.

(r) "Mine" means an underground or

surface excavation and the surface or

underground support facilities that con-
tribute directly or indirectly to coal min-
ing, preparation, and handling.

(s) "Mining plan" means a detailed

plan submitted to the Mining Supervisor

for approval before mining operations

commence showing the location, method
and extent of mining and all related

activities necessary and incident to such
operations, including the steps to be

taken to protect the environment during

operations, reclamation, and abandon-
ment.

(t) "Mining Supervisor" means the

Area Mining Supervisor, Conservation
Division, Geological Survey, or District

Mining Supervisor or other subordinate

acting under his direction,

(u) "Operator" means a lessee, per-

mittee, or licensee, or one conducting

operations on lands under the authority

of the lessee, permittee, or licensee.

(v) "Permanent impoundment" means
an -artificially built, dammed, or exca-

vated place for retention of water or sed-

iment that is intended to remain after

abandonment of the operation.

(w) "Permit lands" means lands em-
braced within a coal prospecting permit

and subject to the regulations in this

Part.
(x) "Permittee" means any person or

persons, partnership, association, cor-

poration, or municipality to whom a coal

prospecting permit subject to the regula-

tions in this Part is issued, or an assignee

of such permit under an approved as-

signment.
(y) "Preparation'' means the crush-

ing, sizing, cleaning, drying, mixing, and
other processing of coal to prepare it for

market.
(z> "Reclamation" means the process

of returning affected lands to a stable

condition and form consistent with their

premining productivity and use.

(aa) "Secretary" means the Secretary

of the Interior.

(bb) "Significant valley floor vegeta-

tion" means farm crops, including hay,

that are integral parts of agricultural or

ranching operations and forests or

meadows with significant recreational,

watershed, or wildlife habitat value.

(cc) '"Topsoil" means natural earth

materials at or adjacent to the land sur-

face with physical and chemical char-
acteristics necessary to support vegeta-

tion.

(dd) "Valley floors" means the chan-
nelways, floodplains, and adjacent low
terraces of perennial, intermittent, or

ephemeral streams that are flooded dur-

ing periods of high flow and that are un-
derlain by unconsolidated stream-laid

deposits. Excluded are higher terraces

and slopes underlain by colluvial and
other surflcial deposits normally occur-

ring along valley margins.

§211.3 Responsibilities.

(a) Subject to the supervisory author-
ity of the Secretary, the regulations in

this Part shall be administered by the
Director, through the Division Chief, the
Conservation Manager, and the Mining
Supervisor.

(b) The Mining Supervisor is em-
powered to approve, disapprove, or re-

quire modification of exploration and
mining plans pursuant to this Part.

(c) The Mining Supervisor is empow-
ered to oversee prospecting, exploration,

testing, development, mining, prepara-

tion, handling, reclamation, and aban-

donment operations under the .regu-

lations in. this Part. The Mining Super-

visor, in the performance of his duties

shall

:

(1) Inspection of operations. Examine.

as frequently as necessary but at least

quarterly, the lease, permit, or license

lands where operations for the discovery,

testing, development, mining, prepara-

tion, and handling of coal and reclama-

tion of effected lands are conducted, or

are to be conducted; inspect such opera-

tions, for the purpose of determining

whether waste or degradation of mineral

substances or damage to formations and
deposits or . non-mineral resources af-

fected by the operations is being mini-

mized, and whether all provisions of ap-

plicable laws, regulations and orders, all

terms and conditions of leases, permits,

or licenses, and all requirements of ap-

proved exploration or mining plans are

being complied with.

(2) Compliance. Require operators to

conduct operations subject to this Part

in compliance with all provisions of ap-

plicable laws, regulations, and orders, ail

terms and conditions of leases, permits,

or licenses, and all requirements of ap-

proved exploration or mining plans.

(3) Reports and recommendations.
Make reports to the Division Chief,

through the Conservation Manager, as

to the general conditions of lands under
permit, lease, or license, and the manner
in which operations are being conducted
and orders or instructions are being com-
plied with; and submit information and
recommendations for protecting the coal,

the coal-bearing formations, other min-
eral resources, and the non-mineral re-

sources.

(4) Manner and form of records, re-

ports, and notices. Prescribe, subject to

the approval of the Division Chief, the

manner and form in which records of op-

erations, reports, and notices shall be

made.
(5) Records of production; rentals and

royalties. Obtain and check coal produc-
tion andisales records; determine rental

and royalty liability of lessees and per-
mittees; collect and deposit rental and
royalty payments; maintain rental and
royalty accounts.

(6) Waiver, suspension, or reduction

of rental or minimum royalty. Act on ap-
plications for waiver, suspension, or re-

duction of rental or minimum rovalty

filed pursuant to 43 CFR 3503.3-2W;
and transmit to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for appropriate action, applica-

tions for waiver, suspension, cr reduction
of rental or minimum royalty under
leases on Indian lands.

(7) Suspension of operations avd. pro-
duction. Act on applications for suspen-
sion of operations or production, or both,

filed pursuant to 43 CFR 3503.3--2<e)

,

and terminate, when appropriate, sus-

pensions which have been granted; and
transmit to the Bureau of Indian Affairs

for appropriate action, applications for

suspension of operations or production,

or both, under leases on Indian lands.
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(8) Cessation and abandonment of
operations. Upon receipt of notice of pro-
posed cessation or abandonment of op-
erations, or relinquishment of a lease,

permit, or license, inspect and determine
whether the operator has complied with
the terms and conditions of the permit,
lease, or license, and the approved ex-
ploration or mining plans; whether all

rentals and royalties due the lessor have
been paid; and determine and report to

the Federal agency having administra-
tive jurisdiction over the lands when the
lands have been properly conditioned for
abandonment. Before approving any
such proposed action, the Mining Super-
visor will consult with, or obtain the
concurrence of, the authorized officer of
the Federal agency having administra-
tive jurisdiction over the lands with re-
spect to compliance by the operator with
the surface protection and reclamation
requirements of the lease, permit, or li-

cense, and the exploration or mining
plan.

(9) Wells or prospect holes. Prescribe
or approve the methods for protecting
coal-bearing formations from damage or
contamination that might be incurred as
a result of any wells or prospect holes
drilled to, or through, the coal-bearing
formations, for any purpose, on lands
embraced within a coal lease, permit,
or license.

(10) Trespass. Report to the Federal
agency having administrative jurisdic-
tion over the lands any trespass that in-

volves exploration activities or removal
of coal.

(11) Water and air quality. Inspect
operations to determine compliance with
water management and pollution control
measures for the protection and control
of the quality of surface and ground
water resources and compliance with
emission control measures for the pro-
tection and control of air quality, as re-
quired by the approved plans.

(12) Implementation of regulations.
Issue General Coal Mining Orders and
other orders and instructions, and grant
consents and approvals, when necessary,
to Implement or assure compliance with
the regulations in this Part. Oral orders,
instructions, approvals, and consents
shall be confirmed in writing.

(13) Reclamation bonds. Determine
whether- the amounts of bonds or other
equally appropriate financial arrange-
ments are at all times adequate to sat-
isfy the estimated costs of completion of
remaining reclamation requirements of
the approved exploration or mining plan.

(14) Consultation. Consult with the
authorized officer of the Federal surface
managing agency before taking any final

action to approve an exploration or min-
ing plan or modification thereof and to
determine the amount of a bond for rec-
lamation purposes.

§ 211.4 General obligations of lessees,
permittees, and licensees (including
designated operators or agents)

.

(a) Operations involving the dis-

covery, testing, development, mining,
preparation, and handling of coal, and
reclamation and abandonment of lands

shall conform to the provisions of ap-
plicable laws and regulations, including
applicable effluent and emission limita-
tions; the terms and conditions of the
lease, permit, or license; the require-
ments of an approved exploration or
mining plan; and the orders and instruc-
tions issued by the Mining Supervisor.

(b) The operator shall take all actions
necessary to minimize waste and dam-
age to coal-bearing formations or other
mineral resources.

<c) The operator shall take such
action as may be needed to minimize,
control, and to the maximum extent
practicable, avoid (1) soil erosion; (2)

pollution of air; (3) pollution of surface
or ground water; (4) serious diminution
of the normal flow of water; (5) perma-
nent damage to vegetative growth, crops,
or timber; (6) injury or destruction of
fish and wildlife and their habitat; (7)

creation of unsafe or hazardous condi-
tions; (8) damage to improvements,
whether owned by the United States, its

permittees, licensees, or lessees, or by
others; and (9) damage to recreational,
scenic, historical, and archaeological
values of the land. The surface of leased
or permit lands shall be reclaimed as con-
temporaneously as practicable with the
mining operations and in accordance
with the terms and conditions prescribed
in the lease, permit, or license and the
provisions of the approved mining or ex-
ploration plan. Good housekeeping prac-
tices shall be observed at all times. Where
any question arises as to the necessity
for, or the adequacy of, an action to meet
the requirements of this paragraph, the
determination of the Mining Supervisor
shall be final, subject to the right of
appeal as provided in Part 290 of this
Chapter.

(d) The operator shall, when and as
required by the Mining Supervisor,
monitor water quality to establish data
necessary to determine procedures which
may be required to minimize, control, or
avoid water pollution pursuant to the
regulations In this Part.

(e) Accidents threatening damage to
the mine, the lands or other resources,
or accidents which could cause air or
water pollution, along with corrective
actions initiated, shall be reported
promptly to the Mining Supervisor by
telephone. Within 30 days alter an acci-
dent the operator shall submit to the
Mining Supervisor a detailed report of
damages caused by the accident and the
corrective actions taken.

(f) In areas where surface mining is

anticipated, the operator shall drill an
adequate number of holes in the over-
burden overlying the coal, and the
stratum immediately below the coal to
be mined. The operator shall sample and
log each stratum penetrated and analyze
each stratum for at least the following:
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and
pH, and conduct any other tests which
the Mining Supervisor may specify. The
analyses will be used to determine which
materials must be buried during the
stripping operations and to determine
suitable material that will be placed near
the surface for favorable propagation of

vegetation. The number of holes and
analyses will be specified by the Mining
Supervisor.

(g) The operator shall submit the re-

ports required by 25 CFR Part 177, Part
200 of this Chapter, this Part, and any
other reports required by the Mining
Supervisor.

§ 211.5 Public inspection of records.

(a) Geological and geophysical infor-
mation and data, including maps, con-
cerning wells and trade secrets, and com-
mercial or financial information ob-
tained from a person under this Part and
identified as privileged or confidential
shall not be available for public inspec-
tion without the consent of the permittee
or lessee, so long ' as the permittee or
lessee furnishing such data, or his suc-
cessors or assignees, continues to hold a
permit or lease of the lands involved.

(b) Mining plans submitted under
§ 211.10 of this Part will be made avail-
able for public inspection in the office of
the appropriate Mining Supervisor. For
new mine plans, for major modifications
in existing surface mine plans, or for
surface related changes in existing un-
derground plans submitted for approval,
interested parties will have a 30-day pe-
riod after publication of notice to inspect
such plans in the office of the District or
Area Mining Supervisor and to com-
ment thereon before any action with re-
spect to such approval shall be taken by
the Mining Supervisor. A notice of the
availability of the plan shall be prepared
by the Mining Supervisor, posted at the
appropriate office on the day the plan is

received, and mailed to the surface owner
of record, if other than the United States,
and to the appropriate county clerk for
posting or publication. A copy of such
notice shall be published by the operator
in a local newspaper of general circula-
tion in the locality of the proposed op-
eration at least once a week for four con-
secutive weeks.

Maps and Plans

§ 211.10 Exploration and mining plans.

(a) General. Before conducting any
operation other than casual use, the op-
erator shall submit to the Mining Super-
visor, and obtain his approval of, an ex-
ploration or mining plan. Casual use, as
used in this section, means activities

which do not cause significant surface
disturbance or damage to lands, re-
sources and improvements, such as ac-
tivities which do not include heavy
equipment, explosives, or vehicular
movement off established roads and
trails which causes such disturbance.
All such plans shall be submitted in
quintuplicate, and shall show in detail
the proposed prospecting, exploration,
testing, development, mining, prepara-
tion, reclamation, and abandonment op-
erations to be conducted. Exploration
and mining plans shall be consistent with
and responsive to the requirements of
the lease, permit, or license for maxi-
mizing recovery of the resources, for
the protection of non-mineral resources,

and for the reclamation of the surface of
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the lands affected by the operations. The
exploration and mining plans shall show
that reclamation is an integral part of

the plan and will progress as contem-
poraneously as practicable with the op-

erations, and shall provide sufficient in-

formation to substantiate the effective-

ness of the proposed reclamation method.
Except as provided in paragraph (e) of

this section as to partial plans, where
a logical mining unit has been approved
by the Mining Supervisor, the mining
plan shall cover all operations in the

unit. The Mining Supervisor, after con-
sidering all comments received pursuant
to § 211.5(b), shall, in writing, promptly
approve or disapprove the plan or indi-

cate what modifications are necessary to

conform to the provisions of the applica-

ble laws and regulations and the terms
and conditions of the permit or :ease.

(b) Exploration plans. The Mining
Supervisor shall require that an explora-

tion plan include all of the following

:

(1) A brief description of geologic,

water, vegetation, fish, wildlife, and other

physical factors that may be affected

by the proposed operation within the

area where exploration is to be con-
ducted.

i2) A description of the present land
use within and adjacent to the area.

(3) A narrative description including:
(i) Method of exploration and types

of equipment to be used.
(ii) Measures to be taken to prevent

or control fire, soil erosion, pollution of

surface and ground water, pollution of

air, damage to fish and wildlife or their

habitat and other natural resources, and
hazards to public health and-safety.

(iii) Method for plugging drill holes.

(iv) Measures to be taken for surface
reclamation which shall take into ac-
count the impact of the proposed opera-
tion on adjacent land uses and shall in-

clude, as appropriate:
(A) A reclamation schedule.
(B) Method of grading, backfilling,

and contouring.
(C) Method of soil preparation and

fertilizer application.

(D) Type and mixture of shrubs, trees,

grasses, or legumes to be planted.
(E) Method of planting, including

quantity and spacing.

(4) Estimated timetable for each
phase of the work and for final comple-
tion of the program.

(5) Suitable maps or aerial photo-
graphs showing existing topographic,
cultural, and drainage features, the pro-
posed location of drill holes, trenches,
access roads, and other items, as required
by the Mining Supervisor.

(c) Mining plans. The Mining Super-
visor shall require that a mining plan in-

clude all of the following

:

(1) A description of the environment
within the area where mining is to be

conducted. Such description shall In-

clude, as a minimum, geologic conditions,

including potential geologic hazards;

types, depths, and distribution of soils;

types, density, and distribution of vege-

tation; a monthly range of temperature,

precipitation and average direction and

velocity of prevailing winds; and the
dominant fish and wildlife species.

(2) The conditions of the land cov-
ered by the mining plan prior to any
mining, including:

(i) The uses existing at the time the
mining plan is submitted for approval.

(ii) The capability of the land prior to

any mining to support alternative uses,

giving consideration to soil characteris-

tics, topography, annual precipitation,

and vegetative cover.

(3) The use which is proposed to be
made of the land following reclamation,
including any consideration which has
been given to making the surface mining
and reclamation operations consistent

with applicable State and local land use
plans and programs.

(4) A description of how the proposed
postmining land use is to be achieved,
including any necessary support activi-

ties and facilities.

(5) A narrative description, including

:

(i) Nature and extent of the coal de-
posit, including estimated recoverable

reserves.

(ii) Method of mining, including min-
ing sequence and proposed production
rate.

(iii) The engineering techniques pro-

posed to be used in mining and reclama-
tion and a description of the major equip-

ment; the plan for the control of water
drainage and accumulation; the plan,

where appropriate, for backfilling, soil

stabilization, and compacting, grading,

and revegetation; and an estimate of the

cost per acre of the reclamation, includ-

ing a statement as to how the operator

plans to comply with the requirements set

out in Section 211.40(a) of this Part and
any special terms and conditions of the

lease, permit or license.

(iv) The anticipated starting and ter-

mination dates of each phase of the min-
ing operation and number of acres of

land to be affected.

(v) The steps to be taken to comply
with applicable air and water quality laws

and regulations.
(vi) Proposed measures for insuring

the maximum practicable recovery of the

mineral ' resource.

(vii) An estimated timetable for tire

accomplishment of each major step of

reclamation.
(viii) The method of abandoning mine

openings.
(ix) The logs and analyses of overbur-

den samples and the method of deposit-

ing the spoils based on these samples.

(x) The hydrology of the area, includ-

ing quantity and quality of water in sur-

face and ground water systems, water
levels and water table measurements,
data regarding dissolved and suspended
solids under seasonal flow conditions, and
an assessment of the probable impacts of

the anticipated mining operation upon
the hydrology of the area.

(6) Suitable maps or aerial photo-
graphs showing:

(i) Topographic, cultural, archaeolog-
ical, and natural drainage features,

roads, and vehicular trails.

(ii) The name of the watershed and
location of the surface stream or tribu-

tary into which mine waters will be dis-
charged, if applicable.

(iii) Cross sections and plan views of
the land to be affected, including the ac-
tual area to be mined, showing elevation
and location of drill holes and depicting
the following information: the nature
and depth of the various strata of over-
burden; the information on subsurface
water, if encountered, and its quality; the
nature and thickness of any coal or rider

seam above the coal seam to be mined;
the nature of the stratum immediately
beneath the coal seam to be mined; all

mineral crop lines and the strike and dip
of the coal to be mined within the area
of land to be affected; existing surface
mining limits, if any; the location and
extent of known workings of any under-
ground mines, including mine openings:
the location of aquifers; the estimated
elevation of the water table; the location
of spoil, waste, or refuse areas and top-
soil preservation area; the location of all

impoundments or other water treatment
facilities; constructed or natural drain-
ways and the location of any discharges
to any surface body of water on the area
of land to be affected or adjacent thereto;
and cross sections of the anticipated final

surface configuration that will be
achieved pursuant to the operators pro-
posed reclamation activities.

(iv) Locations of surface structures
and facilities.

(v) For an underground mine, the
planned mine layout, including location
and dimensions of shafts, slopes, drifts,

crosscuts, rooms, haulageways, air-

courses, entries, and barrier pillars.

(d) Changes in plans. Exploration and
mining plans may be required to be rea-
sonably revised or supplemented at any
time by the Mining Supervisor, after
consultation with the authorized officer

of the Federal surface managing agency,
to adjust to changed conditions or to cor-
rect oversights.. If the operator seeks to

change an approved plan, he shall sub-
mit a written statement of the proposed
revision and the justification therefore
to the Mining Supervisor. If any such
revision or supplement would constitute
a major modification of an approved
mining plan, the Mining Supervisor shall

follow the procedures provided in § 211.5

(b) of this Part. The Mining Supervisor,
after considering any comments received,

shall, in writing, approve- any such revi-

sion or specify the modifications thereto
under which the proposed revision would
be acceptable.

(e) Partial plan. Ii the circumstances
warrant, or if development of an explora-
tion or mining plan for the entire opera-
tion is dependent upon unknown factors

which cannot, or will not, be determined
except during the progress of the op-
erations, a partial plan may be approved
and supplemented from time to time. A
partial plan shall Include all informa-
tion required by paragraph (c) of this

section to the extent that such informa-
tion is available.

§ 211.11 Approaching oil, gas, or water
wells.

When mining operations approach
wells or bore holes that may liberate oil.
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gas, water, or other fluid substances, the
lessee shall present his plans for mining
the coal, protecting the wells or bore
holes, and for obtaining maximum re-
covery, so far as practicable, in the vi-
cinity of such holes, and must obtain the
approval of the Mining Supervisor be-
fore proceeding with mining.

§211.12 Mine maps.

(a) General requirements. The opera-
tor shall maintain an accurate and up-
to-date map of the mine, drawn to a scale
acceptable to the Mining Supervisor. All
maps shall be appropriately marked with
reference to government landmarks or
lines and elevations with reference to sea
level. Before ?ny mine, or section of a
mine, is abandoned, closed, or made in-
accessible, a survey of such mine or sec-
tion shall be made and recorded on the
maps. All excavations in each separate
bed shall be shown ih such a manner that
the production of coal for any royalty
period can be accurately ascertained. Ad-
ditionally, the map shall show the name
of the mine; the name of the lessee; the
lease, permit, or license serial number,
or Bureau of Indian Affairs lease or per-
mit contract number, tribal name of trib-

al land, allotment number, if allotted
land, and name of the Indian reserva-
tion; the lease boundary lines; surface
buildings; dip of the bed; true north;
map scale and explanatory legend; and
such other information as the Mining
Supervisor shall request. Copies of such
maps shall be properly posted to date and
furnished, in duplicate, to the Mining
Supervisor annually, or at such other
times as he deems necessary.

(b) Underground mine maps. Under-
ground mine maps shall, in addition to
the general requirements of paragraph
(a) of this section, show all mine work-
ings; the date of extension of the mine
workings and a coal section at each entry
face; the location of all surface mine
fans; the position of all fire walls, dams,
main pumps, fire pipelines, permanent
ventilation stoppings, doors, overcasts,
undercasts, permanent seals, and regula-
tors; the direction of the ventilating cur-
rent in the various parts of the mine at
the time of making the latest surveys;
sealed areas, known bodies of standing
water, either in or above the workings of
the mine; areas affected by squeezes; the
elevations of surface and underground
levels of all shafts, slopes or drifts; and
the elevation of the floor, or bottom of
the mine workings, at regular intervals
in main entries, panels or sections, and
sump areas.

(c) Surface mine maps. Surface mine
maps shall, in addition to the general
requirements of paragraph (a) of this
section, Include date of extension of the
mine workings and a coal section at not
less than 100-foot intervals along the
highwall; all worked out areas; the un-
covered, but unmined, coal beds; and the
elevation of the top of the coal beds.

(d) Vertical projections and cross sec-
tions of mine workings. When required
by the Mining Supervisor, vertical pro-
jections and cross sections shall accom-
pany plan views.

(e) Other maps. The operator shall
prepare such other maps of the leased
lands as, in the judgment of the Mining
Supervisor, are necessary to show the
surface boundaries; location, surface
elevation, depth and thickness of the
coal, and total depth of each bore hole;
improvements; reclamation completed;
topography, including subsidence re-
sulting from mining; and the geological
and hydrologic conditions as determined
from outcrops, drill holes, exploration or
mining; and water monitoring stations.

(f

)

Accuracy of maps. The accuracy of
maps furnished shall be certified by a
professional engineer, professional land
surveyor, or other professionally qualified
person.

§211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish
maps.

(a) Liability of lessee for expense of
survey. If the operator fails to furnish
a required map, the Mining Supervisor
shall employ a qualified mine surveyor
to make a survey and a map of the mine,
the cost of which shall be charged to, and
promptly paid by, the operator.

(b) Incorrect maps. If any map sub-
mitted by an operator is believed to be
incorrect, the Mining Supervisor may
cause a survey to be made. If the survey
shows the maps submitted by the lessee
to be substantially incorrect, in whole or
in part, the cost of making the survey
and preparing the maps shall be charged
to, and promptly paid by, the operator.

Prospecting and Exploration
Operations

§211.20 Information required to be
submitted.

The operator shall submit promptly to
the Mining Supervisor, upon request,
upon completion or suspension of pros-
pecting or exploration operations, or as
provided in the leases, permits, and li-

censes, duplicate signed copies of records
and geologic interpretations of all pros-
pecting and exploration operations per-
formed on the lease or permit lands,
including recoverable reserve calcula-
tions, along with vertical cross sections
through the land and a map showing the
exact location of coal outcrops, all drill

holes, trenches and other prospecting
activities. The records shall include a log
of all strata penetrated and conditions
encountered, such as water, quicksand,
gas, or any unusual conditions; copies of
all other in-hole surveys, such as electric
logs, gamma ray-neutron logs, sonic logs,
or any other logs produced; and copies
of coal analyses and results of other tests
conducted on the land. All drill holes,
trenches, and excavations will be logged
under the supervision of a qualified geol-
ogist or engineer. Unless otherwise au-
thorized by the Mining Supervisor, rep-
resentative samples of all drill cores or
cuttings shall be retained by the oper-
ator for one year and shall be available
for inspection or analysis at the conven-
ience of the Mining Supervisor.

§ 211.21 Core and test holes.

(a) Surveillance wells. With the ap-
proval of the Mining Supervisor, drill

holes may be utilized as surveillance wells
for the purpose of monitoring the effect
of subsequent operations upon the quan-
tity, quality, or pressure of ground water
or mine gases.

(b) Blowout control devices. When
drilling on lands valuable or potentially
valuable for oil and gas or geothermal
resources, the operator shall, when re-
quired by the Mining Supervisor, set and
cement casing in the hole and install
suitable blowout prevention equipment.

(c) Use of wells by others. Upon re-
ceipt of a written request from the sur-
face owner or Federal surface adminis-
tering agency, the Mining Supervisor
may approve the transfer of an explora-
tory well for further use as a water well.
Approval of such' well transfer will be
accompanied by a corresponding trans-
fer of responsibility for any liability for
damage and eventual plugging.

Mining Methods and Mine Abandonment

§ 211.30 Maximum recovery—under-
ground mines.

Mining operations shall be conducted
In a manner to yield the maximum re-
covery of the coal deposits consistent
with the protection and use of other
natural resources, sound economic prac-
tice, and the protection of the environ-
ment—land, water, and air. No entry,
level, or panel workings in which the pil-

lars have not been completely extracted
within safe limits shall be permanently
abandoned and rendered inaccessible, ex-
cept with the written approval of the
Mining Supervisor.

§ 211.31 Svibsidence.

(a) Each operator of an underground
coal mine shall adopt measures consist-
ent with feasible known technology in
order to prevent or control subsidence,
maximize mine stability, and maintain
the value and use of surface lands, ex-
cept in those instances where the mining
method used requires planned subsidence
in a predictable and controlled manner.

(b) Where pillars or panels are not re-
moved and controlled subsidence is not
part of the mining plan, pillars or panels
of adequate dimensions shall be left to

assure surface stability, giving due con-
sideration to the thickness and strength
characteristics of the coal beds and of
the strata above and immediately below
the coal bed.

(c) The Mining Supervisor may re-
quire the operator to install a subsidence
monitoring system consisting of eleva-
tion stations and tiltmeters in a number
sufficient to determine the extent of area
that may be affected. All records of such
surveys shall be accessible for review by
the Mining Supervisor.

§211.32 Multiple seam mining; under-
ground mining.

(a) Sequence of mining. In general,
the available coal in the upper beds shall
be worked out before the coal in the
lower beds Is mined, and simultaneous
•workings in an upper coal bed shall be
kept in advance of the workings in each
lower bed. The Mining Supervisor may
authorize mining of any lower beds be-
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fore mining the available coal in each
known upper bed.

(b) Protective barrier pillars in mul-
tiple seam mining. In areas subject to

multiple seam extraction, the protective

barrier pillars for all main and secondary
slope entries, main haulageways, primary
aircourses, bleeder entries, and manways
in each seam shall be superimposed, re-

gardless of vertical separation or rock
competency; however, modifications, ex-
ceptions, or variations of this require-

ment may be approved in advance by the
Mining Supervisor.

§211.33 Advance working*! under-
ground mines.

Where the room and pillar or other
system of mining requires advance work-
ings in solid coal, including entries,

rooms or crosscuts, the lessee shall leave
sufficient pillars to ensure the maximum
practicable recovery of the coal deposits.

§ 21 1.35 Pillars loft for support.

fa) Barrier pillars. The operator shall

not, without the prior consent of the
Mining Supervisor, mine any coal, drive
any underground workings, or drill any
lateral bore holes within 50 feet of any of
the outside boundary lines of the leased
lands, or within such greater distance of
said boundary lines as the Mining Su-
pervisor may prescribe. Payment up to
and including the full value of the coal
mined may be required for coal mined
within such designated distances of the
boundary without the written consent of

the Mining Supervisor.
(b) Lessee may be required to mine

barrier pillars on adjacent lands. If the
coal beyond any barrier pillar has been
worked out and the water level beyond
the pillar is below the lessee's adjacent
operations, the lessee shall, on the writ-
ten order of the Mining Supervisor, mine
out and remove all available Federal coal
in such barrier, both in the lands covered
by the lease and in the adjoining prem-
ises, if it can be mined without hard-
ship to the lessee.

(c) Privately or tribally owned coal on
adjoining premises. If the coal mining
rights in adjoining premises are privately
or tribally owned and this coal has been
worked out, an agreement may be made
with the coal owner for the extraction of
the coal remaining in the boundary
pillars which otherwise may be lost.

§ 211.36 Development of leased tract
through adjoining mines.

An operator may, with the approval of
the Mining Supervisor, mine leased land
from an adjoining underground mine on
land privately owned or controlled or
from adjacent leased lands, subject to
the right of free access to the Federal
premises by the Mining Supervisor.

Reclamation and Performance Standards

§ 211.40 Operating and reclamation
standards.

fa) Performance standards. The fol-

lowing performance standards shall be
applicable to all coal exploration, de-
velopment, mining, drilling, preparation,
processing, and reclamation operations

on the surface of the land subject to

these regulations
(1) The operator shall conduct surface

coal mining operations so as to maximize
the extraction of the coal resource so

that future disturbance through the re-

sumption of' mining will be minimized.
(2) The operator shall reclaim the

land affected pursuant to his approved
plan, as contemporaneously as practi-

cable with operations, to a condition at

least fully capable of supporting all prac-
ticable uses which it was capable of sup-
porting prior to any exploration or

mining, or equal or better uses that can
reasonably be attained.

(3) The operator shall replace over-

burden and waste materials in the mined
area by backfilling (compacting, where
advisable, to insure stability or to prevent
leaching of toxic materials), grading, or

other means so as, to the maximum ex-
tent practicable, to eliminate highwalls
and spoil piles and to restore the original

contour. Where the thickness of the coal

deposits relative to the volume of over-
burden is large or where the overburden
and other spoil and waste materials are
either insufficient or more than sufficient

to restore the approximate original con-
tour, the operator shall backfill, grade,
and compact, using all available over-
burden or spoil material, to obtain the
lowest practicable grade, but not more
than the angle of repose, in order to
provide adequate drainage and to cover
all acid-forming or other toxic materials.
Excess overburden or other spoil materi-
al, after restoring the approximate origi-

nal contour, shall be graded, compacted
(where advisable) , stabilized, and shaped
in a way to protect against slides, sub-
sidence, erosion, and water pollution, in

accordance with the requirements of this

Part. Restoration to approximate origi-

nal contour may not be required if the
Director of the Geological Survey, with
the concurrence of the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management or the ap-
propriate officer of the Federal surface
management agency, determines: (i)

That an equal or better proposed post-
mining land use is practicable and at-
tainable and that a modification of this

requirement is the best method of achiev-
ing that postmining use, or (ii) that
unusual conditions, such as steeply dip-
ping coal beds or multiple seam mining,
exist which make backfilling pursuant
to this paragraph impractical.

(4) The operator shall stabilize and
protect all surface areas, including spoil

piles, affected by the coal mining and
reclamation operation, to effectively con-
trol slides, erosion, subsidence and at-
tendant air and water pollution.

(5) The operator shall remove the top-
soii separately, replace it on the backfill

area or, if not utilized immediately, seg-
regate it in a separate pile from other
spoil. When the topsoil is not replaced on
a backfill area within a time short
enough to avoid deterioration of the top-
soil, the operator shall establish and
maintain a cover by quickgrowing plants
or other means thereafter so that the
topsoil is preserved from wind and water
erosion and is in a condition for sustain-

ing vegetation when used during recla-

mation. If topsoil is of insufficient quan-
tity or of poor quality for sustaining veg-
etation, and if other strata can be shown
to be more suitable for vegetation re-

quirements, then the operator shall re-

move, segregate, and preserve in a like

manner such other strata which are best

able to support vegetation.

(b) The operator shall, where per-

manent impoundments of water on min-
ing sites are to be created, insure that:

(i) The impoundment is adequate for

its intended purposes.
(ii) The impoundment will be designed

and built in accordance with sound en-
gineering standards and practices and
applicable Federal and State laws and
regulations.

fiii) The quality of impounded water
will be suitable for its intended use and
discharges from the impoundment will

not unreasonably degrade the water
quality in the receiving stream.

(iv) Final grading will provide ade-
ouate safety and access for proposed wa-
ter users.

(v) Such water impoundments will

not adversely affect the water resources
utilized by adjacent or surrounding land-
owners for agricultural, industrial, recre-
ational, or domestic uses.

(7) The operator shall cover or plug
all auger mine holes with noncombustible
material in order to minimize or prevent
harmful drainage.

(8) The operator shall minimize dis-

turbances to the prevailing quality and
quantity of water in surface and ground
w-ater systems, and of the prevailing ero-
sion and deposition conditions at the
mine site and in adjacent offsite areas,

both during and after coal mining opera-
tions and during reclamation by:

(i) Controlling acid or other toxic
drainage and the adverse consequences
thereof by such measures as, but not lim-
ited to, restricting the flow of water
through acid or other toxic-producing
materials, treating drainage to reduce
acid or other toxic content which ad-
versely affects downstream water upon
being released to water courses; and cas-
ing, sealing, or otherwise treating drill

holes, shafts and wells to keep acid or
other toxic drainage from entering
ground and surface waters.

(ii) Conducting surface mining opera-
tions so as, to the maximum extent prac-
ticable, to prevent (A) contributions of
suspended solids to streamfiow or runoff
outside the mining site above natural
levels under seasonal flow conditions as
measured for a period and at sites de-
termined by the Mining Supervisor, in
consultation with the authorized officer

of the Federal surface managing agency,
and <B) deepening or enlargement of
stream channels where operations re-
quire the discharge of water from mines.

(iii) Removing or modifying siltation

structures after disturbed areas are re-
vegetated and stabilized unless otherw-ise
directed by the Mining Supervisor after
consultation with the authorized officer

of the Federal surface managing agency.
(iv) Protecting, to the maximum ex-

tent practicable throughout the mining
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and reclamation process, the quality and
quantity- of both upstream and down-
stream surface and ground water re-
sources of those valley floors which pro-
vide water sources that support signifi-

cant valley floor vegetation or supply
water for other purposes, by such meas-
ures as, but not limited to, relocating
and maintaining the gradients of
streams.

(9) The operator shall, with respect
to surface disposal of mine wastes, coal
processing wastes, and other wastes in
areas other than the mine workings or
other excavations, place all waste piles
in areas designated in the approved min-
ing plan and stabilize them through con-
struction in compacted layers, including,
if necessary, the use of incombustible and
impervious materials; shape waste piles

to be compatible with the natural sur-
roundings and terrain; cover with topsoil
or other suitable material in accordance
with paragraph (a) (5) of this section;
and revegetate in accordance with para-
graph (a) (16) of this section.

(10) The operator shall refrain from
surface coal mining within 200 feet of
active and abandoned underground
mines, except as may be authorized in
the approved mining plan.

(11) The operator shall incorporate
sound engineering standards and prac-
tices for the design, construction, and
use of impoundments for the disposal of
coal mine wastes, coal processing wastes,
or other liquid or solid wastes to insure
that structures and impoundments will

have necessary stability with an ade-
quate margin of safety. No mine or proc-
essing waste shall be used in the con-
struction of water impoundments, water
retention facilities, dams, or settling
ponds unless authorized in the approved
mining plan.

(12) The operator shall:
(i) Treat or dispose of all rubbish and

noxious substances in a manner designed
to prevent air and water pollution and
fire hazards;

(ii) Dispose of all solid waste resulting
from the mining and preparation of coal
In a manner designed to prevent, to the
maximum extent practicable, air and
water pollution and spontaneous ignition.

(13) The operator shall use explosives
only in accordance with existing Federal
and State laws and the conditions speci-
fied by the Mining Supervisor, who may
require the operator to:

(i) Provide adequate advance written
notice by publication and/or posting of
the planned blasting schedule to local
governments and to residents who might
be affected by the use of such explosives,
and maintain a log of the magnitudes
and times of blasts for a period of at
least two years.

(ii) Limit the size, timing, and fre-
quency of blasts, as determined by the
physical conditions of the site, to prevent
personal Injury or damage to public and
private property.

(14) The operator shall construct,
maintain and, when they are no longer
necessary, remove roads, pipelines,
powerlines and similar utility access fa-
cilities into and across the site of opera-

tions in a manner that will control or
prevent erosion and siltation, pollution
of water, damage to fish or wildlife or
their habitat, or public or private prop-
erty, except that the Mining Supervisor,
with the concurrence of the authorized
officer of the Federal surface managing
agency, may approve the retention, after
mining, of specific access roads where
consistent with the proposed postmining
use of the affected lands.

(15) The operator shall refrain from
constructing roads or other access ways
in or near stream beds or drainage chan-
nels that would seriously alter the nor-
mal flow of water therein.

(16) The operator shall, except where
other reclamation is expressly provided
for in an approved mining plan, estab-
lish on the regraded areas and all other
affected lands a diverse vegetative cover,
native to the area and capable of self-

regeneration, at least equal in density
and permanence to the natural vegeta-
tion. The Mining Supervisor, with the
concurrence of the authorized officer of
the Federal surface managing agency,
may allow the use of introduced species
as an interim measure, where desirable,
to achieve quick cover.

(17) The operator shall assume re-
sponsibility for successful revegetation,
as herein provided. The operator's re-
sponsibility and liability for revegetation
of each planting area shall extend until
such time as the authorized officer of the
Federal surface ' managing agency, in
consultation with the Mining Supervisor,
determines that successful revegetation,
in compliance with paragraph (a) (16)
of this section, has occurred; provided
that, this period shall extend for a min-
imum of five full years after the first

year of planting, and for a total period
of liability not to exceed 10 years from
the original planting; and further pro-
vided that, where the authorized officer
of the Federal surface managing agency
determines that natural conditions, such
as annual precipitation, soil character-
istics and native vegetation, are stable
and favor rapid revegetation, and that
revegetation pursuant to paragraph (a)
(16) of this section is likely to occur be-
fore the expiration of such minimum
period, he may specify in the lease, per-
mit, or license that such minimum pe-
riod will not apply with respect to some-
or all of the lands included in such lease,

permit, or license.

(18) The operator shall allow access
to and upon the affected Federal lands
subject to lease, permit, or license for all

lawful and proper purposes, except where
such access would unduly interfere with
the authorized use or would constitute
a hazard to public health and safety.

(19) The operator shall, in all areas of
active operations, including lands under-
going reclamation, regulate public ac-
cess, vehicular traffic, and wildlife or
livestock grazing to protect the public,
wildlife, and livestock from hazards as-
sociated with the coal mining and ex-
ploration operations and to protect the
revegetated areas from unplanned and
uncontrolled grazing. For this purpose,
the operator shall provide warning signs,

fencing, flagmen, barricades, and other
safety and protective measures as ap-
propriate.

(b) Fire prevention. Accumulations of
slack coal or combustible waste shall be
stored in a loction and manner so as not
to be a fire hazard. If a coal seam ex-
posed by surface mining or an accumu-
lation of slack coal or combustible waste
becomes ignited during the term of a
lease, the operator will immediately ex-
tinguish the fire.

(c) Coal face to be covered in strip pits.

Upon completion or indefinite suspension
of mining operations in all or any part
of a strip pit, the face of the coal shall
be covered with non-combustible mate-
rial that will effectively protect the coal
bed from becoming ignited.

(d) Underground workings from any
strip pit. The driving of any underground
openings by auger or other methods from
any strip pit shall not be undertaken
without prior written approval of the
Mining Supervisor.

§211.41 Abandonment; surface open-
ings.

(a) Prospecting and development.
Drill holes, trenches, and other excava-
tions for development or prospecting
shall be abandoned in a manner to pro-
tect the surface and not to endanger any
present or future underground opera-
tions or any deposit of oil, gas, other
mineral resources, or ground water.
Methods of abandonment shall be ap-
proved in advance by the Mining Super-
visor and may include backfilling, ce-
menting, capped casing, or combinations
of these, or other methods.

(b) Temporary abandonment. In areas
in which there are no current operations,
the operator shall substantially backfill,
fence, protect, or otherwise effectively
close all surface openings, auger holes,
subsidence holes, surface excavations or
workings which are a hazard to people or
animals. Openings at all underground
mines which are temporarily closed shall
be adequately fenced or equipped with a
substantial incombustible gate or door
which shall remain locked when not in
use. Conspicuous signs shall be posted
prohibiting entrance of unauthorized
persons. All such protective measures
shall be maintained in a secure condition
during the term of the lease, permit, or
license.

(c) Mining—permanent abandonment.
Before permanent abandonment of oper-
ations, all openings and excavations, in-
cluding water discharge points, shall be
closed or backfilled, or otherwise perma-
nently dealt with in accordance with
sound engineering practices and accord-
ing to the approved mining plan.

(d) Reclamation and clean-up. Rec-
lamation and clean-up of surface areas
around and near permanently abandoned
underground and strip mines, including,

except where otherwise expressly pro-
vided in the approved mining plan, re-

moval of equipment and structures re-

lated to the mining operation, shall com-
mence without delay following cessation
of mining operations.
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§ 211.42 Disposal of mine waste or re-

jects.

(a) All waste or rejects containing
practically no coal shall be deposited sep-

arately and apart from sized coal for

which no immediate market exists. Waste
piles shall be shaped to blend into the
surrounding area, covered with topsoil

or other suitable material in accordance
with § 211.40(a) (5) and revegetated in

accordance with § 211.40(a) (16)

.

(b) Waste containing coal in such
quantity that it may be later separated
from the waste by washing or other
means shall also be stored separately.

Miscellaneous Provisions

§211.60 Production records, royalty,
and audits; maintenance of and ac-

cess to records.

(a) Lessee shall maintain current and
accurate records showing: (1) The type,
quality or grade, and weight of all coal
mined, sold, used on the premises, or
otherwise disposed of, and all coal in
storage (remaining in inventory); (2)

the prices received for all coal sold and
to whom sold, by type and by quality or
grade.

(b) All records maintained in accord-
ance with paragraph (a) of this section,

and all other records which are perti-
nent to or related to lessee's operation,
shall be available for examination, upon
request, by the Mining Supervisor or
other authorized officer of the Secretary
of the Interior.

(c) Licensees must maintain a correct
record of all coal mined and removed.

§ 211.61 Basis for royalty computation.

(a) Value Basis. The value of produc-
tion for the purpose of computing roy-
alty shall be the product of (1) the sr.le

or contract price of the coal prepared for
shipment f.o.b. the mine and (2) the
weight of coal delivered at the usual and
customary place of shipment. However,
if there is no sale or contract price, as in
the case of coal used or stored by the
operator, or if the Mining Supervisor de-
termines that the sale or contract price
has not been arrived at in an arms-
length transaction, the Mining Super-
visor shall determine the estimated rea-
sonable value of the product, giving due
consideration to the price of coal being
sold in any current arms-length transac-
tions in the same area, and such other
relevant factors as may be appropriate to

establish the comparability of such
transactions.

(b) Bone or other impurities. All bone
coal, rock, and other impurities may be
removed from the raw coal prior to de-
termination of coal weights for royalty
purposes.

(c) Discretion of Mining Supervisor.
(1) The right is reserved to the Mining
Supervisor to determine and declare the
value, either before or after receipt of
royalty payments, if it is deemed neces-
sary by him to do so for protection of
the interests of the lessor.

(2) If royalties become due and pay-
able prior to removal of bone coal, rock.

and other impurities of final weighing of

coal, the Mining Supervisor may deter-
mine, by estimate, the weight of the coal
for royalty purposes. In addition, the
Mining Supervisor may, after the remov-
al of bone coal, rock, and other impuri-
ties and final weighing of the coal, re-
quire the payment of such additional
royalties, or allow such credits or refunds
as may be necessary, to adjust the roy-
alty payments to reflect the true weight
of the coal.

§211.62 Reports.

(a) Operations. An operator under a
coal lease, permit, or license shall file

with the Mining Supervisor, within 30
days after the end of each calendar year
or within 30 days after the cessation of
operations, a report, in duplicate, con-
taining the following:

(1) Serial number of the lease, permit,
or license and a description of the lands
affected by operations.

(2) The number of acres disturbed
and the number of acres reclaimed, in-
cluding revegetation.

(3) A description of the reclamation
work remaining to be done.

(b) Grading and backfilling; bond.
Upon completion of backfilling and grad-
ing required by the operating plan, the
operator shall submit a report thereon, in
duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor and
request inspection for approval. When-
ever it is determined by such inspection
that the backfilling and grading, which
may proceed in appropriate stages, has
met the requirements of the operating
plan, the Mining Supervisor shall recom-
mend to the authorized officer of the Bu-
reau of Land Management and/or other
Federal surface managing agency release
of an appropriate amount of the compli-
ance bond for the area satisfactorily
backfilled and graded.

(c) Revegetation. (1) The operator
shall file a report, in duplicate, with the
Mining Supervisor within 30 days after
each planting is completed. The report
shall

:

(i) Identify the lease, permit, or li-

cense.
(ii) Show the type of planting or seed-

ing, including mixtures and amounts.
(iii) Show the date of planting or

seeding.
(iv) Identify or describe the planted

or seeded lands.
(v) Describe fertilization and Irriga-

tion procedures, if any, and contain such
other information as may be considered
relevant.

(2) The Mining Supervisor and the
authorized officer of the Federal surface
managing agency shall, as soon as pos-
sible after each full growing season, in-
spect and evaluate the revegetated areas
to determine whether satisfactory vege-
tative growth has been established, or
whether additional revegetation efforts
may be required.

(d) Cessation or abandonment of op-
erations. (1) Not less than 30 days prior
to cessation or abandonment of opera-
tions, the operator shall submit to the
Mining Supervisor, in duplicate, a re-

port of his intention to cease or abandon
operations, together with a statement of
the exact number of acres affected by his
operations, the extent and kind of rec-
lamation accomplished, and a statement
as to the structures and other facilities

that are to be removed from or remain
on the leased, permitted, or licensed
lands.

(2) Upon receipt of such report, the
Mining Supervisor and the authorized
officer of the Federal surface managing
agency shall make a joint inspection to
determine whether operations have been
completed in accordance with the ap-
proved operating plan. Where the opera-
tor has complied with all requirements of
the lease, permit, or license and the reg-
ulations of this Part, the Mining Super-
visor shall recommend to the author-
ized officer of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement and/or the Federal surface
managing agency that the period of
bonded liability be terminated.

(3) When the surface of lands in a
lease, permit, or license is not owned by
the United States, the Mining Supervisor
shall consult the surface owner and ob-
tain his recommendation as to whether
the operation has been completed in ac-
cordance with the approved operating
plan before recommending to the appro-
priate authorized officer that the period
of liability of the bond be terminated.

(e) Production and payments— (1)
Lessees. Lessees shall report, on the re-
port form provided, within 30 days after
expiration of the period covered by the
report, all coal mined during each calen-
dar quarter and the value basis on which
royalty has been paid or will be paid.
Except as provided by leases and permits
issued under the regulations in 25 CFR
Parts 171, 172, 173, and 174, the royalty
for coal mined shall be paid prior to the
end of the third month succeeding the ex-
traction of the coal from the mine.

(2) Licensees. Licensees shall report
all coal mined on a semi-annual basis on
the report form provided.

(3) Penalty. If a lessee or permittee
records or reports less than the true
weight or value of coal mined, the Secre-
tary may impose a penalty equal to
double the amount of royalty due on the
shortage, or the full value of the short-
age. If, after warning, a lessee or per-
mittee maintains false records or files
false reports, a suit to cancel the lease
may be instituted in addition to the im-
position of penalties.

§211.63 Audits.

An audit of the lessee's accounts and
books may be required annually, or at
other such times as may be directed by
the Mining Supervisor, by a qualified in-
dependent certified public accountant
and at the expense of the lessee. The
lessee shall furnish, free of cost, duplicate
copies of such annual or other audits to
the Mining Supervisor within. 30 days
after the completion of each auditing.
Where such audits are required, the Min-
ing Supervisor will specify the purpose
and scope of the audit and the Informa-
tion which is to be verified or obtained.
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Inspection, Issuance of Orders,
Enforcement or Orders and Appeals

§ 211.70 Inspection of underground!
and surface conditions.

The operator shall provide access and
means at all reasonable times for the
Mining Supervisor to inspect or in-
vestigate the operation to determine
whether it is in compliance with appli-
cable laws, regulations, and orders; the
terms and conditions of the lease, permit,
or license; and the requirements of the
exploration or mining plan.

§ 211.71 Notices, instructions, and or-
ders.

(a) Address of responsible party. Be-
fore beginning operations, the operator
shall inform the Mining Supervisor, in
writing, of the operator's temporary and
permanent post office address and the
name and post office address of the super-
intendent, or designated agent, who will

be in charge of the operations and who
will act as the local representative of the
operator. Thereafter, the Mining Super-
visor shall be informed of each change
of address.

(b) Receipt of notices, instructions,

and orders. The operator shall be con-
strued to have received all notices, in-
structions, and orders that are mailed to
or posted at the mine or mine office, or
mailed or handed to the superintendent,
the mine foreman, the mine clerk, or
higher officials connected with the mine
or exploration site for transmittal to the
operator or his local representative.

§ 211.72 Enforcement of orders.

(a) If the Mining Supervisor deter-
mines that an operator has failed to
comply with the regulations in this Part,
other applicable Departmental regula-
tions, the terms and conditions of the
lease, permit, or license, the requirements
of an approved exploration or mining
plan, or with the Mining Supervisor's
orders or instructions, and such non-
compliance does not threaten immedi-
ate, serious, and irreparable damage to
the environment, the mine or the deposit
being mined, or other valuable mineral
deposits or other resources, the Mining
Supervisor shall serve a notice of non-
compliance upon the operator by deliv-

ery in person to him or his agent or by
certified or registered mail addressed to
the operator at his last known address.
Failure of the operator to take action in
accordance with the notice of non-
compliance or to appeal to the Director
pursuant to Part 290 of this Chapter shall
be grounds for suspension of operations
by the Mining Supervisor or his recom-
mendation for the initiation of action for
cancellation of the lease, permit, or li-

cense and forfeiture of the required
bonds.

(b) The notice shall specify in what
respect the operator has failed to comply
with the provisions of applicable regu-
lations, the terms and conditions of the

lease, permit, or license, the requirements

of an approved exploration or mining
plan, or the orders and instructions of

the Mining Supervisor, and shall specify

the action which must be taken to cor-

rect the non-compliance and the time
limits within which such action must be
taken. A written report shall be submit-
ted by the operator when a non-compli-
ance has been corrected.

(c) JJ, in the Judgment of the Mining
Supervisor, an operator is conducting ac-
tivities which fail to comply with the
regulations, the terms and conditions of
the lease, permit, or license, the require-
ments of approved exploration or mining
plans or the Mining Supervisor's orders
or instructions and which threaten im-
mediate, serious, or irreparable damage
to the environment, the mine or the de-
posit being mined, or other valuable ore-
bearing mineral deposits or other re-
sources, the Mining Supervisor shall
order the immediate cessation of such
activities, without prior notice of non-
compliance, either to writing or orally
with written confirmation. Such order
may be appealed as provided in Part 290
of this Chapter. Compliance with such
order shall not be suspended by reason
of an appeal having been taken unless
such suspension is authorized in writing
by the Director or the Interior Board of
Land Appeals (depending upon the offi-

cial before whom the appeal is pending)

,

and then only upon a determination that
such suspension will not be detrimental
to the lessor or adversely affect the public
interest, or upon submission of a bond
deemed adequate to indemnify the lessor
from loss or damage.

§ 211.73 Appeals.

Orders or decisions issued under the
regulations in this Part may be appealed
as provided in Part 290 of this Chapter.

§ 211.74_ Application of State laws, reg-
ulations, practices, and procedures
as Federal law by Federal officers.

(a) Upon request of the Governor of
any State, the Secretary shall promptly
review the laws, regulations, administra-
tive practices and procedures in effect,

or due to come into effect, with respect to
reclamation of lands disturbed by sur-
face mining of coal, subject to the juris-
diction of that State, to determine
whether such controls may appropriately
be applied as Federal law to operations
relating to coal owned by or subject to
the jurisdiction of the United States. He
shall take into account all relevant con-
structions and applications of such con-
trols by competent State and local ju-
dicial and regulatory authorities, the de-
sirability and practicability of uniform-
ity between Federal and State controls,
and the public policy of the State re-
garding the development of coal re-
sources located therein.

(b) After such review, the Secretary
may, by order, direct that all or part of
such State laws, regulations, practices,
and procedures shall be applied as Fed-
eral law by the authorized officers of the
Department with respect to coal within
that State owned by or subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States, if he
determines that such application would
(1) effectuate the purposes of this Part;

(2) result in protection of environmental
values which is at least as stringent as

would otherwise occur under exclusive

application of Federal controls; and (3)

would be consistent with the interest of
the United States in the timely and
orderly development of its coal resources.

(c) Pending issuance of an order
under subsection (b) hereof, nothing in
this Section shall be deemed or construed
to stay or suspend any otherwise applic-
able Federal law, regulation, practice, or
procedure. Any such order under sub-
paragraph (b) shall specifically set forth
the controls to be applied by Federal offi-

cers and may include specific finds of
fact, or interpretations thereof, which
shall be binding upon such officers. Any
such order shall remain in effect until
rescinded or modified by subsequent
order of the Secretary, upon his own mo-
tion or at the request of a Governor.

PART 216—OPERATING REGULATIONS
GOVERNING THE MINING OF COAL IN
ALASKA

Part 216 of Chapter n of this Title 30
of the Code of Federal Regulations is

revoked.

PART 23—SURFACE EXPLORATION,
MINING AND RECLAMATION OF LANDS
§23.2 [Amended].

Section 23.2(b) of Part 23 of Title 43
of the Code of Federal Regulations is

amended by the deletion of the period
and the addition at the end thereof of
the following language: "; nor minerals
or operations subject to the provisions
of 43 CFR Subpart 3041."

Dated: August 29, 1975.

Kent Frizzell,
Acting Secretary.

[FR Doc.75-23486 Filed 9-4-75;8:45 am]

Geological Survey

[30 CFR Parts 211, 216]

COAL MINING OPERATING
REGULATIONS

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

Cross Reference: For a document
issued by the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment and Geological Survey, Depart-
ment of the Interior, see FR Doc. 75-
23486 appearing elsewhere in this issue.

national Hark service

[36 CFR Part 7]
BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY,

slORTH CAROLINA-VIRGINIA

Parking and Crossing Permits for Hunters

Notice is\hereby given that pursuant
to the authority contained in Section 3

of the Act ofVugust 25, 1916 (39 Stat.
535; 16 U.S.C. 3* ; the Act of June 30,

1936 (49 Stat. 204V 16 U.S.C. 460a-2 as
amended) ; 245 Dm\(27 F.R. 6395) ; Na-
tional Park Service^rder No. 66 (36
F.R. 21218), as amended; and Regional
Director, Southeast RegiSn Order No. 5

(37 F.R. 7721), it is proposed to amend
§ 7.34 of Title 36 of the Codeyof Federal
Regulations as is set forth bSfow.
The purpose of the amendment is to

conform hunter parking and crossing
permits issued by the Superintend
Blue Ridge Parkway, with the

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL. 40, NO. 173—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1975
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Subpart 3041 - Surface Management - Federal Coal Resources

§ 3041.0-1 Purpose

(a) The purpose of these regulations is to establish

rules to be followed in the management of the federally owned

coal estate consistent with the policies, goals, and objectives

established by the Acts cited in § 3041.0-3 of this Subpart,

regardless of surface ownership.

(b) It is the policy of the Department to encourage the

development of federally owned coal, where such development is

authorized, through a program that will provide for the

protection, orderly development and conservation of Federal

mineral and nonmineral resources in a manner that will avoid,

minimize or correct adverse impacts on society and the

environment resulting from coal development, without undue

duplication or administrative delay by Federal officers. It is

also the policy of the Department to authorize leases, permits,

and licenses for coal only where reclamation of the affected

lands to the standards set forth herein is attainable and

assured and a reclamation program will be undertaken as con-

temporaneously as practicable with operations. Departmental

policy regarding privately owned surface where the mineral

estate is federally owned is that any mineral activity on the

private surface should be conducted to result in protection

of environmental values which is at least as stringent as would

apply to federally owned surface.



§ 3041.0-3 Authorities

These reg jlations are issued pursuant tc : The Mineral

Leasing Act of February 25, 1920, as amended (30 U.S.C. 181-

287), and the Mineral Leasi ng Act for Acquired Lands

(30 U.S.C. 351 -359). Additional regulations governing the

issuance of Federal coal leases, permits, and licenses are

found in 43 CFR 3500 of this Chapter, including the specific

requirement in § 3501.2-6 that the consent of the Department

of Agriculture or other administering agency be obtained

with respect to leases, permits, and licenses covering

acquired lands subject to the jurisdiction of such other

Federal surface management agency. Regulations governing

lease or permit operations are found in 30 CFR 211. Regula-

tions setting forth the general and basic policies for

disposal and management of the public lands are found in

43 CFR 1725 of this Chapter.
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§ 3041.0-4 Responsibilities

(a) Subject to the supervisory authority of the

Secretary, the regulations in this Subpart shall be administered

by the Director, through the State Director and the District

Manager. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) exercises at the

Bureau level the Secretary's discretionary authority to deter-

mine whether or not leases, permits, and licenses are to be

issued. The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for issuing

coal leases, permits, and licenses, and is the office of record

in mineral leasing matters.

(b) The Geological Survey (GS) exercises the Secretary's

authority regarding operations conducted within the area of

operation by permittees, lessees, and licensees and determines

the action to be taken by them from the standpoint of the

development, conservation, and management of mineral resources

under the jurisdiction of the Department. The Geological

Survey is responsible for all geologic, engineering, and

economic value determinations for the Department's mineral

leasing program. These determinations include: the mineral

characteristics of lease and permit areas; parceling; amounts

of bonds; royalties; unit values; rentals; mineral resource

evaluations; reserves; investments, diligent development,

and minimum production requirements; and all other terms and

conditions relating to mineral operations under leases and

permits.



(c) The Bureau of Land Management or other Federal surface

management agency, in consultation with the Geological Survey

and the surface owner, if other than the United States, formulates

the requirements to be incorporated in leases, permits, and licenses

for the protection of the surface and nonmineral resources and for

reclamation, using the surface operating and reclamation performance

standards contained in Section 3041.2-2 of these regulations and in

30 CFR Part 211.40.

(d) The Geological Survey reviews and approves exploration and

mining plans, and authorizes the abandonment of operations in con-

sultation with the Bureau of Land Management or other appropriate

Federal surface management agency, and the surface owner, if other

than the United States, on the adequacy of the surface use, environ-

mental protection, and reclamation aspects of such plans and will

not grant approval if inconsistent with the BLM's or other Federal

surface management agency's recommendations without further discussions.

(e) As to the lands outside of the area of operations, the

authorized officer of the BLM or other appropriate Federal surface

management agency is responsible for conducting compliance examina-

tions and for assuring compliance by the lessee, permittee, or licensee

with the requirements of this Subpart, and the terms and conditions of

a lease, permit, or license and for reporting noncompliance to the GS

for appropriate action.



As to the lands inside the area of operations the GS examines

operations to ensure compliance with environmental protection

and rehabilitation requirements as set forth in the provisions

of any lease, permit or license or any approved mining or explora-

tion. GS refers to BLM any instance of noncompliance with lease

terms which may require cancellation action, and BLM may initiate

such action. With respect to approval of access roads, pipelines,

utility routes and other surface uses outside the operating areas,

the Bureau of Land Management, or other Federal surface management

agency, has the primary responsibility but obtains the recommendations

of the Geological Survey before taking final actions. Except as may

be expressly provided for in Section 3041.7 of this Subpart and 30

CFR Part 211.70, orders to operators for any remedial action are the

exclusive responsibility of the Geological Survey.

(f) Subject to the Supervisory authority of the Secretary,

the regulations in this Subpart shall be administered by the

Director, Bureau of Land Management through the authorized officer

having jurisdiction over the lands subject to these regulations and

authorized to perform the duties described. Prior to issuance of

any coal lease, permit, or license, the authorized officer shall

consult with and accept and consider recommendations from the Mining

Supervisor, the Federal surface management agency when other than the

BLM, or the surface owner, as to the terms and conditions

required to achieve the purpose of these regulations. Any



disagreements that cannot be resolved between the Geological

Survey and the Bureau of Land Management arising in

connection with any such issuance of a lease, permit or

license will be referred for resolution to the appropriate

Assistant Secretaries or to the Under Secretary of the

Department of the Interior.

Any such disagreements between the authorized officer of

the BLM and the appropriate authorized officer of any Federal

surface management agency not in the Department of the Interior

will be referred for resolution to comparable higher authori-

ties in each agency, and, if necessary, to the respective

departments, for final resolution.



§ 3041.0-5 Applicability

(a) This Subpart sets forth regulations governing leasing,

permitting, and licensing procedures, reclamation

standards, use of surface, bond requirements, and reports re-

lating to leases, permits, and licenses issued by the Bureau of

Land Management with respect to Federal coal deposits located on

public domain and acquired lands of the United States and reserved

Federal coal deposits underlying lands the surface of which is

privately owned. These regulations do not govern the leasing or

development of coal deposits owned by Indians and subject to the

Trust protection of the United States, which are controlled by

regulations found in 25 CFR Parts 171, 177 and 172.

(b) The provisions of this Subpart shall become effective

upon publication in the Federal Register as final rulemaking,

except as hereinafter provided.

(1) Existing operations.

(i) On and after 180 days from the effective

date of these regulations, the provisions of Section 3041 . 2- 2(f) shall

apply to all existing operations with respect to lands from which

the overburden has not been removed.



(ii) On or before 18 months from the

effective date of these regulations, the operator of each

existing operation shall have submitted and have obtained

the approval of a plan or modification thereof which shall

comply with all of the provisions of this Subpart, provided,

however, that if the Director of the Geological Survey determines

that a proposed new plan or modification of a existing plan was

prepared and submitted in timely fashion, taking into account

the complexity of the operation of the plan or modification in-

volved, but that administrative delay thereafter has prevented

approval within the time specified, such time period may be extended

for an amount of time equal to the duration of such delay.

(iii) For the purpose of this paragraph, the

term "existing operation" shall mean:

(A) All operations for which a plan has

been approved on the effective date of these regulations, and

(B) All operations with respect to which a

proposed plan has been submitted to the Department on or before

the effective date of these regulations, and with respect to

which proposed plan the Department has on that date either

completed its environmental impact analysis and determined that

no environmental impact statement under Section 102(2) (C) of

the National Environmental Policy Act is necessary, or has

determined that such a statement is



necessary and has commenced, and expended substantial

resources of the Department in the preparation or completion

of such a statement.

(iv) On or before 90 days from the

effective date of these regulations, the Director of the

Geological Survey shall review all proposed plans which have

been submitted to the Department on or before the effective

date of these regulations, and after consultation with

appropriate Federal surface management agencies, publish in

the Federal Register a list which shall identify each such

proposed plan and whether it will be considered to cover an

existing operation.

(2) All operations or proposed operations not

included in the definition of "existing operations" in the

preceding paragraph shall be considered to be new operations,

and shall be subject to the provisions of this Subpart upon

the effective date hereof.

(3) The provisions of 30 CFR Part 211.72(c) shall

apply immediately upon promulgation of these regulations

with respect to any activities being conducted in noncompli-

ance with any lease, permit or license or any previously

approved plans.



(c) To the maximum extent possible, any environmental

impact statement and any approval of plans covering existing

operations which is pending before the Department on the

effective date of these regulations shall take into account

and shall reflect and implement the provisions and purposes

hereof; provided, however, that nothing in this subparagraph

shall be construed to relieve any operator of the obligation

imposed by subparagraph (b)(1) (1) above.

(d) Nothing in this Subpart shall be deemed or con-

strued as increasing or diminishing any rights held by any

surface owner or entryman arising under the laws of any

State and relating to the giving or withholding of consent

to, or consultation in connection with, entry to any land

for the purpose of conducting operations subject to this

Subpart.



§ 3041.0-6 Definitions

As used in this Subpart, the following terms shall have

the following meanings:

(a) "Acid or toxic producing materials" means natural or

disturbed earth materials having chemical and physical

characteristics that, under mining or postmining conditions of

drainage, exposure, or other processes, may produce effluents

that contain chemical constituents, such as acids, bases, or

metallic compounds, in sufficient concentrations to individu-

ally or in combination adversely affect the environment.

(b) "Affected lands" means any lands affected or to be

affected by exploration, development, and mining operations

and the construction of facilities necessary and related to

such operations.

(c) "Approximate original contour" means the surface on-

figuration achieved by backfilling and grading of the mined

area so that it closely resembles the surface configuration of

the land prior to mining (although not necessarily the original

elevation) and blends into and complements the drainage pattern

and topography of the surrounding terrain.

(d) "Area of operations" means that area of the leased,

permitted, or licensed lands which is required for exploration,

development, producing, and processing operations, including

all related surface structures and facilities, and which is

delineated on a map or plat that is made a part of the aporoved

exploration or mining plan.



(e) "Authorized officer" means that officer designated by

any Federal surface managing agency to exercise its authority

in matters relating to coal leases, licenses, and permits and

these regulations.

(f) "Coal" means coal of all ranks from lignite to

anthracite.

(g) "Compaction" means the reduction of porous spaces

among the particles of soil and rock generally caused by run-

ning heavy equipment over the earth materials, as in the

process of leveling the overburden material on strip mine

banks, for the purpose of increasing the bearing capacity and

stability of the earth materials.

(h) "Contemporaneously as practicable" means with respect

to reclamation of mined or otherwise disturbed areas, the

commencement, conduct and completion of reclamation activity

as soon after disturbance as possible, without undue direct

or indirect interference with ongoing operations and consistent

with the objectives of environmental protection set forth in

this Subpart.

(i) "Daylighting" is a term used to define the surface

mining procedure for exposing an underground mined area to

remove the remaining coal underlying the surface.

(j) "Director" means the Director of the Bureau of Land

Management, U. S. Department of the Interior.

(k) "Exploration" means the detailed investigation and

acquisition of data pertaining to a mineral deposit, including



activities for identifying regions or specific areas in which

deposits are most likely to occur, and activities used to

establish the nature of a coal deposit preparatory to mining.

(1) "Exploration plan" means a detailed plan submitted to

the Mining Supervisor for approval before exploration operations

commence showing the location and type of exploration work to be

conducted, environmental protection procedures, roads, and

reclamation procedures to be followed upon completion of such

operations.

(m) "Impoundment" means an artificially built, dammed, or

excavated place for the retention of water or sediments. A

permanent impoundment is one that is intended to remain after

final abandonment of the operation, and is identified as such

in an approved plan.

(n) "General Coal Mining Order" means a formal numbered

order issued in a rulemaking procedure by the Mining Supervisor,

with the prior approval of the Division Chief, which implements

the regulations in this Subpart and applies to coal mining and

related operations in a specified geographic area.

(o) "Leased lands, leased premises, or leased tract" means

lands embraced within a coal lease and subject to the regulations

in this Subpart.

(p) "Lessee" means any person or persons, partnership,

association, corporation, or municipality to whom a coal lease

is issued, subject to the regulations in this Subpart, or an

assignee of such lease under an approved assignment.

(q) "Licensee" means any individual, association of indi-

viduals, or municipality to whom a coal license is issued pursuant

to the provisions of Section 20 of Title 30 of the United States Code.



(t) "Logical mininq unit" means an area of land designated

as such by the Geological Survey.

(s) "Maximum extent practicable," as used in this Subpart,

is that degree of compliance with a stated absolute control or

reclamation objective which provides the highest level of

protection of environmental quality and social well-being that

is reasonably commensurate with the cost of achieving such

protection, without regard to the economic circumstances of the

operator involved.

(t) "Method of operation" means the method and manner by

which any activities are performed by the operator, as described

in a preliminary plan or an exploration or mining plan.

(u) "Mine" means an underground or surface excavation and

the surface or underground support facilities that contribute

directly or indirectly to coal mining, preparation, and handling.

(v) "Mining plan" means a detailed plan for development of

the coal resource submitted to the Mining Supervisor for approval

prior to commencement of any mining operation, showing the pro-

posed location, method, and extent of mining and all related

activities necessary and incidental to such operation, including

steps to be taken to grade, reclaim, and revegetate disturbed

areas, to mitigate adverse impacts, and to otherwise meet the

performance standards of this Subpart.
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(w) "Mining Supervisor" means the Area Mining Supervisor,

Conservation Division, Geological Survey, or District Mining

Supervisor or other subordinate acting under his direction.

(x) "Notice of Availability" means a formal notification,

by the appropriate Federal officer, to appropriate Federal, state

and local agencies and interested individuals or groups of

individuals, of the availability for inspection of information,

data, proposed plans or modifications thereof, pending decisions

and other documents subject to such inspection. Any such notice

shall include the nature of the information, data, plan or

modification, decision or other document involved; the name and

mailing address of any applicant; the nature, location (county,

township, range and section), duration and a brief description

of any proposed operations; the date upon which any document

involved was received and the date upon or after which any proposed

action might be taken; and, when approoriate, a specific time limit

for public review, comment or request for any departmental action,

including public hearing. For the purpose of insurina actual receipt

of such notices, there shall be maintained at each office of a M ining

Supervisor or authorized officer of the Department of the Interior a.

mailing list which shall consist of the names and mailing addresses of

all appropriate Federal, State or local agencies and any individuals or

groups of individuals who have reouested in writino to be included on

such lists. All notices of availability shall be mailed to such

agencies, individuals or grouDs at the addresses indicated on such

lists.



(y) "Notice of noncompliance" means a written notice of

operator noncompliance issued pursuant to Section 3041.7 of this

Subpart.

(z) "Operator" means a lessee, permittee, or licensee, or

one conducting operations on lands under the authority of the

lessee, permittee, or licensee.

(aa) "Overburden" means the earth, soil, rock, and other

natural materials which lie above the coal being mined.

(bb) "Permit lands" means lands embraced within a coal

prospecting or other permit and subject to the regulations in

this Subpart.

(cc) "Permittee" means any person or persons, partnership,

association, corporation, or municipality to whom a coal prospecting

or other permit subject to the regulations in this Subpart is issued,

or an approved assignee of such permit.

(dd) "Pollution" means man-made or man-induced adverse

alteration of the chemical, physical, biological, and radiological

integrity of land, water or air, which reduces, or has the potential

of reducing the beneficial uses of these resources.

(ee) "Post mining land use" means the use of the affected

lands that will be made after mining and reclamation is completed

and which is specified in a plan of operation approved pursuant to

30 CFR 211.
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(ff) "Preliminary Plan" means a plan, consisting of maps

and text, submitted by an applicant for a lease, permit, or

license to the authorized officer of the BLM, which describes

the applicant's proposal in the detail necessary to allow the

authorized officer to conduct a technical examination and

environmental analysis as described in S 3041.2.

(eg) "Preparation" means any crushing, sizing, cleaning,

drying, mixing or other processing of coal to prepare it for

market which is conducted on lands subject to this Subpart.

(hh) "Reclamation" means the process of returning affected

lands to a stable condition and form consistent with their

premining productivity and use, or other approved post mining

land use.

(11) "Road" means any open way for passage or travel upon

which to transport people, equipment, materials, or coal, which is

constructed, improved or maintained by the operator and which is

used to service the pit, bench, underground mine workings, loading

facilities or exploration activities.

(.11) "Secretary" means the Secretary of the Interior.

(kk) "Significant vegetation" means farm crops, including

grasses and forbs , that are integral parts of agriculture or

ranching operations and the natural vegetation of forests or

meadows with significant recreational, watershed, agricultural,

or wildlife habitat value.

(11) "Spoil" means soil, rock, and other earth materials

that are broken, moved, dumped, or otherwise significantly disturbed

during surface coal mining operations subject to this Subpart.
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(mm) "Subsidence" means a lowering of surface elevations

over an underground mine caused by loss of support and subsequent

caving of strata lying above the mine.

(nn) "Surface owner" means an entryman, or a person or

persons who hold legal title to the land surface.

(oo) "Topsoil" means natural earth materials at or

vertically adjacent to the land surface with physical and

chemical characteristics suitable for support of vegetation.

(pp) "Valley floors" means the channelways, floodplains,

and adjacent low terraces of streams that are flooded during

periods of high flow and that are underlain by unconsolidated

stream-laid deposits. Excluded are higher terraces and slopes

underlain by colluvial and other surficial deposits normally

occurring along valley margins.

(qq) "Waste" means solid or liquid refuse, rubbish, or

other valueless material which is produced by or in connection

with coal mining operations, including exploration, production,

development, preparation and other related activities, and which

has no useful purpose in connection with any remaining operations.

..............
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§ 3041 .0-7 Use of surface

(a) The operator shall be entitled to use only so much of

the surface of the lands within the affected lands as is deemed

necessary and has been designated in an approved plan. This Subpart

shall not be construed to authorize any use of the Federal lands for

a power generation plant or a commercial or industrial facility. Separate

permits for such uses must be obtained from the appropriate agency. The

operator shall not be entitled to use any mineral materials sub/ject to

the Materials Act except as provided by Part 3600 of this Chapter.

(b) Operations under other authorized uses on the same lands

shall not unreasonably interfere with or endanger operations under

uses authorized under the regulations in this Chapter nor shall operations

under the regulations in this Chapter unreasonably interfere with or

endanger operations under any lease, permit, license, or other author-

ized use pursuant to the provisions of any other Act.



§ 3041.1 Coal leasing, permitting, and licensing planning

procedures.

(a) When an area is initially considered for coal develop-

ment the authorized officer shall make an environmental analysis

of the potential effect of such development upon the resources

of the area and its environment.

(b) Prior to the selection of tracts for coal leases,

permits, or licenses the authorized officer shall evaluate the

potential effects of all phases of such coal development on the

environment, including fish and other aquatic resources, wildlife

habitats and populations, visual resources, recreation, cultural,

and other resources in the affected area. This evaluation shall

take into account alternative uses of the land and its other

natural resources, the need for the proposed coal development and

the socioeconomic considerations relevant to multiple-use manage-

ment principles. To aid him in this evaluation and in the selection

of coal lease, permit, or license tracts, the authorized officer

shall request and consider the views and recommendations of the

Geological Survey and other appropriate Federal agencies, may hold

public hearings after appropriate notice, and shall consult with

applicants, nominators, State and applicable local agencies,

organizations, industries, and surface owners if other than the

United States.



(c) If the Director determines that a decision made pursuant

to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this Section would be a major Federal

action significantly affecting the quality of the human environ-

ment, and that an environmental impact statement as required by

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321

et seq) has not been prepared with respect thereto, such a state-

ment will be prepared.

(d) If National Register or eligible National Register

cultural resources might be affected by the issuance of coal

leases, permits, or licenses, none will be authorized until

compliance with Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act

(80 Stat. 917; 16 U.S.C. S 470F) and section 2(b) of E.O. 11593

of May 13, 1971 (36 F.R. 8921; 16 U.S.C. § 470 fn.) has been

accompl ished.

(e) If a decision is made to offer tracts for coal leases,

permits, or licenses, the authorized officer may, following the

procedures in § 3041.2 of this Chapter, develop and include in

such offer such special terms and conditions as may be required

by specific local conditions to protect the environment, to

permit use of the land for other purposes, to allow post mining

land uses, and to protect other resources.



(f) Geological and geophysical data and information, including

maps, that may be used to calculate coal reserves in place, trade

secrets, and commercial or financial information obtained from any

person under this Subpart and identified as confidential and

privileged by such person shall not be available for public

inspection without his consent. Upon request of any person for

disclosure of data or information submitted and identified as

confidential or privileged, the appropriate authorized officer

shall review such data and consult with the owner of such data

who is claiming confidentiality and privilege, to determine whether

it may be disclosed pursuant to this section. In such review, the

appropriate authorized officer shall take into account the nature

of such data, the possible effect of disclosure upon the owner,

and the relevance of such data to effective public participation

in the implementation of this Subpart. If the appropriate authorized

officer determines that disclosure of such data is of overriding

importance to effective implementation of this Subpart, or may

take place without unreasonable adverse impact upon the owner

thereof, he shall so inform the owner and all interested parties,

and shall afford an opportunity of not less than ten days within

which any interested party may appeal such determination pursuant

to 43 CFR Part 2, provided, however, that this section shall be

construed and applied in accordance with the provisions of

section 552 (b) of Title V of the United States Code.



S 3041.1-1 Applications.

(a) Any person who desires a lease, permit or license for

coal development to be issued on his own motion shall file an

application in the proper BLM office, in accordance with the

regulations in this Chapter.



§ 3041.1-2 Preliminary plan.

(a) Any application for coal lease, permit, or license

filed pursuant to the regulations in this Chapter shall

contain a preliminary plan of operations to assist the

authorized officer in making a technical evaluation and

environmental analysis as described in § 3041.2.

(b) Such a preliminary plan shall include:

(1) Such map, or maps as may be available from State or

Federal sources, on which shall be shown the topography of the

land applied for, on which the applicant shall show physical features

and natural drainage patterns and existing roads, vehicular trails,

and utility systems; the location of any proposed exploration

operations, including seismic lines, drill holes, trenches, access

roads or trails, and support facilities; the location of any proposed

mining operations and facilities incidental thereto, including the

approximate location and aerial extent of the areas to be used for

pits, overburden, and tailings; and the location of water sources

or other resources which may be used in the proposed operations or

facilities incidental thereto.

(2) A narrative statement, including:

(i) The anticipated scope, method, and schedule

of exploration operations, including the types of exploration equinment

to be used.

(ii) The method of mining anticipated, includinci

the best available estimate of the minina seouence and production

rate to be followed.



(iii) The relationship, if any, between the

mining operations anticipated on the lands applied for and

existing or planned mining operations, or facilities incidental

thereto, on adjacent Federal or non-Federal lands.

(iv) A brief description, including suitable

maps or aerial photographs as appropriate, of the existing land

use within and adjacent to the lands applied for, and of known

geologic, visual, cultural, or archaeological features, and the

known habitat of fish and wildlife, particularly threatened and

endangered species, that may be affected by the proposed or

reasonably anticipated exploration or mining operations.

(v) A brief description of the proposed measures

to be taken to prevent or control fire, soil erosion, pollution of

surface and ground water, damage to fish and wildlife or other natural

resources, air and noise pollution, and hazards to public health and

safety; to reclaim the surface; and to otherwise meet applicable laws

and regulations which the applicant wishes to have considered by the

authorized officer.

(c) The applicant shall not enter upon the land for any

operational purpose, except for casual use, without prior authorization.

Casual use, as used in this section, means activities which do not

cause significant surface disturbance or damage to lands, resources,

and improvements, such as activities which do not include (1) the use

of heavy equipment or explosives, or (2) vehicular movement off

established roads and trails which causes such disturbance.

(d) The authorized officer, after reviewing the preliminary

plan contained in an application, and at any time durina a technical

examination and environmental analysis, may request additional

information from the applicant.



§ 3041.2 Technical examination/environmental analysis.

In connection with an application for a coal lease,

permit or license, or on BLM motion, the authorized officer,

with the assistance of the Mining Supervisor, shall make a

technical examination and environmental analysis .

(a) The technical examination shall include:

(1) An examination of the technical aspects of the

proposed operations set forth in any preliminary plan; and

(2) An evaluation of the impacts of such operations

or if on BLM motion, the effect of coal leasing and development,

on other land uses, resources, or land management programs on or

adjacent to the area.

(b) The environmental analysis shall include: An analysis

of the impact of the proposed operations set forth in any preliminary

plan and alternatives thereto, or, if on BLM motion, the impacts of

coal leasing and development on the living and non-living components

of the environment.



§ 3041.2-1 Technical examination/environmental analysis report.

(a) Following completion of the technical examination and

environmental analysis described in the preceding Section, the

authorized officer shall prepare a report which sets forth

recommendations as to (1) land which should be excluded from

any lease, permit, or license in order to avoid mining where

reclamation is not attainable or assured, or in recognition of

other exclusive land use management priorities; (2) measures

required to comply with the reclamation and performance standards

set forth in this Subpart; (3) necessary conditions and amounts

of bonds to cover estimated reclamation costs for areas that will

be disturbed during the initial 5 year period of the lease, permit,

or license; (4) any additional, more stringent requirements needed

in the lease, permit, or license pursuant to Section 3041.2-2 (a)

of this Subpart.

(b) If it is recommended that a specific area within the

applied for lands be excluded from a lease, permit, or license,

or modification thereof, the report shall set forth with reasonable

specificity the facts upon which such recommendation is based.



§ 3041.2-2 Reclamation obligations and standards of performance

(a) Any operator who accepts a coal lease, permit, or license

shall comply with, and be bound by, the general obligations and

standards of performance set forth in this section and such addi-

tional and more stringent specific requirements as the authorized

officer, in consultation with the Mining Supervisor, the appropriate

authorized officer of any Federal surface management agency other

than the BLM, and the surface owner if other than the United States,

may include in the permit, lease, or license as necessary to meet

exceptional and special circumstances, such as degree of slope,

soil conditions, and other site characteristics.

(b) If the authorized officer of the BLM determines that an

approved exploration or mining plan should be required to be

revised or supplemented to adjust to changed conditions or to

correct oversights, he may propose such revision or supplement to

the Mining Supervisor. Upon approval of the Mining Supervisor, such

plan may be revised or supplemented pursuant to § 211 .10(d)(2) (i)

of 30 CFR Part 211.

(c) Surface coal mining operations shall be conducted so as

to assure the extraction of the coal resource to the maximum extent

possible, taking into account existing technology, commercially

available equipment, the cost of production, and the quality and

quantity of the coal resource, so that future environmental

disturbance through the resumption of mining will be minimized.



(d) The operator shall, in accordance with the terms and

conditions of the lease, permit, or license (1) take visual

resources identified by the Federal surface management agency into

account in the planning, design, location, and construction of

facilities on the affected lands; and (2) take such action as may

be needed to minimize, control and, to the maximum extent practic-

able, avoid damage to the recreational, cultural, scientific,

historical and known or suspected archeological and paleontological

values of the land.

(e) The following performance standards shall be applicable

to the surface effects of underground mining.

(1) Each operator of an underground coal mine shall

adopt measures consistent with feasible known technology in order

to prevent or control subsidence, maximize mine stability, and

maintain the value and use of surface lands, except in those

instances where the mining method used requires planned subsidence

in a predictable and controlled manner.

(2) Where pillars or panels are not removed and controlled

subsidence is not part of the mining plan, pillars or panels of

adequate dimensions shall be left to assure stability giving due

consideration of the thickness and strength characteristics of the

coal beds and of the strata above and immediately below the coal bed.

(f) The following performance standards shall be applicable

to all coal exploration, development, mining, preparation, handling,

and reclamation operations on the surface of lands subject to these

regulations:



(1) The operator shall reclaim affected lands pursuant

to his approved plan, as contemporaneously as practicable with operations,

to a condition capable of supporting all practicable uses which such

lands were capable of supporting immediately prior to any exploration

or mining, or equal or better uses that have been approved in

accordance with subparagraph (2) of this Section.

(2) The operator shall replace overburden and waste materials

in the mined area by backfilling (compacting, where necessary, to insure

stability or to prevent leaching of toxic materials), grading or other

means, so as to cover all acid-forming or other toxic materials and, to the

maximum extent practicable, eliminate highwalls and spoil piles and

restore the approximate original contour. Where the thickness of the

coal deposits relative to the volume of overburden is large or where

the overburden and other spoil and waste materials are either insufficient

or more than sufficient to restore the approximate original contour, the

operator shall, in order to provide adequate drainage, backfill, grade,

and compact, where necessary, using all available overburden or spoil

material, to obtain the lowest practicable grade, which shall, in any

event, be less than the angle of repose. Excess overburden or other

spoil material, after restoring the approximate original contour, shall

be graded, compacted (where necessary), stabilized, and shaped in a way

to protect against slides, subsidence, erosion, and water pollution, in

accordance with the requirements of this Subpart. Variance from the

requirements of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Section may be allowed in

the plan if the Director of the Geological Survey, with the concurrence

of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management or the comparable

appropriate authorized officer, determines: (i) that



an equal or better proposed postmining land use is practicable

and attainable and that a modification of such requirement is the

best method of achieving that postmining use, or (ii) that unusual

physical conditions at the site, such as steeply dipping coal beds

or multiple seam mining, exist, and such conditions make backfilling

pursuant to such requirements impracticable as a result of the volume

of material excavated or environmentally undesirable as a result of

the duration of the operation.

(3) The operator shall stabilize and protect all surface

areas, including spoil piles, affected by the coal mining and reclamation

operation, to effectively control slides, erosion, subsidence, and

attendant air and water pollution.

(4) The operator shall remove topsoil separately, for

replacement on the backfill area, and if not so utilized immediately,

segregate it in a separate pile from other spoil. When topsoil is not

to be replaced on a backfill area within a time short enough to avoid

deterioration, the operator shall establish and maintain an approved

quick growing vegetative cover or employ other approved measures so

that the topsoil is protected from wind and water erosion and

establishment of noxious plan species, and is in a condition for sustaining

vegetation. If topsoil is of insufficient quantity or of poor quality

for sustaining vegetation, and if other excavated materials can be

shown to be more suitable for revegetation, then the operator may

be authorized in the approved plan to remove, segregate, protect, and

utilize in a like manner such other material.



(5) The operator shall, where water impoundments,

water retention facilities, dams, or settling ponds have been

authorized in an approved plan insure that:

(i) Such facility is adequate for its intended

purposes and the quality and quantity of impounded water will be

suitable for its intended use.

(ii) Such facility is designed, located, built,

used, and maintained in accordance with sound engineering standards

and practices and applicable Federal and State laws and regulations,

to insure that such facilities will have necessary stability with

an adequate margin of safety.

(iii) Final grading will provide adequate safety

and access for proposed or reasonably anticipated water users.

(iv) Such facilities will not have a significant

adverse impact on the water resources utilized by adjacent or

surrounding landowners for agricultural, industrial, recreational,

or domestic uses, provided, however, that this paragraph shall

not be construed to increase or diminish any property rights to

any water held by any person.

(v) No mine or processing waste is used in the

construction of such facilities unless authorized in the approved

plan.

(6) The operator shall cover or plug all auger mine

holes with noncombustible and, where necessary to minimize or

prevent harmful drainage, impervious material.



(7) The operator shall minimize disturbances of the

prevailing quality, quantity and flow of water in surface and

ground water systems, and of the prevailing erosion and deposition

conditions at the mine site and in affected offsite areas, both

during and after coal mining operations and reclamation, by:

(i) Controlling acid or toxic drainage and

the adverse consequences thereof by such measures as, but not

limited to, diverting surface runoff water away from disturbed

areas, excluding oxygen, restricting the flow of water through

acid or toxic-producing minerals, treating drainage to reduce

acid or toxic content which adversely affects downstream water

upon being released to water courses; and casing, sealing, or

otherwise treating drill holes, shafts, and wells to keep acid

or toxic drainage from entering ground and surface waters.

(ii) Conducting surface mining operations so

as, to the maximum extent practicable, to prevent (A) contributions

of suspended solids to streamflow or runoff outside the mining

site above natural levels under seasonal flow conditions as

measured for a period and at sites determined by the Mining

Supervisor, in consultation with the appropriate authorized officer,

and (B) except where specif icially authorized in an approved plan,

deepening or enlarging of stream channels where operations include

the discharge of water from mines.



(iii) Removing or modifying siltation structures

after disturbed areas are revegetated and stabilized unless

otherwise directed by the Mining Supervisor, with the concurrence

of the appropriate authorized officer, provided, however, that any

siltation structure retaining water shall, in any event, be subject,

to the requirements of Section 3041.2-2 (f)(5) of this Subpart.

(iv) Protecting, to the maximum extent practicable

throughout the mining and reclamation process, the quality, quantity

and flow of both upstream and downstream surface and qround water

resources of those valley floors which provide water sources that

support significant vegetation or supply significant quantities of water

for other purposes, by such measures as, but not limited to, relocating

and maintaining the gradients of streams.

(8) The operator shall:

(i) Treat or dispose of all rubbish and noxious

substances in a manner designed to prevent air and water pollution

and the hazards of ignition and combustion.

(ii) Dispose of all waste resulting from the mining

and preparation of coal in a manner designed to prevent, to the maximum

extent practicable, air and water pollution and hazards of ignition and

combustion. Where surface disposal of solid wastes in areas other than

the mine workings or other excavations has been authorized in the

approved plan, stabilize such waste including, where necessary, con-

structing waste piles in compacted layers with the use of incombustible

and impervious materials; shape waste piles to be compatible with the

natural surroundings and terrain; cover with topsoil or other suitable



material in accordance with subparagraph (f)(4) of this Section;

and revegetate in accordance with subparagraph (f ) (13) of this

Section. All impoundments of liquid wastes shall comply with the

requirements of subparagraph (f)(5) of this Section. Waste containina

coal in such quantity that it may be later separated from the waste by

washing or other means shall be stored separately.

(9) Except as provided herein, the operator shall not

conduct excavation, drilling, or blasting operations within 200

feet of an active or abandoned underground mine. Where it can be

established by certified maps or inspection of such an underground

mine that such activities may be conducted without danger of interference

with, or penetration of, an underground mine, they may be authorized

in an approved plan to be conducted up to but not less than 25 feet

from such underground mine provided that nothing in this paragraph shall

preclude daylighting or similar surface coal mining activities intended

to improve resource recovery, abate water pollution, or eliminate

public hazards resulting from such underground mines.

(10) To prevent personal injury or damage to public

and private property, the operator shall use explosives only

in accordance with Federal and State laws and an approved plan

and shall

:

(i) Provide adequate advance written notice,

by publication and/or posting of planned blasting schedules, to



local governments and to residents who might be affected by the

use of such explosives, and maintain a log of the magnitudes and

times of blasts for a period of at least two years.

(ii) Limit the size, timing, and frequency of

blasts, as determined by the physical conditions of the site.

(11) The operator shall design to applicable standards,

construct, maintain and, when no longer necessary and unless

authorized otherwise in an approved plan, remove all roads, pipelines,

powerlines, and similar utility access facilities into and across

the site of operations, in a manner that will control or prevent

erosion and siltation, fugitive dust, pollution of water, damage

to fish or wildlife or their habitat and public or private property.

(12) The operator shall not construct roads or other

access ways in, over or near stream beds or drainage channels

so as to seriously alter the flow of water therein, provided,

however, that nothing in this subparagraph shall be construed to

prohibit relocation or alteration of such beds or channels pursuant

to this Subpart and as set forth in an approved plan.

(13) (i) The operator shall, except where other reclamation

based upon post-mining land use and not requirina revegetation pursuant

to the requirements of this section is expressly provided for in an

approved plan, establish on regraded areas and all other affected lands

a diverse vegetative cover, native to the area and capable of regen-

eration and plant succession at least equal in density and permanence

to the natural vegetation provided, however, that the Mining Supervisor,

with the concurrence of the appropriate authorized officer may allow

the use of approved mixtures of introduced or native species where

preferable to achieve quick cover or assure successful revegetation.

In approving such mixture, preference will be given to non-noxious species,



(ii) The operator's responsibility and liability

under his performance bond for revegetation of each planting area

shall extend until such time as the appropriate authorized officer,

in consultation with the Mining Supervisor, and the surface owner,

if other than the United States, determines that successful reveae-

tation in compliance with subparagraph (i) of this subsection has

occurred, provided, however, that this period shall extend for a

minimum of five full years after the first year of plantina, and for

a total period of liability not to exceed 10 years from the original

planting; and further provided that,

(A) where the appropriate authorized officer, in

consultation with the Mining Supervisor, determines that natural con-

ditions such as annual precipitation, soil characteristics and native

vegetation are stable and favor rapid revegetation, and that revegetation

pursuant to subparagraph (i) of this subsection is likely to occur before

the expiration of such minimum period, he may specify in the lease,

permit, or license that such minimum period will not apply with respect

to some or all of the lands included in such lease, permit or license; and

(B) where during any such minimum period such

authorized officer, in consultation with the Mining Supervisor, and

the surface owner, if other than the United States, determines that

natural conditions such as annual precipitation and soil characteristics

are sufficiently unstable to favor only slow and uncertain revegetation,

he may recommend to the Mining Supervisor that the liability of the

operator be extended for a period of up to five years beyond the period

initially established, if the financial liability that would be incurred



by the operator as a result is reasonably commensurate with the

probability of successful revegetation.

(iii) During the relevant period of liability, the

Mining Supervisor and the appropriate authorized officer shall, as

soon as possible after each full growing season, iointly inspect and

evaluate the revegetated areas to determine, in consultation with

the surface owner, if other than the United States, whether

satisfactory vegetative cover is being established, or whether

additional revegetative efforts may be required.

(14) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii) hereof,

the operator shall

:

(i) Allow public access to and upon Federal

lands subject to his lease, permit, or license for all lawful

and proper purposes, except where such access would unduly

interfere with his authorized use.

(ii) Regulate public access, vehicular traffic,

and wildlife or livestock grazing in all areas of active operations,

including lands undergoing reclamation, in order to protect the

public, wildlife and livestock from hazards associated with such

operations, and to protect revegetated areas from unplanned and

uncontrolled grazing. For this purpose, the operator shall provide

warning signs, fencing, flagmen, barricades, and other safety and

protective measures as may be necessary.

(15) Coal storage areas shall be designed and maintained

to eliminate fire hazards from spontaneous combustion and other

accidental ignition. If a coal seam exposed by surface mining or an



accumulation of slack coal or combustible waste becomes ignited

during the term of a lease, the operator will immediately take all

necessary steps to extinguish the fire.

(16) Upon completion or indefinite suspension of mining

operations in all or any part of a strip pit, the face of the coal

shall be covered with noncombustible material that will effectively

protect the coal bed from becoming ignited.

(17) The driving of any underground openings by auger or

other methods from any strip pit shall not be undertaken except as

specifically approved by the Mining Supervisor.



§ 3041.3 Compliance or performance bond.

(a) The provisions of the regulations in Subpart 3504 of this

Chapter are hereby made applicable to these regulations. In

addition each compliance bond will be conditioned upon faithful com-

pliance with the regulations in this Subpart and any additional terms

and conditions of the lease, permit, or license.

(b) Prior to issuing a lease, permit, or license, the author-

ized officer, after consultation with the Mining Supervisor, shall

ensure that the amount of the compliance bond or bonds to be furnished

is sufficient to insure reclamation in accordance with the performance

and reclamation standards in § 3041.2-2, and with the terms and

conditions of the lease, permit, or license.

(c) An application for a lease, permit, or license may be

denied any applicant or offeror who has previously forfeited a bond

because of failure to comply with an approved plan unless the affected

lands covered by such plan have been reclaimed without cost to the

Federal Government. Nothing in this subparagraph shall be deemed to

modify or limit any discretionary authority of the authorized officer

of the BLM otherwise to deny any application for a lease, permit or

license.

(d) Once a lease, permit, or license has been issued the

authorized officer, after consulting with and receiving the recom-

mendation of the Mining Supervisor, shall take such action as may be

necessary to increase or to release in whole or in part any compliance

bond or bonds so that the amount of the compliance bond or bonds will

at all times be sufficient to cover the estimated costs of completion

-
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of the remaining reclamation requirements of the approved plan

and of the terms and conditions of the lease, permit or license.

. . . .
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§ 3041.4 Procedures and public participation.

(a) Written findings. Except as may be otherwise expressly

set forth in this Subpart, on and after the effective date of

these regulations, decisions, and determinations of any appropriate

authorized officer acting pursuant to this Subpart with respect to

issuance of leases, approval of mining plans, and' abandonment of

operations shall be in writing, shall set forth with reasonable

specificity the facts and the rationale upon which such decisions

or determinations are based, and shall be available for public

inspection during normal business hours at the offices of any such

Federal officer.

(b) Availability of documents. Any application for a lease,

permit, or license, together with the proposed terms, conditions,

and special stipulations and any preliminary plans submitted under

Section 3041.1-2 and reports made pursuant to Section 3041.2 of this

Subpart shall be available for public inspection in the appropriate

BLM office. To allow for such public inspection, a notice of

the availability of any such documents shall be prepared by the

appropriate officer of the BLM and promptly posted at his office

and mailed to the surface owner, if other than the United States,

appropriate Federal and State agencies, and to the clerk or other

appropriate officer in the county in which the proposed operation

is located for posting or publication in accordance with the

procedures of that office. No action with respect to such documents

shall be taken for a period of 30 days after such posting and

mailing.
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A copy of such notice shall be published by the applicant in a

local newspaper of general circulation in the locality of the

proposed operation at least once a week for four consecutive

weeks.

(c) Public participation.

(1) Upon the timely written request to the appropriate

authorized officer of any person having an interest which is or

may be adversely affected, a public meeting may be conducted with

respect to the following actions:

(i) Issuance or major modification of a lease,

permit, or license subject to the provisions of these regulations

or determination of any specific terms and conditions thereof.

(ii) Approval of final abandonment, including

release of bonds, of any operation or portion thereof.

(2) Prior to the taking of any actions described in

the paragraph (1) hereof, a notice of availability of such pro-

posed decision shall be published in a newspaper of general

circulation in the geographical area involved at least once in

each of two consecutive weeks. In addition, not less than 20

days prior to the making of any such decision such notice shall

be posted at the appropriate State or regional offices of the

Bureau of Land Management and the Geological Survey,



mailed to the operator, all appropriate Federal and State

agencies, including all agencies whose concurrence or con-

sultation is sought or required, and the surface owner if other

than the United States; and published in the Federal Register .

Such notice shall set a reasonable time period, not less than

20 days from the date of publication in the Federal Register ,

within which any person having an interest which is or may be

adversely affected may, in writing, request a public meeting.

(3) A complete transcript of any such public meeting,

including any written comments submitted for the record, shall

be kept and maintained available to the public during normal business

hours at the appropriate Federal office under whose auspices such

meeting is conducted, and shall be furnished at cost to any interested

party. In making any decision or determination subject to such

public meeting, the appropriate officer shall take into account

all testimony for the record. All such decisions or determinations shall

be subject to appeal pursuant to the provisions of Part 290 of this

Title.

(4) The public meeting requirements of subparagraph (1)

of this section shall be deemed to have been satisfied if a public

hearing has been conducted upon an environmental statement pursuant

to Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of

1969, as amended, in which all major issues and proposed terms and

conditions have been considered, and with respect to which hearing

all notice requirements of this section have been met.



§ 3041.5 Completion of Operations and Abandonment.

(a) Grading and backfilling. Upon completion of backfilling

and grading required by the operating plan and prior to replacing

topsoil and revegetation, the operator shall submit a report thereon,

in duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor and request inspection for

approval. Whenever it is determined by such inspection that the

backfilling and grading has met the requirements of the approved

plan, the Mining Supervisor shall recommend to the anpropriate

authorized officer release of an appropriate amount of the compliance

bond for the area satisfactorily backfilled and graded.

(b) Temporary abandonment. In areas in which there are no

current operations, but operations are to be resumed under an

approved plan, the operator shall substantially backfill, fence,

protect, or otherwise effectively close all surface openings, auger

holes, areas prone to subsidence, and surface facilities or workinas

which are a hazard to people or animals. Conspicuous signs shall be

posted prohibiting entrance of unauthorized persons. All such protective

measures shall be maintained in a secure condition durina the term of

the lease, permit, or license.

(c) Permanent abandonment. Before permanent abandonment of

operations, all openings and excavations, includina water discharae

points, shall be closed or backfilled, or otherwise permanently dealt

with in accordance with sound engineering practices and accordino to

the approved plan. Drill holes, trenches, and other excavations for

development or prospecting shall be abandoned in a manner to protect

the surface and not to endanger any present or future underground

operations or any deposit of oil, gas, other mineral resources, or



ground water. Methods of abandonment shall be approved in advance by

the Mining Supervisor and may include backfilling, cementing, and

capped casing, or combinations of these, or other methods. Reclama-

tion and clean-up of surface areas around and near permanently abandoned

underground or surface mines, including, except where otherwise expressly

provided in an approved plan, removal of equipment and structures re-

lated to the mining operation, shall commence without delay following

cessation of mining operations.

(d) Completion report, release of bond.

(1) Not less than 30 days prior to cessation or

abandonment of operations, the operator shall submit to the

Mining Supervisor, in duplicate, a report of his intention to

cease or abandon operations, together with a statement of the

exact number of acres affected by his operations, the extent and

kind of reclamation accomplished, and a statement as to the

structures and other facilities that are to be removed from or

remain on the leased, permitted, or licensed lands.

(2) Upon receipt of such report, the Mining Supervisor

and the appropriate authorized officer shall promptly make a joint

inspection to determine whether operations have been completed in

accordance with the approved operatino plan. Where the operator

has complied with all requirements of the lease, permit, or license

and the regulations of this Subpart, the Mining Supervisor shall

recommend to the appropriate authorized officer that the appropriate

period of bonded liability be termined.

(3) When the surfaces of lands in a lease, permit, or

license is not owned by the United States, the Mining Supervisor



shall consult the surface owner and solicit and take into account

his comments before recommending to the appropriate authorized

officer that the period of liability of the bond be terminated.



S 3041 .6 Reports.

(a) Operations. An operator under a coal lease, permit, or

license shall file with the Mining Supervisor, within 30 days

after the end of each calendar year or within 30 days after the

cessation of operations, a report, in duplicate, containing the

following:

(1) Serial number of the lease, permit, or license and

a description of the lands affected by operations.

(2) The number of acres disturbed and the number of

acres reclaimed, including revegetation.

(3) A description of the reclamation work remaining

to be done on lands disturbed.

(b) Revegetation.

(1) The operator shall file a report, in duplicate,

with the Mining Supervisor within 30 days after each planting is

completed. The report shall:

(i) Identify the lease, permit, or license.

(ii) Show the types of planting or seeding,

including mixtures and amounts.

(iii) Show the date of planting or seeding.

(iv) Identify or describe the planted or seeded

lands

.

(v) Describe any surface manipulation, mulchina,

fertilization, and irrigation procedures, if any, and contain such

other information as may be considered relevant.

(2) The Mining Supervisor and the authorized officer of the

Federal surface managing agency shall, as soon as possible after each



full growing season, inspect and evaluate the revegetated areas

to determine whether satisfactory vegetative growth has been

established, or whether additional revegetation efforts may be

required pursuant to Subparagraph 3041.2-2 (f ) (13) of this Section.



I 3041.7 Notice of noncompliance: Revocation

(a) The appropriate authorized officer and the Mining Super-

visor shall have the right to enter upon the lands under lease,

permit, or license, at any reasonable time.

(b) If an appropriate authorized officer discovers that an

operator is conducting activities which are not in compliance with

the requirements of a lease, permit, or license, applicable regula-

tions, or an approved plan and such activities do not threaten

immediate and serious damage to the environment, resources, or the

health and safety of the public, such authorized officer shall

refer the matter to the Mining Supervisor for remedial action per-

suant to 30 CFR 211.72(a).

(c) If an appropriate authorized officer discovers that an

operator is conducting activities which are not in compliance with

the requirements of a lease, permit, or license, applicable reg-

ulations, or an approved plan and such activities threaten immediate

and serious damage to the environment, resources, or the health and

safety of the public, the authorized officer may order the immediate

cessation of such activities and shall promptly notify the Mining

Supervisor. Upon such notification, the Mining Supervisor shall

order immediate remedial action persuant to 30 CFR 211.72(c).



(d) Failure of the operator to take action in accordance

with a written notice of noncompliance issued by the Mining

Supervisor in accordance with the provisions of 30 CFR 211.72

shall be grounds for suspension of the operation and for possible

cancellation of the lease, permit, or license in accordance with

the regulations in 43 CFR 3500 of this Chapter.



§ 3041.8 Applicability of State Law

(a) (i) On the effective date of this Subpart the Secretary

shall direct a prompt review of state laws and regulations in

effect or adopted and due to come into effect, relating to

reclamation of lands disturbed by surface mining of coal in

each state in which Federal coal has been leased, licensed or

permitted. If after such review the Secretary determines that

such laws and regulations afford general protection of environ-

mental quality and values at least as stringent as would occur

under exclusive application of this Subpart, he shall by regulation

direct that such state laws and regulations thereafter be applied.

(ii) From and after the effective date of any such

determination by the Secretary that the requirements of any

state laws or regulations are as stringent as or more stringent

than the performance or reclamation obligations and requirements

contained in this Subpart, the Mining Supervisor shall include such

requirements as conditions upon the approval of any proposed plan,

unless (a) the Secretary determines that application of such laws

and regulations would unreasonably and substantially prevent the

mining of Federal coal covered by such plan, and (b) the Secretary

determines that it is in the overriding national interest that

such coal be produced without inclusion of the requirements of

such state laws or regulations in the proposed plan.
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(iii) In any such determination of overriding national

interest, the Secretary shall include as an element of such

determination and shall impose as a condition of any approval

any special conditions, or such portions of state laws or

regulations, as may be applied consistent with that national

interest, and will consult in advance of such determination

with the Governor of the state involved.

(b) On the effective date of these regulations, the

Secretary will direct representatives of the Department to

consult with appropriate representatives of each state or

a number of states for the purpose of formulating and entering

into agreements to provide for a joint Federal -state program

with respect to surface coal mine reclamation operations

for administrative and enforcement purposes. Such agreements

shall, wherever possible, provide for state administration and

enforcement of such programs, provided that Federal interests

are protected. Any such agreement shall be entered into by

rulemaking, and shall have as its principal purpose the avoiding

of duality of administration and enforcement of reclamation laws

governing surface coal mine reclamation operations, as

outlined in (a) (ii) above.
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Sec. 211.1 Scope and purpose.

(a) The regulations in this Part shall govern operations

for the discovery, testing, development, mining, preparation,

and handling of coal under coal leases, licenses, and permits

issued for federally-owned coal, regardless of surface

ownership, pursuant to the regulations in 43 CFR Group 3500

and the Alaska Coal Leasing Act of October 20, 1914, as

amended (38 Stat. 741; 48 U. S.C. 432-445) , and for the

reclamation of lands disturbed by such operations. These

regulations shall also apply to operations for the discovery,

testing, development, mining, preparation, and handling of

coal in tribal and allotted Indian lands under leases and

permits, regardless of ownership of the surface, issued under the

regulations in 25 CFR Parts 171,172, and 174, and for the

reclamation of lands disturbed by such operations.

(b) The purpose of the regulations in this Part is to

assure orderly and efficient prospecting, exploration, testing,

development, mining, preparation and handling operations, and

production practices, without avoidable waste or loss of coal

or other mineral resources or damage to coal-bearing or other

mineral -bearing formations, and without undue duplication or

administrative delay by Federal officers and agents in review,

approval or other actions provided for by this Part; to

encourage maximum recovery and use of coal resources; to

ensure operating practices which will avoid, minimize, or

correct resulting damage to the environment—land, water, and

air—and to public health and safty, to require effective
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reclamation of affected lands as contemporaneously as practi-

cable with coal development; to assure that all such

operations which involve significant surface disturbance

take place only pursuant to plans approved in advance

thereof and that such plans are approved only where reclamation

of the affected lands to the standards set forth herein is

attainable and assured; and to require a proper record and

accounting of all coal produced.

(c) When the regulations in this Part relate to matters

included in the regulations in 25 CFR Part 177—Surface

Exploration, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands—pertdining to

Indian lands, the regulations in that Part shall govern to

the extent of any inconcistencies, except that the operating

and reclamation standards of Section 211.40 of this Part

shall, in any event, apply.

(d) The responsibility for enforcement of the Federal

Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 (83 Stat. 742; 30

U.S.C. 801) and the coal mine health and safety regulations

contained in Chapter I of this Title is vested in the Mining

Enforcement and Safety Administration, Department of the

Interior.

(e) The provisions of this Part shall become effective

upon publication in the Federal Register as final rulemaking,

except as hereinafter provided:

(1) Existing operations.

(i) On and after 180 days from the effective

date of these regulations, the provisions of Section 211.40(a)



shall apply to all existing operations with respect to

lands from which the overburden has not been removed,

provided, however, that this subparagraph shall not be

deemed to apply the requirements of subparagraphs 211.40

(a)(1) and (2) to any operation for which a plan has been

approved on such date of publication, and for which a

variance pursuant to the provisions of subparagraph 211.40

(a)(2) would be required.

(ii) Except as may be required to comply

with the provisions of subparagraph (i), all existing

operations shall be conducted pursuant to their approved

plan. On or before 18 months from the effective date of

this Part, the operator of each existing operation shall

have obtained the approval of a plan or modification thereof

which shall comply with all of the provisions of this Part,

provided, however, that if the Director of the Geological

Survey determines that a proposed new plan or modification

of a existing plan was prepared and submitted in timely

fashion, taking into account the complexity of the operation

of the plan or modification involved, but that administrative

delay thereafter has prevented approval within the time specified,

such time period may be extended for an amount of time equal

to the duration of such delay.
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(iii) For the purpose of this paragraph, the

term "existing operation" shall mean:

(A) All operations for which a plan

has been approved on the effective date of these regulations, and

(B) All operations with respect to

which a proposed plan has been submitted to the Department' on

or before the effective date of these regulations, and with

respect to which proposed plan the Department has on that

date either completed its environmental impact analysis and

determined that no environmental impact statement under

Section 102(2) (C) of the National Environmental Policy Act is

necessary, or has determined that such a statement is neces-

sary and has commenced, and expended substantial resources of

the Department in the preparation or completion of such a

statement.

(iv) On or before 90 days from the

effective date of these regulations, the Director of the

Geological Survey shall review all proposed plans which have

been submitted to the Department on or before the effective

date of these regulations, and after consultation with

appropriate Federal surface management agencies, publish in

the Federal Register a list which shall identify each such

proposed plan and whether it will be considered to cover

a new or existing operation.



(2) All operations or proposed operations not included

in the definition of "existing operations" in the preceding

paragraph shall be considered to be new operations, and shall

be subject to the provisions of this Part upon the effective

date hereof.

(3) The provisions of Section 211.72(c) shall apply

immediately upon promulgation of these regulations with respect

to any activities being conducted in noncompliance with any

lease, permit or license or any previously approved plans.

(f) To the maximum extent possible, any environmental

impact statement and any approval of plans covering existing



operations which is pending before the Department on the

effective date of these regulations shall take into account

and shall reflect and implement the provisions and purposes

hereof, provided, however, that nothing in this subparagraph

shall be construed to relieve any operator of the obligation

imposed by subparagraph (e)(l)(i) above.

(g) Nothing in this Part shall be deemed or construed

to increase or diminish any rights held by any person,

including any surface owner or entryman, arising under the

laws of any State and relating to the giving or withholding

of consent to, or consultation in connection with, entry to

any land for the purpose of conducting operations subject

to this Part.

Section 211.2 Definitions.

As used in this Part, the following terms shall have the

following meanings:

(a) Acid or toxic producing materials means natural or

disturbed earth materials having chemical and physical

characteristics that, under mining or postmining conditions

of drainage, exposure, or other processes, may produce

effluents that contain chemical constitutents, such as acids,

bases, or metallic compounds, in sufficient concentrations to

individually or in combination adversely affect the environment.

(b) Affected lands means any lands affected or to be

affected by exploration, development, and mining operations and

the construction of facilities necessary and related to such

operations.



(c) Approximate original contour means the surface con-

figuration achieved by backfilling and grading of the mined

area so that it closely resembles the surface configuration of

the land prior to mining (although not necessarily the original

elevation) and blends into and complements the drainage pattern

and topography of the surrounding terrain.

(d) Area of operations means that area of the leased,

permitted, or licensed lands which is required for exploration,

development, producing, and processing operations, including

all related surface structures and facilities, and which is

delineated on a map or plat that is made a part of the approved

exploration or mining plan.

(e) Authorized officer means that officer designated by

any Federal agency having administrative jurisdiction over lands

or minerals to exercise its authority in matters relating to

these regulations.

(f) Coal includes coal of all ranks from lignite to

anthracite.

(g) Compacti on means the reduction of porous spaces

among the particles of soil and rock generally caused by run-

ning heavy equipment over the earth materials, as in the

process of leveling the overburden material on strip mine

banks, for the purpose of increasing the bearing capacity and

stability of the earth materials.

(h) Conservation Manager means a Conservation Manager,

Conservation Division, Geological Survey.
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(i) Contemporaneously as practicable means, with respect

to reclamation of mined or otherwise disturbed areas, the

commencement, conduct and completion of reclamation activity

as soon after disturbance as possible, without undue direct

or indirect interference with ongoing operations and consistent

with the objectives of environmental protection set forth in

this Part.

(i) Daylighting is a term used to define the surface

mining procedure for exposing an underground mined area to

remove the remaining coal underlying the surface.

(k) Director means the Director of the Geological Survey,

U. S. Department of the Interior.

(1) Division Chief means the Chief of the Conservation

Division, Geological Survey.

(m) Exploration means the detailed investigation and

acquisition of data pertaining to a mineral deposit, including

activities for identifying regions or specific areas in which

deposits are most likely to occur, and activities used to

establish the nature of a coal deposit preparatory to mining.

(n) Exploration plan means a detailed plan submitted to

the Mining Supervisor for approval before exploration opera-

tions commence showing the location and type of exploration

work to be conducted, environmental protection procedures,

roads, and reclamation procedures to be followed upon

completion of such operations.

(o) General Coal Mining Order means a formal numbered

order issued in a rulemaking procedure by the Mining Supervisor,

with the prior approval of the Division Chief, which implements
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the regulations in this Part and applies to coal mining and

related operations in a specified geographic area.

(p) Impoundment means an artificially built, dammed, or

excavated place for the retention of water or sediments.

A permanent impoundment is one that is intended to remain after

final abandonment of the operation, and is identified as such

in an approved plan.

(q) Leased lands ,

l

eased premises , or leased tract means

lands embraced within a coal lease and subject to the regulations

in this Part.

(r) Lessee means any person or persons, partnership,

association, corporation, or municipality to whom a coal lease

is issued, subject to the regulations in this Part, or an

assignee of such lease under an approved assignment.

(s) Licensee means any individual, association of

individuals, or municipality to whom a coal license is issued

pursuant to the provisions of section 208 of Title 30 of the

United States Code.

(t) Logical mining unit means an area of land designated

as such by the Geological Survey.

(u) Maximum extent practicable , as used in this Part,

is that degree of compliance with a stated absolute control or

reclamation objective which provides the highest level of

protection of environmental quality and social well-being that

is reasonably commensurate with the cost of achieving such

protection, without regard to the economic circumstances of

the operator involved.



(v) Method of operation means the method and manner by

which any activities are performed by the operator, as described

in a preliminary plan or an exploration or mining plan.

(w) Mine means an underground or surface excavation and

the surface or underground support facilities that contribute

directly or indirectly to coal mining, preparation, and handling.

(x) Mining plan means a detailed plan for development of

the coal resource submitted to the Mining Supervisor for approval

prior to commencement of any mining operation, showing the

proposed location, method, and extent of mining and all related

activities necessary and incidental to such operation, including

steps to be taken to grade, reclaim, and revegetate disturbed

areas, to mitigate adverse impacts, and to otherwise meet the

performance standards of this Part.

(y) Mining Supervisor means the Area Mining Supervisor,

Conservation Division, Geological Survey, or District Mining

Supervisor or other subordinate acting under his direction.

(z) Notice of Availability means a formal notification,

by the appropriate Federal officer, to appropriate Federal, State

and local agencies and interested individuals or groups of

individuals, of the availability for inspection of information,

data, proposed plans or modifications thereof, pending decisions

and other documents subject to such inspection. Any such notice

shall include the nature of the information, data, plan or

modification, decision or other document involved; the name

and mailing address of any applicant, the nature, location

(county, township, range and section), duration and a brief



description of any proposed operations; the date upon which any

document involved was received and the date upon or after which

any proposed action might be taken; and, when appropriate, a

specific time limit for public review, comment or request for

any departmental action, including public hearing. For the

purpose of insuring actual receipt of such notices, there shall

be maintained at each office of a Mining Supervisor or authorized

officer of the Department of the Interior a mailing list which

shall consist of the names and mailing addresses of all appropriate

Federal, State or local agencies and any individuals or groups

of individuals who have requested in writing to be included

on such lists. All notices of availability shall be mailed to

such agencies, individuals or groups at the addresses indicated

on such lists.

(aa) Notice of noncompliance means a written notice of

operator noncompliance issued pursuant to Section 211.72 of this

Part.

(bb) Operator means a lessee, permittee, or licensee, or

one conducting operations on lands under the authority of the

lessee, permittee, or licensee.

(cc) Overburden means the earth, soil, rock,' and other

natural materials which lie above the coal being mined.

(dd) Permanent abandonment means the cessation of operations

at a coal mine or portion thereof where coal is no longer being

produced and it is the intent of the operator not to continue

operations at the mine or portion thereof.



(ee) Permit lands means lands embraced within a coal

prospecting or other permit and subject to the regulations in

this Part.

(ff) Permittee means any person or persons, partnership,

association, corporation, or municipality to whom a coal

prospecting or other permit subject to the regulations in this

Part is issued, or an approved assignee of such permit.

(gg) Pollution means man-made or man-induced adverse

alteration of the chemical, physical, biological, and radio-

logical integrity of land, water, or air, which reduces, or

has the potential of reducing, the beneficial uses of these

resources.

(hh) Post mining land use means the use of the affected

lands that will be made after mining and reclamation is com-

pleted and which is specified in a plan of operations approved

pursuant to this Part.

(ii) Preparation means any crushing, sizing, cleaning,

drying, mixing or other processing of coal to prepare it for

market which is conducted on lands subject to this Part.

(jj) Reclamation means the process of returning affected

lands to a stable condition and form consistent with their

premining productivity and use, or other approved post-mining

land use.

(kk) Road means any open way for passage or travel upon

which to transport people, equipment, materials, or coal, which

is constructed, improved or maintained by the operator and



which is used to service the pit, bench, underground mine

workings, loading facilities or exploration activities.

(.1.1) Secretary means the Secretary of the Interior.

(mm) Significant vegetation means farm crops, including

grasses and forbs, that are integral parts of agriculture or

ranching operations and the natural vegetation of forests or

meadows with significant recreational, watershed,

agricultural or wildlife habitat value.

(nn) Spoil means soil, rock, and other earth materials

that are broken, moved, dumped or otherwise significantly

disturbed during surface coal mining operations subject to

this Part.

(oo) Subsidence means a lowering of surface elevations

over an underground mine caused by loss of support and sub-

sequent caving of strata lying above the mine.

(pp) Surface owner means an entryman, or a person or

persons who hold legal title to the land surface.

(qq) Topsoil means natural earth materials at or vertically

adjacent to the land surface with physical and' chemical

characteristics suitable for support of vegetation.

(rr) Valley floors means the channelways, floodplains,

and adjacent low terraces of streams that are flooded during

periods of high flow and that are underlain by unconsolidated

stream-laid deposits. Excluded are higher terraces and slopes

underlain by colluvial and other surficial deposits normally



occurring along valley margins.

(ss) Waste means solid or liquid refuse, rubbish, or

other valueless material which is produced by or in connec-

tion with coal mining operations, including exploration,

production, development, preparation and other related

activities, and which has no useful purpose in connection

with any remaining operations.

Section 211.3 Responsibilities .

(a) Subject to the supervisory authority of the

Secretary, the regulations in this Part shall be admin-

istered by the Director, through the Division Chief,

the Conservation Manager, and the Mining Supervisor.

(b) The Mining Supervisor is empowered to approve,

disapprove, approve upon condition, or require modification

of exploration and mining plans pursuant to this Part.

(c) The Mining Supervisor is empowered to oversee

prospecting, exploration, testing, development, mining,

preparation, handling, reclamation, and abandonment opera-

tions under the regulations in this Part. The Mining

Supervisor, in the performance of his duties, is authorized

to consult with and solicit the views of other appropriate

Federal, State and local agencies and other interested

parties, and shall

:

(1) Inspection of operations . Examine, as fre-

quently as necessary but at least quarterly, the lease,

permit, or "Ucense lands where operations for the discovery,

testing, development, mining, preparation, handling of coal,



and reclamation of affected lands, are conducted, or are to

be conducted; inspect such operations, for the purpose of

determining whether waste or degradation of mineral sub-

stances or damage to formations and deposits or non-mineral

resources affected by the operations is being minimized, and

whether all provisions of applicable laws, regulations and

orders, all terms and conditions of leases, permits, or

licenses, and all requirements of approved exploration or

mining plans are being complied with.

(2) Compliance . Require operators to conduct

operations subject to this Part in compliance with all pro-

visions of applicable laws, regulations, and orders, all terms

and conditions of leases, permits, or licenses, and all

requirements of approved exploration or mining plans.

(3) Reports and recommendations . Make reports to

the Division Chief, through the Conservation Manager, as to

the general conditions of lands under lease, permit or

license, and the manner in which operations are being conducted

and orders are being complied with; and submit information and

recommendations for protecting the coal, the coal-bearing

formations, other mineral resources, and the non-mineral

resources. A copy of all such reports shall be furnished to

the operator upon request, and shall be made available to the

public.



(4) Manner and form of records, reports and

notices. Prescribe, subject to the approval of the Division

Chief, the manner and form in which records of operations,

reports, and notices shall be made.

(5) Records of production; rentals and royalties .

Obtain and check coal production and sales records; determine

rental and royalty liability of lessees and permittees; col-

lect and deposit rental and royalty payments; maintain rental

and royalty accounts.

(6) Waiver, suspension, or reduction of rental or

minimum royalty . Act on applications for waiver, suspension,

or reduction of rental or minimum royalty filed pursuant to

43 CFR 3503.3-2(d); and transmit to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs for appropriate action applications for waiver, sus-

pension, or reduction of rental or minimum royalty under leases

on Indian lands.

(7) Suspension of operations and production . Act

on applications for suspension of operations or production, or

both, filed pursuant to 43 CFR 3503.3-2(e), and terminate, when

appropriate, suspensions which have been granted; and transmit

to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for appropriate action appli-

cations for suspension of operations or production, or both,

under leases on Indian lands.

(8) Cessation and abandonment of operation s. Upon

receipt of notice of proposed cessation or abandonment of

operations, or relinquishment of a lease, permit, or license,
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inspect and determine whether the operator has completed his

operations in accordance with the terms and conditions of the

lease, permit or license and the approved exploration or min-

ing plan and whether all rentals and royalties due the lessor

have been paid, determine and report to the appropriate

authorized officer that the lands have been properly conditioned

for abandonment, and recommend that the period of liability under

the appropriate bond or bonds be terminated. Before taking

any such action, the Mining Supervisor shall consult with and,

where required, obtain the concurrence of, the appropriate

authorized officer. When the surface of lands in a lease,

permit or license is not owned by the United States, the Mining

Supervisor shall, in addition, notify the surface owner, and

shall solicit and take into account his comments and

recommendations.

(9) Wells or pros pect holes . Prescribe or approve

the methods for protecting coal -bearing formations from damage

or contamination that might be incurred as a result of any

wells or prospect holes drilled to, or through, the coal -bearing

formations for any purpose, on lands embraced within a coal

lease, permit, or license.

(10) Trespass . Report to the appropriate autho-

rized officer any trespass that involves exploration activities

or removal of coal

.

(11) Water and a ir quality . Inspect operations to

determine compliance with air and surface and ground water



management and pollution control measures required by the

approved plans, and promptly notify appropriate representa-

tives of other Federal and State agencies in the event of any

noncompliance.

(12) Implementation of regulations . Issue General

Coal Mining Orders and other orders, make determinations, and

grant consents and approvals as necessary to implement or

assure compliance with the regulations in this Part. Any oral

orders, approvals, or consents shall be promptly confirmed in

writing.

(13) Compliance or performance bonds . Determine

whether the total amount of any bond or bonds furnished with

respect to operations subject to this Part is at all times ade-

quate to satisfy the estimated costs of completion of remaining

reclamation requirements of the approved exploration or mining

plan and the terms and conditions of the lease, permit, or

license, and notify the appropriate authorized officer in the

event of any inadequacies.

(14) Consultation . Consult with all appropriate

authorized officers before taking any final action to approve

an exploration or mining plan or modification thereof or to

determine the appropriate amount of a compliance or performance

bond or bonds. Any disagreements that cannot be resolved

between the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management

arising in connection with any such final action or determination

will be referred for resolution to the appropriate Assistant

Secretaries or to the Under Secretary of the Department of the
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Interior. Any such disagreements between the Mining Supervisor

and the appropriate authorized officer of any Federal surface

management agency not in the Department of the Interior will be

referred for resolution to comparable higher authorities in each

agency, and, if necessary, to the respective Departments, for

final resolution.



Sec. 211.4 General obligations.

(a) All operations involving the discovery, testing,

development, mining, preparation and handling of coal, and the

reclamation and abandonment of affected lands, shall be con-

ducted pursuant to the obligations and standards of performance

set forth in this Part, and shall conform to the provisions of

all other applicable laws and regulations, including effluent

and emission limitations; the terms and conditions of any

applicable lease, permit, or license; the requirements of any

applicable approved exploration or mining plan; and any orders

issued by the Mining Supervisor.

(b) Coal mining operations shall be conducted so as to

assure the extraction of the coal resource to the maximum

extent possible, taking into account existing technology, com-

mercially available equipment, the cost of production, and

the quality and quantity of coal resource, so that future

environmental disturbance through the resumption of mining

will be minimized.

(c) The operator shall take all actions necessary to

minimize waste and damage to any remaining coal -bearing for-

mations and other mineral resources.

(d) The operator shall take such action as may be needed

to minimize, control, and to the maximum extent practicable,

avoid (1) soil erosion; (2) pollution of air; (3) pollution

of surface or ground water; (4) serious diminution of the nor-

mal flow of water; (5) adverse impact upon fish and wildlife,



especially threatened or endangered species, and their

habitat; (6) creation of unsafe or hazardous conditions;

(7) danage to impoundments, whether owned by the United States,

its permittees, licensees, or lessees, or by others;

(8) damage to the recreational, cultural, scientific, histori-

cal, and known or suspected archeological and paleontological

values of the land; and (9) adverse impacts upon adjacent land

uses. Good housekeeping practices shall be observed at all

times. Where any question arises as to the necessity for, or

the adequacy of, an action to meet the requirements of this

paragraph, the determination of the Mining Supervisor shall be

final, subject to the right of appeal as provided in Part 290

of this Title.

(e) The operator shall, when and as required by the

Mining Supervisor, monitor water quality to establish data

necessary to determine procedures which may be required to

minimize, control, or avoid water pollution pursuant to the

regulations in this Part.

(f) The operator shall promptly report to the Mining

Supervisor by telephone accidents threatening damage to the

mine, the lands or other resources, or accidents which could

cause air or water pollution, along with corrective actions

initiated. Within 30 days after any such accident the

operator shall submit to the Mining Supervisor a detailed

report of any damage caused by such accident and any cor-

rective actions taken. The obligation set forth in this



paragraph shall be in addition to any obligations which may

arise pursuant to the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969

and any regulations promulgated thereunder.

(g) The operator shall submit the reports required by

25 CFR Part 177, Part 200 of this Chapter, this Part, and

any other reports required by the Mining Supervisor.



Sec. 211.5 Procedures and public participation

(a) Written findings. Except as may be otherwise expressly

set forth in this Part, on an after the effective date of these

regulations all major decisions and determinations of any Mining

Supervisor acting pursuant to this Part shall be in writing, shall

set forth with reasonable specificity the facts and the rationale

upon which such decisions or determinations are based, and shall

be available for public inspection during normal business hours

at the offices of any such Federal officer.

(b) Availability of proposed plans and major modifications

of plans. All proposed mining plans and major modifications thereof

submitted under Section 211.10 of this Part shall be available

for public inspection in the office of the appropriate Mining

Supervisor. To allow for such public inspection, a notice of

the availability of any such plan or modification shall be prepared

by the Mining Supervisor and promptly posted at his office and

mailed to the surface owner, if other than the United States,

appropriate Federal and State agencies, and to the clerk or other

appropriate officer in the county in which the proposed operatons

is located for posting or publication in accordance with the

procedures of that office. No action with respect to approval

of any such plan or modification shall be taken by the Mining

Supervisor for a period of 30 days after such posting and mailing.



A copy of such notice shall be published by the operator in a

local newspaper of general circulation in the locality of the

proposed operation at least once a week for four consecutive weeks,

(c) Public participation.

(1) Upon the timely written request to the appropriate

Mining Supervisor of any person having an interest which is or

may be adversely affected, a public hearing shall be conducted with

respect to any of the following actions:

(i) Approval of a new or major modification of

a previously approved exploration or mining plan.

(ii) Release of any substantial portion of a bond

issued pursuant to this Part covering obligations of performance

or reclamation, including revegetation.

(iii) Approval of final abandonment of any operation

or portion thereof.

(2) Prior to the taking any of the actions described in

paragraph (1) hereof, a notice of availability of such proposed

decision shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation

in the geographical area involved at lease once in each of two

consecutive weeks. In addition, not less than 20 days prior to

the making of any such decision such notice shall be posted at

the appropriate State or regional offices of the Bureau of Land

Management and the Geological Survey;



mailed to the operator, all appropriate Federal and State

agencies, including all agencies whose concurrence or con-

sultation is sought or required, and the surface owner if other

than the United States; and published in the Federal Register .

Such notice shall set a reasonable time period, not less than

20 days from the date of publication in the Federal Register ,

within which any person having an interest which is or may be

adversely affected may, in writing, request a public hearing.

(3) A complete transcript of any such public hearing,

including any written comments submitted for the record, shall

be kept and maintained available to the public during normal business

hours at the appropriate Federal office under whose auspices such

hearing is conducted, and shall be furnished at cost to any

interested party. In making any decision or determination subject

to such public hearing, the Mining Supervisor shall take into account

all testimony submitted at such hearing, including any written

comments submitted for the record. All such decisions or determinations

shall be subject to appeal pursuant to the provisions of Part 290 of

this Title.

(4) The mandatory public hearing requirements of sub-

paragraph (1) of this section shall be deemed to have been satisfied

if a public hearing has been conducted upon an environmental statement

pursuant to section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1969, as amended, in which all major issues and proposed terms

and conditions have been considered, and with respect to which hearing

all notice requirements of this section have been met.



Sec. 211.6 Confidentiality.

Geological and geophysical data and information, including

maps, that may be used to calculate coal reserves in place,

trade secrets, and commercial or financial information

obtained from any person under this Part and identified as

confidential and privileged by such person shall not be

available for public inspection without his consent. Upon

request of any person for disclosure of data or information

submitted and identified as confidential or privileged, the

Mining Supervisor shall review such data and consult with the

owner of such data who is claiming confidentiality and privilege

to determine whether it may be disclosed pursuant to this

section. In such review, the Mining Supervisor shall take

into account the nature of such data, the possible effect of

disclosure upon the owner, and the relevance of such data to

effective public participation in the implementation of this

Part. If the Mining Supervisor determines that disclosure

of such data is of overriding importance to effective implementation

of this Part, or may take place without unreasonable adverse

impact upon the owner thereof, he shall so inform the owner

and all interested parties, and shall afford an opportunity

of not less than ten days within which any interested party may

appeal such determination pursuant to 43 CFR Part 290, provided

however, that this section shall be construed and applied in

accordance with the provisions of section 552 (b) of Title 5

of the United States Code.

...... ....................... . ...



MAPS AND PLANS

Sec. 211.10 Exploration and rnining plans ,

(a) General .

(1) Before conducting any operation on leased, permitted

or licensed lands other than casual use, the operator shall submit

to the Mining Supervisor, and obtain his approval of, an explo-

ration or mining plan, identified by the name, address, and permit

or lease number(s) of coal permits or leases included in the plan.

Casual use, as used in this section means activities which do not

cause significant surface disturbance or damage to lands, re-

sources and improvements, such as activities which do not include

use of heavy equipment or explosives, or vehiculer movement off

established roads and trails which causes such disturbance. All

such plans shall be submitted in quintuplicate, and shal 1 show in

detail the proposed prospecting, exploration, testing, development,

mining, preparation, reclamation, and abandonment operations to be

conducted. Exploration or mining plans shall be consistent with

and responsive to the requirements of the lease, permit, or license

for maximizing recovery of the resources, for the protects cf

non-mineral resources, and fnr the reclamation cf the surface of

the lands affected by the operations. The expiration or mining

plans shall show that reclamation is an integral part of the plan

and will progress as contemporaneously as practicable with the

operations, and shall provide sufficient information to substantiate

the effectiveness of the proposed reclamation method.



(?) The i.iiniwj plan shall cover all operations to be

conducted on a Irase or in a logical mining unit, provided, how-

ever, thai if the size of a lease or unit or the duration of a

proposed operation make it impossible at th:< time of submission

of a propped plan to set forth in full and complete detail all

of the specific information required to be submitted under para-

graph (c) hereof with respect to future operations,- a proposed

plan may be approve! which sets forth only such information as is

available at the time of submission, and further provided, that:

(i) the duration of the operations as to which full and complete

information is set forth shall in no event be less than five years;

(ii) the nature of the information as to ,,'irich full and complete

detail is not set forth, and the reasons therefor, shall be

identified in the proposed plan and any notice of pending decision

thereon; and (iii) complete and detailed information shall be

promptly submitted and made a part of the plan pursuant to the

change in plan provisions of subparagraph (d)(2) hereof as such

information becomes available. Nothing in the preceding sentence

shall be deemed to allow any operation other than casual use to

be conducted in advance of approval of a plan or modification

thereof which contains all such specific information with respect

to such operation.



(b) Exploration plans . An exploration plan shall induce

all of the follov/ing:

(1) flames, addresses, and telephone number of persons

responsible for operations under the plan and to whor.i notices

and orders are to be delivered; and the names and addresses c~

surface owners, if other than the United States.

(2) A brief description with maps, where applicable,

of geologic, water., vegetation, and other physical factors, tri

the distribution, abundance, and habitat of fish and wildlife,

particularly threatened and endangered species, that may be

affected by the proposed operation within the area where

exploration is to be conducted, and the present land use with:';:

and adjacent to the area.

(3) A narrative description including:

(i) The method of exploration and types of

equipment to be used.

(ii) The measures to be taken to prevent or

control fire, soil erosion, pollution of surface and ground

water, pollution of air, damage to fish and wildlife or their

habitat and other .natural resources, and hazards to public

health and safety, including specific action necessary to rr.ee:

all applicable laws and regulations.

(iii) The method for plugging drill holes.



(iv) The measures to be taken for surface

reclamation, which shall include, as appropriate:

(A) A reclamation schedule.

(B) The method of grading, backfilling,

soil stabilization, and compacting and contouring.

(C) The method of soil preparation ar.a

fertilizer application.

(D) The type and mixture of shrubs, trees,

grasses, forbs, or other vegetation to be planted.

(E) The method of planting, including

approximate quantity and spacing.

(F) The estimated timetable fcr each

phase of the work and for final completion of the program.

(4) Suitable topographic maps or aerial photogracr.s

showing existing bodies of surface water, topographic, cultural,

and drainage features, and the proposed location cf drill holes,

trenches and roads,

(5) Such other data as may be required by the Mining

Supervisor

(c) Mining plans . A mining plan shall include all of the

following:

(1) Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of persons

responsible for operations under the plan to whom notices ar.c

orders are to be delivered, and the names and addresses cf

surface owners, if other than the United States.



(2) A description, with maps and tables where appro-

priate, of the environment within the area where mining is to be

conducted. Such description shall include, as a minimum, geolci"

conditions, including potential geologic hazards; types, depths,

and distribution of soils; types, density, and distribution of

vegetation; climatological data, including a monthly range of

temperatures, precipitation and average direction and velocity

of prevailing winds; and distribution, abundance and habitat of

fish and wildlife, particularly threatened and endangered specie;

(3) The condition of the land covered by the mining

plan, including:

(i) The uses existing at the time the mining

plan is submitted for approval, and

(ii) The capability of the land immediately

prior to any mining to support alternative uses, giving

consideration to soil characteristics, topography, annual

precipitation, and vegetative cover.

(4) The use which is proposed to be made of the land

following reclamation, which shall take into account all

applicable land use plans and programs.

(5) A description of how the proposed postmining

land use is to be achieved, including any necessary support

activities and facilities.



(6) A narrative description of the proposed operatic:.,

including:

(i) The nature and extent of the coal deposit

in terms of BTU content, ash, water, sulphur, volatile matter

and carbon content, and including estimated recoverable reserves.

(ii) The method of mining, including mining

sequence and proposed production rate.

(iii) The nature and timing'of measures to be

taken for surface reclamation, including as appropriate:

(A) A reclamation schedule.

(B) The method of grading,- backfilling,

soil stabilization, and compacting and contouring.

(C) The method of soil preparation ir.ci

fertilizer application.

(D) The type and mixture of shrubs,

trees, grasses, forbs, or other vegetation to be

planted.

(E) The method of planting, including

approximate quantity and spacing.

(F) The estimated timetable for each

phase of the work and for final completion of the program,

(iv) The engineering techniques proposed to be

used in mining and reclamation, including the design and con-

struction of roads, ditches, water retention facilities, da
-
:,

or settling ponds, a*d the control of water drainage and

accumulation.



(v) A list of all major equipment.

(vi) An estimate of the cost per acre of

reclamation including a separate breakdown for the cost of

backfilling and grading, replacement of topsoil, seeding

and/or planting, irrigation, fertilizing, and maintenance.

(vii) The method and measures by which the

operator plans to comply with the obligations and requirements

set forth in Sections. 211.4 and 211.40 of this Part and any

special terms and conditions of the lease, permit, or license.

(viii) The anticipated starting and termination

dates of each phase of the mining operation and number of acres

of land to be affected.

(ix) The steps to be taken to comply with all

applicable air and water quality laws and regulations.

(x) The measures for insuring the maximum

practicable recovery of the mineral resource.

(xi) The method of abandonment.

(xii) Logs and analyses of overburden samples

of each stratum from a number of drill holes sufficient to

obtain a representative sample of the overburden overlying the

coal and the stratum immediately below the coal to be mined,

but not less than one hole on each 40 acres. Such logs and

analyses shall identify each stratum penetrated, and shall

contain an analysis of each such stratum for at least the follow-

ing: nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, pH, specific conductance,

exchangeable sodium percentage and sodium absorption ratio.

Such analyses will be used to determine which materials shall be

buried and which materials are suitable for placement near the

surface for favorable proportion of vegetation.



(xiii) The hydrology of the area, including

quantity and quality of water in surface and ground water systems,

water levels and water table measurements, data regarding

dissolved and suspended solids under seasonal flow conditions, and

an assessment of the probable impacts of the anticipated mining

operation upon the hydrology of the area.

(xiv) Plans for protecting oil, gas, and water

wells as well as oil, gas, and underground water resources, when

encountered.

(7) Suitable topographic maps or aerial photographs

showing:

(i) Topographic, cultural, archaeological, and

natural drainage features, roads, and vehicular trails.

(ii) The name of the watershed and location of

the surface stream or tributary into which mine waters will be

discharged, if applicable.

(iii) Cross sections and plan views of the land

to be affected, including the actual area to be mined, showing

elevation and location of drill holes and depicting the following

information: the nature and depth of the various strata of over-

burden; the nature and thickness and extent of any coal, or of

rider seams above the specific coal proposed to be mined; the

nature of the strata beneath the coal to be mined for a vertical

distance of at least 20 meters beneath the base of the coal seam;

the location of the next known deeper coal seam below the deepest

seam to be mined and representative characteristics thereof; the

location of any other mineral values encountered; hydrologic data

and other information relevant to the mining plan; all mineral crop

lines and the strike and dip of the coal to be mined within the area



of land to be affected; location and extent of known surface and

underground mine workings, oil or gas wells, and water wells

within 1/4 mile of the affected lands; the location of aquifers;

the estimated elevation of the water table, and potentiometric

surface; the location of spoil, waste, or refuse areas, and

Sequence of placement and topsoil preservation area; the location

cf all impoundments or water treatment facilities; constructed

or natural drsinways and the location of any discharges to any

surface body of water on the area of land to be affected or

adjacent thereto; and cross sections of the anticipated final

surface configuration that will be achieved pursuant to the

operator's proposed reclamation activities.

(iv) Locations of surface structures and

facilities, including ioading facilities.

(v) For an underground mine, in addition, the

planned mine layout, including location and dimensions of shafts,

slopes, drifts, crosscuts, rooms, haulageways, aircourses, entries,

and barrier pillars.

(vi) If auger mining is proposed, in addition,

the location, diameter cf auger holes, the depth to be drilled,

and the estimated percentage of recovery.

( d ) Act ion on plans.

(1) The Mining Supervisor, after reviewing and

considering a proposed plan and all comments received pursuant

to Section 211.5(b), and after consultation with the appropriate



authorized officer, shall in writing promptly approve or disapprove

such plan. In approving such a plan, the Mining Supervisor may impose

such conditions as may be necessary for the plan and operations to

conform to the provisions of this Part and the terms and conditions

of the lease, permit, or license. In disapproving such a plan, the

Mining Supervisor shall indicate what modifications are necessary

to achieve such conformity. No such plan may be approved unless a

bond executed pursuant to the provisions of 43 CFR Subpart 3504,

or 25 CFR Sections 171.6, 172.10 or 177.8, and conditioned upon

compliance with all of the provisions of such plan, has been

furnished to and approved by the appropriate authorized officer.

(2) Changes in plans .

(i) By Mining Supervisor . Approved plans may be

required to be reasonably revised or supplemented at any time by the

Mining Supervisor, after consultation with the operator and the appro-

priate authorized officer to adjust to changed conditions or to

correct oversights.

(ii) By the operator . The operator may propose

changes to an approved plan, and shall submit a written statement

of any such proposed change and the justification therefor to the

Mining Supervisor. The Mining Supervisor shall, after consultation

with the appropriate authorized officer, in writing promptly approve

or disapprove any such proposed change, or specify the modifications

thereto under which it would be acceptable.

(iii) By petition . Any interested person may

petition the Mining Supervisor to exercise the authority set forth

in subparagraph (i) hereof. Any such petition shall be in writing,

shall set forth the proposed revision, and shall state with reasonable

particularity facts which demonstrate changed conditions or that



oversights occurred at the time of approval which make modification

necessary to bring the operation and plan into conformity with the

obligations and requirements of this Part. Upon receipt of any such

petition, the Mining Supervisor shall promptly decide whether the facts

set forth are sufficient to warrant exercise of his authority

pursuant to subparagraph (i) above. A decision by the Mining Super-

visor denying any such petition shall be considered a final decision

of the Department.

(iv) Public Noti ce. If any proposed change

under this section would constitute a major modification

cf an approved plan, the Mining Supervisor shall follow the

procedures provided in Section 211.51b) of this Part, and shal

!

take any comments received into account in his decision,

(3) Determination of maximum extent practicab le.

(i) Where a proposed plan contains a level of environmental

control or reclamation which the operator alleges to be that degree of

compliance with an absolute control or reclamation objective which is the

"maximum extent practicable" such degree of compliance, such level of control

or reclamation shall be specifically identified, and the operator

shall set forth the factual basis for such allegation. Any level

of compliance so identified shall be specifically referenced and

described by the Mining Supervisor in any notice of availability

issued pursuant to Section 211.5(c) hereof.



(ii) In determining whether to approve a plan con-

taining a proposed degree of compliance which is alleged to be

compliance to the maximum extent practicable, the Mining Supervisor

shall take into account all commercially available technology, the

nature and extent of the tangible and intangible environmental

values which would be protected or achieved by the application of

such technology, and the direct and indirect cost of applying such

technology to the physical conditions that prevail with respect

to the operation involved.



Sec. 211.11 Approaching oil, gas, or water wells .

When mining operations are conducted in areas of known wells or

bore holes that may liberate oil s gas, water or other fluid substances,

the lessee shall include in his proposed plan all measures determined

necessary by the Mining Supervisor in consultation with the appropriate

Oil and Gas Supervisor of the Geological Survey to protect wells or

bore holes, and obtain maximum recovery of the coal resource. If

operations reveal unsuspected wells or bore holes the operator shall

promptly notify the Mining Supervisor and take no further actions

which would disturb such wells or bore holes without his prior approval,



Sec. 211.12 Mine maps .

(a) General requirements . The operator shall maintain

accurate and up-to-date maps of the mine, drawn to scales

acceptable to the Mining Supervisor. All naps shall be appropri-

ately marked with reference to government landmarks or lines and

elevations with reference to sea level. Before a mine, or

section of a mine, is abandoned, closed, or made inaccessible,

a survey of such mine or section shall bo made «nd recorded on

the maps. All excavations in each separate bed shall he shorn in

such a manner that the production of coal for any royalty period

can be accurately ascertained. Additionally, the maps shall show

the name of the mine; the name of the lessee; the lease, pcr;rit,

or license serial number, or Buf-.au of Indict; Affairs l??«c or

permit contract number, tribal \ .:.-..:: of tribil land, allot: :::l

number, if allotted land, and naoe of the Indian reservation; f he-

lease boundary lines; surface bin* Id-Inns; dip of the bed; true

north; map scale and explanatory legend; location,

surface elevation, depth and thickness of the coal, and total

depth of each borehole; auper holes; improvements; reclamsticvi

completed; topography, including subsidence resulting from mim'no;

and the geologic and hydrologic conditions as determined ~rom

outcrops, drill holes, exploration or minimi: water moil to**m^

stations and such other i nfi-
•'"-'"

t ion as the Mining Suoervisor may request,

Copies of such maps shall be prooerly posted to r'.?~z

., -,. '.V'-A : ::
::~y- ::



and furnished, in duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor annually,

or at such other times as he deems necessary.

(b) Underground nine m os. Underground mine naps shall, ir

addition to the general requirements of paragraph (a) of this

Section, show all mine workings; the date of extension of the

mine workings and ?. coal section at each entry face; the lecatir

of all surface mine fans; the position of all fire walls, dr~s,

main pumps, firo pipelines, permanent ventilation stoopinns,

doors, overcasts, undercasts, permanent seals, ?r,d regulator:-;

the direction of the ventilating current in the various parti c
r

the mine at the time of makino the latest surveys; sealed ers-as

j

known bodies of standing water, either in or above the werfc-'r.r.s

of the mine; areas affected by squeezes; the elevations of ?•• •."*>;

and underground levels of all shafts, slopes or drifts; and the

elevation of the floor, or bottom of the mine workings, at r'-'v"1

'

intervals in main entries, panels or sections, and sump arc: s.

(c) Surface mine maps . Surface mine maps shall, in *.ck". i,'c

to the general requirements of paragraph (a) of this Section

include date of extension of the mine workings and & detailed

stratigraphic section at intervals specified in the approved

mining plan. Such sections shall include the hichwall; all

worked out and reclaimed areas; the uncovered, but unmined, cc>?':

beds; and the elevation of the top of the coal beds.



(d) Vertical projections and cross sections of mine v.'orkirr i

When required by the Mining Supervisor, vertical projections an:

cross sections shall accompany plan views.

( e ) Accuracy of man? . The accuracy of maps furnished shall

meet acceptable standards and shall be certified by a professic"*'

engineer, professional land surveyor, or other professionally

qualified person.



Sec. 211.13 Failure of lessee to furnish maps .

(a) Liability of lessee for expense of survey . If the

operator fails to furnish a required or requested map, the f !inin r

Supervisor shall employ a professionally qualified person to make

the required survey end map, the cost of which shall be charred

to, and promptly paid by, the operator.

(b) Incorrect maps . If any map submitted by an operator is

believed to be incorrect, the Mining Supervisor may employ a

professionally qualified person to make a survey and any necesser

maps. If the survey shows the maps submitted by the lessee to be

substantially incorrect, in whole or in part, the cost of making

the survey and preparing the maps shall be charged to, and prompt"

paid by, the operator.



PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION OPERATIONS

Sec . 21 1 . 20 Information required to be submitted .

The operator shall submit promptly to the Mining Supervise-,

upon request, upon completion or suspension of prospecting or

exploration operations, or as provided in the leases, permits,

and licenses, duplicate signed copies of records and geologic

interpretations of all prospecting and exploration operations

performed on the lease or permit lands, including recoverable

reserve calculations, along with vertical cross sections thrcur.

the land and a map showing the location of coal outcrops, all

drill holes, trenches, and other prospecting activities. The

records shall include a log of all strata penetrated and condi-

tions encountered, such as water, quicksand, <;,as, or any unusual

conditions; copies of all other in-hole surveys, such as electric

logs, gamma ray-neutron Ions, sonic logs, or any other lens pro-

duced; and copies of coal analyses and results of other tests

conducted on the land. All drill holes, trenches, and excavatior.:

will be logged under the supervision of a qualified geologise, or

engineer. Unless otherwise authorized by the Mining Supervisor,

representative samples of all drill cores or cuttings shall be

retained by the operator for one year and shall be available for

inspection or analysis at the convenience of the Mining Supervise

Confidentiality of information will be accorded pursuant to the

provisions of section 211.6 of this Part.

,
.^,-- .:, ,



Sec. 211.21 Core and test holes .

(a) Surveillance wells . With the approval of the Mi nine

Supervisor, drill holes may be utilized as surveillance wells fe-

ttle purpose of monitoring the effect of subsequent operations

upon the quantity, quality, or pressure of ground v/ater or nine

gases.

(b) Blowout control devic es. When drilling on lands val..; = :";

or potentially valuable for oil and gas or geothermal resources.

the operator shall, when required by the Mining Supervisor, set

and cement casing in the hole and install suitable blowout prive--

tion equipment.

(c) Use of wells by others . Upon receipt of a written

request from the surface owner or Federal surface administer 4 *
-

:' 1

agency, the [lining Supervisor may approve the transfer of an

exploratory well for further ube as a water well. Approval o~

such well transfer will be accompanied by a corresponding trans-

fer of responsibility for any liability for damage and eventual

plugging. Nothing in this section shall be deemed to supercede

of effect the applicability of any State law requirements with

respect to such transfer.



UNDERGROUND MINING

Sec. 211.30 Maximum recovery .

Underground mining operations shall be conducted so as to yield

the maximum recovery of the coal deposits consistent with the protection

and use of other natural resources, sound economic practice, and the

protection of the environment—land, water, and air. No entry, level,

or panel workings in which the pillars have not been completely

extracted within safe limits shall be permanently abandoned and

rendered inaccessible, except with the written approval of the Mining

Supervisor.



Sec. 211.31 Subsidence .

(a) Each operator of an underground coal mine shall adopt

measures consistent with the best practicable mining technology

in order to prevent or control subsidence, maximize mine stability*

and maintain the value and use of surface lands ; except, in those

instances vhers the mining msthod used requires planned subsidence

in a predictable and controlled manner.

(b) Where pillars or pa'-.eH are not removed, end control leu

subsidence is not part of the Tim'ng plan, pillars or panels of

adequate dimensions shall be left for surface stability, giviir,

due consideration to the thickf.^as and strength

of the coal beds and of the strata above and ironedlately belc-.' •;...•

coal bed.

(c) The Mining Supsrviior nay require the operator to "i.-sta:"1

a subsidence monitoring system consisting of elevation str/i ion:

end tiltRteters in a number sufi icienb to determine the titers!: or any

area that may be affected. All records of such surveys she'll b.

accessible for review by the Mining Supervisor.



Sec. 211.32 Multiple seam minina.

(a) Sequence of mining . In general, the available coal in

the upper beds shall be worked out before the coal in the lower-

beds is mined, and simultaneous workings in an upper coal bed

shall be kept in advance of the workings in each lower bed. Tha

Mining Supervisor may authorize mining of any lower beds before

mining the available coal in each known upper bed.

( b

)

Protective barrie r p illars in multiple seara minin g _.

In areas f;';..ject to multiple seam extraction, the protective

barrier pillars for all main and secondary slope entries, irftin

haulageways, primary aircourses, bleeder and mamvays v'

each seam shall be superimposed, regardless of vertical sep< .ratio:

or rock competency; however, modifications, exceptions, or varia-

tions of this requirement rcoy t«a approved in advance by t!\s '''.. '.'.

Supervisor.



Sec. 211.33 Advance workings.

Where the room and pillar or other system of mining requires

advance workings in solid coal, including entries, rooms or

crosscuts, the lessee shall leave sufficient pillars to ensure

the maximum practicable recovery of the coal deposits.



Sec. 211.35 Pillars left for support .

(a) Barrier pillars . The operator shall not, without the

prior consent of the Mining Supervisor, mine any coal, drive any

underground workings, or drill any lateral bore holes within

50 feet of any of the outside boundary lines of the leased lands,

or within such greater distance of said boundary lines as the

Mining Supervisor may prescribe. Payment up to and including the

full value of the coal mined may be required for coal mined

within such designated distances of the boundary without the

written consent of the Mining Supervisor.

( b

)

Lessee may be required to mine barrier pillars or>

adjacent land s. If the coal beyond any barrier pillar has been

worked out and the water level beyond the pillar is below the

lessee's cdjaccnt operations, the lessee shall, on the written

order of the Mining Supervisor, mine out and remove c* 11 available

Federal coal in such barrier, both in tin lands colored by the

lease and in the adjoining premises, if it can be mined without

undue hardship to the lessee.

( c

)

Privately or Indian r-wncd c^al on , adjojninajQfj^lj ^s_.

If the coal in adjoining premises is privately or

Indian owned and this coal has been worked cut, an agreement

may be mads with the coal owner for the extraction of the coal

remaining in the boundary pillars which otherwise may he lost.



Sec. 211.36 Development of leased tract through adjoining mines .

An operator may, with the approval of the Mining Supervisor,

mine leased land from an adjoining underground mine on land

privately owned or controlled or froin adjacent leased lands, sub-

ject to the right of free access to the Federal premises by the

Mining Supervisor.



RECLAMATION AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Sec. 211.40 Operating and reclamation standards .

(a) Performance standards. The following performance

standards shall be applicable to all coal exploration, develop-

ment, mining, preparation, handling, and reclamation operations

on the surface cf land subject to these regulations:

(1) The operator shall reclaim affected lands

pursuant to his approved plan, as contemporaneously as practicable

with operations, ic a condition capable of supporting all practi-

cable uses which such lands were capable of supporting immediately

prior to any exploration or mining, or equal or better uses thivi

have been approved in accordance with subparagraph (2) of this

Section.

(2) The operator shall replace overburden and waste

materials in the mined area by backfilling (compacting, mere

necessary, to insure stability or to prevent leaching cf toxic

materials), grading or other means, so as to cover all acid-

forming or other toxic materials and, to the maximum extent

practicable, eliminate highwalls and spoil piles arid restore

the approximate original contour. Where the thickness of the

coal deposits relative to the volume of overburden is large or

where the overburden and other spoil and waste materials are

either insufficient or more than sufficient to restore the

approximate original contour, the operator shall, in order to

provide adequate drainage, backfill, grade and compact, where

necessary, using all available overburden or spoil material, to



obtain the lowest practicable grade, which shall, in any event, be

less than the angle of repose. Excess overburden or other spoil

material, after restoring the approximate original contour, shall

be graded, compacted (where necessary), stabilized and shaped in a

way to protect against slides, subsidence, erosion, and water

pollution, in accordance with the requirements of this Part. Variance

from the requirements of paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Section may

be allowed in the plan if the Director of the Geological Survey,

with the concurrence of the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage-

ment or the comparable appropriate authorized officer, determines:

(i) that an equal or better proposed post-mining land use is practicable

and attainable and that a modification of such requirement is the best

method of achieving that post-mining use; or (ii) that unusual physical

conditions at the site, such as steeply dipping coal beds or multiple

seam mining, exist, and such conditions make backfilling pursuant to

such requirements impracticable as a result of the volume of material

excavated or environmentally undesirable as a result of the duration

of the operation.

(3) The operator shall stabilize and protect all surface

areas, including spoil piles, affected by the coal mining and

reclamation operation, to effectively control slides, erosion,

subsidence and attendant air and water pollution.

(4) The operator shall remove topsoil separately, for

replacement on the backfill area, and if not so utilized immediately,

segregate it in a separate pile from other spoil. When topsoil is

not to be replaced on a backfill area within a time short enough

to avoid deterioration, the operator shall establish and maintain an

approved quick growing vegetative cover or employ other approved

measures so that the topsoil is protected from wind and water



erosion and establishment of noxious plant species, and is in a

condition for sustaining vegetation. If topsoil is of insufficient

quantity or of poor quality for sustaining vegetation, and if other

excavated materials can be shown to be more suitable for revegetation,

then the operator may be authorized in the approved plan to remove,

segregate, protect and utilize in a like manner such other material.

(5) The operator shall, where water impoundments, water

retention facilities, dams, or settling ponds have been authorized

in an approved plan, insure that:

(i) Such facility is adequate for its intended

purposes and the quality and quantity of impounded water will be

suitable for its intended use.

(ii) Such facility is designed, located, built,

used, and maintained in accordance with sound engineering standards

and practices and applicable Federal and State "laws and ragulcticrs.

to insure that such facilities will have necessary stability with

an adequate margin of safety.



(iii) Final grading will provide adequate safety

and access for proposed or reasonably anticipated water users.

(iv) Such facilities will not have a significant

adverse impact on the water resources utilized by adjacent or

surrounding landowners for agricultural , industrial, recreational,

or domestic uses, provided, however, that this paragraph shall

not be construed to increase or diminish any property rights to

any water held by any person.

(v) No mine or processing waste is used in the

construction of such facilities unless authorized in the approved

plan.

(6) The operator shall cover cr plug all auger -rrlno

fioleS with noncombustible 6 rid, whsre n.otessa>y to minimize or

prevent harmful drainage, impervious materiel.

(7) Tha operator shall minimize disturbances of the

prevailing quality, quantity ard flow of water in surface and

ground water systems, and of the prevailing erosion md deposition

conditions at the mine site and in affrcttd offsi to areas, both

during and after coal mining operations and reclamation, by:

(i) Control line f-„id or toxic drainage and

the adverse consccvcnces thereof by such measures as, but not

limited to, diverting surface runoff water sway from disturbed

arias, excluding cvyoen, restricting tha flow of water tnrc >•'

acid or toxic-proencing materials, treating drain?;/;? to reduce

acid or toxic content which adverfely affects downstream water



upon being released to water courses; and casing, sealing, or

otherwise treating drill holes, shafts, and v. ; I s to keep sciri

or toxic drainage from entering grc-jnd and surface waters.

(ii) Conducting surface pining operations sc

as, to the maximum extent practicable, to prevent (A) con*rib'.:v!c*s

of suspended solids to streafftflow or runoff outside the rri: ire.

site above natural levels under seasonal flow conditions r<s

measured for a period and at sites determined by the Mining

Supervisor, in consultation with the appropriate authorized officer,

and (B) except where specifically authorized in an approved plan,

deepening or enlarging of stream channels where operations include

the discharge of water from mines.

(iii) Removing or modifying siltation structures

after disturbed areas are revegetated and stabilized unless other-

wise directed by the Mining Supervisor, with the concurrence of

the appropriate authorized officer, provided, however, that any

siltation structure retainina water shall in any event be subject

to the requirements of Subparagraph 211.40(a)(5) of this Section.

(iv) Protecting, to the maximum extent practicable

throughout the mining and reclamation process, the quality, quantity,

and flow of both upstream and downstream surface and ground water

resources of those valley floors which provide water sources that

support significant vegetation or supply significant quantities of

water for other purposes, by such measures as, but not limited to,

relocating and maintaining the gradients of streams.



(8) The operator shall:

(i) Treat or dispose of all rubbish end

noxious substances in a manner designed to prevent air and vale':

pollution and the hazards cf ignition and combustion.

(ii) Dispose of all waste resulting

from the mining and preparation cf coal "in a manner designed U>

prevent, tc the maximum extent practicable, air and water toVluticri

and hazards of ignition and eff-rlustir.i. Where surface disposal

of solid wastes in areas other than the mine workings or other

excavations has been authorized in in? approved plan, stnbi'r ; ->-

such waste including, where necessary, constructing waste pile:

in compacted layers with the usf: of incombustible end i.:.jv..rvicu5

materials; shape waste pile- t: be ccrnrctibU with the r,ai.ur*1

surroundings and terrain; ccv f :'
l

-,ith tupsoil or other suitable

material in accordance with subparagraph (a)(-) of this Sfcct'on,

and revegetate in accordance- with M;bporac,rapJ"i (a){13) of this

Section. All impoundments of liquid wastes shall comply with the

requirements of subparagraph (a)(5) of this Section. Waste con-

taining coal in such quantity that it may be later separated from

the waste by washing or other means shall be stored separately.

(9) Except as provided herein, the operator shall

not conduct excavation, drilling, or blasting operations within

200 feet of an active or abandoned underground mine. Where it

can be established by certified maps or inspection of such an

underground mine that such activities may be conducted without

danger of interference with, or penetration of, an underground

mine, they may be authorized in an approved plan to be conducted

up to but not less than 25 feet from such underground mine, provided



that nothing in this paragraph shall preclude daylighting or

similar surface coal mining activities intended to improve

resource recovery, abate water pollution, or eliminate public

hazards resulting from such underground mines.

(10) To prevent personal injury or damage to public

and private property, the operator shall use explosives only

in accordance with Federal and State laws and an approved pi-..',,

and shall

:

(i) Provide adequate advance written nctio-

by publication and/or posting of planned blasting schedules s to

local governments and to residents who might be affected by t H -

use of such explosives, and maintain a log of the magnitudes ??;:

times of blasts for a period of at least two years.



(ii) Limit the size, timing, and frequency of

blasts, as determined by the physical conditions of the site.

(11) The operator shall design to applicable standards,

construct, maintain and, when no longer necessary and unless

otherwise authorized in an approved plan, remove all roads, pipe-

lines, powerlines and similar utility access facilities into and

across the site of operations, in a manner that will control or

prevent erosion and siltation, fugitive dust, pollution of water,

damage to fish or wildlife or their habitat and public or private

property.

(12) The operator shall not construct roads or other access

ways in, over or near stream beds or drainage channels so as to

seriously alter the flow of water therein, provided, however, that

nothing in this subparagraph shall be construed to prohibit relocation

or alteration of such beds or channels pursuant to this Part and

as set forth in an approved plan.

(13) (i) The operator shall, except where other reclamation

based upon post-mining land use and not requiring revegetation

pursuant to the requirements of this section is expressly provided

for in an approved plan, establish on regraded areas and all other

affected lands a diverse vegetative cover, native to the area and

capable of regeneration and plant succession, at least equal in density

and permanence to the natural vegetation; provided, however, that the

Mining Supervisor with the concurrence of the appropriate authorized

officer may allow the use of approved mixtures of introduced or

native species where preferable to achieve quick cover or assure

successful revegetation. In approving such mixture, preference will

be given to non-noxious species.



(ii) The operator's responsibility and liability

under his performance bond for revegetation of each planting area

shall extend until such time as the appropriate authorized officer,

in consultation with the Mining Supervisor, and the surface owner,

if other than the United States, determines that successful revege-

tation in compliance with subparagraph (i) of this subsection has

occurred, provided, however, that this period shall extend for a

minimum of five full years after the first year of planting, and for

a total period of liability not to exceed 10 years from the original

planting; and further provided that,

(A) where the appropriate authorized officer,

in consultation with the Minina Supervisor, determines

that natural conditions such as annual precipitation, soil charac-

teristics and native vegetation are stable and favor rapid revege-

tation, and that revegetation pursuant to subparagraph (i) of this

subsection is likely to occur before the expiration of such minimum

period, he may specify in the lease, permit, or license that such

minimum period will not apply with respect to some or all of the

lands included in such lease, permit or license; and

(B) where during any such minimum period

such authorized officer, in consultation with the Mining

Supervisor and the surface owner, if other than the United States,

determines that natural conditions such as annual precipitation

and soil characteristics are sufficiently unstable to favor only

slow and uncertain revegetation, he may recommend to the Mining

Supervisor that the liability of the operator be extended for a

period of up to five years beyond the period initially established,



if the financial liability that would be incurred by the

operator as a result is reasonably commensurate with the probability

of successful revegetation.

(iii) During the relevant period of liability, the

Mining Supervisor and the appropriate authorized officer shall, as

soon as possible after each full growing season, jointly inspect and

evaluate the revegetated areas to determine, in consultation with

the surface owner, if other than the United States, whether

satisfactory vegetative cover is being established, or whether

additional revegetative efforts may be required.

(14) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii) hereof,

the operator shall

:

(i) Allow public access to and upon Federal lands

subject to his lease, permit, or license for all lawful and proper

purposes, except where such access would unduly interfere with

his authorized use.

(ii) Regulate public access, vehicular traffic and

wildlife or livestock grazing in all areas of active operations,

including lands undergoing reclamation, in order to protect the

public, wildlife and livestock from hazards associated with such

operations, and to protect revegetated areas from unplanned and

uncontrolled grazing. For this purpose, the operator shall provide

warning signs, fencing, flagmen, barricades and other safety and

protective measures as may be necessary.

OM



(15) Coal storage areas shall be designed and maintained

to eliminate fire hazards from spontaneous combustion and other

accidental ignition. If a coal seam exposed by surface mining or

an accumulation of slack coal or combustible waste becomes ignited

during the term of a lease, the operator will immediately take all

necessary steps to extinguish the fire.

(16) Upon completion or indefinite suspension of mining

operations in all or any part of a strip pit, the face of the coal

shall be covered with noncombustible material that will effectively

protect the coal bed from becoming ignited.

(17) The driving of any underground openings by auger or

other methods from any strip pit shall not be undertaken except as

specifically approved by the Mining Supervisor.



Sec. 211.41 Completion of Operations and Abandonment .

(a) Grading and backfilling . Upon completion of backfilling

and grading required by the operating plan and prior to replacing

topsoil and revegetation, the operator shall submit a report thereon,

in duplicate, to the Mining Supervisor and request inspection for

approval. Whenever it is determined by such inspection that the

backfilling and grading has met the requirements of the approved

plan, the Mining Supervisor shall recommend to the appropriate

authorized officer release of an appropriate amount of the compliance

bond for the area satisfactorily backfilled and graded.

(b) Temporary abandonment . In areas in which there are no

current operations, but operations are to be resumed under an

approved plan, the operator shall substantially backfill, fence,

protect, or otherwise effectively close all surface openings, auger

holes, areas prone to subsidence, and surface facilities or workings which

are a hazard to people or animals. Conspicuous signs shall be posted

prohibiting entrance of unauthorized persons. All such protective

measures shall be maintained in a secure condition during the term

of the lease, permit, or license.

(c) Permanent abandonment . Before permanent abandonment of

operations, all ppenings and excavations, including water discharge

points, shall be closed or backfilled, or otherwise permanently dealt

with in accordance with sound engineering practices and according to

the approved plan. Drill holes, trenches, and other excavations for

development or prospecting shall be abandoned in a manner to protect

the surface and not to endanger any present or future underground

operations or any deposit of oil, gas, other mineral resources, or

ground water. Methods of abandonment shall be approved in advance by

r m



the Mining Supervisor and may include backfilling, cementing, and

capped casing, or combinations of these, or other methods. Recla-

mation and clean-up of surface areas around and near permanently

abandoned underground or surface mines, including, except where

otherwise expressly provided in an approved plan, removal of equip-

ment and structures related to the mining operation, shall commence

without delay following cessation of mining operations,

(d) Completion report, release of bond .

(1) Not less than 30 days prior to cessation or

abandonment of operations, the operator shall submit to the

Mining Supervisor, in duplicate, a report of his intention to

cease or abandon operations, together with a statement of the

exact number of acres affected by his operations, the extent and

kind of reclamation accomplished, and a statement as to the

structures and other facilities that are to be removed from or

remain on the leased, permitted, or licensed lands.

(2) Upon receipt of such report, the Mining Supervisor

and the appropriate authorized officer shall promptly make a joint

inspection to determine whether operations have been completed in

accordance with the approved operating plan. Where the operator

has complied with all requirements of the lease, permit, or license

and the regulations of this Part, the Mining Supervisor shall recommend

to the appropriate authorized officer that the appropriate period

of bonded liability be termined.

(3) When the surface of lands in a lease, permit, or

license is not owned by the United States, the Mining Supervisor

shall consult the surface owner and solicit and take into account

his comments before recommending to the appropriate authorized

officer that the period of liability of the bond be terminated.



Sec. 211.62 Reports .

(a) Operations . An operator under a coal lease, permit, or

license shall file with the Mining Supervisor, within 30 days

after the end of each calendar year or within 30 days after the

cessation of operations, a report, in duplicate, containing the

following:

(1) Serial number of the lease, permit, or license and

a description of the lands affected by operations.

(2) The number of acres disturbed and the number of

acres reclaimed, including revegetation.

(3) A description of the reclamation work remaining

tc be done on lands disturbed.

( b) Revegetation .

(1) The operator shall file a report, in duplicate,

with the Mining Supervisor within 30 days after each planting is

conpleted. The report shall:

(i) Identify the lease, permit, or license,

(ii) Show the types of planting or seeding,

including mixtures and amounts.

(iii) Show the date of planting or seeding,

(iv) Identify or describe the planted or seeded

lands.

(v) Describe any surface manipulation, mulching,

fertilization, and irrigation procedures, if any, and contain such

otner Information as may be considered relevant.

(2) The Mining Supervisor and the authorized officer

c
r the Federal surface managing agency shall, as soon as possible



after each full growing season, inspect and evaluate the revege-

tated areas to determine whether satisfactory vegetative growth

has been established, or whether additional revegetation efforts

nav be required pursuant to Subparagraph 211.40(a)(13) of this Section,

(c) Production and payments .

(1) Lessees . Lessees shall report, on the report form

provided, within 30 days after expiration of the period covered

by the report, all coal mined during each calendar quarter and

the value basis on which royalty has been paid or will be paid.

Exceot as provided by leases and permits issued under the

regulations in 25 CFR Parts 171, 172, 173, and 174, the royalty

for coal mined shall be paid to the end of the third month

succeeding the extraction of the coal from the mine.

(2) Licensees . Licensees shall report all coal mined

on a semi-annual basis on the report form provided.

(3) Penalty . If a lessee or permittee records or

reports less than the true weight or value of coal mined, the

Secretary may impose a penalty equal to double the amount of

royalty due on the shortage, or the full value of the shortage.

If, after warning, a lessee or permittee maintains false records

or files false reports, a suit to cancel the lease may be

instituted in addition to the imposition of penalties.



211.63 Basis for royalty computation^ audits

(a) The gross value shall be the sale or contract unit price

times the number of units sold. However, where the Mining Supervisor

determines (i) that a contract of sale or other business arrangement

between the lessee and a purchaser of some or all of the coal

produced by the lessee is not a bona fide transaction between

independent parties because it is based in whole or in part upon

considerations other than the value of the coal, or (ii) that no

consideration is received for some or all of such coal

because the lessee is consuming such coal for his own use or adding

it to inventories, the Mining Supervisor shall determine the gross

value of such coal, taking into account (A) any consideration received

by the lessee in other related transactions, (B) the highest price

paid for coal of like quality produced from the same general area

during the lease month, (C) contracts or other business arrangements

between coal producers and purchasers for the sale of coal other

than coal produced under his lease, which are comparable in terms,

volume, time of execution, area of supply and other circumstances,

and (D) such other relevant factors as the Mining Supervisor may

deem appropriate.

(b) Where only crushing, storing, and loading are performed

prior to the point of sale, the value of the coal for royalty

purposes shall be the gross value at the point of sale. However,

if additional processing of the coal is performed prior to sale

such as washing to remove waste, bone, or other impurities, the

processing cost above the cost from primary crushing, storing and



loading may be deducted from the gross value in determining value

for royalty purposes. The Mining Supervisor will allow such

deductions only when, in his judgment and subject to his audit, the

lessee provides him with an accurate account of the costs so incurred,

(c) All bone coal, rock, and other impurities may be

removed from the raw coal prior to determination of coal

weights for royalty purposes.

(d) (1) The right is reserved to the Mining Supervisor

to determine and declare the value of coal either before or after

receipt of royalty payments, if it is deemed necessary by him

to do so for protection of the interests of the lessor.

(2) If royalties become due and payble prior to removal

of bone coal, rock, and other impurities or final weighing of coal,

the Mining Supervisor may determine, by estimate, the weight of the

coal for royalty purposes. In addition, the Mining Supervisor may,

after the removal of bone coal, rock, and other impurities and

final weighing of the coal, require the payment of such additional

royalties, or allow such credits or refunds as may be necessary,

to adjust the royalty payments to reflect the true weight of the

coal

.

(e) An audit of the lessee's accounts and books may be re-

quired annually, or at other such times as may be directed by the

Mining Supervisor, by a qualified independent certified public

account and at the expense of the lessee. The lessee shall furnish,

free of cost, duplicate copies of such annual or other audits to the



Mining Supervisor within 30 days after the completion of each

auditing. Where such audits are required, the Mining Supervisor

will specify the purpose and scope of the audit and the information

which to be verified or obtained.

(f)(1) Lessee shall maintain current and accurate records

showing: (1) The type, quality or grade, and weight of all coal

mined, sold, used on the premises, or otherwise disposed of, and all

coal in storage (remaining in inventory); (2) the prices received

for all coal sold and to whom sold, by type and by quality or grade.

(2) All records maintained in accordance with paragraph (a)

of this section, and all other records which are pertinent to or

related to lessee's operation, shall be available for examination,

upon request, by the Mining Supervisor or other authorized officer

of the Secretary of the Interior.

(3) Licensees must maintain a correct record of all

coal mined and removed.

INSPECTION, ISSUANCE OF ORDERS, ENFORCEMENT
OF ORDERS AND APPEALS

Sec. 211.70 Inspection

The operator shall provide access and means at all reasonable

times for the Mining Supervisor to inspect or investigate the

operation to determine whether it is in compliance with applicable

laws, regulations, and orders; the terms and conditions of the

lease, permit, or license; and the requirements of any approved

plan.



Sec. 211.71 Notices, instructions, and orders .

(a) Address of responsible party . Before beginning

operations, the operator shall inform the Mining Supervisor, in

writing, of the operator's temporary and permanent post office

address and the name and post office address of the superintendent,

or designated agent, who will be in charge of the operations and

who will act as the local representative of the operator. There-

after, the Mining Supervisor shall be informed of any change of such

address.

(b) Receipt of notices, instructions, and orders . The

operator shall be construed to have received all notices and

orders that are delivered by certified mail or posted at the

mine or mine office, or handed to the superintendent, the mine

foreman, the mine clerk, or higher officials connected with the

mine or exploration site for transmittal to the operator or his

local representative.



Sec. 211.72 Enforcement of orders

(a) If the Mining Supervisor determines that an operator

has failed to comply with the regulations in this Part, other

applicable Departmental regulations, the terms and conditions of

the lease, permit, or license, the requirements of an approved

plan, or orders of the Mining Supervisor and such noncompliance

does not threaten immediate and serious damage to the environ-

ment, the mine or the deposit being mined, or other valuable

mineral deposits or other resources, the Mining Supervisor shall

serve a notice of noncompliance upon the operator by delivery in

person to him or his agent or by certified or registered mail

addressed to the operator at his last known address. Failure of

the operator to take action in accordance with the notice of

noncompliance within the time limits specified by the Mining

Supervisor or to appeal to the Director pursuant to Part 290 of

this Title shall be grounds for suspension of operations by the

Mining Supervisor or his recommendation for the initiation of

action for cancellation of the lease, permit, or license and

forfeiture of any compliance bonds.

(b) The notice of noncompliance shall specify in what

respect the operator has failed to comply with the provisions of

applicable regulations, the terms and conditions of the lease,

permit, or license, the requirements of an approved plan, or

the orders of the Mining Supervisor, and shall specify the action

which must be taken to correct the noncompliance and the time



limits within which such action must be taken. A written report

shall be submitted by the operator to the Mining Supervisor when

a noncompliance has been corrected.

(c) If, in the judgment of the Mining Supervisor, an

operator is conducting activities which fail to comply with the provisions

of this Part the terms and conditions of the lease, permit, or

license, the requirements of approved plans or the Mining

Supervisor's orders, and which threaten immediate and serious

damage to the environment, the mine or the deposit being mined,

or other valuable ore-bearing mineral deposits or other resources,

the Mining Supervisor shall order the immediate cessation of such

activities, without prior notice of noncompliance. Such order

may be appealed as provided in Part 290 of this Title. Compliance

with such order shall not be suspended by reason of the taking of

such an appeal, unless such suspension is ordered in writing by

the official before whom such appeal is pending, and then only

upon a determination by such official that such suspension will

not be detrimental to the lessor or adversely affect the public

interest, or upon submission of a bond deemed adequate to

indemnify the lessor from any resulting loss or damage.



Sec. 211.73 Appeals .

Orders or decisions issued under the regulations in this

Part may be appealed as provided in Part 290 of this Title.



211.74 Applicability of State Law

(a) (1) On the effective date of this part, the Secretary shall

direct a prompt review of State laws and regulations in effect

or adopted and due to come into effect, relating to reclamation

of lands disturbed by surface mining of coal in each State in

which federal coal has been leased, permitted or licensed. If

after such review the Secretary determines that such laws and

regulations afford general- protection of environmental quality

and values at least as stringent as would occur under exclusive

application of this Part, he shall by regulation direct that such

State laws and regulations thereafter be applied.

(2) From and after the effective date of any such

determination by the Secretary that the requirements of any

State laws or regulations are as stringent as or more stricent

than the performance or reclamation obligations and requirements

contained in this Part, the Mining Supervisor shall include such

requirements as conditions upon the approval of any proposed plan,

unless (a) the Secretary determines that application of such laws

and regulations would unreasonably and substantially prevent the

mining of federal coal covered by such plan, and (b) the Secretary

determines that it is in the overriding national interest that such

coal be produced without inclusion of the requirements of such

State laws or regulations in the proposed plan.

(3) In any such determination of overriding national

interest, the Secretary shall include as an element of such

determination and shall impc?e as a condition of any approval



any special conditions, or such portions of State laws or

regulations, as may be applied consistent with that national

interest, and will consult in advance of such determination with

the Governor of the State involved.

(b) On the effective date of these regulations, the Secretary

will direct representatives of the Department of consult with

appropriate representatives of each State or a number of States

for the purpose of formulating and entering into agreements to

provide for a joint Federal -State program with respect to surface

coal mine reclamation operations for administrative and

enforcement purposes. Such agreements shall, wherever possible,

provide for State administration and enforcement of such pro-

grams, provided that Federal interests are protected. Any such

agreement shall be entered into by rulemaking, and shall have as

its principal purpose the avoiding of duality of administration

and enforcement of reclamation laws governing surface coal mine

reclamation operations, as outlined in a (2) above.

(c) No provision of this Part shall be construed as, or shall

be implemented so as to effect, a federal authorization of,

consent to, or acquiescence in, the extension of the laws of any

State over the lands, resources, sovereignty, or self-governing

powers of any federally recognized Indian tribe or reservation, unless

the prior consent of any State(s) and tribe(s) affected, including,

where necessary, effective amandment of any State and/or tribal

Constitution, charter, or By-Laws, has occurred.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Tha Aaaiatant Sacratary for Scianca and Technology

NOV 12 ,975

November 17, 1975

rrj:-;

SUBJECT:

Dr. Mlllm Aron
Director
Offlct of Ecelenjy and Eryliei—n til CM»r»atlM

Dr. Gordon L111

Deputy Director
national Octan Surrey

M Allen L. Powell

DEIS #7510.11 - Proposed Surfaca HanaoMcnt of Federally

Owned Coal IteMarcM

Tha sobject sutajmt has been reviewed within the arau ef INS

responsibility and eipertlje, and 1o term ef the tapact of the

proposed actios on DOS activities and projects.

The following coweent 1s offered for your consideration.

Geodetic control survey aonuemts nay be located In the areas

covered by these regulations. If there 1s any planned activity

which will disturb or destroy these onuemts, 1KB requires not

less than 90 days notification In advance of such activity In

order to plan for their relocation. KOS recummH that the

leasing agreeaents Include the cost of any relocation required

for these sonunents.

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Department of the Interior
National Center
Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

This is in reference to your draft environmental
impact statement entitled "Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041)

,

and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211".

In order to expedite transmittal of the enclosed comments
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
we are sending them to you as they were received in this

office.

Thank you for giving us an opportunity to provide these
comments, which we hope will be of assistance to you.

We would appreciate receiving four copies of the final
statement.

Sincerely,

Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs

Enclosure: Memo from: Dr. Gordon Lill
National Ocean Survey

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20590

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20220

November 20, 1975
October 21, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, U. S. Geological Survey
Department of the Interior

SUBJECT: Draft EIS on the Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources

The Department of the Interior draft environmental impact
statement on this subject has been reviewed by appropriate
offices of the Department of Transportation. The Department
has no comments to offer on this statement.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the document.

Dear Sir:

Thank you for forwarding copies of the draft environmental
impact statement for the Proposed Surface Management of Federally
Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining Operating Regulations.

The Department has no comment on the Statement.

Martin Convisser

/^ Anthot/y V. DiSltves'tre

Environmental Quality Program Officer

Director, U.S. Geological Survey

National Center, Mail Stop 760

Reston, Virginia 22092

Director, Bureau of Land Management

Department of the Interior

Washington, D.C. 20240



FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
Washington. D.C. 20426 Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey

November 17, 1975

Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U.S. Geological Survey
Department of Interior
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Dr. McKelvey:

We have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
on Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources
(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR
Part 211).

Our concern is that adequate supplies of low sulfur coal
which comply with established environmental regulations be avail-
able when needed for the production of electricity and that other
coals be available for the production of electricity with flue gas

desulfurization and for the production of synthetic natural gas.

Much of the coals are in the West and would fall under the regu-

lations. The EIS points out that at least a two-year delay in

the production of coal could ensue as a result of the regulations.

It would be helpful to know what the two-year delay would mean in

terms of the capability of the Nation meeting its scheduled doubling

of coal production by 1990, as well as the extent of the delay that

electric utilities may experience in meeting sulfur oxide emission

.Limitations as a result of production delays caused by the regula-

tions. In essence, the trade-offs between energy and the environ-

ment and the trade-offs among environmental media need to be

clearly delineated for a decision to implement the regulations.

We believe the lead-time for the production of coal could be

shortened if sequential EIS's were eliminated as a possibility.

The EIS that accompanies the regional plan for identifying the
coal properties to be leased should be sufficient, particularly
with all the environmental safeguards provided in the regu-
lations for the development of a particular lease. The possi-
bility of an EIS, as expressed on Page 1-21, is redundant and
could lead to unnecessary delays.

Although the EIS indicates that 10 to 15 small producers
may be put out of business, no recognition or estimate is made
as to the number of new small producers that would be prevented
from initiating new operations in the field. With the increase
in the demand for coal, the number could be substantial. We
believe that methods for eliminating discrimination against
small operators should be given further consideration.

Sincerely,

/„
'<; t

Richard F. Hill
Acting Director
Office of Energy Systems

Mr. Jimeson
Dr. Heinemann
Chairman

^OJTfOiV

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

mj-
Wajhkigiofl, D.C. 20250

Mr. Vincent J, McKelvey
Di rector
U.S. Geo log ical Survey
National Center, Mail Stop 760
Reston, Vi rginia 22092

NOV 131975
A &*

Dear M^.'^McKel vey

:

we have reviewed the

"Proposed Surface Manage-

v t >\ dJi_

In response to your letter of October 1, 1975.
draft environmental impact statement entitled,
ment of Federally Owned Coal Resources (A3CFR Part 30M) and Coal Mining
Operating Regulations (30CFR Part 211). Our suggestions for your con-
sideration in preparing the final statement are included as an enclosure
to this letter.

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to review this statement.

Sincerely,

' / [p*i^^ m+ \'
J * 3 <

7>,

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and

Coa-I Mining Operating Regulations

1. Section III, page 14, paragraph 2

This section is inadequately treated. We suggest rewording and adding
additional paragraphs as follows:

One basic factor of far greater importance than any other in reclamation
of surface mined land is to return soil in such a way that the land has
the best possible productive capacity for the use planned. Data from
detailed soil surveys predetermines the suitability of existing soil
horizons to meet planning objectives. The reclamation plan should
include the intended use of the land after mining. This would dictate
the amount and kind of grading necessary, the type of vegetative cover
to be planted, and the need for ponds or impoundments. It is not nec-
essary to require that all land be restored to its original condition.
Some sites may be used more efficiently after mining than they were before
but this must be considered in the reclamation plan.

Grading to the planned contour is desirable, but in some areas of par-
ticular significance in the West, further settling may develop. The
massive structure of the soil is susceptible to slumping and caverns.
Subterranean channels and caverns may develop, resulting in further
settling endangering livestock and machinery. Consideration should be
given to the possibility of using other waste material in the reclamation
of strip-mined lands. Management systems are needed to recycle large
amounts of waste material without imparing plant growth or quality.

Plants need to be selected for specific sites. Long-term cover should
be considered when selecting species as well as species for fast cover.
Species adaptable to highly acidic or highly alkaline conditions are
available although additional plant materials studies are needed on
these soil conditions. Quality of crops grown on disturbed land areas
should be considered. Adverse conditions of nutritionally unbalanced
soil, poor rainfall distribution, elevation, slope steepness and slope
aspect may all affect the growth and quality of plants. Specialty crops
should be considered as an alternative on strip-mined areas.

Soil microbiology of mine spoil needs to be considered. Rhizobia, for
example, which are essential for nitrogen-fixing legumes, may not have
conditions favorable for development in some mine spoil conditions.
Restoring the hydrology of surface mined areas is an important consider-
ation both in the East and West. Properties of some spoil materials,
especially in the West, preclude the intake of water. This will affect
groundwater conditions. Therefore, infiltration rate of these specific
soil materials must be considered when planning reclamation of the area.



United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

&o</je

In Reply Refer To:

FWS/OBS

Memo randum

/Director

Director

Bureau of Land Manage^en

U.S. Geological Survey

FROM;

SUBJECT:

Director, Fish and Wildlife Service

An Analysis of Proposed Revisions in the Surface Management

of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal

Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

I am pleased to transmit to you the comments of the Fish and Wildlife

Service on proposed revisions in the Coal Surface Management and

Operating Regulations. Our analysis of these regulations reflects a

concern for adequate protection of fish and wildlife resources in the

development of Federal coal reserves and a belief that with adequate

input from the Service the timely development of coal resources can

occur in a manner chat is least damaging.

I feel it is imperative that the Fish and Wildlife Service participate

on a continuing basis with the Bureau of Land Management and Geological

Survey in coal development decisions and am disappointed that the

proposed regulations do not provide a mechanism for this participation.

Accordingly, I have asked my staff to indicate those key areas in the

proposed regulations where Fish and Wildlife Service technical input

is essential.

In addition to specific recognition of Fish and Wildlife Service

involvement, I recommend the insertion of the following language at

key points in the regulations: ". . . in consultation with the appropriate

Federal and State Natural Resource Management Agencies . . .
." This

language will not restrict timely development of coal reserves and

will indicate the Department's desire to assure that the development

occurs in an environmentally acceptable manner.

I am concerned about the lack of clearly defined performance standards.

The language "to the maximum extent practicable" is used throughout

the text of the proposed regulations, with little expression of what
. umcH,

Grading techniques, soil configuration, chemical amendments, surface
mulches, and groundcovers need to be considered to increase water
supplying power to plants and as an aid In Improving water quality.

2. Section III, page 15, paragraph 2

The phrase "revegetatlon of equal density" and what it implies should be

reconsidered. We suggest that the intended land use after mining and the
consideration of preminlng and adjacent area surveys be used to determine
the kind and density of revegetation.

3. Section III, page 17, paragraph 2

The phrase, "all mined lands will be revegetated to an equal or greater
status. . .," brings up the question of which land uses are greater. We
suggest that the question of whether woodland or pastureland Is the higher
use be discussed.

h. Section III, page 28, paragraph 2

The DEIS states that consumers may have to pay "slightly higher coal prices."
We suggest that an estimate be made of what the additional cost to consumers
will be as a result of the proposed changes in the regulations.

*?8-itff*

standards might be used for performance and variances. I agree that
the regulations must allow the Department flexibility to deal with
accelerated coal development. However, in my judgement the Department
should also provide coal operators and the general public with an
expression of minimally acceptable standards for performance and
variance.

Because Federal coal development will certainly cause substantive
changes within affected States, the regulations should provide a

mechanism for State involvement in a consulting role and provide a

model for State efforts. In addition, the regulations should not

prohibit States from developing tighter environmental standards that

would be applicable on public lands.

The Fish and Wildlife Service is prepared to begin participation with
the Bureau of Land Management and Geological Survey on coal related
problems as well as other critical energy and non-energy mineral
activities of critical national importance. I view our potential
role as one of consultant and technical advisor and have dedicated
resources within the Service to begin to fully develop this role.

I believe that an open relationship at this time would allow coal
development to proceed in the most productive and environmentally
acceptable manner.

ithThank you for providing the Service

the proposed regulations.

opportunity to comment on

Mr c
<r

uc^

ATTACKKEMT A. Or-nvral C« Jifaidilfl ut\ Proposed Surf'.'

tftinagewent of Fede-raJly Owned Crml Resources

(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating

Regulations (30 CFR Pm-t 211)

The Fish and Wildlife Service is pleased to have the opportunity to

fiottiment on the proposed revisions for the coal regulations. We feel

these proposed regulations are very important, not only will they

guide Federal coal development and set standards that will likely be

u:;ed for non-Federal coal exploitation, but they will also set the

stage end serve as a model for changes in regulations dealing with

ether minerals. In general, the proposed regulations are an improve-

ment over existing coal regulations; however, we feel they are

inadequate to assure protection and conservation of renewable biotic

resources, particularly fish and wildlife resources.

The draft statement and proposed regulations were particularly remiss

in not specifically addressing the consulting and technical role of

the Fish and Wildlife Service {PUS) and affected States. The proposed

regulations, require the "Authorized Officer" of the Surface Management

Agency (usually Bureau of Land Management) and the Mining Supervisor

of the Geological Survey to consult and in some instances concur on

particular actions to be taken. We believe that this arrangement will

undoubtedly attain the Department of the Interior's goal to encourage

the development of mineral resources under its jurisdiction. We

contend, however, that it will not assure that "adequate measures be

taken to avoid, minimize, or correct damage to the environment" during

development of Federal coal reserves. To resolve this issue we propose

that the following words be added to key portions of the proposed

regulations: ". . - in consultation with the appropriate State and

Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies." We suspect that jnany

Federal and State agencies will ask to be more involved in the Federal

Coal Development Process and insertion of this language into the

regulations will allow it on a selective basis.

In addition to the recommendation above, we feel it is necessary that

the Fish and Wildlife Service be involved from the standpoint of

legislation and secretarial orders that assign responsibilities to

the Secretary of the Interior and the Fish and Wildlife Service, i.e.,

the Fish and Wildlife Act, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act,

and the Endangered Species Act. Accordingly we have recommended in

our detailed conments where the Service must be included.

We are particularly concerned as well with the use of several terms in

the CFR's, such as "unreasonably," "minimize," and "maximum extent

practicable." The definitions for these terms are broad and inexact,



and in effect give the "authorized officer" of the Surface Management
Agency and the Mining Supervisor broad discretionary powers without
consultation or technical assistance from other interested agencies.

In lieu of an adequate consultation and technical role for the Fish

^nd Wildlife Service we feel the definitions of these terms, particularly
"to the maximum extent practicable," should be rewritten and brought
into closer meaning to similar language in NEPA.

In addition to our primary concerns we offer the following general

remarks about the Draft Environmental Statement.

Part I. Description of Proposed Action

In general, the section on 43 CFR 4031 reads well and can be

easily correlated with the proposed regulations. We note,

however, that a certain poetic license was taken in that
explanations within the text do not always accurately reflect
what is written in the proposed regulations. The portions
dealing with 30 CFR Part 211 are difficult to correlate with

the proposed rules.

Part II. Description of the Environment

Our analysis indicates that this is a superficial compendium of

facts suitable for a broad brush national summary. It is difficult,

if not impossible, to attach any significance to descriptions
of the environment as they relate to the proposed regulations.

Part III. Probable Impact of the Proposed Action

The introduction implies the new regulations will standardise

approaches and have beneficial impacts on the environment. Our

analysis of the proposed regulations can find no foundation for

this.

This entire section appears to skirt the issue implied in the
title. We recommend the probable effects of the proposed
regulations be discussed directly.

Part IV. Mitigating Measures

This part appears to assume that the CFR's and TEEA's are

completely detailed and based on scientifically known facts
about possible impacts and how to mitigate for these impacts.
This is simply not true.

Part V. Probable Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot

Be Avoided

Does not address in more than a cursory fashion impacts to

wildlife populations, wildlife habitat, air, water, and land.

Delay in tract selection is considered an adverse environmental

effect. We have a difficult time understanding why.

Our concern in this analysis is for adequate protection and conservation

of fish and wildlife resources. We do not oppose coal development, but

wish to be certain that Federal coal development occurs in a manner

that is least damaging to this resource.

A-"

atUCIl.'.ent B. Detailed CowmuJita un Proposed Surface

MttTifiljeisent of Federally 0«.ncd Coal Resources

(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating

Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

I. rY.nme.its on Description of the Proposed Action.

A. Host of the text of this portion of ^he Draft Ei ivironmental Statement

The bulk of our comments
is limply an Interpretation of the proposed CFR's.

lead to recommended changes in the CFR's. Therefore, we have opted to focus

on our proposed changes.

We do, however, have the following comments on the text:

Portions of the Draft Environmental Statement from pages 1-25 through

1-14 (30 CFR, Part 211) are difficult to correlate with the proposed rules

ns'nuted in Appendix I. Mere detail should be provided and comments

should be directly correlated to specific portions of the proposed rules.

In the section of the Draft Environmental Statement that defines the

interrelationship of other agencies and programs (pages 1-35 through

1-40) there is no mention of the Fish and Wildlife Service responsibilities.

We recommend the following paragraphs he added to this section:

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) administers the Fish

and Wildlife Act, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, and

the Endangered Species Act.

The Fish and Wildlife Act established the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service to provide continuing research, extension and information

services, and to take any necessary steps to develop, manage,

protect and conserve fish and wildlife resources, including^

research, acquisition of refuge lands, development of existing

facilities and other means. The Fish and Wildlife Coordination

Act requires that Federal agencies planning to impound, divert,

or channel the waters of any stream or other body of water must

consult with the FWS in matters pertaining to the probable impact

in mitigation of fish and wildlife resources.

The Endangered Species Act requires all Federal agencies to

consult with the Secretary of the Interior to ensure that actions

authorized, funded, or carried out by them do not jeopardize a

continued existence of such endangered species and threatened

species 6r result in destruction or modification of habitats

used by these species.'

B. CorOKiDta on Proposed Surface Mijinr/r-;ent of Federally Ov-Tied Coal RtfffOUTCOfi

(43 CFR, Part 3041) and Coal Wining Operating Regulations (30 CFR, Part 211).

PAST 3041 -SURFACE MANAGEMENT - FEDERAL COAL RESOURCES

Subpart 3041. 0-1 - Purpose

This portion contains a number of qualitative statements on effects,

such as, "will minimize adverse effects," "attainable and assured,"

and "protection of environmental values." All of these terras are
t

opc-n to subjective interpretation. As indicated above, we feel these

terms should either be replaced or strengthened.

Subpart 3041.0-4 - Responsibilities

Section D: We recommend the following change: "The Geological Survey

before approving exploration of mining plans or the abandonment of

operations consults with the Bureau of Land Management and other

appropriate State and Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies on

the adequacy of the surface use . . . ."

The environmental statement is clear on the responsibilities of 8LM,

USGS, and other Federal Surface Management Agencies. The roles and

responsibilities of other Federal and State Natural Resource Management

Agencies, however, are not clearly defined and should he in thi^ section.

We recommend that a new section be inserted to read as follows: "(g) The

Fish and Wildlife Service will provide the necessary technical support to

the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Geological Survey to ensure

maximum consideration of fish and wildlife interests. The Service will provide

information to the other management agencies regarding the impacts on all

proposed mining operations on endangered species and on other fish and wildlife

resources, and provide information as to the mitigatory actions that should be

incorporated into the lease stipulations."

Subpart 3041.0-5 - Definitions

In general we concur with the definitions stated; however, we are

concerned that a number are loosely defined and need to be strengthened

or tightened. Examples of these include:

SectiaiA:' Acid and Toxic Producing Deposits (strengthen and add

alkaline producing deposits as well).

Section C: Approximate Original Contour (needs to be strengthened).

Section F: Coal (this definition is a popular, not a technical one;

we believe it should be rephrased to include a technical definition

of coal).



Section Ki Maximum Extent Pi-Loti cable (this is perhaps one of
the weakest links in the entire definitions ar.d should be either
eliminated thrOHGllOut the text >nd replaced with stronger language
or the definition yhwuld be strengthened considerably). Please
note that the langunge used in the same context in HEPA states
that all practical iwans, consistent with other essential con-
siderations of national policy will be used to preserve, maintain,
restore, enhance, or prevent degradation of the environment. We
recommend the same or similar language be used here.

Section Y: Top Soil (the general use of this term is to mean
material capable of supporting vegetation). The definition In
our opinion should be more tecfinical and should include elements
of parent material, microorganisms present, climate, and topography
and should include a reference to the permanence of the material in
its particular location.

In addition to those terms which we feel must be strengthened, there are
a number of terms which were not defined and in our opinion should be.
Several of these term do not appear in the text and should be included.
These are:

9.

10.

11.

12.

13-

14-

15.

16.

Abandoned Mine
Access Roads
Acid Mine Drainage
Alkaline Mine Drainage
Aquifer
Cesual Use

Coal Mine Refuse
Dissolved Solids
Exploration
Logical Mining Unit
Pollution
Reclamation
Rehabilitation
Sediments
Surface Deposits with High Sediment Yields
Technical Examination and Environmental Analysis (TEEA)

Subpart JQ41.0-6
Procedures

Coal Leasing, Permitting, and Licensing Planning

Section B: Beginning at line 28, this section should be changed as
follows: ". . . the Geological Survey and appropriate State and Federal
Natural Resource Management Agencies, will hold public hearings . . . ."

Title 43, Part 23-5 (published in 34 FR, January 18, 1969), subparagraph

23.5(f) provided that when the District Manager or a representative of a

Federal land managing agency determined that a proposed appropriation

was contrary to the public interest or inconsistent with the purpose to

which the land is reserved, then the matter must be submitted to the

Secretary of the Interior for his decision. Does Subpart 3041.0-6(b)

now delegate such decision-making authority to the Director of the Bureau

of Land Management? This is unclear.

Section C: This section states that the Director (BLM) determines when a

Federal action under sections (A) or (B) is a major Federal action that

significantly affects the quality of the human environment requiring
preparation of an EIS. This section seems to be in violation of NEPA,

which states "prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible

Federal officials shall consult with and obtain comments of any Federal

agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect

to any environmental impact involved."

Subpart 3041.0-7 - Performance Standards

Qualitative statements within this major category such as "maximize

extraction," "minimize disturbance," "contemporaneously as practical,"

"approximate original contour," "maximum extent practicable," etc.,

are all open to subjective interpretation and should be strengthened
in the Definitions or replaced in the text.

Section B(3): This section should be changed to read as follows:

"... concurrence of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management or

the appropriate officer of the Federal Service Management Agency in

consultation with other appropriate State and Federal Natural Resource

Management Agencies, determines . . .
."

Section B(6): The Fish and Wildlife Service, as well as the agency
exercising administration over the wildlife resources of the concerned

State, should'be consulted where permanent impoundments of the waters

of any stream or other bodies of water are to be created on mining

sites. The authority necessitating such consultation is the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661

et seq. ). We suggest the first sentence of subsection 6 read as

follows: "Construct all permanent water impoundments on the mining
site using sound engineering and environmental standards and practices

in accordance with the applicable State and local laws; . . .
."

Line 5, delete the word "unreasonably."

B-3

The third scnioi.ee of the fluua section should be codified to rtod as

fo]3c-.-.-s: "aucfc wntOP lafpcuniln-'jits may adversely affect the water

resources utilised t>y adjacent or surrounding land owners for

QCriaultural, industrial , recreational, fish and wildlife, or domestic

Section B(6)(v): Add fish and wildlife to the uses listed.

We rccomricnd that the following be added to Section B(6): "(vi) The

Fish and Wildlife Service and the agc-r.cy exprcibing administration
over the wildlife resources of the particular State will be consulted

to assess the ir.paet on fish and wildlife resources caused by the

permanent impoundment of the waters of yjiy stream or other body of water

that are to be created on mining sites (Fish and Wildlife Coordination

Act, 48 Stat. 401, as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.)."

Section B(7): Delete the words "minimize or."

Section 8(8): Restructure words such as "minimize" and "to the maximum

extent possible." These are judgmental terms and appear to be in

conflict with NEPA.

Section B(8)(ii)(A): This section should be changed to read as follows:
". . . at sites determined by the Mining Supervisor in consultation with

the authorised officer of the Federal Service Management Agency and other

appropriate Federal Natural Resource Agencies and . . .
."

Section B(8)(iii): This section should be changed to read as follows:
". . .by the Mining Supervisor after consultation with the authorized
officer of the Surface Management Agency and other appropriate Federal

Natural Resource Agencies."

Section B(9): In disposing of mine wastes, coal processing wastes, and

other wastes in a manner which will assure that no environmental degra-
dation will occur as a result of the methods employed in their disposition.

Section B(U):
retention.

In the second line add "or detention" after the word

Section B(12): This section reads better than Section B(9). These

two could be combined to include air, water, and terrestrial pollution.

Section B(14): On the second line insert the word "service" between
remove and roads. Line 10 of this section should be changed to read as

follows: "... except that the Mining Supervisor with the concurrence
of the authorized officer of the Surface Management Agency and In con-

sultation with the appropriate State and Federal Natural Resource
Management Agencies, may approve . . . .

"

;.'o.-ij\>n B(15): We recommend that this be churned to read as follows:
"T.c operator shall refrain from c»iiy*tructlng roads or other access ways
In or near stream beds or drainage nhaitfiels in order to prevent degraded
to the stream banks, water quality, or alteration of the normal flow of
water therein. The operator shall also refrain from constructing roads
on key wildlife habitat or important features."

Section B(l6): We recommend the following change in this opening. part
of this section: "The operator shall, except where other reclamation is
expressly provided for, establish on all areas directly or indirectly
disturbed by the mining operations, a diverse self-sustaining vegetative
cover of sufficient density and composition to assure soil stabilization
and the replacement and enhancement of all vegetative resource values
that existed prior to the distrubance. The Mining Supervisor with the
concurrence of the authorized officer of the Surface Management Agency
in consultation with other appropriate State and Federal Natural Resource
Management Agencies, any . . . ."

Section B(17): The State agency exercising administration over the
wildlife resources of the mined site and the Fish and Wildlife Service
should be consulted concerning the adequacy of the revegetation effort
as it related to fish and wildlife resources in the mined area. We
recommend the following changes in this section: "The operator shall
assume responsibility for successful revegetation of each planting area
until such time as the authorized officer of the Surface Management
Agency, in consultation with the Mining Supervisor and the appropriate
State and Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies, determines
that . . . . " Delete the last sentence in this section as no one can
predict what the climatic conditions will be. Every operator should
have equal consideration.

Section B(18): Delete the following: "Except where such access . . .

health and safety." This exception, as written, could technically exclude
Federal or State inspectors.

Section B(19): Delete the word "grazing" and substitute "use."

Section B(20): Reword this section as follows: "In areas within the
permit area in which there are no current operations, the . . . ."

Section F: This section is poorly worded and should be 1 changed as'
follows: "The operator will conduct his mining operations in such a
manner as to preserve, protect, or enhance the visual resources in
accordance with . . .

."

B-3



:c be added to this sec Lion t-.s

:c, together with the respective
shall be consulted and asked to

F'.<'S,*ftn C: We rvczr.ir.Qni that a rsutoji

ftfUrwc: "'jhe Fish and Wildlife Survi

Utftto fieh and game r.anagcmc-nt agoj.ey,

provide technical assistance."

Section H: This section needs to be rewritten so that in the event an

archeolcgical or paleor.tological site is encountered during excavation,

the operator will immediately :casc operations and notify proper
suthcrities.

Subpart 3041.2 - Technica l Exan inaticns/Eiivi rorjier'tal / -ialysis

','.'e recommend t)iat you add a Section C: "The appropriate State and

Federal Natural Resource Marin cement Agencies shall be consulted and

will be asked to provide technical assistance in the development of

a TEEA."

Subpart 3041.2-1 - Technical Exinination/Envircnmcntal Analysis Report

Section A(2): We recommend the following change: "Identify specific

reclamation requirements and t'13 established goals for post-reclamation
land use."

Section A(4): Substitute "identify" for "minimize."

Subpart 3041.6 - Reports

Section C(2): This section sho lid be changed as follows: "The Mining
Supervisor and authorized off ii: ir of the surface management agency, in

consultation with other appropriate Federal Natural Resource Agencies, . . .

Subpart 3041.7 - Notice of Non-Compliance: Revocation

We recommend that a time frame 'ie established between the discovery of

non-compliance, notification to mining supervisor, notification to

operator and remedial action.

PART 211 - OPERATING REGULATION!

For the most part the remarks wi offered for charges in Part 3041 (Surface
Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources) hold true in Part 211 as well.

For example, the terminology usrd in each part is about the same when
referring to minimizing adverse environmental effects. Terms such as "to
the maximum extent practicable" and "minimize" are used quite freely. These
are subjective terms and poorly defined in Section 211.2 (Definitions). In
addition, we recommend that a s1 andard set of definitions he used for both
Part 3041 and Part 211.

rV-r-irt 21]. 3 - Responsibilities

Section C(14): We recommend the folicwing change: "Consultation. Consult

with the authorized officer of the Federal Surface Management Agency, and

appropriate State and Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies before

taking any final action . . . ."

Section C(15): We feel this additional section is necessary and offer
the following for consideration: "Reclamation goals. Post mining land

use and reclamation goals and objectives shcu]d be clearly determined

and stated by the Mining Supervisor for public lands and provided for

at the time of the submission of the mining plans. Appropriate Federal

and State Natural Resource Management Agencies and the general public

input will be solicited and coordinated by the mining supervisor.

"

Subpart 211.5 - Inspection of Records

Section B: We recommend the following change: "Exploration and mining

plans submitted under . . .
. " We also recommend that the Mining

Supervisor be required to send a notice of availability of the submitted

plan directly to appropriate Federal and State Natural Resource Management

Agencies.

Subpart 211.10 - Explanation of Mining Plan

Section E: We recommend the following change: "If the circumstances
warrant, or if development of an exploration or mining plan for the

logical mining unit is . . . ."

Subpart 211.12 - Mine Maps and Subpart 211.20 - Information Required to

be Submitted

Data or Information required "by these .sections are submitted to the Mining
Supervisor. A section should be added to each of these subparts that states

that these data or information will be available for review by interested

State and Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies, and that the Mining
Supervisor will notify the appropriate agencies .in a timely fashion.

Subpart 211.30 - Maximum Recovery

This section should be changed and enlarged upon. It currently refers

to only underground mines. We recommend the following section be added:

"(B) Surface Mines. When it is impractical to remove all the seams of

coal of commercial quality and quantity in multiple bed deposits because

of technological or economic constraints then that particular site should

be withheld from development until such time as removal of all seams
become practicable."

Subpart 211 .40 - Opera ling and Fk< : Iac ti on Stai. dnrds

Section B(ii): We ;•?:< runc-nd this section be changed to read as follows:
"The impoundments will be designed and built in accordance with sound
engineering and environmental standards aj;d practices and applicable
Federal Find State laws and regulations."

Section 3(8)(ii): We recommend the following changes: ". , . at the
sites determined by the Mining Supervisor in consultation with the
authorised officer of the Federal Surface Management Agency, and the
appropriate Federal and State Natural Resource Management Agencies . . .

Section B(16): This section should be changed as follows: "The
Mining Supervisor, with the concurrence of the authorised officer
of the Federal Surface Managc-ny.-nt Agency, and In consultation with the
appropriate Federal and State Natural Resource Management Agencies . . .

Section B(17): This section should be changed to read as follows:
". . . in consultation with the Mining Supervisor and the appropriate
Federal and State Natural Resource Management Agencies . . . ."

"... where the authorized officer of the Federal Surface Management
Agency in consultation with appropriate Federal and State Natural
Resource Management Agencies, . . .

."

Subpart 211.62 - Reports

Section C(2): We reco::j;.end this section be changed as follows: "The
Mining Supervisor and the Authorized Officer of the Federal Surface
Manage nient Agency In consultation with the appropriate State and
Federal Natural Resource Management Agencies, shall . . .

."

ATTACHMENT C. Detailed Comments on Parts II-1X

of Proposed Surface Mam£ement of Federally Owned

Coal Resources

(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating

Regulations (30 CFR Part 211

)

II. Description of the Envircnment

Page
g

a. Pacific Coast Province

18 The section on wildlife is confusing as it jumps from

California to the Alaskan Tundra, and from rivers to long

lakes and back again. The last paragraph on this page

should also include the mammalian species of caribou,

sitka black-tailed deer, red fox, black bear, wolf, brown

bear, and goats.

19 Paragraph 1: Ptarmigan, redpolls and ravens should be

included at the end of the first sentence.

Paragraph 2: Should include brook and brown trout

in addition to the cutthroat, and in the coastal streams,

cutthroat, dolly varden, arctic charr, and lake trout

should be included.

Paragraph 3: There are both snow and Canadian geese as

well as a variety of ducks found nesting on the Copper

River delta. At the bottom of this page under the mammal

section the California harbor seal is the same as Pacific

harbor seal. The Stellar sea lion, hump-backed whale, and

the spotted seal should also be included in that list.

20 Paragraph 1: Should also include a reference Ho king crab,

clams, and shrimp as being numerous in many bays; abalone are

also present.

Paragraph 2: We recommend that the term chaparral be

inserted In the title of Broad Sclerophyll (which is misspelled)

(Chaparral Wildlife) and in the third sentence, chaparral

should be substituted for "transition zone hardwood trees."

The last sentence referring to small rodents is incomplete.

There are several species of small kangaroo rats and other

rodents that are confined to chaparral.

21 A small point but the subsurface environment Is rarely below

0°C. even in the tundra regions.

B 9



Paragraph ?.: 3faeia3l3 include reference to the limitation of

the slow urii
.
;osition rate in the tundra environments. Black-

fish, linu mid dolly varden are also characteristic fish. In

addition to the Ohtteflsh, pike and salmon inhabit major rivers.

Coho salmon should also be included as an snadromous fish.

Paragraph 2: The Inst sentence should read "sockeye salmon

fry spend 1 to 4 years in the lakes before they migrate to the

Paragraph 3: The musk-ox is not on the Fish and Wildlife

Service's "United States List of Endangered Species,"
May 1974.

Paragraph 4: Indicates a varied invertebrate fauna in the

tundra waters. This is not true. Tundra waters generally have

a low degree of variability in the invertebrate fauna.

The statement in the first line is incorrect. There is a great

deal of information in the tundra biome reports that would allow

a rich discussion of the biological elements in relation to the

Federal coal lands.

Farauraph 2: This paragraph should contain a statement in

reference to the native ] and claim situation which is not

yet settled. Indicate the number of native Alaskans that are

directly dependent upon the fish and wildlife resources as

their means of existence.

Paragraph 3: Should note that commercial fishing is of major
importance in Cook Inlet and along the coast of Washington and

Oregon. This large industry is dependent on the quality of the

forest streams, spawning, and nursery areas. Also oil is produced
in areas other than the Kenai in Cook Inlet.

Paragraph 1: Should accent that there are numerous ancient

village and campsites that dot the major rivers as well as the

coastal areas of Alaska.

The Rocky Mountain Province

Paragraph 1: The literature citation is incorrect. It should

read (h'endeigh, 1961).

Paragraph 2: The correct citation should read (Sundstrom et al,

1973; Scott, 1961 ).

Predatory species such as skunks, fox, and coyotes, should
also be mentioned. The citation (Kenueigh, 1961) is misspelled.

Paragraph 3

Paragraph 4

Blue grouse were not included.

Should include striped skunk and ground squirrels.

Paragraph 5: The last sentence says birds include the ringtail.
We question whether that refers to the ringtail cat which should

be in the mammal section or if it is a common naine for some avian
species.

The last paragraph should include rock bottom pools as a habitat
within a stream. The statement that typical stream animals are

found in sand bottom pools is Incorrect.

Paragraph 2: The bonetail, humpback chub and the Colorado
squawfish are now on the endangered species list.

Paragraph 1:

of this regi<

The bullfrog is found in some northern portions

n, for example, along the Snake River in Idaho.

The statement regarding the productivity of man-nade lakes
versus natural lakes is rather doubtful; the list of fish
should have walleyes rather than valleys, and in the first

paragraph on the following page Canada geese, snow geese, brown
pelicans, whistling and trumpeter swans also occur and should

be included in this paragraph.

Change the title to read: "3- Endangered and Threatened
Species."

Paragraph 1: We suggest the second sentence be modified
as follows:

"Species categorized as 'threatened' are those species which

are likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future

throughout all or a significant portion of their range.

Species whose existence is considered 'endangered 1

are listed in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 'United

States List of Endangered Fauna/ May 1974-

"

Paragraphs 2-3: The discussion of endangered species is incorrect

and incomplete. Therefore, we suggest the following paragraphs

as a substitute:

"In the !>cky Mcuatfcln Coal Pr L v::,.-e, Ihrec mi'.-rr.al, five bird,

and sr:\on fish rpeeiws arc jTertfifty on the official

('Tt.iuTigWL'd njwcjt'.a list. The blauk-fVctod ft-rret has bean
rrrorteS on the Lac is pf aevorsl observations within the

province, but UiC.-jo have not been confined. Ferrets are
closely 68xcui*''fcftd with prairie dogs v/hich are their major
food source,

"The endangered Utah prairie dog Is found in parts of the

GftuLInvi :;tern Utah coal region, Most of its range is in the

Great Eas«in of Utah, hut a number of colonies located near

the Wayne fcnd Pi-Ate Counties bc-ur.dnry are in this coal region.

"The Northern Rocky fountain Wolf ( C*-iiis lupus irremotus ),

ass once considered extfnut in the cuiilerminous 48 States;

however, wolves in the former range of irrimotus have recently
been reported in Yellowstone National Park and Boise, Challis,
Flathead, Gallatin, Helena, Kootenai, Salmon, Shoshone,
Teton, Custer, Beaverhead, and Targhee National Forest.
"Both species of the peregrine falcon, the American and

Arctic, are considered endangered. These birds have been
extirpated as a breeding species in the eastern United

States and arc generally decreasing in the West. In the
Upper Colorado River area the peregrine falcon is uncommon.
Very few nesting peregrine falcons, probably less than a

half-dcven pairs, are known to occur in this province.
Nests are usually found in coniferous forests or along major
rivers. Extreme care should be taken to prevent disturbing

them. The southern bald eagle, also endangered, probably occurs
in the San Juan River coal region as a winter resident or

migrant.

"The whooping crane, which breeds in Wood Buffalo National
Park in south central Mackenzie, Canada, and winters on the

Gulf Coast of Mexico, uses the marshes and major rivers of

the Rocky Mountain Coal Province for resting and feeding
while in transit.

"Two of the endangered fish, the humpback chub and the

Colorado squawfish, are native to the Colorado Hiver drainage.
Both are adapted to a swift water environment. Present
indications are that reservoir construction is an inhibiting

factor. The natural habitat is obliterated in the impoundment
areas, while reproductive requirements are affected by lowered
temperature in the tailwater areas. Both are quite rare in

the natural stream segments remaining.

"The Kendall warm springs dace Is r-njnd only in a wnrm

spring-fed tributary to the Green River in the Bridger

National Forest in Wyoming.

"The Gila trout is found in Diamond, McKenna, and Spruce
Creeks in the Black Range Primitive Area of the headwaters

of the Gila River in the Gila National Forest of New Mexico.

"The wound fin, a cyprinid minnow, once found in the lower
Colorado and Gila River basins in Arizona, Nevada, and Utah,

is now restricted to the Virgin River below Hurricane, Utah."

Paragraph 2: The hump-back sucker and the boney tailed chub

Should also be included in this paragraph.

The Endangered Species Act of 1973 calls for both a list of

endangered and threatened species. Presently, three species
of trout and the grizzly bear (in the 4B conterminous States)
are officially listed as "threatene " Therefore, we suggest
the discussion of the spotted bat, Utah prairie dog, spotted
owl, prairie falcon, arctic grayling, and the Colorado River
cutthroat as they relate to threatened status be removed from
the Draft Environmental Statement. In place, we suggest the
following be inserted after the paragraph (paragraph 3)
discussing the Kendall warm springs dace:

"In addition to the endangered species, there is one fish
species, the Arizona (Apache) trout, and one mammal, the

grizzly bear (in the 48 conterminous States), that are
considered threatened within the province.

"The Arizona (Apache) trout is found in Ord Creek and the

east fork of the White River in Arizona and Christmas Tree
and Sun Moon Lakes in Arizona. The grizzly bear, a wilder-
ness species that once inhabitated areas In all of the
Western States from the Pacific Ocean to the eastern edge
of the Rocky Mountains, is now found in small numbers in
remote areas in Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, and Washington.

"

Paragraph 2: We believe that due to the importance of the DES
an effort should be made to list all States that have developed
"rare and endangered species" lists. New Mexico has developed

such a list and Arizona is in the final stages of developing
such a list. Texas, in the Gulf and Interior Provinces, also
is developing such a list.
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132

137

138

140

Paragraph 1: We suggest Uri following modification:

"Drainages support several varieties of trout, viliile hunting

opportunities include deer, elk, mouse, sheep, goats, bear,

pronghorn antelope, upland game birds, and waterfowl hunting."

To loop the literature citation consistent with previous use,

correct to read (Sundstrom, et si., 1973),

Northern Great Plains Province

Paragraph 2: The sand bottom pools are not an important part

of the stream but rather the hard bottom pools support the

species listed. There are pcrlaps forty species of fish

that are found in this province with the sentrarohald fish

being the most common.

Page 11-137, 2. Aquatic Wildlife, second paragraph, fourth

sentence - The shovelfish is not threatened and that part of

the sentence regarding this species should be omitted. The

species of other common fish should be expanded to include:

walleye, northern pike, bluegill, smallmouth and largemouth

bass, and various species of suckers.

Paragraph 1: Should include a comment that many species

of smaller sunfish also occur.

Change title to read:

"3. Endangered and Threatened Species".

Paragraph 1: We suggest the second sentence be modified as

follows:

"Species categorized as 'threatened' are those species which

are likely to become endangered within- the foreseeable future

throughout all or a significant portion of their range.

Species whose existence is considered 'endangered'

are listed in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 'United

States List of Endangered Fauna,' May 1974."

Paragraph 2: We suggest the following modification:

"The black-footed ferret, American and arctic peregrine

falcons are . . .
.

"

Add the following sentence:

"Other endangered species which may occur in the area are

listed in Appendix 2."

1M

177

190

191

There «H no UdCWlUUd species, with the possible exueptmn

of the eri-uly ta, fll the Northern Great Plains Coal Province.

Therefore, we surest this paragraph be omitted and replaced

with the following SRnter.ce:

"With the exception of the grizzly bear in some remote parts

of western Montana and Wyoming, there are no 'threatened

species in the Northern Great Plains Coal Province.

Correct "Appenxix C" to read "Appendix 2."

Correct "Appendix C" to read "Appendix 2."

Paragraph 2: Re»-l<re wUrt grosbeak is misspelled.

There is no reference to endangered epeeies occurring in

this province. We suggest the following sentence be added

after Section G:

"Endangered species found in this coal province that may

possibly be encountered on Federal coal lands here are

shown in Appendix 2."

d. Interior, Gulf East rn Provinces

The text describing the wildlife aspects of these three pro-

vinces is even more sketchy and brief than that contained for

the western and northern provinces. Ho mention is oven made

of fishes in the eastern provinces where an extremely rich

fauna exists in both =oal and warm water habitats. The pro-

ductivity of these three provinces is much grea.er than that

of the Pacific Coast, Alaska, the Rooky Mountain or the

Northern Great Plains provinces.

Part III, Probable' Impact to the Proposed Action

Page i

1 Paragraph 2: We question the statistic that 58 percent of

the land disturbed through 1974 in the 14 Western States has

been reclaimed.

3 Table heading "Number of States" appears to be inappropriate

It probably should read "Number of Leases Within Each State.

4 Paragraph 2: Should point out that in spite of the current

laws that govern surface mining reclamation there is still

{ 3 ) removal or pollution of surface and

widespread environmental disruption and little realistic

mitigation that occurs in the eastern province.

5 Paragraph 2: Should state the number of western coal-producing

states that have enacted legislation aimed at regulating surface

mining rather than the general statement that exists.

9 Paragraph 1:

ground water."

9 The final paragraph in this section should be completely^

rewritten; it would be more accurate to state that, "It is

anticipated that the negative impact on fish and wildlife

caused by surface mining will be lessened under the proposed

rules as compared to the effects of mining operations under

the old rules." The terms "favorably" and "beneficial effects

are misleading and should be deleted. In short, the proposed

rules are certainly better than the previous ones and under

them, fish and wildlife interests will be better off. The

statement should not infer, however, that fish and wildlife

will be benefited overall as there will undoubtedly be destruc-

tion of a certain number of acres of fish and wildlife habitat.

20 Paragraph 1: We do not anticipate that soils and vegetation

will be r'-placed. The land will be reshaped and vegetative

communities will be reconstructed in an attempt to stabilize

the mined areas.

The statement that potential loss of wildlife due to mining

activity on Federal coal lands is unmeasurable is not

altogether correct. In many of the regions, State -and Federal

biologists can estimate small-game, big-game, and fishery

losses that will result when lands are disturbed by mining

activity If these estimates were made then, there would be

some basis for the belief that small-game and fishery losses

will be less than big-game losses. We suggest the following

replacement sentence:

"Presently, wildlife losses caused by mining activity

on Federal coal lands have not been estimated; however,

it is expected that small-game, big-game, and fish

population decreases will occur."

Paragraph 2: At this point in time, the Service is unsure

of the overall effect of the proposed improvements in environ-

mental control. The Service agrees that such proposed

environmental controls may lessen the impact of mining

activity on the fish and wildlife resources; however, we

do not WrM that I he cvi rail topnot of minimi "" be

beneficial to wildlip". So ousgoirt the second s.-ritence be

char-LC-d as follows:

"However, adoption of the pr.-p.-sed improvements in environ-

mental control will Iftua the overall impact to wildlife

and may, in some lnstei.fi!!, SOtlKlUy benefit some species

of wildlife."

Last Paragraph: The word "beneficial" should be struck and

replaced with the words "less detrimental".

Paragraph 1: The last part of this paragraph should read:

". . . hence, overall impact may, in some instances, actually

benefit some of species of wildlife".

A statement should be included at the end of this section

that points out that increased access to remote areas will

also affect wildlife speciee as well as increase erosion and

stream siltation.

Paragraph li Should be clarified to point out that a well

SesiBned end executed soil preservation and reconstruction

plan will result in a lessened impact on the natural environ-

ment as compared to previous regulations. There will be

few opportunities for man to improve the soil characteristic

in the strip-mined areas. These exceptions are eluded to in

the second paragraph but should be clarified.

Paragraph 1: Should also include reference to soil micro-

organisms.

The final paragraph should again clarify ' that the

proposed regulations will result in a lesser degree of

detrimental impact than the former regulations.

Paragraph 1: The sentence referring to air pollution should

read as follows: "The required regrading and revegetation of

surface-mined areas should result in a decrease of air pollution

relative to the old regulations by eliminating or minimizing. .
.

Paragraph 2: This statement should be enlarged upon as even

in the most arid regions of the West there is periodic heavy

runoffs where contamination of perennial downstream areas can

cause quite drastic consequences.

Paragraph 3: Should read "Moreover, benthio organisms and

their firm rocky substrate that is vital to their production

can be smothered by silt and sand . . .
."



This weotloi. should also discuss the need for coal exploitation

activities to recover all coal r< sources under a particular

sorfjvae area or deliny development of that area until the

technological and economic situatirn would allow for recovery

of 100 percent of the unable coral. This would he the ultimate in

resource conservation.

Jt .sl^uld he dourly «t*tod in this section that post-mining

-

rt citation goals are to be clearly established prior to any

Suisse activation. Both State and Federal surface management

feg'incffrSj and other Appropriate Federal Katural Resource Manage-

i;.c:nt Agencies with DtfRgr'Nioiffinftl r;,andnted responsibilities and

the public of each State chculd be intimately involved in the

development of such reel w<a lion goals. TliftSa goals should he

stated in implicit terns so that the mining industry can develop

a reclamation plan that can accomplish those goals. It should also

be clarified in this section as to how higher land uses will be

determined and who will he determining these categories. The last

statement on this page outlines a massive loop hole in the

regulations.

The entire paragraph should be rewritten as follows: "By requir-

ing compliance with Section 106 of the Historic Preservation

Act and Section 2 (b) of E.O. 11593, before ground disturbing

activities are permivied, the new regulations will limit the

destruction and result in lessened impact on national historic

and cultural resources." The way the statement is written

now implies that historic and cultural resources will be

benefited rather than that this revision will simply reduce

the impacts.

IV. Mitigating Measures

Page j

There is nothing in this chapter to give notice that FWS or

State fish and game agencies will or should have any role in

development of fish and wildlife mitigating measures.

Earlier comments on specific proposed standards such as

TE/EA and operations and mining plans apply as to where

the Service believes the States and the FWS have a viable

input in the early and continuing stages of mining activity.

Line 3 should he changed to read: "... and will result in

decreased adverse impacts . . . .

"

Line 6: Should he changed to read "... will provide immedi-

ate reduction of adverse impacts and will themselves cause few

additional adverse impacts to the natural environment; the

reduction in adverse impacts should increnre with time."

Paragraph 3: The first sentence should read "There are

many aspects of the proposed regulations that will encourage

consideration^ land stability arid usability after mining."

The chapter on mitigating measures, as is the case with most

of this entire S3, is so general and "floppy" that little can

he said without an entire rewrite of the section.

V. Probable Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot Be Av ided

Page (J

1 Paragraph 1: "May" should be changed to "will" in line 5.

Paragraph 3: Should begin as follows: "The major new adv.

effects . . . ."

VII. Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Page ff

1 Paragraph 1: We believe that administering the regulations

will require an increased number of fish and wildlife

biologists and other natural resource specialists, in

addition to mineral and mining specialists. We suggest the

sentence be modified as follows:

"... mineral and mining specialists, fish and wildlife

biologists, and other natural resource specialists for such

Paragraph 2: The second sentence should read: "The demand

for these employees. could cause expansion and changes in the

training programs offered by schools of mining engineering,

physical science and natural resource specialists.

3 Paragraph 2: The second half of that sentence should read

as follows: ". . . it is not anticipated that the change in.

regulations would result in any additional irreversible land

use changes."

VIII. Alternatives to the Proposed Action

3 Paragraph 2: This section should be clarified as the proposed

regulations already provide for Federal surface management

agencies to declare areas as unsuitable for mining. It should

point c-ut vvl.ut Ll.c i'L 'uit of ivch !.cre irtHiigertt

t-r iKii-fc r.:..Li':fic t'eiHti'/tVi.-;rt!3 v.~.,i]d ho. An additional
ew.iUr,.ee rJ.ou.3d he r"!fV4 after th« CSrat sentence, "Environ-
mental caf-.guni'ds hnd stauiJitrdS r.vuld he increiined and there-
fore the advsra* irpicts of a ninijig operation would be
ler-sentd to a greater degree."

r;j;-; t (;r^ph 2: The rtalrr^nt "... to the i.'^.ximum extent
pnwtictable" needs to he clarified and defined. Practicable
in r,'I"3se judgment and with whut liaitationc—economic,
environ; i'«rrf ally, socially.

United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF OUTDOOR RECREATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

"wi<ai
Memorandum

Te: Director, Bureau of Land Management

From: J? Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
V

Subject: The draft environmental impact statement on the Proposed
Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR
Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

We have reviewed the draft environmental statement in accordance with the
memorandum from Geological Survey of October 1, 1975, and have the following
comments to offer.

General Comments

The regulations should include some independent discussion of public recreation.
Specifically, we recommend that the final regulations include a Section
304l.0-7(i) that assures the protection of recreation resources in the same
manner as the three preceding sections, which address historical values,
visual resources, and fish and wildlife.

The quality of maps is generally poor. Additional maps showing greater detail
should be included in the final statement to allow clear delineations of areas
affected by the proposed management guidelines and regulations.

Specific Comments

On page 1-1, the draft statement indicates that 530 existing coal leasee on
public and acquired land cover 781,400 acres: 1S3 outstanding preference-
right lease applications cover 496,000 acres; 110 prospecting permits cover
177,000 acres; and 29 existing coal leases on Indian lands cover 240,400 acres.
The net effect of these existing coal options is to remove 1,694,800 acres of
public lands from effective resource and land use planning, including recreation.
At present there is no limitation on the length of tim, a lease can be held
before the lessee acts to develop active mining and exploit the coal resource.
However, because of the lease, the Federal land manager is prevented from
effectively planning either short-term or long-term use of the land for recrea-
tion or other resource values.

He suggest that the Department of the Interior institute procedures requiring
timely and diligent development of lease lands in tie current revision ofsurface management and coal mining regulations. One means might be to require
submission of a mining plan on lease lands within 5 years after leasing and
to require work to begin witbin anotier specified period, perhaps 2 years.



Existing leases could be phased through such a program, beginning with the

oldest leases first and using the Energy Minerals Allocation Recommendation

System (EMAHS) to determine the number of leases entering the program,

until such time as new leasing would be required. These requirements for

timely and diligent development of new and existing coal leases would allow

land managers to plan short-term uses of lease land effectively and to

estimate more accurately the dati: when lease lands would be reclaimed for

recreation or other uses. It ala;o appears that these requirements would

enable the KHARS program to assess and regulate the role of Federal coal

resources in meeting national energy demands more accurately.

On page V-2, first paragraph, it is stated that the proposed regulations

could contribute to unemployment in the coal industry. Section V. should

also mention that these regulations will offer some economic benefits since

the numbers of mining specialists; who will be required will reduce

unemployment incrementally.

On page VII-1, the second paragraph deals with impacts of the regulations.

It would be more appropriately placed in Section V, Impacts of the

Proposed fiction.

There is a duplicate Chapter V. after the Appendix which

from the final environmental statement.

should be deleted

/k*

United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF MINES

2401 E STREET, NW.

WASHINGTON. D.C. 202-11

In Reply Refer To:

EBM - MHRD
DES 75-53

November 26, 1975

Director, Geological Survey
Jeputy' fl^

nbt''

Memorandum

To:

Through; Assistant Secretary — Energy and Mineral

From; Director, Bureau of Mines

Subject: Draft environmental statement, Department of the Interior,
proposed surface management of Federally-owned coal resources
(43 CFR, Part 3041) and coal mining operating regulations

(30 CFR, Part 211)

The Bureau of Mines Field Operation Centers have reviewed the subject

environmental statement and the regulations pertaining to coal leasing

and mining of Federally-owned coal.

We are in full agreement that the natural environment, consisting of
land, air, water, floral and faunal habitats, and archeological elements
should be given full protection and saved so long as efforts to that end

do not threaten to destroy our socio-economic environment. Power is the

life blood of our present socio-economic environment. Without adequately

available supplies of power to meet the growing needs of our socio-

economic environment at noninflatlonary costs the environment will

collapse. Present world conditions have forced us to turn to our coal

resources to supplement our dwindling supplies of oil and gas. This
means that many, if not all, powerplants constructed in the next 15

to 20 critical years will be coal burning plants, but only if the coal

is available for the planned life expectancy of the plant. Conversely,

the coal reserves which we presently have 1n abundance will not be

developed and produced in the large tonnages required to meet our power
needs unless there is a guaranteed market—meaning powerplants. So,

the two are interdependent and any action which curtails development of

one of them--either coal or powerplant—will have a depressing effect

on the other. The result will be a shortage of much needed power.

Consequently, the actions which are taken to protect the natural environ-

ment must not be permitted to suppress the growth and development of our

socio-economic environment.

pUJTiO/v
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Subpart 3041.0-6 Coal Leasing (pp. 1-7, 1-8, and IV-3) covers procedures,

for classifying lands as suitable or unsuitable for coal mining by the

Bureau of Land Management or other land managing agencies on their own

motion. However, it does not make it mandatory for these agencies to

initiate such a program to provide adequate acreages of land for leasing

so as to minimize the time required to get leases into production. The

actions required to get land classified for coal leasing under the proposed

regulations will most likely be very time consuming. The cost of preparing

an application for a coal lease under the proposed regulations, subparts

3041.1 and 211.10 will be time-consuming and costly. If the application

should be for lands not already classified as suitable for coal leasing,

it is subject to subpart 3041.2 - Technical examination/environmental
analysis - adding further delay to issuance of a lease with the possibility

that part or even all of the area applied for may be denied. If environ-

mental groups become involved under 3041.5, delays become insurmountable
and costs become prohibitive.

Even if no roadblocks develop to the issuance of a coal lease, the opera-
tor will have to comply with many more requirements than in the past,

involving professional expertise not previously needed. This will add

considerably to the time and cost of eventual production. Some saving in

time and costs, by standardizing maps and reports or statements as required
under 3041.1 and 211.10 so that duplicates can be furnished to each agency
rather than each requiring its own tallormade version.

Under subpart 3041 .0-7(f) —visual resources (p. I-17)--this leaves much
to be guessed at. It should be more specific as to what is meant by

visual resources in the planning, design, and construction of facilities.

On page 1-18, the last paragraph under subpart 3041 ,0-8--use of surface
does not quote 3041.0-8{b) accurately and is confusing. Some confusion

may be eliminated by changing the word "other" in the third line to these .

This subpart does not recognize that surface mining, during its duration

and afterwards, until vegetation has been satisfactorily established on

the reclaimed land, must be an exclusive use and will interfere, to the

extent of the mining lease area, with any other use of the land. Con-

sequently, this subpart, as it presently stands, could exclude surface

mining on any public lands, national forest lands, or other Federally-

controlled lands on which grazing permits, leases, or other authorized

uses are located. This includes practically the whole of the Federal

lands containing coal resources.

Subpart 3041.7 - Notice of Noncompliance: Revocation In subpart (b) as

given on page 1-23 is misquoted and should be corrected. However, the

subparts 3041.7(b) and (c) may be ambiguous as written. As presently

written in both sections the threat of "immediate, serious or irreparable

damage to the environment, resources, health and safety of employees and

the public," says the threat must be to all collectively before the

authorized officer may take action. If the threat need be to only one

of them it should be so stated by adding after "public," or to any one

of them, .

On page III-4, second paragraph, the statement on "legal measures . . .

"to check the proliferation of surface mining activity" is a very

negative statement and raises the question as to whether this could be
the purpose of the subject proposed regulations. We hope not, and

suggest that the last part of the quotation be changed as follows: "to

promote reclamation of surface-mined lands."

On page V-2, first complete paragraph, reference is made to increased
costs of coal resulting from compliance with these regulations. The
costs are unreallstically minimized while naively suggesting that
producers might absorb the costs from their profits. It is also stated
that the cost "is not expected to be more than a small percentage of the

total coal price." Considering that the price of steam coal has gone
from a high of about $8 per ton in early 1970 to as much as $4o per
ton in 1975, this expectation appears ridiculous, particularly in view
of the estimates of increased costs to operators, given on pages VII-1

and VI 1-2, of $1.5 to $3.0 million for the first 2 years the regulations
are 1n effect. It appears that attempts have been made in the statement
to minimize the increased costs to the Government as well as to industry.

The argument presented in Chapter VIII, pages 1 and 2, is true
that the existing regulations which do not contain operating and recla-

mation standards and which give wide discretionary powers to authorized
officers and the Area Mining Supervisor can result in delineation and
enforcement of requirements which are not necessarily uniform. However,
the natural environmental conditions throughout the separate mining
regions or within specific mining regions are not uniform and should be

given individual attention to provide the most efficient, all around
protection. This 1s the reason that professional people are used to

manage the Government's interests in Federally-owned land and minerals.

Enclosed is a section-by-section review and sugqested changes to improve
this generally well prepared report.

Acting

^"T^i^.^-OI



Summary Sheet. Paragraph 3, Impact H .
— Delete the word "Slightly";

it 1$ Indefinite. Add "and the Federal Government".

Preface, last page, top paragraph : - Suggest rewording of last line
as follows: protection for slopes, for reclaimed hlghwalls, and for
spoil areas; standards for pit backfilling, for topsoll removal and
storage, and for the impoundment of water; and assurance of successful
revegetation as a responsibility of the operator.

Page I- The affected area and estimated recoverable coal reserves
ithin existing leases, permits, and applications are adequately

summarized here and 1n following sections on individual coal provinces.
Similar, even though less precise, estimates of all -Federal lands
designated as "Known Coal Leasing Areas" and potential leasing areas
should be included in a State-by-State or field-by-field tabulation -

Estimates of the overburden or mining ratios , gross value of coal
reserves , and incremental increases of mining costs resulting from the
proposed action should also be included. An appended table would be
the best format for this Information.

Page 1-2, last sentence and continuing on page 1-3 . Exploration by
drilling in areas where any structural complexity at all exists can
have the location of the next hole dictated by the results of the hole
being drilled. There should be provisions in the regulations that the
detailed exploration plan can be altered to accommodate such circum-
stances. Otherwise, under strict interpretation, either a new plan or
formal change order could be required for each deviation from the
original plan or to gain the required information for a mining plan,
unnecessary drilling might be done that would not be necessary if
provision were made for altering the plan on the basis of geologic
interpretation and engineering judgment as exploration drilling
progresse'd"!

Page 1-3, line 9 : - "integral" misspelled.

Page 1-4, first paragraph
t
last line - suggest "The proposed subpart

$041 now sets forth a policy requiring protection of private surface,
where the coal is Federally-owned, at least equal to that provided
under a Federal ownership.

Page 1-9, first line : - suggest rearrangement
by replacement of"soil , revegetation , etc.

materials; reclamation

Page 1-9, line 6 :

Page 1-9, line 17 :

"of" misspelled.

- delete "to the".

Paqe [-11, line 17:

Paqe [-12, Hne 18:

Paqe -13, line 24:

Page -18, Hne 23:

Page 1-10, Hne 10 : - "an" misspelled.

Page 1-10, lines 19 & 20 : - suggest and maintain a cover of quick-growing
plants in order that the topsoll 1s preserved , etc.

suggest "of" be replaced by to.

"them" misspelled.

delete "such".

delete "1s".

Pages 1-18, 19, and 20 , Applications and Preliminary Plan. Here again,
the intent 1s diametrically opposite to the concept of Prospecting Permits
as Intended under the Leasing Laws. Prospecting Permits are for as the
name Implies: prospecting. Prospecting does not usually lend Itself
to preplanning nor to a large proportion of people who prospect.

The requirement of a Preliminary Plan that sets forth the "proposed
location of surface and subsurface exploration sites, such as pits,
seismic lines, drill holes, trends, surface or underground mine workings"
1s not good engineering practice. Such a requirement pre-supposes
that geologic features necessary for planning are already known.

Page 1-20, paragraph 3, Hne 4 : - "bonding" misspelled.

Page 1-20, paragraph 3, line 5: - delete one of the "standards".

Page 1-25. line 7 : - delete "but".

Paqe 1-8 , first line: "tracts" misspelled.

Page 1-25, 1. Coal lands, both surface estate and coal, will come
into private ownership under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

The provision cited here reads as 1f these coals will remain under
Federal regulations. Is this correct?

Page 1-27, 5. , a . Misleading as to what the Mining Supervisor is

authorized to do under the "General Mining Orders."

Page 1-30 , Maps and Plans. There is a conflict in wording between
plan requirements as described here and on pages 1-2, 1-3, and pages
1-18, 19 and 20. ".

. . outlining each progressive phase of the

operation . .
." 1s a far cry from ".

. . describing in detail the

operations to be undertaken . .
." Outlining makes sense for a pre-

liminary exploration map with a detailed map drawn as exploration
proceeds. If development follows exploration, a detailed map could

probably be drawn beforehand but even here provision should be made
for deviation caused by unforeseen circumstances. Then a mine operating
plan can be prepared.

Page 1-30, Hne 11 : - suggest "applicable" be replaced by responsible .

Page 1-31, line 12 :
- "Methods of hole abandonment" 1s not covered 1n

subpart 211.21 but 1s covered 1n subpart 211.41.

Page 1-33, line 6: - the subpart on royalty should be (211.61) not

(211.66).

Page II -1 - The description of the geology of the Pacific Coast Coal

Province, although very generalized, Is adequate for the scope of the

report. Coal terminology (e.g., "B - bituminous") should be defined
in a glossary or table which relates the type and rank of coal to

typical ranges of proximate analysis. These comments also apply to

discussions of other coal provinces in the draft environmental statement.

Page II-4, line 16 : - delete "In", start sentence with The .

Pages 1 1-6, 9 - Coal deposits of southeastern Alaska and the Panhandle
are discussed in the text but are not shown on Figure 2.

Page II-8, fourth sentence ,

district." This should be:

Peninsula district."

. 85 feet of 1 Ignite in the Seward

. 85 feet of lignite in the Seward

Page II-9, first paragraph, second and third sentences - These should
read". . . lignite to bituminous in the Susitna field and to anthracite
in the vicinity of thick sills intruded into the Chickaloon Formation
of the Matanuska field. Thickness ranges from as much as 23 feet for
high-volatile bituminous coal in the Matanuska field to more than 50
feet of lignite in the Susitna field."

Page 11-10, third complete sentence , is not true. A suggested rewrite
of the second and third sentences follows: "Much surface and underground
prospecting has been done in the Bering River area but no commercial
mining has resulted."

Page 11-10, Topography, fourth sentence . The Kuskokwim Mountains are
not considered a mountain range. A suggested change follows: "These
include the Brooks, Aleutian, and Alaska Ranges.

Page 11-10. fifth sentence. This sentence is not true.
The relationship of the coalfields to the mountain ranges has already
been given so this sentence can be eliminated.

Pages II-1Q, 11 - The narrative treatment of "Climatology" 1s super-
fldal . Presentation of climatological data 1n the form of maps and
tables would be preferable.

Page H-n» last sentence and continuing on page 11-12 . Two sentences
begin the same—typographical errors?

Page 11-12 - The qualitative treatment of "Hydrology" is Inadequate.
The discussion should be supported by tabulated data on water quality
and quantity for each coal province.

Page 11-14 - The tabulated soils data (Table II-l), and similar tables
for other provinces, should Include references to pedological classi-
fication as well as the "Unified" engineering classification. Generalized
soils maps of each coal province would be appropriate.

Page 11-21. Hne 18 : "mush" should be musk-

Page 11-23, first paragraph, second sentence . Alaska's current population
Is estimated at 350,000 and the 1970 census places population at 300,382.

Page 11-23. lines 6-20 - These lines should be deleted from Chapter II

and placed in Chapter I, Description of the Proposed Action.

--.-.:-.- '.-..^i-LUAim—m—o—



Page 11-24, C, first paragraph . This apparently refers to the Arctic

Coastal Main, only. The Northern Coalfield extends into the northern

foothills which have relief of as much as 2200 feet and averages about

600 feet.

Page 11-25, line 7 : - delete "and includes trails, roads, structures".

Page 11-25, line 20 : - So that the statement will imply facts, delete
the words and interesting"

.

Page 1 1-30 - Rocks of the "Belt Series" (Belt Supergroup) should be
identified with their Late Proterozolc age to be consistent with the

identification of other rocks by age only.

11-45, Hne 22 : "principal" misspelled.

Page 11-71 , line 1 : - To express fact, not opinion, delete the words
"of greater public interest and/or value".

Page 11-77, line 9 : - Insert and between "with" and "at"

Page 11-92, line 7 :
- The word "center" 1s confusing; delete.

Page 11-92, lines 9-10 : Delete the sentence "Existing, discernible
ethnic minority groups are factors to be considered in environmental
analyses before coal development." It does not describe the environment.

Page 11-93, line 8 : "Overland" misspelled.

Page 1 1-96 , lines 2-4 : Rewrite the sentence so it will read "The

Rocky Mountain and northern Great Plains Coal Provinces include part
or all of nine States in which are parts of four different prehistoric
culture areas."

Page 11-101 , line 19 : - question use of word "enteric"; suggest interior
1s more apropos.

Pages 11-102 & 1 03 : - The last paragraph starting on 11-102 and
completed on 11-103 1s a repetition of the paragraph on page 11-100.

Suggest one of them be deleted.

Page 11-108, line 2 : - Insert comma between "Lebo" and "Tongue".

Page 11-110, lines 10 and 12 : - The term "O" bed 1s not commonly used

1n the literature; however, the Wyodak coalbed has often been referred

to as the Smith-Roland coalbed.

Page 11-113, line 19 : - "at" should be as_-

Page 11-120, lines 6-8 : - Delete the sentence; it is repetitive.

Page 11-153, line 11 : - "horizontal" misspelled.

Page 1 1-159. Hne 2 : - suggest "515" should be 5.58.

Page II-165, line 12 : - "shake" should be snake .

Page 11-168, line 2 : - "At" misspelled.

Page 11-173, line 11 : - "boundant" should be abundant -

Page 11-173, line 21 : - "fo" should be of.

Page 11-182, Hne : - "flat and dip gently to the west." is incorrect.
The surface dips gently to the west, but the formations dip toward
synclinal axes trending northeast-southwest.

Page 11-183, lines 18 & 19 : - The source of the figures given is not
indicated. However, information contained in Bureau of Mines I.C. 8680,
the Reserve Base of U.S. Coals by Sulfur Content, Part I-The Eastern

United States and data contained in the Bureau of Mines Energy Data

Bank show the number of coalbeds with a reserve base of bituminous
coal to be 24, not 19, 1n Pennsylvania; and 152, not 117, 1n West
Virginia. Also, last Hne, Table 11" seems to be missing.

Page II-190, line 9 : - "deer" misspelled.

Page II-190, line 19 : - "mild" should be milk .

Page III-1, line 5 :
- the figure "778,000" should be either 779 , 000

or 779,367 as shown in Table III-l.

Page III-l, line 9 :
- Revise the clause "and an additional 496,000

acres encumbered with rights that could lead to leasing." to read
"and rights were held on an additional 496,000 acres that could lead

to leasing.

Page III-2, line 18 : - "issued" misspelled,

Page HI-3, Table III-l : - The figures in column "Number of States" in
the Rocky Mountains and Northern Great Plains section do not total to
the sum of the leases cited for these 2 provinces - Rocky Mountain
Province, 361 on page 11-27, and Northern Great Plains Province, 103
on page II.-104, totaling 464, not 463 as shown in the table, which
results in a grand total 529 instead of the "530" shown 1n the table
and cited throughout the Statement.

Page HI-4 and VIII-11 : - Texas passed laws regulating surface mining
or coal and uranium in 1975 which become effective 1n 1976.

Page HI-5, lines 5-8 : - The statement is argumentative because the
States of Montana and North Dakota are believed to have the most strin-
gent laws. The New Mexico law is believed, by some, to be classed with
the above 2 States. It 1s suggested that this paragraph be revised to
avoid controversy.

Page II 1-6, lines 11-23 and 7, lines 1-2 : - Revise these 2 paragraphs,
because laws were passed in both California and Utah.

Page III-9, line 4 :

surface mining.

Page III-9, line 13 :

T9k

Page 111-14, line 2 :

"Impact".

Water impoundments also are often created by

- Alaska was admitted to the Union on January 3,

- suggest adverse be Inserted between "the" and

- suggest "successful" be replaced by the best .

- change "essential such" to such essential .

- suggest comma after "plans".

- suggest "such" be deleted.

- suggest delete "As with the other aspects of
land use described above," and substitute Accordingly .

Page 111-26, line 3 : - "changes should be chances .

Page 111-26, line 24 : - "211.37(a)(3)" should be 211.40(a)(3) and
"384l.il to 3" should be 3041.0-7(3) .

Page 111-28, first paragraph . Wherever exploration and mining plans
are discussed together, things become confused. Here it 1s stated:

Page 111-14, line IS:

Paqe 1 11-21. line 16;

Paqe 111-25. Hne 12:

Paqe 111-25, Hne 16:

Paqe III-2S. line 22:

"Some of the data which will be required for an adequate plan may not
be available or may be insufficient." How can an operator be expected
to furnish 1n a preliminary plan data which "may not be available or
may be Insufficient." Why is "(over 2 years)" picked as a prolonged
amount of time? This seems to be a comparative statement of with and
without the regulations 1n which case Isn't there a production curtail-
ment whenever implementation of the regulations consumes t1me--be it
2 days or 2 years?

Page 1 1 1-28, line 12 : - suggest "small" be deleted.

Page HI-28, line 18 : - suggest "An" be changed to any_ and "small"
be deleted.

Page HI-28, line 20 : - suggest "slightly" be deleted.

Page HI-29, first paragraph . It seems reasonable that marginal producers
"may be closed as a result of the regulations but it does not seem
reasonable that the "marginal producers" are all "small operators."

Page 1 1 1-29. second paragraph, first sentence and second sentence .

This reasoning certainly Isn't valid 1n light of the previous paragraph

,

I.e., 1f a mine 1s closed with its attendant layoff of miners, reduction
of service and support industries, etc., this is certainly a short term
Impact. Granted "human attitudes and habits" can change slowly but when
a person's livelihood 1s involved, they can also change very rapidly in
reverse of the change Indicated here.

Page HI-29, second paragraph, last sentence . The reasoning of the
example is sound but by itself 1s a myopic point of view that doesn't
look at the other side of the coin. Items on the other side of the coin
might be: brownouts or outages caused by utility fuel shortages, mining
prohibited because technology not at hand to re-established vegetation,
overkill reclamation requirements that are prohibitively expensive and
energy consumptive, exorbitant consumer power bills because of Increased
fuel costs to utilities, etc. Admittedly, these are opposite extremes,
but they are possibilities that should be mentioned along with the
ideal depicted.

Page IV-3. line 6 : - delete "will occur".

Page IV-3, Hne 18 : - suggest Insertion of some between "permit" and
"modification".

Page IV-3, Hne 19 : - suggest deletion of "of to" and insert in_.



Page VIII-8, line 12 : - suggest "reachable" be changed to obtainable ,

"they" be changed to these and "proposal" be changed to proposed .

Page IV-4, line 15 : - "or" should be of.

Page V-2, line 6 : - suggest "locate" should be relocate .

Page V-2. lines 11-12 : - The clause "and could afford to pay for them."

should be deleted.

Page V-2, line 15 :
- Delete the word "somewhat" because it is indefinite.

Page V-2, lines 16-17 : - Delete the sentence "This is not expected to

be more than a small percentage of the total coal price." The sentence

is misleading.

Page V-2, line 25 : - Change the word "will" to "may".

Page V-2, line 26 : - Change the words "would" to "could".

Page V-3, line 2 :
- suggest after "intended", add is accomplished .

Change would'
1

to "could".

delete commas after "regulations" and "particular".

"environmental" misspelled.

"been" misspelled.

Page VI -2, last paragraph . This theme has been presented elsewhere as

well as here. I.e., by regulation, the promotion of big business at the

expense of the little guy. Such promotion, even if true, which it probably

is, has no place 1n a Government publication.

Page VIII-1 , line 9 :
- "down-drip" should be down-dij .

Page VIII-1 , line 12 : - "compiled" should be complied .

Page VIII-3, line 9 : - "rggoty" probably should be effort .

Page VI 1 1-4. It is difficult to follow the reasoning of how "a broad

de tacto relaxation of performance requirements" happens under "More

S pecific , More Stringent Requirements .

"

- suggest sentence be ended these regulations

Paqe V 3, line 25:

Page V f. line 12:

Page « -1 , !4m 2:

Page VHI-8, line 13 :

are cited above .
~~

Page VIII-8, line 19 : - suggest deletion of "tend to".

Page VIII-9. line 12 : - Define "The Eastern Mining Region".

Page VIII-9. lines 13-24 and 10. lines 1-6: - Revise this paragraph to

reflect fact, not opinion. Many people believe that Montana and North

Dakota have the most stringent laws.

Page VI 11-1 1 . lines 7-8 : - Define "Central Mining Region".

Page V 1 1 1 - 11 , lines 8-18 : - Change the word "Four" to "Three" on line

8, and delete all reference to Texas because Texas has a mined-land
reclamation law.

Page VI 11-11. lines 19-24 : - Revise this paragraph to show 100

percent of the surface mined coal 1n the Region.

Page VIII-12. lines 5-14 :
- Revise this paragraph to show that Texas

has an adequate law that will not require updating 1n the near future.

Page VIII-1 3, lines 7-20 : - Revise these two paragraphs to delete

any reference to the States of California and Utah, which now have

mined-land reclamation laws.

Page VI 1 1-14, lines 3-13 : - This paragraph 1s misleading because most

of the western States have mined-land reclamation laws that are enforced

on Federal and Indian lands. The paragraph should be revised to so

reflect.

Page VIII-14 . The Alaska Mining Region. The statement that "much of

the land underlain by coal is Federally owned or controlled . . ." is

true but only because most of the reserves are 1n Northern Field 1n

Petroleum Reserve No. 4 and an area west of Petroleum Reserve No. 4.

Even here, most of the reserves outside of Petroleum No. 4 have been

selected under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and eventually

will come Into private ownership. Otherwise, most of the remaining

known minable coal reserves and the only operating mine are on

State lands or State selected lands.

Only the first paragraph under The Alaska Mining Region specifically

applies to Alaska. The remaining paragraphs should have another

heading.

APPENDIX 3 - Update to show those States that recently passed mlned-

land reclamation laws. States other than California, Texas, and Utah

may have passed laws. Also, recent revisions could have been made in

laws or regulations. For example, Colorado 1s currently revising Its

regulations.

Comments on the regulations as they appeared in the Federal Register

Volume 40, No. 173 - Friday, September 5, 1975, follow:

1) A number of terms are defined either only 1n Subpart 3041

(3041.0-5) or only in Part 211 (211.2). These include

Director, Division Chief, Logical mining unit, Overburden,
Preliminary plan, and Preparation. The close and even

interlocking nature of the two sets of regulations will

result in their being most commonly read together. It

would seem advisable, therefore, for them to have a common

set of definitions. Particular problems now exist in regard

to "Director," defined only 1n Part 211 as Director of the

Geological Survey, but which term appears undefined in Subpart

3041.0-6(c) where it almost certainly means Director of the

Bureau of Land Management, and "Overburden," defined only in

Subpart 3041, but used 1n Part 211.4(f), 2ll.lO(c)(5)(1x),
2ll.l0(c)(6){11i), and 211.40(a)(3);

2) The term "Topsoil" should be defined further so that both

operators and regulatory personnel will have a more precise
knowledge of which natural earth materials are included;

3} The term "Valley floors" should be modified by deleting
reference to "ephemeral" streams. Virtually any drainage
area in the U.S. might be construed to be a channelway,
floodplaln or adjacent low terrace of some ephemeral stream.

Under "Specification (sic) Provisions of 43 CFR 3041," the explanation
of Subpart 3041.0-6 Includes a generalized reference to consultation
with landowners. Scrutiny of Subpart 3021.0-6 (and parallel Section
211.62) indicates that consultation with surface owners other than

the Government before termination of an operator's period of bond

liability is specifically intended. Surface owners typically have

a vested, rather than an impartial interest in the condition of land

to be returned after bond release. The consultation procedure outlined

could readily be used to thwart objective decision-making in determining

adequacy of reclamation in accordance with previously approved plans and

to obstruct release of bonds. Because surface owners already possess

legal remedies to prevent the precipitate or inappropriate release of

bonds by Federal officials, we recommend this consultation procedure be

deleted.

Under "Specification Provisions of 43 CFR 3041," we note in regard to

the explanation of Subpart 3041.7(b) that:

1) The description of the Federal personnel authorized to order

the immediate cessation of mining activities In emergency
situations 1s not sufficiently clear in this summary. After
first referring to "the authorized officer" who 1s carefully

defined later 1n both Subpart 3041 and Part 211, it then makes

reference to "any authorized representative of responsible

agencies of the United States." This could be interpreted
to be any authorized representative of a Federal surface
managing agency, not just the "authorized officer."
Conceivably, this could also be construed to give extended

cessation authority to authorized representatives of

Environmental Protection Agency, Fish and Wildlife Service,

Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration, Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, etc.;

2) Even if more clearly defined to specify "the authorized
officer," it would be extending cessation powers to personnel

not now formally exercising this authority. This would
disperse regulatory enforcement authority among agencies

and obfuscate operator responsibilities;

3) The causes for which even "the authorized officer" would be

empowered to order cessation of mining seem excessive. Health

and safety of employees 1s a legitimate concern of the Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administration which has statutory
authority for this. The phrase "resources," for whose protec-

tion an authorized officer is also permitted to issue cessation
orders, is so broad as to grant virtually unlimited stoppage
powers to surface management agency personnel. At a minimum,
this term should be defined 1n a more specific and limited

sense.

Under "Specification Provisions of 43 CFR 3041," the explanation of

Subpart 3041,0-7(c) seems to place within the hands of any authorized
officer of a Federal surface management agency a seemingly excessive
power to Impose arbitrary restrictions on mining activity. The
authority to Impose additional and more stringent requirements upon

a mining operation would be better concentrated 1n a single officer

within a surface management agency, such as the Director of the

Bureau of Land Management (or Director of Forest Service if this is

Intended).

In Subpart 3041, we have these more specific comments:

1) The meaning and extent of the "environmental impact

assessment" referred to in 3041.0-6(a) should be explained;

2} Subpart 8041. 0-7 (b)(1) 1s not sufficiently specific, and

may be difficult for both Federal authorities and operators

to Interpret and implement. On the one hand, regulatory

authorities could interpret maximization of resource recovery

to require operators to mine to unreasonable, I.e., uneconomic,

depths to remove additional seams or to strip excessive thick-

nesses of overburden to reach additional coal. On the other
hand, an operator could contend that maximization of future



coal extraction and minimization of future disturbance could
be best served by not backfilling the last cut. This comment
also applies to Part 211.40(a)(1);

3) Subpart 3041 .0-7(b)(5) lacks specificity and Is 1n part unclear.
It is Important that standards for minimum thickness of top-
soils be developed and stated. Both operators and regulatory
personnel need more precise guidelines under which to proceed.
In addition, as written, the last sentence of this provision
could be interpreted to mean that where topsoll 1s of In-
sufficient quantity and other strata more suitable for
vegetation available, all of the topsoll must be substituted
for and none used. These comments apply as well to Part
211.40(a)(5);

4) Subpart 3041 .0-7(b)(16) 1s unnecessarily rigid in forbidding
the use of Introduced species except as an interim measure.
This is a self-defeating restriction. If better long-term
vegetation consistent with the area and successive use can be
obtained by means of introduced species, then this should be
permitted. At the very minimum, limited experimental use
of introduced species should be allowed. This comment also
applies to Part 211 ,40(a)(16);

5) Subpart 3041.0-7(c) seems to Indicate that there can be two
authorized officers of Federal surface managing agencies at
the same time. This begs the question of whether both could,
as seemingly Indicated in the previous explanation of Subpart
3041.0-7(c), impose additional and more stringent requirements
upon a mining operation. Some clarification of this provision
and its explanation is desirable, perhaps by indicating that
the first authorized officer mentioned in Subpart 3041.0-7(c)
1s the BLM authorized officer, and only he or another officer
of this agency can impose additional requirements;

6) Subpart 3041 .0-7(e)(I) requires the use of "feasible known"
technology to prevent or control subsidence. It is not
clear if this phrase means commercially available technology.
This provision might better be rewritten to embrace the test
of "maximum extent practicable," for which term a definition
is already provided. This same comment applies likewise to
Part 211.31(a);

7) Subpart 3041 ,0-7(e)(2) requires the leaving of sufficient
coal underground to "assure" surface stability. The art of
subsidence prevention has not advanced to the stage where the
leaving of anything less than 100 percent of the coal can
"assure" surface stability. This term should be modified
to meet practical considerations. This comment applies also
to Part 211.31(b);

8) The term "tailings" in Subpart 3041 ,l-l(a)(l ) is not often
used In coal mining and 1s not Included 1n the definitions
It should either be deleted, replaced or defined.

9)
In?,

p
r
r
?
se "or for s"ch °ther Per,od as advisable" in Subpart

3041.5 s too vague, and could be construed to extend almost
indefinitely. Some maximum period of time for required adver-
tising should be stipulated;

10) In addition to our previous comments on Subpart 3041 7(b)
under "Specification Provisions of 43 CFR 3041," we note here
that an authorized officer of a Federal surface management
agency 1s required only to notify a Mining Supervisor "promptly"
after ordering a cessation of mining activities. "Immediately"
or Immediately by telephone" would be more appropriate
requirements.

11) Subpart 3041.4 refers to 30 CFR 3504 (3504.5-1). This must be
revised and updated. The minimum and maximum must be increased
to reflect present operation conditions.

In Part 211, we have these specific comments:

1) The protection offered by Part 211.5 against public disclosure
of privileged or confidential information is Inadequate. Some
of the types of information listed, such as company trade
secrets, ought never to be revealed, rather than being disclosed
after termination of a permit or lease;

2) The use of the term "promptly" in Part 211.10(a) allows too
much latitude for delay. Operators and others are entitled
to the assurance of a decision on submitted plans within a
definite time period;

3) The term "promptly" in Parts 211.13(a) and 211.13(b) concerning
payment of mapping costs charged to operators should be further
defined;

4) Better definition of the term "promptly" 1s very much needed
in part 211.20. The Information required to be submitted
upon request" could be extensive and involve considerable

time to prepare;

The phrase "all waste or rejects containing practically no
coal should be clarified to provide better guidance for
identification of the type of waste to be deposited separately
Perhaps the criteria of commercial usefulness could be
introduced.

6) For the sake of obtaining meaningful information, a more precise
indication 1n Part 211.60(c) of what is required of licensees 1s

A simple request for "a correct record" 1s not adequate.
needed.

United States Department of the Interior
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Memorandum

To:

Through:

From:

Subject:

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WASHTNCTON, DC. 20240

6'

^
Director, Geological Survey

Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks

Associate Director, Park System Management

Review of Draft Environmental Statement on the Proposed Surface
Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining
Operating Regulations (DES 75-53)

As requested in your memorandum of October 1, 1975, we have reviewed the
subject statement and have the following comments.

I. Description of Proposed Action

The proposed surface management regulations, 43 CFR Part 3041, as Issued
in the September 5, 1975, Federal Register , should prove sufficient to
protect cultural resources. However, we do not agree that operating
regulations, 30 CFR Part 211, as published in the same issue adequately
protect such resources. Part 211.4(c)(9) is not sufficiently specific
to offer sufficient protection. We therefore recommend that under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and Section 2(b)
of Executive Order 11593 using warding similar to that of 43 CFR 3041.0-6(d)
which states that leases, permits, and licenses will not be granted without
compliance with the above listed legislation when sites on, or eligible
for inclusion on, the National Register of Historic Places may be affected.

In regard to 30 CFR 211.10(c), Mining Plans, we recommend that the
Mining Supervisor require that the mining plan also contain generalized
information as to cultural resources within the affected lands and that
operators be required to specify the steps to be taken to comply with
applicable cultural resource legislation.

II. Description of the Environment

We realize that references in the text to significant natural and cultural
features within this extensive study area are very general and that the
commitment to Inventory all human resource values prior to assigning
lease offerings has been made (see page 11-23). We are concerned,
nevertheless, by the absence of any direct reference to the National
Natural and Historic Landmark programs and request that the existence of
these programs be recognized in this section.

Note: The text on page 11-102, 103 repeats the text on pages 11-99, 100
and the meaning of this portion of the text is obscured.

III. Probable Impacts of the Proposed Action

The statement in Chapter III, "Probable Impact of the Proposed Action"
is inadequate. On page 111-31, Impacts to cultural resources are
characterized as "beneficial", requiring compliance with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act and Section 2(b) of Executive
Order 11593 before ground disturbing activities are permitted.

Short of complete preservation, any impact upon cultural resources is an
irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources. Cultural
resources are finite and nonrenewable. Their loss due to any action,
including salvage excavation, results in a reduction in the amount of
such resources remaining for future examination and is an irretrievable
loss of potential scientific and historic information. The National
Historic Preservation Act and Executive Order 11593 serve to mitigate
the adverse effect of this loss, but do not turn the adversity of loss
into a beneficial condition.

IV. Mitigating Measures

For those cultural resource sites that are only discovered during
excavation activities, we suggest that the final environmental statement
establish that all activity shall then cease immediately so as to permit
their evaluation and official decision as to their further disposition.
The use of power equipment will no doubt result in the destruction of
some cultural resources prior to discovery; however, a conscientious
effort should be made to save all such resources as may be possible.



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20J 60

U '--

Mr. Curtis J. Berklund
Director
Bureau of Land Management
U. S. Department of Interior
Washington, D.C. 302-10

Dear Mr- Berklund:

The Environmental Protection Agency, in accordance with its
responsibilities under the National Environmenral Policy Act and
Section 30y of the Clean Air Act, has reviewed the Department of
the Interior's draft environmental impact statement (EIS) for the
proposed regulations on "Surface Management of Federally Owned
Coal Resources" (43 CFR Part 3041) and the proposed "Coal Mining
Operating Regulations" {30 CFR Part 211). As you know, EPA trans-
mitted detailed comments on the proposed regulations to Secretary
Kleppe on November 6, 1975. Rather than restating our previously
expressed concerns over the regulations, we are enclosing a copy
of our earlier transmittal as an appendix to our comments on the EIS.
Additionally, a copy of our transmittal in conjunction with the September
interagency review is enclosed.

In accordance with EPA procedures, we are assigning a
rating of EU-2 to this statement, signifying that EPA believes
the regulations to be unsatisfactory from the standpoint of envir-
onmental quality and that the environmental impact statement
contains insufficient information to assess the full environmental
impact of the proposed rules. This determination is made on the
basis of EPA's belief that the proposed rules involve a high
probability for violation of environmental quality standards
(particularly State standards) and the resultant potential for
significant environmental degradation which could be avoided
by feasible alternatives.

With respect to the adequacy of the EIS, we note the following as
outstanding concerns:

1. Description of the proposed rules . EPA believes that several
key items contained in the regulations are not adequately
described and analyzed within the text of the EIS. Perhaps
the most significant among these omisssions are discussions
and environmental analysis of the terms "maximum extent
practicable, " "designation of lands unsuitable torrfj-jtnoig-iwcrpj
within lease tracts, and "partial plan.

"
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2. Environmental impact analysis. EPA's review of the regula-

"t'ions revealed several areas where the proposed rules consti-

tute less stringent environmental requirements than either

existing regulations or previous regulations proposed. We
do not believe, however, that the appropriate analysis of the

impacts arising Trom these less stringent requirements was

provided in the EIS.

3. Scope o f alternatives . Features of several relevant alterna-

tives such as the January 1975 proposed 30 CFR 211 and the

Administration's version of the "Surface Mining Bill were not

presented in the analysis of alternatives. Further, the environ-

mental analysis of the alternatives presented is not complete.

4, Interface between the proposed regulations and related

programs" An analysis ot the relationship between the

proposed rules and the Department of the Interior's

coal leasing program (EMARS) is not provided in the EIS.

5. Presentation of available analysis and other comments .

The EIS is deficient in its presentation 51 key resource

information such as reports from the Northern Great

Plains Resources Program, the Southwest Energy

Study, and Project Independence. All of these repre-

sent programs in which DOI has actively participated.

We also believe that much information is available

as a result of the earnest efforts of operators currently

engaged in reclamation research.

The enclosed comments detail the specific nature of our concerns

with respect to the EIS, however, our foremost objective is to encourage

the issuance of regulations that will ensure the efficient recovery of the

Nation's coal resources in a manner that will also ensure protection of

our environmental resources.

To date, EPA has enjoyed a productive exchange with the Department

of Interior Staff during the review of the proposed regulations and EIS.

We further pledge to render whatever assistance we can provide in

improving the quality of both the regulations and the EIS.

Accordingly, as a start in improving the EIS, we offer the following

recommendations for your consideration in preparing the final statement:

1. A comparison between the proposed rules and require-

ments for performance standards and mining plans

currently enforced by the various coal-producing States

should be provided in the EIS.

ISnvi ]';

2. A mine-by-mine reclamation report assessing the State

of the Art of reclamation technology and land management
practice should be included in the EIS.

3. A delineation lit the coordination between the Bureau of

Land MunagoitteiH and the Forwt Service, Indian Governing

Bodies, and private surface owners with respect to TEEA
lease stimulations, mining >lan approvals, and cessation

and abandonment of raining activities should be made in the

EIS.

4. In revising the EIS, the expertise of participants in such

efforts as the Northern Great Plains Resources Program
is a significant potential resource that should be tapped

with respect to the viabilities of various alternatives for

developing coal leasing and operating regulations.

5. The EIS should explain the relationship between the pro-

posed regulations and the EMARS process.

Again we thank you for the opportunity to provide our comments,

d we look forward to working with your staff again in the near future.

Sincerely yours.

/k£b*
Rebecca W. Hanmer
Acting Director
Office of Federal Activities

(Linn Agency

mental Impact StaleDetailed Comments on the Draft Environ
\'or

Proposed Surface Mangemcnt of Fodcrallj Owned Coal Resources
(43 CFR Part 3040)

and
Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

I. The EIS inadequately describes the cn\
with promulgation 01 the propused rc^i

ron menial impacts associated
Tati

The EIS describes the environmental impact of the proposed regula-
tions in terms of 1) decreased disturbance to Federal, Indian, and private
surface lands urt Icrlain by Fruerul coal: 2) decreased off-site disturbance
during active mining; 3) contemporaneous revegetation and restoration of
mined land; 4) increased benefits to human and wildlife habitat; and 5) more
stringent environmental standards built into leases'.

The EPA review of both the EIS and the regulations finds that despite
the extension in coverage of acreage in the regulations, and despite the
placement of performance standards which heretofore did not exist in the
B.LM regulations, the leasing procedures and performance standards as
proposed represent a major weakening of both the existing BLM procedures
for licensing and leasing, and the January 1975 proposal of USGS regulations,
performance standards, and requirements of mining and exploration plans.

a. The proposed regulations do not provide explicit environmental
criteria for designating lands unsuitable for mining within lease tracts
whereas the existing regulations do. The EIS discusses this point in
terms of promulgating more strict regulations as an alternative, to the
proposed regulations.

b. The proposed BLM regulations do not require mining plan approval
prior to commencement of mining whereas the existing regulations require
this approval. The EIS does not discuss this point in terms of the BLM
regulations.

The USGS regulations do, however, require an approved mining plan
prior to commencement of mining. However, these regulations provide
an exception for a partial plan which may be substituted for a mining
plan. In this case, mining may commence without an approved mining
plan. The proposed January 1975 USGS regulations require mining plan
approval and no allowance for partial plans. The EIS does not discuss
the allowance of partial plans.

c. The proposed regulations relax certain elements of the p'erfor-
mance standard requirements and provide a variance procedure to the
approximate original contour based on the concept that the operator shall
reclaim to the maximum extent practicable. The proposed January 1975
USGS regulations define more stringent performance standards and reclam-



ation requirements the operator must meftt at a minimum, and a
procedure of variances and appeals Lo these requirements through the
Director of the BLM and Secretary of Interior. The EIS does not adequately
discuss the use of "the maximum extent practicable"* as a variance
mechanism,

d. The proposed regulations give the Secretary discretion to adopt
and apply as federal law State regulations on Federal lands within the
State, at the request of the Governor, if the Secretary, upon review of
that State's regulations determines that such application would effect-
uate the purpose of the regulations, result in protection of the environ-
ment, and would be consistent with the interest of the U.S. in the timely
and orderly development of its coal resources.

The Mineral Leasing Act oJ 1920 requires that all regulations pro-
mulgated pursuant to the statute shall not be in conflict with State laws
and rights, including the right to levy taxes. The existing BLM regulations
are silent with respect to reclamation laws, but require compliance with
State air and water quality standards. The proposed regulations suggest
selective pre-emption. The EIS states that State laws are currently
being enforced on existing leases, however, it does not examine those
State regulations which are more stringent.

As a result of those key provisions which were relaxed from the
existing regulations, EPA believes that the proposed regulations, if

promulgated, could result in serious environmental degradation due
to ill-dtifined performance and reclamation standards based on the maxi-
mum extent practicable criterion, insufficient mining plan requirements,
and potential non-enforcement of State water quality standards on Federal
lands. As a result, the regulations could result in the allowance of
a polluting discharge from a mining operation both during operation
and after ultimate mine abandonment; the allowance of high walls and
open pits rather than a return to original contour; the allowance of
inadequate waste treatment requirements for mining operations during
actual mining; inadequate mine waste disposal, both liquid and solid;
and inadequate control of surface effects of underground mining.
Finally, selective enforcement of State water quality standards will
result in water quality violations and mining in areas unsuitable for
mining because of water quality constraints.

These impacts are neither identified nor assessed in the EIS.

II. The EIS inadequately defines the leasing procedures to be followed by
the BLM .

The EIS describes permitting, licensing and leasing procedures in
the following manner. 1) BLM initially evaluates lands underlain with

Federal coal as to their suitability for leasing and coal development.

Included in this evaluation is an environmental assessment of the potential

impact of such development on the environment. If the environmental

assessment indicates that a decision to issue leases for coal development

would be a major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the

human environment, an EIS will be prepared. 2) Prior to final selection

of tracts within an area, BLM further evaluates in a more detailed

manner the impacts of such development on the tracts under consider-

ation. This evaluation takes into account alternative uses of the land

and its other natural resources, the need for proposed coal development,

and the socio-.economic considerations relevant to multiple use manage-

ment. BLM may hold public hearings and consult with State and local

officials. 3) If a decision is made to offer tracts for a coal lease on

the basis of the above procedures and, according to the regulations, after

receipt of an application and preliminary plan, a Technical Examination

and Environmental Analysis Report (TEEA) is prepared. The TEEA
develops any special terms and conditions for inclusion in the lease

as may be required to protect the environment, to permit use of the

land for other purposes, to allow new post-mining land uses, and all

bond requirements.

The description of the leasing process in the EIS and the regulations

differs considerably from the EMARS process for leasing jdescribed in the

Final EIS for the Proposed Federal Coal Leasing Program. In that EIS,

EMAR's suggests that leasing will occur in known coal arias where

management framework plans have been developed which fcke into account

ultimate environmental and land use considerations after an extensive

planning and public hearing process. Further, on the basis of inputs

from the Northern Great Plains program, coal development would be

authorized only where reclamation of the affected lands wis assured.

Public participation, including nominations for and against leasing tracts

and designating lands unsuitable for mining on the basis of reclamation

potential would be an integral part of the process.

Major areas of differences between the EIS and associated regulations

and the EMARS process include

1) lease tract selection

2) designating lands unsuitable for mining within lease tracts

3) prospecting permits

4) special drilling rights prior to lease sale vs. casual use

5) public participation, including public hearings

Because pf the differences delineated above. EPA believes that the

EIS and the regulations inadequately define leasing procedures to be

followed by the BLM.

III. The EtS Inadeq uate ly considers alternatives .

The EIS considered several alternatives ranging from no action to
enacting Federal legislation controlling surface mining of coal; however
EPA believes that tiie substance of the alternatives including the environ-
mental impacts of these alternatives were not examined appropriately.
For example, under the alternative of letting "State Mining Laws Govern
Strip Mining on Federal Lands, " some coal producing States such as Utah
do not have current regulations governing the extraction of coal. The
potential for severe impacts to Federal lands from operations in these
States is significant, yet no analysis is provided in the EIS. A second
example might involve the exemption of small operators. While the
EIS notes that only about 10 or 15 operations involving less than 100, 000'
tons per year arc known to exist, there does exist the possibility of adjacent
small operations resulting in a compound effect. This is particularly
worthy of consideration in eastern operations, yet it was not identified
as a potential problem in the EIS.

Additionally, leasing procedures and performance standards were
not compared with the requirements provided in

1) 1969 BLM and proposed 1975 January USGS regulations.
2) The Administration proposed surface mining bill.
3) EMAR's program for Coal Leasing,

IV, Other Comments

1. The EIS gives us no real criteria to judge or assurance of
valid evidence that mining of the western lands can be reclaimed to an
equal or better use. EPA recognizes the many research efforts and
the active operations where grading is being done, seedings and main-
tenance procedures are underway, and the vegetation growth that has
been initiated. No full-scale reclamation of mined lands has existed
for a sufficiently long period to give evidence that the reclamation
{vegetation, soil stability, and biological systems supported thereby)
will last under the most probable climate conditions. Further, there
is little published that adequately represents the research activities
undertaken. It seems appropriate, if not necessary, to examine all
of the major mining activities throughout the Northern Great Plains
and Rocky Mountain Coal provinces and to present important details
of spoil placement, soil amendments, seeding procedures, growth
measurements, climatology, biological system measurements, water
data, and other pertinent information.

EPA recommends that DOI prepare a document reporting reclamation
activities mine-by-mine, to date, and include this report in the Final EIS.
The document could serve as the basis for an analysis and comparison of
alternative performance and reclamation standard requirements. It would
also assess the State of the Art and would be extremely useful in decision
making on the regulations.

EPA's review of the EIS results in great concern that the regulations
proposed will not take advantage of the strides made to date by coal opera-
tors in the western states. Many of those operators have made increasingly
productive attempts to implement mining and reclamation procedures to pro-
duce graded terrain that blends in with undisturbed areas. The same opera-
tors have entered into research efforts that, possibly in the next ten years,
may give greater certainty to our ability to achieve revegetation in terms
of productivity and succession as well as in terms of supporting ecosystems
dependent upon hardy and adapted vegetative systems. Operators no longer
consider as unnecessarily time-consuming, demanding, or expensive, the
reclamation procedures which the environment requires.

We also believe that DOI should utilize EPA's comments on the'Coal
Regulations which were submitted to your Agency on November 6, 1975
in the final rulemaking. Further, explanation of the reaspnsfor not
utilizing any of these comments should be provided in the Final EIS.

2. The EIS is inadequate in its analysis of the imposition of the
proposed regulations on- the principal geographical areas that may be
subject to coal mining. For example, the impacts of the proposed per-
formance standards and the options available for mining the thick coals of
the Eastern Powder River Basin are not analyzed. On thejone hand,
the EIS states that the impact of these regulations must be analyzed
on a site-specific basis. On the other hand, experiences gained during the
Northern Great Plains Resources Program suggest a greater amount
of information in existence than assumed by the EIS. This information, gained
from on-the-ground investigations, would allow a more accurate representation
of the effects of the proposed regulations as well as the effects of possible
alternatives to the proposed regulations.

3. The draft EIS is unclear as to the impacts of the proposed regul-
ation on Indian lands. We recommend that the circumstances under which
the proposed regulations could apply to coal owned by the Indians be
carefully presented. An analysis of the adequacy of the proposed regula-
tions to control mining on the appropriate Indian lands should then follow.

Cooordination of the proposed regulations with the Indian tribes should
also follow. The same issue holds for Forest Service and privately-
owned surface lands.

4. The EIS is not clear in its discussion of logical mining units
(LMU). The concept of developing coal in a manner that maximizes
recovery and minimizes disturbance is commendable. However, it is

not clear just what determines an LMU or how it may be applied to coals
of different ownerships. For example, if a small mount of Federally-
owned coal exists within a very large quantity of privately-owned coal,
how will this regulation and the concept of LMU be applied? The EIS
doea not address how the regulations may regulate extensive mining
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in ;> cidal hu^in - a problem Dial has sometimes buvn hypothetieally examine
in terms of tii<i cleairahlilfty of a regional mining plan or a larye LM.U. The
question arises as to how far outside the lease area an applicant must dctai
hyd-'Ologic or other data.

5. The proposed regulations do not examine the issue of the maximum
amount of bond currently required of operators. Since this bond amount
must be sufficient for a third party to reclaim abandoned lands, it would
seem necessary to also propose elimination of current maximum bond
requirements ami instead substitute a bonding limit that is a function of
acres under lease and current relaination costs.

!? I'll





SIM IF ALASKA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

November 24, 1975

Director
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Subject; Coal Mining Management and Operating Regulations
State I.D. No. 75102201

Dear Director:

The Alaska State Clearinghouse has completed review on the sublectproject. J

The following agencies were invited to review and comment:

State of Alaska

Department of Community and Regional Affairs
Department of Environmental Conservation
Department of Fish and Game (Anchorage, Fairbanks)
Department of Highways
Department of Natural Resources

Division of Lands
Division of Parks

Department of Commerce and Economice Development

Five of the above agencies responded and their comments are attached.

The Clearinghouse finds this project to be consistent with State long-
range planning goals and objectives. Therefore, this letter will
satisfy the review requirements of the Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-95.

Sincerely,

Raymond W. Estess
State-Federal Coordinator

Attachments

MEMORANDUM
Raymond W. Estess

to: State-Federal Coordinator
Division of Policy Development
and Planning

Office of the Governor
Juneau

FROM: Jamea W. Brooks, Commissioner
Department of Fish and Gj

State of Alaska

DAT&

FILE NO:

TELEPHONE NO:

SUBJECT:
it Fish and Game -^

rat-f C-^

November 17, 1975

Coal Mining Management
and Operating Regulations
State I.D. No. 75102201

Bruce M. Barrett
Projects Review Coordinator
Habitat Protection Section
Anchorage

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the subject statement
prepared by the Department of the Interior. Coal deposits which are

numerous in this state provide-;, an Important energy reserve valuable
not only to the people of Alaska but to the nation. Development of these
deposits must be in harmony with the state's maintenance policy for its

renewable resources and assuredly can be provided the chemical, physical

and biological integrity of the natural environment Is afforded protection
through the Instigation of proper controls and monitoring programs

prior to the onset of coal development. Federal adoption of the

proposed regulations as outlined in the subject EIS would mandate that

environmental degradation be minimized and that an operator follow

sound planning, mining and reclamation practices. Since this reflects

the departmental goals, we are in full support of these regulations.

cc: P. Denton - ADNR/ADL, Anchorage
D. Wellington - ADEC, Juneau

m-oon

•STATE
of ALASKA

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF LANDS

RAYMOND U. ESTESS
to-, I— State-Federal Coordinator

Office of the Governor
Division of Policy Development and Planning
Pouch AD
Juneau, Alaska 99811

reo* GARY JOHNSON, Acting Chief C

State Division of Lands
323 E. 4th Avenue
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

November 19, 1975

State I.D- No. 75102201
Coal Miaing Management and
Operating Regulation*

STATE
of ALASKA

I

-
Raymond Estess

State-Federal Coordinator
Division of Policy Development

and Planning
Office of the Governor f*t

,Mi John C. Becker, Director *
Transportation Planning Division
Department of Highways

November 6, 1975

Coal Mining Management
and Operating Regulations
State I. D. NO. 75102201

In response to your October 30, 1975 memorandum we have reviewed the
above project and have no comments to offer.

The above-noted project has been revlewad by the Division of Lands' staff,
there being no comments relative to the proposal. Thank you for the
opportunity to review this project.

hov

..»'"*«: 0,



MEMORANDUM State of Alaska
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL AFFAIRS

MEMORANDUM State of Alaska.

Raymond W. Estess
State-Federal Coordinator
Division of Policy Development

and Planning
Office of the Governor

from: Lee McAnerney, Co:

TELEPHONE NO:

November 4, 1975

subject: Coal Mining Management
and Operating Regulations
State I.D. No. 75102201

The Department of Community and Regional Affairs has reviewed

the above mentioned project and we have no comments.

T0: Raymond Estess

State- Federal Coordinator

Ak. Dlv. of Policy Development Planning FILE NO:

Juneau
TELEPHONE NO:

FP.OM: James W. Brooks, Commissioner
Department of F1sh and Game

J. Scott Grundy, Reg. Supervise
Habitat Protection Section
Fairbanks

November 18, 1975;
v vV

State I.D. No. 7510220^
Coal Leasing and Operating Regulations

&

4

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game has reviewed the DEIS 75-53, "Proposed

Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (423 CFR Part 3041) and

Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211) "prepared by the U.S.

Department of the Interior.

Alaska with its vast coal deposits and large percentage of federal lands

will be markedly affected by any surface coal mining regulations or the lack

thereof. We are particularly pleased to review an impact statement on

proposed regulations. All to often, we are faced with the problem of going

through lengthy and costly evaluations of individual proposals or actual

project development. A process which could be prevented by a little fore-

thought and planning in establishing the governing regulations.

While there is obvious merit in considering the impact of regulation on proposals

as far reaching as federal coal leasing, there is danger in focusing too

intently on only one phase of the decision making process. Regulations designed

to expand the scope of federal environmental responsibility will be useless

if they are not followed through by equally far sighted and environmentally

aware implementation and enforcement.

Just as there is danger 1n focusing too intently on only one stage of the

regulating process so is there danger in looking too intently at only one

facet of the coal mining industry. The most environmentally conscious coal

strip mining operation will be of little value of the generating plants

this coal is feeding or the industry it is supporting is not subjected to

environmental regulations as equally responsible.

The statement properly assesses the proposed leasing, permitting, licensing
and operating regulations. It deals in a general way with the impacted areas,

and offers some discussion to the alternatives to this proposal. It seems

inadequate, however, in discussing the procedures and policies necessary to

enact and enforce these regulations. It does not discuss the broader Implication

(environmental and socio-economic) that large scale coal strip mining will have,

regardless of leasing and operating regulations. The document does not adequately

discuss inter-relationships with other agencies. Even though this statement

deals with federal coal reserves and federal and private surface ownership,

it directly affects fish and wildlife resources and habitat. Concomitantly

it directly affects state fish and game agencies, their governing regulations

and procedures. It is essential that jurisdictional responsibilities be clearly
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identified in the final regulations. Working relations and responsibilities between

agencies (Divisions) within the Federal Government as well as. relations between

federal and state governments, private organizations, and citizens should be

clearly defined-

The following questions or comments are directed at specific statements in the

text of the statement:

Chapter I - Description of the Proposed Action

1-1, 30 CFR 211 extends operating regulations to Indian lands administered by

the Department of Interior but the leasing procedures (43 CPR subpart 3041) are

not extended to Indian lands. What 1s, or will, govern the leasing procedures

for federal coal resources on Indian lands? As it applies to Alaska, will

lands conveyed to native village and regional corporations be treated as lands

with private surface ownership? What leasina procedures will be followed on

lands whose ownership status is still 1n question?

1-7. Throughout the statement repeated mention is made of "Federal surface

management agency if other than BLM" but nowhere is there any indication of

v.'ho these "otlier agencies" might be.

I-Q. Prior to tract selection, the authorized officer... "may hold public

hearings". In light of the far reaching implication of coal mining, and the

large scale operation anticipated on federal lands public hearings should be

required when considering tract selection.

The proposed performance standards are fraught with phrases requiring interpretation.

Interpretation that can and will vary between individuals, points of view and

ohjactives. Every effort should be made to clarify and specify these standards

as closely as possible. For example:

1-9. 3041-0-7(b)(2). "is contemporaneously as practicable" is subject to

interpretation.

"or equal or better uses that can reasonably be attained" is subject to

interpretation. "Better use" should be defined and the decision making

process of determining a "better use" clearly explained.

1-10. 3041-0-7(b)(3). "to the maximum extent practicable" is subject

to interpretation.

1-10. 3041-0-7(b)(4). "within a short time" is subject to interpretation

1-11. 3041-07(b)(6) and 3041.0-7(b)(8) unreasonably degrade the water

quality of receiving streams",

Minimize disturbance to tils "availing quality and quantity of water:,

"Prevent to the maximum exte;v': -iricti cable (A) contribution of suspended

solids to stream flow... (E) tie^ening or enlargement of natural or re-

constructed stream channels
,:

. . .

,' are all subject to interpretation as

well as direct conflict with existing state water quality criteria. Performance

standards must clearly reflect existing state or federal water quality criteria

and/or regulations designed to protect aquatic resources, whichever is the

more stringent.

1-13 3041.0-7(b)(14). It should be clearly pointed out that after mining the

fate of access developed on land with private surface ownership is decided

by that private owner. In largely undeveloped areas such as Alaska, coal

deposits may be located in wilderness areas or surrounded by large blocks of

wilderness. The development of access 1s a critical problem. Special care

must be taken to coordinate tract leases and access proposals with the necessary

state and federal agencies.

1-14 3041.07(b)(15). We suggest changing "refrain from" to "prohibit".

1-14 3O41.07(b)(16). An excellently written standard. Pre-disturbance

Investigations can establish specific and evident standards that would have

to be met prior to the release of bonding responsibility. -*-,

1-14 3041 0-7(b)(18). There is an obvious need to control public access and

use in "areas of active operation" (3041.0-7 (b)(19), but the right of public

access to tracts under lease, but not being actively developed must be closely

guarded "Lawful and prouer purposes" should be defined. The potential for

interference with the authorized use or health and safety hazards must be

clearly demonstrated In order to deny public access.

1-17 3041 0-7(b). This provision should be amended to reflect the necessity

of compliance with existing state regulations protecting fish and wildlife

resources and habitat.

1-20 3041 2-1 The technical examination/environmental analysis report

should be made available to and reviewed by the appropriate state agencies

and public.

1-21 3041 2-1 Interpretation of the technical examination/environmental

analysis report misplaces the burden of proof. It should fall upon industry

to justify why an area of concern should be included i n a lease tract and

not be the responsibility of the management agencies to snow why it should

not be Included.

1-21 3041.4 Since development of federal coal resources will affect

state resources (air, water, fish, wildlife) provisions should be

made for state Input into bonding requirements to avoid willful forfeiture

of bonds and allow for inflationary costs, performance bonds should be set

wall In excess of estimated reclamation costs.
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3041.5 The period for holding records open to public inspection should
be extended to 60 days.

1-22. 3041.6. Periodic reports should be filed much more frequently
than annually . Wo recommend monthly progress reports by the operator.

1-22. 3041.7. What mechanisms will be established for input from
affected citizens, private organizations or state agencies after the

lease is let?

1-23 3041.7 In view of the tremendous amount of capital investment and
operating costs that will be required to develop these resources, it will

be very difficult to order a suspension of operations or cancellation
of leases once development begins. Provisions should be made for some
form of enforcement (fines, temporary shut down) short of cancelling
of lease or permanent shut down.

"Maybe" required to monitor air and water quality, should be changed
to "will be" required.

The location of the "office of the appropriate mining supervisor and the
mining plans 1s critical to proper surveillance and availability to public
Inspection. Is this to be a state office, local office? Where will it
be located in relation to the leased tract? H111 Its location be published?

1-31 (211.20) Since operators will be working on public grounds, all prospecting
and exploration" reports should become public record.

1-32(211.4) Revegetation should be done with native plants only.

1-32(211.42). The storage of waste containing some coal must be done under
stringent environmental controls to prevent erosion and subsequent environmental
degradation.

1-33(211.60). Since operators will be working on public grounds, all accounts of
coal mined and sold, to whom sold and the price received, should become public
record.

1-25, The proposed reclamation and environmental controls contain phrases
subject to interpretation. Interpretation that can and will vary between
individuals, points of view and objectives. Every effort should be made

to clarify and specify these controls as clearly as possible.

2(a) "as contemporaneously as practfcable" is subject to Interpretation.

2(b) "Maximum extent practicable" is subject to interpretation.

l-26(e). If in fact water effluent monitoring is required of the operator,

mechanisms should be established for independent monitoring or agency monitoring

of the same affected waters.

1-29. The on-site decision maker (Area Mining Supervisor) is four stages

removed in the decision making process. For these regulations to be

effective interpretation of these regulations must be consis'tant at each

of these decision making levels.

1-34(211.74). It 1s Imperative that the applicability of state laws be
established prior to the leasing process.

1-39. As the proposed regulations apply to Alaska where federal coal deposits
are in largely undeveloped areas or wilderness areas, liability should be extended
to recognize the inherent value of a previously undisturbed area, and the period
of liability clearly defined.

Chapter II. Description of the Environment.

Because of the general character of this chapter our comments will largely
be directed only to that portion affecting Alaska. Environmental analysis
to be prepared later on individual leases will certainly have to be a great
deal more site-specific than these generalizations.

We question the decision of lumping Alaska with the other Pacific coast states.
Because of its extreme climates, peculiar access and transportation problems,
unique land status questions and large coal deposits, it should be addressed
individually.

II-7. tie find it very difficult to describe the Arctic Coastal Plain as

the counter part of the Interior Plain system. There are very few, if any,
similarities 1n these two entirely different systems.

11-12. There may be "large amounts of good quality surface water" in southeast
Alaska and some coastal areas, but in Interior and Arctic Alaska the availability
is seasonal at best and often inadequate then. Oil and gas developers in
Interior and Arctic Alaska are finding the availability of freshwater to be
a severely critical factor.

Raymond Estess State I.D. No. 75102201
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11-16. The vegetation of areas north of the Brooks Range do not approach any of
the classifications offered in the vegetation section.

11-18. The caribou is an important species utilizing vast areas underlain by
federal coal and should be listed.

11-19. The "dense evergreen growth" 1s often less than dense or absent In
Interior and Arctic Alaska. Furthermore, the "cold and winters w-ith much
snow" can be serious threats and limiting factors to wildlife populations.

The Copper River Delta is a critical waterfowl migratory stop as well as nesting
area.

The list of aquatic and ssmiaquatic wildlife is only partial at best and should
be expanded.

11-21. King and silver salmon also spend part of their life cycles in freshwaters.

Peregrine falcons breed above and below the Arctic Circle.

The musk ox is not an endangered species. The ADF-°G held a controlled hunt
in 1975 and plans a second in early 1976.

11-22. There is presently very little domestic reindeer use on the North Slope.

The varied fish and wildlife populations are particularly important to the
Alaska citizens and the native Alaskans.

The hulk of the "northern oil and gas field development" is far to the north
and east of the northern coal fields. This coal region is a largely undeveloped
and wilderness area.

11-23. "One complete cycle" of the planning process should be defined and explained.

11-24. Esthetic values in Alaska are subject to extreme seasonal variations.

11-25. Gold mining activity, not gold activity; early trapping activity should
be included.

11-26. The first sentence of the last paragraph is a generalized statement that
cannot stand without delineation of current federal eases and qualification.

11-36. The final sentence of the first paragraph should be deleted. It 1s the
function of the lease policies, site environmental impact statements and minino
plans to determine whether or not a tract is mineable.

11-68. Terminology such as "stalk the forest year long" and "living quarters
for many kinds of animals (11-70)" should be rephrased.

11-85. The last sentence and thought were lost in the page transition.

11-87. The last sentence of the second paragraph is beyond the scope of this

statement and should be deleted.

11-103. This page is a duplication of page 11-100.

11-120. The second paragraph of this page exemplifies the dangers of a too

narrow point of view when considering coal mining. The implication of large

scale off site water development as a. result of a tract lease must be considered

in the leasing and operation regulations and not glossed over in a single paragraph.

11-135. The black footed ferret should not be included 1n a lis,t on"conspicuous
terrestrial animals!

1

.

11-144. The final sentence of the first paragraph is a value judgement that

should be stricken from this statement.

11-161 (1). Areas of eastern Oklahoma are heavily forested.

Probable Impact of the Proposed Action

III-7. These proposed regulations if enacted could "ameliorate many of the potentially

adverse effects of coal mining". They would not, however, result in beneficial

impacts to the environment.

1 11-10. Reclamation and revegetation of disturbed areas should occur concomitant

with development and not wait until "mining operations are completed".

III-ll. Mined basins that fill with water certainly will have an impact on

the mined area. It is questionable if these Impacts will be beneficial in

each case.

111-14. The second sentence of this page is ill conceived. Well designed

and executed soil preservation and reconstruction plans may have some mitigative

value but never a beneficial value to the natural environment.

The final sentnece of this page is another example of the far reaching off

site implication that must be considered in these proposed leasing and operating

regulations. Where will the "non-saline material" come from to replace the

unsuitable surface material?

111-17. Revegetation should occur concomnitant with development and not necessarily
"delayed from 3 to 10 years on any one site".

In the final sentence on this page the word "natural" should be replaced with
"disturbed".

111-20. The question of how the "lowering of the local water table" will affect
revegetation and off site water uses must be adequately addressed 1n the lease
proposal and mining plan.

111-22. "Increased turbidity" can also be severely detrimental to anadromous
and non-anadromous fish spawning success.
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1 1 1-26. Cropland certainly is at a permium in Alaska. Unfortunately, because
of the extreme weather and short growing season suitable agricultural areas are
very restricted.

111-31. "Impacts on National historic and cultural resources" may be minimal
but I doubt beneficial.

Mitigating Measures

IV-3. What is the criteria and by whom is the decision made to determine
wildlife habitat important scenic, historical and cultural features?

Probable Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot be Avoided.

V-4. The Alaska Department of Fish and Game welcomes and looks forward to
reviewing the more comprehensive impact statement covering the overall effects
of the entire coal leasing program. Hopefully some of the comments developed
from this statement can be used when considering this broader statement.

Alternatives to the Proposed Action .

VIII-4. If absolute requirements are not established in the general leasing
and operating regulations, then they must be established on a site specific
basis in coordination with existing state and federal regulations for the
protection of water quality and fish and wildlife resources.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

December 10, 1975

Director
U.S. Department of the Interior
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Subject: Coal Mining Management and Operating Regulations
State I.D. No. 75102201

Dear Director:

Comments from the Department of Commerce and Economic Development on
the subject project were received after the State Clearinghouse had
completed the project review.

Attached for your consideration is a copy of their comments.

Sincerely,

Raymond W. Estess
State-Federal Coordinator

Attachment

cc
: Commissioner Langhorne A. Motley

ALASKA

OPR:

Phone:

s-AB.
E. 0. Bracken
465-2019

Raymond H. Estess
State_Federal Coordinator
Division of Policy Development

and Planning
Officer of the Governor

Langhorne A. Motlej*
Commissioner
Department of Commerce

and Economic Development

November 24, 1975

Coal Mining Management and
Operating Regulations
State I.D. No. 75102201

Raymond H. Estess November 24, 1975

The details should be left to the leasing agreement and the operating plan.

The Environmental Section summarizes the situation but does not dwell on details.
This is a refreshing change from the recent trend in impact statements and regu-
latory proposals.

Table III-l is somewhat confusing. What is the significance of "Number of States"
listed for each state on the list?

P. III-8

General Comment:
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Section 3041.0. Purpose

The objectives are generally reasonable, but may be counterproductive to onnd

climate. The extra effort will result in higher cost for the energy
P
product.

Section 3041.0-7(b)(10)(P. 1-12) is a case in point.
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recovery.

The impact noted as a final paragraph under "probable impact" can be serious in
a situation where energy supplies become a matter of local survival. The pos-
sibility of small individual, family, or cooperative operation of limited sized
coal deposits should be allowed and provided for. This type of operation could
become an Important source of fuel for local use, or given a general breakdown
of the economy, supply a means of livelihood for many small operations and an
important source of fuel. There are also coal seams where this may be the only
economic means of recovery.

This alternative should be left open and the operator type would almost cer-
tainly be classed among marginal producers.

The requirement for storage in layers with impervious (or low permeability) layers
between layers of materials including coal appears to conflict with a previous
provision for storage in a manner to facilitate eventual recovery. There is a
danger of becoming too generally specific in this respect. The operating details
should be left open to agreement between the operator and the management agency
based on the working conditions, grade and class of material, and the working plan.

The Section on Water Resources, P.P. 111-20,23, does not mention one of the Impor-
tant considerations in mining. The supply of processing water may also become
a limiting factor in many semiarid areas. This may become extremely important
in Arctic and interior Alaskan coal fields.

The socioeconomic impact discussion understates the inflationary influence of the
proposal. Cost increases owing to required nonproductive features of the regu-
lations will be substantial. The discussion identifies problem areas without
apparent recognition of the effect of delays and added operating (paperwork) costs
on the value of money that the costs are measured by.

The most constructive critical comment on this discussion would be to replace
small by substantial" when speaking of additional cost.

The effect on small operators, their employees and local economies is also
understated. The inflationary impact of making wards of potentially productive
people and resources is among the important problems in the national economy
Small shoestring operations which could otherwise keep a few people productively
employed can also be of assistance in solving local energy problems. The dis-
cussion reflects the common unrealistic, and idealistic view in which money and
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government can cure all ills. The need for product and productivity is lost
from the concept.

Mitigating Measures: (Chapter IV)

The advantages cited may become obstacles as current shortages and related in-
flationary influences develop. These regulations should be given thorough study
to eliminate overlap with other environmental regulations and, in accordance with
Executive Order 11821 (1974), inflationary impacts determined and eliminated.

The small inflationary increments of each of many over corrective measures add to
the total burden. "They are not, therefore, readily quantifiable at this time."
(Lines 2 S 3, p. V-4) may be the most pertinent sentence in the publication.

Will long-term productivity really benefit from elimination of small-scale pro-
duction? (P. VI-2)

(P. YII-2)

The impact of increasing paperwork requirements seems understated. If these
regulations were the only set requiring draft statements, study, comment and
revised statements, comment and final statements, the impact might be as stated.
Unfortunately this is not the case. Multiple layers of regulations, many covering
similar or identical operating conditions, each add bulk, frequency and cost.

This section commits the common falacy of attempting numbers with no reference to
assumptions leadinq to the estimate (which in each case can only apply under one
set of assumptions). The need for improved technology is apparent. The need to
relax and change, out of economic and strategic necessity, is predictable. Alleged
(anticipated) adverse impacts of mining may be mitigated under other regulatory
mechanisms. The proposed regulations, therefore, commit both industrial and govern-
mental effort to nonproductive purposes and introduce the added burden of revision
under emergency conditions if imposed.

Public demand for mining regulations should be balanced against public demand for
reasonably priced energy and conveniences, jobs and prosperous economic climate.
A further result of imposed increased operating cost is poor recovery of the min-
eral resource. The best and most efficient recovery of underground minerals can
be achieved by profit margins which allow processing the lowest quality material
while access is open.

VII 1-3 {Unfamiliar Term, "an rggoty"?)

Summary :

The proposed regulations attempt to specify operating requirements which vary
widely with local conditions. The effect of multilayered regulation will cer-
tainly inflate living costs both by increasing production costs and absorbing
the value of currency through nonproductive imposed restrictions and enforcement
costs. Environmental factors, which the regulations attempt to protect, may
suffer in the long-term from unrealistic or rigidly enforced uniform regula-
tions.

The optimum value will result from equilibrium between public demand for mining
regulations and public demand for energy and conveniences dependent on energy.

November 24, 1975

The impact on living costs, jobs, and the national prosperity should be considered
in accordance with Executive Order 11821 for any new regulatory measures.

The proposed regulations are generally reasonable, but attempt too much of what
is properly left to the enforcement agency and sound operating practice for the
best recovery of mineral resources.

In each case, the lease agreement should define objectives and general operating
guidelines suitable to the given situation. Excessive control and over-regulation
should be avoided where possible in the Interest of inflationary effects. Where
practical, State regulations should be adopted, but the proposal should apply only
as the boundary of operating regulations when no other regulation applies.

STATE OF ARKANSAS
DEPARTMENT OF LOCAL SERVICES

40O TRAIN STATION SQUARE . VICTORY AT MARKMAM
LITTLE ROCK 72201

DAVID PttVOFI

"ONALO 1 COPEL-AND

State of Arkansas
department of Local Services

4CO TRAIN STATION SQUARE . ViCTORY AT MARKHAM
LITTLE ROCK 72201

David prvoh

RONALD R COPELAM
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Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center, Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Draft Environmental Statement
Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources
and Coal Mining Operating
Regulations

TO: State Planning and Development Clearinghouse

Jim Reeves, Environmental Review~lj? <f<L

THROUGH: t/Z.SS»^&^c/
SUBJECT:
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" ^-^ Surface *»«-«t
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"=?= r«iy ouned Coal Resources (43CFR Part 30411 amiCoal Mlnlng Operating Regulations (30CRF Part ill" j^ 7S . S3
DATE: October 20, 1975

The State Planning and Development Clearinghouse has enclosed
comments on the above cited Environmental Imoact Statement from
the Department of Local Services.

If we can be of further assistance, please don't hesitate to
call on us.

Sincerely,

FK:mh
Enc:

Fred Kleihauer
Director, State Clearinghouse

llie Department of Local Services ha* rh« fcoi
the alwve cited document:

following, comments regarding

Operating Regulations (30CFR Part 211) DES 75.h t 2 lTg

that the alternative listed on page ?in-9 %L°£2TmTJ^
mininc operation.Tk. , \ r Y? the capacity to monitor
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GOVERNOR OF

CALIFORNIA

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
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Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U. S. Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
National Center
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Dr. McKelvey:

The State of California has reviewed the "Draft Environmental
Statement, Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned
Coal Resources (43CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating
Regulations (30CFR Part 211), DES 75-53", submitted to the
Office of Planning and Research (state Clearinghouse) in the
Governor's Office, in accordance with Part II of the U. S. Office
of Management and Budget Circular A-95 and the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969.

This review was coordinated with the Departments of Water Resources,
Food and Agriculture, Transportation, Health, Conservation, Fish
and Game, Parks and Recreation, and Navigation and Ocean Develop-
ment; Public Utilities Commission; the State Lands Commission; the
State Water Resources Control Board; the Air Resources Board; The
Reclamation Board; the Solid Waste Management Board; and the Energy
Resources Conservation and Development Commission. Our comments on
the draft statement are set forth below.

We note that coal deposits in California are small and scattered
throughout 43 counties and that there presently exists only one
federal coal lease totaling 80 acres. Because these coal deposits
are small and scattered, and because your statement does not
include enough detailed information, the State Department of Fish
and Game would like the opportunity to review and comment on
specific lease agreements as they are being considered to evaluate
the potential impact mining these resources would have on fish and
wildlife resources.

Following are specific comments of the Division of MineB and
Geology of the Department of Conservation:

Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey DEC 5 1975

1. On page 111-7, it is stated that California does not have
any state regulation of the industry. Senate Bill 756,
Surface Mining and Land Reclamation, will become effective
on January 1, 1976. The provisions of this act should be
incorporated into this EIS both in Chapter 111 and
Appendix 3.

2. On page V-2, the statement is made that "...It is reasonable
to assume that the cost of complying with the regulations
may result in either reduced profits to operators or some-
what higher coal prices if such cost Is passed on to the
consumer." It should be stated that the cost of complying
with the regulations will increase the cost of coal mining
activities.

3. In Appendix I, Title 43, Public Lands: Interior, Part 23,
Surface Exploration, Mining, and Reclamation of Lands,
great care is taken to define many of the terms used in
Title 43. The term "exploration" is not defined. As the
regulations would require approval of a plan prior to
exploration, it would be appropriate to define the term.

As presently used in the document the term could be con-
strued to mean anything from walking traverses to extensive
drilling programs.

Attached is a copy of a letter dated November 6, 1975j from the

State Lands Division to the Director, Bureau of Land Management,

U. S. Department of the Interior, commenting on the proposed
regulations. TheBe comments are to be considered as part of the

State's comments.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this
statement.

Sincerely,

CLAIRE T. DEDRICK
Secretary for Resources

Attachment
cc: Director of Management Systems

State Clearinghouse
Office of Planning and Research
1400 Tenth street
Sacramento, California 95814
(SCH No. 75101390)

Btt^T^£^^sg^^

JbL&

Director
Bureau of Land Management

November 6, 1975

November 6, 1975

File Ref: W 9720

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Sir:

In review of the proposed Coal Mining Operating Regulations, the

State Lands Division has the following comments

:

Referring to Part 3040 - Environment and Safety, Subpart
3041, Surface Management - Federal Coal Resources:

Section 5041.0-7 Performance Standards

(b)(2) This section should state that the operator
shall be required to file a mining reclamation plan
with the Mining Supervisor and the authorized manager
of the surface land area prior to operation. Such
plan should be made available to all interested
agencies for review.

(b)(3) Regulations should state that the cut slopes

shall be 1.5 to 1 and not greater than the angle of
repose.

(b)(6) (iii) The regulation should state that all
water discharge will comply with discharge require-
ment for mine waters set by the local or state
jurisdiction.

(b)(l6) The section implies that an operator ma>
not be required to revegetate if he has previously
filed an approved reclamation plan. The section
should read, "The operator shall, except where a

previously approved reclamation plan provides for
eauivalent veeetation. establish...".

(b)(17) This section should state that the operator,

prior to any mining operation, shall indicate to the

authorized officer of the surface management area

those areas where soil fertility is low and the

probability of revegetation is low.

Referring to Part 211 - Coal Mining Operating Regulations:

Section 211.40 Reclamation and Performance

5~tana~ards - Operating and Reclamation Standards

The standards written in this section are the same

as those found in Section 3041.0-7; therefore, the

same comments apply.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment.

Sincerely,

D. J. EVERITTS, Manager
Energy and Mineral Development



State of Florida

Department of I bmlttifiirsUon

Division of State Planning

A. Oo*. J. H. -Jim- Will lair

Tallahassee
VMM

(904) 466-11X5

January 2, 1976

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center Mail Stop 760
Reaton, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

Pleaae coniider the enclosed consents from the Department of Enviorn-
•ental Regulation on the Draft Environmental Iapact Statement on Proposed
Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources, SAI I76-0764E, as

part of our comments submitted to your office on November 25, 1975.

Sicccrely,

RGWjr:kc

Enclosure

cc: Wayne Voigt
Halter Kolb

Dan Farley

STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION
2562 EXECUTIVE CENTER CIRCLE. EAST

MONTGOMERY BUILDING
TALLAHASSEE. FLORIDA 32301

' JOSEPH W LANDERS. JR.

SECRETARY

R. G. Whittle, Jr.

Acting Director

December 24 i 1975

Mr. Wayne C. Voigt
l.ureau of Intergovernmental Relations
(I'D Aimliiclioo Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

ivar Mr. Voigt:

U. S. Department of Interior Draft Environmental
Impact Statement on Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43CFR Par 3041
and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30CFR
Par 211) PES 75-53. SAI Project Number 75-0764-E

The department of Environmental Regulation has reviewed the draft
environmental impact statement prepared by the Department of
Interior and submits the following comments:

1. The State of Florida is not one of the states directly
affected by the management practices regarding federally
owned coal resources; however, the state's north of Florida
whose drainage discharges into Florida waters do have such
reserves. The indirect impact resulting from increased rain-
ing of federally owned resources may have a significant
affect on water resources as well as the biological resources
oi this state. Increasingly, this state is aware of the
potential effects .caused in neighboring states as other simi-
lar projects are undertaken. Therefore, we are concerned
that specific development of upstream areas, such as coal
mining areas, could have far reaching affects on the down-
stream area and its biological and water resources.

2. The environmental impact statement discusses the probability
that there will be a special effort to initiate implementation
of reclamation where strip mining will. occur. In view of the
unsuccessful attempts in the past two Sessions of Congress to
override the President's veto of the strip mine control bill,
Ke are unconvinced that an effective control of this practice
can be found.

c C . Vo i c t

21, 1975

l* appreciate the opportunity to review this draft statcircnt and
M.uld like to review the final environmental impact statement
whtn complete.

RG Whittle. Jr.

State or Florida

Irpartmrnt nf AimittiHtratinn
Division of Stare Planning

B0 ApaladiM tofcwty - IBM Building

Tallahassee
323M

(904) 488-1115

Reubin O'D. Aak*w

Lt. Gov. 3. H- -Jim* Willidmo

Sincerely, ,—

A'/ -
Duii_ Farley, Director!
Division, of Ii:?.vircnu>cntal
Permitting

DH-Vrfs

November 25, 1975

director
U. S. Geological Survey
National Center Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

Functioning as the state planning and development clearinghouse
contemplated in U. S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95,
we have reviewed the following draft environmental impact statement:

Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Reserves
and Coal Mining Operating Regulations
SAI #76-0764E

During our review
to the following agencie
ment of Natural ResourC'
partment of Agriculture
tion. Energy Data Center
tion; and Game and Fresh
of this draft statement,
though the Department of
may wish to comment at a
be forwarded to you for :

we referred the environmental impact statement
, which we identified as interested: Depart-
; Department of Environmental Regulation; De-

and Consumer Services; Department of Administra-
; Department of State; Department of Transporta-
Water Fish Commission. Based upon their reviews
we have no comment to offer at this time, al-
Environmental Regulation has indicated that they
future date. Any comments received by us shall

In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality guidelines
concerning statement on proposed federal actions affecting the environ-
ment, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and
U. S. Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95, this letter, with
attachments, should be appended to the final environmental impact state-
ment on this project. Comments regarding this statement and project
contained herein or attached hereto should be addressed in the states

^nsammmna-saBHi



Director, U.S. Geological Survey

ttcvember 25, 1975

Page 2

We request that you forward us copies of the final environmental
impact statement prepared on this project.

Sincerely,

R. G. Whittle, Jr. t*

Acting Director

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

OEORCE R. MIVC5H1

HIDCTO (COW

FRANK SKRIVAKEX

^
250 South King SI.. Honolulu, Hiwill • Hailing kOttrr:

November 21, 1975

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Sir:

Ref. No. 5896

Mr. John Bethea

Mr. Charles Blair
Mr. T. Mabry Ervin
Mr. J. Landers
Mr. W. N. Lofroos
Mr. liarmon Shields

Mr. E. J. Trombetta
Mr. It. E. Wallace
Mr. Robert Williams
Mr. Wayne Voigt
Mr. Walter Kolb

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed Surface
Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR
Part 3041), and Coal Mining Operating Regulations

(30 CFR Part 211), DES 75-53

In response to the letter of October 1, 1975, from the U.S. Geological

Survey transmitting the subject document for our review and comment, herewith

are the comments we have to offer at this time.

Although coal mining operations are non-existent in the State of
Hawaii, we have conducted a review of the subject document to examine its

adequacy in addressing concerns we feel are important to an environmental

impact statement. While we find that the statement, in general, is well
organized, two comments are offered for your consideration.

First, Chapter VII could be expanded to. include a discussion of the

regulatory costs in terms of units of coal extracted, thereby" creating a

means for comparison with petroleum and other energy producing costs. This

could further serve as a basis for evaluating the impact of energy costs on

other industries as well as inflationary effects in general.

Secondly, we note that the subject document does not provide a set

of precautionary measures to be taken in situations where archaeological

sites are uncovered during the mining operation. This, we feel, also merits

further consideration.

We appreciate this opportunity to review the subject document and

to express our views on it. We also hope that thtf comments we have provided

will be of use to you in developing the final environmental impact statement.

•A

Sincerely,

HIDETO KDNO

<—*Al.

STATE OF IDAHO
DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY PLANNING
AND COORDINATION

STATEHOUSE
BOISE, IDAHO 83720

November 28, 1975

U. S. Department of the Interior
Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092

To Whoa It Kay Concern:

The Idaho State Clearinghouse has reviewed the draft environmental statement

on the Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR

Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211) . The

statement was sent to the following for review and comment:

Ren Stolz, Natural and Physical Resource Planner for the

Division of Budget, Policy Planning and Coordination - no comment
Department of Lands - comments attached
Department of Health and Welfare, Division of Environment - no comment

Division of Tourism and Industrial Development - no comment
Public Utilities Commission, Division of Energy
Ida-Ore Regional Planning and Development Association - no comment
Southeast Idaho Council of Governments
Magic Valley Association of -Governments
Department of Water Resources

We urge your consideration of the comments submitted by the Idaho Department i

Lands prior to final itation of the environmental statement.

We appreciate the opportunity to review.

Donna R. Guss,
State Clearinghouse

;ents regarding the Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal
sources (SAI No. 01055450)

Comments in reference tc Appendix 3, as noted:

Table 4-3 : "NOTE" at bottom of table should read, "Michigan, Oregon, South
Dakota and Idaho have surface mining laws, but had no production."

Table 4-4 : No Changes

Table 4-5 : Summary of the State Surface Mining Reclamation Acts, Western
Region, should include the following information regarding Idaho:

Title or Code Idaho Surface Mining Act, Title 47, Chapter 15, Idaho
Citation (Minerals Code . Effective May 31, 1975 (all minerals).
Covered)

License and/or
Permit Requirements:

Application and Fee Application for permits must be filed with the State
Department of Lands. A Reclamation Plan, approved by

the State Board of Land Commissioners, is required
for exploration or raining activities affecting more
than two (2) acres of surface lands, prior to

commencement of operations. No application fee 1s

required.

Penalty For violation of provisions, a civil penalty imposed
of not less than $100 nor more than $1000 for each day
that violation continues. May be enjoined from con-
tinuing such violations. For willful violations or
falsification of information, a fine of not less than
S1000 nor more than $5000 or imprisionment not to

exceed one (1) year, or both.

-ond Requirements

Reclamation
Requirements

Bond penalty shall be in such an amount as is deemed
necessary to insure operator's performance in compli-
ance with the Act, but bond may not exceed $500 for
any given acre of affected land.

Affected lands shall be reclaimed in accordance with
the approved Reclamation Plan, which shall Include:

Overburden ridges leveled to a minimum width of 10 feet

at the top; peaks of overburden leveled to a minimum
width of 15 feet at the top; overburden piles pre-

pared in a manner to control erosion; insure control
of stream or lake siltation caused by operations on
affected lands to a degree less than that which existed
prior to operations or to meet the requirements of the

State Code regarding health and safety, whichever 1s

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER



(Reclamation
Requireiiien

-al ijre to Reclaim
Denalties Bond
Forfeit {Permit
Denial

)

idoned

ion

over-

?. r™. ,

tl,e
,

1 « ser standard: cross-ditching of abandon,
ts, Cont.Jroad to prevent erosion; plugging of explorat

drill holes; topping of abandoned lands with over-
burden reasonably available from the pit that will be
conducive to erosion and growth of vegetation- con-
duct revegetation program on all affected lands
except as may be excused by the Act, to result in
vegetation comparable to that which existed prior to
operations; preparation of tailings ponds to leave
in a condition that is non-hazardous to human and
animal life. Time limitations and definitions are
imposed by the Act on reclamation activities.

npp
ROBERT F TYSON

STATE OF IOWA

Office for Planning and Programming

523 Enot 12th Stroot Don Moines. Iowa 50319 Telephone 515/261-3711

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SIGNOFF

Date Received: October 7. 1975 State Application Identifier: 760383

Review Completed: October 29, 1975

APPLICANT PROJECT TITLE:
"

Draft HIS. Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources
APPLICANT AGENCY: U.S. Department of the Interior

Address Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092

federal program title, AGENCY Minerals Leasing
AND CATALOG NUMBER: Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Catalog No. 15.207

AMOUNT OF FUNDS REQUESTED:

J&-
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The project includes the draft environmental statement on the proposed Surface
Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources as submitted by the United States
Department of the Interior.

The State Clearinghouse makes the following disposition concerning this application:

/ / No Comment Necessary. The application must be submitted as received by
the Clearinghouse with this form attached as evidence that the required
review has been performed.

/ a/ Comments are Attached. The application must be submitted with this form
plus the attached comments as evidence that the required review has been
performed.

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE COMMENTS:

The State Clearinghouse recommends the approval of this project.

CH-14 Rev. 9-75
Federal Funds Coordinator

^ -\ iowa department of environmental quality

STATE OF KANSAS

Hjeparhnent of {§§13 ^Atdminidtratu

October 24, 1975

h. Thomas Wallace, Jr.

Federal Fund:/ Coordinator
Office tor Planning ft Programming
State Capitol
LOCAL

RE: PNRS Letter of Intent
Project: No. 7&0383, Draft EIS
Proposed Surface Management of
Federally Owned Coal Resources

Dear Mr. Wallnca:

The abovo-rcforwicwd project twin been reviewed by this Department.

This letter is to indicate that Uiia oty entry has no comment to submit
on this project.

Wg thank you for the opportunity

Very truly yours,

view this project.

Charles C. Miller
chici or Planning

DIVISION OF STATE PLANNING AND RESEARCH
1258-W Smu Office Building

Topeka, Kansas 66611

November 5, 1975

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Re: Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal
Resources and Coal Mining Operations Regulations

Clearinghouse no. 2373-Interior (ES)

Dear Director:

The referenced project has been processed by the Division

of State Planning and Research under Its clearinghouse

responsibilities described in Circular A-95.

After review by interested state agencies, it has been

found that the proposed project does not adversely affect

state plans. Enclosed are comments concerning this project

for your information and referral.

Sincerelyt>incere_i_y, ,-, j*

Walter H. Plosila
Assistant Director for Research and

Grants Coordination

WHP:rb

enc.

«';'.'() /JcMiv.vi.' Av !'!.) y.)» XV.'ij, t)Qii Mtuims ItiwiiUmiii • lit'.i/2ti?>-8t3-1



State Clearinghouse DIV. OF STATE
State of Kansas PtANHlKW & RESEARCH

ST. Civics BLDG.
TOPEilA, KS. 66632

PJXitres: FOR ACTION ON PROPOSAL (UNDER OFFICS OF MANAGEMENT AND BOCGET CIRCDLAR A-95)
Agenoy Name

Vanbebber-Corporation Commission

Clearinghouse Nutaber

2373-IncetiorCES)

Eipec^yd Filing Date

RETURN NO LATER THAN

October 29, 1975

Applicant's Name

U.S. Dept. of che Interior

0CT 3 Q ms

Project Title "
:

~
Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources
and Coal Mining Operations Regulations

ftofeu rrv -fra Qi w ioion of the DuagB t
, Depo rtmen t o f AdB irii-j -

t ra -b i c n, 1s t rioof , Stfttoh euaa , To up V. h' ,- Kansas OOOIB

State Clearinghouse
State of Kansas '

DIV. OF STATE
PLANNING & RESEARCH
ST. OFFICE BLDG.
TOPEKA. KS. 66612

REQUEST FOR ACTION ON PROPOSAL (UNDER OFFICE OF UANAGEfcENT AND BUDGET CIRCULAR A-95)
Agenoy Name

C. F. Bredahl-State Conservation Commissio

Clea rl nghou 3e Number

2373-Incerior(ES)

Expected Filing Date

RETURN BO LATER TH.AN

October 29, 1975

Applicant's Name

U.S. Dept. of the Interior

Project Title

Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Reources
and Cnfll Mining flpprnMnna Rpg" 1 a tJODE ,

tMwnr-4» Oi M lol Bn &f .tho-faiAgolv to partneat e f Adatni-J

t ta b lon, lj fr Fleer , Cto te l
'

i cujo ;
'TopB^y.—lfansaj. OOfllg

The enclosed proposal has been submitted to the Division of the Budget under its
clearinghouse responsibilities described In Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-95. Tour review of this proposal as it affects the interest of the state will be

»

appreciated. Your appropriate comments concurring the proposal should be submitted
to thw Division of the Budget no later than the date specified above.

Cocments filed on a proposal may lnolude: (1) the extent to which the project
is consistent with or oontributes to the fulfillment of comprehensive planning with-
in the state; (2) how the proposal relates to state objectives; and (3} the effect
of the proposal on your agency's activities.

The enclosed proposal has been submitted to the Division of the Budget under its
clearinghouse responsibilities described in Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-95. Tour review of this proposal as it affects the Interest of the state will be

-

appreciated. Your appropriate comments concerning the proposal should be submitted
to the Division of the Budget no later than the date specified above-

Comments filed on a proposal may inolude: (l) the extent to which the project
is consistent with or oontributes to the fulfillment of comprehensive planning with-
in the state; (2) how the proposal relates to state objectives; and (3) the effect
of the proposal on your agency's activities.

X No Objections

_Objections
(discuss below)

_Request for Additional Informatio
(discuss below)

Request for a Conference

COUUENTS:

As there are no current leases for the mining of coal from federal lands in Kan

surface management of federally owned coal reserves has a minimal application in

Kansas.

Appendix 3, Page 4 - 55, incorrectly sets bond requirements in Kansas. Thie correct

amount is not less than $300 nor more than $1, 000 per acre with a $3, 000 minimu

No ObJ actions

Objections
(discuss below)

_Request for Additional Information
(discuss below)

Request for a Conference

COUiffiNTS:

The subject PES appears to be realistic and complete but not overdone. The

proposed rules and regulaClona for mining coal In federal lands and for federally

owned minerals are reasonable yet require needed reclamation and restoration of

land for beneficial use.

State Clearinghouse D!V. Of- STATS
Sxato 'of Kansas FlAUMiKC C< RESEARCH

st. o:;
;
:jce- llzg,

TO?2.(A. KS.

RSqiTSST FOR ACTION ON PROPOSAL (UNDER OFFICE OF UANAGElgNT AND BUDS,

Agenoy Name

Cuy Gibson-Board of Agricultu

earlnghouse Nuaber

2373-InteriorCES)

Eipect^d Filing Data

RETURN NO LATER TH.AN

October 29, 1975

Applicant's Name

U.S. Dept. of the Interior

Project Title
Surface Management of Federally Owned C
and Coal Mining Operations Regulations

tru tmu lu 01 u Ijilein Of liliu Duuggt '

, Dopai- traan t o f AJiuiulj
tra^i en , 1st. Floor , fita tahou- ae , TttuB iia

, Kansas QG61E

The enclosed proposal has been submitted to the Division of the Budget under its
clearinghouse responsibilities described in Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-95. Your review of this proposal as it affects the interest of the state will be *

appreciated. Your appropriate oomments concerning the proposal should be submitted
the Division of the Budget no later than the date specified above.

Comments filed on a proposal may inolude: (1) the extent to which the project
is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment of comprehensive planning with-
in the state; (2) how the proposal relates to state objectives; and (3) the effect
of the proposal on your agency's activities.

_No Objection.

Objections
(discuss below)

_Request for Additional Information
(discuss below)

Request for a Conference

One of the alternatives rnnsidarpri is tn Ipt siaifl mining, l^w* g
nuum «=t r i n mini ng on

Federal lands. The draft environmental statement states this alternative is already
in pffpet for all prarHral DJiEpflSgg.

In Kansas the agenc y having regulatory authority on strip mining operations is the
Mined-Land Conservation and Reclamation Board. Two regulations of that Board are as
follows: (1) Copies of permits or other regulatory authority, in writing, with copies
of maps submitted in application for these permits, to change, alter, remove, or
replace watercourses, roads, highways and utility lines must accompany applications
for mining permits. (7) Where reclamation work involves water impoundments, confor-
mity with theregulations of the Chief Engineer of the Division of Water Resources
"sKaTl be required.

Ref: U.S.A. 82a-301 to 305.

John S, Hoffman

SlgnatureExeeucive Secret,

Julian H. Carroll

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT FOR NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

OFFICE OF THE 5ECRETARY
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601
TELEPHONE <503> 56*3350

December 15, 1975

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
National Center, Kail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement 75-000

and'eoaf EST'tS^fHT^
° f Federall

>' °™d C«l Resourcesand Coal Mining Operating Regulations

Gentlemen:

MuaSL'^ff!!
Environmental Review Agencies have revlewed the abov|!mentioned Environmental Impact Statement and have the following commit,:

Co™,??'
St'" 1"» t°rlc Preservation Officer and the Kentucky Heritage

iZc staVf T "Vle"e<i Cl" af°""^l„ned "»ft .nvlrL„en II
8

lap.CC statement. W. „ere pleaaed to note that the Impact on historicand cultural resources will be largely beneficial since compliance withSection 106 P. L. 89-665, and E.ecutlv. Order 11593 willT. "'quired

SiLTTriSLS' T\mrric p—»°° officios ed

proj

C

:ct.
bln™k1r10 '' " '""">" ° f «» •— « M— for

.111 ^oh
r
M°\

t0 ^ S
?
a" A"h«1°8i»t. although these new regulationswill probably have Uttle impact on Kentucky, we would like to point out

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-1901 \lTrH.Archeologlcal and Historic Pre.ervation Act of l^CPu 1 ° .„" - ,

con rolleTund. or'offV^"™1 "St,u"" " ^""ally owned or
!!rSirf °° 1"'ds th" "»? be •«•«•* by Federal action. To

s,.rxszsrSeSr^r- is b™""' 1 ssssr*.*'

^t j&



Director

U. S. Geological Survey

Page Two

December 15, 1975

Director
D. S. Geological Survey
p'age Three
December 15, 1975

Comments of the Division of Air Pollution, Kentucky Department for

Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, are as follows:

A review of the proposed regulations by the Division of Air Pollution
indicates that the State of Kentucky will not be affected by the regula-
tions as much as the Western States. This is due to the fact that Kentucky
already has strict state regulations that cover these areas. However, the

Division of Air Pollution will have to restrain its endorsement of these
proposed regulations subject to the Final Environmental Impact Statemement.

On page V-4 the draft document states: The Department has completed
and will shortly be publishing an impact statement covering the overall
effects of the entire coal leasing program. Additional data, and further
elaboration of the physical and environmental characteristics and Impact

of mining general, are treated therein and will be included in the final
environmental impact statement upon the regulations now being proposed,
as appropriate.

Any further comments received by this agency will be forwarded to

Sincerely and respectfully,

tfohu S. Hoffman ////
Secretary

AtsUtsu*

JSH:jb

If a proper evaluation of the total environmental impact is to be
accomplished, the Division will have to have the additional information
that is referenced above.

The Division would
the regulations

:

ilso like to comment on so 1 of the specifics in

1. On page 1-13, Section 3041.0-7 (B)(14) should include a reference
to air pollution so that it would read: construct, maintain, and, when they

are no longer necessary, remove roads, pipelines and other similar facili-
ties into and across Che site of operations in a manner that will control
or prevent erosion and alltatlon, pollution of air and water, damage to

fish or wildlife or their habitats, or public or private property, except
that the Mining Supervisor, after consultation with the authorized officer
of the surface management agency, may approve the retention, after mining,
of specific such facilities where consistent with the proposed postmining
use of the lands.

2. On page 1-32, the second sentence should include a reference to

air pollution so that it would read: Deleterious materials will be treated
and disposed of in a safe manner designed to prevent contamination of both
the ambient air and ground and surface water.

3. On page 1-36 in the last paragraph, dealing with EPA's administer-
ing the Clean Air Act, it states that new industrial facilities will have
to meet New Source Performance Standards. It should also be noted that
due to proposed 'significant deterioration' regulations, additional and
stricter standards could be mandatory in some instances, i.e. , if the

site were in or near a designated Class I area.

4. On page III-3, Table III-l is somewhat confusing. The column
for listing the number of federal coal leases in the separate states
equals 529, while the grand total reads 530. If there is indeed one
'unaccounted' federal coal lease, would this lease be beated in Kentucky?
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MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING

301 WEST PRESTON STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND Zl 201

November 25, 1975

Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Stop 760

Reston, Virginia 22092

SUBJECT: DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal Resource-

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 76-10-188

State Clearinghouse Contact: Warren D. Hodges (383-2467)

Dear Sir:

The State Clearinghouse has reviewed the above Statement. In accordance with the

procedures established by the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95, the

State Clearinghouse received comments (copies attached) from the following:

Department of Economic and Community Development , Department of Natural Resources
Trl-County Council for Western Maryland

, M 1'

aff - advised that the Statement
Environmental Health Administration , Trl-County Council for Western Marylan-i

,
ftl \ *•?,.<•• -'j

r.,unty
, Garrett County , Washington County and our

appears to adequately cover those areas of interests to their agencies.

Maryland Energy Policy Office - noted that most of the Federally owned mineral rights

lie beneath Ctate-owned forest and parks which precludes their being stripmined. The

Office also indicated that further attention should be given to the possible increase

in demand on privately owned coal resources in the Eastern United States because theee

Federal mining regulations may slow down production and increase cost of coal mining

from Federally owned coal deposits.

We hope this review will be helpful to your agency and we look forward to continued

cooperation.

Sincerely,

Vladimir Wahbe

Bne*
cc: Jerold Gettleman

Paul McKee
Donald Noren
Ernest Combs
Banjamin Sansom
Tim Dugan
Donald Frush
Bernard Payne
Lois Gilliam

rg



Maryland Depertaent of Stat* Planning
State Offtea Building
301 Wait Preeton Straat
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 NOV? m
SUBJECT: EHVIBOmOITAl. IMPACT STATEHQ!T REVIEW

Applicant: U.S. Departmemt of the Interior

Project: Draft ECS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources

Stata Claarlnghouaa Control Huabar: 76-10-188

He have reviewed the above draft environmental tapact atatcaent and our ccenents aa
to the adequacy of treatment of phyalcal, ecological, and sociological effecte of.
concern are shown balow:

Chack (X) for each Item

1. Additional specific «tffecta which should
b« assessed:

V
2. Additional alternatives which should be

Considered:

—f—

3. Better or more appropriate measures and
standards which should be used to evaluate
environmental effects:

(

>
4. Additional control measures which should be

spplied to reduce adverse environmental effects
or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or
Irretrievable commitment of resources: T

5. Our assessment of how «erlous the environmental
damage from this project might be, using the
best alternative and control measures:

f
6. We Identify issues which require further dis-

cussion of resolution as shown:

f 1

SlgnaturX^SMJ/^g^fc/^, N^gi/

Title J

Al
gOMMUWrrY DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Maryland Department of Stat* Pla
Stat* Office Building
301 Weet Preeton street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

lin^

November 4, 1975Data:

SUBJECT: ENVIJOHMEHTAL IMPACT STAIEMBfT UVIaV

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned
Coal Resources

State Claarlnghouaa Control Number: 76-10-188

We have reviewed the above draft environmental impact statement and our comments aa
to the adequacy of treatment of phyalcal, ecological, and .etiological effect* of
concern are shown belov:

Check (X) for each Item
None

1. Additional specific effects which should

•

2. Additional alternatives which should be
considered: /

3. Better or more appropriate measures and
standards which should be used to evaluate
environmental effects: /

4. Additional control measures which should be
applied to reduce adverse environmental effects
or to avoid or minimise the irreversible or
irretrievable commitment of resources:

1/

5. Our assessment of how serious the environmental
damage from this project might be, using the
best alternative end control measures:

/
6. We identify ioouco which require further dis-

cussion of resolution ss shown:
/

J2sdji£*&Lz=rSignature
I

Title Assistant Secretary

Agency Dept.of Natural Resources

STATE OF MARYLAND

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
TAWES STATE OFFICE BUILDING

ANNAPOLIS ])40l

November 4, 1975

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

i®\

Warren Hodges

Paul W. McKee

SCH Control Number: 76-10-188

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior
Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of

Federally-Owned Coal Resources

We have reviewed the U.S. Department of Interior
draft EIS on the proposed Federal regulations governing strip
mining. The proposed regulations are in two parts. Proposed
regulation 43 CFR 3041 would replace 43 CFR insofar as 43 CFR
23 applies to coal. Proposed 43 CFR 3041 would be administered
by the Bureau of Land Management and would cover the require-
ments to be incorporated in federal leases and permits for the
protection of surface and non-mineral resources and for reclama-
tion. Proposed regulation 30 CFR 211 would be administered bythe Geological Survey and would cover mining operations includ-
ing the discovery, testing, development, mining and preparation
of coal under leases and permits issued for federally-owned coal.

We have consulted with Harry Buckley, who informs us
that there is no federally-owned coal in Maryland. Accordingly
the proposed regulations will not be applicable in this State.

PWM:fcg

Maryland Department of Stata Planning

Stata Office Building

301 Weat Preaton Straat

Baltimore, Maryland 21201 Bate:
OCT 2 1)75.

SUBJECT: E»Vl«OMME»TAL IMPACT STAinOST lEVIEM

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owied Coal

Resources
Stata Claarlnghouaa Control number: 76-10-188

W. have r.vl*~« th* *bo.. draft an.lrot—.tal U»« atatawnt and cur cc—ants a.

to tnl adequacy of tra.fnt of phyalcal, *coh>glc.l. and .etiological affect, of

concern ar« ahown belov:

Check (X) for each Item

I. additional .pacific effecte which should

ba aaeeeeed:

t enclosed :

2. Additional alternative* which ebonld ba

considered:

Batter or esor* appropriate meaaurea and

atandards which should be ueed to evaluate

environmental effecta:

Additional control meaaurea which ehould be

applied to reduce adver.* environmental *ff*ct*

or to avoid or minimize the lrrareralbla or

Irretrievable commitment of resource.:

5* Our assessment of how serious the environmental

damage from thla project night be, ualng the

beat alternative and control measure*:

6. W* Identify le*u«* which require further dls-

cuoolon of resolution a* shown:

"t"'"" A-i /-> "hL2htMQ

Title

Agency

TVme^d B. Norm
Director

00 : Mr* Paul McKee



Maryland Department of Scata Planning
State Office Building

301 West Preston Strut
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 Dalai October 15, 1975

SUBJECT: EUVXAOfMBfTAL IMPACT STATEMEMT R£VIEU

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 76-10-188

He have reviewed the above draft environmental Impact statement and our CO—ante as

to the adequacy of treatment of physical, ecological, and sociological affects of
concern are shown below:

Chech (X) for each item

None Cuuiaeut enclosed

1. Additional specific effects which should
be assessed: ./

2* Additional alternatives which should be
considered: /

3* Setter or more appropriate measures and

standards which should be used to evaluate

environmental effects: J

». Additional control measures which should be

applied to reduce adverse environmental effects

or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or
Irretrievable commitment of resources:

/

5. Our assessment of how serious the environmental
damage from this project might be, using the

best alternative and control measures:
/

6. We identify issues which require further dis-
cussion of resolution as shown:

/

tufa .ffe-tfrS-fcJ. C:c

Agency -rzic (v/ief.

Maryland Department of State Planning
State Office Building
301 U«et Preston Street
Baltlaore, Maryland 21201 Date:

SUBJECT: ENVUONMQITAL IMPACT STATEMENT REVIffli

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources

State Clearinghouse Control lhaabax: 76—10-188

We have reviewed the above draft environmental impact statement and our comments aa
to the adequacy of treatment of physical, ecological, and sociological effecta of
concern are shown below:

Check (X) for each item
None Comment enclosed

1. Additional specific effects which should
be aeaeeaed: A

2. Additional alternatives which should be
considered:

,\

3. Better or more appropriate measuree and
standards which should be used to evaluate
environmental effects: \

4. Additional control measuree which should be
applied to reduce adverse environmental effects
or to avoid or minimise the irreversible or
Irretrievable commitment of resources:

•

\

5. Our assessment of how serious the environmental
damage from this project might be, ualng the
best alternative and control measures:

, \

6. We Identify Issues which require further dis-
cussion of resolution as shown:

Signature $jfaiu J iff^-^-^U

^r /r°&-^7f

Agency ___
1/

y*L &*&&"

Maryland Department of State Planning
State Office Building
301 West Preston Street
Baltlaore, Heryland 21201 Data:

SUBJECT: EWVISONMENTA L IMPACT STATEMENT REVIEW

Applicant: {£ s / /'/-''-'•,:
' 4 '- -'"'' ;

Project: ', /./--'/; ' %t*,v&<. >*

State Clearinghouse Control Number:

;rf^/i.^<u: -£ „ ,/%»/A **v

fcTON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
COURT HOUSE ANNEX, 24 SUMMIT

HAGERSTOWN. MARYLANDZ1

October 10, 1975

We have reviewed the above draft environmental Impact atatemant and our comments as
to the adequacy of treatment of physical, ecological, and aocl.olo.Lcal effects of
concern are shown below;

Ch.ck (X) for each Item
None Comment enclosed

1, Additional specific effects which should
be assessed:

V
2. Additional alternatives which should be

considered:

3. Better or more appropriate measures and
standards which should be used to evaluate
environmental effects: .

;

4. Additional control measures which should be
applied to reduce adverse environmental effecta
or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or
irretrievable commitment of resources:

3. Our assessment of how serious the environmental
damage from this project might be, using the
best alternative and control measures:

„\

6- We identify issues which require further dis-
cussion of resolution as shown:

Mr. Warren Hodges, Chief
Department of State Planning
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 2120?

Re: Draft ELS - Surface Manage-
ment of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources
Control Number 76-10-188

Dear Mr. Hodges

The

J'sSS%H*! svasa svs

K*l!E
r
£.£:.!*

( •"•'•'*» l ° Participate in the

e have
apply

Sincerely yours,

Donald R. Frush
Chairman

DRF:vmb

Signature / < , ,

Title .

:

.

'

Agency

/v.- A '/$'"-></' i/
/



-nd Department of State Plaonlnfl
Vt« Office Building

301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

80 STATE OF MARYLAND
ENERGY POLICY OFFICE

" October 10, 1975 5TH REGIMENT AHMORY 2ig WEST HOFFMAN STREET BALTIMORE, MAflYlAWD 2 Jfif'^ I

SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REVIEW

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 76-10-188

We have reviewed the above draft environmental Impact statement and our i i—miir i aa
to the adequacy of treatment of physical, ecological, and sociological affacta of
concern are shown below:

Check (X) for each lt«f|

MARVIN MANOEL

DEPT. OF STATE PL«G
RECEIVED

OCT 2 -j 1975

AWSWEatPl|Jl f. HfwTfT

October 17, 1975

TO: Bryan Catch

FROM: Bernard Payne

RK
None Cotcncnt enclosed

I. Additional specific effects which should
X

2. Additional altematlvee which should be
considered; X

3. Better or more appropriate meaaures and
standards which should be used to evaluate
environmental effects:

X

4. Additional control measures which should be
applied to reduce adverse environmental effects
or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or
Irretrievable commitment: of resources:

X

S« Our assessment of how serious the environmental
damage from this project might be, using the
bast alternative and control measures:

X

6. We Identify issues which require further dis-
cussion of resolution as shown:

X

DRAFT EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned
Coal Resources - Control No. 76-10-188

Signature
£s**«Jl, ,

/stasis

Chai rnian

Washington Lounty Manning
Commission .

'
' v.

No, 6 - Issues which require further discussion of resolution as shown:

While the Federal Government may own the mineral rights to an
estimated 50, 000 acres in Garrett and Alleghaney counties, only
approximately 15,000 acres are estimated to have coal reserves.
Almost all of the estimated 50, 000 acres of federally-owned mine-
ral rights lie beneath state owned forests and parks, and under
Maryland law may not be strip mined. Thus the new regulations
governing the surface management of federally-owned coal resources
should have no direct impact on the State of Maryland.

Two issues which require further discussion are:

la Since these new Coal Mining Operating Regulations will
slow down the production and increase the cost of coal
from federally owned coal deposits (primarily in the West),
what will be the increased demand on privately owned coal
resources in the Eastern part of the U.S. including Maryland?

2. Under the Maryland law, will the Btate be required to reim-
burse the Federal Government for the coal rights under State
Forests and Parks?

WBP:a
Enc losure

.and Department of State Planning

.ate Office Building

301 West Preston Street

Baltimore, Maryland 21201 Date:

SUBJECT: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT REVIEW

Applicant: U.S. Department of the Interior

Project: Draft EIS - Surface Management of Federally-Owned Coal
Resources

State Clearinghouse Control Number: 76-10-188

We have reviewed the above draft environmental Impact statement and our comnents as

to the adequacy of treatment of physical, ecological, and sociological effects of

concern are shown below:

Check (X) for each Item

CAAL T JOMMKX

ocam meaeoN

HARRY H v.'ssm i
'

i-

JOAN L WOLM
CHARLES Q VOUNOLOVC

None Comment enclosed

1. Additional epeeific effects which should

X

2* Additional alternatives which should be

considered:
X

3. Better or more appropriate meaauree and

standards which should be used to evaluate

environmental effects:

X

U. Additional control measures which should be

applied to reduce adverse environmental effects

or to avoid or minimize the irreversible or
Irretrievable commitment of reeources:

X

S. Our assessment of how serious the environmental

damage from this project might be, using the

best alternstlve and control measures:

X

6. Ue identify issues which require further dis-

cussion of resolution as shown: X

S ignature y^'f'C" ^L-

Title Energy Policy Administrator

Agency Maryland Energy Policy Offic

e

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Wk
WILLIAM G MILUKEN. Governor

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
HOWARD A. TANNER. Dlraclor

November 14, 1975

Mr. J. F. Cragwell, Jr. , Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. Cragwell:

We have reviewed the draft environmental statement on the Proposed
Surface Management of Federally owned coal resources and coal mining
operation regulations.

We find the document to be a well written and thorough consideration of
needed environmental controls for mhing operations. The proposed regu-
lations are both adequate and necessary in regions where extensive sur-
face mining of coal deposits is now taking place or can be expected to

occur in the future.

Michigan's coal industry presently consists of one small operation at

Williamston just east of Lansing. This operation is mining a seam of
coal varying from 1 to 3 feet in thickness under 15 to 20 feet of shale
and glacial overburden using underground mining techniques. In our
opinion, if such an operation were subject to the proposed regulations,
it would be precluded from operation because of the costs of conducting
the required preliminary studies and monitoring efforts.

Coal mining in Michigan, being in an area of heavy overburden, would
be by underground mining techniques. The environmental disturbances
attendent to such an operation would involve the disposal of mine waste
rock and waters, and the locating of processing plants and coal storage
facilities. Because this type of mining does not involve the massive earth
changes associated with strip mining, we believe that a different set of
controls are needed to regulate it. We would urge that these needs be
considered in the final environmental statement.

es



J. F. Cragwell November 14, 1975

Climatic and soil conditions in Michigan are condusive to rapid revegeta-

tion and stabilization of these coal mining Bites. Top soil stockpiling and

preservation during the mining operations for reclamation purposes is

covered in the procedures of Michigan's Mine Reclamation Act.

sflfi

Slat* of Missouri

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATION

JtfUrson City 65101

November 13, 1975

Mvk L. EdeJmtn

Deputy Commuiiofw

It would also seem appropriate that each state should ultimately have an

opportunity to review specific sites for federal coal enaction bo that any

unique environmental problems could be identified and dealt with.

We trust these comments will be useful to you in the preparation of the

final environmental statement. Should you have any questions, please

contact us.

Sincerely.

Howard A
Director

Director, Bureau of Land Mgm't.
Department of the Interior

Washington, D.C. 20240

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Sir:

Subject! 75100046, Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the
Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal
Resources (43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating
Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

The Division of Budget and Planning, as the designated State Clear-
inghouse, has coordinated a review of the above referred draft
environmental impact statement with various concerned or affected
state agencies pursuant to Section 102(2) (c) of the National
Environmental Policy Act.

Enclosed please find the comments received. None of the other
state agencies involved in the review had comments or recommen-
dations to offer at this time.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the statement and anticipate
receiving the final environmental impact statement when prepared.

Terry it. Rehma
Grants Coordinator

JACK CUKTIS. Chairman

Sprlnflfleld 6*801

Daniel W, Duncan. Via Chairman

1(01 Soulh Second Si.

St. Jowpti 64503

LYNN W. BAUER. Member
1201 Grind Avonut

KtniH CI If 641 OS

ROGER R. LlNSlN. Member
SMI Himilton

St. Louil 63136

A. C. RILEY. Member

N«w MldrU 63B6»

MISSOURI
STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION

ROBKRT N. HUNTER. Chief Engineer

Bruce A. Ring. Chief Coumd

L, V. McLaughlin. ,(b'i. Chief Engineer

MRS. IRENE WOLLENBERC, Secretory

Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Telephone (314) 751-2551

PLANNING
AND

PROGRAMMING

STATE OF NEBRASKA
BOX 94601 i STATE CAPITOL LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68509 1402)471-2414

Governor J. James Exon W. Don Nelson

November 20, 1975

October 20, 1975

A -9 5 Review
Application No. 75100046

Mr. Terry Rehma, A-95 Coordinator

Division of State Planning and Analysis

State Capitol, P. O. Box 809

Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Dear Mr. Rehma:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement covering proposed surface

management of Federally owned coal resources and coal mining operating

regulations by the U.S. Department of the Interior does not address the

effect on transportation facilities. We suggest that the report be ex-
panded to cover the effect of such an operation on transportation facilities.

Very truly yours,

L. V. McLaughlin
Assistant Chief Engineer

A-95 Review Agent

~? *£/-

Director
U. S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Drop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

Project 75 10 07 70

5urface Management of Coal Resources

Under the provisions of 0MB Circular A-95, this office has completed
a state level review of the draft environmental Impact Statement on the
Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal
Mining Operating Regulations.

The proposed regulations do not appear to be in conflict with any state
level comprehensive plans. No comments were received from agencies during
this review.

This letter completes the state clearinghouse review.

Sincerely,

Warren White
Natural Resources Coordinator

WWrnp



NORTH DAKOTA STATE PLANNING DIVISION

GOVERNORS OFFICE OF PLANNING COORDINATION

November 17, 1975

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior

Washington, D.C. 20240

RE: Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041)
and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211} SAI NV # 76800024

Dear Sir:

November 19, 1975

STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE "LETTER OF COMMENT"
ON PROJECT REVIEW IN CONFORMANCE WITH 0MB CIRCULAR NO. A-95

To! U.S. Department of the Interior

STATE APPLICATION IDENTIFIER: 7510130522

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Sir:

The State Clearinghouse does not find any conflicts with the proposed
statement; however, a water pollution problem which is not mentioned should
be discussed. "Acid mine drainage, caused by pyritic sulfur in coal deposits,
whnn exposed to oxygen, it is oxidized to sulfuric acid, and iron oxides.
Those substances can enter surface or ground water causing a very acidic
condition affecting the aquatic biota, and recreational use."

Sincerely,bincercj.y, ^
s<? .^- «&y X/

Bruce D. Arkell
State Planning Coordi

BDA/kam

CC: Environmental Protects

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement by the U.S. Department
of the Interior on the Proposed Surface Management of Fed-
erally Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining Operations Regu-
lations.

This Draft EIS was received in our office on October 13.
1975.

*

In the process of the A-95 review, the attached comments were received
from the State Geologist, State Historical Society, Public Service
Commission, State Water Commission and the Soil Conservation Service.

This document and attachments constitute the comment of the State Inter-
governmental Clearinghouse, made in compliance with 0MB Circular No.
A-95.

Sincerely yours,

Miss Bonnie E. Austin
Associate Planner

BEA/da

At tachments

:

ec: Director, Geological Survey

NDSIC FORM B (9/71)

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE
STATE PLANNING DIVISION
STATE CAPITOL
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED

T0: Dr. Ed Noble

State Geologist

Grand Forks, ND 58201

ISSUED
BY: U.S. Department of the Interior

. DATE: October 23, 1975

Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal
NAME OF
PROJECT: m

Mining Operating Regulations

The attached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and
possible comments. If you consider It satisfactory, please check the box labeled,

"no comment. " Otherwise, please check one of the other appropriate boxes. Your
cooperation Is asked in completing this memo and returning It to the State Intergovern-

mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt. If no response is received
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment.

No comment D Meeting desired with applicant

1 Comments submitted 'herewith

1. Specific comments which are to be attached to the review statement which will be

submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or

separate sheets if necessary)

Only two technical items appear to need any comment:

Section 0-7 (b.) (17), page 1-14 suggests that 10 years is sufficient
to establish revegetation to the standard of self-vegetation. This may be,
but in view of arid region vegetation succession problems, perhaps a
statement of "once self-vegetation is established or self-vegetation is
deemed unfeasible by the mine officer, liability of the mining company
shall cease, in any case this period shall not be less than five years"
or similar would be better.

Section 0-7 (e.), page 1-16 neglects that subsidence of underground
coal mines may take place 20-50 years after cessation of mining. I'm
not sure that adequate safeguards are built in the regulations for shallow
depth underground mining.

One other major area of concern is the possible conflict of state
and federal environmental legislation and mining regulation. Although
the report discusses the problem, the proposed answer is federal priority
in all cases , with state legislation being substituted for federal rules
only when approved by the Secretary of the Interior.

This solution is not acceptable. In cases of private surface
ownership, more stringent state reclamation rules should always have
precedence; perhaps even when federal surface is Involved states
should exercise regulation if state rules are more stringent than
federal. The "unitizing" of regulations- by some mutual agreement
between state and federal regulatory bodies should be provided for
when individual mines cross such regulatory boundaries.

In general, other aspects of the report appear to represent a
sincere effort of the Department of the Interior to enable development
of much-needed coal reserves at the least possible environmental expense.

2. Reasons why meeting is desired with applicant:

Ac.AiJReviewer's

Signature:
,

Title: Assistant State Geologist

Date; November 13. 197 5

Tele: 77 7-2231



NDSIC FORM B (9/71)

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE
STATE PLANNING DIVISION
STATE CAPITOL
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED

Hr
, James Sperry

Historical Society

Bismarck, ND 58505

; ISSUED
gy. U.S. Department of the Interior

DATE: October 23, 1975

NAME OF
PROJECT: Reposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resource ^ rvwi

Mining Operating Regulations

The attached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and
possible comments. If you consider it satisfactory, please check the box labeled,
"no comment." Otherwise, please check one of the other appropriate boxes. Your
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning It to the State Intergovern-
mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt. If no response is received
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment.

D No comment

Comments submitted-herewlth

D Meeting desired with applicant

1. Specific comments which are to be attached to the review statement which will be
submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or

separate sheets if necessary)

( See attached statement)

2. Reasons why meeting Is desired with applicant:

State Historical Society
of north dokola,, .,,..,.,

November 6, 1975

0MB A-95 Project Review - Comments

U.S. Department of the Interior
Re: Proposed Surface Management

of Federally Owned Coal
Resources and Coal Mining
Operating Regulations.

1.) Page 11-95, (4): The statement that the mountain fur trade was the
first exploitation of the natural resources of the area" ignores

the use of the natural resources of the area by the American Indian.

2.) Page 11-148, 2. Ethnic: This section erroneously implies that the
Europeans who settled the Northern Great Plains were ethnically
homogeneous.

3.) Page II 1-31, Cultural Resources: The measures taken to mitigate the
impacts of coal development on historic and archeological sites are
not benefical because they only lessen the negative impacts of coal
development on these values.

Reviewer's ~
Signature: /I i C7s7^1sn^-*^

Title: Research Archaeologist

Date: November 6, 1975

Tele: 224-2672

N DSIC U KM B (9/7 1)

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE
STATE PUNNING DIVISION
STATE CAPITOL
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58S01

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVTFWrn

TO: "r- Ed Englerth

i MRS NO.

ISSUED
U.S. Department of the Interior

DATE: October 23, 1975NAME OP
PR0,E0T: Zl^V"1"" **»—** of r<*WaUv aaai m '--in— -m rMining Operating Regulations "r9s " ™ M
oo^h,

»«*«W»«>W Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review andpossible comments. If you consider 1, satisfactory, please check the box labeledno comment." Otherwise, please check one of the other appropriate boxes Wcooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning it to the StSniJ™™menu, Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of recel^f „"£££ \TZZTwithin IS days of date of notification 11 will be assumed you have no comment

L_J No comment

I—I Comments submitted herewith

I—
1
Meeting desired with applicant

l< SP
K
Cl

.ll

C^m
!
ntS WMch are tD be attached l° the review statement which will be

2SE?££?£H intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse BiSeT
*

separate sheets if necessary)

rt I a ^nflUnJ ...JiL 1 1
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2. Reasons why meeting is desired with applican

NUblC FUUM b (3/71)

FROM: STATE INTERGOVERNMENTAL CLEARINGHOUSE
STATE PLANNING DIVISION
STATE CAPITOL
BISMARCK, NORTH DAKOTA 58501

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT TO BE REVIEWED

jq. Hr. Vernon Fahy

Water Commission

Bismarck, HD 58505

U.S. Department of the Interi.

DATE: October 23, 1975

Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal

NAME OF
PROJECT:

Mining Operating Regulations

The attached Environmental Impact Statement is referred to your agency for review and
possible comments. If you consider it satisfactory, please check the box labeled,

"no comment." Otherwise, please check one of the other appropriate boxes. Your
cooperation is asked in completing this memo and returning It to the State Intergovern-

mental Clearinghouse within 10 days from date of receipt. If no response is received
within 15 days of date of notification it will be assumed you have no comment.

No comment D Meeting desired with applicant

J Comments submitted-herewith

1. Specific comments which are to be attached to the review statement which will be

submitted by the State Intergovernmental Clearinghouse: (Use reverse side or

separate sheets If necessary)

huot «ou topa i» ^anab C«kj3F*«>.U4 |%pM,T *> mo.Oi. ao £<wobm)4ti<

2. Reasons why meeting Is desired with applicant:

Reviewer's gt
Signature: _"*- ~~aia h^ri -

&^ZZM<'CUUetJt-ti

fr

Date: L/ fttV. /JJiT

Tele: A U/& ^TxTg tto&a.

Date: /o/x*/?i

Tele: *** »7t*



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION 5ERV1CE

Box 1458, Bismarck, North Dakota 58501

November 11, 1975

Austin Engel
State Planning Agency
State Capitol
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501

Dear Mr. Engel:

Reference the attached NDS1C Form B (9/71) concerning Proposed

Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal

Mining Regulations.

The regulations contained in the statement provide adequate

protection for the soil resource, no further comment is offered.

I appreciated the opportunity to review the draft statement.

Sincerely,

Neal A. McClure
Assistant State Conservationist

Attachment

Ike Ellison, Coordinator, Natural Reso'

State Capitol, Bismarck, ND
cces Council

OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM.

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE j

'.'

'

n "" - ; "•-'*''

Intergovernmental Relations Division '-' rJ

W^S** 240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon 97310

H y
M

' Ph: 378-3732 ., j , r- .
-

S,9
7S p N R S STATE RE VI E W

Project .:
?
t1H U ?50 Return Date: NQV14W5 -

ENVTBnNMRNTAT, TMPAI-T HRVTKW PROCEDURES

1 A response is required to all notices requesting environmental review.

2 OHB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of time, if

necessary . If you cannot respond by the above return date, please

call the State Clearinghouse to arrange for an extension- .

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
DRAFT STATEMENT

( ) This project does not have significant environmental impact.

( ) The environmental impact is adequately described.

( WS We suggest that the following points be considered in the prepara-

tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro-

ject.

( ) No comment.

REMARKS j

f?/A'/*°l 0M*/p**7 **tl#4-n jlftlttes <5l\to<ld 6<! coolv/ss'S-TZe/

Agency

o*r-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYE

ROBERT W. 5TRAUB

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS DIVISION

240 COTTAGE STREET S.E. . • • • SALEM, OREGON 9731

November 18, 1975

Director
Bureau of Land Management
Department of Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Sir:

Re: Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources
PNRS # 7510 4 250

Thank you for submitting your draft Environmental
Impact Statement for State of Oregon review and comment.

Your draft was referred to the appropriate state agencies.
Land Conservation and Development, Department of Environmental
Quality, Department of Fish and Wildlife, and Water Resources
Department offered the enclosed comments which should be
addressed in preparation of your final Environmental Impact
Statement.

We will expect to receive copies of the final statement
as required by Council of Environmental Quality Guidelines.

Sincerely,

William H. Young
Administrator

WHY :1m
Enclosures

OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

Intergovernmental RelationB Division^
240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon

Ph: 378-3732

iaionLiipi. v - -

EWlfU OCT 2 1975
U

NOV 111975

'%;•',

/

:?
'v PURS STATE B_E_V_I

Project t: 751 4 2 3 Return Dat

fl
MyrnnuMKUTtT, TMP&CT bpvtew PROCEDURES

1 A response is required to all notices requesting environmental revie

2. OHB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of trine, If

necessary. If you cannot respond by the above return date, please

call the State Clearinghouse to arrange for an extension.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
DRAFT STATEMENT

( ) This project does not have significant environmental impact.

( t) Thejenvironmental impact is adequately described.

( ) We^suggest that the following points be considered in the prepare-

tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro

ject

.

( ) No comment.

REMARKS

Agency <££$ ... a, (kC



OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

Intergovernmental Relations Division
<

240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon 97310 c
,bt

Ph: 378-3732 Or i
it'iSc

P N R S STAT E RE VI EW '<>#
'

Project t= 7m n k ?5o Return Date: NOV 141975

FNVTRnMMEMTAL IMPACT REVIEW PROCEDURES

1. A response is required to all notices requesting environmental review.
2. OMB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of time, if

necessary. If you cannot respond by the above return date, please
call the State Clearinghouse to arrange for an extension.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
DRAFT STATEMENT

( ) This project does not have significant environmental impact.

( ) The environmental impact is adequately described.

( X ) We suggest that the following points be considered in the prepara-
tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro-
ject.

( ) No comment.

(See attachment.)

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife

Comments on

Draft Environmental Statement - Department of the Interior

Proposed Surface Management of Federal ly Owned Coal Resources
and

Coal Mining Operating Regulations

The statement provides a reasonable analysis of the Impacts of the
proposed regulations. The following comments are suggested to
strengthen the environmental Impact and mitigation sections of the
statement.

1

.

Environmental Impact - Fish and Wildlife . The report
adequately describes the displacement and potential loss
of wildlife In terms of the animals themselves, but no
mention is made of the monetary loss from wildlife oriented
recreation or commercial harvest. Following reclamation,
the wildlife species composition will most likely be much
different than that which existed prior to mining. This
change In species may result In a reduction of monetary
benefits derived from wildlife. For example, conversion
of an anadromous fish stream to a stream containing less
desirable fish would affect local revenues generated by
sport and commercial fishing.

2. Mitigating Measures . Although the regulations allow for
withdrawal of key wildlife areas, there needs to be pro-
visions to replace. In kind, wildlife and their habitat
which may be totally eliminated by mining activity. It

should be noted In the statement that some types of wildlife
losses cannot be mitigated.

Agency ^ffjh *{i)ddbh ByU^CA <U-T. Q^AgM/Wli
£ Environmental Management Section

OREGON PROJECT NOTIFICATION AND REVIEW SYSTEM

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE

Intergovernmental Relations Division ^-'.

240 Cottage Street S.E., Salem, Oregon 97310,, *4>
.

Ph: 378-3732 /:

'i';, '"•£,-:.

PN R S STATE REVIEW '"%.

Project t. 751 n k Z50 Return Date: NOV 14 1975

FHVTBI-INMEMTIU, TMPACT RKVTF.W PROCTntlRFIS,

A response is required to all notices requesting environmental review.
OMB A-95 (Revised) provides for a 30-day extension of time, if
necessary . If you cannot respond by the above return date, please
call the State clearinghouse to arrange for an extension.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
DRAFT STATEMENT

( )

( )

This project does not have significant environmental impact.

The environmental impact is adequately described.

We suggest that the following points be considered in the prepara-
tion of a Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding this pro-
ject.

Ki "STATE OF OREGON

Federal Aid Coordinator

INTEROFFICE MEMO

date: November 3, 1975

( ) No comment.

from. Jake Szramek mJ
Water Resources Department y

suejecT; Draft Environmental Statement Proposed Surface Management
of Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining Operating
Regulations

We have the following comment to offer in regard to
the subject draft statement.

Page II - 12 Section D Hydrology. It should be noted
that Oregon streams have low summer flows. These low summer
flows have to satisfy a variety of users when water demands
are at their peak. In addition to water supply and demand,
Oregon has established minimum flows that are maintained for
fish life and in some instances water quality and have set
policy guidelines that regulate water use.

Thus , coal operators should be informed that they
would have to determine water availability and policy guide-
lines to see if their needs could be satisfied under existing
conditions.

RECEIVED
0CT2 01975

WATER RESOURCES DEPT.
SALEM. OREGON

Agency -JUlfa tiMW&>



STATE OF TENNESSEE

h OFFICE OF URBAN AND FEDERAL AFFAIRS

SUITE 108 • PAHKWAY TOWERS BUILDING - NASHVILLE 37218 • «1 5-741 -27U

RAY BLANTON November 19, 1975
WASHINGTON BUTLER, JR.

TENNESSEE WILDLIFE RESOURCES AGENCY

ELLINGTON AGRICULTURAL CE'NILfl

P, O. BOX .1074/

NASHVILLE, Tt.NNESSEE 3/204

November 12, 1975

Director

U. S. Geological Survey

National Center

Mail Stop 760

Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Sir:

Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned
Coal Resources (t3 CFR Part 3041) and Coal

Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211)

As the officially designated State Clearinghouse for Federal development programs

under OMB Circular A-95 guidelines, we have conducted a review of the subject

draft EIS. Included are proposed new BLM coal teasing, permitting and licensing

regulations [43 CRF Part 3041) and revised USCS coal exploration, mining operating,

and reclamation regulations (30 CFR Part 211) as they apply to all aspects of coal

operations on public and acquired lands.

No State agencies have identified conflicts with their current or planned activities.

Enclosed are recommendations from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency that

merit your thorough consideration in preparation of the final environmental state-

ment,

We appreciate the opportunity to review this proposal ,
We, or other reviewing

authorities, may wish to comment further at a later time. If this office, as the State

Clearinghouse, can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Please forward five (5) copies of the final EIS upon its completion and distribution.

Sincerely,

f*
7 / Stephen H.Norris

Grant Review Coordinator

SHN:mn

Enclosure

cc: Director, Bureau of Land Management

•M

Mr. Stephen H. Norris ' s ^^
Grant Review Coordinator

Office of Urban and Federal Affairs

Suite 108

Parkway Towers Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Re : Department of Interior - DEIS, Proposed Surface Management of Federally

Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining Operating Regulations

Dear Mr- Norris:

We have reviewed the above-captioned coal mining regulations for Federally

owned coal resources. Regulations and revisions provide for: expansion

of Federal scope of authority to private surface over Federally owned min-

erals; required submission of detailed exploration and/or mining plans prior

to operations, and required reclamation as an integral part of mining operations.

There are no Federal leases of coal listed for Tennessee (page III-J), However,

we conclude that the proposed regulations will very significantly minimize de-

trimental environmental impacts from mining of Federally - leased eaal. We,

therefore, have no objections to the regulations subject to the following

comments;

The list of JO endangered species which may appear on Federal

coal lands seems short in consideration of the much longer

official Federal list. An example of a possible missing species

in the red-cockaded woodpecker, which is found in old age pine

woodlands from southeastern Oklahoma, Arkansas, Western Kentucky,

Southeastern Virginia south to the Gulf Coast. We recommend

that this and other Federally-listed species be considered for

possible presence on Federal coal lands.

It is recommended th.^t recognition be given to State lists of

endangered species where Federally leased coal lands are located

and to protection of habitat for these specien.

Mr. Stephen H. Morris
Page - 2

November 12, 1975

We appreciate this opportunity for comment.

Sincerely,

OOLPH BRISCOE
GOVERNOR

Harvey Bray, Executive Director
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
DIVISION OF PLANNING COORDINATION

December 22, 1975

fljtt m. hoa,

Robert H. Hatcher, Environmental PLmner
Planning 8t Environmental Resources Division

RMH/.-5

cc: Mr. Hudson Nichols

Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director
U.S. Geological Survey
National Center

Mall Stop 760

Reston. Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. McKelvey:

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the proposed, "Surface

Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal

Mining Regulations (30 CFR Part 211) DES 7553," has been reviewed by the

Governor's Division of Planning Coordination and interested State agencies

as prescribed by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The

comments of the individual agencies are enclosed and each should be

considered In its entirety.

The review participants noted that there are apparently no federally

owned coal deposits in Texas that fall within the jurisdiction of the

above cited regulations. They also noted that the Draft EIS implies

that the Secretary of the Interior has discretionary authority to adopt

and apply as federal law any State regulations pertaining to surface

mining for federal lands under his jurisdiction. Therefore they stated

that the Draft EIS should be corrected to record that the State of Texas

has a Surface Mining and Reclamation Act; Senate Bill 55 of the 64th Texas

Legislature. In addition, the reviewing agencies submitted suggestions

to strengthen the document. These comments are briefly summarized as

foil ows

:

1. The Texas Department of Agriculture (TDA) noted that the

Draft EIS is well conceived. However, they made a number of

suggestions to clarify ambiguities. The TDA suggested that the

cost of reclamation should be documented. They expressed concern

for the Impact of the assertion that large coal mining operations

are more efficient than small ones and expressed strong objection

to the Inference that improved environmental conditions would be

gained by eliminating small mining operations.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING • 41 1 WEST I3TH STREET • AUSTIN. TEXAS 7B701 • IS12I «75-2«7
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Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Page 2

Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Page 3

2. The Texas Water Rights Commission (TWRC) stated that the
Draft EIS should Include some discussion of the probable Impact
of lignite coal mining on the National Forests and Grasslands
in Texas. They suggested that mention should be made of the
degree to which federally owned lands in Texas had been Inventoried
for locatable resources. The TWRC also requested clarification
of whether the programmatic approach precludes the need for
assessing specific projects or the concentration of energy
related projects in an area.

3. The Texas Air Control Board stated that the Draft EIS should
contain further discussion on the control of fires in coal
banks because these fires are a source of air pollution. They
also provided guidance for the treatment of access roads to
prevent excess emissions of particulate matter.

4. The Surface Mining and Reclamation Division of the Railroad
Commission of Texas (SMRD) informed us that "Rules for Regulating
Surface Mining of Coal and Uranium" will be reviewed 1n a second
hearing in January, 1976, and that these rules should become
effective early next year. They suggested that engineering
estimates should include the capacity of catch basins or holding
ponds to contain or control water pumped from the mine floor and
the maximum 5-inch/24 hour rainfall runoff recorded for the area
by the nearest weather bureau service. They emphasized the need
for preventing cuts within 100 feet of an oil or gas well unless
these wells have been properly plugged. They stated that no cuts
should be allowed within 150 feet of the outside line of the right
of way for a public highway and that, where possible, natural
vegetation screening should be required where complete reclamation
cannot be achieved. The SMRD requested that they be informed of
any future mining operations to be developed in Texas.

The Division of Planning Coordination noted that the procedures for issuing
permits and the regulations for mining operation include certain provisions
that should be emphasized in the draft EIS. The provisions include: the
requirement for the preparation of an environmental impact assessment for an
area being considered for coal development; the conduct of public hearings
and consultations with local and State agencies In the selection of tracts
for development; and the discretionary authority of the Secretary of the
Interior to direct, at the request of the Governor, that some or all exist-
ing State laws, regulations and procedures be applied as a matter of
federal law. We also suggest the need for flexibility in requirements
pertaining to subsidence and revegetation. The effect of subsidence and
the feasibility of revegetation will vary throughout the country, particu-
larly in different areas of this State. Therefore, some exception may be
desirable, particularly where controlling or preventing subsidence and
total reclamation may constitute a waste of resources, effort and funds.

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department and the Bureau of Economic Geology
also participated in the review of this document and concurred without
exception. This Division recognizes that the development of federally
owned coal resources 1s essential to the development of an extensive source
of alternative fuel. We urge you to consider the preceding comments in the
preparation of final rules and regulations for the discovery and mining of
coal resources.

If we can be of further assistance, please let us know,

JMR:eec 17/16

Enclosures

cc: Hon. John C. White, TDA
Mr. Charles R. Barden, TACB
Dr. C. J. Groat, BEG

. ROSE X

Mr. Robert E. Schneider, TWRC
Mr. Clayton T. Garrison, TP&WD
Mr. Roy Payne, TRRC

EDMUND L. NICHOLS
Assistant Commissioner

Mr. Wayne N. Brown, Chief
October 27, 1975
page two

October 27, 1975

Mr. Wayne N. Brown, Chief
Intergovernmental Coordination
Division of Planning Coordination
Office of the Governor
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Wayne:

This is in response to your letter of October 17, 1975,
soliciting comments on the Draft Environmental Impact State-
ment On the Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned
Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041) And Coal Mining Operating
Regulations (30 CFR Part 211).

We have reviewed this draft EIS and proposed regulations and
find that generally it is well written and well conceived:
We do offer some comments wiich we believe will make the
statements more precise and pertinent to the subject.

There is stated a requirement to replace overburden and
waste in the mined area to the maximum extent possible.
This is ambiguous and subject to various interpretations.
The requirement to protect to the maximum extent practicable
the quality and quantity of upstream, downstream and groun-
water suffers from the same defect of ambiguity and oppor-
tunity for abuse. Both reclamation and water-related require-
ment should be clarified and made more specific for the good
of environ mental as well as legitimate mining concerns.

The section requiring regulation of public access, vehicular
traffic and wildlife by warning fencing and flagmen needs
rewording. The .impl i ca ti on that wildlife will respond to
warnings and flagmen detracts from the credibility of the
section.

The requirement that the operator take visual resources into
account in the planning, design and construction of facili-
ties is vague. A definition of visual resources is needed
and a more specific instruction than "taking into account"
is need-ed.

The section requiring that exploration and mining work be
conducted to minimize, control, and to the maximum extent
practicable prevent air and water pollution is too general
and subject to too many interpretations. This should be
clarified and made more specific to avoid abuse.

The section requiring that subsidence be controlled or pre-
vented may be too stringent. In some situations, subsidence
may not be harmful, so controlling or preventing it would
constitute a waste of resources, effort and funds.

The section on endangered and threatened species has several
speculative statements regarding species which may be con-
sidered endangered but offers nothing more than the author's
opinion in support. More factual support information is
needed. Also, the notion that the "threatened" species list
include all vertebrate species considered threatened is too
vague and subject to abuse. For credibility, definition of
"threatened species" authority is essential.

The section captioned Human Values Resources is misnamed. It
actually addressed aesthetic, not human values.

The section on economics is at least inadequate. It is
unacceptable to try to cover the economics of the nation's
largest fossil fuel resource in two sentences.

The section discussing the role of states in regulating
surface coal mining includes Texas in the list of states
with no statutory controls. This is incorrect. Texas has a
Surface Mining and Reclamation Act. This should be corrected.

The c
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Mr. Wayne N, Brown, Chief
October 27, 1975
page three

tions regarding small operators versus big ones is repeated
and elaborated in Chapter VI. Correction is called for.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this statement.

yfncerel

commissions as

JOE D. CAKTER. O.AIflMAH

DOflSEf B HARDEMAN

TEXAS WATER RIGHTS COMMISSION
sti;pmi;n r. Austin statu oitici; huiuhno

November 13, 1975

ELN/pcf

.IBOSISCHNEIOER

MARY ANN HEFNEB

SECFUTAHY

«MM4

Brigadier General James M. Hose
Director, Division of Planning Coordination

Office of the Governor
411 West 13th Street

Austin, Texas 78701

Attention: Mr. Wayne N. Brown

U. S. Department of the Interior, U, S.

Geological Survey /Bureau of Land
Management — Draft Environmental
Statement -- "Proposed Surface Manage-
ment of Federally Owned Coal Resources
(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining

Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part

211), DES 75-53, "October 1, 1975.

Dear General Hose:

As requested in your letter of October 17 and the U.S. Geological

Survey's letter of October 1, 1975, the staff of the Texas Water Rights

Commission has reviewed the referenced document. The review was
made pursuant to the Commission's duties as a member agency of the

Interagency Council on Natural Resources and the Environment (ICNRE)
to assist your office in reviewing Federal actions pursuant to Office of

Management and Budget Circular No. A-95. More specifically, the

review was made from the standpoint of the effects of the proposed
referenced action on the State of Texas, and the water rights impacts

of the proposed action.

The staff furnishes the following comments for your consideration:

1. Generally, the referenced document fulfills the analytical,

coordinative, and administrative requirements of Sec. 102

(2)(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

General .1 umes M.

November 13, 197.3

Page 2

General James M. Rus
November 13, 197.3

Page 3

The discussion on pages 11-169 through 11-180, relative to

the Gulf Coal Province should include some discussion of

the probable impacts of lignite coal mining on the Angelina,

Dnvey Crockett, Sabine, Sam Houston, and the Big Thicket
National Forests; and, the Caddo and the Cross Timbers
National Grasslands in Texas. It appears that 43 CFR 23

incorporates the concept of "multiple use" of Federal lands.

This assumption is based on the staff's interpretation of

Section 23. 1, which sttites:

"11 is the policy of 1 his Department lo encourage
(he development of the mineral resources under
its .jurisdiction where mining is authorized. .How-
ever, the public merest requires that, with

respect lo the exploration for, and the surface
mining of, such minimis, adequate measures be

ta ken lu avoid, minimize, or correct damage to

the t-nvironmenl — land, ator. and

avoid, minimize, or correct haza
health and safety. The regulation

prescribe procedures lo that end.

added.

)

r— and to

is to the public

in this part

(Emphasis

Analysis of Section 3041. 0-7 (b)(6) through (20), inclusive,

of Proposed Rules, 43 CFH 3040, Subpart 3041, indicates

that proper consideration will be given to the protection of

State water and water rights, both on local and regional

bases, incident to possible surface, coal-mining operations

on federally-owned National Forests, Botanical and Bio-

logical Preserves, and Grasslands in Texas-

Mention should be made of the degree to which the federally-

owned lands tn Texas have been inventoried for locatable

mineral resources.

Mention should be made of the cross impacts of the provisions

of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of

1974 (Public Law 93-319, enacted by Congress on June 24,

1975) with both 43 CFR 3041 and 30 CFR 211.

6. Clarification and discussion should be furnished whether the

referenced programmatic statement is intended to preclude
the need for preparing statements for specific projects, or
for regional areas in which a great concentration of many
energy-related projects and activities are under consideration,
including coal mining, coal gasification, power plants, water
developments, transportation systems, pipelines, and power
transmission lines. It might be more advantageous to all

managers and the public concerned, to consider the cumulative
environmental, social, and economic impact of permitting
all such interrelated projects within a given geographical
area, It should be emphasized that program, regional, and
project Environmental Impact Statements serve different

needs of planners, managers, and the public.

The foregoing comments are presented with the constructive intent

of enhancing the usefulness of the referenced document. }f you have any
questions, please notify Dr. Alfred J, D'Arezzo, Special Analyst for
Environment and Interagency Coordination, phone (512) 475-2678.

Robert K. Schneider
Executive Director

RES-AJD:I1



TEXAS AM CONTROL BOARD
PHONE 512/451-5711 CHARLES R. BAROEN,
8520 SHOAL CREEK BOULEVARD EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

AUSTIN, TEXAS - 7B758
.SERT W. HARTMAN, JR., H.D.

E.W. ROBINSON. P.E.

CHARLES R. JAYNES
JAMES D. ABRAMS, P.E.

FRED MARTMAN
WILLIE L. UL1CH. Ph.D.. P.E.

JOE C. BR10CEFARMER, P.E.

November 12, 1975

COMMISSIONERS

PEARCE JOHNSON
Chairman. Austin

JOE K. FULTON
V«.-Chaj,mJn

. Lut

JACK R.STONE

Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department

BOB BURLESON

CLAYTON T. GARRISON

JOHN H. REAGAN BUILDING

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78701

Mr. Wayne N. Brown, Chief
Intergovernmental Coordination
Planning Coordination
Governor's Office
Executive Office Building
411 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Proposed
Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources
(43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining Operating Regulations
C30 CFR Part 211)

Dear Mr. Brown

:

We have reviewed the above cited document. We feel some further
discussion could be made concerning the control of fires in
coal banks as this could become a source of air pollution. It
may be necessary to treat access roads with asphalt, oil, water
or suitable chemicals to prevent excess emissions of particulate

Thank you for the review opportunity,
assistance, please contact me.

If we can be of further

Bill Stewart, P.E.
Deputy Director
Control and Prevention

October 27, 1975

Mr. Wayne N. Brown
Governor's Division of Planning Coordination
Executive Office Building
411 W. 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Dear Mr. Brown;

This Department has reviewed the drafc environmental impact: statement
on the proposed surface management of federally owned coal resources

(43 CFR Part 3041) and coal mining operating regulations (30 CFR Part
211). We concur with the statement as presented.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this statement,

Sincereb

Texas Water Quality Board

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

AUSTIN, TEXAS 7871a XKCUTIVE niftEl

Uim-triily Station, Bex X
Phone 512—171-1534

November 11, 1975
I tub north CONOR fiRS AVF,. TITOI
!. HOX 1324G CAPITOl. STATION 7871 I

AUSTIN. TF'XAS

November 26, 1975

Re : Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
Federal Coal Leasing Program

Mr. Wayne N. Brown, Chief
Division of Planning Coordination
P. 0. Box 12428
Austin, Texas 78711

Dear Mr. Brown:

The staff of the Bureau of Economic Geology has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Proposed Surface
Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (43CFR Part 3041)
and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30CFR Part 211)

.

We have no negative comments on these regulations.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond.

Groat
Acting Director

General James M. Rose, Director
Governor's Division of Planning Coordination
Executive Office Building
411 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Dear General Rose:

The staff of the Texas Water Quality Board has reviewed the draft
environmental impact statement covering the Federal Coal Leasing
Program and Offer the following comments regarding the statement.

The present federal coal leasing program would not have any effect
on Texas since there are presently no federal coal leases within
the State. However, pages III-4 and III-5 of this report states
that Texas has no statutes specifically requiring surface mine re-
clamation. This report is of recent enough vintage that the authors
should be aware of the "Texas Surface Mining and Reclamation Act"
enacted June 21, 1975. In any case, this portion of the report
should be corrected to reflect the actual existing conditions with
respect to mining reclamation statutes in the State of Texas.

In the event that the Federal Government does obtain coal leases in
Texas, the impact of the rules set forth in this report would only
be minimal, since the Federally enacted regulations and the recently
enacted Texas statutes are in rather close agreement with respect to
surface management and mining operating procedures.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this activity.
of further assistance, please let us know.

If we can be

Very'^truly yours^

Emory G. Long, Dire
Administrative Operations



AGENCY REVIEW TRANSMITTAL SHEET

TO: James M. Rose, Director
Division of Planning Coordination
Office of the Governor
lAttn; State Clearinghouse)

FROM: Mr. Hugh C. Yantis, Jr., Texas Water Quality Board

Date: Sent fiI/3-/9S'

Due : 11/21/75

SUBJECT: PUBLIC NOTICE SN-NW-1, GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS, NEW WORK DREDGING
TAYLORS BAYOU, TEXAS, DRAINAGE AND FLOOD CONTROL PROJECT

wu»«»i

We have reviewed the cited document and ojr comments as to the adequacy of treatment
of environmental effects of concern are siown below:

Chock [v] for each item

lone ConmSnt enclosed

1. Additional specific effects which should be assessed:
V*

2. Additional alternatives which should be considered: •

3. Getter or more appropriate measures and standards which
should be used to evaluate environmental effects: i/

4. Additional control measures which should be applied to
reduce adverse environmental effects or to avoid or
minimise the irreversible'or irretrievable commitment
of resources. /

5. Our assessment of how serious the environmental damage
from this project might be, using the best alternative
.and control measures:

•"

6. We identify issues which require further. -discussion or
resolution: V*

| I
This agency concurs with the implementation of this project.

[ 1 This agency does not wish to comment on the subject document because:

-\

Name & title of Uuvicv/vng official

There is no definition of the quality of dredged material. The

spoil quality is needed in order to determine its disposition. If

the spoil is contaminated, as we suspect, it must be deposited in

on-land confined disposal areas. It is the stated policy of this

agency that the decant liquid from a spoil area must be routed to

the channel being dredged; there is no statement regarding route of

decant liquid.

Enclosure(s)

STATE OF VERMONT
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
MONTPBLIER. VERMONT 03BO2

AREA CODE 001-0X0-3320

GffcALOP McCARTm-

COMMONWEALTH of VIRQINIA
Council on the Environment mi

January 16, 1976

From:

Date:

U.S. Geological Survey, Director
National Center, Mail Stop 760
Reston, Virginia 22092

Lucinda M. Jones, State Planner

November 17, 1975

Re: Draft environmental imDact statement, Proposed Surface Management of
Federally Owned Coal Resources and Coal Mining Operating Regulations

As the state clearinghouse under USOMB Circular A-95 we have notified
interested public agencies of the above environmental impact statement and
have received no comments.

Director, Geological Survey
Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20200

Subject: Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources
and Coal Mining Operating Regulations

We have reviewed the subject draft environmental impact
statement. The following state agencies participated in this
review:

Division of State Planning and Community Affairs
State Water Control Board
State Department of Health
State Air Pollution Control Board
Soil and Water Conservation Commission
Commission of Outdoor Recreation

v

State Department of Conservation and Economic Development
Department of Labor and Industry, Division of Mines and

Quarries

Based on the comments we received, we understand that these
regulations will apply only to leases of Federally owned coal lands.

Since none of these lands are located in the Commonwealth of Virginia..

these regulations will have no effect on this state.

Additionally, we would like to mention that we in Virginia
have a great concern for conducting mining operations so as to avoid,
minimize or control erosion, pollution of air and water, alteration
of drainage, damage to vegetation and wildlife and damage to recre-
ational, historical, archeological and ecological values of the land
so that localized environmental effects on air, water and land are
acceptable. Therefore, state regulations already exist which are
very similar to those discussed in the subject document.



Director, Geological Survey
January 16 , 1976
Page Two

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment.

jS Sincerely,

7%+** /?. yu-Za^Zy
IRAS. LATIMER, jr.

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

CHARLESTON 2530S

December 4, 1975

Honorable Earl J . Shif let , Secretary of Commerce and Resources
Mr. Oscar H. Adams, State Department of Health V. E. McKelvey, Director

U.S. Geological Survey
National Center
Mail Stop 760

Reston, Virginia 22092

Dear Mr. McKelvey:

RE: DEIS, Proposed Surface

Management of Federally
Owned Coal Resources

The West Virginia Department of Natural Resources has reviewed
the above referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) and submits
the following ccmmsnts and reconmendations

.

The regulations seem to grant a significant amount of authority
to inspection personnel. Page 1-21 states that H^ie authorized officer of
the surface management agency must set the amount of bond and take the neces-

sary action for an increase or partial release of a bond, after consultation
with the Mining Supervisor." It is thought that the regulations should
describe 'bonding requirements and procedures in more detail. Bonding flexi-

bility could still be maintained with a provision that would stipulate a
minimum bond requirement.

Page 1-23 states that failure of the operator to take action
on a noncompliance notice will result in possible cancellation of the lease

,

permit or license. Strengthening this section by eliminating the word
"possible" and inserting a requirement similar to West Virginia's revocation
provision should further assure environmental quality control. The West
Virginia Surface Mining and Reclamation Law states "If the Director finds
that an applicant is or has been affiliated with or managed or controlled by,

or is or has been under the ccmmon control cf, other than as an employee, a
person who or which has had a surface or strip-ndng permit revoked or bond
or other security forfeited for failure to reclaim lands as required by the
laws of the State, he shall not issue a permit to the applicant." (Chapter
20-6-8, Code of West Virginia)

V. E, McKelvey
Page Two
December 4, 1975

V. E, McKelvey
Page Three
December 4, 1975

While reading the document, it was apparent that the relative
importance of the coal provinces to the federal government decreased from
west to east. For instance, aquatic resources and rare and endangered
species were not discussed for the Eastern Province. Even worse was the
complete misrepresentation of the economic and human-value resources of the
Appalachians (Pages 11-192 to 193). The statement "Coal mining has essen-
tially replaced hunting and subsistence farming as the economic basis of
the area." is archaic and unjust. This statement completely ignores the
importance of oil and gas to Appalachia and the impact of the region's
chemical industry on the total economy of the Nation. In addition, the
timber industry and more recently, recreation and tourism, are very impor-
tant economic assets to the area.

The document failed to evaluate any potential adverse socio-
economic impacts that increased development of western coal will have on
the Eastern Coal Province States. The lease price of Federal coal should
not place an unfair economic hardship on the coal industry of other mining
regions. It is thought that uniform Federal reclamation controls should
help establish a healthy market in the pricing of coal.

The Alternatives Section (VIII- 8) briefly discussed a feature
of proposed Federal reclamation legislation, a special Reclamation Fund
which would be used to reclaim abandoned surface mined lands. In view of
the experience of West Virginia's reclamation program, such a Fund should
be included in any Federal surface mining law or regulations. The increased
cost of coal to the consumer for special reclamation would be insignificant
when compared to the environmental and social benefits. This fund should
be administered so as to be compatible with on-going state reclamation pro-
grams that have been successful in the reclamation of abandoned surface mine
lands. Public ownership does not have to be a prerequisite for the suc-
cessful reclamation of these existing scars. Equitable distribution of funds
to the states should be made on the basis of acreage in need of reclamation,
regardless of ownership.

It is essential that any Federal regulatory surface mine recla-
mation program establish the following provisions

: (1) issuance of
exploratory permits should be subject to reclamation obligations; (2) a pre-
plan for reclamation must be a requirement for issuing a mining permit;
(3) stringent sedimentation and water pollution controls; (4) adequate bond-
ing to assure that public funds will not be required to achieve reclamation;
(5) a limitation clause which allows the regulatory agency the right to refuse
a permit with just cause to protect irreplaceable, unique high quality values
and/or for reasons of public welfare and safety; (6) reclamation regulations
for Federally owned properties should be consistent with proposed congres-
sional legislation for surface mine reclamation on all lands.

In general, the proposed regulations appear to provide a com-
prehensive program that takes into consideration the previously enumerated
provisions. Proper enforcement coupled with a cooperative mining industry

should assure environmental protection and uniform reclamation requirements
for Federal coal resources. If you desire additional information, or have
any questions, do not hesitate to contact this office.

Sincerelybincereiy

,

r\

Ira S. Latimer, Jr.

Director

ISL/wbs
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Secretary of the Interior
November 21, 1975

Page 2

Thank you for the opportunity to review this document in the interest of the

fish and wildlife resources in Wyoming.

November 21, 1975

Secretary of the Interior
Interior Building
Washington, DC 20240

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Personnel of the Wyoming Game and Fish Department have reviewed the Draft
Environmental Statement relating to the Proposed Surface Management of
Federally Owned Coal Resources (43 CFR Part 3041) and Coal Mining 0peratin R
iw.en*«Liuuo wu i-fR ran Ha rererence uttt /•>-!)» as nrnn.nri'H tiy the 'J. S.
Department of the Interior. Our review indicates that the' proposed regula-
tions would result in beneficial impacts on wildlife habitat as indicated
in the DES. One adverse impact mat accounted for is that of committing
efforts of state wildlife agencies to cooperate in monitoring the imple-
mentation of this proposed regulation. This commitment is currently
duplicated by our cooperation with other state agencies charged with enforce-
ing similar laws and regulations. Since the; Game and Fish Department is
charged with management and .conservation of wildlife in Wyoming, it seems
natural to assume that we be involved In permitting and monitoring of
activities that present the potential of impacting wildlife to the extent
that seems possible in the development of Wyoming's coal resources.

Review of the alternatives to the proposed action indicated that the alter-
natives to "Let State Mining Laws Govern Strip Mining on Federal Lands"
would result in essentially the same beneficial effects to wildlife resources
in Wyoming as would the proposed action. Election of this alternative would
perhaps also eliminate the duplication of effort indicated above as an adverse
impact on wildlife management.

Perhaps the adoption of the proposed rules and regulations as outlined along
with the provisions that they be implemented by state agencies in cooperation
with the federal permitting authority would be a workable solution. Implementa
tlon of the National Environmental Policy Act and the resulting rules and
regulations coverning water and air quality is currently being accomplished
within a procedure that might be considered in this case.

J«neT B. WTiI

d Fish Department

State Planning Coordinator
Department of Environmental Quality
Director of Plant Siting
Director of Land Use Planning



NATIONAL COAL-ASSOCIATION

Conl Bui.'rimg' 1130 Semntecnth Street. Northwest Woitiington. D. C. 1003G \(}01) S7B-J322

November 21, 1975

Dr. Vincent E. McKelvcy
Director
United States Geological Survey
Department of the Interior
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, Virginia 22092

Dcnr Dr. KcKelvey:

Nnticn.nl Con], Association hereby submits its comments

nn<2 propose]? on the proposed COAL MINING OPERATING REGU-

LATIONS (43 CFR 3041 and 30 CFR 211) which appeared in the

Federal Register 40, NO. 173, pp. 41124-30, September 5,

1975.

we respectfully request that these comments be care-

fully considered and made a part of the official record.

"Very truly yours

William E. Hynan
Vice President-Law4

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION
ON THE NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

ON SURFACE MANAGEMENT OF FEDERALLY OWNED
COAL RESOURCES

AND
COALMINING OPERATING REGULATIONS

TO THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF TilF. INTERIOR

November 21, 1975

The National Coal Association (NCA) is a nationwide trade assoeialii

which represents the principal producers and distributors of most of the

commercially mined bituminous coal in the United States.

Many of the producing members of NCA prospect, explore, develop

and mine coal on the public and acquired lands of the United Slates and

on Indian lands. On September 5, 1975, the Acting Secretary of Interior

issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to revise the Department of

Interior's Coal Mining Operating Regulations contained in 30 CFR 211

and 43 CFR 23 and to promulgate a new Subpart 3041 of 43 CFR entitled

"Surface Management -- Federal Coal Resources. " It is also proposed

that 30 CFR Part 216', applicable to coal mining operations under leases

in the State of Alaska, which were issued pursuant to the Alaska Coal

Leasing Act of October 20, 1914, be revoked and that operations under

those leases also be governed by the proposed regulations in 30 CFR 211.

The proposed revision of the coal mining operating regulations arc quite

clearly of extreme importance to the National Coal Association and its

members. The following statement is submitted by NCA with regard to

the proposed revision of these regulations.

I. Applicability of the Proposed Regulations

In the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Federal Register, Vol. 40,

No. 173, P. 41123 -- September 5, I9 7 5) the Department of Interior

stated:

Public comment is expressly requested, upon the question
of whether separate provision should bo made within
tlie proposed regulations to cover existing regulations,
or whether separate effective dales fur tin- new regulation*
should be provided for new and enisling operations, and
in cither event what time period for compliance is

appropriate.

This request for comment is of primary importance to the prudur.ii

members of NCA. The request for comment is iii two parts and our

comments are so treated herein.

(A) Whether separate provisions should be made within the prupos

regulations to cover existing operations or existing regulations; and

(D) The appropriate time period for compliance with the regulaiioi

A. Whether Separate Provis i ons Should be Made Within the Proposed

Regulations to Cover Existing Operations or Existing Regulations .

It is NCA's position that the proposed regulations should contain

a specific provision which clearly states that the existing regulations

are those which shall, apply and continue to apply to existing operations

with approved mining plans. At this point it should be noted that

these proposed regulations arc part of the mechanism by which the

Energy Minerals Activity Recommendation System(EMARS) program

is to be implemented. They set forth the procedure for acquiring new

coal leases on Federal and Indian Lands and the performance standards

applicable thereto.

Our producing members have invested huge sums of money, time

and effort in developing their mines. In almost all cases, long term

coal supply commitments have been made for the coal to be produced

from these mines and their customers have made long term plans and

financial commitments based on the receipt of this coal. These mines

"*
It is our understanding from the Bureau of Land Management that

the term 'existing regulations" is a misprint in the Federal Register
;

it should have been "existing operations". We are, however, addressing

ourselves in this comment to both exiting operations and existing

regulations because of the' terminology of the Federal Register .

are not permitted to operate without regard to environmental protot'iii-n.

In approving mining plans for these existing. operations, the Department

has required the opurators to take reasonable and effeelive steps to

protect the environment. On the more recent operations, Final

Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) have been prepared and filed.

Existing operations with approved mining plans have been

developed to utilize certain and specific types of mining equipment.

The entire economic feasibility is predicated upon the investment in

the existing operation and the price for which the coal therefrom is

sold. Eighty-five to ninety percent (85% to 90%) of annual production

is or will be committed to long term contracts based upon the economics

of approved mining plans. To apply new and different standards and

regulations to existing mines with approved mining plans in compliance

with existing regulations would not only be economically infcasible,

but it would be inordinately inequitable and violative of established

contractural rights and obligations.

As to existing mining operations, such important aspects

as soil handling procedures and overburden removal, both of which

arc major cost considerations, have been determined prior to the

purchase of equipment and incorporated in the mining plan to achieve

the land form necessary to support the post mining land uses. These

are developed on a site-specific basis for each mine and determine

the size of the dragline and other equipment necessary for these

operations. Equipment outlays are the major capital investment for

the mining enterprise and arc critical to the economic feasibility of

the operation. Application of these regulations to existing operations

could require change in soil handling procedures and overburden

removal which in turn could necessitate the total replacement of the



equipment. Assuming the operator could make the capital investment

required for the change-over, such major equipment replacement

could increase the cost of production drastically, and to the extent

lh.it these production cost increases can be passed on, the cost of

energy to the ultimate consumer would be increased significantly.

Depending on the equipment replaced, the economic feasibility of the

entire mining project could be jeopardized.

Recommendation:

The proposed Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and U. S.

Geological Survey (USCS) regulations (43 CFR subpart 3041 and 30 CFR

211) should not be retroactive; they should be prospective only . Clearly,

the retroactive application of a program which could prevent the. exercise

of legally vested property rights would constitute a violation of due

process . Therefore, it should be mr.de clear that the regulations arc

applicable only to leases, permits and licenses ; ssued on or. after the

effective date of the regulations. The proposed regulations should

be applicable only to new leases and operations thereon. All mining

plans for operations on new leases would hav

the proposed regulations.

to meet the standards of

B. The Appropriate Time Period for Compliance With the Regulations .

As stated above, the proposed regulations would not be applicable

to existing leases, permits, and licenses. Indeed, there would be a

serious legal question involved, since under established law the lease

terms and not the proposed regulations would govern. Therefore, the

appropriate time period for compliance would be dependent upon the

effective dale of these regulations.

As to the situations below, the regulations only should be

applicable as follows:

1. Those cases with a mining plan filed or an

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) being processed

and legal and substantial financial commitments haw bvt*n

madc should be covered by existing, and not till! proposed,

regulations, notwithstanding the fact that mining has not

actually commenced. Otherwise, production planning

would be disrupted, contract rights destroyed and Un-

economic feasibility of the operation altered after

financial obligations have been determined.

2. Those cases without a mining plan submitted and with

nr without an EIS completed, but legal and substantial

financial commitments have been made, should be

covered by existing, and not the proposed, regulations

for the reasons given above.

3, Those cases with a mining plan filed but not approved

or with an EIS or environmental assessment being

prepared but without legal and substantial financial

commitments should be sent to the Secretary of the

Interior to implement the performance standards. It

would be unduly burdensome to require that the procedural

requirements of the new regulations be applied when the

Secretary has the power under existing procedures to

incorporate performance standards in the final approval of

the mining plan.

Of course, Individual companies in the coal industry will have

circumstances, both Jegal and factual, which are unique. The

comment* :
! reasoning are of a yeneral nature and are not intended

in any way -aive any legal rights any company may have.

II. Prelin i.-iry Plan

Any person desiring a lease, permit, or license for coal

development is required to file an application which shall contain a

preliminary plan 0/ operation(4 3 CFR 3041. 1). In the preliminary

plan of operation, the applicant must show the proposed location, and

the extent of the areas to be used for pits, overburden, and tailings;

the location of water sources or other resources which may be used

in the proposed operation; a description of the measures proposed

to be taken to prevent or control fire, scil erosion, pollution of

surface and ground water, damage to fish and wildlife or other natural

resources, air and noise pollution and hazards-to public health and

safety; and the applicant must also spell out the methods to be utilized

to meet the performance standards of these rcgtilations, including

a narrative statement setting forth his proposed plan, methods, and

schedule for diligent operations. (43 CFR 3041. 1-1)

It appears, that in effect, the applicant is required to present a

preliminary mining plan to describe his method of operation and how

ho intends to comply with the performance standards. Yet the Section

clearly spells out that the applicant shall not enter upon the land for

any operational purpose until he has acquired the lease, the prospecting

permit or the exploration license for which he is making application.

Entry without authorisation would constitute trespass.

Obviously, the data required to submit a meaningful preliminary

mining plan cannot be put together by tile applicant because he would, of

necessity, have to go onto the property and make the preliminary

testing. It would' be necessary in order to do the preliminary dwelopim"

work and exploration to determine such things as ground water lucatiun;

overburden ratios; the type of overburden; the potential acid or alkitline

or other toxic situations which may exist; the extent of topsoil and

the potential for revcgetalion, and many other factors which are

determinative of how the operator will plan to mine and reclaim the

area in question. Indeed, the soil handling techniques, the rovogutatiwi

methods and the design of the equipment to accomplish both the mining

and the reclamation will all be dependent upon the evaluation of all of

the on-site data that will bo accumulated through prospecting, oxplvravtur

and development all of which comes after the acquisition of the lease.

According to the regulations (Section 3041.0-6 (a) and (b)) by

the time the particular tracts arc -ready to bo put up for lease, the

Bureau of Land Management and the USGS will already have

completed an environmental assessment of the area to be mined, as

well as the particular tracts involved. Certainly, at this point in time,

the Department will have the necessary baseline data On both the area

involved and the particular tracts and the evaluation of that data in

sufficient detail to determine whether the tract can be mined in

accordance with the performance standard required by these regulations.

If BLM believes that additional site-Specific data should be required in

order to make this evaluation, prospecting and exploration work must

bo permitted prior lo leading. Additional site-specific data may be

gathered easily with necessary environmental safeguards spelled out

in the terms of a prospecting permit. However, in Die ease ef a

.:: :.. :.. -. ?;;



tract pill up fur competitive bidding, the Opportunity to explore would

have to bo accorded all lease applicants interested in tin.' particular

tract. Of coursi', tin- existing prospecting permit procedure would

not encounter litis difficulty.

As now drafted, there is no realistic way that an applicant can

oblain the data necessary lor a preliminary plan prior to giving him

the right of access to go in upon the property and obtain the data through

drilling and testing. The development of a preliminary plan on less

than adequate data could be extremely speculative and eventually

harmful. In Sections 30-11.2 and 3041.2-1, BLM clearly intends to

use the preliminary plan to determine the bonding requirements and

what additional stipulations are required to insure conformance with

the performance standards; to identify the tracts requiring special

environmental consideration; whether certain lands should be excluded

from the lease, permit or license because of special problems and

to determine whether an environmental impact statement is required.

hi fact, the procedure envisioned in Sections 304 1. 1 and 304 1. 2

which sots forth tile requirements for the preliminary plan, technical

examination and environmental analysis by BLM, appears to be

somewhat incongruous with the envisioned procedure in Section

304 1. 0- 6(b) in particular. That Section envisions a detailed analysis

of the tract selection system which includes the BLM land use system

and requires BLM to evaluate the potential effects of all phases of

coal development on the environment including fish and other aquatic

resources, wildlife habitat and populations, aesthetics, recreation,

cultural and other resources in the affected area.

It would appear that BLM would be able at that time to determine

with the nccost-ary degree of specificity, whether the tract under

consideration for leasing could be mined and reclaimed in accordance

with the performance standards set forth in these regulat ions. The

interested operator would be free at the public hearings to Set forth,

from the data base developed by BLM, what problems they think might

be encountered or what difficulties could be avoided by taking various Su l

The slate, the public and other government agencies have the right iu •.'ui

in and submit their views upon these very issues.

Recommendation:

It is NCA's position that the requirement for a preliminary plan

and the analysis proposed in these regulations besides being unworkable

structurally simply set forth another meaningless step in the decision

making level which can only cause further delay and needlessly

complicate the effort to prospect or develop the federal leajtrs. Therefo

it is recommended that Sections 3041. 1 and 3041. 2 be deleted. The sam

objective can be achieved by determining in the tract selection phase

whether, in the first instance, a tract should be put up for lease or (or

prospecting. As far as protecting the environment for exploration, it if

already covered under §111 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920as amend'

III. Unauthorized Delegation of Rulemaking Authority .

Section 3041. 0-7(c) provides that prior to the issuance of a

permit, lease or license the authorized officer may establish additional

and more stringent requirements to meet exceptional and special

circumstances. Section 3041.0-6(c) would permit the authorized

officer to include in the offering of a tract for lease, permit or

license special lease conditions following the technical examination

and /or environmental analysis procedures in Section 304 1, 2- 1. These

provisions would allow the authorized ofXiccr, in consultation with the
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mining supervisor, to determine prior to issuance of a lease, permit

or license special conditions fur additional and more stringent

requirements than those specified as the reclamation and performance

standards in these regulations.

These Sections both contemplate the creation of absolute power

in the authorized officer, both within tin- framework of the- technical

examination/environmental analysis report as well as outside of that

mechanism, to go beyond the scope of these regulations. Both of

these Sections should be deleted. Section 304 1.0-6(o) should be

deleted along with the preliminary plan mechanism in Section 3041. 1

as a needless additional step in the procedural process of these

regulations.

More importantly, this Section (§ 304 1. 0-6 (c)) along with Section

3041. 0-7(c), should be deleted because they clearly confer authority

that goes beyond the scope of these regulations and, therefore,

constitute an unauthorized delegation of unlimited rulemaking 'authority.

The authorized officer would not be bound by the performance standards

or the regulations and could set up his own regulations. At his

sole discretion he and he alone could establish government policy on

an ad hoc basis. These provisions confer rulemaking authority upon

the authorized officer in violation of procedural due process and

contrary to the Administrative Procedure Act.

Any authority vested in the authorized officer to meet special

conditions or circumstances encountered with respect to a particular

lease tract should be limited to the achievement of the specified

reclamation and pe rforinance standards contained in these regulations.
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Recommendation:

Section 3041.0-6(e) should be deleted. A new S 304 1

.

0-7{c)

should be added lo permit the authorized officer to develop special

lease conditions to meet particular on-site problems in order to

insure compliance with the. reclamation and performance standards

set out in these regulations. It must be made clear that this authority

docs not extend to the creation of additional requirements above and

beyond those addressed specifically in these regulations. If those

Sections arc not deleted, the additional requirements should be spelled

out in writing prior to offering the tracts for lease, permit or license.

IV, Shutdo , Orders.

Section 3041.7 provides, among other things, that the authorized

officer of the federal surface management agency (BLM in most

instances) may order the immediate cessation of any activity which is

being conducted that is not in compliance with the requirements of the

lease, permit or license where such activities "threaten immediate,

serious, irreparable damage to the environment, or to health and safely

of the employees and the public. " There is no requirement that the

order be in writing, nor docs the justification have to be specified.

It also provides that the Mining Supervisor shall orally order immediate

remedial action, rather than setting it forth in writing.

A cease and desist order is the most drastic civil action that can

be taken under our system of law and is exercised only where other

remedies of law are shown to be clearly inadequate. The regulations

provide for the issuance of noncompliance orders to insure the operator's

continued compliance with the rules and regulations and lease conditions.

The cease and desist order, which is similar in many respects lo a

court injunction, is a unique remedy that must be exercised with extreme

care and judgm* nt or an operator could needlessly be pm out of business.
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Tin- only situation or condition for which a cease and desist order

may be issued should bo limited to canes where immediate and serious

irreparable damage to thi' environment would occur if the condition

were allowed to continue and where a non-compliance order would be

inadequate to remedy Pttvh damage. If the environmental damage is

such thai il can be repaired in conformance with the standards and

lease coiulili'Uis, the compliance order would be sufficient. It is

for this reason that the word "and" should bo substituted for "or" from

the provision. Only an activity which threatens immediate and Serious

Irreparable environmental harm which cannot be remedied through tile

USC of a compliance order should be subject to a cease anc4 desist order.

Even the threat of i r r eparabl o harm that is not immediate can be

hnwlU'd Un-r.u r h the comp] iance order. In short,' the USD of a shutdown

order should he restricted to those instances where there is a threat of

immediate and serious irreparable damage or harm.

The references in Section 30-11. 7(b) and (c) to the protection of

the health and safety of the employees should be deleted since this

would creat'.' a direct conflict and overlap with authority which is

clearly vested in MESA by the Cool Mine Health and Safely Act and

should not be exercised by 13LM or USOS. Inclusion of such language

in these regulations could only result in confusion and conflicting

administrative jurisdiction. Threat of immediate and serious harm

to the public should only include damage that could occur off the mining

site. Otherwise, the operator would have the impossible burden of

protecting against the una.uthorjz.ed public on mining sites.

Section 30-11. 7 also provides that the authorised officer of DLM

should be empowe red with the right to issue cease and desist orders.

NCA contends that this power should be vested in the Mining Supervisor
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rather than in IJLM. The reason for this is thai once mining begins,

the ability to evaluate what is occurring throughout the mining and

reclamation cycle is extremely complicated and requires the mining

expertise of USCS.

Innumerable problems have arisen in the past because those nut

Clearly trained in mining techniques and soil handling procedures are

often unaware of what is taking place. For example, in many instances

the coal industry has beun confronted with accusations with respect to

our reclamation work when, in fact, what happened to be viewed w,is

the active mining operation and not reclamation work.

This is not to say that the authorized officer of 3LM who, of

course, is in charge of the surface management of the public domain

should be precluded from participating in the mechanism leading to

the issuance of cease and desist orders. It is our position that a move

effective administrative approach would be one which would permit Un-

authorized BLM officer, if he finds something which he believes mi;;ht

cause irreparable damage or harm, to immediately notify the Mining

Supervisor, who, in turn, would be required to make an inspection OS

soon thereafter as possible. If his inspection verifies the concern of

the BLM officer, then a cease and desist order, after consultation with

the BLM, could be issued. Furthermore, any cease and desist issue

should be in writing and set forth the reasons justifying the issuance

thereof and the required remedial action.

Recommendation:

Section 3041.7(b) should be modified to read as follows:

(b) If the authorized officer of the federal surface management

agency determines that an operator is conducting activities which
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are not in cumpJ lance, with the requi renients of a lease, permit, or

license, applicable regulations, or the approved mining plan and

such activities threaten immediate and serious irreparable damage

lo the environment or oilier natural resources, the authoriy.ee! officer

shall immediately notify the Mining Supervisor, The Mining Supervisor

shall then make an immediate inspection of such activities. If upon

.completion (if his inspection and after consultation with the authorized

officer, the Mining Supervisor determines that the situation described

above exists, then the Mining Supervisor may issue a written order

directing the immediate cessation of such activities, which order

shall set forth the reason(s) for sucli action and set forth immediate and

specific remedial action.

Section 211.72(a) and (c) should be modified in the same manner

in order to permit the mining supervisor to issue the cessation orders

for activities which threaten immediate and serious irreparable

damage to the environment.

V. Application of State Laws .

The proposed regulations allow the Secretary of Interior to

review the laws, regulations, administrative practices and procedures

in effect or due to come into effect with respect to reclamation of

lands disturbed by surface mining of coal subject to the jurisdiction of

a particular state. The Secretary may determine whether such controls

could appropriately be applied as federal law to coal operations owned

by or subject to the jurisdiction of the United States. (Sections 3041. 8

and 211.74)

After such review the Secretary may by order direct that all or

part of such slate laws, regulations, practices and procedures be
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applied as federal law if he delermines that such application would

do the following:

(1) Effectuate the purposes of the Subpart;

(2) Result in protection of environmental values which

is at least as stringent as would otherwise occur uiuh-r

exclusive application of federal control; and

(3) Be consistant with the interest of the United States

in the timely and orderly development of its coal

resources.

The Secretary of Interior docs not have the authority to adopt

state law and apply it as federal law to operations on public lands.

In effect, these provisions grant the states jurisdiction over ll'.e

public lands. Only the United States Congress by statute can delegate

jurisdiction over federal lands to the states and even this power is

constitutionally limited. This action amounts to enacting legislation

which would impose state laws, regulations, administration practices

and procedures as applicable to the public domain and thereby clearly

constilute an unlawful usurpation of Congress' legislative powers.

It completely turns over the development of the coal reserves on the

public lands to the individual stales.

The requirement in the proposed regulations that the slate laws

must provide for protection "at least as stringent as" is vague and

indeterminable and could indeed result in unrealistic standards which

could prevent the development of coal reserves on the public domain in

many areas. The adoption of different state procedures, in whole or in

part, could create an administrative nightmare as well as result in

the abdication by the Secretary of Interior in whole or in part of his

control over the public domain.

uwiiiuniiiiihm
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Recommendation!

Both of these proposed rcgulaUons (30 CFR 211.74 and 43 cfk

3041.8) should be deleted as an unwarranted delegation of authority

out the puMif lands. However, it should be points! out that the

states, along with other public Iniim-K! groups, may present pr«pumila

and recommendations during llu- tract selection process and land use

program, (43 CFK 5051.0-6(1))) The Department will give consideration

tn the recommendation of the state and other interested par tie a in

determining tract selection, land use plans and those environmental

considerations it deems important. It appears that the regulations

already provide an adequate framework for the interests and concerns

of the States, If a slate's standards are adopted, these standards would

he Include tl in the land use plan adopted and in ihe bid offering for

the tracts selected for leasing. In no event should the procedural

mechanism of the state be incorporated or adopted by the Secretary,

This approach would permit the Department to adopt different standards

for a particular tract on the basis of the facts presented if those standards

arc consistent with the interests of the United States in the timely and

Die orderly development of its coal resource*.

VI. Definitions.

The following definitions contained in both Sections 211.2 and

3041.0-6 should be modified as follows:

(aj The term "permit" should be defined as a prospecting permit

as provided for in the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 as amended. The

term "permittee" does indicate that it involves a coal prospecting

permit (211. 200 »nd 3041.0-5(1)).
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(b) The definition of "significant valley floor vegetation" should be

modified to delete everything alter the word "meadows", [Sections iO-il.OMx

and 211.2{bb)), Whether vegetation is used for wildlife or recreation

is inconseqtiential since protection is required regardless of the vegetation.

The inclusion of llu-se two terms only confuses the issue of environmental

protection.

(c) The definition "reclamation" {211. 2(a) and 3041.0- 5(r) should

add the following after the "use": "or equal or better uses that can bv

reasonably attained consistent with an approved mining plan, " This

modification is essential to be consistent with the duly of the operator

to return the land to an equal or belter use as required by these

regulations.

(d) The term "niaxiimim eNtent practicable" as applicable to

performance standards and level of control is defined in Sections

3041.0-5(k) and 211. 2(p). It would require thai degree of compliance

which can be achieved with commercially available technology, taking

into account the costs of such compliance and all tangible and intangible

environmental and other benefits which would be derived therefrom.

This sweeping and overly broad definition gives the lessee no

guidelines as to what the regulations here require. An operator simply

cannot quantify "the cost of all tangible and intangible environmental

and other benefits which would be derived therefrom. " In order to

make the definition workable, it is necessary to delete all the language-

after the phrase "commercially available technology. "

(c) The definition of valley floors includes channelways and

adjacent areas of ephemeral and intermittent streams as well as

perennial streams. (30-11. 0-5(z) and 211.2(dd)) It is NCA' s position

that ephemeral streams should be omitted from this definition.
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Ephemeral streams are above the water table and respond lo

precipitation rather than springs or seeps. Furthermore,, the

definition should be limited with respect to intermittent streams

since many of these are not that significant to the maintenance of

ground water for up-stream or <lown-*trvam vegelalion. It is our

position that the definition should be limited to perennial streams and

their significant intermittent tributaries and the definition should

be changed accordingly.

VII. Perform an ce Standards .

(1) Sections 211.40(2) and 3041. 0-7(b)(2) should read as

follows:

"(2) The operator shall reclaim the land affected

pursuant lo his approved plan as contemporaneously as

practicable with operations, to a stable condition and to

equal or better uses that can reasonably be attained

consistent with an approved mining plan. "

This modification is required in order to insure that the opcralo

will return the land to an equal or better use and is consistent with

the definition of "reclamation".

This Section as presently written would require the operator

to return the land so it is fully capable of supporting all_ the uses

that it could have supported prior to any mining. This would be an

impossible task for the operator to determine what the land could

have supported decades before he acquired it. Nor can any parcel

of land be landscaped to support all uses. For example, a wildlife

refuge would require rugged terrain, and a hay meadow would

require relatively flat land. There is no way lo shape it so that

it could support both uses simultaneously.
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(2) Sections 211.40(a) (8) (iv) and 304 1 . 0- 7(b)(8) (iv) provide for the

protection of valley floors, This provision should be made applicable

only to the arid and Semi-arid areas west of the 100th meridian and the

requirement thai'lhese valleys provide a supply of water for other

purposes should be limited to a significant supply of water for other

purposes for which there is no adequate substitute water source.

The term "resources" is overly broad and fails to take Into

account that some ground and surface water resources are not

essential to the maintenance of upstream and downstream vegetation.

The term "resources" should be changed to "systems" which will

permit the protection of the quality and quantity of essential water

sources.

(3) Sections 30-11 . Q-7(b)<o)(i) il" c > 2 1 1. 40(a)(S){i) require

the operator to keep water from contacting toxic producing deposits. I'm*

requirement fails to recognize the fact that the mere contact of water

with toxic pollutants docs not necessarily result in toxic water. Oxidation

is required in order to create toxic water; therefore, we suggest that

the operator be required to avoid acid or other toxic mine drainage by

controlling the chemical oxidation of acid or other toxic producing

substances by placing them below the permanent water level or burying

them below non-acid or non-toxic producing material or by other

effective methods.

(4) "If topsoil is of insufficient quantity or poor quality for

sustaining vegetation, and if other materials can be shown by the

operator to be more suitable for vegetation requirements, then the

operator may utilize such c

support vegetation, "

nalerials which ai best able lo
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The word "mattfriaU" is suUslituK'd for "strata" because often

a mixture of s„l)surf,c, materials rather than a particular strata ran

provide the better growth medium and [lie operator should bo required

to demonstrate that this material is more auil&bW for WKVUliun. (30-11 . - 7(b)(5))

(5) Section* 3041.0-7(b)(K,) and 21J.40(,-.)(J6) require ntt\tw

vegvlrttioil except in certain insmiu-.s where a quirk rm'tir is IVqwi ml.

Rt'Strtfilitlg tin- operator to native vegetation COtlltl seriously impair .

improved species. The Soil Conservation Service, for example, Hat*

numerous acceptable vegetation species in the various land areas in (he

United Slates and this provision should be modified to permit the

operator .to use non-native species that are adaptable for the intended

post-mining use.

(6) Section 21 1.40(a)(13) relates to the use of explosives but

leaves the matter solely to the discretion of the mining supervisor.

Because the use of explosive-; is presently regulated by state and'

federal statutes and by various regulatory agencies, giving the

mining supervisor complete discretion with respect to blasting will

lead only to confusion and ineffective administration. National Coal

maintains that this Section should be redrafted so that there are

guidelines which insure {-hat the mining supervisor's authority is

clearly consistent with existing law.

(7) Section 211.40(a)(3) requires, among other things, that the

operator eliminate highwalls and spoil piles and restore the original

contour. Some post mining uses, such as the return of the land to a

wildlife refuse, could require the retention of highwalls and spoil piles

in order to effectuate a rugged terrain which would be suitable for

the type of wildlife in the area. Some mechanism must be ereaied to

permit deviations from this standard in order lo achieve equal or

better uses.

VIII. Mis.TllanouiiK .

(1) The lessee is required under S.'vUun 21).oM(a) tu maintain,

among Other things, current and accurate records showing the prices

received for all coal sold, to whom sold, and specified geological d.iu

It also requires that these records and all other records which are

pertinent to or related to the lessee's operation be available for

examination upon request by the mining supervisor or other author! Kef

officer of the Secretary. Price information is confidential data and

the geological information pertaining to leased lands is acquired by

the lessees only through considerable UNpyMli'tUryS of money and

effort. The requirement that all other records which arc pertinent

to or related to lessee's operation be available for inspection cover*

everything in the lessee's files concerning the subject operation.

There is no justification given as to why this sweeping and imHserimin)

authority is required. Furthermore, the Section docs not provide

any limitation on how the mining supervisor will use the information

he has obtained by such examination. It is NCA's position that the

mining supervisor should not have access to all of a lessee's records

but only lo those records which arc necessary for the mining supervise

to carry out his responsibilities under the terms of the lease and the

applicable regulations. The Section should also make it clear that all

information obtained by the mining supervisor, or other authorised

officer, under paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of Section 211.60 will be

treated as confidential information.
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(2) Section 211. 12(b) requires operators of underground mim-H

to show a coal section at each entry face. Ii is our position thai a

coal section taken at every 1/4 mile would be more than adequate for

the purpose. Requiring a coal section at every entry face could be

quite time-consuming and expensive with little if any additional

benefit.

(.3) Section 21I.£.2(b) provides for a partial bond release upon tin-

completion of backfilling and grading. Since these two items comprise

the most costly aspects of the reclamation plan, wc believe that it

would be appropriate to permit up lo 851« (percent) of the compliance

bond to be released upon the successful compliance with this Section.

(-1) Section 211.40(a)(3) The word "approximate" appears to

have been inadvertently omitted from the first sentence in front of the

words "original contour. "

(5) Section 211.4(a) provides that operations must conform to the

orders and instructions issued by the mining supervisor. This Section

should be modified to make clear that the orders and instructions

issued by the mining supervisor are issued in accordance with these

regulations,

(6) Section 211. 10(d) permits the mining supervisor to unilaterally

change exploration or mining plans after once approved. This

authority is too broad and should not be exercised without consultation

with the operator. This authority should also be expressly limited

to insure conformance with the terms and conditions of the lease,

permit or exploration plan.

(7) Section 3041. 0-8 relates to u.se of the surface. The

introductory comments in the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking stales

that facilities directly related lo the mining, processing, and
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preparation of the coal resource would not require a separau permit.

This language is not contained in Section 3011.0-8 and should be

included in order to make clear the intent of the provision.

(8) National Coal is concerned about the lack of definition in the

proposed regulations and multiple interpretations for the term "area"

in the first sentence of Section 304l.O-6(a). Because of the put I'll tin]

misinterpretation or broadening of the term "area", i. e. , the Sier ra

Club v. .Morton litigation, it is suggested that the word "area" be

limited in geographical extent to a 50-mile radius and possibly one

to two counties at the most.

(9) In Section 211. 10(a), the mining supervisor should be

required to act promptly upon the approval or disapproval of

exploration or mining plans. The Section should be revised to

provide that the mining supervisor, after consideration of all the

comments, shall in writing within 90 days approve or disapprove the

plan or indicate what modifications arc necessary to conform Lo the

regulations and the terms and conditions of the permit or lease.

(10) The reference in Section 3C41.0-7(f) to visual resources

brings in subjective criteria which would not be capable qf an objective

determination. This provision could lead to complicated and protracted

litigation and, therefore, should be eliminated.

(11) Section 211.4(f) requires an "adequate" number of overburden

cores be taken to check for trace element problems. "The number oi

holes and analysis will be specified by the mining supervisor. " Tin:

development of a drilling program for the operation should be the

function of the operator and the UStiS function should be to review

and determine whether the proposed program and the data acquired

is sufficient to verify tint existence of trace element problems. Tin-
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provision as drafted could require lilt- continual core sampling in

front of the mining operation. This would be extremely cosily and

unnecessary because if a toxic trace element situation develops during

the operation, il can be monitored and controlled by face sampling an<l/

or blast bole drill sampling. In short, prior io the initiation ttt the

operation, nome drilling and cure sampling must be undertaken, but

after the operation is initiated, the trace element situation can be

effectively t ontrolled without core sampling in most instances.

(12) Section 2U, 3(u)(Il) requires the mining supervisor to

inspect operations to determine compliance with water and air

pollution control regulations. Federal And State administrative

agencies regulate these matters and to superimpose the discretion

of the mining supervisor will only needlessly complicate and confuse,

the effective administration and enforcement of such regulations.

Water and air pollution control regulations should be left to the appropriai;

Federal and State agencies.

(13) Section ?. 11 . 6 1 (c )( 1 } gives the mining supervisor blanket

authority to determine and declare the value of the coal contrary to

Die formula set out in Subsection (a) above. This provision should

be eliminated. The proper accounting of royalties can be calculated

under the formula in Subsection (a) of this Section whereby the mining

supcr\isor selects the. proper basis upon which royalties will be paid.

In the case of advance royalties, computation is based on the estimated

value of the coal. Because of the possible difference between estimated

value and actual sales price, provisions should be made for the recaupme:-

of royally payments based on any difference between the actual sales

price and tile advance royalties during the term of the lease.

(14) Section 211. 73 provides for appeals of orders" or dee

of the mining supc rvi sor i I" issued under Section 211, 72. There

many critical decisions which the mining supervisor makes whit

not Specifically eov

approval , d i sapp rtn

plan. It is not elea

decisions. Therefo

approval, disappro\

and mining plans, d

orders, notices, or

,-ed UmkT Section 21 1. 72; for example, the

1, or modification of an exploration or mini

that the right of appeal covers these critic,!

c, it should be amended to specify that any

al, or modification requirement of c.\ploraii.

terminations Or declarations of Willie, or ar

decisions issued under the regulations may 1

appealed as pro\-ided in Part 290 of this Chapter.

For the foregoing reasons, The National Coal Association

recommends that the regulations be substantially modified to

conform to the above comments and suggestions.
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November 21, 1975

The Honorable Vincent C. McKelvey
Director

U. S. Geological Survey

Reston, Virginia 22070

Mr. Curl Berklund

Director

Bureau of Land Management
U.S. Department of the Interior

Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Messrs. McKelvey and Berklund:

The American Mining Congress is a national association of United
States companies who produce most of the nation's metals, coal and industrial
and agricultural minerals. The member companies operate on both public and
privately owned lands throughout the nation. The American Mining Congress is
thus vitally interested in and concerned about the effects on the minerals industry
of the proposed revision of 30 CFR, Parts 211 and 216, and 43 CFR, Parts 23,
3040, and 31)41, as published in the Federal Register for September 5 1975
Vol. 40, No. 173.

In the preamble to the notice of proposed rule making, the Department
of Interior requested public comment on two specific issues:

1 . The proposed mechanism whereby, at the request of the Governor
of o State, the Secretary in his discretion and after certain findings, may adopt
State regulations and apply them to Federal lands as Federal law (proposed
30 CrK 211.74).

2. The applicability of the proposed regulations to existing operations
and whether or not the proposed regulations should (a) contain separate provisions
applicable to existing operations, (b) contain separate effective dates for new
and existing operations, and (c) in either event, what period of time for compliance
is appropriate.

JOHN A. lOVt, t

D MALO/ImOI'. N.» X
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We recommend that should these new regulations be promulgated, they

should be made applicable only to leases, contracts, and permits issued subse-

quent to the .effective date of the regulations, and that existing operations shuulu

continue to be regulated under the existing reclamation regulations of 43 CFR,

Part 23.

As a general comment, the mining supervisor is granted far too much

discretionary authority. For example, section 21 1 .3(b) of Title 30, CTR, empowers

the mining supervisor to "approve, disapprove, or require modification of explora-

tion and mining plans pursuant to this part." By authorizing the mining supervisor

to require modification, the mining supervisor is granted discretionary powers far

beyond those necessary to assure compliance with the regulations. A more appro-

priate technique would be to authorize the mining supervisor to notify the applicant

as to which aspects of his mining plan do not comply with these regulations

.

This concern over the granting of excessive discretionary powers is further

strengthened by 30 CFR 211.3(c) which empowers the supervisor to "oversee

prospecting, exploration, testing, development, mining, preparation, handling,

reclamation, and abandonment operations under the regulations of this part." By

the use of the word "oversee" , it appears to us that the mining supervisor is in-

appropriately injected into the day-to-day operational decision- making process

relating to prospecting, exploration, and mining and to the other operations enumerated

above. It seems to us that the mining supervisor's responsibilities ought to be

limited to ensuring compliance with these regulations and an approved mining pUn.

In addition, 43 CTR, 3041 . 0-7(d) of the proposed regulations grants tc

the authorized officer ol the surface management agency the authority to propose

revisions or supplements to a mining plan to the mining supervisor: "Upon approval

of the mining supervisor, such plan may be revised or supplemented pursuant to

paragraph 21 1 . 10(d) of 30 CFR Part 211", which authorizes the mining supervisor to

reasonably revise or supplement an exploration or mining plan jat any time B-.'fore

such changes are made, the regulations require consultation with the authorised

officer of the federal surface management agency, but nowhere is there a require-

ment for the mining supervisor to consult with the operator. AMC believes th lit

the operator should be entitled to concur in the revision or supplement to the mining

plan and that if an order is issued revising or supplementing such mining plan or

having a similar effect, the operator should be entitled to the full right of uppoul

from that order. The approved plan should stand and remain in effect when an

appeal is taken to review such order of the supervisor until a final adjudication

is made

.

The greatly expanded authority of the U.S. Geological Survey in all

aspects of coal mining — including: prospecting, exploration, testing, development,

mining, preparation, handling, reclamation, and abandonment operations -- will

require substantial additional personnel for their administration, manpower not

now available to the U.S.G.S. This lack of manpower will lead to delays thereby

deferring the increase in coal production needed to meet the nation's energy require-

ments in a timely fashion. Consequently, every effort should be made to recruit

qualified personnel and to train them as promptly us possible. In addition, wc
note that in a number of places in the regulation there is provision for the operator

With respect to the r.-.echanism which would allow the Secretary to
direct that some or all of the existing state laws, regulations, practices, and
procedures relating to reclamation be applied by Federal officers within the stdtw
as a matter of Federal law, AMC feels It is inappropriate for regulations to attempt
to define the parameters of this complex question of Federal-State preemption.
It should be noted that under the existing regulations. Title 43 CFR, Section 23. Mb),
the following statement appears and relates to general requirements which an
applicant for a permit, lease, or contract must moot for the protection of non-
mineral resources during the conduct of exploration or mining operations and for
the reclamation of lands or waters affected by exploration or mining operations:
"The general requirements shall be made known in writing to the applicant before,
the issuance of a permit or lease or the making of a contract, and upon aceoptum e
thereof by the applicant, shall be incorporated in the permit, lease, or contract."
The above quoted provision in the existing regulations would appear to hove been
Incorporated in recognition of the need for the operator to know the obligations
imposed upon him before contracting with the government. Unanticipated and
unilaterally imposed new conditions and additional obligations later imposed cm
have a profound effect upon the economics of an operation and resultant contractual
obligations with third parties, even to jeopardizing its continued viability.

While Federal regulations should certainly take into account the variations
in climate, geology, terrain, and the many other factors relating to specific surface
and underground mining sites, as do the state laws, to adopt state luw as Federal
regulations seems to AMC to be inappropriate. The needed flexibility is achievable
through the regulatory and coordination process between Federal and State authori-
ties and may be better achieved without this provision. It is, therefore, rQcOtrtr.ftiidtjd
that the regulations remain silent on the issue of Federal-State preemption.

.With respect to the applicability of the proposed regulations to the
existing operations, we note that there is a substantial legal question as to the
Secretary's authority to promulgate these regulations as they relate to existing '

leases, especially In light of the provisions of 30 U.S. C. 188(a). This subsection
relates to the forfeiture or cancellation of a lease for noncompliance with provision}:
of the general regulations "in force at the date of the lease". Due to the significance
of the proposed revision, we think that this attempt to impose substantial new require-
ments upon existing leases and permits would not only be unfair, but also contrary
to existing statutory authority. As noted earlier, 23.5(b) of 43 CFR requires that the
"general requirements" be made known in writing to the applicant bolore the issuance
of a permit or lease or the making of a contract. It appears to us, that this regula-
tory instruction to the BLM was included in the earlier regulations in recognition
of this statutory, and probable constitutional requirement to ensure that the operator
is informed of his rights and/or obligations prior to the consummation of a lease,
contract, or permit. Therefore, we believe that an attempt to impose such new re-
quirements upon existing leases, contracts, and permits would not only be unfair,
but may also be contrary to existing statutory authority and may present constitutional
questions

to comply with a variety of requirements already regulated by other agencies utld&r
their regulatory programs and responsibilities. These duplications should bo
eliminated to avoid conflicting requirements and confusion with respect to com-
pliance. Additionally, the relieving of the mining supervisor from enforcing regulatory
programs already enforced by other agencies, will help to ease the manpower
shortage discussed above.

One additional change, which is of such significance, it deserves oo- mem
at this point. Section 21 1 . 61 of 30 CFR, purports to alter the basis for the doteratna-
tion of royalty, and as such constitutes a drastic departure from the existing practice.
Clearly, much more detail is needed for a thorough understanding of the full impact
of the proposed change, which could be very inequitable. Our comments nui.^t

, of
necessity, be very general; but based upon the proposal as presented, wc must
strongly oppose it. Because of its potential serious impact upon the economic
viability of existing coal mining operations, as well as future mining operati.-nt..
w.e believe that any revision of the basis for royalty computation should be subject
to a separate rule-making procedure, and that public hearings be held. The pro-
posed revision, which would authorize arbitrary evaluations by the mining super-
visor, contains overtones of impairing contract rights, and as such, presents
a constitutional issue. However, if a separate rule-making procedure is nul tjllvwed
we recommend that the contract or sales price, less taxes and other royalties, be
used as part of the basis for royalty computation.

SECTION-BY-SECTION COMMENTS ON 30 CFR

Section 211.2(a), defining acid or toxic producing deposits, should be
amended by striking out the word "may" after the word "processes", and substituting
the word "will" therefor. Since this is a definition, either the deposits are acid
and toxic producing or they are not.

Section 211 .2(b), which is the definition of "affected lands", should
be amended by the inclusion of the phrase "subject to a federal lease" after the
word "lands" as It appears the second time. This would ensure that the daJnaUcn
relates only to lands under the control of the operator. Since the definition n.clu.ivS
the construction of facilities necessary and related to such operation, such as
the construction of railroads, county roads, and other facilities necessary to sm:i
operations, those lands may not be under the control of the operator. This clarifying
amendment is necessary to ensure that the operator is not held responsible lor acts
upon lands over which he has no control.

In section 211 .2(e) it should be made clear that there will be a ginnto
"authorized officer" for any lease and for any one mining plan. This would aid in
reducing the likelihood of conflicting requirements.

Section 211.2(d), which is the definition of a logical mining unit, .Mould
be amended to delete the words "and other resources", as these regulations ri.JuU
only to coal. Furthermore, there is a question as to the use of this definition >ti ,v
nowhere in the regulations does it provide for the formation of a logical iiiinini in;ii

.
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Paragraph 211. 2{p) should be amended to read as follows: '"Maximum

extent practicable-' means, with respect to a performance standard or a level of
control, that degree of compliance which can be reasonably achieved with commor-

! daily available technology, as determined through a balancing of the feasibility
of the technology, the costs of such compliance and loss of recovery of the ressuurco
against all tangible and intangible environmental and other benefits which could
be derived therefrom, and provided that consideration will be given to special
circumstances of particular cases where appropriate." The purpose of this revision
is to ensure that since maximum recovery of coal resources, as provided lor tn

i section 21 1 .1(b), is one of the purposes of the regulations, the loss thereof must
be considered in any meaningful cost benefit analysis

.

Section 211 . 2 (r) should be amended to read as follows: "'Mine' means an
underground or surface excavation and the surface or underground support facilities
that contribute directly or indirectly to coal mining, preparation, and handlin'g , and

.
that lie within the 'area of operations.'" The purpose of this revision is to ensure
that support facilities — such as the railroad over vhich coal is hauled to son:--
distant point — outside the "area of operations", and not under the direct control tr
supervision of the operator, are not construed as being part of the "mine"

.

Section 211. 2{z), which defines reclamation, seems to preclude aceepUole
uses other than the pre-mining use. This would be contrary to the provisions in the
proposed 43 CFR, section 3041

.

0-7{b)(2), which refers to "equal or better use;; that
can reasonably be attained", as well as section 3041

.

0-7(b)(3) , which anticipates
alternate uses. It is recommended, therefore, that the definition be revised to read
as follows: "Reclamation means the process of returning the affected lands to a

i condition and form consistent with the approved mining plan."

Section 21 1 . 2(bb) should be amended to include the phrase "in valley fUors"
in two places: after the word "operations", and after the word "value" . This would
ensure that the vegetation defined is that vegetation which actually occurs in the
"valley floors" .

J

Section 211 .2{cc) should be amended by inserting after the word "surface"
the phrase "removed during the mining operations". This change will ensure that
the topsoil defined is that topsoil which is removed during the mining, rather than
topsoil to be trucked in from another location.

Section 2U.2(dd) should be amended by striking the words "or ephemeral".
i

By including the word "ephemeral", the definition of "valley floors" could include
i essentially every little rivulet which is only responsive to precipitation. Considering

the performance standards, inclusion of ephemeral streams seems to be an overkill.
Furthermore, some comment should be included to ensure that intermittent streams arc
at least those which are generally shown by dotted lines on geological topographic maps.

Section 211 , 3(b) and (c) should be amended to make it clear that the mining
supervisor is in control of monitoring the mining operation. In this regard, the power

i to issue a shutdown order should only be granted to the mining supervisor, and 43 CFR,
3041 .7(b) should be modified so that the authorized officer notifies the mining super-
visor, rather than issuing the order and then notifying the mining supervisor. The
mining supervisor should be the only person permitted to issue such an ordor

.

Section 211.3(c) should be modified to delete the word "oversee", and
insert in lieu thereof "inspect and approve" . As stated earlier in the general CvMiir.afl

the word "oversee" connotes the grant of authority to the mining supervisor to ivuikf;

the day-to-day decisions which are properly in the province of the mine operator.

Section 211 .3(c)(2) should be clarified to make sure that the minimi .-oi|.- r-
visor is to enforce these regulations only, because conflicting orders could L><; :.;:. ..ur

from different state and federal agencies. (See section 211.3(c)(ll) below.) 'IV.c .jri
diction of the mining supervisor should be limited to enforcement of those rcyuL.ti ,na
which he will, presumably, be competent to enforce.

Section 211.3(c)(8) is confusing as to whether the mining supervisor nu: .t

obtain the concurrence of the surface administering agency or merely consult with t

before approving cessation of operations.

Section 211. 3(c) f 1 1) appears to require the mining supervisor to inspect
operations to determine compliance with water and air pollution control regulation-

.

These are matters regulated by other federal and state agencies and should not on
the responsibility of U.S.G.S.

Section 211.4(a) provides that operations must conform to orders and Ji:«

structions issued by the mining supervisor without limitation . It should be nottd :n<it

the present 30 CFR, 211.5 requires conformance with "orders and written notices : i

the mining supervisor issued in accordance with the regulations and terms of li,o

lease that are not in conflict with the laws of the state in which the leased Ian.-. i.

situated." While flexibility may be desirable, the effect of this section is to i
;:ric.-.

excessively broad discretionary powers to the mining supervisor, The llmitallc:i ir

the present regulations is more appropriate and should be retained.

In section 211.4(c), the phrase "to the maximum extent practicable"
should be moved from its present location and placed immediately behind the pi;:*t£3

"the operator shall" . This is a clarifying amendment to ensure that the operator u
not required to do that which is beyond the "maximum extent practicable" .

Also with respect to item (4) in this paragraph, where the operator i- •.}_

owner of water rights and those water tights are to be utilized in the mining c-poru-
tion or otherwise, why should the regulations deny him his property rights by Jtte::.pt-
ing to prohibit the diminution of the normal flow of water. It should bo made cifcur
that these regulations are not intended to diminish such other property rights of the
operator, but are only to govern his exercise of property rights under a federal lea.-e

or permit

.

In addition, section 211 .4(c) provides that the determination of the
mining supervisor shall be final, subject to the right of appeal, "... where any
question arises as to the necessity for, or the adequacy of, an action to meet
the requirements of this paragraph." This causes grave concern, because when
taken in conjunction with the provisions of 211 .10(d), which authorizes the
mining supervisor to unilaterally change exploration and mining plans, this is

one more example of excessive discretion granted to the mining supervisor.
Once a mining plan is approved, it should not be amended by the mining supervisor
without the concurrent of the operator, and if the operator is aggrieved by any
order issued which he feels constitutes an amendment or supplement to his mining
plan, he should be provided a heating and a right of appeal.

Section 211.1(c) requires the reporting to the mining supervisor of cor; j In
accidents. The types of accidents which must be, reported should be limited to
those that threaten substantial damage or pollution so that not all minor accident
that can bo quickly corrected need to be reported. We suggest adding the word

"

"substantial" after the word "threatening" and after the word "cause" .

Section 211 .4(f) indicates that the operator will be required to selectively
store and replace overburden during the mining and reclamation operations. This is
also indicated in section 211 ,10(c)(5)(xi) . It is unrealistic to require the operaUr
to segregate any portion of the overburden other than the topsoil, and the pro-
posed regulation should be amended to so indicate. Also, the provision that
authorizes the mining supervisor to specify the number of holes and analyses
should be eliminated.

Section 211 .4(g) is wide open as to the reports whi'ch could be or may
be required by the mining supervisor. This is unreasonable, and a limitation
should be included.

Section 21 1 . 10(c)(!3)(ix) implies selective spoiling of overburden. H iu

unrealistic to provide for the segregation of any strata other than the lopsoil, .uk! :ho
requirement to selectively replace overburden is unrealistic and should be elimin^. -d

.

Section 211.10(d) provides that the mining supervisor may unilaterally cnung
explorotlon or mining plans. Once a plan is approved, it should not be amended by
the mining supervisor without providing for the concurrence of the operator. The :

poses, as set forth in 211 . 1(b), should be the criteria for any such determination,
this respect, section 211.72 on enforcement orders, particularly paragraph (o) ttie

would seem to again give more weight to environmental protection than to concon.
timely and orderly production of coal. As we have pointed out earlier, provisions
subsection 211 .72(c) place too much discretionary power in the hands of a mining
visor, do not offer the operator sufficient procedural protection against erroneous
arbitrary shutdown orders by the mining supervisor, nor do they provide an expcuV.
avenue of relief from such orders . Furthermore, in order to avoid the possible m
of a shutdown order for trivial damage, the word "or" after the word "serious" yhe.ld
be changed to the conjunctive "and" so that the phrase will read "serious, and ir-

reparable damage to the environment".

With respect to section 211.12(c), which requires a coal section at !0.-foot
intervals, we recommend deletion of the phrase "a coal section, at not less thai; I -J- foot

intervals along the highwall" , as being not practical. A strip pit two miles lon..i .vjuld

require in excess of 100 cross-sections.

;r-
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Section 211.5(a) which relates to the holding of data, trade secrets
and commercial or financial information from publication or from public inspection,
provides that such limitation shall last only so long as the permittee or lessee
furnishing such data, or his successors or assignees, continue to hold a permit
or lease of the lands involved. The operator may continue to hold adjacent ground
and may desire confidentiality with respect to information on the ground he has
dropped. It is recommended that after the word "lessee" the comma be changed
to a period and the remainder of the subsection be deleted.

Section 211.10(c)(2) requires that the mining plan describe the condlti >n
of the land covered prior to an* mining, including the capability of the land prior
to any mining to support alternative uses. The operator should be permitted to
describe the area to be mined in the mining plan as he found it, not as it existed
perhaps decades before. Additionally, there may be no records as to its condition
"prior to any mining".

With respect to 211.10(b) and (c) , it should.be provided that any elements
contained in the preliminary plan which was submitted pursuant uf 13 CFR 3041 [

prior to the issuance of the leose or permit will bo approved in the exploration or
mining plan.

Section 2 11. 10(c) (2) (ii) seems unreasonable in requiring speculation as
to other uses which could be made of the land.

With respect to section 211.20, the question is raised, "Why should the
operator give the government his geologic interpretation and reserve calculations? '

These are purely matters of opinion on which reasonable persons may differ. The require-
ment to show the "exact location of coal outcrops" serves no useful purpose ar.d -.ny

such showing should be limited to the "location of known coal outcrops" . Further
the proposed regulations do not provide for confidentiality of the information sup;...od

under this section, which can and will include important proprietary Information. .Vo

strongly object to this section, as written, and urge its deletion.

In section 211.30, the words "consistent with the protection and use of

other natural resources" should be changed to "consistent with the purposes set : j>rth

in section 211.1(b)". This would ensure that this section is in accordance with ;"..:

purposes as set forth in the Purposes Section of the regulation.

With respect to section 211.32(a), it is recommended that this subsection
be eliminated. Many factors may dictate to the mining of a lower seam prior to wctk
on an upper seam. These may include quality of the coal, size of the scam, questions
of flooding and water control, and other questions of safety. It goes without guying
that questions of safety in underground works should be considered first and a general
statement that upper seams will be mined first seems inappropriate. Furthermore, it is

not clear by the language that the upper "bed or beds" of coal are commerciijlly available
seams

.

Section 21

1

.40(a)(2) requires the operator to reclaim the land affected ".is

contemporaneously as practicable with operations, to a condition at least fully -viable
of supporting all practicable uses which it was capable of supporting prior to .my
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exploration or mining, or equal or better uses that can reasonably be obtained." The
land disturbed by mining activities will have to be reclaimed pursuant to this require-

ment to a use equal or better than any use which the land was capable of supporting

prior to the exploration or mining. Reclaiming the land to its pre-mining condition ur

use may not be desirable. Regulations should permit tno operator to reclaim the land

so that it is suitable for other uses which may not be equal to or better than t lie pre-

mining ii.se if the proposed use is determined to be acceptable and environmentally

sound, and a reasonable use for the land within the area.

Section 211 .-10(a)(3) provides that the operator shall replace the overburden

waste materials by backfilling, grading, or other means so as, to the maximum extent

practicable, to eliminate highwalls and spoil piles, and to restore the original contour.

This appears to conflict with section 211.40(a)(1) and may prevent the maximum economic

recovery of the coal reserve and may be undesirable from an environmental standpoint.

Additionally, the word "approximate" has apparently been inadvertently omitted from

the end of the first sentence of the section just prior to the word "original contour" .

The proposed regulations have consistently referred to restoring the surface to its

"approximate original contour" . Further, it appears that the words "where advisablfc"

may have been inadvertently omitted from the second sentence of this section, arid we
suggest that after the word "compact" and before the comma, the phrase "(where

advisable)" be inserted. In addition, we suggest that clause "(il)" oi the last sentence

be amended to read as follows: "(ii) that unusual conditions, including but not limited

to steeply dipping coal beds, steeply sloping terrain, or multiple seam mining, exist

which make backfilling pursuant to this paragraph impractical." This change will

assure that "unusual conditions" other than those specifically named in the regulations

can be considered as a basis for approval of an alternative grading plan.

The last sentence of section 21 1 .40(a)(5) provides for the segregation of

strata other than topsoil. This should be eliminated, as it is unrealistic to require the

segregation of any strata other than the topsoil

.

Section 211 .40(a)(6)(iii) and (v), as broadly stated, prohibits the operator

from adversely afiocling water resources. This would include the diminution oi a water

flow for which he may have a lawful water right. The operator having a water ritjht

permitting him to legally reduce or otherwise affect the water should be permitted to

enjoy his property right . If these regulations , and we believe they may be, are subject

to the interpretation that they infringe upon his right to exercise his property right (a

water right), a taking issue may be involved. Furthermore, undue concern should nut

be placed upon insignificant effects , and the section should be appropriately amended .

Section 211 . 40(a)(8)(i.i)(B) should be amended by inserting after the word
"channels" the phrase "through erosion". Planned relocation of streams may bo
desirable as well as channel improvements.

Section 21 1 .40(a)(9) relating to surface disposal of mine wastes provides for

"compacted layers" . Since this section docs not relate to impoundments, there is no

justification for compacting layers and it is recommended that the word "compacted"

be deleted

.

Section 211.40 (a)(13) sets forth the requirements for the use of exalte

Blasting is regulated by other laws and federal and state agencies should not hi .

by these regulations.

In section 211 .40(a)(14), the mining supervisor should be permitted v.,

approve the retention of any facilities after completion of mining — tltrt just r.vt'i

Section 211 .40(a)(l5) might prevent anyroad from crossing a stream he

This standard is constantly violated by public highway construction, so why SaO-

be imposed here?

Section 211 -40(a)(l6) should be modified so that introduced specie.- n .

permitted as more than an interim measure if native species are rot adequate :'.>r r

vegetation. In many cases, a few introduced species which arc adapted to the .:

may be beneficial to the overall reclamation effort and subsequent uses. Wo un-

deleting the phrase "native to the area" .

Section 211 ,40(a)(17) should be amended to provide that t: the suriio

privately owned, the surface owner may relieve the operator of his revegetatt :i :

bility if the surface owner desires to reobtain use of the land anc the operate: n

Further, this section should be amended to allow reduction of the minimum \n ;.< .

liability any time it can be demonstrated that revegctaticn has occurred.

Section 211 .40(a)(18) appears to be in conflict with sGCti?n 2\ 1 A {.,}'

The seemingly contrary requirements of paragraph (18) and paragraph £12) con...

a contentious issue. It should be more carefully drawn to avoid $uc:i contrm .r.

Section 211 .4Q(a)(19) requires the operator to protect wildlife frw. :>

associated with coal mining. Wildlife would presumably include birJs «nd at;,*;

controllable species where fences and other protective devices wouio be me:: c.

We recommend that only reasonable protective measures be taken to avoid ut.:'-.-..,.-

liability.

Section 211.41(d) requires removal of equipment and structures "wi-.ru

delay" upon abandonment- In some cases, the surface owner may desire the ret;

of some facilities, and if the operator and the surface owner agree, :he ypofV.iK

to be permitted to leave those facilities and be iclieved of any further o-iujat. <;-.

that regard.

Section 211 -41 should be further amended by the inclusion of a rc-jir

that the Mining Supervisor shall provide the operator with a written statement Li,

operator has complied fully with all mine closure and abandonment requireiiie:.-..;

set forth in the section.

Section 211.61 and section 21 1.62(e) provide for a new bc^is fur r ,y«.

Our earlier comments with respect to a separate rulo-mukiny procedure rtrtd p_;*t;

hearings apply, and we would so recommend.

Section 211 .62(c)(1) should be amended by deleting the first seftt&f.ei

substituting therefor the following: "The operator shall file an annual report, u,

iponsi-

1 1 ling .
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duplicate, with the Mining Supervisor." Using an annual report, showing appropriate
data, to keep track of the pace of reclamation would give better control than receiving
planting reports at various times throughout the year.

Section 211.71(b) provides that all notices, instructions, and orders snail
be construed to have been received if mailed. Where the U.S. mail system is tts*d
only such notices, instructions, and orders as are sent by registered or certih.'u
mail to the superintendent, mine foreman, mine clerk, or higher officials .shoul.i t*
construed to be received.

Section 211.72(c) utilizes the phrase "immediate, serious or irreparabledamage to the' environment"
. Compare this with subsection (a) which uses "immolate,

serious and irreparable damage to the environment", but which does not provide f-r
an order requiring immediate cessation of activities, without prior notice, for fal.jre
to comply with regulations, terms and conditions of the lease, etc. In order to
reasonably justify a shutdown order, all three elements — immediacy, seriousness,
and irrcparability -- should be present before such an order is issued. That is tn«
threat to the environment should be immediate -- that is, a normal compliance ore*
could not deal with the problem; it should be serious - that is, it is not a de i-ir -ins
or mimscule threat; and it should be irreparable — that is, it cannot be later c;t- ted
Therefore, we suggest section 211.72(c) be amended to read "immediate, serious
.and irreparable damage

Section 211 .74(c) provides that if the Secretary has ordered state law u
apply to federal leases, he may later rescind or modify that order. What dues thy
do to the operator whose plan has already been approved under the state procedure-*?We feel that this is one more reason for urging that the regulations remain siloi.t v '-ft
respect to the Federal-State preemption issue. (See our earlier comments on Lht
question of Federal-State preemption.)

SECTION-BY-SECTION COMMENTS WITH RESPECT TO PROPOSED 43 CFR, SUBPART W]
Section 3041 .0-l(b) provides that leases and permits will only be i-suc

where reclamation is "assured". This would deny mineral development where ther fc
-

S
any. risk with respect to reclamation and would in effect value the surface more rug ythan the minerals

.
This seems to violate the basic policy considerations exjres'*c'-'

in the introduction to the notice of proposed rule making. In addition to technoloc,
changes, and areas where there may be doubt as to the reclaimability of an <

later be shown to have a good probability of reclamation sue
deletion of the words "and assured"

.

In section 3041.0-4(c), add the words "in consultation with" to the Ufdt
sentence of this section as follows: "The Bureau of Land Management or other 1 eoV
surface management agency, in cooperation with the Geolocical Survey and in the
of non-Federal surface, in consultation with the surface owner, formulates the rc-uu
ments to ..."

.

In section 3041. 0-4(f), delete Lhe words "and receive" , since a sudor,
owner may have no recommendations on how to "

. . . achieve the purpose of tnese
regulations .

"

i area may
We recommend :
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Section 3041.0-5{a) defines acid or toxic producing deposits as those

"may produce effluents ...". Since this is a definition, tho word "may" should

stricken and the word "will" should be substituted therefor. Either tnc deposits

produce acid, etc., or they will not.

ids"

Aford

should be ,

Section 3041. 0-5(b), which defines "affected !

inserting the phrase "subject to a federal lease" after the \

the second time. Since railroad spurs, county roads and other facilities may bv 1

sary for the mine but are not under the control of the operator, this amendment t„

necessary to avoid imposing a burden on the operator he is unable to achieve on i

over which he has no control

.

Section 3041 ,0-SOO should be amended to read as follows: "'Maximun

extent practicable' means, with respect to a performance standard or a level of c,

that degree of compliance which can be reasonably achieved with commercially .a

technology, as determined through a balancing of the feasibility of tne technoLo,;-

costs of such compliance and loss of recovery of the resource against all tanyib.c

intangible environmental and other benefits which could be derived therefrom, ur.c

vided that consideration will be given to special circumstances of particular a,. ,

appropriate." The purpose of this revision is to conform this definition with tin

in section 211 .2(p).

Section 3041.0-5(m) should be amended to read as follows: "'Mine' ,i

an underground or surface excavation, and the surface or underground support (..

.

that contribute directly or indirectly to coal mining, preparation, and handling,
,

that lie within the 'area of operations' - " The purpose of this revision is to en- i

that support facilities -- such as the railroad over which coal is hauled to some

point -- outside the "area of operations" , and not under the direct control ui ,v.:_-

of the operator, are not construed as being part of the "mine" .

3041.0-5(q) defines overburden as including "all the earth and ofhei r.

We suggest that "other materials" be changed to "other geologic materials" to i :

vegetative or animal materials.

In 3041.0-5(v) "reclamation" is defined as being "consistent with - ,
.

mining productivity and use". This would seem to preclude acceptable uses ot.v

the pre-mining use. 3041.07(b)(2) refers to "equal or better uses that can rt**f

be attained", but 3041 .07(b)(3) anticipates alternate uses - Reclaiming tne turn

pre-mininq condition or use may not be desirable. The regulations should pcrmr

operator to reclaim the land so that it is suitable for other uses which may not :.

to" or "better" than the pro-mining use if the proposed use is determined to be a

and environmentally sound, and a reasonable use for the land within tho area-

Section 3041.0-5(z) contains the definition of valley floors. It inchr

channelways and adjacent areas of ephemeral and intermittent streams as well u

perennial streams. This definition therefore includes every stream channel wlm

unconsolidated material below it.

We suggest that the definition should include perennial streams and :

intermittent streams . Ephemeral streams are above the water table and respoiif!

cipitation rather than springs or seeps. Therefore, they should not be include*.

definition.

.vhare

mition

^un

ibly

.m •;. ;* ' .,'.':
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In section 3041 ,0-6(a) wo are concerned about the lack of definition in the
proposed regulations and multiple interpretations for the- torn "area" in the first afiiitnnce
of this section because of the significance placed- on the icrm in the Sierra Club v. Morton
decision. We suggest that "area" be limited in geographical extent to a bU-inilc radius
and possibly one to two counties.

In section 3041.0-6(c), add the word "promptly" after the last word ul tir.fi

Section 3041 .0-7 (b)(1) provides for the maximization of the extraction el the
coal resource. In some cases there arc thin and uneconomic seams associated wiin the
principal scams. We recommend that after the word "resource" the following phraae be
added: "to the extent it is economically feasible at the time of mining".

Section 304 1 .0-7 (b)(3) requiring the elimination of highwalln ts not compatible
With the criterion in 3041 .0-7 (b)(1) nor is the provision in 3041 . 0- 7(b) (2 0) , which would
also seern to require filling in the final cut. The absolute requirement to "compact" in
the 16th line of 304 1

.

0-7(b)(3) should be eliminated. These amendments arc necessary
to conform these regulations with Part 21 1 of 30 CFR.

The last sentence of section 3041 .0-?(b}(5) would requite the segregation of

Strata other than topsail. This should be eliminated, as it is unrealistic to require? the
segregation of any strata other than the topsoil.

Section 3041 .0-7(b)(5)(ih) and (v) and 3041 .Q-7(b)(8)(lv) broadly slota* that
the operator shall not adversely affect water resources . The operator may have a w«tor
right permitting him legally to adversely affect the water utilised by other parties . Why
should these regulations prohibit his exercise of that right?

i

In 3 (J -11 ,0-7(b){9) the requirement of "compacted" layers should be removed.

In 3041 .0-7(b)(H) the mining supervisor should be permitted to approve the
retention of any facilities after completion ol mining — not just roads.

In 3041 .0-7(b)(l 5) ,
this subsection might prevent any road from crossing a

stream bed. This standard is constantly violated in public highway construction yo why
should it be imposed here?

3041 .0-7(b)(lG) should be modified so that introduced species may be per-
mitted as more than an interim measure if native species are not adequaie for revo<jotatior.

.

In many cases, a few introduced species which are adapted to the arc-u may be btiiUMlrial
to the overall reclamation effort and subsequent uses. We recommend deleting the
phrase "native to the area" .

3041 .0- 7(b)(17) should be amended to provide that if the surface is privately
owned, the surface owner may relieve the operator of nis pjvegelation re.pon.'iibi li i y i|

the suriace owner desires to reobtain use of the land and the operator iy willing . Further,

;
this section should be amended to allow reduction of the minimum |>tirf*H "1 liability

any time it can be demonstrated that ruVtytUiUvfi lias m.vmn,Hl.

3041 .0-7(b}{18) is too broadly drawn and would permit anyone to wunth
through the lease. The operator must have some control over access and in tin:, i

subparagraph (19) seems to contradict subparagraph (lii) as well as raising qtiesli

as to the operator's right to preclude multiple use by other federal permittees . Ti

operator should be entitled to exclude the general public but may not be abie to i :

those holding grazing permits, prospectors, etc. Also, see our coinnmni with re<l

to section 2 11. 40(a) (18) and (19) of 30 CTR.

Section 3041 . Q-7(b)(20) should be amended by the inclusion rrf a rcqau
that the Mining Supervisor shall provide the operator with a written &UiU;mcnt ttwi

operator has complied fully with all mine closure and abandonment requirements i

set forth in the section.

Section 3041

.

0-7(b)(2O)(ii) requires removal of equipment and striicuin

"promptly" upon abandonment. In some cases, the surface owner may desire the
tention of some facilities, and if the operator and the surface owner r'.nrrc?, the l>j

ought to be permitted to leave those facilities and bo relieved of any iurthr.i obli
,

in that regard

.

3041 .0- 7(d) seems to permit unilateial revision or supplemi ntilTj of ;>.!

tion and mining plans . Sec our comment on section 211 . 1 0(d) of 30 (TR . I'urtln

in cases of emergencies, the operator should be permitted to deviate horn the npp
plan to meet the emergency conditions .

3041.0-7(f) relating to visual resources introduces an element which i.

entirely subjective and not capable of any objective decision. Are old mine tippli

and ghost towns ugly or attractive? The provision should be eliminate'
I

.

Section 3041.0-7(h) implies a requirement to protect palconloloylcal v.

in connection with coal mining on the basis of unspecified standards and could I.

the result of effectively negating a lease if any substantial fossil deposit won di

covered in connection with the mining.

Section 3041 .0-8(a) , at the end of the first sentence, change period lo

semicolon and add "provided, however, that activities other than explication, nu;

or gaining access to the mineral for mining may bo conducted on non-i<Mcr,,i unrl.

with the consent of the surface owner". When the federal government dtju:; iiol ov

the surface, we question the justification and need for Department of Interior c:ou:

over surface activities other than exploration, mining and gaining access to the i

for mining when the surface owner lias consented to such activity and otherwise* u

cable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations have been complied wii

Section 3041 .O-B(b) reflects the same confusion as mentioned in our c>

on 3041 .0-7 (b)( 18) and (19) . Our suggested language in this section is: "Operal
under other authorized uses on the same lands shall not unreasonably mterlere wi

endanger operations under uses authorized under the regulations in thi.; chapter."

ratjr

itiun

Section 3041 .1 should be amended by striking out :

See Our comments on section 304 1 . 1 below

.

.ibsoctii (b) ilu

no)

Section 30.fl.l-l states that the preliminary pl„n required ol unapplied
shall include such information as the proposed location of surface and underground
mine workings, development and extraction facilities, and the locotion and aerial
extent of pit, overburden and tailings areas. Inasmuch us only casual us,- (no drill
permitted until a lease or permit has been issued, there is no legal means for the
applicant to acquire this data. The potential environmental impact ol alternative ly
of mining, and locations for pits, overburden areas and lueihties should properly In
considered during the tract selection stage and at the mining and reclamation ,,!,„,
approval stage, but not at the lease sale stage, farther, this information would b,
required of all applicants, which we interpret to moan every bidder in a competitive
lease sale. How is proprietary information included in a preliminary plan to be pro-
tected, especially if competitive bidding Is involved? We strongly suggest that
seclion 3041.1-1 be deleted.

Section 3041.2(a) provides that the authorized officer of the Federal Surface
Management Agency, with the assistance of the Mining Supervisor, shall make a
technical examination and environmental analysis in connection with an application
for a coal lease, permit, or license. The technical examination shall include- "(1) an
examination of the technical feasibility of the preliminary plan and; (2) an evaluation
of the effect of the preliminary plan on other land uses, resources, or programs on or
adjacent to the area." It seems questionable whether the authorized officer of the
BLM, even with the assistance of the U.S.G.S. Mining Supervisor, can make an asses,mem of the technical feasibility of the preliminary plan. The matters that must b- in-cluded in a preliminary plan are set forth in section 30-11 .1-1 . Some of the Information
that is to be incorporated in the preliminary plan, such as proposed location of surface
and subsurface exploration sites and location of development or extraction facilities
require a thorough knowledge of cool mining engineering and practices.

The proposed BLM regulations do not set forth a time limit within winch the-
Agency must act on an application for a coal lease, permit, or license. If an environ-
mental impact statement is required, it may take several years before the lease or
permit issues. The regulations should provide some time limit for the technical (i.-imi
tion and environmental analysis and a determination as to whether the lease or permit
will be granted .

In section 3041.2, add as subsection (c) , "The
applicant for a coal lease, permit or license shall be give
on the TEEA report."

applicant or any potontiu
an opportunity to eommt

minimize
Section 304 1.2-1 (a) should provide that the TEEA will be formulated tt

adverse Impacts on the environment to the maximum extent practicable .

Section 3041 .4(b) should provide that bonds to guarantee reclamation shouldonly cover the amount required to reclaim the area already disturbed and not reclaimed.

Section 3041 .5 would require the submission of proprietary information.
Ihere must be effective assurances that this information and data will be t-cpt conlidcn
tial. Public access to and disclosure of this data should be denied in accordance withsections (b)(4) and (9) of the Freedom of Information Act (S U.S.C. 552) relating tothe protection of geological and geophysical information and trade secrets and oommwor financial information. We suggest this section bo amended to afford that protection

Section 3041 . 6(b) requires the inspection of regraded lands We reci
that this element be deleted. The Mining Supervisor has the right of inspection
any reasonable time. Further, a regrading procedure is a part of the t

inherent delay in waiting for an Inspection may cause some lands that
topsoillng and revegetation efforts to be left unreclaimed for another s

However, if the inspections of regraded lands are doomed necessary,' wo recommend
that the inspectors should bo available on request.

ining plan. ',

are ready loi

X to twelve- ii

We also suggest that the report on the reel
the annual report

.

motion efforts be submitted -.villi

Section 3041.6(c)(1) requires a report be submitted within 30 day-; following
a seeding. We recommend that a 90-day period would be more appropriate . The seed-
ing seasons are usually longer than 30 days and some seeding may slill bo taking place
although a particular planting unit is finished.

In section 3041 .7(b) agencies other than U.S.G.S. are gi
delations In operations and order cessation. This is contrary to 30-1

th( right to

0-4 (b).

Section 3041.7(b) states that if the authorized officer of the Federal Su
Management Agency (BLM) determines that an operator is conducting activities wl
are not in compliance with the requirements oi a lease, permit, or license, applii
regulations, or the approved plan and such activities threaten immediate,' serious
or irreparable damage to the environment, resources, health and safely u( Iho cm
and the public, the authorized officer may order Ut^immceFiaU; ce ssati on of sjicl
and shall promptly notify the Mining Supervisor. Although this indicates thai lii-'
tion could be shut down, the section goes on to state that upon such iiollflcsllftn
Mining Supervisor shall order immediate remedial action and Issue a notice ol nui
compliance where appropriate. This section should bo amended to make it clour i

the authorized officer of the Federal Surface Management Agency cannot unilateral
shut down a coal mining operation without the concurrence of the Mining Suporvi -

In addition, subsections (b) and (c) of section 3041.7 should be amended lo tuna
immediate, serious and irreparable damage to the environment. ..."

At the end of the first sentence, change the period to a semicolon and
"provided, however, that if the alleged non-compliance is corrected iminodiuloly
receipt of the cessation order the cessation order shall be retracted."

Section 3041.7 is much too broadly drawn. The law is clear ihul a pro,
lease may be cancelled only by suit filed in a Court of competent Jurisdiction TI-
section gives an administrative officer broad powers, based upon findings which
vaguely defined, indefinite and not objective, to issue an order which might anion
a cancellation of a lease.

In section 3041.7(d), insert after "30 CFR 21 1 . 72" the phrase "or lo all
to the Director of the Geological Survey pursuant to 30 CTR Part ?<)U

" This eh inn
is consistent with section 211.72(a). Also, section 3041.7(d) refers lo I cniun Kin
pursuant to 43 CFR 3500, but we find no termination provisions in til it lull



With respect to section 3041 .8, see our general comments on Federal-State

preemption above-

Section 3041 .8(c) provides that if the Secretary has ordered state law tu

apply to federal leases he may later rescind or modify the order. What docs that do

to the operator whose plan has already been approved under the state procedure?

The American Mining Congress appreciates the opportunity to submit those

comments on the proposed revision of 30 CFR, Part 211, 216, and 43 CFR, Part 3011.

We urge the careful consideration of the views presented, and again urge the deletion

of section 211 .61 relating to royalty matters. Due to its potential impact upon Ilia

economic viability of coal mining operations, this section should be subject to hearings

and thorough analysis both as to effect upon energy availability as well as energy cost,

especially in this era of energy shortage.

Sincerely,



'Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey November 21, 1975

Till: CARTER OIL COMPANY
IKH'ston. TEXAS 77001

November 21, 1975

Draft Environmental Statement
"Proposed Surface Management of
Federally Owned Coal Resources and
Coal Mining Operating Regulations"
PES 75-53

Mr. Vincent E. McKelvey
Director, U.S. Geological Survey
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, VA 22092

Dear Mr. McKelvey:

After a review of the above-referenced Draft Environmental Impact Statement, it is
a major concern of The Carter Oil Company that the issue of additional delays caused
by the proposed regulations has not been adequately addressed. (Carter's previous
comments on potential delays were included in my letter to you dated November 3, 1975).

On page I II -28 of the Draft Statement, the first paragraph closes with the statement:
"If it takes a prolonged time {over two years) to obtain the data, some production
curtailments may occur." Further, in the second paragraph, we read: "Meeting the
requirements of the proposed operating and mining standards could create small cost
increases indirectly by introducing delay and uncertainty into the development and
production phases of mining."

We infer from these sentences that a two-year delay, compared to lead time required
under present regulations, is not considered particularly significant. We think
this severely understates the cost impact and that a two-year delay in coal production
from new federal leases will impose substantial adverse impacts on the national well-
being that are not adequately described by the Draft Environmental Statement. Some
of the adverse impacts resulting from additional delay that should be more fully
described in the statement are cost to coal consumers, continued dependence on
foreign energy sources, and effect on national employment caused by delaying several
thousand jobs.

First, as to the cost to coal consumers, the second sentence quoted above mentioned
"small cost increases." Our analyses show that a two-year regulatory delay in opening
a western coal mine could easily add 10 percent to the coal price required to yield
a fair return to the developer simply by tying up the investment in coal reserves
and front-end development engineering costs for an additional two years with no
earnings. Costs added by inflation during the two-year period are in addition.
Applicable Bureau of Labor Statistics indices indicate an inflationary component in
mine construction costs over the past two-year period of 35 percent. In the final
analysis, these delay-induced costs are reflected not only in the cost of the coal,
but also in the cost of consumer products such as electricity from coal fueled plants.

Second, several recent studies have been made to project the nation's requirement for
western coal, most of which will come from lands subject to the proposed new regula-
tions. One study, by the National Electric Reliability Council issued in July 1975,
indicated that western coal consumption by electric utilities should increase from
present levels by about 180 million tons per year over the next nine to ten years.
Delays in development—whether caused by regulations or other factors—will impact
not only on the production of this coal, but also on the country's dependence on
imports, the national balance of payments, and unemployment. Last April, Frank Zarb,
FEA Administrator, stated that a loss of only 50 million tons of coal per year would
be equivalent to 215 million barrels of oil which would have to be made up primarily
from imported oil. Mr. Zarb went on to point out that these additional imports would
increase dollar outflows by more than $2.3 billion and cost more than 10,000 jobs.

Third, the delay caused by these new regulations will affect the national unemployment
total. The mines and other facilities required to increase coal production from
federal lands will create thousands of new jobs. The current level of unemployment in
the nation is sufficient reason to highlight this consequence of a substantial delay
in new coal production from federal lands.

It is our considered opinion that the impacts mentioned above should be described
in the final environmental statement under Chapter III, Probable Impact of the Proposed
Action. Proper description of these impacts could show that it is also necessary to
consider another alternative to the proposed action in Chapter VIII. That alternative
would be to rely on stringent performance standards, bonding requirements sufficient
to ensure proper reclamation in the case of nonperformance, and to reduce the
redundant and time-consuming data-gathering requirements and review procedures incor-
porated in the new regulations. The data-gathering and review procedures are the
reasons the Department must project a two-year delay compared to current procedures.
It should be possible to show that there are ways to achieve the degree of environ-
mental protection set forth in the proposed regulations and also substantially reduce
the delay in initiating new coal production from federal lands.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Environmental Statement.

Yours very truly,

HP/bac

ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE (~X~\
FUND VJLy 1657 Pennsylvan

RECEIVED

DEC 2 1975

DIVISION Of MfMOAl.*

awff*±ee*i AI

Denver, Colorado" 8UJUJ/3TJjf 831-7559

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED SURFACE MANAGEMENT
OP FEDERALLY OWNED COAL RESOURCES (43 C.F.R. Part 3041)

AND COAL MINING OPERATING REGULATIONS (30 C.F.R. Part 211)
OF THE U. S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

REQUEST FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS

Although a draft Environmental Impact Statement (DES 75-53)
has been issued concerning the proposed Department of Interior
regulations governing federal coal mining, to our knowledge, no
public hearings have been scheduled on this important and contro-
versial subject. There can be no doubt as to the importance and
controversy associated with the subject of controlling coal strip
mining in this country. One need look only at the history of the
federal coal strip mine legislation and at the federal coal leasing
issue to realize that the promulgation of new regulations governing
coal strip mining on federal lands is an event of major significance.
It is, therefore, entirely inconsistent with NEPA procedures and
requirements not to have scheduled public hearings on this draft
EIS.

It is clear from the Guidelines for Preparation of
Environmental Impact Statements of the Council on Environmental
Quality, (Section 1500.7(d)) that the Department of Interior has
been remiss. The C.E.Q. guidelines state:

"In deciding whether a public hearing
is appropriate , an agency should consider

:

(1) The magnitude of the proposal in terms
of economic costs , the geographic area
involved, and the uniqueness or size of
commitment of the resources involved;
(2) The degree of interest in the pro-
posal, as evidenced by requests from the
public and from federal, state and local
authorities that a hearing be held;
(3) The complexity of the issue and the
likelihood that the information will be
presented at the hearing which will be
of assistance to the agency in fulfilling
its responsibilities under the Act; and
(4) The extent to which public involvement
already has been achieved through other
means, such as earlier public hearings,
meetings with citizen representatives,
and/or written comments on the proposed
action." (Section 1500.7(d))

On the basis of the first consideration alone, a public
hearing is indeed appropriate. Lest there be any doubt about
the "degree of interest" in the public sector, we hereby under-
line our interest by officially requesting a public hearing on
this draft Environmental Impact Statement and on the proposed
regulations themselves. A complete written record should be
made of such public hearing, for the benefit of the agency and
for the public.

EIS DISTRIBUTION

It is also apparent that the distribution of the draft
EIS on these regulations was neither widespread nor timely.
It would have been logical to distribute this EIS to all groups,
individuals, agencies, and companies which have been active
either in the federal coal strip mine legislation, or who have
demonstrated an interest in federal coal leasing, as expressed,
for example, by commenting on the draft programmatic EIS on the
federal coal leasing program. In anticipation of public hearings
on this EIS on the mining regulations, we would recommend that
comprehensive distribution of this document be undertaken.

THESE REGULATIONS ARE PREMATURE

The promulgation of these regulations is entirely pre-
mature, due to the repeated refusal of the Ford Administration
to sign the moderate federal strip mine bill passed by the
Congress. Such a nationwide bill is long overdue, and promul-
gation of regulations governing federal lands will continue to
be premature until coal lands nationwide are protected at least
to the level of the minimum standards established in the Con-
gressional bill. Even if these Department of Interior regula-
tions were adequate , which they are not , they would be no
substitute for much needed strip mine controls on all lands,
federal and non-federal alike.

THE ADMINISTRATION HAS RETREATED FURTHER FROM SUPPORT OF STRIP
MINE CONTROLS

Indeed, the severe weakness of these regulations signals
a new retreat on the part of the Ford Administration - away even
further from environmentally sound extraction of coal resources.
The introductory explanation in the Federal Register notice of
September 5, 1975, implies that these regulations were designed
to solve the "problems" the President perceived in H.R.25, the
federal strip mine bill. Significantly, however, these regulations
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go far beyond the President's desires to weaken H.R.25 at the
time of the second veto. These draft regulations are even
weakar than the draft regulations promulgated by the Department
of Interior last January.. As the latest expression of Admini-
stration policy on coal strip mine controls, these draft reg-
ulations make it painfully obvious that no meaningful regulation
is deemed acceptable.

NO PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The whole notion of minimum performance standards for
coal mining has been abandoned in the current draft. The pro-
visions which are intended to fit the description "standards"
are modified either by the phrase "to the maximum extent prac-
ticable," or by the ability of the Mining Supervisor to waive
the requirement, or both. In effect, when combined with these
enormous loopholes, the "regulations" are nothing more than
words on a page.

The goal of such regulations as these ought to be to
assure that strip mining does not occur except where reclamation
of the affected land is attainable and assured within a reason-
able length of time. These regulations are not designed to
achieve that goal. In addition to the pervasive loopholes,
reclamation is not required to proceed concurrently with the
mining operation; the operator's liability period is designed to

invite unsuccessful reclamation; there is no procedure for
identifying and protecting lands which are unsuitable for mining;
there are no provisions to govern mining on steep slopes; and even
the "lowest common denominator" in reclamation - backfilling and
grading so that high walls, spoil piles, and depressions are elim-
inated - has been emasculated in this newest version of the
Department's strip mine regulations.

PROCEDURES DEFICIENT

These draft regulations also lack procedural provisions
essential to effective and fair control of strip mining opera-
tions. Provisions for public participation are minimal, not
even including public hearings on major actions such as lease
tract selections, mining plan approvals and bond release. In-
spection procedures are not adequately specified; there are no
clear procedures for permit approval or denial, such as the
federal strip mine bill would have required; the operator does
not seem to carry the burden of proof; and the Department does
not seem to be responsible for written findings associated with
permit approval or denial or with bond release. And the proper
role of the Environmental Protection Agency has been completely
ignored in these draft regulations.

INADEQUACY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Although the regulations themselves seem to have been
carefully drafted to be extremely weak, the environmental impact
statement appears to have been hastily drawn up. It falls far
short of an adequate analysis of the environmental impacts of
these proposed regulations, and a consideration of the alterna-
tives to these regulations. Indeed, it was drafted so quickly
that it appears not even to have been proofread. The "Alternatives"
section is particularly worthy of comment in that in and of itself
it constitutes complete disregard of NEPA. The discussion of each
alternative, from "No Action" to 'Let State Mining Laws Govern
Strip Mining on Federal Lands," is simplistic, unsubstantiated,
inaccurate, contradictory, and in some cases , ridiculous . . For
example, the discussion of the alternative favored by Congress
and others, including most environmental organizations, "Enact
Federal Legislation Controlling Surface Mining of Coal" is re-
produced in full below:

"Enact Federal Legislation Controlling
Surface Mining of Coal . Legislation
controlling surface mining of coal on
public and private land could have the
same impact on mining of Federally-owned
coal, as the proposed regulations would
have. There could be individual require-
ments of a Federal surface mining law
that would be either more or less strin-
gent than the requirements of the proposed
regulations. For example, certain bills
proposed in Congress in recent years have
called for such measures as prohibition
of mining on steep-sloped terrain and in
arid or semi-arid regions where rainfall
is less than a minimal amount, such as
10 inches, or improved more specific re-
quirments (sic) for handling overburned (sic)
and constrasting (sic) impoundments.
Although it would not be anticipated
that limitations on steep-slope mining
would have a great impact on mining of
Federal coal, the minimal precipitation
requirements could have a significant
impact on mining in the West depending
upon how stringently the minimal pre-
cipitation requirements were set. The
impact of a strict minimal precipitation
requirement would be to reduce both the

amount of land disturbed by mining
and the amount of coal available for
public and industrial consumption.
The results sought to be achieved by
the other cited provisions of proposed
legislation and reachable under they (sic)

proposal regulations, and the advantage
of the more flexible approach represented
by the regulations are above.
Another feature of proposed legisla-

tion has been the levying of a royalty
on coal operators based on the tonnages
reproduced. The royalties collected
would be placed in a Reclamation Fund
set up to reclaim abandoned pre-law sur-
face mined lands. Such a royalty would
tend to increase the cost of coal to

public utilities and the consumer as

operators would try to recoup their ex-
penses. Even so, the royalty would pro-
vide funding to reclaim damaged and
abandoned lands that have continued to
be aesthetically unpleasing and sources
of sediment and pollution over the years."
(EIS, pp. VIII-7, 8)

This "analysis" is, unfortunately, typical of the "analysis"

of the other alternatives "considered" in this EIS. There are
unsubstantiated allegations that stricter standards would "reduce

the amount of coal available for use by industry and the public"

(p. VIII-3) , that "more stringent requirements could discourage
mining of Federally-owned coal. This would be particularly true

for smaller-scale mine operations and larger mining companies
would have an advantage" (p. VIII-3) , that under the January
regulations which Mining Supervisors are now using (the "No Action"

alternative) that "proper revegetation and regrading of disturbed

areas probably would not be as readily insured" (p. VIII-2) , that

with the imposition of "absolute" requirements, "there could be

environmental advantages to the imposition of absolute, specific
requirements" (p. VIII-4) , and, finally "it is felt that the

environmental impacts of the alternative provisions considered
would not be significantly different from those of the proposed
regulations" (p. VIII-5)

.

On the basis of this "Alternatives" section alone, the

environmental impact statement must be rejected. The regulations
themselves make it clear that the Department is not interested

in sound controls over coal mining on federal lands, and the
EIS reconfirms this fact.

At a minimum, one would think that the authors of the
EIS would have compared the provisions of the regulations to
the provisions of the federal strip mine bill which was vetoed
(H.R.25). This would not be difficult, in that the proposed
regulations were written in an attempt to superficially re-
semble the federal bill.

The Administration has never made a convincing case that
the federal strip mine bill should not pass, and this 'environ-
mental impact statement does nothing to bolster their case.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON PROCEDURES

Written Findings . Nowhere in the regulations are firm
procedures for permit approval or denial and bond release set
out clearly and adequately. In the case of permit approval or
denial and bond release, the Department should be required to
make certain findings in writing, as a precedent to granting or
denying a permit or releasing a bond. These written findings
should be specific. In the case of a permit application as a
basis for approval, the Department must find, in addition to
obtaining concurrence of the Environmental Protection Agency:

- that reclamation is attainable and assured within
a reasonable time;

- that water resources will not be polluted or diminished;

- that for each species of plant proposed in the recla-
mation plan that viable seeds are available in quantity
sufficient to achieve the revegetation plan specified by the
applicant;

- that lands within the mining unit or lease area on
which reclamation is not likely to be attained have been omitted
from the permit area ; and

- other specific findings appropriate to the permit under
consideration.

In the case of bond release, the Department, as a basis for bond
release, in addition to obtaining the concurrence of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, must find in writing that:

- the mined area is fully reclaimed in accordance with
the mining plan;

drought;
that the area has withstood the climatic extreme of
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- that the mined area is not contributing suspended
solids to surface water;

- that the mined ar
water pollution;

s not contributing to air or

that the. proposed post-mining land use has been achieved;

- other specific findings appropriate to the specific
mining plan.

EPA concurrence should be required for all permits, leases,
licenses, bond amounts and bond release. Indeed, it should be
noted that the EPA is probably a more appropriate agency to ad-
minister strip mine controls over federal coal than is the Depart-
ment of Interior. EPA ' s comments on these regulations, dated
November 6, 1975, demonstrate forcefully that agency's commitment
to sound mining practices. EPA has been completely left out of
these regulations as drafted.

Public Participation . Just as a sound procedure for per-
mits and bond releases needs to be set out in these regulations,
so does a sound system of public participation. Public notice
should be comprehensive, through newspapers, the Federal Register ,

and notification of state and local officials should be provided
at the following stages, at a minimum: lease tract selections,
applications for lease, mining plan application, application for
bond release or bond adjustment. In addition, environmental im-
pact assessments, technical examinations and other reports should
be publicized and made available for public comment. In all cases,
public comment should be allowed a period of a minimum of 90 days,
and, on request, a public hearing should be held. In most cases,
leases, mining plans and bond releases should be preceded by
public hearings. In all cases, there should be an opportunity''
for a public hearing.

Designation of Lands Unsuitable for Mining. An overall
procedure for designating lands unsuitable for mining should be
instituted at the earliest possible opportunity. This should not,
except as a last resort, be confined to determining which .areas in
a mining plan application should be designated unsuitable. Those
areas where reclamation is unlikely to be attained or cannot be
assured, or where other values such as land which is an integral
part of an agricultural operation, critical wildlife habitat,
scenic or historical area, etc., should be identified before
leases are issued and before mining plan applications are re-
ceived. Early designation of those areas will avoid later costly
adjustments for applicants whose lease areas may not have been

investigated for special values or special problems which would
cause the land to be unsuitable for mining.

Such analysis would also indicate if only certain types
of mining (such as underground) would be allowed.

Timetable for Applying Regulations . Although we feel that
the promulgation of these regulations, even if they were not as
weak as they are, is premature, we feel strongly that if they are
instituted, existing operations should be brought into compliance
at the earliest possible opportunity, but no more than 180 days
from the date of promulgation. (Note: the promulgation of these
regulations does not in any way bolster the Department's arguments
that federal coal leasing ought to be renewed. Although adequate
protection from strip mining should be a prerequisite to further
leasing, in addition, the need for this further leasing should be
demonstrated before further public lands are transferred to pri-
vate hands.)

SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON PARTS 3040 AND 211

Introduction . Following are specific criticisms of the
draft_ regulations. An attempt was not made to discuss every
deficiency. This would have entailed drafting an entirely new
set of regulations, as the Environmental Protection Agency has
done, and provided to the Department of Interior.

In general, comments made on Part 3040 apply to Part 211,
and vice versa. The following comments are intended to avoid
excessive repetitiveness and to be representative rather than
exhaustive.

The single most significant improvement which could be
.made in _ these regulations, apart from passage of the Congressional
strip mine bill, would be to delete the phrase "to the maximum
extent practicable" and to eliminate the ubiquitous procedure
wherein the Departmental official can waive specific provisions.

Part 3040-Environmental and Safety; Subpart 3041 Surface
Management - Federal Coal Resources .

~

§3041. 0-1 (b) It is essential that reclamation take place
concurrently with the mining operation, yet this provision states
that reclamation "will be undertaken as contemporaneously as
practicable with mineral development." (emphasis added) This
terminology is a typical loophole throughout the regulations.
It should simply be stated that reclamation should take place
contemporaneously or concurrently with mining.

§3041. 0-5 (a) "Acid and toxic producing deposits" should

not be confined to deposits which actually "produce effluents

First, effluents are to be avoided under our water pollution laws,

and second, many acid and toxic materials may be harmful simply

because they inhibit plant growth, but not necessarily because of

effluents produced.

(b)

corridors.
"Affected lands" should include all access roads and

(c) "Approximate original contour" was defined in the

January draft much more comprehensively than ^ the current weak

version which does not even require the elimination of highballs.

The January definition should be used in place of this version.

(vl This definition of "reclamation" as returned to "a

stable condition and form" is a good example of the Administration s

retreat from at least grudging support of .minimal strip mine con-

trols. In January, "reclamation" was defined as

"the process of land, air, and water

treatment that restricts and controls

water degradation, air pollution, damage

to aquatic or wildlife habitat, flooding

erosion, and other harmful effects re-

sulting from exploration, mineral devel-

opment, mining, on-site processing
operations or waste disposal so that

the affected area, including where
appropriate, areas adjacent to the

mining site are restored to a stable

condition capable of supporting the uses

which they were capable of supporting

prior to exploration, mining or pro-

cessing operations, or an equal or

better economic or public use suitable

to the locality."

native vege
(x) "Significant valley floor vegetation

tation as well as crops, forests or meadows
hould include

§3041. 0-6 (a) When an area is initially considered for

coal development, not only should the authorized officer make an

environmental assessment of the potential effect of such develop-

ment, but also should analyze the alternatives for the area, and

the alternatives for coal production or other energy.

(b) Public hearings should be mandatory. The Environ-
mental Protection Agency should be consulted with_when an area
is being considered for coal development, and EPA's concurrence
should be required for any lease, permit or license.

(d) The Endangered Species Act should also be taken
into account.

§3041.0-7 (b) (1) in order to make this provision meaning-
ful, the operator should be required to supply a map and cross-
section diagram showing the coal seams on the property down to a
depth of 1,500 feet, together with justifications for determining
which seams will be mined, and which will not be. The Department
should then require maximum resource recovery.

(2) Here again, reclamation should proceed contemporaneously,
not "as contemporaneously as practicable."

(3) This provision, which describes the grading "require-
ments," is completely meaningless. It combines the two major
loopholes which pervade these regulations: "to the maximum extent
practicable," and provision for exemption from the requirement.
It is transparently obvious that this provision would not require
the elimination of highwalls and spoil piles , even though these
are minimal reclamation practices.

(6) (iii) This provision should be deleted, in that no
discharges, whether they "reasonably degrade" or "unreasonably
degrade" the water, should be allowed.

(8) (ii) Here again, the phrase "to the maximum extent
practicable" negates the provisions which follow.

(iv) ' This provision, though it deals with an extremely
important problem, uses the loophole "to the maximum extent
practicable," and suggests destructive measures as "solutions"
to the problem of water disturbance from mining. Rather than
suggesting "relocating and maintaining the grading of streams,"
the provision should require avoidance of mining in areas where
the quality or quantity of water would be damaged by the mining
operation.

(12) (ii) Here again, occurs the phrase "to the maximum
extent practicable," thereby nullifying what should be a require-
ment to prevent air and water pollution and spontaneous ignition
due to solid waste disposal. This is another weakening of the
January regulations.



(14) Here again, the phrase "to the maximum extent
practicable," nullifies an important provision.

(17) The period of liability of the operator is an
extremely important subject. The entire procedure set up in
this provision is based on liability extending from the date of
the first year of planting rather than the last year of planting,
irrigation, fertilizer, etc. It is only after the artificial
reclamation procedures are discontinued that the success or
failure of reclamation can be judged. Therefore, the liability
of the operator should be measured from the date when the last
of the "treatments" have been made. Especially in the arid
and semi-arid west, the period of liability should be a minimum
of ten years from the date of last planting or irrigation or
fertilizer. This may not be long enough, however, because the
true test of reclamation success is a drought. If no drought
has been encountered in the ten-year liability period, the
liability should be extended until a drought has been observed.
Hence, there should be a provision for extending the liability,
and no provision for lessening the liability. A short liability
period coupled with a provision for shortening it further, as
drafted in these regulations, can only mean that the taxpayer
will be saddled with large acreages of unsuccessful reclamation.

§3041. 1-1 (a) (2) The narrative in the preliminary plans
should include a description of the use and destination of the
coal, the proposed rate of mining, and the alternatives con-
sidered, both in terms of coal supply and in terms of the end
use of the coal proposed to be mined.

§3041.2-1 The "technical examination/environmental analysis"
report should include provision for designating areas unsuitable
for mining, for reasons such as slide prevention, erosion control,
water pollution prevention, preservation of unigue or significant
habitat or especially productive areas, scenic values, historical
resources, etc. In addition, this report should ba publicized,
distributed and made available for public inspection and comment,
with a minimum comment period. of 90 days.

§3041. 3 (a) This provision should state that a lease, per-
mit or license may not be denied an applicant or offeror because
of the forfeiture of a bond if the effected lands under his pre-
vious lease, permit, or license have subsequently been reclaimed
at the applicant's expense . If a bond has been forfeited and
the operator has not . reclaimed the subject land, permits should
be denied.

§3041. 4 (a) This bond-setting provision is extremely vague.
It should be stated that the bond shall be set in an amount suf-
ficient to have the reclamation plan achieved by a third party.

(b) In setting the bond, the authori : i officer should
have an estimate made by a qujtlifivj third jv.r' '«' as to the cost
of achieving the reel '.mat ion :.-.»n. In addil !. ::his section
should contain a prov-.^ion r.'u'i st-.tes that c. lay in achieving a

reclamation plan would be cfCOt.'ttdS for forfeiture of performance
bonds . This is important to insure concurrent , timely reclama-
tion.

§3041.5 Provision for public notice should be more strin-
gent, including notice in the Federal Register , notice in a

newspaper of general circulation m the county and state , and
the public should have a minimum of 90 days in which to comment
on the application.

§3041.6(a)(2) and (3) For each of these provisions, a

statement of the cost of reclamation achieved or to be achieved
should be included.

(b) The operator should make a grading and backfilling
report within 10 days of completion. The Mining Supervisor should
also have a set time (30 days, for example) within which to respond
and inspect the property.

(d) (2) There should be comprehensive public notice and
an opportunity for public hearings at the point of cessation or
abandonment of an operation. In addition, the Environmental
Protection Agency should participate in the inspections, and
concur with the decision that the liability period be terminated,
before any bond is released.

§3041.7 (c) This provision does not describe what the
Mining Supervisor's "remedial action" should be, nor does it

set a time limit during which such action should be taken.
This provision should require Immediate notification orally
and in writing of the violation, anS no more than 10 days should
be allowed to correct a violation .

(d) Failure of the operator to take action in accordance
with a written notice of noncompliance should result in forfeiture
of bond.

§3041.8 This section should simply require compliance with
all state laws.

Part 211 Coal Mining Operating Regulations . This Part is

similar and in many respects idential to Part 3040, especially
with respect to the ubiquitous use of the term "to the maximum
extent practicable." An attempt is made here not to be repetitive
with previous comments; in general, comments made on either Part
can and should be applied to the other.

§211. 2 (o) "Logical mining unit" does not appear to
be a useful term, especially as defined here, where it is not
specified that an LMU must be a compact piece of land; no in-
dication is given of the size of the operation which is considered
"logical"; no indication is given of who determines what is "logi-
cal"; and no reason is given to believe that intervening non-federal
lands will be subject to the terms of the mining plan, however,
"logical" this might seem. In addition, notably absent in this
"definitions" section is a definition of "logical agricultural
unit." An LAU might be a more useful unit around which to base
planning in the West.

§211. 3 (c)(1) Inspections should take place at least twice
a month, rather than quarterly, as indicated in this provision.
It would be impossible to enforce effectively any strip mine
regulations , even the non-substantive ones in this draft , without
inspecting the mines much more frequently than quarterly. The
inspections should be irregular, unannounced, and by a variety of
different inspectors. The importance of frequency cannot be
overstressed . Violations or mistakes of an uncorrectable nature

,

if detected early, can save the operator much wasted time and
money. Infrequent inspections might allow an operator to carry
on an unacceptable activity for many months, only to have to undo
over many more months the violation.

§211. 4(c) Terms such as "maximum extent practicable,"
"as contemporaneously as practicable" and "good housekeeping
practices" make this otherwise important provision meaningless.

(d) The Environmental Protection Agency, not the Mining
Supervisor, should determine the necessary water quality monitoring
and water quality control techniques.

§211.5 (a) The operator should not be allowed to determine
on its own which information it wishes to keep confidential. These
regulations should themselves specify exactly what materials are
proprietary, and all other materials should be available for pub-
lic inspection.

(b) There should be an opportunity for public hearing on
every mining plan, and a minimum period of 90 days for public
comment. In addition, the notice provisions should be more ex-
tensive.

§211.10 (a) "Casual use" should be defined; exploration
and mining plans "consistent with" and "responsive to" the re-
quirements of the lease, permit or license is too vague to be
interpreted. Here again, the phrase "as contemporaneously as
practicable" occurs.

(b) (3) (iv) "Measures to be taken for surface reclamation
which shall take into account . . ."is too vague.

(c) (3) This provision allows the operator to make the
decision on the land use following reclamation, and requires the
operator only to describe "any consideration" given to making the
surface mining reclamation operation consistent with applicable
state and local land use plans and programs. This is not suf-
ficient. Not only should the "consideration" be required , but
the proposed land use should have to be consistent with state
and local land use plans and programs.

(e) There should be no circumstance under which a partial
plan would be acceptable. Particularly as described here, this
provision is nothing more than another major loophole in these
regulations. This would allow an operator, on the basis of
"unknown factors," to avoid filing a complete mining plan before
commencing an operation.

.§211.40 As noted in comments on the reclamation and per-
formance standards in Part 3040, the liberal use of loopholes
makes these provisions meaningless. They should be completely
rewritten, deleting the term "to the maximum extent practicable,"
eliminating the ability of the Mining Supervisor or other official
to waive requirements, and eliminating the loophole which in
effect negates many provisions, as long as the variance activity
is "authorized in the approved mining plan." On the contrary,
performance standards should be used as criteria for approving
the mining plan. The mining plan should not be used as a means
of avoiding these standards.

Submitted by

:

Katherine Fletcher
Staff Scientist
November 24, 1975
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November 5, 1975

Director, Bureau of Land Management

Department of Interior

Washington, D. C, 20240

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the proposed "S»l«ion S published

The Secretory of the Interior has statutory '"^f^J"
ieasing publicly owned coat ^^^^^V^^^
the Secretary has delegated portions of h.s ""P ""^

thls delegation

and bureaus within the Dr^|«'f^S""^ » " ha/clouded

lations, by continuing to address coa '

he Secretory

?££A?SS2£&g£K?£ :-*. - -- - -

leased Ihe development of !«.. *>«" ™««2SSSt. SSXr.

In carrying out the mandates of NEPA for coal leasing, the

Department of the Interior must decide upon the po.int in the decision-

making process at which a decision must be made whether or not to

prepare an EIS. It is our view that a specific point in the process of

federal coal development can and should be designated in the regulations

as the point in the process most sensitive to a decision concerning
development impacts. At that point, for those coal areas where develop-

ment of a certain type will constitute a significant impact, an EIS should
be prepared. The proposed regulations do not contemplate such a single,

specific point. On the contrary, they imply that a series of impact state-

ments may be necessary. It can readily be inferred from a reading of

the proposed regulations that as many as four impact statements might
discuss a particular action. One of these is the programmatic EIS
(already complete). The regulations seem to suggest that a second EIS
might be required in connection with the proposed issuance of a particular

lease and that a third ElS might be required covering the lessee's mining
plan following lease issuance. (A fourth EIS covering the management
framework plan of BLM in an area which is desirable for coal develop-

ment also seems possible. ) The NEPA process was not established

simply to generate environmental impact statements. The process of

developing Federal coal should be analyzed to define the single most
sensitive point at which an EIS will be prepared, if warranted. This
approach would not preclude careful environmental planning and strict

environmental stipulations at every phase; it would merely put NEPA
in its proper perspective.

It would appear that the most logical point in the coal

development process at which to write an EIS would be at a point

immediately prior to bidding and lease issuance. The EIS should be
written with an assumed type of mining in mind. If an area were to be

deemed appropriate for leasing following the environmental evaluation,

the decision to lease would be based on a particular type in mining (i. e. ,

open pit, strip, in- situ, underground, etc. ) with certain general stipu-

lations understood to apply. The final appraisal of the technical detail

of the actual mining plan submitted by the lessee would then merely be an
administrative action.

The second general policy comment we wish to make concerns
the implications of inclusion of private, lands in a "logical mining unit".

The authorities cited as conferring authority on the Secretary to propose
these regulations (30 USC 181-287, 30 USC 351-359, 5 USC 301, and
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42 USC 4321-4345) apply strictly to Federal lands, and the proposed regu-
lations themselves state that they are to "govern operations for. . . coal
under coal leases, licenses and permits issued for federally owned coal
. . .". However, under the definition of a "logical mining unit" (Part
211. 2(o)) private lands (already covered by state jurisdiction)are to be
brought under the control of the Mining Supervisor. A mining plan must
cover all operations in the logical mining unit. This would place the
Mining Supervisory in the position of controlling private lands, over
which he has no jurisdiction. We would have no practical problem with
the idea that a federal lessee intending to mine private lands in conjunction
with his federal lease lands would be required to include a discussion of
how he intends to mine on private lands (mineral and surface) in his mining
plan; but the thought that by the mere stroke of the regulatory pen the
Mining Supervisor could, for example, dictate how many core samples
must be analyzed on the private lands, whether minor changes could be
made in the mining plan on the private sections without prior federal
approval, etc., does not seem legal or proper. Further, the proposed
performance standards, although stating that they apply only to federal
lands, have several references to the mining plan. These references
could not properly be interpreted to mean that' the Mining Supervisor can
determine the details of allowable operation on the private lands in the
mining unit. In general, because the performance standards are designed
to require operations consistent with good mining practices, there will be
no difference between operations authorized in federal and non-federal
lands. This comment addresses those occasions when a difference of
position might exist between the Mining Supervisor and the authority
regulating the private lands. The Mining Supervisor should have no
jurisdiction on private lands except where actions on the private lands
directly influence the recovery of federal coal.

The final general policy comment we wish to make concerns
the apparent expansion of BLM (and F.S. or BIA) authorizations in the
proposed regulations. Part 3041.7(b) gives federal surface management
agencies the authority to shut down mining operations under conditions
similar to those that allow the Mining Supervisor to temporarily halt
operations. The tfSGS, through the Mining Supervisor, monitors mining
activities, rather than the BLM, because of the unique experience and
expertise within the Geological Survey. This expertise is not present
in surface management agencies. It would appear to us that the delegation
of such authorities to surface management agencies is giving them authori-
ties beyond their technical competence and expertise. We would suggest
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that this delegation of authority be modified to allow the surface manage-

ment agency, with the verbal concurrence of the Mining Supervisor, to

temporarily halt operations, if conditions a. authored warrant.

We wish, in addition, to offer the following more specific

comments:

211.3(c)(ll) w af,r and Air Quality. Water and air quality is presently

regulated by oTheTTederal agencies and various state agenc.es under the

Provisions of the Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollut.on Contro

Act Amendments of 1972. The Mining Supervisor does no
:

have
:

the staff

or expertise to properly evaluate these areas thus prov.dtog »""•£*»
and ineffective duplication. More proper language, rmght be. Inspect

operation, to determine compliance with the approved mining or exploration

plans relative to air and water quality protection.

2,1 ».»nl Reclamation bonds. No direct reference is made to bonds

held by the state. Where states have adequate mined land reclamat.on

requirements with binding provision, these bonds should be considered

by the USGS when they determine overall bond adequacy.

211 4(d) The requirements stated in this section are too broad The method

used to determine "necessary" data should be discussed. Only data actually

necessary to determine procedures should be required.

21 1 .10(a) The term promptly should be defined as . specific »»££«' ot

days at a maximum. As discussed above, the relationship of NEPA to

this decision should also be made clear.

211 13(b) If the Mining Supervisor believe, a map submitted to be in error,

he should first request the operator to check the map. If the operator re-

";l he believes the »p is not in error, then the Mining Supervisor

should be allowed to have an independent survey conducted.

211.21 Core and test holes. The discussion of converting holes to water

wells completely ignores state authorities in this area and is m.»lead.ng

to tot."suggests to the reader that the Mining Supervisor's authority ,s

final.
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211. 74 A State mined land reclamation program applies directly to all

Operations in the state, regardless of coal ownership. To require a

state to submit this program to the Federal government, to be reviewed
when it already clearly applies, serves no useful purpose. Where a

state program is judged to be adequate, the Federal government should
remove itself from the picture entirely and let the state run its program
and regulate the activities without any Federal involvement.

304].0-5(b) "Affected lands". This definition may include private lands

which, because of use of "affected lands" later in the regulations, results

in the use of nonexistent authorities. The definition should be . . ."means
the lands under lease, permit, or license affected or to be affected. . .

".

3041.0-6(c) This statement, as discussed above in the general comments,
may be incorrect. Since there is a single point at which an EIS should be

prepared, additional thought should be given to the question as to whether
this is the correct point in the process.

3041 . 1 The preliminary plan, prior to any drilling or other evaluation,

will, of necessity, be very general. If the area hat-- non-federal surface,

an applicant may have had no access to the site. Consideration must be

given to the circumstances present when reviewing a preliminary plan;

some situations will allow a detailed preliminary plan while other situations

will dictate a very general plan.

3041 .4 This discussion completely ignores bonds posted with the state.

Where states have adequate mined land reclamation requirements with

bonding requirements, the Federal government should not require dupli-

cate bonds.

Very truly yours,

-.{jJ^UJ

John W. Gardner. Chai l?02)833-1?00

November 21, 1975

Director, Bureau of Land Management
Department of Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

Director, U. S . Geological Survey
Res ton, Virginia 22092

RE: Comment on Proposed Coal Mining Opera tiinq RequXa tions
40 FR 41122

Common Cause appreciates this opportunity to comment on the

proposed regulations to govern coal mining operations and the as-

sociated leasing procedures

.

Common Cause is a national membership organization with over

285,000 members in the fifty states and the District of Columbia.

It is active in promoting measures designed to ensure open, account-

able and efficient government . As part of the general program

set by its National Governing Board, Common Cause has taken an

active part in legislative and administrative efforts to develop

a comprehensive national energy policy. Common Cause recognizes

the necessity for the development and utilization of new energy

sources, but strongly believes that such activity must be taken

only when accompanied by meaningful environmental protections.

Common Cause believes tha t the problems ra ised by an expanded

strip mining program, both on and off federal lands, can best be

solved by comprehensive legislation along the lines of H. R. 25,

which was vetoed by the President. In addition, the Mineral Lands

Leasing Act of 1920 desperately needs amendment and revision as

proposed in S. 391, H. R. 6721, and H. R. 10580. However, the

Department of Interior has made clear that it intends to proceed

with a coal leasing program whether or not new legislation is passed.

Given the importance of the matter under consideration. Common

Cause is compelled to comment on the proposed regulations and sug-

gest such ameliorative changes as are proper under the existing

statutory authorities. Our comments should in no way be taken

to indicate a rejection of the proposals embodied in H. R. 25,

H. R. 6721 and H. R. 105B0. They represent our judgment as to

the best policy possible under existing law.

In preparing these comments, we have based our assessment

of the proposed regulations on two criteria:

1. will the regulations provide adequate protection of the
environment?

2. Will the regulations encourage diligent development of
our coal resources?

If there is no new federal legislation on reclamation standards

or leasing procedures, these regulations, when finalized, will

constitute the final government action necessary to undertake a

vastly expanded federal coal leasing program centered in the western

United States. Absent new legislation, these regulations will

also have an impact on the one million acres which have already

been leased as part of the federal coal leasing program. This

land is located almost entirely in eleven western states and will,

in all likelihood, be developed by surface mining methods which

have the potential for widespread environmental destruction.

Previous leasing programs, under the authority granted the

Department of Interior by the Mineral Lands Leasing Act of 1920,

have not been administered so as to provide either needed resource

development or protection of the environment. Some of the failures

in this area can be laid to the lack of appropriately designed

rules and regulations to govern the coal leasing program and some

stem from flaws in the Mineral Lands Leasing Act itself; but most

of the blame must be assigned to incorrect policy decisions and

a disinclination to enforce even the current, inadequate regulations.

The proposed regulations represent, in certain limited areas,

an improvement over past policies. Some provisions, notably pro-

posed 30 CFR 211.74 allowing application of state laws and regula-

tions as Federal law where they are at least as protective of the

environment, are particularly welcome. But when viewed in the

context of an expanded leasing program, the regulations are incom-

plete and vague. Important factors in a meaningful program of

land and resource development are overlooked, e.g. the treatment

of existing leases and criteria for diligent development; other

seemingly precise and effective regulations are subject to vague

qualifications and discretionary waiver. There are no adequate



procedures for determining what land should be declared off limits

to leasing because of the impossibility of adequate reclamation.

The regulations skirt the crucial issues associated with water

use, and this deficiency is mirrored in the distressingly cursory

review of that subject found in the environmental impact statement.

The inability of the EIS to confront the issues raised by

the resumption of the federal coal leasing program under the pro-

cedures devised in the proposed regulations is a major disappoint-

ment. The draft document made public on October 1, 1975, is little

more than a conclusionary statement that the proposed regulations

will be effective. In particular, the alternative of stronger

regulations is scarcely discussed.

In the absence of a meaningful environmental impact analysis

which confronts and evaluates the inevitable trade-offs present

in any decision to develop previously undeveloped land, our analysis

of the proposed regulations must be more abstract and general than

we would have wished. Rather than engaging in a line-by-line cri-

tique of the proposed regulations. Common Cause will focus its

comments on six critical areas where the proposal needs either

supplementation or a major change. Actions along the lines sug-

gested would, in our opinion, represent important steps forward

in insuring productive and responsible development of federal coal

resources

.

I- The Application of the Regulation to Existing Leases

The preface to the regulations notes that the proposal does

not address the application of the regulations to existing leases

and requests comment on this issue.

The Council on Economic Priorities, in its study Leased and

Losjt, reported that existing coal leases already cover nearly

1,000,000 acres and, further, that relatively little development

has occurred in 89% of these leases. Most of these leases contain

environmental standards significantly less protective than those

now proposed.

Given the amount of land involved, it would be inappropriate

not to apply reclamation standards to protect these lands as soon

as possible. Otherwise, the admitted expense of reclamation on

newly leased land will encourage widespread development of exis-

ting leases with concomitant environmental damage.

Common Cause believes that 30 CFR 211 should be applied im-

mediately to all previously leased tracts which are not currently

in production. There is no reason to delay application of the

standards where no mining activity has been undertaken.

The reclamation regulations should be applied to currently

operating mines as soon as possible, but no later than 180 days

after they become effective for new mines.

The application of 43 CFR 3041 to existing leases raises prob-

lems associated with retroactivity. Common Cause suggests two

courses of action which would insure that as many leaseholds as

/

possible are subject to the planning process and TE/EA required

by 43 CFR 3041:

1. All lease "adjustments" should be made contingent on com-

plying with Subpart 3041.

2. The Department of Interior should take vigorous action

to terminate existing leases where noncompliance or fail-

ure to develop are present.

To implement item 1 above we suggest that 30 CFR 3041.0-6 (a)

be renumbered 43 CFR 3041.0-6 (a) (1) and a new section 43 CFR

3041.0-6 (a) (2) be added to read:

(a) (2) If an area covered by an existing lease has never

been subject to the procedures of this Subpart, no

adjustment of the lease shalL be permitted nor any

operation beyond the primary term of the lease until

such time as the procedures of this Subpart have been

complied with. Provided that an applicant for a lease

adjustment who hat; complied with all requirements
of this Subpart m;iy secure continuance of the lease,

on such terms as the Director finds appropriate, with-

out the land being made subject to competitive bidding.

The corresponding section of 43 CFR Part 3500 must be revised

to reflect these changes. Common Cause suggests a new subsection,

43 CFR 3522.2-2 entitled "Adjustments to Coal Leases":

If an area covered by an existing lease has never' been sub-

ject to the procedure of 43 CFR Subpart 3041 relating to land

use planning, adjustment of the lease will be undertaken only
after the provisions of thatSubpart have been complied with

.

These sections will guarantee that, within twenty years, all

federal coal development will take place on land which has been

subject to land use planning as well as the proposed reclamation

standards

.

II. A Clearer Definition of Diligent Development

The Mineral Lands Leasing Act states that "Leases shall be

for indeterminate periods upon condition of diligent development

and continued operation of the mine or mines, except, when such

operation shall be interrupted by strikes, the elements or casual-

ties not attributable to to the lessee..." But the next sentence

reads, "The Secretary of the Interior may, if in his judgment the

public interest will be subserved thereby, in lieu of the provisions

herein contained requiring continuous operation of the mine or

mines, provide in the lease for the payment of an advance royalty

upon a minimum number of tons of coal." 30 U.S.C.I20/

One result of these seemingly contradictory commands has been

the evolution of the policy o£ non-development of federal coal

resources documented in Leased and Lost .

There are 680,000 acres under BLM management; 430,000 of these

acres have been categorized as "never produced and no plans to"

according to a preliminary Bureau analysis. Reserves associated

with these leases are 6,485.50 million tons recoverable by surface

methods and 3,195.78 million tons recoverable by underground methods.

This is 60% of all federal coal reserves under lease, an amount

sixteen times greater than the total quantity of coal mined from

all sources in 1974

.

Of the one hundred ninety-six leases issued in the past ten

years, one hundred thirty-nine are categorized as "never produced

and no plans to." Only ten leases issued in the past ten years

are currently in production.



The newer leases account for 98% of all leases in the "never

produced and no plans to" category. in other words, the major

leasing activities of the last fifteen years have not resulted

in new production. instead, over 400,000 acres of valuable coal

reserves have been locked up and allowed to sit idle.

The Department of Interior has never, by regulation, defined

diligent development or promulgated regulations for the enforce-

ment of sanations against operators who do not develop leaseholds.

A definitional regulation was proposed by the Department on

December 11, 1974, (39 FR 43229) but was never finalized. While

the proposed definition was an improvement over the existing void,

it lacked clarity .and failed to provide any meaningful deadlines

on delay.

The currently proposed regulations again neglect diligent

development. The term is not contained in the definitional section

of either 43 CFR 3041 or 30 CFR 211; the sole mention is found

in 43 CFR 3041.1-1 (a) (2) which states that the preliminary plan

shall contain:

A narrative statement seating forth his /The applicant for
a lease/ plan, methods and schedule for diligent operations.

This limited reference to the principle of diligent develop-

ment is inadequate. While som<: flexibility in defining diligent

development is useful, open-encied discretion is not appropriate.

Common Cause suggests that the following language replace the pas-

sage cited above:

(2) A narrative statement setting forth his proposed plan,
methods and schedule for diligent development, including
precise plans for undertaking substantial exploration
or beginning continuous mining operations within three
years of the grant of lease, license or permit.

If an operator is not willing to make this commitment, then

it is in the national interest for the land to remain available

for other would-be miners or for the non-developing applicant to

lease at a later date when that commitment can be made.

The preliminary plan, of course, is only an offer of the pro-

spective lessee. it may, for a number of reasons be unacceptable,

and, even if accepted, the proposed regulations do not specify

how any plan for development becomes a part of the lease. Common

Cause suggests several changes to guarantee placement of diligent

development requirements in the lease. The technical examination

and environmental analysis must include an analysis of the proposed

diligent development plan. Common Cause recommends the following

two changes in 43 CFR 3041.2-1:

1. Strike the word "and" appearing before 43 CFR 3041.2-1
(a)

' (4) ; and

2. Change the period at the end of 43 CFR 3U41.2-1 (a) (4)
to a comma and add "and (5) require diligent development,
which shall mean the undertaking of substantial explora-
tion or beginning of continuous mining operations within
three years of the grant of a lease, license or permit.

With diligent development now occupying a definite status

in both the preliminary plan and the TE/EA, we should then insure

that standards are placed in the lease by adding a new paragraph

43 CFR 3041.0-6 (f )

:

If a decision is made to offer tracts for coal leases, permits
or licenses, the authorized officer shall, following the pro-
cedures in §3041.2-1 of this Chapter, develop and include
in such offer terms and conditions to require the undertaking
of substantial exploration or continuous mining operations
within three years of the grant of the lease, license or permit.

Two ["-«? '!ef initional sections should be added, 43 CFR 3041.0-5

(a) (a);

"Inactive lease" means any lease so classified because {i)
thf? operator has failed to comply with the provisions of a
lease required by §3041.0-6 (f) of this Chapter or (ii> any
lease classified as inactive by a Mining Supervisor pursuant
to his authority under 30 CFR 211.40-1 (c)

and a new section 43 CFR 3041.0-5 (b) {b)

:

"Continuous mining operation" means extraction, processing
and marketing of coal in commercial quantities from the logi-
cal mining unit without interruptions totaling more than six
months in any calendar ye;ir, subject to the exceptions con-
tained in 30 U.S.C. 207.

The federal coal leasing program has never been distinguished

by an adequate enforcement effort. While the Mineral Lands Leasing

Act requires that leases not in diligent development be cancelled

unless some special finding can be made by the Secretary to justify

their continuation, no lease has ever been cancelled for failure

to develop.

Nearly one million acres of land have been leased under the

federal coal leasing program, but only sixty-four leases are cur-

rently under development on approximately 11% of the total land

area under lease. Regulations alone cannot remedy this obvious

failure to enforce responsibilities placed on the Department by

the law, but specific and direct regulatory provisions can facili-

tate enforcement actions when they are undertaken. Common Cause

suggests the following changes to improve the existing regulatory

provisions and to make the duty of diligent development crystal

clear. A new paragraph 43 CFR 3041.7 (c) :

Failure of the operator to comply with those provisions of
the lease, permit or license required by §3041.0-6 (f) of
this Chapter concerning diligent development will result in
cancellation of the lease, permit or license in accordance
with the provisions of Subpart 3500 of Title 43.

To conform this to the existing regulatory format, the fol-

lowing changes must be made in SJbpart 3500 of Title 43. Addition

of a definition for diligent development at 43 CFR 3500.0-5 (d)

i

"Diligent development" mean? the undertaking of substantial
exploration or continuous mining operating within three years
of the grant of a lease license or permit, except that for
leases, licenses and permits granted before the effective date
of 43 CFR 211, the three-year period shall begin on that date.

A definition of continuous mining operations at 43 CFR 3500.0-5 (e)

:

"Continuous mining operation" means extraction, processing
and marketing of coal in commercial quantities from the logi-
cal mining unit without interruptions totaling more than six
months in any calendar year, subject to the exceptions con-
tained in 30 U.S.C. 207.

And a section to assure that the status of existing leases is scru-

tinized in light of the new regulations, at 43 CFR 3522.2-1 {a):

Coal. Adjustments in leases shall be made at the time of
the twenty-year review to embrace the standards set forth
in 43 CFR 3041.0-7 and be subject to requirements with respect
to diligent development and continuous operation ^proposed
by Common Cause as 30 CFR 211.40-1 (a)_7. When mining opera-
tions have not been undertaken by the time of the 20-year
review and it is determined that it would be impossible to
comply with the standards set forth in 43 CFR 3031.0-7 on
some or all of the land covered by the lease, the lease shall
be cancelled or the acreage reduced to eliminate that portion
of the land which cannot be reclaimed.
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These changes, if subject to vigorous enforcement, will deal

with cases of failure to undertake diligent development or maintain

continuous fining operations on new leases and on leases which

have been adjusted per our suggested 43 CFR 3041.0-6 (a) (2).

Changes in Subpart 3041 will not deal immediately with the

current massive failure to develop those lands already leased for

coal mining. Therefore, the performance standards found in the

proposed 30 CFR Subpart 211 should also be revised to specify the

meaning of the term "diligent development" with respect to condi-

tions of performance in or on currently operating mining sites.

The inclusion of provisions for the enforcement of the diligent

development requirement in proposed 30 CFR Subpart 211 would ful-

fill two separate functions:

1. It would set a standard for diligent development which
could be applied to existing leases

2. It would allow enforcement of the diligent development
requirement by General Coal Mining Orders as well as by
the lease cancellation mechanism.

Common Cause suggests the following series of changes in 30

CFR 211. A definition of diligent development 30 CFR 211.40-1 (a):

Diligent development . An operator shall be considered to
be engaged in diligent development if (i) continuous mining
operations have been undertaken or (ii) a plan to commence
continuous mining operations within three years has been ap-
proved by the authorized officer.

A definition of continuous mining operation, identical to that

found in Subpart 3041, to be 30 CFR 211.40-1 (b)

:

Continuous mining operation . An operator shall be considered
to be undertaking continuous mining operation when extraction,
processing and marketing of coal in commercial quantities
from the logical mining unit has occurred without interruptions
totaling more than six months in any calendar year, subject
to the exceptions contained in 30 U.S.C. 207.

A new classification for undeveloped leases 30 CFR 211.40-1 (c)

:

Inactive leases . The Mining Supervisor shall have the au-
thority to classify any lease not being diligently developed
in accordance with paragraph (a) as an "inactive lease."

An enforcement mechanism, 30 CFR 211.72 (b)

:

If the Mining Supervisor determines that an operator is not
diligently developing a lease, he shall classify the lease
as inactive. The Mining Supervisor shall serve a notice of
noncompliance upon the operator by delivering in person to
him or his agent or by certified or registered mail addressed
to the operator at his last home address . Failure of the
operator to take action in accordance with the notice of non-
compliance or to appeal to the Director pursuant to Part 290
of this Chapter shall be grounds for recommendation by the
Mining Supervisor of action for cancellation of the lease,
permit or license and forfeiture of the required bond to the
extent necessary to complete unfinished reclamation.

Proposed sections 30 CFR 211.72 (b) and 211.72 {c) are renumbered

211.72 (c) and 211.72 (d) respectively.

Common Cause believes that the promulgation of these suggested

regulations, or similar proposals, and their enforcement is a criti-

cal element in any new federal coal leasing program. They will

provide some assurance that leasing actually leads to mining.

They will guard against the possibility that leaseholders who are

diversified energy corporations will keep federal coal out of produc-

tion to gain some economic advantage for competing sources of energy

or competing coal resources under their control . And by freeing

up currently undeveloped coal lands and requiring development of

n

all leases,- a situation will be created in which minimum amounts

of lands will have to be leased and in which lands on which coal

mining is environmentally least harmful will, when leased, be de-

veloped, thereby foreclosing the necessity of exposing other land

to mining.

111 - Procedures for Declaiing Land Unsuitable for Mining

The preface to the proposed regulations states "Under the

proposed regulations, leases, permits and licenses for coal

would be issued and plans of operation approved only where reclamation

of the affected lands, pursuant to the standards set forth is

attainable..." However, no section of the proposed regulations

expressly authorizes either the Bureau of Land Management or the

Geological Survey to remove land from the leasing program on the

grounds that the land cannot be adequately reclaimed.

Identically worded provisions, 43 CFR 3041 .0-7 (b) ( 3) (ii) and

23 CFR 211.40 (a) (3) (ii) , allow the operator to refrain from

restoring the land to its original contours where "unusual

conditions, such as steeply dipping coal beds or multiple seam

mining exist which make backfilling pursuant to this paragraph

impractical." Furthermore, while the regulations are replete

with precise standards for reclamation, the operative portion of

the regulations requires compliance only "to the maximum extent

practicable", 30 CFR 211.4(c) and 43 CFR 3041 .0-7 (b) ( 3) . That

term is defined as follows, "with respect to a performance standard

or level of control, that degree of compliance which can be achieved

with commercially available technology taking into account the

costs of such compliance and all tangible and intangible environ-

mental and economic or other benefits which would be derived there-

from. "

This leaves open the possibility that land may be leased which

cannot be reclaimed and that mining will result in permanent

environmental damage. While new leasing on this land may be pre-

vented by discretionary action, it is not at all clear that 30 CFR

211 would prevent mining on land already leased which could not
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feasibly be reclaimed . In any event the discretionary nature of

the decision to withhold is not reassuring.

Common Cause believes that a mechanism must be created by

which any interested party may petition to withdraw land from new

leasing or prevent further mining on existing operations where

the land cannot be feasibly reclaimed and failure to reclaim will

result in serious environmental damage. Such a mechanism must

provide for the presentation of factual allegations and an adjudi-

cation of the facts , though a trial-type hearing is not necessary

.

This mechanism would provide for citizen input into the leasing

process , would allay significant fears about the adverse effects of

surface mining and provide for resolution of factual issues by an

expert administrative body.

§3041.3-2 Basis for denial of lease, permit or license
based on unsuitability of affected land.

(a) Any person may petition the Bureau of Land Management
to withdraw lands from a coal leasing program on the
grounds that reclamation to the maximum extent possible
or, if proposed terms of a lease have been made public,
the reclamation required by the lease would not be
sufficient to avoid

(1) soil erosion; (2) pollution of air;
(3) pollution of surface or ground water;
(4) serious diminution of the normal flow
of water; (5) permanent damage to vege-
tative growth, crops or timber; (6) injury
or destruction of fish and wildlife and
their habitat, or (7) creation of unsafe
or hazardous conditions

which would cause significant environmental damage or
an unreasonable risk to health and safety

(b) Any such petition must contain a specific description
of the land involved and the potential risks, as well
as prima facie evidence that the risks alleged are
probable ar.d that reciamatior. as proposed or to the
maximum extent practicable, if no proposed terms exist,
will not reduce these risks

.

(c) If land which has no -

: yet been leased is involved a
petition may be filed (i) at any time if no application
for a lease has yet been made or (ii) within thirty

days of completed publication of notice where an
application has been made.

(d) A valid and timely filed petition shall stay any
grant of a lease, permit or license on the lands
specified. Late-filed petitions shall be referred
to the appropriate Mining Supervisor and treated
as petitions under 43 CFR 211.40-2.

(c) Any interested party may respond or join with the
petition and both petitioner and respondent shall be
given an opportunity to present evidence and examine
submissions made by other parties. A public hearing
may be granted by the Bureau, but, in any case, all
materials shall be made available for public inspection
wherever public notice is required by 43 CFR 3041.5.

(f) If the petitioner demonstrates by the preponderance
of the evidence that serious environmental damage
or substantial risk to health and safety will occur
then no lease, permit or license shall issue,
except that where petitioner shows that the danger
will be present under proposed terms of a lease but
not under more stringent terms , the Bureau may
order inclusion of more stringent terms and grant
the application.

tg) Appeal from any final Bureau decision shall be
taken in accord with Chapter 7 of Title 5 of the
United States Code.

A similar addition to 30 CRF 211 is needed to deal with

unsuitable land on existing leases or land where the danger is

not apparent until after a new lease has been granted under

43 CFR 3041. The mere fact that a lease exists is no justifica-

tion for allowing environmentally detrimental mining. A new

section 30 CFR 211.40-2 is suggested.

§211.40-2 Land Unsuitable for Mining

(a) Any person may petition the Mining Supervisor to
order an operator to cease operation or continue
only under changed reclamation standards where it
is alleged that reclamation to the maximum extent
practicable or that actually being undertaken is
not sufficient to avoid

(1) soil erosion; (2) pollution of air;
(3) pollution of surface or ground water;
(4) serious diminution of the normal flow of
water; (5) permanent damage to vegetative
growth, crops or timber; (6) injury or

destruction of fish and wildlife and their habitat;
or (7) creation of unsafe or hazardous conditions
which would cause significant environmental damage
or an unreasonable risk to health and safety.

(b) Any such petition must contain a specific description of
the land involved and the potential risks, as well as
prima facie evidence that the risks alleged are probable
or occurring and the reclamation, as currently undertaken
or to Lhe maximum extent practicable, will not or has not
reduced these risks.

(c) A petition may be filed at any time.

(d) A valid petition will stay any new mining on land
classified as "inactive." Current mining operations
shall be subject to immediate cessation only where in
the judgment of the Mining Supervisor continued operation
threatens immediate, serious or irreparable damage to the
environment, in which case the Suoervisor shall take
action under 30 CRF 211.72(d) [30 CRF 211.72(c) in the
regulations as proposed]

.

(e) Any_ interested party may respond or join with the
petitioner and both petitioner and respondent shall be
given an opportunity to present evidence and examine
submissions made by other parties. A oublic hearing may
be granted by the Mining Supervisor, but, in any case,
all materials shall be made available for public inspec-
tion and public notice given in all places where public
notice is required by 30 CFR 211.5(b).

(f) If the petitioner demonstrates by the preponderance of
the evidence that serious environmental damage or
substantial risk to health and safety will occur, then
the Mining Supervisor shall issue an order to cease
mining operations, except that where petitioner shows
the danger will be present only under the present practices
of the operator but not under more stringent regulations,
the Mining Supervisor shall issue an order conditioning
future operation on practices which will eliminate the
environmental damage or risk to safety and health.

(g) Appeal from any final determination by the Geological
Survey shall be taken in accord with Chapter 7 of Title 5
of the United States Code.

The lengthy additions proposed above are designed to deal with

the most serious issue raised by the plan to expand coal leasing,

the fears of irreparable environmental damage. The procedure described

above will allow for factual determination of the issue on a site-

Beyond this, we think that the Department should give serious

thought to revising its definition of "maximum extent practicable"

to ensure that it does not become a license for overriding

environmental concerns. The present definition is totally without

substantive content and, seemingly, sets no limits on the

discretion which may be exercised in determining wheh reclamation

standards should be relaxed.

In light of the fact that the known federal coal reserves

arc well in excess of our national coal needs for some centuries to

come, we can see no justification for allowing a relaxation of

the reasonable reclamation standards proposed in Subpart 211. An

effort must be made to channel initial coal development into those

areas where the least risk to the environment is present.

specific basis

.



IV. Purther Criteria for New Leasing

The proposed regulations rightly place an emphasis on the

pre-leasing planning and analysis process as the best method to

determine the appropriate use cf land for potential leasing,

to incorporate environmental safeguards, and insure diligent

development

.

In addition zo the changes suggested above with respect

to specifying the definition of diligent development and providing

a process for declaring land unsuitable for mining, Common Cause

suggests two further changes in the pre-leasing stage:

1. The evaluation required to be made by 43 CFR 3041.0-6 (b)
should include representatives of all federal and
state agencies who have statutory responsibility
for enforcing environmental standards relating to
mining.

2. No new leases whould be granted to any person,
partnership or corporation which currcntlv operates
an inactive coal lease.

The first point would require that all state and federal

authorities who hivo. responsibility for enforcing environmental

measures (particularly air and water standards) relating to a

mining operation be consulted at the earliest possible date to

give their assessment of the environmental impact of the pro-

posed operations.

The Clean Air and Water Pollution Control Acts, both of

which apply to mining operations, mandate site-specific and

general pollution standards. Many states have similar laws.

For this reason, it is necessary to have input from those

agencies with enforcement responsiblities and general environ-

mental expertise from the beginning of the leasing process.

The language; of 43 CFR 304 L. 0-6 (b) does not preclude this

input, but makes it discretionary. The language nowhere
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specifically mentions consideration of existing environmental

standards. Common Cause suggests that a second paragraph be

added to 43 CFR 3041.0-6 (b) which would read:

The officer shall consult with all Federal or state
agencies having the authority to enforce clean air and
water pollution standards on the affected lands to
determine whether the planned coal development would
lead to a violation of any existing federal or state
standards . The recommendations of these agencies , if
any, shall be made public and shall be considered in
any environmental impact statement prepared pursuant
to paragraph (c)

.

The Second Common Cause proposal would provide another

mechanism to spur development. It is obvious that many lease-

holders are "sitting on" leases , either for purposes of specu-

lation or to hold down production by others who might develop

the land. While we have already proposed new rules on diligent

development to combat this problem, we recognize that difficulties

may exist in enforcing such rules and terminating a lease. We

propose that the new leasing mechanism itself be used to encourage

development or abandonment of "inactive" leases. A new subsection

43 CFR 3041.3-1 is proposed:

§3041.3-1 Denial of lease due to failure to develop
other leases.

(a) No lease, permit or license to conduct coal exploratory
or extractive operations will be granted any operator
who currently possesses a lease classified as "inactive"
for failure to maintain diligent development.

(b) Any operator described in paragraph (a) may regain
eligibility by

:

(i) Notifying the authorized officer of his intention
to relinquish an inactive lease or

(ii) Submitting to the appropriate mining supervisor
a bona fide plan for diligent development

for each lease classified as inactive.

(c) If an operator has been granted a license after taking
the action specified in paragraph (b) (ii) , failure to
fulfill the development plan (unless caused by factors
beyond his control including acts of God and substantial
changes in the price offered for coal) shall result in
cancellation of both leases.

(d) Where an operator has given a notice of intent to
relinquish in order to be eligible for a new lease,
license or permit, such notice shall not become effective
until grant of the new lease, license or permit.

Under this proposal, an operator would be prohibited from

leasing new land if old leases were not developed, but the

:
operator would be given the opportunity to seek new leases by

either undertaking to develop land already held or relinquishing

old leases. This would mean that new leases were only granted

to those developing land already held. it would also free up

land currently under lease and not being developed.

The Mineral Lands Leasing Act contemplates development,

not speculation. Those holding leasing rights should be required

to use them or abandon them.

V. The Water Issue

The draft environmental impact statement on the proposed

regulations notes that surface mining might lower the local water

table, have a detrimental effect on aquafiers and made revegetation

impossible in arid or semi-arid areas. Draft EIS , 111-21,22.

In addition, suface mining poses definite risks of water pollution

and water diversion.

The National Academy of Sciences report Rehabilitation

Potential of Western Coal Lands found that, in areas receiving less

than 10 inches of rainfall a year, revegetation of any kind "may

not occur for centuries." Approximately 40% of western coal lands

fit into this category.

The proposed regulations set out a system of rules for

dealing with water problems at 43 CFR 3041.07(b) (8) , 43 CFR

3041. l-l(b), and 30 CFR 211.40(a)(8), but at no point do the

regulations state definitely those conditions which will lead

to a decision not to lease or to cancel a lease because of

water problems. The environmental impact statement is similarly

vague, stating only "such protection would be expected to

include the prohibition of mining in some areas, where on a

case-by-case basis the sequences of review involving leasing

or plan approval disclose that such essential resources would

be jeopardized to an unaccountable degree." Draft EIS at 111-21,

emphasis added.

A program of expanded coal leasing necessitates a concern

with the question of water. Not only does the mining industry

require large amounts of water for processing, subject to possible

contamination, but the physical process of strip mining poses a

direct threat to the overall water system. The geological alterations
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resulting from suface mining ca.i have a major effect on the

immediate water system as well is regional water networks. The

function of coal seams as aquaf-,ers and underground pathways for

water is endangered by strip mi.iing. Safeguards must be taken to

insure that ecosystems are protected from these detrimental effects.

Specific measures must be outlined designating standards and require-

ments with respect to water. Included in these regulations should

be explicit demands for water planning to insure post-mining en-

vironmental stability.

Water rights are another inportant area which has been neglected.

Considering the water demands the mining industry can make, especially

when conversion occurs at the m:.ne site , the Department of Interior

must set guidelines on water rights. Avoidance of legal confusion

will be possible only if the regulations are clarified beforehand.

Uses of existing vater supplies must be directly connected to the

water planning procedures diseased above.

Common Cause suggests that proposed sections 43 CFR 3041.07(b)(8)

and 30 CFR 211.40(a) (8) be withdrawn and the Department of Interior

develop new regulations which will have specific reference to annual

rainfall , soil type, local water sources, the geographical configura-

tion of the subsurface , runoff patterns and other relevant factors which

determine whether reclamation is possible, and whether there will be

.significant diversion of water from previous uses.

The failure of either the proposed regulations or the draft

environmental impact statement to deal with these questions and

suggest a mechanism to assess water use problems makes it inappropriate

for Common Cause to comment specifically on possible standards. In

these circumstances, we think it best for the Department to first

draft its own, more definitive regulations. The hortatory statements

found in the regulations and the environmental impact statement

are devoid of substance and provide no adequate protection of

important environmental values.

VI . The Private Surface Owner

In 1968, the Public Land Law Review Commission reported that

the federal government retained subsurface mineral rights in over

62 million acres of land under non-federal surface ownership. The

Commission stated flatly that "Present law is totally inadequate

to provide proper consideration of the legitimate interests of

surface owners." It recommended "enactment of statutory guidelines

under which the Secretary of Interior would establish regulations

providing that no mineral activity is permitted without his approval

and without the assurance of appropriate compensation for affected

surface resources, values and uses." No such statutory guidelines

have been enacted

.

The proposed regulations, at 43 CFR 3041.0-4(c), provide that

the surface owner be consulted in the planning stage when the Bureau

of Land Management and the United States Geological Survey formulate

lease requirements. While consultation is an improvement over

present practice in which only a limited number of private surface

owners are even warned of impending leases, see 43 CFR 3501.2-6(b)

,

the right to be consulted is no substitute for either the right

to have a decisive say in the formulation of the lease or to

receive adequate compensation for loss of the use or enjoyment of the

surface during mining operations: and reclamation. While the bonds

required by 4 3 CFR Subpart 3504 may be used to complete reclamation

left undone, they are in no way available to the private surface

owner as compensation for any other loss

.

Common Cause believes that the proposal of the Public Land Law

Review Commission is essentially sound. There must be a new law

providing for adequate compensation to the surface owner for

interruption of enjoyment and use of the surface caused by mining

operations. Until that time. Common Cause urges the Department

to establish, by regulation, a policy disallowing the grant of

a lease in any instance in which a surface owner objects to the

terms of the lease or to the compensation offered by the mining

operator

.

It should be noted that the proposed regulations contain a

provision, 43 CFR 3041.0-4£d), which allows any Federal agency

administering the surface to veto a proposed plan and prevent

leasing and mining. Until such a time as a statutory provision

for just compensation to the surface owner is enacted, it is only

fair to extend this right to the private surface owner who may

face substantial economic loss or deprivation of the use of a

homestead or farmland.



Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

CONCLUSION

If this nation is to place greater reliance on coal as an

energy source, major and systematic changes are necessary in

the federal coal leasing program. Common Cause believes that

the best method to achieve such changes is by means of compre-

hensive legislation which addresses the problems of surface

mining on federal and private lands and which revises the Mineral

Lands Leasing Act of 1920.

Common Cause's comments on the proposed regulations point

out some changes which should be made within the context of

existing laws. This does not obviate the need for the new

legislative framework mentioned above. Nor will improved

regulations lessen the Department's responsibility to see that

adequate enforcement efforts are maintained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the outset, we wish to make four general observations

about the proposed regulations. First , the program represents

an all-out retreat by the Department of the Interior from

stringent regulation of the serious adverse environmental

effects of coal mining. As will be noted in more detail below,

in many respects these regulations are significantly weaker

than (a} the surface mining reclamation bill vetoed by the

President earlier this year; (b) the Administration's own

surface mining reclamation bill introduced in Congress earlier

this year; and (c) the prior proposed revision of these same

regulations published in January of this year.—' We agree

totally with EPA Administrator Train in his cover letter en-

closing EPA's comments: " [I Implementation of the proposed

regulations could allow serious environmental degradation.

"

It is obvious that public opinion in the country favors

strong controls on surface mining, as demonstrated by the

narrow failure of Congress to override the President's veto of

the strip mining bill. These regulations run directly counter

to the prevailing sentiment. For example , defining reclamation

requirements by a loosely defined notion of "maximum extent

practicable" could allow such abuses as high walls and open

pits rather than restoration of the original contour , inadequate

waste disposal, inadequate control of polluting discharges,

and seriously insufficient reclamation. It is ironic that

the Administration — which objected to the Congressional

proposal as being too general, subject to conflicting inter-

pretations and susceptible to litigation-inspired delays —
now proposes guidelines phrased so loosely.

Second , both the regulations and the accompanying en-

vironmental impact statement (EIS) demonstrate all too clearly

the Department' s lack of a coherent program for management of

the federal coal resource. This is the third proposed revision

7 /of 30 C.F.R. Part 211 in three years.-' This is the second

proposed revision of 43 C.F.R. Part 23 in two years.

-

Especially since none of the previous proposals were accom-

panied by an EIS, it would.be reasonable to expect the draft

EIS issued along with the latest proposal to compare it with

4/previous ones. It does not.-' The confusion is exacerbated

by the fact that these regulations expressly deal with the

process of coal leasing — including tract selection and pre-

lease planning and environmental assessment — as well as

post-leasing mining operations.- Yet there is no explanation

2/ See 38 Fed. Reg .

TJanuary 30, 1975T7
(April 30, 1973); 40 Fed. Reg_. 4428

1/ 40 Fed. Reg_. 4428 (January 30, 1975)

3/ See Appendix D to the draft EIS on the Federal Coal Leasing
Program, May 1974. While that EIS contained proposed revisions
in these regulations, no attempt was made in it to discuss
their environmental impact.

4/ Indeed, 196 of the 298 pages of the draft EIS on these
regulations are lifted nearly verbatim from the final EIS on
the coal leasing program issued in September 1975. Compare,
for example. Chapter 11 of the draft EIS on the coal regula-
tions with Chapter 2 of the final coal leasing program EIS.

5/ See, e.g., proposed 43 C.F.R. § 3041.0-6.

of the relationship, if any, between this EIS and these regula-

tions and the federal coal leasing program and program EIS.

All told, the decision to separate the federal program to

regulate coal development from the federal coal leasing program

is a mysterious one. It appears to contradict common sense

and, significantly, is not explained.

Third , although the regulation dealing with enforce-

ment of state law in mining federal coal is described as allowing

"continuation of existing practice" which will "satisfy both

state and federal interests,"- in fact what is proposed is

a major change from the present scheme. Whereas now the

standard federal coal lease requires the operator to comply

with state law at all times, the Department proposes to have

the Secretary of the Interior decide when it is appropriate

to apply state law, on the basis of his judgment whether it

would be "consistent" with the federal interest in "timely"

and orderly development of tha federal coal resource. It is

apparent that this significant change is proposed in response

to the passage of tougher reclamation laws in several western

states. It is bad policy to propose such a weakening and it

is irresponsible to attempt to disguise the significance of

the change by stating it allows continuation of present prac-

tice.. It is noteworthy that the accompanying EIS does not

even compare the proposal to the present practice.

Fourth , it is also ironic that these regulations will

ultimately not serve the Administration's purpose of accelera-

ting development of western coal resources. As EPA Administrator

Train noted in his October 21, 1975 speech to the National

Coal Association, the best way to accelerate national coal

production is to come to grips with its environmental impacts

and not ignore them. All-out promotion of a "business-as-usual"

approach will only polarize public opinion and mire the Depart-

ment's plans for rapid western coal development only more

deeply in controversy and, inevitably, confusion and delay.

For reasons we have amply set forth elsewhere, both NRDC and

the Sierra Club have serious misgivings about a crash program

to develop western coal; nevertheless, we agree with Adminis-

trator Train that "the only way to break through the current

atmosphere of suspicion, uncertainty, and confrontation" is to

adopt "strong control, planning and other measures to offset

and avoid the adverse environmental, social and cultural

impacts" of coal development.

Given the inadequacy of the proposed regulations, the

accompanying draft EIS and the final coal leasing program EIS

,

the best course would seem to scrap all these efforts and

Start over. This suggestion is not made lightly. We realize

that a considerable amount of effort has been spent in prepara-

tion of regulations, and we derive no pleasure from suggesting

that it has been ill-spent. However, we see no acceptable

7/

6/ 40 Fed . Reg . 41123 (September

7/ The adequacy of that EIS is being challenged in NRDC v.
Hughes , C.A. No. 75-1749 (filed October 21, 1975).



alternative to starting over again, with substantial revisions

and a new draft EIS.

Incidentally, while we devote a separate section below

to the EIS, our comments on the regulations should be viewed

as comments on the EIS as well. Therefore, we request dis-

cussion of, and detailed responses to, our comments in the new

EIS that is required.

II. ADOPTION OF OTHER COMMENTS

We have studied the very thoughtful comments of

Senators Haskell, Jackson and Me tea If on these regulations.

(Letter of October 4, 1975' to Acting Secretary Frizzell,

hereafter, "Senators' letter".) They identify seven major

shortcomings of the regulations, as follows:

"1. Elimination of certain environ-
mentally-significant features in the
proposed regulations published '; - the
Department on January 30, 1975.

2. Failure to place the burden of proof
of reclamation capability upon the opera-
tor and failure to require written find-
ings of such capability by the approving
agency.

3. Failure to assign authority for final
sign-off of the mining plan to the land
management agency

.

4. Inadequacy of provisions for public
participation in and review of key
decisions.

5. Absence of environmental protection
performance standards.

6. Far too much discretion allowed to
the Mining Supervisor.

7. Ambiguities relating to reclamation
of jointly-affected private lands."

We agree totally and adopt these comments as our own.

In the interest of brevity, we will not belabor these points

in what follows, except to point out particular examples or

additional shortcomings not discussed in the Senators' letter.

Moreover, we just received a copy of EPA's extensive

comments and suggested alternative language. Administrator

Train's letter transmitting these comments identifies four

areas of "major concern" as follows:

"1. [P] erformance standards as currently
proposed could result in inadequate recla-
mation of strip-mined lands. This is be-
cause the proposed regulations relax
certain performance and reclamation stan-
dards and provide a variance procedure to
the approximate original contour based on
the concept that the operator shall reclaim
to the maximum extent practicable.

2. [T]he proposed regulations do not pro-
vide explicit environmental criteria for
designating, within lease tracts, lands
unsuitable for mining [and thus they may
allow mining] in areas where the land
cannot be reclaimed or where lands are
an integral part of an agricultural or
ranching operation.

3. [Rjegulation of surface mining on
Federal and private lands underlain with
Federal coal within any state should in
no event be less strict that that required
by the laws of that state. To permit the
Federal government to pursue a more re-
laxed policy on its own land would under-
mine legitimate efforts of the States to
regulate surface mining . . . [and would]
promote suspicion and distrust rather than
. . . mutual confidence and partnership. . . .

4. [There is] lack of adequate provision
for public participation . . . [including]
inadequate provision for public hearings in
lease tract selection and mining plan approval.

"

While we cannot endorse all EPA's specific suggestions

regarding alternative language without careful examination of

them, in general we believe that the Department should pay

serious attention to EPA's views. That agency has primary

federal responsibility for prevention of air and water pollu-

tion threatened by coal mining operations, has specific

statutory responsibility under the Clean Air Act to become

involved in the NEPA process, and has been active in coal

mining reclamation research and analysis.- We believe that

a major shortcoming of the proposed regulations is their

failure to refer to, define, or establish a mechanism for

coordination with respect to, EPA's jurisdiction and responsib-

ilities under the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts — including

the NFDES permit system, effluent guidelines, new source

performance standards, S 208 areawide land use planning require-

ments, and § 404 requirements for water impoundments. EPA's

suggestions in these particular areas of interface should

receive near-total deference from the Department.

Ill- DETAILED REVIEW OF THE REGULATIONS

A. Relationship Between Part 211 and Part 3041

We question the need for continued extensive overlap

and repetition in these two sets of regulations. If the per-

formance standards were incorporated by reference in one set

or the other, it would save paper and make the standards

exactly the same. As it is now, there are many minor but

annoying differences between the two sets as well as some

more substantial differences which could become significant. sJ

The preamble says the language of these two sections is

identical (40 Fed. Reg . 41124) but a quick review found no

less than forty differences between the two. Many are minor

and possibly explained by sloppiness, but some are major

enough not to result from inadvertence. After three attempts,

such differences should have been resolved and eliminated.

Another difference between the two is in the respective

statements of purpose and policy; i.e., 5 3041.0-1 and § 211.1

should be made consistent, and both should set out in the

strongest possible terms that compliance will be strictly

required and that these regulations will be interpreted and

administered in accordance with the broad objectives of NEPA

and its implementing regulations and Executive Orders.

B. Pre-Leasing Steps (43 C.F.R. Part 3041.0-6)

The Department should integrate this section with the

requirements of the EMARS system. How and why is an area

"initially considered" for coal development? How is the need

for development determined? What is the "affected area" —
curiously, it is not defined in the regulations while "affected

8/ See, e.g. , Environmental Protection in Surface Mining of
Coal , EPA Report 670/2-74-093 (October 1974).

9/ Compare, e.g., first sentences of 5 211.40(a)(3) and
S 3041. 0-7 (b) (3) J compare S 211. 40 (a) (14) with S 3041. 0-7 (b) (14)
also, § 3041.0-7(a) is omitted from S 211.40.



lands" and "area of development" are.

Most importantly, these pre-leasing steps should in-

clude an assessment of whether the performance standards can

be met on this land, and the potential land uses of the site

after mining and reclamation. No express environmental criteria

are provided for determining what land is unsuitable for mining.

In short, the section sets up a pre-leasing procedure which is

essentially without content; these are no substantive guide-

lines to assist in deciding whether and when to lease. Such

guidelines should be formally established in these regulations.

Similarly, subsection (c) refers to the possible need

for an EIS on any "decision" made pursuant to subsections (a)

and (b) , yet it is not obvious what decisions are contemplated

by those subsections. There is reference to empty procedures

— consultation, coordination, and consideration — without ever

revealing what the purpose of such activity is. This kind of

"we have a [secret] plan for coal development" — "trust us" —
reasoning has been endemic in the Department's coal leasing

program almost since the day in 1973 when Secretary Morton

announced plans to develop such a program. Sooner or later

that plan must be put on the table, and the relevant considera-

tions spelled out for all to see. This part must, in other

words, flesh out and provide guidelines for attaining the

objective set out in § 3041.Q-1 (b) ,- namely, that coal leases

and permits should be authorized "only where reclamation of

the affected lands to the standards set forth herein is attain-

able and assured. ..."

We recommend complete revision of this section, refer-

ring specifically to the BLM's management framework planning

system, or the multiple use planning processes used by other

land management agencies. It would not, in fact, be inappro-

priate for the EMARS regulations themselves, if they in fact

exist, to be set out in this subpart. And at least in the

accompanying EIS there should be a discussion of issues like

whether there should be a limit on the amount of mining that

can take place in, for example, a watershed so that no watershed

is put under undue pressure. Given the nation's vast coal

resources, we have the opportunity to define and enforce

"carrying capacity" "regulations which will ensure that no one

locale will be sacrificed totally to all-out mining.

There should also be specific reference to and incorpora-

tion of EIS procedures in this section, to better guide the

decision whether an EIS is required at any point in the decision-

making process. This is particularly important because so far

the Department has avoided indicating where in the leasing

decisionmaking process an EIS is most appropriately prepared.

We recommend adoption of a specific prohibition against any

federal leasing in any area until management framework plans

have been developed, and compliance with NEPA with respect

thereto has been achieved.

We further recommend that the application and pre-

liminary plan requirements now covered in § 3041.1 and § 3041.1-1

be moved up to become part of, or immediately follow, the

permit, lease and license planning procedures. Logically these

requirements are closely related to the planning procedures.

Again, more detail must be provided in the planning regulations

to assist the authorized officer in deciding how to evaluate

and when to use the information contained in the preliminary

plan. As proposed, the regulations laudably require advance

information from the proposed lessee or permittee, but disclose

very little — beyond the two sentences in $ 3041.2 — about

how such information will be used.

C. Consultation and Coordination

The BLM as well as the USGS should have authority over

mining plan and abandonment approval. We agree with the

Senators' letter (p. 4) that this is a land management decision,

and should not be decided by the USGS Mining Supervisor.

Second, the regulations would effect an important change

in existing practice by eliminating the veto power other land

surface managing agencies now have. This would be reduced to

a mere consultation and coordination role, with nothing pre-

venting the USGS from overriding, for example, the Forest

Service's recommendations. We recommend retention of the veto

power, and the power to impose environmental terms and condi-

tions in leases and mining plans, in the land management agency.

This is for the same reason as heretofore stated — namely,

since the land managing agency has ultimate responsibility for

pre- and post-mining land use, it must have responsibility for

basic decisions about stipulations to protect that land re-

source .

We also recommend that the USGS and the BLM be required

to consult with the surface owner before approving any explora-

tion or mining plan, termination of a bond or part thereof,

or abandonment of operations. As proposed, consultation with

the surface owner is required only prior to lease or permit

issuance, (§ 3041.0-4(f)) and prior to bond termination

(S 3041.6(d)(3)) but not for anything else (see S 3041.0-4 (d) )

.

Moreover, even when the surface owner is to be "consulted,"

the Mining Supervisor is free to ignore his advice. At least

the Mining Supervisor should be required to give reasons (in

writing) why he is rejecting the advice if that is his decision.

Furthermore, the Supervisor should be required to pass on the

surface owner's recommendations to the authorized officer,

even where he recommends the opposite, so that the authorized

officer is apprised of the surface owner's position before

making a decision. This exclusion of the surface corner from

the process of making decisions which vitally affect his

interest parallels the broader exclusion of the general public

from these decisions, discussed in more detail below.

The regulations are silent regarding coordination with

state and local land use planning agencies. Both in the pre-

leasing process and in the actual regulation of mining activi-

ties, the federal agencies should have a continuing responsibility

to stay in close contact with state and local agencies.

The regulations exclude EPA from any role in the

leasing or mining regulatory process. This is a serious mis-

take, for reasons noted above (p. 7 ). EPA should be given



substantial concurrent authority or at least must be consulted

in almost every area of the process, including lease tract

selections, formulation of lease and permit stipulations,

exploration and mining plan approval, approval of termination

or abandonment of operations and bond amounts and termination.

And, of course, EPA concurrence must be obtained specifically

on the adequacy of various plans to ensure compliance with

applicable air and water quality standards and the Clean Air

and Clean Water Acts. The failure of the regulations to require

even this — indeed the failure to even mention EPA — is a

disturbing indication that the Department is very reluctant

to open up its enforcement process to anyone — whether it be

states, local governments, Capitol Hill, other federal agencies

or the general public.

D. Definitions

The definition of approximate original ~ontour is a

serious weakening of previously proposed regulations. In

contrast to the January 1975 proposals (S 211.2(v)), it does

not expressly require elimination of spoil piles or high walls.

Significantly, no explanation for this retreat is offered in

either the preamble or the accompanying EIS. High walls and

spoil piles have become two of the most visible symbols of

environmental degradation connected with mining. Deletion of

an express requirement for their elimination demonstrates to

all the world the unfortunate direction in which the Interior

Department is proceeding.

"To the maximum extent practicable" is to us a completely

unsatisfactory standard by which to measure reclamation per-

formance. Pounded on extremely vague notions of economic

feasibility, the definition is, unhappily, even more loosely

drawn, while maximum extent practicable would seem to suggest

the best one can reasonably do, the definition contained in

S 3041.0-5(k) does not require the best . It refers to " that

degree of compliance which can be achieved. ..." and not

"the highest degree. ..." This definition basically reads

the word "maximum" out of the concept.

Moreover, the concept of "practicability," while super-

ficially reasonable, has the effect of reading out of the

regulations the objective, set forth in the preamble, that

leases will, not be issued and mining will not occur where

reclamation is not attainable and assured. (40 Fed . Reg . 41122)

.

Who has the burden of showing that compliance costs

would be disproportionate to the amount of environmental and

other benefits? if only a few cows, antelope and ranchers are

displaced, does this standard mean no reclamation is required?

Considering the broad privilege from disclosing important

financial information which the regulations contain,—' {which

information bears heavily on the question of practicability)

,

the application of this standard is totally insulated from

public review. Since what is practicable according to the

definition is what is in some vague sense profitable or financially

10/ See, e.g., 30 C.F.R. § 211.5.

feasible, an honest application of the standard requires an

examination of the economic as well as environmental costs

and profits involved in different levels of reclamation per-

formance. But the Department will, presumably, refuse to

disclose "commercial or financial information" which the

operator identifies as privileged or confidential.—' Thus

a classic Catch-22 is created, whereby total discretion is

given to the USGS to require whatever reclamation seems appro-

priate. Since the concept is a common thread running through-

out these regulations, its effect makes it perhaps the single

most serious shortcoming in the whole scheme.

E. Performance Standards

The most egregious flaws in the performance standards

have been highlighted in the Senators' letter, to which we

fully subscribe. In addition, we believe that S 3041.0-7(a)

should make the provisions of the exploration and mining plans

binding on the operator, as a lease or contract term. Since

remedies for violations of the lease terms may be in some cases

different from remedies for violations of the plans themselves,

it is reasonable to bind the operator to the approved plan as

closely as possible.

Specific comments on the specific standards follow:

First , it is curious indeed, in light of the problems posed by

11/ Like indiscriminate use of the "top secret" classification,
tRis provision will undoubtedly result in operators classifying
everything not expressly required to be disclosed as privileged
or confidential.

the "maximum extent practicable" standard, that the Department

would propose a straightforward "maximum extraction of coal"

standard in S 3041. 0-7 (b) { 1) . An explanation should be given

in the EIS for the different standards.

We also have the same objection to the "as contempora-

neously as practicable" standard of § 3041. 0-7 (b) (2) as we

registered to the "maximum extent practicable" requirement dis-

cussed above. Reclamation of the affected land should simply

be required "concurrent with the ongoing mining." All

scientific evidence suggests this is best calculated to succeed.

We also question how the priority of post-mining uses

will be determined.. (See, e.g., SS 3041. 0-7 (b) (2) and -7(b) (3) (i)

referring to "equal or better uses.") Will such uses be evalu-

ated on a case-by-case basis, or will the Mining Supervisor

receive some instructions on comparative uses? If the latter,

this should be discussed in the preamble and the EIS.

The exceptions for the approximate original contour

standard discussed in subsection (b) (3) seem to be inconsistent

with the initial policy statement that leases will be issued

only where reclamation is attainable and assured. If back-

filling is made "impracticable" by "unusual conditions," the

question becomes, why was the land leased in the first place?

Isn't the whole point of the pre-lease planning procedures to

identify such conditions at the outset; i.e., to flag areas in

which complete reclamation may be difficult or impossible?

Can't "unusual conditions" be found on virtually any mine site?

Can't the need for multiple seam mining be identified before



mining begins, and the plan adjusted accordingly? Does multiple

seam mining always make backfilling impractical? If not, how

is it determined what is impractical?

Inclusion of this kind of exception suggests that the

Department will not take seriously its obligation to identify

such lands before leasing. We would suggest that a provision

be included in the lease itself that where post-lease examina-

tion reveals serious reclamation problems, the lease may be

terminated if reclamation cannot be assured. Only in this way

will the operator and the Department have the incentive to

investigate fully before leasing. Otherwise, the Department

only invites requests for modification on the ground of

"impracticability" whenever there is the least difficulty in

meeting whatever standards are established.

The section on stabilization of spoil piles (subsection

(b)(4)) should require a minimum height and slope and place a

specific limit on maximum height and slope. It should also

contain specific planting guidelines for both the short- and

long-term.

The operator should not be given sole authority to

decide whether to segregate or save topsoil (subsection (b)(5)).

He should bear the burden of satisfying the Mining Supervisor

that it is of insufficient quantity or quality, and that other

strata are more suitable. The Supervisor should be required

to make specific written findings to that effect, before the

operator can be allowed to discard or bury the topsoil.

The provision of effluent discharges from impoundments

(subsection (b)(6)(iii)) is completely unsatisfactory. All

mining discharges should meet the effluent standards and water

quality standards set for the receiving stream by state and

federal agencies. The concept of "not unreasonably degrading"

water quality is an extremely slippery one, and totally incon-

sistent with existing water quality regulatory laws.

The standards fall considerably short of the mark in

providing protection for fish and wildlife. The subsection on

permanent impoundments ((b)(6)) should require compliance with

the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act. The subsection on fish

and wildlife ((f)) requires the operator to employ such measures

"as are deemed necessary" to protect fish and wildlife and

their habitat, but unfortunately does not say who "deems" what

to be necessary. It should be made the responsibility of the

authorized officer; otherwise the requirement is illusory.

This section should also refer to the Department's and the

operator's duties under the Endangered Species Act. The regu-

lations as a whole omit any mention of this important and

obviously applicable Act.

—

While there is reference to comparative measurement

of suspended solids in runoff and stream flow before and

12 / The EIS states that protection of rare and endangered
species from the impacts of coal development "is provided in

other regulations. . .
. " {p. 111-10) These "other regula-

tions", whatever they are, should be incorporated by express
reference in these regulations , especially so that the operator
will know what his duties are under the regulations.

during mining (§ 8 (1) (ii) (A) ) , this should be considerably

tightened. What is a proper "period" for measurement? When

is pre-mining measurement required? We recommend that the

proposed mining plan include such measurement. (§ 211.10)

Subsection (b) (15) would allow access roads to be

constructed in streams except when the normal flow of water

would be "seriously altered". This is completely unsatisfactory,

especially since alteration may have nothing to do with degrada-

tion. We recommend a flat prohibition on such roads in streams.

We also recommend that the provision allowing waiver

of the five-year minimum period for revegetation liability —
(b) (17) — be deleted. All available scientific evidence is

that revegetation is uncertain for a period of several years

even under the best of conditions. Reducing the period of

liability from five to four or three years would seem to offer

the operator only a tiny advantage, against which must be

balanced the substantial uncertainty about any revegetation

effort, particularly in the west.

F. Power Plants and Other Industrial Facilities

The regulations expressly provide that any use of the

federal lands for "a power generation plant or a commercial or

industrial facility" will be authorized "under a separate

permit." (§ 3041.0-8) There is a substantial question whether

the most important federal land management agencies, the BLM

and the Forest Service, have the authority to issue such

permits. The Forest Service's multiple use act alone may not

authorize the issuance of permits for huge power plants and the

BLM has no statutory Organic Act. The use of now somewhat

infamous "special land use permits" (SLUP's) to allow contro-

versial developments on public lands — developments either

prohibited or not expressly authorized by other acts — can

no longer be so easily tolerated after the decision in the

Alaska pipeline case, Wilderness Society v. Morton , 479 F.2d

842 (D.C. Cir. 1973), holding illegal the SLUP issued for the

pipeline right-of-way in excess of the statutory width limita-

tion. We therefore request a full discussion of this issue

in the new EIS. Moreover, what are the standards against which

such a permit application will be measured? Are separate

regulations being prepared to govern those permits? Is there

any attempt here to bypass state laws on energy facility siting?

This section obviously raises many more questions than it

answers, and requires considerable discussion.

G. Technical Examination/Environmental Analysis

The requirement in § 3041.2-1 — that the TEEA report

must substantiate a finding that either (a) a specific area

within applied-for lands should be excluded from a lease or

permit; or (b) that an EIS be prepared on a lease or permit

— is both unwise and probably at least partly illegal.

There is certainly no language in NEPA which would justify a

strong presumption against determining that a proposed action

requires an EIS. This approach simply relieves the operator

of his burden of proof of demonstrating the possibility of



satisfactory reclamation, and skews the Department's approach

to NEPA heavily in the direction of non-compliance. The pre-

sumption is simply a signal to field personnel that recommending

exclusion of land from an application, or recommending pre-

paration of an EIS, is not looked on with favor from above.

Either the presumption should be reversed, by requiring findings

whenever the recommendation is that no land is to be excluded

or no EIS prepared; or, findings should be required in every

case regardless of the recommendation."

H. Basis for Denial of A Lease or Permit (§ 3041.3)

It should be added to this section that applications

will be denied to all operators who have been found guilty of

operating in violation of these regulations, lease stipulations,

or a mining or exploration plan more than, say, twice. Viola-

tions of effluent and stream standards should also require

denial of new permits or leases, at least if the violations

were gross or repeated. Additional grounds for denial should

be specified, including where the land cannot be reclaimed, if

state agencies give a negative re ^mmendation, or if land use

plans would be violated.

Denial of future applications is the most effective

enforcement incentive available, and therefore it should be

made mandatory rather than permissive {"may be deemed" should

be changed to " shall be deemed" } . Moreover, the language needs

to be tightened in two other respects. First, the provision

waiving default if the land is reclaimed without cost should

be revised to include without cost to state or local as well

as the federal government. Second, there should be a proviso

allowing the corporate veil to be pierced in certain circum-

stances, to prevent unscrupulous operators from reincorporating

and attempting to qualify for new leases or permits as new

corporate entities.

I * Bonds {§ 3041.4)

The provision on bonds is seriously deficient. It

does not require the bond to be in an amount sufficient to

satisfy the reclamation requirements of an approved mining

plan.— It does not require an independent assessment of

the costs of reclamation. It does not require increase in

the bond when reclamation costs rise above initial estimates,

as they inevitably often will. Reclamation is the primary

thrust of the entire regulatory program. To allow it to be

defeated by a slipshod, casual bonding provision which en-

courages borderline operators to default is simply a bad

policy. Bonds for such operations are an accepted part of

commercial life — a normal cost of doing business. Nothing

less than a strong requirement here — requiring a bond in an

amount at all times equal to the cost of a third party coming

in to reclaim the land — is acceptable.

13/ Some language in Section 211.3(13) is seemingly inconsistent
with § 3041.4, since it suggests that the amount of bond should
be adequate. It is rather loosely worded, however, and should
be set forth separately rather than being buried in the general
section on the Mining Supervisor's duties.

J. Public Notice and Availability (§ 3041.5 & § 211.5)

We fully subscribe to the statement in the Senators'

letter that the most effective way to keep an administrative

agency diligent and lawful is to expose its decisions to public

review. We support their suggestion that public hearings be

required regarding lease tract selection and mining plan

approval. Moreover, while it is stated that ruining plans and

lease applications are available for public review, no mention

is made of the critical TEEA or the various reports required

(§§ 3041.6 and 211.62). Both of these should expressly be made

subject to public review and copying.

In a sense it is ridiculous to continue the policy of

only grudgingly making such materials available for inspection

and copying. The Freedom of Information Act, as recently

amended, clearly makes such material available, and interest

runs high for information about many of these mining proposals.

These regulations should be made consistent with that law, so

that field personnel and the public know their rights and

responsibilities — especially given the short time limits

within which Departmental personnel must now respond to such

requests

.

Public notice of an opportunity for comment should

also be required for receipt of a lease application, preliminary

plan, notice of mining plan, proposed revisions and modifica-

tions in the exploration and mining plans, (see § 211.10(d))

and notice of cessation of mining operation and bond release.

Furthermore, the authorized officer or the Mining Supervisor,

where appropriate, should be required to respond in writing

to important substantive issues raised by comments from the

public or other governmental agencies.

K. Reports

All reports should be forwarded to the appropriate

state agency as a matter of course.

Moreover, the revegetation report should require some

kind of analysis of how successful revegetation has been and

whether it is self-sustaining. More detail should be provided

as to when revegetative growth is "satisfactory" . (See

S 3041.6(11) (2))

L. General Coal Mining Orders (S 211.3(12))

This provision is rather confusing. The EIS says that

the purpose of such an order is to "provide flexibility under

the different conditions experienced in different parts of the

country." (pp. 27-38) This seems like a potentially valuable

device. While all reclamation is critically site-specific,

some useful general prescriptions can be formulated based on

certain conditions of soils, topography, climate and hydrology.

The problem we have with this definition is that no standards

are established defining when such orders are appropriate, no

guidelines are provided for what they should contain , no apparent

limits are set on their scope, no provision is made for their

force at law, and no hint is given of their relationship to

these regulations, lease and permit stipulations, and explora-

tion or mining plan provisions. These questions must be



answered if such General Coal Mining Orders can be meaningfully

used. 14/

M. Inspection of Operations (S 211.3(b)(1))

This subsection should make clear that state personnel

are allowed to inspect as well as federal. And, as noted

above, state officials should receive the required reports.

The denial of access for inspection to either state or federal

inspectors should be grounds for automatic suspension of the

lease or permit.

N. Partial Plans (5 211.10(e))

The provision for partial plans is unconscionably

vague. It would seem likely that operators will often plead

ignorance about their future development plans. The sub-

mission of a partial plan with subsequent continuing modifi-

cation could quickly become the rule, unless the Department

acts firmly to require the submission in advance of complete

plans, based on best available information, except in very

unusual circumstances.

The problem is simply that partial plans allow the

operator to obtain a substantial foothold and build up a

momentum for further operations in an area, before the full

impact of the development can be appreciated. Once the

U/ The EIS is of no help here, while noting that the potentiallor successful revegation is site-specific, it states the con-clusion that the regulations permit the latitude needed toaccomplish this objective." (p. 111-17)

capital investment has been made, personnel hired and ground

broken, it will be very difficult for the Mining Supervisor

or the authorized officer to halt the operations no matter

how environmentally disastrous it turns out to be.

The standard in 5 211.10(e) is so loose as to be

illusory — it allows a partial plan to be submitted whenever

a plan for the entire operation is dependent on "unknown

factors" which cannot or will not be determined except during

the progress of operations. Obviously, there will always be

"unknown factors" in any large-scale mining operation; the

threshold should be set much higher than this. The best

solution would be simply to prohibit partial plans outright,

and require more exploration, study or research to resolve

whatever crucial unknown factors exist, before mining can

commence

.

O. Deep Mining

The regulation of deep mining is seriously defective

in not providing for a post-mining sealing program under

stringent government supervision. Review of a proposed sealing

operation cannot be meaningfully conducted at the time of

opening since the projected life of the mine may be very long.

Therefore the final sealing and flooding, where appropriate,

must be carefully controlled. In deep mines, this may in fact

be the most crucial aspect of controlling environmental degrada-

tion.

Moreover, the regulations should require the treatment
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of all effluents that arise in conjunction with a deep mine.

Fugitive water must be treated by the operator regardless of

whether its source is in the mine or not. Moreover, if water

has to be pumped out of an adjacent mine for safety reasons

the operator still should be required to treat the discharge,

since if the mining operation in question did not exist there

would be no discharge.

IV - APPLICABILITY OF STATE LAW (55 3041.8 and 211.74)

The policy regarding application of state law is

described in the preamble as "allowing continuation" of the

present practice of -requiring operators under federal leases

to comply with state and local law. 40 Fed. Sa^. 41123. We

believe that is an extremely misleading description. Present

practice is to insert a term in the lease which requires

compliance with state and local law at all times.—f The

proposal is to require compliance with state law not only

whenever the Governor requests it (a reasonable provision)

but also only when it would "effectuate the purposes of [the

regulations)" and would be "consistent" with the federal

interest in "timely" and "orderly" development of its coal

resources.

15/ The EIS states that present policy is to require compli-
ance with state standards wnen such application "is not incon-sistent with federal law or regulations." (d. 1-23) That
statement is, to the best o£ the writer's knowledge, wrong
Most if not all outstanding federal leases require the lessee
to comply with state law as a matter of course.

Thus, the only reason to change present practice is

to allow operators to escape compliance with state law in

certain circumstances when the Secretary of the Interior

finds it is "consistent" with the federal interest. This

means the federal government assumes ultimate authority for

the rate of coal development in the states.

It is apparent that this change is proposed in response

to the passage of tougher reclamation laws in several states.

These laws are more stringent, and more protective of the

environment, than this administration can countenance. By

providing for a federal override of state law where "consistent"

with federal policy, the Department is simply saying to the

states: "You may adopt strip mining and reclamation stands

as strict as, but no more strict than, these proposed standards.'

The net effect over current practice, then, is a weakening of

regulation in certain circumstances.—

'

We recommend simply that the operator be required to

comply with all state laws pertaining to mining land reclama-

tion, air and water quality, wildlife protection, etc. The

only possible federal interest which could justify overriding

state law would be when a state absolutely prohibited mining.

That, however, has never seriously been considered by any state,

16/ This is so despite the fact that the state standards must
be at least as stringent" as these federal regulations pre-
vent deferral to notoriously inadequate state laws. States
like Montana with generally tougher laws than these regulations
could be excluded entirely from regulation of mining under
federal lease, if the Secretary finds its law is "inconsistent"
with the federal interest.

'
:



and clearly could be dealt with in the extremely unlikely

event it ever arises.

There are troubling ambiguities in the proposed regula-

tions apart from the basic policy question discussed above.

The preamble says that deferral is possible to state procedures

as well as substantive standards. Will the federal government

require annual permits in states like Montana that have such

a system? What standards will apply to the Secretary's deci-

sion on procedures? Will they be the same as for substantive

state law?

Do state law provisions "with respect to reclamation

of lands disturbed By surface mining" (S 3041.8(a)) include

provisions dealing with air and water pollution, wildlife

habitat protection, and local zoning laws? What about state

law provisions on bonds — including amounts, procedures for

adjustment and termination, and determination of non-compliance?

Much more discussion and detail about the operation of this

deferral mechanism is required.

Does the fact that the state law will be applied as

federal law by federal offi cers (§ 3041.8(b)) mean that state

enforcement personnel will not in any way be involved? Will

the responsible state agency have no right to inspect or to

issue enforcement orders? It would seem very clumsy for

federal officers to have sole responsibility for applying and

judging compliance with state law, since they will be unfamiliar

with the enforcement practices and standards applied by state

officers. At minimum there should be some joint enforcement,

with right of state inspection and review. It should be care-

fully noted that here too the Department proposes a retreat

from current practice, since now state officers have final

responsibility for enforcing state law, under the terms of

federal leases.

The proposed deferral mechanism apparently applies to

the surface over federal coal deposits regardless of whether

the surface is privately or federally owned. This should be

clarified, particularly since the Department's power to preempt

state law is much more dubious in the private surface situation.

If states decide to continue to assert regulatory authority

over these lands, direct confrontation in the courts will

result. Thus while this scheme is heralded by the Department

as a triumph of comity between state and federal governments

under our federal system, in reality it sows seeds of confronta-

tion and distrust which could lead to even more uncertainty

and delay in development of western coal.

A final troubling aspect here is alluded to in the

Senators' letter (p. 8). This is the situation where a logical

mining unit encompasses both federal and private surface and/or

federal and private coal, and the state has less strict proce-

dures than the federal. Here the extreme latitude of the per-

formance standards, especially that requiring consideration of

"practicality" and "cost" means that the authorized officer

could well find that compliance with less strict state standards

on the adjacent private lands would be the maximum " practicable "

on federal lands . This could mean the near-automatic application
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of less stringent state standards on federal lands. We fully

support the Senators' recommendation that a specific prohibi-

tion be adopted against this; i.e., to the effect that less

stringent state standards will never apply to mining federal

coal.

V. APPLICABILITY TO EXISTING OPERATIONS AND LEASES

The preamble expressly leaves unresolved the method

and timing of the applicability of these regulations to exist-

ing leases. We of course support their complete applicability

to existing leases and operations as soon as possible, without

exception. Nevertheless, in their present form these pro-

posals are completely unsatisfactory. We would favor a delay

in their promulgation, and consequently a delay in their

application to ongoing operations, if there was the hope that

they will be significantly strengthened by a process of revi-

sion and republication in draft form for comment.

When strengthened and put in final form, we recommend

that the regulations expressly require compliance from all

lessees and permittees as follows:

(1) All permittees and lessees who have not yet sub-

mitted exploration or mining plans for approval shall submit

a preliminary development plan within 180 days.—'

17/ The applicability of these regulations to existing opera-
tions should be made consistent with whatever diligent develop-
ment regulations are finally adopted by the Department. See
39 Fed. Re£. 43229 (December 11, 1974).

(2) All permittees and licensees who are conducting

exploration and mining activities shall submit new or, revised

exploration or mining plans in accordance with these regula-

tions within 180 days. Where such plans already exist,

modification in the plans shall be submitted, in writing,,

where necessary to meet new requirements, within 9 days.

Each operator should be required to submit either a modifica-

tion of an existing plan, or a "negative declaration" to the

effect that no modification is required because the existing

plan fully meets all the new requirements. The negative

declaration shall be supported by written reasons, and shall

be carefully reviewed by the authorized officer. If the latter

disagrees and finds that a modification or a new plan is

required, he shall notify the operator promptly (in no event

more than 90 days from receipt of the negative declaration)

.

The operator shall file the required modification or new plan

within 90 days of such notice. Thereafter the Supervisor and

authorized officer shouldhave 90 days to approve or reject

the modification. No exploration or mining can take place

after this second 90-day period except pursuant to an approved

plan which fully meets all the requirements of the new regula-

tions.

VI. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER FACETS OF COAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The Department's persistence in relying on a piecemeal

approach to devising a coal management policy is as confusing

as it is unwise. Rather than attempt to set forth, at one
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time, a coherent policy and framework for making important

leasing and management decisions, the Department continues to

pursue the various pieces of the puzzle in a completely inde-

pendent fashion. We have already suggested that the proposal

be more fully coordinated with the proposed diligence require-

ments and the EMARS system. Moreover, more detailed reference

should be made to the logical mining unit concept, to the BLM's

Management Framework Planning System, and to the previous

versions of these regulations. And the Department has for

nearly a year promised to promulgate regulations attempting

to define "commercial quantities" as that term is used in 30

U.S.C. § 201(b). All of these initiatives interlock; no

single one can be fully understood or its impacts fully

appreciated without reference to the others. We thus strongly

urge that new proposed regulations be issued along with the

new draft proposal for diligence, and all the other proposals

that are planned as part of the development of a coal manage-

ment program.—'

Another development which should have been, but was

not, referred to or discussed either in these regulations or

in the EIS is the new proposed coal lease form. Its terms,

both general and specific, could play an important role in

18/ The proposed diligence regulations, among others, werenot accompanied by an EIS, even though their promulgation couldwell be a major federal action significantly affecting theenvironment. Other Departmental proposals could likewiserequire compliance with NEPA. It therefore would be more
efficient, as well as more logical, to include consideration
of all these initiatives in one overview EIS on the federal
coal management program.

determining how these regulations are implemented.

VII. COMMENTS ADDRESSED SPECIFICALLY TO THE EIS

We have already referred to several instances in which

the EIS fails to discuss some significant aspect of these

regulations which could be important from an environmental

protection standpoint. More generally, we believe the EIS is

of exceedingly poor quality. Nearly two-thirds "boiler-plate"

(padded with material lifted verbatim out of the coal leasing

programmatic EIS), the document contains almost no analysis,

no discussion of alternatives, and no basis on which the

environmental impacts of these regulations can be fully

assessed.

Unfortunately, like many other impact statements issued

by the Interior Department, this one was obviously prepared

completely separate and apart from the decisionmaking process.

The sparse information and superficial analysis it does contain

will be of no help to Departmental decisionmakers formulating

coal policy, and indeed it is apparent that it is not intended

to be helpful. Such a callous approach to the NEPA require-

ments is, frankly, shocking.

Judging from the content of this EIS, one can understand

why some Interior Department officials regard nepa with skep-

ticism. They are in fact often correct in concluding that

NEPA has not proved of value to the Department in making deci-

sions. By confining the EIS to (a) paraphrases of the regula-

tions themselves, which add almost nothing to the Federal
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Register announcement (Chapter 1) , (b) boiler-plate data on

minute components of the environment over much of the country

(Chapter 11), and (c) self-serving platitudes about how flexible,

pragmatic and wonderful these regulations are {Chapter III-VIII)

,

the Department has chosen deliberately to reduce NEPA's role

to a mere charade. Where hard analyses and objective dis-

cussion is called for, the EIS reads like a speech.

For example, while these proposals were being formulated,

one could reasonably assume that many specific regulations were

drafted, and discarded or modified, that consideration was

given to regulating activities; that were not regulated in the

final proposal, that consideration was given to not regulating

activities that were finally proposed to be regulated, and

that altogether different regulatory approaches or schemes

were discussed.

In this connection, the court's opinion in Ely v. Velde

is instructive:

"The statutory requirement of a 'detailed
statement ... on the environmental impact
of the proposed action' places a heavy
burden on the [Department] . To enable a
court to ascertain whether there has been
a genuine, not a perfunctory compliance
with NEPA, the [Department] will be re-
quired to explicate fully its course of
inquiry, its analysis and its reasoning .

451 F.2d 1130 (4th Cir. 1971) (emphasis
added)

.

It would have been particularly valuable to compare

(a) earlier drafts of this proposal, (b) the previous officially

released proposed revisions of these regulations, and (c) the

regulations now in effect (including an analysis of field

experience with them) with the proposals currently under con-

sideration. It would also have been extremely useful to

compare the procedures and standards in the proposal with

those in H.R. 25, the bill vetoed by President Ford.. The

Department and this Administration obviously feel very strongly

that their proposal is sounder and wiser than the regulatory

scheme supported by a large majority in Congress. One would there-

fore expect the Department to leap at the opportunity to compare

their costs, benefits and overall impact on the environment

and on society. Unfortunately, no comparison is attempted,

other than the useless 300-word discussion on pp. VIII-7-S.

Perhaps most" maddening is the failure to compare the

relative impact of this proposal versus H.R. 25 on coal pro-

duction. In the course of the debate on that bill, the

Department produced detailed figures on the loss of coal

production, jobs and effect on oil imports which it claimed

would have resulted had H.R. 25 been signed. Yet in the EIS

on its own proposal, the Department fails to develop such

figures, instead trotting out the tired old excuse for avoiding

analysis; namely,

"Identification and precise quantifications
of the impact of the proposed regulations,
will depend upon the particular, site-
specific considerations relevant to each
lease or operations plan . . . they are
not, therefore, readily quantifiable at



this time." EIS, p. V-4.—

'

How can the Department expect its coal management pro-

gram to have any credibility whatsoever when it refuses to be

consistent in its impact analysis? Administration spokes-

persons rushed to Capitol Hill with so-called "facts" and

"figures" predicting drastic results if the surface mining

bill were passed, yet the Department now says it has prepared

its own program with no firm idea what the quantifiable impact

on coal production will be, other than to note that, in

general, there will be "some unemployment and dislocation,"

and "some degradation of local economic structures as a result

of possible closing _of small or marginal mining operations."

(p. V-l)

We believe it is a legal requirement that this EIS

include a side-by-side display of the current proposal and

previous proposals, comparing procedures, standards (including

language at key points) , treatment of specific issues like

the state law and private surface questions, and impacts on

operators, on surface owners, on different components of the

physical environment, on jobs, on energy, and on coal production.

19/ While the EIS estimates that adoption of these regulations
would cost mine operators from 1.5 to 3 million dollars in the
first two years, no basis is given for this assertion, and
there is no estimate whatsoever with respect to production.
(p. VII-1) Moreover, the EIS states that the "incremental
reclamation costs for operators on Federal and Indian lands
during 1977 would be about $9 million" (p. VII-2) . This state-
ment is meaningless without more information. Is that with or
without the new proposed standards? What is the cost per acre?
Per ton? Does it include application of state law under exist-
ing lease terms?

Another specific shortcoming in the EIS is its failure

to attempt to quantify the increased administrative and enforce-

ment expenses, including additional manpower required, of USGS

and the surface management agencies. The EIS notes that some

undetermined increase will be required, including "expenditure

of additional Federal funds to expand and upgrade existing

field operations and to seek qualified enforcement personnel."

(pp. 111-28, VII-1)

The failure to quantify this impact is noteworthy for

three reasons. First , it is in stark contrast to the Depart-

ment's willingness to quantify such impacts for H.R. 25, as

noted above. Second , such quantification will be necessary

sooner or later, as the Department will be required to justify to

OMB and to Congress the need for additional appropriations to

implement these regulations. It is irresponsible to publish

this proposal without some idea of its cost to the Department.

Third , refusal to quantify is in stark contrast to the analysis

of the administrative costs and personnel requirements for

administering state surface mining reclamation laws. (See

p. VIII-10 through 15 and Appendix 3). The Department's

assiduous efforts to present data on state enforcement while

at the same time refusing to do the same analysis for its own

efforts is mysterious, to say the least. Such data for federal

enforcement agencies should be included in the new EIS.

The EIS is also inconsistent both internally and with

the regulations at several points. For example, it says ini-

tially that the regulations will apply to existing leases and

pending lease applications (pp. 1-1; III-2) ; later it says

the proposal "might apply" to outstanding leases (p. V-4)

;

whereas the preamble to the Federal Register announcement

states that the question has not yet been decided.

A good illustration of the lack of analysis is that

the EIS, in its very brief discussion of the environmental

impacts of these regulations, does not allude to the problem

of determining when a state regulation will "result in pro-

tection of environmental values which is at least as stringent

as would otherwise occur under exclusive application of state

controls." § 3041.8(b)(2) (emphasis added). In the alterna-

tives section of the EIS, on the other hand, there is a short

discussion of the alternative of automatically applying state

law to federal lands. That discussion notes that " [resolution

of questions of relative degrees of stringency could, however,

produce extended periods of uncertainty as to whether or to

what degree state versus Federal standards would govern."

(EIS, pp. VIII-14-15) The clear implication is that one nega-

tive aspect of the Department's proposal on the application

of state law is that it might lead to such "extended periods

of uncertainty." Unfortunately, the EIS does not treat this

as a negative aspect, but instead views it as a reason for

avoiding automatic application of state law. A fuller dis-

cussion of this issue is sorely needed. How would the Secretary

determine whether the "at least as stringent" test has been

met; e.g., will he make findings on this issue?

VIII. CONCLUSION

We believe that the Department's first priority now

should be to prepare a new draft environmental impact 'statement

which will fully and objectively discuss the various alternative

regulatory approaches, schemes, and provisions, and contain a

careful weighing of the costs and benefits of each. This

should be accomplished, and the draft EIS circulated publicly

and comments obtained, before the Department proceeds to con-

sider how the proposed regulations should be revised. NEPA

requires the Department to disclose its reasoning by requiring

it to consider all reasonable alternatives, before setting its

proposal in concrete. The only way we can see to accomplish

that now is by preparing and publishing another draft EIS.

We believe our comments, together with those of the

three Senators and EPA, provide a substantial basis on which

to proceed with a new EIS. Additionally, we urge that serious

consideration be given to the suggestion we set forth above

(p. 33) that the new EIS be broadened to consider the environ-

mental impacts of all the initiatives now underway within the

Department (including but not limited to EMARS , diligence regu-

lations, a new coal lease form and "commercial quantities"

definition) which bear on implementation of a federal coal

management program.
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GENERAL COMMENTS ON Till". PROPOSED KKCULATltriS AND IIRAFT LIS

1) The timing of promulgation o

obviously intended to undermine

strip mine bill and the Coal Lea

draft ETS and accompanying proposed regs is

fforts in Congress to enact both the Federal

ling Amendments Act of 1975-

2) The impact of these reps, Itoweveij has been to help establish further

documentation that (a) Federal surface mining legislation is absolutely neeassaty,

as is the coal Leasing legislations, (b) that the Department of interior is

less competent to implement such legislation than the Environmental Protection

Agency, ami (c) 'that the continued lack of specificity in the proposed regs

(January and September 1975) documents perfectly the necessity for the degree

of specificity contained in the vetoed strip mine bill, (ILR. 25), which the

Administration said wis neither necessary nor appropriate as the Interior

Department would amplify in its regulations the necessary specificity,

3) Tiic fact that the September 1975 proposed regulations are significantly

weaker than the January 1975 proposed regulations and the February 1975

letter to Congress from the President requesting certain "critical" end "Impor-

tant" ehcngss in the Federal strip mine bill (ii.R. 25) indicates that the Inter-

ior Dnpartrnut's position on strip mine regulation is a constantly changing

one, and Chat complete compliance on Che part of Congress with the President's

requested changes in the legislation would probably not have satisfied the

Administration's quenchless thirst to gut all meaningful provisions of the

legislation.

4) The' Environmental Protection Agency, which has in less time drafted a more

thorough and competent set of proposed regulations than the Department of

Interior after several attempts, renains Conspicuously absent from any refer-

ences in the proposed regs. In fact, although EPA has undisputed primary

Federal authority ovar air and water quality, there is not a single reference

to the agency in Che proposed rc^s. (The proposed regs would also eliminate

the current consultation and concurrence I'fllw of certain agencies such as the

Forest Service. J As a minimum, EPA's legitluat* areas of jurisdiction should

be given full recognition in the subsequent :-ct of regulations, with nandatory

EPA concurrence prior to XenLU tract select inns, issuance of leases, approval

of mining j-.., J LvelttfttAtiou perwitu, and bond relcnse, specifically with respect

to the relationship ef these activities to 'j*!m Federal WaLar Pollution Control

Act (79 Stat, 903), ax anvnded (33 U.S.C. 1.1 5J -1175), the Clean Air Act

as amended (.'i2U.S.C. 3,857 et USB,.), and the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 U.S.C. 32

5) Parhai»a the most striking feature of the draft EIS and accompanying pro-

posed rvKuJatidus is Lite flhapiiu; of a national coal policy by the Department of

Interior t'NJuh would ernifj unnecessary dau :;'.'• to:

the pfl.-t-reva o.irt •niti
,..v:-rc.rn cim.1 Industry, through the promotion of

the wai:e.'i. p.v.sii.u r.';^liUr.-:J lor F.iut.ral etui devi'lnpment i»

the wv-.l : >,lilji| erjnr.ilti l:liu i>;m io.ti: pout inferior grades of coal

mitt i;wl Ll'i'i r"ii i. .:•..!>< i.iii-' n.t.'rwiivt' h4«in « nJmttry,

wiilvii : i- -i ."in: 1
: i" ' • T-vriun ''-?. M!'w:i fcenn Of low-suilur

CI-HKHAL I'.nri'UXT^

the health and safety of miner.-;, specifically as provided in the

outrageous and irresponsible provision allowing strip mining

operations to encroach witlijn 200 feet of active deep mines, at a

time when there is ample evidence in Appalnchia that blasting
from strip mines has caused damage to the roof support systems

of deep mines;

agriculture, through lack, of protection of logical agricultural

units (tAU'ii), alluvial valley floors, hydrologic balance, and the.

failure to require that prior Go approval of a permit, the operator

demonstrate that viable seeds in sufficient quantities will be

available to achieve the proposed revegetation plan;

private property rights, through the failure of the Interior
Department to uphold the rights of private surface owners
over Federal coal to exercise "written consent" prior to further

Federal co.->l leasing end strip mining, consistent with the rights

afforded surface owners under the various Homestead Acts;

the rights of States to require surface mining standards more

stringent than those of the Federal govarnjnftnt, on State and private

coal lands without such standards being deemed "inconsistent"
with the proposed Federal regulations;

Indian tribal right* and resources, through the proposed revocation

of 30 CFK fflvt 216, without specific provisions to protect Indian

tribal rights in the now proposed 30 CFR Part 211;

public parii.cJpatl.on through the elimination ef adequate procedures

for public notice and public hearings prior to key decisions such

as lease tract selections, issuance of leases, approval of mining

and reclamation plans, and bond release; and

land and water resources, through the proposal of regulations which

would require "reclamation" only where convenient to the operator

and which would not even require elimination of highwalls, maintenance

of the hydrologic balance, protection of alluvial valley floors,

or protection against Increased water pollution resulting from

surface coaL mining.

co^m';nts o:: the Dw\r;"Q;r<:v op thk ejj;

Oiie of the KOfil distinctive features of the ETS (DES 75-53) is

its close Pu-LiPiSibjHnM to Lite coal loisjng proerfmmatic KJS. Indeed, this HIS

is :,o ui*rvn;<tnojive to an nnulviiia and discussion of the impart of the proposed

rtrulatlumi (43 C.P.i;. Van 30(51 w*d 30 C.P.K. I'art 211), that it hArvam t"

li.nv Ih'i'U nntumSji-d withi'iii specific iuHI.ruttiuHa as to which Interior Department

pVOpwiieil aut.'ru it would ^ceoiTpany.

A sampling of the undefined terms,
which characterize this LIS are as follows:

missions, and misleading statements

Probable impact of j>hc Proposed Action (Chapter III)

:

The statement is made that "Flf iy-cight percent of the acreage dis-
turbed through 197't has been reclaimed; ultimately all lands mined under thCsc
proposed regulations will be rehabilitated." (Page 1II-1) While this statement
refers to strip mining in western states, it does not define what constitutes
"reclamation," makes no distinction between "reclamation" and "rehabilitation,"
and docs not document the figure "fifty-eight percent." Since the proposed
regulations do not require complete elimination of "highwalls" and "spoil piles,"
protection of the "hydrologic balance," or meaningful long-term revegetation, the
statement that fifty-eight percent of western strip mined lands have been reclaimed
is misleading based on Interior's concept of what constitutes reclamation.

While the lilS allows, on Page III-7, that the most noticeable impact
of the proponed regulations will be experienced by those states "where regula-
tions either do not exist or where regulations are less stringent or inadequate
compared to the proposed Federal regulations," there Is no clarification that
more stringent state laws may be construed under the proposed regulations to

be not "consistent" with the interests of the United States or "timely" with
orderly coal development, thus allowing the real possibility that morn strin-
gent stat^ standards, such as those of Montana may be totally superceded by
the proposed regulations. In addition, no mention is made in the EIS that with
the development of "logical mining units," it is possible that less stringent
Standards on surrounding aoit-Fedoral lands may be allowed to be homegenizod in-
to the standards to be applied to the "logical mining unit," thus, in fact,
allowing for situtations where less stringent non-Federal standards will prob-
ably be allowed to prevail on Federal coal lands. There is the additional
Possibility that whore a state law or regulation has no counterpart in the
proposed regulations for Federal lands, that such state provisions, particular-
ly with respect Co protections of water resources, may be determined to be not
"consistent" with the interests of the United States, thus negating their
application on "logiccl mining units" and on Federal lands.

The EIS, on Page III-8, states that the "most serious potential
effect in this regard could be the possible closing of marginal producers who
cannot afford the additional expanse of data gathering and analysis necessary
in preparation of these plans." No definition is given as to what constitutes
a "ma- inal producer," nor is n distinction made between the notion of the
small strip mine operator in tiie east versus what is considered to be a small
operator in die west. In any event, rhe EIS fails to mention that the gather-
ing of data and preparation of plans is an essential function for the miu«
operator Just in order to extract the coal, and that those informational re-
quirements accompanying the application plan in ll.R. 2.1, or in the much weaker
proposLu' regulations, would need to be asccmbled anyway in the process of
prcpar In;; for mining.

The EIS t'i f-onpl.'Ci'Jy ullfnt an Co the Impact of the
tioiiH Jor western !•• dvr.il bu.iL lands on future d«voJopp.!iit el

non-r.-Ll.v.il roal in..o.ny. Tin- JIIH fails io diumgti llw fact
Buparicji-.t ii. e^bail.iu.-, o:i a i«v" icy ti- Ht.cjul.tiu Lit..- cxtracttn

proposed rcguJn

e f.-.sLern,

it Lhe interior



lowest grade coals, through assurances of long-term contracts using some of
the weakest mining rtiitl iruulnuat t"« standards in the nation. There is no ques-
tion that imcli a policy will liave a major adverse impact on further stimulation
of the eastern low sulfur, high jJlu coal Industry.

Finally, the HIS surprisingly avoids the opportunity to compare the
impacts anticipated from the propose! regulations witli those projected by the
Administration earlier this year with respect to the vetoed strip mine bill,
H.K. 23. This rather glaring CWliSfiiotl comes as no surprise, but, will most
adversely affect the opponents of a stronc strip mine bill because the Depart-
ment's silence further clarifies the lack of documentation of the impacts
projected by the Department with respect to H.R. 25.

Fish and t.'iJdlife Rcsourr.cn

The EIS la silent with respect to one of the most obvious and
significant adverse impacts strip mining will have on fish and wildlife resources
in the western states, narnoly the- complete destruction of fish and wildlife
habitat during the life of the milling operation.-:, which typically will range
from 20-40 years in duration. Even if reclamation could be achieved, the
long-tar* interruption in the food supply and habitat of fish and wildlife
caused by the mining is totally ignored by the EIS. Given the fact that
Wyoming, far CKfample, is second only to Alaska in its wildlife population
and is scheduled for missive Federal coal development, if Interior is successful
in implementing its plans, the impact of long-term interruptions to fish and
wildlife habitat At specific mine sites and associated off-site areas will
haw) a monffiiieatftl sdvf'rnu impact upon the survival of large fish and wildlife
COiMfiUnitJ.O« . Tlie tilS is) i'Jib in its treatment of such uroblems, such as the

Statement "It is anticipated that LltCPii wildlife resources v;ill be favorably
affected by the proposed strengthened regulations, alLhcugh the degree of

positive itrpatt is nor > -quantifiable."

In another instance, on Pnge 111-10, tiie-ETS claims that "The
regulatory actions prepo;.-ed hcr.'.in are expected to enliar.ee land reclamation
efforts p.o-K-jalJy by speeding up soil replacement, and rcvegetation appropriate
to tlie original wildlife types." This statement could only be called mis-
leading even if it is in limited reference to "land reclamation efforts" of
ahand oiled strip PliuvJ mvus. Given the fact that tlie proposed regulations
do not require that recl.kiution be conducted "concurrent l.y" with t,lic milling,

but only "i-.r. coatcMiHM.'at^'ously ur. ^OBSiLlO," and again, only to tile "maximum
ok t frit prari iwbln ,

" I Uu above claim that the proposed regulations will
"enhance" reclamation i:J forts borders on the facetious. Furthermore, the
rejui:tion .-r !!(•> previa Ums in h..:. 25, by the interior Dcimrtmunt, such as
the i,.aiidiUi'iy ullujil.ltiun of "higlimfullfi" end "spoil piles," and liability
periods tluit PKtt'nd fur t.*.n year:; nftuf the termination of Irrigation and
frri.iliz.itio 1, and the fuftt tiiat no priority is given in ihe proponed regulations
to cevc'ittnt Jcit plant, thai: will ciiumtruQe cr.aet replacement of habitats as
I It Mitlj

"Aesthetically displeasing land forma
(I.e. prominent and hazardous spoil piles, high-
walls) and undesirable changes in drainage
patterns may stem from mining activity conducted
without adequate environmental controls."

There is no question that highwalls, of which there are more
than 20,000 miles remaining in Appalachia alone, are unsightly. But,,
the Interior Department is deliberately ignoring the central problem
caused by highwalls and spoil piles when in its EIS it casually refers to
thciu as an aesthetic problem. Highwalls and spoil piles arc key sources
of water pollution, landslides and massive erosion, as a result of both
area and contour strip mining. Highwalls, when allowed to remain in whole
or part, continue to erode until they reach choir angle of repose for that
particular slope, soil composition and exposure.

The EIS is particularly alarming in its presumption that not only
will highwalls not be eliminated, but, that massive erosion can be expected
to be a probable impact of these proposed regulations, both on-site and off-
site. The EIS, on Page III-II, states that:

"Unstable spoil materiel dumped downslope
from mining sites may become waterlogged, causing
sliden which may obstruct stream channels, en-
danger lives, damage property, or destroy vegeta-
tive cover needed for slope stability."

The EIS, on the one hand, openly anticipates western eontour strip mining
with rather extraordinary environment?] damages and threats to public health
and safety, while the proposed regulations, on the other hand, give no
specific recognition to contour strip mining or the particular problem which
can be associated' with it. The proposed regulations, in contrast to tlie EIS,
fail to anticipate any western contour strip mining, and ignore the special
provision:; in the vetoed strip mine bill, H.R. 23, to avoid the problems
associated with contour strip mining mentioned In the EIS, by failing to
incorporate lha tested tad economically viable standard of "no spoil on the
downslopu" except for the initial cut.
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Another major problem with the EIS treatment of "Topography and
is the atniCEHrulu, on PajjC 1U-II, that "Bormal drainages wJll

red to the inixireui'i extent practicable." Obviously, the term
Ltbiit practic:ibl 0" serve:: nM a euphemism for another term, "at

'cnU-ncu of the epcrator." Sincu the proposed refutations do not
:•} initiation ol: "highwalls" and "spoil pi.li'?:", except at the con-
of the opewtOV, the ixpuCtaticit in till! KTS that "normal dr.ijn.-ig

wi]i hv re«t'OtvJ" is inui-. d an uittpiy prediction. fMrtlwfiiinrc, i

i ai'e ,-i.!.!;>i;ed to rv!r3!B, ;„i final tftlLfl 110,;! Id Hid fl' .i inpouta'uirn', :;

s alwi'iyti Lite Hi'ihi'd pi:«£*.*i*rv*l by rti;r.'» ninu njM'rj,tin*,j), tht'ii il'm

jn in tt-w KLli U-:' tutch l!.iH.'mdi;mntK "cnuld be i>i 1 1 wd iac
Mi, vJiUJiftt, Ji\" L'U'l; .-: !

..• .-., tilLini'" 1. n.jJi. :ii,:lendjtt'> j : ,

the impoundments will olivlonsjy be
The "beneficial" uses of such impoui

therefore, highly questionable.

for such post-mining
predicted in the EIS,

Soil: and Vpp.ctfltion

Tin: Interior nepartmant'fl commitment to return strip mined lands
to self-sustaining successful vegegation is clouded by the deliberate
departure from Lhe provisions in U.K. 25, which requires a liability period
in western U'taLdU of ton years, beginning with the termination of Irrigation,
fertilization, and other forms of artificial assistance. The proposed regu-
lations contain a liability period of ten years, but the cnminenccment of the
liability period is the original planting date. Since it is quite likely
that irrigation and fertilisation may be required for several years after the
first planting, the actual liability period set forth in the proposed regu-
lations could be as short as one or Lwo years.

The ten-year liability period in H.R. 25 Is, in fact, an Inadequate
time period to test the ability of the vegetation to sustain Itself through
periods of extreme climatic conditions which occur in cyclical patterns in
the western coal states. Some estimates of total recovery time for vege-
tation after strip mining have buen In the range of 50 to 100 years. As a
minimum, both the proposed regulations and strip mine bill, as finally
enacted, should require (1 .liability period of not less than 25 years in these
western states.

Water i'.esourres

This section of Chapter III is descriptive more than it is ana-
lytical of the Impacts of the proposed regulations on water resources.
Since the proposed regul;:t ions do not even require maintenance and protec-
tion of the "li;. urolog Lc balance", as it cjiiGtod prior to strip mining, and
allo.j mining through alluvial valley floora and stream channels, the EIS
is completely inadequate in its description of nost lihely water resource
impacts resulting from the proposed regulations.
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JiQUBST nin rmtl.ic iifakihc^ and mtoAium r.is distrmiution

The Department of interior's latest draft Environmental Impact

Statement (I)hS 75-53), accompanying proposed surface management regulations

of Federally owned coal resources (43 C.F.R. 3041) and proposed Federal coal

mining regulations (30 C.F,R. Part 211) can be viewed only as an attempt

by the Department of Interior, in the wake of two vetoes within six months,

to circumvent the legislative process, and undercut the four-and-a-half
year public debate in Congress over strip mine legislation.

The timing of these proposed regulations is particularly in-

appropriate as tlie Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975, which amends for coal

the Mineral Leasing Act of 1320, is working its way through Congress, and the

promulgation of these substantially weaker regulations is an obvious attempt

to appear to obviate the need for such legislation (S. 391 and H.R. 6721),

while preparing to lift the current moratorium on Federal coal leasing.

Both the timing and the content of the draft EIS and the proposed

regulations have stimulated further controversy, ironically adding pressure

for enactment of the vetoed Federal strip mine bill.

Even if the proposed regulations were completely re-written so as to

reflect the standards and procedures of the vetoed strip mine bill, as we

recommend be done, they regain limited in that they apply only to_ Federal

coal lands, and their promulgation in the absence of a Federal strip mine

law would further contribute to widely divergent regulations on adjacent

properties.

A recent report to the Federal Trade Commission (October 1975)

further underscores the highly controversial circumstances under which
these regulations are being proposed. The Bureau of Competition and the

Jlureau of Economics in their report to the FTC entitled "Federal Energy

Land I'olicy: Efficiency, Revenue, and Competition," observed that:

"Additional uncertainty stems from the possible enactment of strip

mining legislation. . .Until some such bill Is finally enacted or

decisively rejected, companies will be unuure about how they can

mine coal and whet it will cost.

If the moratorium (on coal leasing) is lifted before the legis-

lative uncertainties are resolved the number of bidders and price

received for Federally-owned co;il could he significantly affected."

Pursuant to the Guidelines for Preparation of Knvironmcnl al Impact

Statements of Lite Council o,t environmental W««Uty (Section 1500. 7(i'))i It

appears obvious (.hat public h.arin.-.r, by the IWpactt'-nl of interior on the

drtlU Knviromm'iital impact Ktat.ci.ttt (DKU 75-'i3) jirw both n«'cr:'s:it\' and in

ol'qVe. The Council on JaivltotiM^iiiai Quality LwltUtUfltjS pvovid . .!..:;:
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It 1b also unfortunate that the US limits its tilscubsIon of deep
wine extraction to Lhu reem-and-plLlar" method, without .'in analysis of
alternative deep miainp, muthods, iuikIi ^ long and short-wall mlniafl and
variations Unit might lie applicable to deep mine recovery of thick coal
seams.

L;ind U-::c-

Willie considerable prG-ncr.upnt.ioii is p.lven to the torm "logical
mining unit" in the proposed regulations, the tIS is silent as to the impact
of IMU's on land use in chase strip mined areas. No consideration is given
in tiic CIS to the impact of Lhe proponed regulations and development of
LMU's on "logical agricultural units."

Health and .l off ty

While the EIS slates, or, Paae 111-30, that provisions pertaining
to the lioalr.li and safety of miners liava been deleted from the proposed
rcgulationa, J»s they arc covered by the Coal ;ilne Health and Safety Act of
1969, thti lilii i..j gravely irresponsible in faljiiv; to discuss honestly the
hMRjtfs of allowing »W*r Ktaiaa to come within 200 feet ui: active deep
mines, irn proposed in the regulations. The minimum distance of 500 feet
CStobliahcd in II. R. 25 should be i xpantied to HjOO fr: et, and subscq
latious by Interior should also expand this distance to 1000 feet \

minimum.

egu

"In deciding Whfthet n public hearing is appropriate, an
agency should consider:

(1) Tht- ma«nlt*»lc of the prnpoaal in terms of economic
costs, the EVCOgrophic area involved, and the uniqueness
of size of conmiitmc.uL of the resources involved;

(2) flic degree of interest in the proposal, as evidenced
by retfueat:; from the public and from federal, state, and
local authorities that a haaring be lield;

(3) Tin- complexity of the issue and the likelihood that
the information will be presented at the hearing which will
be of eBBlstance to the agency in fulfilling its respon-
sibilities under the Act; and

(4) The extent to which public involvement already has
been achieved through other means, such as earlier public
hearings, meetings with citizen representatives, and/or
written comments on the proposed action."

In malting this formal request for public hearings on the' draft en-
vironmental impact statement (UES 75-53), the Environmental Policy Center
urges the Dept. of Interior to provide adequate .public notice, if such
hearings occur, and to make available CO a larger constituency of agricul-
tural and citizen groups in the areas affected by these proponed regulations
and the draft his. Obviously, all affected Indian tribes should be encouraged
to participate- in these public hearings.

KKLATru :,'S-:-n> BETWgEi; I'/.kTS 3041 AHB 21.1

Host striking, other than the meticulous draining of deficiencies,
Omissions and loopholes in procedures unci standards contained in Parts 3041
and 211 of the proposed Federal coal regulations, is the cumbersome adminis-
trative relationship between the two set*) of (VOpofred ra(jujnt luns. Even the
rtat omenta o£ purpose and policy have hc«n drafted uo as to he incomi latent
with cm another. It for no other reason than to mihiiai.se the possibilities
of UtiftntJon, it wild be In tl.s interest oi the Interior Department, as
well nn to Lha public and Lhu coal Indu&ny, to strenrilins into a new and
slug.lA Part these two rather inconsistent I'artfl 3041 and 211.

tJElJU rnil jyOH'iflDJKNT Rrf!Qi,A1 Offl OFFICE
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truly from Interior's
enforcement of Federal
own beat interest, while
idera 1. coal regulation;;,

; Uuclamatiun and Enforce-
responsibilities, as
the vetoed strip mine bill-

Chill the Department of Interior, independent
dair, would not obviate the need for subsequent proposed
uire U'A and Department of Agriculture concurrence
lections; approval of applications for leases, mining
and applications for bond adjustments and bond

Intel iur' ; cont Inuii p. failure to di icrim

httwu develm nent and n-Ru).i lory £unc ions vlll
excel

L

nt du,:uv .nt. t Ion for tl e need to rcniov o cnt
jurttitl ction re ipra slblllUea for prnmu l-ation and
con 1 J' i'.ulatlon interior wi uld be an Itui i i its
upgrnd af, rhc i lie; rity o( tht adminisi r.iLJon of r

by est. billing j aup;.rate Off ice of Su face Hinin
mrnt, r.,l.].end. It o f promotion Tl coal d velop nunc
provid. d foi- in det ill in Sect ion 201, r u. r . 25,

INDIA

While the Sotiee of Proposed Rulem-' lag states that "the new
proposed 30 CPR 211 would govern operation on Indian lands administered by the
Department of Interior, and 30 c.ya Part 216 is again accordingly proposed to
be refOhed," Part 211 contains no specific procedures for an orderly relation-
ship bcL*..\ en tne Department oi interior and Indian tribes.

Indeed, the conspicuous absence of the right of "written consent11

for nil surface ewaars other Eh-lH the federal govcrnmenc overlying Federal
coal Kuggcecu further that Tsidi.ai tribua will have no meaningful control,
and peril! (.is not ew»l ndCtjuatci public notice and Opportunity for consulta-
tion, uv..r co.-:l du\*a3.ui'^ent on Indian lands administered by the Interior
DeparU'i'iit. Tiii.-; o*,,iawion can only be construed us a deliberate attempt by
the lnturloj 1 Departing to urmrp cnntroJ over coal development on Indian
lands. Such bod-faith Initiatives by the Department will serve to undermine
an nccelflr..i.iid program for federal coal development.

of a State relntfng to reclamation be applied by
Federal officers within that UtOtO as a matter of
Federal law. Such discretion may be exercised at
the request of the Governor, if the Secretary, upon
review of that State's regulations, determines that
such application would

(a) Effectuate the purpose of the proposed
regulations;

(b) Afford protection of the environmental
values which would bn at least as
stringent ns would occur under other-
wise applicable Federal standards; and
(emphasis added)

(c) Would be consistent with the interest
of the United States in the tincly and
orderly development of its coal resources."

In other words, the proponed regulations do not establish a mechanism to
balance Federal-state authority, but, rather establish n mechanism whereby the
Federal £ovcrnnent can pre-empt State lavs and regulations by simply finding
that alj three conditions eel forth in (a), (Ii), and (c) do not exist. The
most obviouf. mechanist! to alloir Interior to supercede more stringent state
laws regulating surface coat mining, would be to make the finding in (c)
that the mora stringent state lavs arc not "consistent with the interest of
the United States in the timely and orderly development of its coal rasourc^s.

Unless it is indeed the intent of the Department of Interior in
parts 3041. 8 and 211.74 to supercede state laws and authority, where the
states have enacted lavs and regulations more stringent than the proposed
regulations, the Interior Department should clarify in subsequent proposed
regulations that more stringent state statutes and regulations shall not be
construed to be inconsistent with tiie interest of the United States.

PEDi;rMv,-sy WvI.AYji. PS 13 ItriKI .;:jV.T'i;;:-:

Thn Notice of Propositi llulentattip;; purports that the proponed regu-
lations pravJda for .; "iitfcUatiii-m" th.lt -.ould "sai.ii.ly both Federal and State
intt i*v:-' s. " l.'iiiiu Sw'tTcLrtrj' Meppe has rc.':ue. ncveral public statunentS to the
elicit UiJ'l Lliu Interior llup.tr tmeiit would allow more strinnent state lows to
apply to i up I'ejiulatiun oi Ftderai eoal development within tliosii stales, [lie

iVoi.jc-e ul l'rop^ned l.uic-wMklii" ::.i!>;v.sts c-neiru. PaM^uities to contradict the
Si'«rrt..tr;*'ii ,;^t«^.-nLn. lb* Police oi lUtluwaalus describes the bulimeliu;
u8slm:UM% . tl follow..:

This clarification of Federal-State
debate over Federal surface coal rr

11. R. 25 first states that:

utho
enforcement

Itic:i is not new to the
Section 505(a) of

"(a) No State law or regulation
date of enactment of this Art, or which
effective therc-af f"*r, shall be supercede
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ay become
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:im would allow the Secretary of
fl Ih..

I
.'....:' ur ul I o! thu Wttatij



Section 505(1.) of U.K. 25 next provltktn Hie clarification that is con-
spicuously absent from the proposed Interior regulations:

t ion

or whi
strj.n;

OpCTat

regul.

gtruci

of nir

(k) /^XJlL^UlUl!! " r any Sl .ilo lnw or rcguln -

n effect upon the date of enuxitWHUt ol fl»i8 Act,
h may become; effective thereafter, for more
nc >

i

and
i jj»R ami (nytrpnim.-ni.nj ertntrolB and

tlen s of sjurfaee coal mining and reclamation
ions tlian do tin provisions of tills Act or any
tion issued pursuant thereto sliall not 1m con-
,,
to K M^mni^.- -nr_ vith tl:.u~"ct.. Any pVfrylfHon

...State l.'i'.i i ir n.-giij^rion in effect ou~'tlic "(Uilu of
ent of Llu'.fi Act, or which mny become effective

thereafter, which pray]
tion of surface niniii"~

t
1 '"'.-. for the <

<--.d rtc' :l ."I

: I. : id ir. 1.

->ntro1. and refuila-

which no proyj n.inn is e i'£S Act f:l.,Ul not
be construed to bn i.n.% v;i.t;L<:iir wLi_n this Act."
(emphasis added).

If Secretary Kleppe's publicly stated p-ositiOB that Interior would be.
willing to apply more stringent statfi laws and regulations to Federal coal
lands within those states carries with it the full authority of the Depart-
ment, then subsequent proposed regulations uhould incorporate Section 505
(a) and (b) of Ji.f;. 25, substituting the proposed regulations for "this Act.
In addition, the Department needs to clarify chat in no cases shall state
standard less stringent than the Federal regul: ; ions be applicable to
Federal coal lands.

si'KCinc: I'.'^'^-'.'^L j_r: Aiji-ou.-^rs

.

by the additional requirement that the appropriate legal authority to
approve a permit docs not exist unless the regulatory authority has ful-
filled its obligations to make certain positive findings in writing that
the reclamation will be achieved.

A vast improvement in the definition of terms and specification
of what constitutes reclamation in the proposed regulations would not cir-
cumvent the essential element of a meaningful burden of proof on the
operator to demonstrate that reclamation will be achieved prior to issuance
of a permit.

Specifically, the proposed regulations should incorporate from
Section 510 the requirement that:

"(b) No permit, revision, or renewal application
shall be approved unless the application affirmatively
demonstrates that the regulatory authority finds in
Writing on the basis of the information set forth in the
application or from information otherwise available which
will be documented in the approval, and made available to
the applicant that ..."

The list of positive findings that must be made in writing by the
Department of Interior prior to issuance of any mining and reclamation per-
mits, revisions, or renewals, must include the following:

1) written concurrence with the positive findings by the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of
Agriculture;

SyX/OX A"l'HQ¥Ah OH lil^'AT,. Failure of the proposed regulations
to clearly place upon cilu coal operator this bunion of proof of demonstrating
thai reclamation, according to the approved mining and reclr.itwi.tlan plan, can
and will be achieved prior to iKSufiflc* of the permit reveals r.he Deparfcmnit
as a poor CttOloUfi-il of our national resources and an inept businossiperson.
Eased o.i the proposed regulations

, one can only conclude chat the Interior
Depart trsnt places no iwportimca on raelanotion of strip wined .lands or that
ir is hoi'iJuwly Jnaiwuutcmt to outer into lopnl op.rciaadn.ta with coal
Operator* etKturin.: mclrtisatlofl is actually achieved. The proposed reguULi ons
fail to sp.^.iiy tlwtiii elements that count £ rut e rccJutnaciun and what evidence
must h-.-. dv4a**w«trate<l by Lhe coal operator that reclamation will be achieved
prior to any issuance of permits.

Scet 510 . strip
of Pi n

25) flttfl forth

u-utij;

written concurrence by the State in which the Federal
coal is located that the implementation of the mining
and reclamation plan will not he less stringent than
that State's current reclamation laws and regulations;

written concurrence by the' Indian tribe whose surface
lands or coal reserves will be affected by the pro-
posed Mining and reclamation plan;

written concurrence by the surf
owner of the surface over the l'

Che Federal jjovernjuetiE (the wri
surface owners should be obtain
of Federal coal under that surf
strip mining)

;

demons

plan,

atod tin'

e owner, where the
eral coal is other than
en concurrence of such
prior to any leasing
for the purposes of

ing and riluU

6) that any adverse Impacts upon land and water resources
will be limiLed to the permit urea (thus, prohibiting
off-site damage which it, permitted under Lhe proposed
regulation!;), and will be temporary lather than perman-
ent in its impact upon the area;

7) that the mining operation will not adversely impact
upon Lhe hydio.k'gic balance of the: mine site and nearby
off-site areas, with hydro.Logie balance defined as set
forLli in Section 507(b) (U) of II. R. 25;

12) that the reclamation plan identifies those specific
species, in quantity and In proposed arrangement of
plant communities, so as to achieve the proposed post-
mining land use, with evidence, documented from seed
suppliers that viable seeds in sufficient quantities
of such species will be available to achieve the re-
vegetation plan as proposed by the applicant and
approved by the regulatory authority;

that the permit area do«s not include any lands which
have, been set aside or arc under consideration for
designation aw unsuitable lor surface coal mining, as
set forth in Section 522 of H.R. 25, with a requirement
that the Interior Department initiate an ii...ediate review
of the eligibility of such lands prior to issuance of
further leatCS or surface mining permits;

that the proposed surface mining operation is not located
within and will not adversely affect alluvial valley
floors, and that the proposed mining operation will not
adversely flfCeat the quality or quantity of water flowing
Into said olluvi&J valley floor:; (alluvial valley floors
being defined as "those valley floors underlain by un-
consolidated stream laid deposits wiu-re farming can be
practiced in lhe form o/ irrigated, flood irrigated or
naturally subirrigal.ed hay meadows, croplands or pasture
lands") j«

that Lhe proposed mining and reclamation plan is not
loe.it. 'J within and will not adversely affect a logical
agricultural unit (LAV) (logical agricultural unit being
defined as "an area of agricultural laud that has been or
can be developed as an efficient, and economically viable
agricultural, unit, with adequate hay meadows, pasture lands,
and crap land:: and a hydrologjc balauee sufficient and
Stahle so as to Support that particular logical agricultural
unit")

;

that all reel

cludii':'. rCste
defined so ns
spoil pi Jes,

ware

ion roquirewnts will be achieved, in—
m of "apiiro-Lik.jte original contour",
Include the roqitf renwil t that "all Ili&hwalls,
ill ure:,:-.ion.';" !><. 'V-Urafnated*1

cKeo.pt that
pom«;f,if«jt« may be pcrwittcd where the I'.'f'ul.avory

V d'M.i rmhus that Lhey are in cwplSaHCfi w ...h Si;C-

(b)(fi) of U.K. 25.

13) that the applicant is not in current violation of
existing State and Federal surface coal mining laws
and regulations;

14) that the proposed surface coal mining operation will
not pre-empt extraction of deep mineable coal reserves
on or near the proposed mine site;

15) that the Interior Department has complied with public
notice and public hearings procedures as set forth in
Section 513 of U.K. 25;

16) that the level of bonding is sufficient to assure re-
clamation by a third party in the event of forfeiture.

BOND relea se:

Public notice and public hearing provisions, as set forth in
Section 513 of H.R. 25, should be incorporated in subsequent proposed regu-
lations. The amount of bond should be determined prior to issuance of a
permit and the amount of the bond should be based on what the Department
of Interior and an independent estimate projects to be the cost of reclama-
tion by a third party in the event of forfeiture. The regulations should more
•loarly establish a two-stage bond release procedure, as set forth In
SOction 519 of 11.11. 25. Stringency in this area can only be considered good
business for Lhe regulatory authority, in this case the Department of
Interior.

PUBLIC IV.tt llCTjy.TVj'.,1

Mandatory public notice and opportunity for public hearings, as
set forth in Section 513 of U.K. 25, should be integrated into the Depart-
ment 'h regt'i,:; ions as standard pror.-diira prior to the following major actions:
designation of ar virtu tuimiitnblc fee st,r'ij) mining,, lenso tract selections,
IsJ.'iii.-iiiee at LMrtrjt, [H'Tmlt. ;:. prove .1 :; Or diuiaJa, revisions in approved permits,
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1252 Woodcreot Drive

Kenhorat, Pennsylvania 19607

15 November 1975

Director
Bureau of Land Management

Department of the Interior

Washington, D. C. 202*K>

Dear Sir:

This is a comment for the record on the Draft Environmental Statement,

"Proposed Surface Management of Federally Owned Coal Resources (kj> CFR Part

3041) and Coal Mining Operating Regulations (30 CFR Part 211) [,] DBS 72-53-'

Please take it into account in preparing the Final Impact Statement (Final

Environmental Statement) on the proposed action.

As a consulting wildlif* ecologist, having extensive experience during

ore than twenty years with surface mining and other resource developments,

I believe that I aa well qualified by training and experience to cosneot on

certain of the regulatioma proposed, though hardly of course on all. And I

plan to evaluate and perhaps to comaent on the "iapact statement covering

the overall effects of the entire coal leasing prograaj" (p. V-M when that

docuaent becomes available to me. But by the nature of the present Draft

Environmental Statement , it is not practical to offer a technical opinion

on any significant portion. Bather, thi* coaawst pertains to the eo«petence

and adequacy of the entire statement. It further discusses the broader con-

sequeneeB, not addressed in the statement, of taking actlona to iopleaent

the implicit philosophy of resource aanageMat of the Department.

As is true of any ddcument prepared by an interdisciplinary teas, the

Draft Environmental Statement is of apotty quality, and ahowa the lapses

and apparent contradict ions which are almost inevitable in ouch an effort.

But on its own terras, the atateaeat appears to aw to achieve what it is

intended to do. My question—and I suspect I aa not alone—is whether or

not the document was prepared to accomplish the proper goals in the con-

text of the National Environmental Policy Act and other legislation.

The logjam in enabling legislation and regulations ham for some time

restricted the utilization of Federal coal. Adopting the presently pro-

posed regulations would permit beginning surface mining of economically

large lease areaa (provided the shortage of appropriate equipment were

overcome). We do not yet know enough to be confident about the ultimate

resumption of economically profitable activity on all mined lands; though

at present, for example, it appears imprudent to undertake surface Mining
where elopes exceed 35*, or where precipitation is lesa than 25 centi-

meters (10 inches), these limiting conditions may change. Problems of

Director, BLM, 15 November 1975

transporting energy (in whatever form) can probably in large measure be

solved, especially if the availability of process water can be made less

important, as for example by the promising technology of magnetohydrody-
namies. Surely very few informed and reasonable people would contest any

of theae statements.

But the entire Draft Environmental Statement is meant to further an

activity which is not considered on its merits in the statement, though it

has vast environmental impact of it* own. This is mining coal, by whatever

means, to be used as « source of energy. This is perhaps expedient. It

is, indeed, essential to burn a certain proportion of our coal for the lack

of a better energy source. But the general consequence of burning coal is

shortsightedly to deny the responsibility of this generation as stewards of
nonrenewable resources. Set forth below are only some considerations sug-

gesting that the Draft Environmental Statement is inadequate, and fails to

accomplish what both law and common sense require.

Developing coal resources for energy, paradoxically, would Inhibit the

search for other sources of energy. Oeotbermal energy, for example, can
theoretically meet many needa for power, and in fact development of geo-

thensal technology is accelerating; but so long as coal remains a cheap
energy source, the capital for research and development will be insuffi-
cient. The demand for capital to liquefy coal and to extract oil from shale

calls on the same money—and to the degree that capital goea to coal, it

cannot go to shale. So long as low-sulfur Western eoal is made available
cheaply, the motivation to explore for new reserves of oil and gas will be

less. And perhaps most importantly, to the degree that coal is used in

power plants, the inherently more desirable nuclear technology will not be

applied. The potential environmental haxards of the nuclear fuel cycle are

in my judgment less severe than the real and documented environmental de-
gradation from coal-fired plants. To encourage the burning of coal by making
it available easily and dependably is to slow the development and applica-
tion of nuclear power.

Burning coal la a profligate misuse of a unique and irreplaceable
natural resource, aa our moat abundant source of organised hydrocarbons,
eoal haa far greater value for chemistry than for combustion. Ve should
value it more realistically than we do.

The final point here is that mining coal at this time denies it to a

future when its use even as fuel will probably be more efficient. This
does not require a technological breakthrough! all that is needed is
refinement of concepts already fully proven. The second law of thermodynamics
teaehea us that energy conversion always exacts a price in entroplc loss,

let the history of thermal plant development haa demonstrated how lncraaaing
amounts of energy can be derived from fuel; there ia no reason to think
this trend haa ended. An additional advantage of slowing coal development
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would b« to perait a fuller r«coTtrj of land fro* mining, so that loss
of it would at any tin* bear fresh aeara before revegetation through
natural aacceeaion had taken place. Tola, too, would be a benaflt of waiting
for a tin* when knowledge haa advanced to net the nesd.

One could raise sore conaenta. But thooo should oufflce to deaoaatrate
that in any ways the Is-aft KnTiroBstental Stateaent doea not sect the seed.

Please send aw a copy of the Final Earironsisntal Statement when it
la lssuad.

Sincerely youra, -.-

Jon Qhieclin, Ph.D.
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ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGES IN THE REGULATIONS
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF PROPOSED REGULATIONS ,

AND ALTERNATIVES THERETO

In addition to the major areas of concern discussed in Chapter VIII

specific elements of the proposed regulations received detailed attention

in public comments, and during Department review. In several instances,

these comments took the form of specific recommendations for amendment to

the proposed regulatory language.

The following discussion sets forth the major proposed amendments,

and other alternatives considered by the Department, on a section by

section basis, and the action taken thereon, and assesses the environmental

considerations and impacts associated with each.

In many instances, duplicative or parallel provisions are found in

both the proposed 43 CFR 3041 and the proposed revision to 30 CFR 211, and

comments were commonly addressed to each. The following analysis treats the

proposed 43 CFR 3041 first, with appropriate references to related provisions

of the proposed revision of 30 CFR 211.

Section 3041.0-1 Purpose (30 CFR 211.1)

The statement of purposes sets forth the policies of the Depart-

ment with respect to the Bureau of Land Management leasing regulations.

Included among these purposes are those of avoiding, minimizing or

correcting adverse impacts from coal development, and the issuance of

leases, permits and licenses only where reclamation of affected lands

is "attainable and assured". Reclamation programs are intended to be

"undertaken as contemporaneously as practicable with operations."

1



Surface owners other than the Federal Government are to be protected to

the same degree as Federal interests in federally owned surface. Undue

duplication and administrative delay by Federal officers are to be avoided.

Environmental Advantages : The statement of purposes supplies guidance

as to Departmental intent, and may be relied upon by Departmental

officers and, where appropriate, other interested persons seeking

clarification or implementation of the regulations themselves.

Statements in general terms insure flexibility at the time of

such application or implementation, without the constraints that

greater detail would provide.

Environmental Disadvantages : Greater specificity in the statement of

purposes would add additional reinforcement to the operative

language of the provisions themselves.

Alternatives suggested :

Several commentators urged clarification of the rights of surface

owners. Such clarification has been inserted in the operative provisions

of both the regulations of the Bureau of Land Management and those of

the United States Geological Survey, and are discussed below.

Several commentators suggested inclusion of reference to a Departmental

intent to designate lands as unsuitable for mining, and thus authorize removal

of such lands from lease tracts prior to the issuance of leases, permits,

or licenses. This suggestion has not been adopted on the grounds that the

specific reference in operative provisions of the regulations to the require-

ment that affected lands must be reclaimable prior to the issuance of any

permission for disturbance balances the need for specificity with the need



for general intent language.

Environmental Advantages : Express recognition of Departmental authority

not to issue leases, permits, or licenses would highlight this

intent, and clarify for applicants the Departmental position in

this regard .

Environmen t al Disadvantages : Inclusions in these regulations of general

statements of intent could conflict with other operative provisions,

and might require further amendment if the Department should pro-

mulgate additional regulations to implement the recently adopted

EMARS program. More explicit references to the designation of

lands unsuitable for mining could be read as a Federal intent

to override or preempt land use planning efforts by state or other

governmental authorities.

Several comments suggested inclusion of express reference to leasing

related policy issues, such as interpretations of statutory language regard-

ing diligent development and commercial quantities.

Environmental Advantages : Inclusion of such language would bring together

in one location in the Departmental regulations operative provisions

which relate to the same subject.

Environmental Di savantages : Inclusion of such material in the proposed

regulations would present less opportunity for public review and

comment than if the same were issued as separate rulemaking. Each

of the specific suggests involved has presently been published for

public comment, and will be reviewed in that context.



Section 3041.0-3 Authorities

This section sets forth the statutory authority for issuance of the

proposed regulations

.

Alternatives suggested :

Several comments suggested addition to the list of authorities

cited of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321

et. seq) . It has not been added, since it is not a direct authority

for the proposed Departmental action.

Environmental Advantages: Inclusion Would clarify intent of Department

to follow law.

Environmental Disadvantages: The inclusion of any one or more other

related statutory authorities could be inferred as a Departmental

intention not to comply with other obligations imposed by other

related legislation. All legislative policies imposed upon the

Department will be followed by and may be enforced against Depart-

mental officers.

Section 3041.0-4 Responsibilities

This subsection is descriptive, and sets forth the substance of

internal Departmental orders assigning responsibilities for the Secre-

tary's discretionary authority to appropriate officers within the

Department

.

Alternatives suggested :

Several comments suggested more detail elaboration of responsibili-

ties, including complete recital of the operative powers set forth in



the proposed regulations.

Environmental Advantages : The relationship of responsibilities

between and among Departmental bureaus are set forth, so that

interested persons may direct inquiries or address attention to

appropriate offices within the Department. Recital in specific

terms of only the general powers of respective Bureau's reduces

the possibility of confusion as to the respective responsibilities

of Bureaus by outside parties.

Environmental Disadvantages : Recital of each of the specific authori-

ties imposed by the regulations could lend additional reinforcement

to the operative thrust of the regulations themselves.

The proposed regulations provide in subparagraph (f) that where the

surface of land is under the jurisdiction of Federal land management agencies

other than those of the Department of Interior, any disagreements with

respect to the exercise of responsibilities by the BLM in the issuance of

leases will be resolved by reference to appropriate higher authorities within

each agency, and thence to higher authorities within the respective Depart-

ments.

Environmental Advantages : The proposed regulations clarify and set

forth in regulatory language the intent of the Department to take

into account and fully explore differences of opinion between

agencies of the Department, and between the Department and other

Departments and the agencies thereof. Such specific undertaking

affords reassurance that all appropriate Federal land management

views will be taken into account, and allows interested persons



to make relevant inquiries to appropriate personnel of each

Department involved.

Environmental Disadvantages : The sharing of functions of the

Department with other agencies raises the possibility that

environmentally protective intentions or policies of the Depart-

ment of the Interior might suffer dilution by interface with

policies of other Departments.

Some comments suggested deletion of reference to non-Federal surface

owners, as representing an unwarranted and perhaps illegal extension of

Federal authority into areas appropriate for state jurisdiction. This

alternative has not been adopted, since the views of non-Federal surface

owners, and the constitutional authorities of states in exercise of their

police powers, are clearly relevant to the implementation of Departmental

policies and the formulation of broad land manangement objectives.

Environmental Advantages : Insures maximum participation of parties

directly interested in the lands involved.

Environmental Disadvantages : Could afford opportunity for surface

owner desiring less environmental protection for economic or

other reasons unduly to influence Departmental opinion and action.

Some comments suggested inclusion of other Federal regulatory agencies

among the list of agencies with which Departmental bureaus must consult,

and some suggested that explicit concurrence of other such agencies be

obtained prior to Departmental action. These include, particularly, the

Environmental Protection Agency in the exercise of its functions relating

to the Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended.
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No such express reference has been included in the proposed regulations.

The proposed regulations require that all other applicable laws and regu-

lations be complied with by an operator. They are otherwise neutral as to

other regulatory programs. Other Federal regulatory programs represent

specific expressions of Congressional intent as to both substantive and

procedural mechanisms. More explicit requirements, or participation by

other agencies in this regulatory mechanism, would expand and in some

cases substantially alter the nature of the enforcement mechanisms created

in other legislation. Thus, requiring express concurrence by EPA in the

terms and conditions of a lease, permit, or license, or of a proposed plan

of operations could be inferred to be in derogation of any previous dele-

gation by EPA to appropriate State authorities, pursuant to either the

Clean Air Act or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. In each of these

related Federal statutes, specific permit by permit veto authority considered,

by the Congress but rejected. Authorizing concurrence by that agency in

lease issuance or mine plan approvals, under the proposed regulations,

would create such authority, and could result in potential confusion

and duplication.

Environmental Advantages : Duplication, overlap and potential con-

fusion between and among regulatory agencies, other State and

Federal authorities, and persons subject to compliance require-

ments is reduced by the proposed regulations remaining neutral

with respect to other regulatory programs.

Environmental Disadvantages : Inclusion of such duplicative or over-

lapping authority would increase the analytic and enforcement



resources available to both the Department and the other regula-

tory agencies involved, and provide added assurance that ultimate

environmental protection goals would be pursued to the fullest

extent possible.

Subparagraph (f) recites that the authorized officer of BLM will

"consult with and accept and consider" recommendations from the USGS

,

other Federal surface management agencies and the surface owner. The

word "accept" has been changed from the proposed regulations as published,

in which the word "receive" was used. This change is intended to correct

an unintended implication that in the absence of receipt of recommenda-

tions from any or all of the indicated other entities, the BLM would not

be able to act. As now proposed, the regulations require that the oppor-

tunity for comment be offered and any actual comment received taken into

account. In the absence of any such comments, the authorized officer

may proceed with the intended action pursuant to the specific provisions

of the regulations.

Environmental Advantages : Will allow expeditious consideration and

review of the opinions of other interested entities, and encour-

age the prompt submission of such opinions.

Environmental Disadvantages : As originally drafted, language could

have been interpreted as creating a failsafe against action,

amounting to a veto by any indicated entity. This result would

have greatly expanded the respective power of all such entities,

to influence from an environmental or other standpoint, BLM

activities

.



Section 3041.0-5 Applicability (30 CFR 211.1(e))

In the regulations proposed September 5, 1975 specific comment was

requested on the manner, mechanism and timing of application of the new

regulations to existing operations. This section now applies the regu-

lations in the following manner: emergency orders to cease activities

which are not in compliance with leases, permits, licenses or plans of

operation, and which threaten immediate and serious damage to the envir-

onment resources or public health and safety, apply immediately; the per-

formance standards must be complied with by existing operations within

180 days from the date of promulgation of the regulations as final rule-

making; within 18 months of such date, existing operations must have obtained

approval of a new or modified plan of operations which conforms to all

of the procedural requirements set forth. "Existing operation" is defined

as including operations currently underway pursuant to an issued lease,

permit or license, or an approved plan of operations, and, in addition,

proposed operations for which proposed plans have been received and are

in the approval process within the Department.

Subparagraph (c) expressly provides that ongoing Departmental

actions with respect to issuances of leases, permits or licenses, or

the preparation and completion of environmental impact statements and

approval of plans of operations, will, to the maximum extent possible,

take into account the provisions of the proposed regulations.

Environmental Advantages : Enables the Department to continue the

existing practice, as evidenced by recent approvals of mine

plans, to impose appropriate environmental constraints at the
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earliest time consistent with the procedural and production

requirements of existing operations.

Environmental Disadvantages: Could require some minor realloca-

tion of Departmental resources, and redoing of environmental

analyses currently in process.

Subparagraph (d) expressly provides that nothing in the proposed

regulations shall be construed as increasing or diminishing rights held

by any surface owner or entryman and arising under the laws or any state,

relating to the giving or withholding of consent, or consultation in

connection with the giving or withholding of consent, to entry for the

purpose of mining. This articulates the intent expressed in the notice

of proposed rulemaking issued in September, that existing state laws

relating to surface owner protection are intended to be allowed to apply

where the surface estate overlying Federal coal is in non-Federal owner-

ship. This is consistent with the similar provision contained in the

legislation proposed by the President to the Congress on February 6, 1975.

Environmental Advantages: Insures maximum consideration of the rights

of surface owners, consistent with prior Federal legislation which

created such rights while reserving Federal mineral interest.

Surface owners are in the best position, and the mechanism of

state laws are most appropriately able, to determine private

surface use and the conditions under which entry may occur.

Environmental Disad vant ages : Private surface owner motivation unrelated

to environmental considerations could under state law assume

disproportionate importance, reflecting economic rather than

10



environmental considerations. This could be especially true

where ultimate land use preference by the private surface owner,

which could include a coal developer, is at marked difference

with the land management preference of state or local agencies

or federal management policies on contiguous federal land.

Some comments suggested that the regulations expressly create a

surface owner veto, or right to withhold consent from entry. This

suggestion was not adopted.

Environment al Advantage s: Omission of any such requirement prevents

confusion or conflict between the proposed regulations and pro-

visions of state law, which commonly impose conditions on the

withholding of consent.

Environmental Disadvant ages: Creation of such surface owner consent

requirements would add an additional mechanism whereby to prevent

or allow the prevention of the mining of federal coal.

S ection 3041.0-6 Definitions (30 CFR 211.2)

The proposed regulations contain definitions expanded beyond those

published in the regulations published for public comment, reflecting

both public comments received and Departmental review thereof. In some

cases, the definitions represent refinements of concepts earlier expressed.

In other cases, new definitions are proposed which reflect changes in the

operative provisions of the regulations.

The intent of the proposed regulations published in September was

to eliminate from the definitions set forth in this section operative

11



language more properly included in the text of the regulations, where

the defined terms are used. This intent has been retained.

Some of the major definitions added or amended in the current

proposed regulations are discussed as major issues in Part VIII.

Additional changes and suggestions have been incorporated as follows:

Subparagraph (c) , "approximate original contour" (30 CFR 211.2(c)

Several comments suggested restoration to this definition of language

relating to high walls, spoil piles, depressions and impoundments which

was contained in regulations previously proposed by the U.S. Geological

Survey, and versions of which appeared in the various forms of legislation

considered by the Congress. This language has not been included, but has

been retained in substance in the relevant operative portions of the text.

Environmental Advantages: By limiting the definition so as to

eliminate operative language, clarity is improved and the possi-

bility of subsequent misinterpretation by incorrect inference

from inclusion of similar but not identical language in two

places is reduced.

Environmental Disadvantages: Inclusion of operative language every-

where possible would emphasize importance of language.

Subparagraph (h) , "contemporaneous ly as practicable" (30 CFR 211. 2(i)

Several comments emphasized the importance of conducting reclamation

contemporaneously with ongoing operations. Inclusion of an expanded defini-

tion "maximum extend practicable" raised the possibility that inferences

as to the meaning of "practicable" might be drawn in the context of this

phrase as well. Accordingly, for clarity a definition has been included
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which articulates the intent that reclamation of disturbed areas be begun

and completed as soon after disturbance as possible, consistent with both

environmental objectives and the desire not unduly to interfere with ongoing

operations

.

Some comments suggested more specific articulation of time for opera-

tional requirements, e.g. specifying the amount of spoil piles allowed

to remain ungraded. This suggestion was not adopted. Environmental and

operational conditions are specific to each site. Thus, wind conditions,

the time of year, the occurrence of growing seasons and opportunities and

other such considerations might, in specific circumstances, make regrading

and revegetation necessary or appropriate before operations are allowed to

proceed beyond one or two spoil piles, whereas in other circumstances more

spoil piles might be allowed to remain without adverse environmental con-

sequences, or frustration of the reclamation objectives desired.

Environmental Advantages : Absence of greater specificity makes

possible plan by plan determination of appropriate restrictions,

reducing the possibility that any more specific provisions might

prove arbitrary and either unnecessarily restrictive or unneces-

sarily permissive with respect to any given operations.

Environmental Dis advan t age s: Specific time or operational limitations

would create enforceable obligations which might result in

superior allocation of resources in proposed plans, and

which could provide additional incentives for advancement

in the state of the art of reclamation technology.
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Subparagraph (n) , "Impound meat" (30 GFR 211 . 2(p))

The proposed regulations relocate and alter the earlier definition

of "permanent impoundment" included in the proposed regulations published

in September 1975. Several comments addressed the question of whether,

in the definition and in the operative portions of such earlier pro-

posed regulations, a distinction was intended so as to apply different

design, location or construction standards to temporary as opposed to

permanent impoundments. There was no intent in the previously published

regulations to exempt temporary impoundments from the standards of per-

formance set forth. To clarify this fact, a definition has been included

of "impoundment", within which a "permanent" impoundment is separately

defined as an impoundment which is intended to remain after final abandonment

of an operation, and is identified as such in an approved plan.

Environmental Advantages : Such clarification ensures that Departmental

representatives, as well as operators and interested parties, will

understand that impoundments will be allowed only pursuant to the

location, design, use and maintenance standards set forth in the

proposed regulations

.

Environmental D isadva-itu^ ..; None

Subparagraph (g) , "logical mining units" (30 1?1 'HI. 2^.))

The proposed regulations published in Septenber include! a definition

of "logical mining unit" which attempted to set forth the conditions and

circumstances pursuant to which such units might be prescribed by the U.S.

Geological Survey. Several comments questioned specific elements of this
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definition, and the advisability of including such an important sub-

stantive concept in leasing and operating regulations. The proposed

regulations delete the former definition, and describe a logical mining

unit only as an area of lands designated as such by the Geological

Survey. Related rulemaking by the Department relating to diligent

development and continuous operations, and pending legislation, address

the specific substantive criteria by which LMU's may so be designated.

Environmental Advantages : Deletion of specific LMU definition

allows for full consideration of the substantive questions

presented in rulemaking more directly related to such matters.

Environmental Disadvantages : Inclusion in the proposed regulations

would allow an additional opportunity for review and comment

upon the substantive elements of the definition.

Subparagraph (w) , "notice of availability" (30 CFR 211. 2 (z))

The proposed regulations set forth a new procedural device intended

to insure effective public knowledge of, and thus opportunity for

participation in, the activities of the Department. As defined, a

"notice of availability" will indicate that specific documents or pending

decisions are available for public inspection; the nature of such document

or decision, including specific elements of particular public concern

(e.g. the failure to include specific detailed information as to future

operations, or reliance by an operator upon a level of control "to the

maximum extent practicable" pursuant to the proposed regulations) ; the

identity and location of the lands or operations involved, and the

duration and the brief description of any proposed operation; and the

dates of filing and the time periods of the availability for inspection
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or the submission of requests or comments to the Department, including

requests for public hearings. The definition also incorporates a

requirement that appropriate Departmental offices create and maintain

a mailing list of interested agencies, entities and persons who have

indicated a desire to be informed of documents filed with, or pending

decisions of, Departmental officers. All notices of availability will

be mailed to the addressees included on such lists, to help to insure

effective public participation in Departmental activities.

Environmental Advantages : With other procedural requirements such

as publication in newspapers, Federal Register , etc., greatly

expands opportunity for public participation in review of

Departmental actions and decisions, and proposals of operators

and applicants for permission to develop Federal coal.

Environmental Disadvantages : Compliance will require allocations

of Departmental resources that might be employed in other

analytic or administrative functions. Reliance upon a mailing

list consisting of persons who have requested notice could

provide a false sense of assurance that interested parties

have received actual notice of covered activities, and places

some burden on interested persons to ensure consideration

of their views.

16
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Sub par ag r aph (aa) "pe rmit lands" (30 CFR 211.2(ee.))

The definition of permit lands has been changed to include reference

to "other" permits which may be issued by the Department. This is in-

tended to reflect ongoing review within the Department of potential regu-

lations to govern and impose controls upon access to Federal lands for

exploratory, testing or other similar purposes.

Environmental Advantages: Would subject activities conducted under

any Departmental permit for access to public lands to the obli-

gations and responsibilities required by the proposed regulations.

Environmental Disadvantages : Could create confusion as to appli-

cability of these regulations, and require, clarification in the

terms and conditions of any such permit that may be issued by

the Department

.

Sub-paragraph (dd ) "pollution" (30 CFR 211.2(gg))

Several comments suggested inclusion of some definition of pollution.

The. proposed regulations include, that definition suggested to the Department

by the Environmental Protection Agency.

Environmental Advantages: Affords greater clarity for all

interested persons of the scope and applicability of the

operative provisions of the regulations.

Environmental Disadvantages: To the extent that any interpreta-

tion of the defined term is not included, the absence thereof

could be inferred to indicate an intent not to apply

the operative provisions of the regulations with respect

thereto

.
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Subparagraph (ff) , "preliminary plan"

The proposed regulations modify for clarity the definition of

preliminary plan contained in the proposed regulations as published

in September. Such a plan is now described as consisting of maps

and text, to reflect the requirement that a preliminary plan include

narrative descriptions of certain aspects of the lands covered or

the operations proposed.

Environmental Advantages : Greater clarity for all interested

persons .

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Subparagraph (hh) , "reclamation" (30 CFR 211.2 (jj))

The proposed regulations repeat the definition of ''reclamation"

contained in the proposed regulations published in September. Several

comments suggested expansion of this definition, so as to include

operative language contained in earlier proposed regulatory language

or legislation considered by the Congress. It was specifically

suggested that reclamation include a more elaborate requirement

articulating restoration to particular types or levels of post mining

land uses. These suggestions were not adopted. As noted in the

Notice of Proposed Rule Making published in September, the Department

feels that the suggested admendatory language is more appropriately

included in the operative provisions of the regulations. An intended

distinction is drawn in the proposed definition between the condition

and form of the land after completion of mining and reclamation,

and the specific post mining use to which that land may be put.
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This distinction is preserved in the operative portion of the

regulations, and relates to the difference between the obligations

and objectives of reclamation and the actual land use planning decisions

which will be made by the operator, private surface owners, and Federal

and non-Federal land use planning agencies. Reclamation is herein

defined so as to require restoration of the land to a condition

capable of supporting all practicable pre-mining uses. The intended

result of this obligation is that the actual post mining land use

alternatives available to the appropriate decision makers will be as

broad as that range of alternatives available immediately prior

to the commencement of mining activity. The actual selection of a

specific post mining land use is not directly related to the definition

of the process of reclamation as set forth in this section, but

is appropriately addressed, and provided for, in the operative

provisions of the regulations.

Environmental Advantage s: The proposed language clarifies both

the nature of the term reclamation and the distinction between

the obligations of the operator with respect to the character of

the land after reclamation and the freedom of opportunity for

appropriate persons or agencies to make land use planning

decisions based upon successful fulfillment of such obligations.
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Environmental Disadvantages: Some possibility of confusion

may still exist in the early stages of implementation of the

proposed regulations, as to the nature and relevance of the

intended distinctions discussed above. Some comments, for

instance, incorrectly construed the language involved to

prohibit the selection of post mining land uses other than

those immediately prior to mining activity.

Subparagraph (kk) , "significant vegetation" (30 CFR 211.2(nn))

In response to specific comments, the proposed regulations add

the word "agricultural" to the last phrase of the similar definition

in the proposed regulations published in September. This is intended

to clarify the Department's intent to require protection of hydrological

resources which are necessary to significant vegetation, including natural

vegetation which may have significant agricultural value as meadow lands or

pasture

.

Environmental Advantages: Clarity of intent to extend protec-

tion to existing significant meadow and pasture lands

which are part of a natural environment expands possible

extent of restraints or prohibitions on mining.

Environmental Disadvantages : To the extent that reclamation

activities and post mining land use might be superior to

a pre-existing natural state of the lands involved, any
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prevention of mining and thus prevention of reclamation

to such superior state could represent a lost opportunity

for increased land productivity.

Subparagraph (nn) , "surface owner" (30 CFR 211.2(pp))

The definition of surface owner included in the proposed

regulations published in September has been expanded to include

"entryman." This is intended to extend the protection offered

under the regulations to the holders of rights of entry under

related Federal legislation or regulations, and avoid interfer-

ence with rights and authorized uses granted or approved

thereunder

.

Environmental Advantages: To the extent that such other entry

rights are environmentally desirable, the protection afforded

by the regulations is extended.

Environmental Disadvantages: To the extent that such alternate

uses would be less environmentally desirable than proposed

reclamation and post mining land uses under the proposed

regulations, the opportunity for such environmental enhancement

might be lost

.

Subparagraph (rr) , "waste " (30 CFR 211.2(ss))

The proposed regulations contain a definition of this term for

the first time. The intent is to include that valueless material for

which no future use in operations is intended or possible, and as to

which the operative portions of the regulations requiring treatment

or disposal will apply.
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Environmental Adv ant ages: The proposed definition clarifies the

intent of the regulations to allow, in appropriate circum-

stances, the use of waste in reclamation activities such as

land fill. (But c.f. operative portions of regulations, which

prohibit use of waste in particular operations such as

creation of impoundments .

)

Environmental Disadvantages: By excluding material with subse-

quent useful purpose, an inference could be incorrectly drawn

that the requirement of contemporaneous reclamation might not

apply to such waste, which might as a result be retained on

site for unacceptable periods of time based upon possible

future use. No such implication is intended, and no such

proposal would be approved as a term or condition of a lease,

permit, license, or in an approved plan.

Section 3041.0-7 Use of Surface

.

This section has been redrafted so as to clarify the intent of the

language of the proposed rulemaking published in September, by precluding

any inference that the proposed regulations are intended to create a

permit or other authorization mechanism whereby special land uses might

be approved. As originally drafted, this language was so interpreted by

some commentators.

Environmental Advantages: Clarification of intent minimizes the

possibility of confusion by authorized Departmental officers

or other interested persons as to whether such permits might

be issued pursuant to the proposed regulations. This could

lead to unnecessary administrative delay or litigation.
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Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Section 3041.1 Coal leasing
,
permiting, and licensing planning procedures

This section sets forth the broad general authorization for authori-

zed officers of the BLM to undertake preleasing review, analysis and

evaluation to determine whether, where and under what circumstances coal

leases might be issued. The proposed language should be read in conjunc-

tion with the outline of the proposed EMARS program, discussed in the

final environmental impact statement published by the Department on

September 19, 1975. The Department is currently reviewing the question

of whether regulatory language implementing the individual constituent

elements of the EMARS process should be promulgated. To the extent

necessary, such promulgation would include appropriate amendment of the

proposed regulations.

Several commentators suggested that the word "area"
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be defined with greater particularity, and perhaps limited to a particular

geographical extent. This suggestion has not been adopted. What will

constitute an appropriate "area" for consideration in Departmental pre-

leasing review, and for inclusion in appropriate environmental impact

statements pursuant to the provisions of the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969, as amended, will be matters for determination on

an ad hoc basis. The existing Departmental process with respect to the

use of regional environmental impact statements is currently subject to

litigation, which may resolve outstanding policy questions.

Environmental Advantag es: Flexibility to determine appropriate

areas for consideration in the preleasing review process

or for inclusion in environmental impact statements is

preserved, allowing all relevant considerations to be taken

into account.

Environmental Dis advantages: Specific descriptions of geographical

or territorial limitations on such concepts as "areas" would

lend some higher degree of certainty as to future Departmental

action, and could facilitate anticipation of future alloca-

tions of resources.

The phrase "visual resources" has been added to the list of values

to be considered in prelease impact evaluation. This term has been

included in the operative portions of the proposed regulations as well,

and is intended to apply to those geographical areas or sites which have

been identified as areas appropriate for visual resource protection by

land management agencies.

24
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Environmental Advantages: Adds a value which is important in

land use planning.

Environmental Disadvantages : If interpreted too broadly, or

applied indiscriminately, could impose unnecessary and perhaps

unreasonable restraint upon mineral development activities.

The concept involves practicable application of aesthetic judg-

ments, which are highly subjective, and thus proportionately

less appropriate for direct consideration in regulatory action.

Several comments suggested inclusion of specific requirements for

consultations with other officers, increased public notification and

participation, etc. at this point in the regulations. Such regulations

have been appropriately included or expanded elsewhere in the regulations

and are. deemed to be unnecessary here.

Environmental Advantages^ None.

Environmenta l Disadvantages : None.

Several comments suggested that reference to NEPA and the preparation

of environmental impact statements be qualified so as to require "prompt"

preparation of such statements. As noted previously, the Department is

reviewing the degree to which time limitations may appropriately be

adopted to govern Departmental activities such as EIS statements and the

analyses called for by the proposed regulations. No more specific require-

ment was deemed appropriate here.

Environmental Advantages : Allows appropriate allocation of

Departmental resources, pursuant to timetables determined

by the Departmental officers charged under NEPA with the
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responsibility for such determinations. Avoids distortion

of such resource allocation that might result from adoption

of artificial or arbitrary time constraints.

Environmenta l Disadvantages : Represents lost opportunity to

create greater degree of certainty as to timing of

Departmental actions.

The proposed regulations authorize in subparagraph (e) the develop-

ment and inclusion in an offer of tracts for leasing of such special

terms and conditions as may be required by specific local conditions.

Some comments questioned the overlap between this authority and the

parallel authority subsequently expressed, pursuant to which the BLM

may impose specific terms and conditions upon a lease. It was suggested

that inclusion of such terms and conditions was inconsistent with the

mechanism in proposed 30 CFR 211, whereby Geological Survey assumes

responsibility for policing ongoing operations, in conformity with the

performance standards and obligations set forth in that Part. It is

the intent of this section to create a mechanism whereby specific

physical characteristics of lands to be included in a lease, permit or

license might be recognized and identified as subject to special pro-

tection. Such site specific characteristics could include degrees of

surface slope, particular conditions of acidity or alkalinity, or

recognition of adjacent land uses requiring special protection measures.

Such terms and conditions would be limited in scope to those particular

conditions not appropriately provided for in general performance

standards, or in General Mining Orders issued by the Geological Survey
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and applicable to the lands in question. The nature and extent of

such terms and conditions would be a part of the decision making

process of the issuing officer, and subject to review by and partici-

pation of interested parties.

Environmenta l Advantages : Use of a mechanism to impose such

specific terms and conditions will enable site characteris-

tics to be identified and appropriately protected, to a

greater degree of specificity than can be provided in gen-

eral rulemaking. This greater flexibility will help to

ensure that appropriate recognition be given to the protec-

tion of environmental values which are unique to a particular

site, and which may not occur with respect to any other

lease, permit, license or operation.

Environmental Disadvantage s: The inclusion of a general authority

to impose specific terms and conditions introduces an element

of flexibility. Any such flexibility raises the possibility

that maximum environmental protection will not occur. The

inclusion in general performance standards of such detail as

would effectively cover all possible site conditions, and

create specific requirements clearly definable in advance by

both applicants and private parties with environmental concerns

would afford added assurance against any abuse of discretion in

the exercise of such flexibility.

27
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The proposed regulations add a new subparagraph (f), which would

establish a qualified protection for confidential information which

relates to the nature and extent of coal reserves, trade secrets and

commercial or financial information submitted to the Department under

conditions of confidentiality or privilege. Specific procedural

requirements are created whereby information so designated by the owner

will be protected from automatic availability for public inspection.

Upon any request for such inspection, the custodial officer is

directed to review the nature of the information, taking into account

the adverse impact of disclosure upon the owner and the need for such

disclosure in relation to effective public participation in the opera-

tion of the proposed regulations. In the event that the officer

involved determines that confidentiality should not be maintained, he

must inform the owner, and an opportunity of not less than 10 days is

afforded for the taking of an appeal from such determination. This

section is expressly made subject to application of the provisions of

the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552(b).

Numerous comments pointed out that the scope of information

required to be submitted from an applicant or operator under the

proposed regulations has been substantially broadened beyond previous

Departmental practices. Such requirements now include information of

a financial or other character, the disclosure of which could be

highly prejudicial to the competitive status of the applicants involved,

or substantially diminish the value of research efforts.
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On the other hand, it is recognized that some elements of the

financial status of an applicant or operator will be relevant to

important determinations made under the proposed regulations, and

as to which a legitimate public interest may exist. These would

include, for instance, some of the factual bases upon which deter-

minations that proposed reclamation is "attainable and assured" might

be made or challenged.

Proposed alternatives included the granting of absolute confi-

dentiality to all submitted information to the extent permitted by

law, and the equally absolute denial of any protection, with mandatory

disclosure of all information submitted.

Environmental Advantages : The proposed regulations will allow

the Department to afford protection in appropriate circum-

stances to confidential and privileged information the

disclosure of which is not critical to effective implementa-

tion of the regulations, and public participation therein.

This will encourage the submission of information which

might otherwise be withheld by applicants or operators, for

fear that unwarranted disclosure might result. This in

turn should afford the maximum opportunity for Departmental

review of all relevant factors, and increase the data base

upon which its decisions are made.

Environmental Dis advan tages: Failure to provide for automatic

disclosure of submitted information could place an unwar-

ranted burden upon interested persons to obtain access to
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information which may have been designated confidential or

privileged by the owners thereof without justification. In

such cases, the possibility would exist that information

unnecessarily withheld from public disclosure and of par-

ticular environmental relevance might receive inadequate

attention from Departmental officers.

Section 3041.1-1 Preliminary Plan .

The proposed regulations refine and set forth with more detail

the requirement that a preliminary plan be submitted to the authorized

officer of the BLM in connection with any application for a coal lease,

permit or license. Several comments received reflected considerable

confusion between a preliminary plan and a mining plan. The regulations

as now proposed clarify this distinction.

Environmental Advantages: The proposed mechanism specifies the

nature and extent of both graphic and narrative information

which must be received and evaluated before any lease,

permit or license can be issued. These requirements would

also alert any applicant or prospective applicant to the

care and diligence with which the proposed operation and

reclamation standards will be enforced.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Subparagraph (c) expressly sets forth a prohibition against entry

upon lands subject to the proposed regulations without prior authoriza-

tion, except for casual use. The definition of "casual use" as activi-

ties which do not cause significant surface disturbance has been retained.
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Environmental Advantages: Clarifies intent to require that

operations involving significant surface disturbance occur

only with express approval, including reclamation obliga-

tions .

Environmenta l Disadvantages : None.

Proposed 43 CFR 3041.2-2; 30 CFR 211.40: RECLAMATION OBLIGATIONS

AND STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

The proposed regulations set forth general obligations of

operators, and standards of performance applicable to operations. The

language of 43 CFR 3041.2-2 and 30 CFR 211.40 sets forth both of these

elements, and has been redrafted from the similar language proposed in

September for clarity and precision.

3041.2-2U)

As originally proposed, separate provision was made in sub-

paragraph 3041.0-7(a) and 3041.0-7(c) to authorize the imposition of

special terms and conditions upon a lease, permit, or license to meet

"exceptional and special circumstances, such as degree of slope, soil

conditions and other site characteristics." The proposed regulations

as now drafted combine these two provisions into subparagraph 3041.2-2(a)

The inclusion of this authority, and the environmental advantages

and disadvantages of the increased flexibility which it affords, have

been discussed above in connection with Section 3041.1(e). Pursuant to

that subsection, such special terms and conditions may be made a part

of an offer of tracts for lease, permit, or license. The present
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subsection authorizes the imposition upon the actual lease, permit or

license of similar such conditions.

It should be noted that all such special terms and conditions

become a part of the obligation of the operator, and that the proposed

30 CFR Part 211 authorizes and directs the Mining Supervisor of the

Geological Survey to enforce such terms and conditions during actual

operations .

3041.2-2(b)

This subparagraph expressly authorizes officers of the BLM to

propose that an approved mining plan be changed to reflect changed

conditions or to correct oversights, subsequent to lease issuance

and approval of the plan involved. This authority was contained in

paragraph 3041.0-7(d) of the earlier proposed regulations, and has

been incorporated here unchanged. It is complementary to the author-

ity of the Mining Supervisor to require reasonable revisions or sup-

plements to previously approved plans, set forth in proposed

30 CFR 211.10(d)(2)(i).

It should be noted that this proposed section refers only to

authorized offiers of the BLM, and not to authorized officers of

other Federal surface management agencies. This reflects the fact

that the proposed regulations set forth only that authority delegated

to the BLM from the Secretary of the Interior. Inclusion of any

specific reference to, or purported delegation of authority to,

officers of agencies not located within the Department would be

inappropriate. It should also be noted, however, that the authority
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of the Mining Supervisor set forth in 30 CFR Part 211 need not be and

in fact is not so limited. Thus, authorized officers of land manage-

ment agencies other than those of the Department of Interior, if

authorized to do so under their appropriate regulations, may recommend

proposals for changes in plans to the Mining Supervisor, and the

Mining Supervisor is authorized to act thereon.

Environmental Advant ages: Representatives of land managing

agencies will have a familiarity and expertise with respect

to areas adjacent to or outside of the area of actual opera-

tions subject to the jurisdiction of the Geological Survey and

an approved mining plan. Considerations arising out of such

expertise may be brought to the attention of the Geological

Survey, and necessary changes in plans proposed.

Environmental Dis advantages : It is possible that some confusion

might result on the part of private persons as to the appro-

priate addressee of suggestions, recommendations, or factual

data or information that might justify requiring changes

in approved plans.

Some comments suggest that recommendations for changes in plans

be made mandatory upon the Mining Supervisor, based upon the special

expertise of land managing agencies. This suggestion has not been

adopted

.

Environmental Advantages : The Geological Survey will be most

familiar with the actual operations and plan involved, and the

physical conditions of the site itself. Final decisions as to
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proposed plans should thus lie with the Geological Survey

except as may be otherwise expressly provided with respect

to questions involving the post mining state of the land.

Environmental D i sadvantage s: The suggestion would place the power

to compel changes in an approved plan in bureaus other than

the Geological Survey, which has approved the plan for the

operation involved, and might therefore have a bias against

change

.

Sub paragraph 3041.2-2(c)

This subparagraph sets forth a general obligation to conduct

operations so as to extract the coal resource to the maximum extent

possible, so that future environmental disturbance through the resump-

tion of mining will be minimized. This obligation appeared in the

earlier proposed regulations at Section 3041 .0-7(b) (1) . The text has

been redrafted to set forth with greater particularity the criteria to

be taken into account in determining whether this obligation has been

satisfied. These include existing technology, equipment which is

commercially available to the operator, the cost of production and

the nature of the resource itself.

Environmental Advantages: As drafted, appropriate authority is

asserted to minimize future environmental disturbances.

Environmental Disadvantages : Coal resources might under the

provision as now drafted still be considered unminable in

the proposed operation and, thus, the possibility might

exist that future disturbance to recover such resources

might still occur.
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Comments suggested that this section represents an unwarranted

intrusion into matters which are appropriately the subject of the

operator's business judgment. It has been suggested that the para-

graph be deleted, or that it be substantially revised so as to

emphasize to a greater degree economic circumstances as a determinant.

Neither suggestion has been adopted.

Environmental Advantages : As owners of the coal resource, the

government has the obligation under NEPA to minimize the

net environmental disturbance. Imposing reasonable such

conditions upon an operator is appropriate.

Environmental Disadvantages: Greater flexibility, or absence of

provision, could lead to abuse, with less efficient recovery

and greater disturbance.

Comments suggested the requirement to recover the resource be

made absolute. This was not adopted.

Environmental Advantages: As drafted, creates appropriate

flexibility

.

Envir onmental Disadvan tages: Absolute requirement could lend

greater assurance against disturbance, could even prevent

mining and disturbance in the first instance.

Section 3041.2-2(d)

This section of the proposed regulations sets forth an obligation

of the operator to take identified visual resources into account in

planning his facilities, and to take such action as may be needed to

minimize, control and, to the maximum extent practicable, avoid damage
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to recreational, cultural, scientific, historical and known or suspected

archaeological and paleontological values of the land. Similar obliga-

tions of the operator were set forth in sections 3041.0-7(f) and (h)

of the previously proposed regulations.

Several comments suggested deletion of these elements of protection,

as presenting subjective criteria not appropriate for regulatory action.

This aspect has been discussed above, in connection with section 3041.0-1

of the proposed regulations.

Environmental Advantages : As drafted, will enable appropriate

recognition to be given to these values in the context of

issuance of a lease or approval of mining plan, with public

participation in the determinations involved.

Environmental Disadvantages : Qualification of this obligation by

limitation to identified visual resources, or by use of the

term maximum extent practicable, could result in a determination

that all possible measures to avoid such damage need not be

applied. The introduction of any cost benefit balancing based

in whole or in part upon financial considerations involves

a trade off against exclusive consideration of environmental

values

.

Subparagraph 3041.2-2(e)

.

Proposed regulations in this section apply special provisions

applicable to the surface effects of underground mining. Such pro-

visions appeared in the earlier proposed regulations as subsection

3041.0-7(e), and are repeated herein without substantial change.
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Several comments suggested that these provisions were inadequate

by virtue of their failure to include specific reference to such sur-

face operations relating to underground mines as impoundments, waste

piles, the sealing of portals or holes, revegetation, protection of

offsite areas, elimination of fire hazards or minimization of dis-

turbance of hydrologic balance.

No provisions have been included to cover such aspects in proposed

43 CFR Part 3041. The jurisdiction of the Geological Survey extends to

underground mining operations and the surface effects thereof, and appro-

priate provision is made in 30 CFR Part 211 to regulate such surface

impacts

.

Subparagraph 3041.2-2(f)

.

This subparagraph sets forth performance standards applicable to

all operations pursuant to leases, licenses or permits issued by the BLM.

They are set forth in terms identical to those found in proposed 30 CFR

211.40, which will be implemented and enforced by the Geological Survey

and which will govern the conduct of operations within the area of

operations

.

Subparagraph (f)(1); 30 CFR 211.40(a)(1)

This provision sets forth the requirement for reclamation as

contemporaneously as practicable with operations, and to a condition

capable of supporting all practicable uses that the affected lands were

capable of supporting immediately prior to any mining activity. This

intent of this subsection has been discussed above with respect to the

statement of purposes.
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It should be noted that this sets forth a requirement of

restoration of land to a condition of capability of supporting uses.

Actual post mining land use will be appropriately determined in the

approved plan. The requirement of restoration to "all practicable uses"

is intended to set forth an obligation of the operator to reclaim land

to a condition capable of supporting that range of uses which were prac-

ticable before mining took place. Thus, upgrading of the land to a

condition capable of supporting a use which was possible but not prac-

ticable prior to mining would not be required. In the event that a

specific post mining land use has been selected, it is anticipated that

such use will be the controlling factor in determinations of compliance

with this standard of performance.

The provisions of this subparagraph were previously contained in

subsection 3041 . 0-7(b)2 . Several comments incorrectly interpreted

that section so as to prohibit post-mining uses different from

pre-ming uses

.

Some comments suggested inclusion in this provision of the word

"immediately" to modify the language "prior to any exploration or

mining". The suggestion has been adopted.

Environmental Advantages: The test of capability to support uses

may be most expeditously determined with reference to a parti-

cular point in time. As originally drafted, the language would

have permitted or required review of all possible uses to

which the land might have been put previous to mining. The

uncertainty involved in such determination could have
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effectively shifted the focus of review away from the

most relevant consideration, the status of the land

itself before, during and after mining.

Environmental Disadvantages : The possibility exists that an

environmentally superior use might have been practicable

at some point in time prior to the commencement of initial

exploration and mining operation. As drafted, the language

might be read so as to preclude consideration of such land

capability at the time a lease, permit or license is pro-

posed to be issued or a plan of operations approved.

Some comments suggested that this language include a specific

requirement that land might be required to be reclaimed to a superior

condition to that set forth, where no additional expense to the

operator might be involved. The suggestion was not adopted, on the

grounds that appropriate economic consideration existed elsewhere,

and that in any event such a desirable result would occur should the

occasion arise without the need for specific regulatory authority.

Environmental Advantages : Absence of such specific language

prevents any unintended inference that the requirement to

reclaim might be subject to economic qualification other

than expressly set forth in the regulations themselves.

Environmental Disadvantages : The possibility might exist that

an environmentally superior use might be foregone because

of arbitrary action on the part of the operator, or inad-

vertance on the part of regulatory authorities or private
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persons participating in the implementation of the regula-

tions .

Section 3041 . 2-2( f ) (2) ; 30 CFR 211.40(a)(2)

This section sets forth the requirement for backfilling, grading

and, to the maximum extent practicable, the elimination of high walls

and spoil piles and restoration of the approximate original contour.

Specific provision is made for circumstances in which available over-

burden will be substantially greater or lesser than might be needed

to achieve this result. An express variance is provided from the

approximate original contour requirement where circumstances exist

analogous to open pit mining, in which ultimate restoration of the

approximate original contour is either environmentally undesirable

or physically impossible.

The exemption from the approximate contour requirement has been

redrafted, so as to clarify the intention to limit its use to circum-

stances where, because of particular post-mining uses requiring such

variance, or unusual physical conditions which make compliance either

physically impossible or environmentally undesirable, exist. Examples

of such conditions would include circumstances in which the duration

of the operations and the volume of mineral deposit removed are so

extensive that backfilling contemporaneously with operation is impossible,

and where at the conclusion of the operation removed overburden will

have been so stabilized, regraded and revegetated that re-disturbance

for purposes of backfill would be environmentally undesirable.

Similar recognition of such circumstances has been contained in earlier
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proposed regulations and legislation.

Environmental Advantages: Recognition of special circum-

stances allows imposition of appropriate protection,

without either shutdown of ongoing operations or poten-

tial loss of significant mineral resource.

Environmental Disadvantages: If abused, this discretion could

allow mining to occur without appropriate reclamation.

Some comments suggested that the Mining Supervisor be authorized

to grant the variance so provided. The suggestion has not been adopted.

As drafted, it may be granted only by the Director of the Geological

Survey, with the concurrence of the Director of the Bureau of Land

Management. It is not intended that this authority be delegable

to subordinates within either bureau.

Environmental Advantages : Limitations of the authority to grant

this variance to officers at the highest levels within the

bureau will limit its availability, and insure appropriate

policy level review of the need for and the conditions under

which any such variance might be issued.

Environmental Disadvantages: The Mining Supervisor and authorized

officers of land management agencies may be in a superior

position to judge the relevant jurisdictional facts. Eleva-

tion to higher. levels of approval might result in less ade-

quate consideration of the physical condition at the site.

Suggestions have been made that this paragraph be redrafted with

greater specificity, including for instance specific slope angle
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requirements. The suggestions have not been adopted.

Environmental Advant age s: Greater flexibility.

Environmenta l Disadvantages : Specification of specific details

of performance would help to insure compliance, and afford

a greater level of predictability at the time of lease

issuance and mine plan approval.

Suggestion has also been made that the language "to the maximum

extent practicable" and the language containing the variance requirement

both be eliminated completely. This would impose an absolute requirement

to eliminate high walls and spoil piles, and restore the approxi-

mate original contour. This suggestion has not been adopted. There

will be circumstances in which amelioration of such absolute require-

ments might be environmentally preferable. Such circumstances could

include intentional creation of a rugged post-mining terrain as wild-

life habitat, or retention of depressions as ponds for livestock watering

purposes. Protection against abuse of the discretion represented by

this flexibility is created in provisions for public participation,

the requirements for written findings by authorized officers and

Mining Supervisors, and the opportunity for adminstrative and judicial

appeals

.

^n.yJr._
roninent:a I Advantages: As drafted, the proposed regulations

create the flexibility that will be necessary to adopt the

most environmentally preferable requirements as part of an

issued lease or an approved mining plan.

Environmenta l Dis advantages: Abuse of discretion could lead to

inadequate performance of a particularly important reclamation

obligation.
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304 1.2-2(f)(3); 211.40(a)(3)

This proposed subparagraph requires stabilization and protection

of surface areas, including spoil piles, to control slides, erosion,

subsidence and air and water pollution. This language originally

appeared as subsection 3041.0-7(b) (4) and is repeated unchanged.

Some comments suggested amendments so as to prevent absolutely

the stated results against which controls must be enforced. This

suggestion was not adopted, as being physically impossible.

Environmental Advantages : As drafted, control measures will be

subject to approval by appropriate officers and needed

flexibility created.

Environmental Disadvantages: Absolutely requiring the prevention

of the undesirable results affords an opportunity to stop

ongoing operations completely, and thus prevent the asso-

ciated environmental damage.

Subparagraph 3041 ,2-2(f)(4); 211.40(a)(4)

This subparagraph sets forth requirements for the removal, sepa-

rate handling and protection of top soil or, in the absence of a

sufficient quantity or quality of suitable top soil, other excavated

materials. These provisions appeared originally as 3041 . 0-7(b) (5)

,

and have been redrafted for clarity. As redrafted it now requires

the use of quick growing vegetative covers or other means as protec-

tion from wind and water erosion and the establishment of noxious plant

species. Finally, this section has been redrafted to require separate
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handling and protection of excavated "materials" instead of "strata".

Practicable limitations may prevent the preservation of extremely thin

strata of top soil or other suitable material, and suitable material

may not in fact be found in strata at the site of excavation. It

should be noted that the obligation to revegetate elsewhere provided

is not conditioned upon the existence or absence of top soil, but

only upon the nature of pre-mining vegetative cover.

Environmental Advantages: As drafted, the section allows the

approval of a plan which provides for appropriate protection

of that excavation material most suitable for revegetation

purposes, without regard to its character as top soil where

insufficient top soil exists. The requirement is thus directed

toward the purpose to be achieved, maximum possible utility

for revegetation purposes.

Environmental Disadvantages: The natural top soil will under most

circumstances be the most suitable material for use in

revegetation efforts. Allowing the use of alternative

materials would in such circumstances be an environmentally

undesirable result.

3041.2-2(f)(5); 211.40(a)(5)

This section sets forth requirements for the design, location,

construction, use and maintenance of water impoundments, water reten-

tion facilities, dams and settling ponds. It originally appeared as

section 3041 . 0-7(b) (6) , and has been redrafted so as to clarify that the

requirements relating to impoundments are intended to apply to both
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permanent and temporary impoundments and water retention facilities,

and so as to eliminate an unintended implication that sub-paragraph

(6)(iii) might have authorized permanent discharges from impoundments

based upon a standard of unreasonable degradation of water quality

in receiving streams.

Subparagraph (IV) has been redrafted so as to include a proviso

against construction of this paragraph in derogation of existing water

rights which may have been obtained by operators of other water users,

and the existence and exercise of which are not intended to be affected

by the proposed regulations.

Suggestions for specific redrafting so as to clarify the intent

of the language as set forth above have been accepted.

Environmental Advantage s: As drafted, this paragraph subjects

all impoundments to the objective performance standards

set forth, and ensures their safety and environmental

desirability

.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Suggestions were made to eliminate completely any reference

to impoundments, and prohibit their use completely. These suggestions

have not been adopted.

Env ironment al Advantages: The imposition of appropriate environ-

mentally controls insures the desired result. Some impound-

ments will be necessary and appropriate, and in such cases

arbitrary prohibition could create an incentive to conceal

violations thereof, with the result that appropriate controls

might not be applied.
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Environmenta l Disadvanta ges: The creation of any impound-

ment involves some elements of environmental risk, against

which complete protection is not possible.

3041.2-2(f)(6) ; 211.40(a)(b)

This section requires covering or plugging of all auger mine

holes, and has been redrafted for clarity.

Environmental Advant ages: Imposes controls upon auger mine holes

including use of non-combustible and impervious materials,

with some flexibility.

Environmental Disadvantages: Introduction of any flexibility is

undesirable

.

3041.2-2(f)(7); 211. 40(a)(7 )

This section sets forth the requirements for protection of pre-

vailing quality, quantity and flow of surface and ground water systems.

Operators are required to minimize disturbances of such systems, and

of prevailing erosion and deposition conditions at the mine site and

in affecting offsite areas, both during and after operations and

reclamation, by adopting the specific control measures set forth in

paragraphs (i) thru (iv)

.

This provision originally appeared as section 3041 . 0-7(b) (8) , and

has been redrafted for clarity.

As originally drafted, subparagraph (i) did not include a

requirement to exclude oxygen from acid or toxic producing materials.

This requirement has been added.
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Environment al Advantages: Requires adoption of another specific

environmental control measure.

Environmental Disadvantages: If relied upon exclusively, might

not achieve desired result.

Suggestions were made to require compliance in this section with

specific provisions of other regulations relating to discharges from

point sources, imposed pursuant to provisions of the Federal Water

Pollution Contol Act, as amended. Similar suggestions were made that

compliance with emission limitations imposed thereunder be made a

condition of obtaining a lease or approval of a mine plan. The sug-

gestions were not adopted. It is felt that other regulatory programs

and enforcement mechanism should be neither incorporated in nor

adversely affected by the proposed regulations . The requirement to

obtain discharge permits under other provisions of law may not arise

until actual discharge is about to occur. Inclusion of a requirement

to obtain such permits before Departmental action under the proposed

regulations could thus seriously distort the normal time frames within

which operations should be planned and submitted for approval

It should be noted that 30 CFR Part 211 3(c) (11), as now drafted,

authorizes and directs the Mining Supervisor to report violations of

applicable laws and regulations to appropriate Federal or state

agencies .

Environmental Advantages: Maintenance of separate regulatory and

enforcement mechanisms provides greater clarity and certainty

for operators as to their responsibilities, and the identity
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of enforcement officers and offices related thereto.

Environmental Disadvantages: Explicit incorporation of other

statutory requirements in the proposed regulations would

create an additional enforcement mechanism. Such over-

lapping jurisdiction would decrease the possibility that

violations might occur, by increasing the number of admini-

strative officers empowered to inspect for and enforce com-

pliance with such other regulations.

As originally drafted, this provision did not require protection

of hydrologic balance. It has been suggested that this concept,

related to the flow of water through a site of operations, can be a

critical factor in maintaining the productivity of affected areas,

and should be protected. This suggestion has been adopted, by inclu-

sion of the words "and flow" in subparagraph (7).

Environmen tal Advan tages: Avoids any unintended implications that

flow was not intended to be protected.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

As originally drafted, Section 3041 . 0-7(b) (8) ( ii ) required removal

or modification of siltation structures unless otherwise directed by

the Mining Supervisor after consultation with the authorized officer

f a land management agency. It was suggested that such removal should

be mandatory, unless otherwise authorized by the Mining Supervisor with

the concurrence of the authorized officer. In addition, it was sug-

gested that any siltation structure be subject to the requirements

applicable to impoundments and water retention facilities. These

suggestions have been adopted.
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Environmental Advant ages : Provides appropriate concurrence by

land managing agency in a matter related to the state of

the land after conclusion of operations, and more expressly

creates a presumption against ultimate retention of such

facilities

.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

It has been suggested that express requirements be imposed upon

the operator to replace the water supply of anyone adversly affected

by operations. This requirement has not been adopted. The creation

of a cause of action for damages, directly or indirectly, is not

deemed to be appropriate or lawful in regulations. All applicable

laws and regulations, including the availability of remedies under

state common law or statutory provisions, are expressly preserved

and not intended to be affected by operation of these regulations.

Environmental Advantages: None.

Environmenta l Disadvantag es: Duplicative provisions would add

extra assurance of completed reclamation.

Subparagraph (iv) has been redrafted. It was suggested that

specific language prohibiting mining in alluvial valley floors which

was contained in previous proposed regulations and legislation con-

sidered by the Congress be included in these regulations. This sug-

gestion has not been adopted. No substantive advantage derives from

reference or non-reference to such specific geological terms as

alluvial valley floors, or from the imposition of prohibitions related
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thereto. The Department feels that regulatory efforts are. more

appropriately directed towards the environmental goals sought

to be achieved. Thus, the proposed regulations require the pro-

tection, to the maximum extent practicable, of hydrologic resources

of those valley floors which provide water sources that support

significant vegetation, or supply significant quantities of water

for other purposes. The focus of the performance standard is,

thus, the protection of the vegetative, or other existing uses,

without qualification by reference to such specific considerations

as the alluvial characteristics of such floors or water sources.

Environmental Advantages: The standard of performance

is directed at the desired result, and designed

to achieve the intended protection of water resources

in the most direct fashion, without reference to physical

characteristics not directly related to that goal.

Environmental Disadvantages: Alluvial valley floors are the

site of most water resources intended to be protected.

Specific reference to such floors increases the certainty

and predictability of the effect of implementation of the

regulations

.
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Section 3041 . 2-2( fK8); 211 .4(KaK8)

This section requires treatment or disposal of rubbish and waste,

and expressly requires compacted, layered construction, and the revegetation

of waste piles. This section has been redrafted for clarity. In addition,

separate sections relating to wastes and rubbish previously published as

sec. 3041 .0-7(b) (9) and (12) have been combined. Greater detail concerning

waste piles and liquid waste impoundments has been provided

Environmental Advantages: Combination into one section should minimize

confusion as to the obligations of operators, and the applicability

of related sections such as impoundment design and construction.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Sec t ion 3041 . 2-2( fK 9U 211 . 40( aH 9)_

This section sets forth a prohibition against surface mining operations

in the. vicinity of active or abandoned underground mines. Where accurate

maps exist, surface operations may approach underground mines. Otherwise,

a 200-foot prohibition applies.

It was suggested that an express exemption be. provided for "daylight ing'

,

a process in which areas previously mined by underground methods are remined

from the surface, with removal of coal originally left in place. This

suggestion has been adopted.

Environmental Advantages: As drafted, this provision insures against

inadvertent penetration of underground mine workings, while allowing

environmentally beneficial reworking of previously abandoned

facilities, with final reclamation pursuant to these regulations.

This should eliminate or reduce subsidence potential, and result

in an environmentally superior state of the land upon completion

of raining

.
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Environment al Disadvantages: Allowing exception from absolute

prohibition of mining within a specified distance creates the

possibility that errors may occur, resulting in unintended,

environmentally damaging penetration of underground workings.

Section 3041 . 2-2 ( fJKlOjj 211.40(a) (10)

This section sets forth the requirement that use of explosives must

comply with Federal and State law, and be detailed in an approved plan.

As previously published, sec. 3041 . 0-7(b) ( 13) was read by some commentators

as authorizing a Mining Supervisor to allow on a case-by-case basis

exemptions from otherwise applicable specific regulations. The section

has been redrafted so as to clarify the intent that blasting occur only

pursuant to an approved plan, in the approval of which possible adverse

impacts will be subject to review, determination and specific controls.

Environmental Advantages: As redrafted, clarifies importance of

advance planning and consideration of relevant factors in blasting.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Section 3041 . 2-2 (f) (11 ) ; 21 1 _. 40 ( a ) ( 11

)

This section requires the design, construction, maintenance and,

unless otherwise authorized in an approved plan, the removal of all roads,

pipelines, powerlines, and similar utility access facilities. The section

has been redrafted for clarity. As originally published, sec. 3041 . 0-7(b) (14)

required compliance "to the maximum extent pract icable .

" It was suggested

that the phrase control or prevent" would offer sufficient latitude without

direct introduction of cost factors into consideration of such important

questions as the retention of permanent improvements or facilities covered

by this Section. This suggestion has been adopted.
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Environmenta l Advant ages: Imposes obligation to control against

adverse consequences without explicit emphasis on economic

aspects

.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Secti on 3041 .2- 2( f ) ( 12)

;

211 .40(a) ( 12)

This Section prohibits construction of roads or access ways in, over,

or near stream beds or channels, so as to seriously alter the flow therein,

except where relocation or alteration of such beds or channels has been

expressly approved. The section has been redrafted. sec. 3041.0-7(b) ( 15)

originally required the operator to refr ain from construction, and made no

provision for the relocation exception. The suggestion has been made that

the language be redrafted as a prohibition. This suggestion has been adopted.

Env ironmantal Advant ages : Clarity

Environmental Disadvantage s: Any provision for relocation or alteration

of stream beds introduces flexibility, and the resulting possibility

of abuse.

Section 304 1 .
2-2(f ) (13) ; 211 .40 (a) (13)

This Section sets forth revegetation requirements. It has been redrafted

to clarify that revegetation will be required except where other post mining

land uses inconsistent with such revegetation have been approved. As redrafted,

it now authorizes the use of mixtures of native and introduced species, on a

permanent basis, so long as such mixtures have been approved for the area

involved. Consultation with a surface owner upon the question of whether

successful revegetation has occurred is now required. Authority is provided

for a five-year extension of the ten-year maximum liability period, where

during the initial five-year minimum liability period natural conditions
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indicate that successful revegetation within the ten-year maximum period is

uncertain, and where the financial liability thus incurred is reasonably

commensurate with the increased probability of successful revegetation.

Each of these changes has been made based upon specific suggestions.

Comments suggested that the maximum liability period begin on the

date of last augmented feeding, or other specific revegetation efforts.

This suggestion was not adopted. Under the proposed regulations, augmented

or additional revegetation efforts may be required of an operator during the

period of liability. Implementing this suggestion would create a disincentive

to such efforts, or in the alternative could create an open-ended state of

liability, and permanent retention of revegetation bonds. It is the Department's

feeling that if successful revegetation has not occurred or is not underway

within the prescribed maximum period of liability, its eventual occurrence

is doubtful. In such cases, the government's responsibility for having allowed

the operations involved to occur would make it inequitable to impose full lia-

bility upon an operator who has acted in accordance with an approved plan

and directions from the Mining Supervisor.

Environmental Advantages: Language creates greater certainty as to the

nature and extent of revegetation obligations.

Environmantal Disadvantages: Creation of any definite period of

liability could reduce incentives to successful revegetation,

if the discretion of the Mining Supervisor to act during such

period so as to require appropriate efforts is not exercised.

S ect i on 3041 ,2-2( f ) (14)

;

211 .40(a) ( 14)

This section sets forth the operator's obligation to allow public

access to Federal lands subject to his lease, permit, or license, under such

controls as will prevent hazards to the public, wildlife, or livestock,
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and protect revegetated areas. The Section has been redrafted for clarity,

and combines the previously published sees. 3041 . 0-7(b) (18) and (19).

Environmental Advantages: Clarity.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Section 3041.3, Compliance or Performance Bond

This Section sets forth the requirement for submission of a compliance

or performance bond, the applicability of other Departmental bonding

regulations, and the mechanism for adjustment of the amount of an existing

bond to reflect the cost of completion of remaining reclamation requirements.

Several comments addressed the absence from the proposed regulations of

specific articulation of bonding requirements, and references to otherwise

applicable bonding regulations. The suggestion that bond requirements be

set forth in greater detail herein has been adopted.

Subsection (c) provides that a lease, permit, or license may be denied

an applicant where a previous bond has been forfeited for non-compliance

unless the lands previously involved have in fact been adequately reclaimed

without cost to the government. Several comments expressed concern that

the language of the section might be intended to be the exclusive grounds for

denial of an application. No such intent exists, and language expressly

reserving other basis for denial of applications for due cause has been

included

.

Environmental Advantages: Greater clarity, less confusion on the part

of operators or the public as to the nature, extent and duration

of compliance bonds filed in connection with operations pursuant

to these regulations.

Environmental Disadvantages: None
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Section 3041.4; 211.5 Procedures and Public Participation

Proposed sec. 3041.4 is new, and sets forth the requirement that

certain decisions and determinations of Departmental officers be in writing,

and set forth the facts and rationale upon which they are based. Such

decisions are to be made available for public inspection. In addition,

specific major documents, including lease applications, are similarly made

available for public inspection. To facilitate such inspection, a "notice

of availability" of such documents, and of certain pending decisions, is

required to be prepared and posted, published, and mailed by Departmental

officers to interested agencies, entities and private persons.

Subparagraph (c) sets forth a requirement that upon timely written

request from any person having an interest which is or may be adversely

affected, a public meeting may be. held with respect to three categories of

BLM action: lease issuance or modification, plan approval or modification,

and final abandonment of operations, including release of bonds. A

transcript of such hearings is to be maintained, and will be available

for public inspection. Testimony and written comments submitted are to

be taken into account in making decisions subject to these provisions.
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It should be noted that two differences exist between the pro-

posed BLM regulations (43 CFR 3041.4(a) and (c)) and the proposed

USGS regulations (30 CFR 211.5(a) and (c)). Each relates to the

different types of functions performed by these respective bureaus.

With respect to the USGS, proposed 30 CFR 211.5(a) requires that

all major decisions and determinations of the Mining Supervisor are

subject to the requirements for written findings, without regard to

the type of action involved. This reflects the nature of the public

interest sought to be accommodated. The USGS will be performing

inspection and enforcement activities not readily classifiable by

type of function, but directly related to the actual conduct of

operations in the field. It is, therefore, appropriate that

limitations on this requirement be based upon the relative importance

of the decision or determination itself.

By contrast, public interest in the BLM land management functions

derives not necessarily from the relative importance of the specific

actions involved, but from their relevance to the overall land

management activity of the Department. Thus, all decisions and

determinations relating to the described functions of BLM are required

to comply with proposed 43 CFR 3041.4(a).

Similarly, the functions of the USGS in approving a mining plan

include exercises of enforcement discretion in setting and insuring

compliance with the provisions thereof. As noted in Chapter VIII,

the integrity of any mechanism involving the exercise of such
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discretion can be best assured and of perhaps equal importance, can

be publicly perceived to be so assured, only with maximum assurance

of appropriate public review. Accordingly, proposed 30 CFR 211.5(c)

requires that upon the request of any person with a valid interest,

a public hearing must be held on any decision of the Mining Supervisor

subject thereto.

Again by contrast, BLM decisions will not commonly involve the

same exercises of enforcement discretion, and will be part of ongoing

processes with recurring opportunities for public input. Accordingly,

proposed 43 CFR 3041.4(c) provides that upon similar request, a public

meeting may be held on subject BLM actions.

The intent in each such case is to provide full opportunity

for appropriate public participation and response.

Where a public hearing on an environmental impact statement has

been conducted which covers a proposed action otherwise subject to

these requirements, and the notice requirements of these sections

have been met with respect to such hearing, duplicative public

hearings or meetings need not be held.

Environmental Advantages: Allows for more free public access

to the Department's decision-making processes, and ensures

appropriate consideration of public views. Creates a

mechanism designed to insure against abuse of discretion,

where officers*1 judgments as to specific terms and

conditions of leases, permits, licenses, or plans, are

incorporated in and become a part of the operator s

obligations

.
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Environment al Disadvantages: None.

The Department will, during the comment period upon this final

EIS, be continuing to review the respective mechanisms thus created,

to determine the degree to which the interests of both public

involvement and the avoidance of unnecessary delay and duplicative

administrative processes may be best accommodated.

It has been suggested that all decisions of the Department be

subject to similar such requirements, and that public hearings be

made mandatory in some or all instances. These suggestions have not

been adopted.

Ejiviro^nm^ntal^^Adv^ntag^s : Expansion of public participation

requirement would give absolute assurance against any

possible abuse of discretion.

Environmental Disadvantages : Would require allocation of private

sector environmental analytic resources to broad spectrum

of relatively unimportant actions, and could unduly

restrict or delay Departmental action to exercise its land

management functions and impose environmental restraints.

It has been suggested that the discretionary nature of public

hearings or meetings be adopted with respect to both proposed

regulations

.

iH^ll^^^-LfL-M^^L^SSl 1 Would avoid necessity for duplicative

actions and undue delay, and allow most efficient allocation

of the resources for analysis and review of both the

Department and the private sector, including environmental

interest groups.
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Environmental Disadvantages: Abuse of discretions involved could

reduce actual public participaton in decision-making process.

It has been suggested that the public notice and public

participation requirements of these sections be made not applicable

to Indian-owned coal.

Environmental Advant age s: To the extent that regulations

promulgated with respect to Indian-owned coal would provide

equal or superior opportunity for public participation,

such exemptions could facilitate such participation.

Environmental Disadvantages: To the extent that the converse

is true, public participation would be diminished.

Section 3041.5 Completion_of Operations and Abandonment

This section sets forth in one location the procedural and

substantive requirements where operations are to be temporarily or

permanently abandoned. It has been redrafted from the earlier pro-

posed regulations, to set forth such requirements in greater detail.

Subparagraph (d) requires the preparation and submission of

a completion report, prior to cessation or abandonment of operations.

It requires a joint inspection by the land managing agency and the

Mining Supervisor, to determine, the adequacy of completed operations,

and requires consultation with and the taking into account of the comments

of any private surface land owner before approval of abandonment or

termination of bond liability.

Each of these specific provisions is in accordance with

suggestions made by the public or raised during Departmental review.
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Environmental Advantages : Enhanced clarity and assurance that

obligations of performance and reclamation are adequately

considered prior to release of operator from liability and

transfer of land to postmining use.

Environmental Disadvantag es: Requirement of joint inspection

could result in delay in final release of operator.

S ection 3041.6 Reports

This section sets forth requirements for the preparation and

filing of reports with respect to ongoing operations and revegetation.

Section 3041.6 as previously published has been amended, by the

relocation of former subsection (b) into subsection 3041.5(a) of the

proposed regulations.

Environmental Advantages : Periodic analysis and availability

for public inspection of status reports relating to ongoing

operations assures that ongoing operations are in compliance,

and reduces possibility that noncompliance might be

unnoticed or uncorrected preparational and helps to insure

public participation in the administration and enforcement

mechanisms created by the regulations.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.

Sec tion 3041.7 Notice of Noncompliance: Revocation

This section expressly authorizes an authorized officer of a

land managing agency who discovers activities being conducted not in

compliance with applicable leases, permits, licenses, or plans to take
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appropriate remedial action. Under subparagraph (c), if the activities

in question threaten immediate and serious damage to the environment,

resources or public health and safety, this action may include an

order for the cessation of the activities involved, followed by

prompt notification to the Mining Supervisor for appropriate action.

It is not intended by this Section to diminish the responsibilities

of the Mining Supervisor, which include the implementation and

enforcement of the proposed regulations with respect to ongoing

operations, or to provide substitute authority for officers of land

managing agencies. The primary discretion and authority to act would

at all time remain that of the Mining Supervisor. Where, however,

the Mining Supervisor is not present, it is the Department's view that

any authorized officer who, in the course of his own duties, might

also discover noncomplying activities which threaten the indicated

damage, the limited immediate action set forth herein should be

authorized, to be followed by recourse to the Mining Supervisor.

Environmental Advantages: Allows more effective application

of the proposed regulations, in those limited circumstances

where appropriate enforcement mechanisms are not available

to prevent impending environmental damage.

Environmental Disadvantages: None.
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PROPOSED 30 CFR PART 211

Section 211.1 Scope and Purpose

This section sets forth the scope and purposes of the proposed

regulations

.

Subsections (a) and (c) deal with lands subject to other express

legislation or departmental regulation, including lands in Alaska and

Tribal and allotted Indian lands. Where 25 CFR Part 177, relating

to surface mining and reclamation on Indian lands is inconsistent

with these proposed regulations, it is provided that that part shall

govern, except with respect to the performance standards set forth

in Section 211.40.

The Native American Resource Development Federation and the

Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation suggested that

these regulations should not apply to Indian-owned coal at all since the

Department proposed in 1972 to revise 25 CFR and to develop a separate

and comprehensive scheme for regulating the mining and reclamation of

Indian lands. In addition, the Arapahoe Tribe of the Wind River

Reservation, the Hoopa Valley Tribe of the Hoopa Valley Reservation,

the Quinault Tribe of the Quinault Reservation, the Three Affiliated

Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, and the National Congress of

American Indians objected strongly to Section 211.72 of the proposed

regulations published in September 1975. That section provided that

the Secretary may adopt local State laws as Federal law with respect

to coal which "is owned by or subject to the jurisdiction of the

United States..." As now revised, the proposed regulations clarify
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that no provision of this Part is to be construed as a Federal

authorization of, consent to, or acquiescence in the extension of the

laws of any State over the lands or resources of any Indian tribe.

Environmental Advantages : The proposed regulations offer, at a

minimum, the environmental protection measures imposed

by the proposed Section 211.40 of 30 CFR. These require-

ments are far more comprehensive and rigorous than those

contained in the present version of 25 CFR, Part 177. To

that extent, at least, the proposed mechanism offers

increased environmental protection.

Environmental Disadvantages : As presently proposed, the

regulations are silent as to the applicability of laws

the tribes themselves might pass
?
which laws might, in

fact, be more stringent than either Federal or State laws.

Except for this possibility, there are no environmental

disadvantages to the proposed mechanism.

Several alternatives to the proposed mechanism have been suggested.

These include removing Indian-owned coal altogether from the provisions

of these regulations.

Environmental Advantages : The tribes would be free to adopt

protection resources more stringent than those of either

the States or the Federal Government.

Environmental Disadvantages : To the considerable extent that the

proposed Section 211.40 of 30 CFR offers greater environmental
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protection to Indian lands than do current regulations

contained in 25 CFR or in any Indian code, and to the

extent that the environmental standards imposed upon the

operator are specified in the proposed regulations,

adoption of this alternative would result in a foregone

opportunity to impose these protective standards in any

operation involving Indian-owned coal.

Subsection (d) expressly excepts from the operation of the

proposed regulations enforcement of the Federal Coal Mine Health and

Safety Act of 1969, and regulations issued pursuant thereto. Employee

health and safety in mines remains vested within the Department, in

the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration.

Environmental Advantages : None

Environmental Disadvantages : None

Section 211.2 Definitions

Section 211. 2 (o) General coal mining order.

This section defines a procedural mechanism whereby the

Geological Survey might, by rule making, issue orders of general

application within a specific geographical area. Such orders could

be utilized to reflect specific conditions common to all operations

within such area, and provide greater certainty and advance notice

with respect to operations therein. Specific examples of uses to

which such orders might be put include approvals of specific mixtures
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of seeds for use in revegetation; particular types of information,

or circumstances relating to coal reserves, which might be treated

as confidential; specific criteria for the possible identification

of lands or types of lands within areas that cannot be reclaimed

and that will not be approved as a part of a proposed plan; and

specific indications of physical or chemical characteristics specific

to an area and relevant to determinations of levels of protection

afforded with respect to acid or toxic producing materials.

Environmental Advantages : Could afford greater specificity

with respect to some aspects of the standards set forth,

increasing certainty and predictability of impacts of

development.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Section 211.3 Responsibilities

This section sets forth in descriptive terms the authority delegated

from the Secretary to the Mining Supervisor.

Subparagraph (b) specifically lists the Mining Supervisor's

authority to approve, disapprove, approve upon condition, or require

modification of exploration and mining plans.

Subparagraph (c) has been redrafted, expressly to authorize the

Mining Supervisor to consult with and solicit views of other appropriate

Federal, State and local agencies and other interested parties.
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Environmental Advantages : Evidences commitment to

consultation with other interested agencies and parties.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Subparagraph (c) (3 ) now expressly requires that all reports

and recommendations as to the general conditions of land under lease,

permit or license are to be furnished to the operator upon request,

and made available to the public.

Environmental Advantages : Increased public participation

potential.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Subparagraph (c)(8 ) now provides that before recommending that any-

period of liability under bond be terminated, the Mining Supervisor

shall notify the surface owner, where other than the United States,

and solicit and take into account the comments and recommendations

thereof.

Environmental Advantages : Ensures consideration of surface owner

interests.

Environmental Disadvantages : Surface owner interests could be

economic in nature, or otherwise inimical to environmental

considerations

.

Subparagraph (c) (11 ) now expressly directs the Mining Supervisor

to "promptly notify" appropriate representatives of other Federal and

State agencies in the event of discovery of any noncompliance with air

and surface and ground water management and pollution control measures.
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Environmental Advantages : Enhanced enforcement opportunity.

Environmental Disadvantages : Could lead to confusion of

authority, respective roles of agencies involved.

Subparagraph (c) (14) now provides that any disagreements between

the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Land Management shall be

referred for resolution within the Department to the appropriate

Assistant Secretaries or the Under Secretary, and that any disagree-

ment between the Mining Supervisor and the appropriate authorized

officer of any Federal surface management agency not in the Department

of the Interior will be referred for resolution to comparable higher

authorities within the respective departments.

Environmental Advantages : Ensures consideration at high

policy levels of conflicting views of land management

agencies and the U. S. Geological Survey.

Environmental Disadvantages : Could result in consideration

of non-environmental considerations, or elevate

resolution above levels most competent to judge on

technical bases.

Subparagraph (f ) has been redrafted, so as to add specific

reference to the fact that the reporting of accidents pursuant to

the proposed regulations is in addition to any related obligation

which may arise under regulations of MESA.

Environmental Advantages : None.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.
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Section 211.4 General Obligations

Subparagraph (a ) requires that all operations conform to the.

provisions of "all other applicable laws and regulations, including

effluent and emission limitations."

Subparagraph (d ) sets forth a general obligation of the operator,

to minimize, control, and to the maximum extent practicable, avoid a

list of indicated adverse environmental consequences. This section

sets forth general obligations, and is in addition to those specific

performance standards elsewhere provided. It has been redrafted, so

as to include specific reference to threatened and endangered species

and damage to cultural, scientific, and known or suspected archaeological

and paleontological values of the land.

Environmental Advantages : Clarification of obligations of

operator.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Section 211.5 Procedures and Public Participation

This section sets forth procedures and public participation

requirements, discussed above with respect to proposed 43 CFR Part 3041.

Subparagraph (b ) , relating to the availability of proposed plans,

retains the provisions of the same paragraph as published in September,

redrafted for clarity.

Section 211.10 Exploration and Mining Plans

This section sets forth the requirement that an operator obtain
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the approval of an exploration or mining plan prior to conducting

any operation other than casual use.

Subparagraph (a) (1 ) requires the submission of information to

show that reclamation will progress as contemporaneously as practicable

with operations, and sufficient information to substantiate the

effectiveness of the proposed reclamation method.

Environmental Advantages : Clarity and certainty of

reclamation, more informed public participation.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Subparagraph (a) (2 ) revises and substantially modifies Section 211.10(e)

as published in September, relating to the concept of a "partial plan."

Substantial public comment indicated confusion over the intended scope

of this proposed provision.

The proposed rulemaking in September authorized the approval of

a "partial plan," where "sufficient information is not available."

No further specification or detail as to the nature of a partial plan

was provided. It was construed by many commentators as authorizing

the approval of a plan in the absence of complete information about

the operations contained therein. This was not intended.

The proposed rulemaking now provides instead that where detailed

information is not available at the time of submission of a mining

plan, the plan may be approved without some such detailed information

on the conditions that (1) the information not available is

identified; (2) the absence of this information is specifically
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mentioned in the notice of pendancy of the decision to approve the

plan; (3) the plan contains complete and detailed information for at

least five years of the proposed operation; and (4) the operator

must supply the missing information in full detail as soon as it

becomes available.

At the time of preparation and submission of a plan, specific

operational details for future operations may and in some cases

certainly will not be available. To approve an entire plan in the

absence of such detail could involve serious environmental risks.

Inability to approve a plan without complete detail could, however,

effectively prevent the approval of any major operation. In the

alternative, imposition of an absolute requirement for detail could

create an incentive to predict or project future operational details

without adequate basis in fact. This could lead to the submission

and approval of plans which do not in fact represent an accurate

program of future operational events. This in turn would create

an incentive, if not a need, for major and frequent future changes

in plans. This would have an undesirable environmental result, since

it would require future and perhaps redundant commitment of resources

into analysis and comment upon proposed plans by interested parties.

The intent of the regulations now proposed would be to require

submission and analysis of operational details for all immediate

operations, and for those future operations for which such details

are known. This would permit consideration of all relevant factors,
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based upon sufficient data for the decisionmaker to approve a plan,

with minimal risk of unforeseen future adverse environmental

consequences.

It should be noted that the proposed provision relates only to

operational details, in connection with mine plan approval. Pre-

lease and leasing analyses, and environmental analysis and impact

statements prepared in connection therewith, would still review and

analyze the environmental impacts of the entire proposed operation.

Environmental Advantages : The proposed regulations would

encourage submission of all known details concerning

future operations. This would decrease incentives to submit

small scale plans which do not accurately reflect the

cumulative effect of the entire proposal, or unrealistic

projections of future operational details and, thus,

environmental impacts. This would allow more efficient

allocation of environmental review resources in both the

public and private sector.

Environmental Disadvantages : Under the proposed regulations,

full and complete details may not be known as to all

aspects of an operation at the time the plan concerning

the same is first approved.

Some comments suggested retention of the partial plan mechanism

as originally proposed. This has not been accepted.

Environmental Advantages : Would allow maximum discretion in

determining which and how much environmental analysis
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is conducted with respect to a proposed plan.

Environmental Disadvantages : Without specific guidelines,

the authority of the Mining Supervisor to reject a plan

for inadequate data would be reduced. This would in turn

decrease the possibility that appropriately detailed

information might be compelled to be submitted, by action

against the Mining Supervisor or the operator by interested

parties in either administrative or judicial review.

Some comments suggested express prohibition of approval of any

plan without full details. This suggestion was not adopted.

Environmental Adv antages: Would ensure that all environmental

consequences are considered at the time of plan approval.

Would maximize opportunity for review of environmental

concerns by interested parties.

Environmen tal Di s advantag es: Could result in development and

submission for approval of unrealistic plans of operations,

with resulting need for incremental changes in plans that

would require unnecessary expenditure of resources by

interested persons.

Subp aragraph ( b) , explorat ion plans

.

This section sets forth the requirements for an exploration

plan. It has been redrafted for clarity, and to add specific reference

to endangered species.
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Subparagraph (c) , mining plans .

Requirements for data to be submitted with the mining plan have

been expanded, and redrafted for clarity. The specific requirements

of subparagraphs (6) and (7), the narrative description of the

proposed operation, and the data which must be displayed on maps or

aerial photographs, have been expanded to include additional

information concerning the physical conditions at the site.

Subparagraph (d ) is new, and sets forth in one subparagraph the

procedural requirements for plan approval.

Subparagraph (d) (1 ) expressly authorizes the Mining Supervisor

to approve, disapprove, or impose conditions upon the approval of a

plan. It specifically requires the execution, submission and approval

of a bond conditioned upon compliance with the provisions of the

proposed plan.

Subparagraph (d) (2 ) sets forth the mechanisms whereby changes

may be made in approved plans. Subparagraph (i) deals with changes

made on motion of the Mining Supervisor, and Subparagraph (ii) on

motion of the operator. Subparagraph (iii) is new and allows any

interested person to petition the Mining Supervisor to exercise

his authority pursuant to Subparagraph (i).

Environmental Advantages : Creates a mechanism for public

initiative, whereby facts appropriately requiring a

change in approved plan may be brought to the attention

of the Mining Supervisor.
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Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Subparagraph (d)(3) sets forth specific procedural requirements

where an operator proposes to rely upon a level of control or

reclamation which is the "maximum extent practicable" such level of

control. As noted in Chapter VIII, this procedural device is

designed to ensure against abuse of administrative discretion

represented by the ability of the Mining Supervisor to approve a

plan which contains a level of compliance "to the maximum extent

practicable."

Section 211.62 Reports

This section sets forth specific procedural requirements for the

filing of annual reports, vegetation reports after each planting,

and production and royalty payment reports.

Environmental Advantages : Provides for the timely preparation

and submission of data regarding ongoing operations, as

additional failsafe method of ensuring compliance with

applicable laws, regulations, leases, permits, licenses,

or approved plans.

Environmental Disadvantages : None

.

Section 211.62 Basis for royalty computation; audits

This section sets forth in greater detail the procedural

mechanism for determining the value of royalties due to the

Government based upon the Departmental practice of assessing such
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royalties based upon the value of the coal. This section has been

redrafted substantially from Section 211.61 as published in September,

for clarity and to take into account circumstances in which the

gross value of the coal is not in fact determinable by reference

to the contract price itself.

Environmental Advantages : No direct environmental advantages,

but insurance of payment of full market value of

royalties fulfills important Departmental policy objective.

Environmental Disadvantages : None.

Section 211.74 Applicability of State law

The proposed regulations provide a mechanism, discussed

in Chapter VIII, for the application of State law.

Since proposed 30 CFR Part 211 applies to Indian coal,

subparagraph (c) hereof expressly sets forth that Indian rights

will be protected in the exercise of the authority created by this

section.

Environmental Advantages : Same as apply with respect to

Indian lands, above.

Environmental Disadvantages : Same as above.
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APPENDIX 4

ENDANGERED AND THREATENED WILDLIFE

(Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Extracted from Federal
Register , v. 40, no. 188, Friday,
September 26, 1975.)





44418 RULES AND REGULATIONS

SPECIES RANGE

Portion of

Range Where
Threatened or WhenCommon Name Scientific Name Population Known Distribution Endangered Btotoi listed

MAMMALS:
Anoa Anoa. depreseieornis N/A Indonesia Entire B 3
Armadillo,. Pink Fairy Chlamyphorus truncatus N/A Argentina Do :r. 3
Ass, African Wild Jiquus asinus N/A Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan Do E 3
A"ss, Asian Wild Fajuus hemionus N/A Southwestern and Central Asia Do E 3
Avahts Amhi spp. (all species) N/A Malagasy Republic (Madagascar) Do E
Aye-aye Daubentonia madagascariensis N/A Do Do E
Bandicoot, Barred Perameles bougainville N/A Australia Do E
Bandicoot, Desert Perameles eremiana N/A Do Do B
Bandicoot, Rabbit Macrotis lagotis N/A Do no E
Bandicoot, Lesser Rabbit Macrotis leucura N/A Do Do E
Bandicoot, Pig-footed Chaeropus ecaudalus N/A Do Do E
Banteng Blbos banteng N/A Southeast Asia Do E
Bat, Hawaiian Hoary LasiUTus cinereus scmotus N/A USA (Hawaii) Entire E
Bat, Indiana Myotis sodalis N/A Eastern and Midwestern USA Do E
Bear, Grizzly Vrtut arcios horribilis USA (48 conter-

minous States)
N/A

USA (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming) Do T
Bear, Mexican Grizzly Ursus arcios nclsonl Mexico Do B
Bison, Wood Hieon bison aihabascae N/A Canada Do E
Cat, Tiger Felis tigrina N/A Costa Rica to Northern South Do E

Cheetah Acinonyx jubalus N/A
America

Africa to India Do B 3,6
Colobua, Red Colobus btdius TufomUratits N/A Kenya Do E
Colobus, Zanzibar Red Colobus badiut kirkii N/A Tanzania (Zanzibar) Do E
Cougar, Eastern Fclis concolor cougar N/A Eastern USA Do E
Deer, Bawean Helaphus kuhll (Cervus kuhli) N/A Indonesia Do B
Deer, Brow-antlerod, Eld's Cervus eldi N/A India, Southeast Asia Do E
Deer, Cedros Island Mule Odocoileut hemionus cerrosmsfi N/JP Mexico (Cedros Island) Entire .:<: 10
Deer, Columbian Whltotalled Odocoileus virginianut leueurus £(* USA (Oregon, Washington)

USA (Florida)
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay,

Brazil
China Tibet
Iraq, Iran

Do 3
Deer, Key Odocoileut tArginianus ciavivm N/A Do K
Deer, Marsh Blastocerut dichotomut N/A Do 2

Deer, McNeill's Ceruus elaphut macneUli N/A DO E
Deer, Persian Fallow Dama dama mesopotamka N/A Do B
Deer, Swamp Ccmis duvauceli N/A India, Nepal Do I
Dibatag (see Gazelle, Clark's)

Dlbbler Antechinus apicalis N/A Australia DO B
Dog, Asiatic Wild (Dhole) Cuoii alpinus N/A USSR, India Do B
Dugong Dugong dugon N/A East Africa to Ryukyu Islands

Western USA and Western Canada
Do B

Ferret, Black-footed Mustcla nigripes N/A Do E 1,8
Forester, Tasmanlan (Kangaroo) Macropus giganteus tasmanicn- N/A Australia Do S

Foi, Northern Kit Vulpes veloxhebes N/A Canada Do E 3
Fox, San Joaquin Kit Vulpes macrotis mutica N/A USA (California) DO E 1
Gazelle, Clark's (Dibatag) AmmoTdorcas clarkii N/A Somalia, Ethiopia Do E s
Gazelle, CnvierS Gazella cumtri N/A Morocco, Tunisia Do E
Gazelle, Mhorr Gaze.Ua dama -mhorr N/A . Morocco Do E
Gazelle, Moroccan (Dorcas) Gazella dorcas massaesyla N/A Morocco, Algeria Do a
Gazelle, Rio de Oro Dama Gazella dama losanoi N/A Spanish Sahara Do i
Gazelle, Slender-horned (Rhim) Gazella leptoeerot N/A Sudan, Algeria, Egypt, Libya Do E
Gibbon, Kloss Hylobatcs klossi N/A Indonesia Do B
Gibbon, Plicated Hylobaiet pileatu* N/A Laos, Thailand, Cambodia Do B
Gorilla Gcrilla gorilla N/A Central and Western Africa Do E
Hartebeast, Swayne's AltelapKus buselaphua swayne

Sus salvanlus
'

N/A Ethiopia
India Nepal, Bhutan, Sikklm

Do 3
Hog, Pygmy N/A Do E
Hyaena, Barbary Hyaena hyaena barbara N/A Morocco Do E
Hyaena, Brown Hyaena brunnea N/A South Africa Do B
Ibex, Pyreanean Copra pyrenaka pyrenaica N/A Spain Do B
Ibex, Walla Capra walie N/A Ethiopia Do E
Impala, Black-faced
Indris

Aepyceros melampvt petcrsi

Tndri spp (all species)
N/A Southwest Africa, Angola Do E
N/A Malagasy Republic (Madagascar),

Comoro I.

Central and South America

Do E a, 4

Jaguar Panthera onca N/A Do 3
Kangaroo, Eastern Gray (soe also Macropus giganteus (all sub- N/A Australia Do T

Forester, Tasmanlan) species except tasmanientia)

Kangaroo, Red Megoleia rufa N/A Australia Do T
Kangaroo, Western Gray Macropus fuligmosus N/A Australia Do T
Kouprey lias sauveli N/A Cambodia Do §
Langur, Done Pygathrix ncmaeus N/A Indochina, China (Hainan) Entire 2
Langur, Pagi Island Simias concolor N/A Indonesia Do S
Lechwe, Black Kobus leche smilhcmani N/A Zambia Do IS

Lomurs Lemuridae; all members of the
Genera Lemur, Hapalemur,
Lepilcmur, Chelrogaleus,

N/A
N/A

Malagasy Republio (Madagascar)
and Comoro Islands

Do 3 5,4

Microcebus, Phaner
Leopard Panthera pardut N/A Africa and Asia Do 3 3,5

Leopard, Formosan Clouded Neofelis nebulosa brachyurus N/A Taiwan Do E 4

Leopard, Snow Panthera uncia N/A Central Asia Do 3 5

Lion, Asiatic Panthera leo persica N/A India Do B
Lynx, Spanish Felis lynx pardina (Felis N/A Spain Do 3 3

Macaque, Lion-tailed

pardina)
Macaca silenus N/A India Do E a

Manatee, Amazonian Trichechus inunguis N/A South America: Amazon River
Basin

USA (Florida), Caribbean, South
America

Do E 8

Manatee, West Indian (Florida) Trkhechus manatus N/A Entire 3 U 2

Mangabey, Tana River Cercoccbus galeritut gaUriius N/A Kenya Do 3 S
Margay Felis wiedii N/A Central and South America Do 1 6

Marmoset, Goeldl's Callimko goeldii N/A Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Pern, Do 1 4

Marmoset, Golden (See Ts,tnarln)
Marsupial, Eastern Jerboa Antech'momys laniger N/A Australia Do H :.!

Marsupial-mouse, Large Desert Sminthopsis psammophUa
Smmthopsis longicaudata

N/A Australia Do 3 4
Marsupial.mouse, Longtalled N/A Australia Do 3 il

Marten, Formosan Yellow-throated Maries flarigula chrysospUa N/A Taiwan Do 2 4

Monk-seal (See Seal, Mediterranean
Monk).

Monkey, Spider -.;..: Atrtes genffrayi frontatus N/A Cos! a Rica, Nicaragua Do I] 3

Monkey, Spider Atelts geoffroyi panamensis N/A Costa Rica, Panama Do I

Monkey, Rod-backed Squirrel Saimiri otrstrdu (.Siamlri sctur-

exx otrsledii.

N/A Costa Rica, Panama Do D 3
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Monkey, Woolly Spider Braehytelei arachnotdcM N/A Brazil Entire

'

E
Mouse, Field's Pseudomys fieldi N/A Australia Do E
Mouse, Gould's Pseudomys oouldil N/A Do Do E
Mouse, New Holland Pseudomys novachollandiac N/A Do Do E
Mouse, Salt Marsh Harvest RtiihrodonXomys ravivenlris N/A USA iCaliforniO Do E
Mouse, Sliark Bay Pseudomys praeconis N/A Australia Do E
Mouse, Shortridge's Pseudomys shortridgei N/A Do Do E
Mouse, Smoky Pseudomys fumcus N/A Do Do E
Mouse, Western Pseudomys occidentalis N/A 1)0 1^0 E
Native-cat, Eastern DasyuTus viverrinus N/A Do Do E 6
Nunibat Myrmecobtus fasciatut N/A Do Do E 6
Ocelot Fells partialis N/A Central and South America Do E 5
Orangutan Pongo pygmarns N/A Indonesia, Malaysia, Brunei Entire E 3

Oryx, Arabian Oryx leucoryx N/A Arabian Peninsula DO E 3
Otter, Cameroon f'luwli'M Parao-nyx microdoit N/A Cameroons Do E
Otter, Giant Pteronura brasilicnsis N/A South America Do E
otter, La Plata jAitra platensis N/A Uruguny, Argentina, Bolivia,

Brazil
USA (Florida)

Do E

Panther, Florida Felis concolor cory'i N/A Do E
Planigale, Little Planigale subtU iss una N/A Australia Do E
Planigale, Southern Planigale tenuirostTis N/A DO Do E
Porcupine, Thin-spined Chnetomys subspinosiis N/A Brazil Do E
Possum, Mountain Pygmy Burramys parvus N/A Australia Do E
Possum, Scaly-tailed Wyulde stjuamkaudata N/A Do Do E
Prairie Dog. Mexican Cyono-myt mexicanus N/A Mexico Do S
Prairie Dor, Utah Cyonomy's parvldens N/A USA (Utah) Entiro E
Pronghorn, Peninsular Antilocapm arnericana pen in-

sular is

N/A Mexico (Baja California) Do E

Prongliorn, Sonorun Antilocapra amfricana sonor- N/A USA (Arizona) Mexico Do E LI

Quokka Setonix brachyurus N/A Australia Do E
Rabbit, Volcano Ro-merolagn-s (tidli N/A Mexico Do E
Rat, Motto Way K"stig>iroo Dipodomys hcPTinanni mor- N/A USA (CalifonU) Do E

Rat, Stlck-nest

TOf IISIS

Tsporillus condifor N/A Australia Do E
Rat, False Water Xeromys myoidr* N.'A Do Do E
Rat-kangaroo, Brush tailed Brtlongia pencillnln N'A Do Do E
Rat-kangaroo, Gaimard's Bfttongia ua'tinar-ii N/A Do Do E
Rat-kangaroo, Hesueur's Bfttongia lesni'iir N'A 1)0 1>T> E
Rat-kangaroo, Plain Cain prymnus tttittptft'ria N/A Do Do E
Rat-kangaroo, Queensland Brttongia tropica N/A Australia Entire E
Rhim (see Gazelle, Slender-horned)
Rhinoceros, Great Indian Rhinoceros unicornis N.'A India, Nepal Do E
Rhinoceros, Javan Rhinoceros sondaicus N/A Indonesia, Burma, Thailand Do E
Rhinoceros, Northern White CeralotheTium simum coftuiti N/A Zaire, Uganda, Sudan, Central

African Republic
Do E

Rhinoceros, Siimatran Dtdmnactroa sit motrensia N/A Bangladesh to Vlet-Naro to Indo-
nesia i.Borneo)

Do s

Raki, White-nosed - Chiropotes alhinosut N/A Brazil Do E
Seal, Mediterranean Monk Monacttus iiinnichus N/A Mediterranean, Northwest Afri-

can Coast and Black Sea.

Do E

Selcdang (Gaur) Bos yaurits N/A India, Southeast Asia, Bangla-
desh.

Algeria

Do E

Serval, Barbary Felis serval conntautiiia N/A Do E
Shou ( 'mus elaphus wallichi N/A Tibet, Bhutan Do E
Ri fakes I'ropUhccux. spp. (all species) N/A Malagasy Republic (.Madagascar) Entire E
Sloth, Brazilian Three-tood Rradtjpus torquatus N/A Brazil Do E
Snow Leopard (see Leopard)
Solenodon, Cuban Atopogale cubana N/A Cuba Do E
Solenodon, Haitian Solenodon paradoxus N/A Dominican Republic, Haiti Do E
Squirrel, Dclmarva Peninsula Foi Sciurus niger cinereus N/A USA (Maryland) Do E
Stag, Barbary Cerms daphus barbarus N/A Tunisia, Algeria Do E
Stag, Kashmir CerVis elaphus hanglu N/A India (Kashmir) Do E
Tamaraw Anoa mindorensis N/A Philippines l^>0 E
Tamarin, Oolden-runiped (Gold'-n- l.roiitid* us spp. fall sp-yirs' N'A Brazil Do E
hcaded Tarnarln; Golden-lion
Marmoset)

Tapir, Brazilian 7 apiru xumtttri* N/A Venezuela, Arg< ulina, Brazil,

Colombia
Do E

Tapir, Central American Tit pirn* boirdll N A Southern Mexico to Colombia and
Ecuador

Do E

Tapir, Mountain 'J'upirus plncho'inr N/A Colombia Do E
Tbylacine (See Tiger, Tasmanian)
Tiger I'aiUhera tigrii N/A Temparato and Tropical Asia Entire E 3,5
Tiger, Tasmanian (Thylacine) Thylicinus cynoccphalus N/A Australia DO E 3
Uakari Cacajao spp. (all species) N/A Peru, Colombia, Brazil, Vene-

zuela, Ecuador
Do E 3

Vicuna Vicugna vicugna N/A Peru, Bolivia, Argentina Do E 3
WaUaby, Banded Hare J.agostrophus fanciatus N/A Australia Do E 4

Wallaby, Brindled Nail-tail Onychogaela fienota N/A Do Do E i

Wallaby, Crescent Nail-tail Onychogaela lunata N/A Do DO E 4

Wallaby, Parma Macropus panna N/A Do Do E 4

Wallaby, Western Hare LagoTchestus hirsutus N/A Do Do E 4

Wallaby, Yellow-footed Rock Petrogale xauthopus N/A Do Do E 6
Whale, Blue Balaenoptcra mmaUus N/A Oceanic Do E 4

Whale, Bowhead Balaena mysticetus N/A Oceanic Entire E 4

Whale, Finback Balaenoptera physalus N/A Do Do E c

Whale, Gray Kschrichiius gibboaus N/A Do Do E 4

Whale, Humpback Megaptcra novaeangliae N/A Do Do E 4

Whale, Right Kubalaena spp (all spwli-ti N/A Do Do E 4

Whale, 8ci BalatLnoptfra borralis N/A Do DO 3 1

Whale, Sperm i'hysettr entodon N/A DO Do E 4

Wolf, Eastern Timber Can/* lupus tycoon N/A USA (Minnesota, Michigan),
Eastern Canada

Do E 1

Wolf, Manod Chrysocyon bTM'htitlWiS N/A Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Para- Do B 4

Wolf, Northern Rocky MouuLain Canis lupus Itn motvs N/A USA (Wyoming, Montana) Do E 6

WoU, Red Cants rufus N/A USA (Tesus, Louisiana) Do s 2

Wombat, Barnard's J.asiorhinus birrnardi N.'A Australia Do E 4
Wombat, Queensland Hairy-mwd l.asiorhinus gittrspiei N/A Australia Dn E 6

Yak, Wild Bos gnnmitn* mutus N/A Tibet, India Entire E 4
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Common Name Scientific Name Known Distribution

Portion of

Range Where
Threatened or
Endangered

When
listed

BIRDS;
A kepa, Hawaii (Honeycreeper)
Akcpa, Maoi (Honeycreeper) (ake-

puiel
Akialoa, Kauai (Honeycreeper)
Akiapolaau (Honeycreeper)
Albatross, Shorttalled
Bobwhite, Masked (Quail)

Bristlobird, Western (Flycatcher)

Bulbul, Mauritius Olivacoous
Bullfinch, Sao Miguel (Finch)

Bustard. Great Indian
Cahow (Bermuda Petrel)

Condor, Andean
Condor, California
Coot, Hawaiian
Crane, Hooded
Crane, Japanese
Crane, Mississippi Sandhill

Crane, Siberian White
Crane, Whooping
Creeper, Hawaii
Creeper, Molokai (Kakawahie)
(Honeycreeper)
Creeper, Oahu (Alauwahlo)
(Honeycreeper)

Crow, Hawaiian (Alala)

Cuckoo-shrike, Mauritius
Cuckoo-shrike Reunion

Curassow, Red-billed
Curassow, Trinidad White-headed
Curlew, Eskimo
Dove, Cloven-feathered

Dove, Grenada
Dove, Palau Ground
Duck, Hawaiian (Koloa)
Duck, Laysan
Duck, Mexican
Duck, WblU-wlngcd Wood

Eagle, Monkeyeatlng
Eagle, Southern Bald

Eagle, Spanish Imperial
Egret, Chinese
Falcon, American
Peregrine

Falcon, Arctic Peregrine

Finches, Laysan and Nihoa
(Honeycreepers)

Flycatcher, Chatham Island Robin
Flycatcher, Euler's (Tyrant)
Flycatcher, Greynecked Rock-fowl
Flcatcher, Palau Fantail
Flycatcher, Scarletbreasted Robin
(Tyrant)

Flycatcher, Seychelles Black
Flycatcher, Tahiti
Flycather, Whitenecked Rock-fowl
Fody, Seychelles (Weaver-finch)
Galllnule, Hawaiian
Goose, Aleutian Canada
Goose, Hawaiian (Nene)
Goshawk, Christmas Island

Crackle, Slender-billed

Grass-wren, Eyrean (Flycatcher)

Grebe, Atitlan
Gum,. Horned
Gull, Audouin's

Honk, Anjouan Island Sparrow
Hawk. Gallapagos
Hawk, Hawaiian (lo)

Honeycreeper, Crested (Akohekohe)
Honeyeater, Helmeted
Ibis, Japanese Crested
Kasu (Rail)

Kakapo (Owl Parrot)
Kestrel, Mauritius
Kestrel, Seychelles
Kite, Cuba Hookbilled
Kite, Grenada Hookbilled
Kite, Florida Everglade (Snail Kite)
Kokako (Wattleblrd)
Magpie-robin, Seychelles (Thrush)
Malkoha, Redfaced
Megapodo, La Eerouse's

Loiopt coccinca coccinea N/A
Lozops coccinea ochractu N/A

Iltmignathus procerus N/A
Jlimigjiathue rvilaoni N/A
Diomedea albtttnts N/A
Colhius virgininmta ridgivayi N/A

Dasyornia brachypterui longi- N/A
roatria

Hgpsipctta bortxmicua olibaceua N/A
Plirrhula pyrrhula murin-a N/A

Choriotis nigricepa N/A
Pterodroma cahow N/A
VultUT gryphus N/A
Cymaogypt califomiajtva N/A
Fitiica amtricana alai N/A
Gnu monacka N/A
Or us japonensis N/A
Orus canadensis pulla N/A
Grus leucogeranua N/A
Orus americana N/A
jAiiopa moculota mana N/A
Luxopa moculota jlaimnta N/A

Lamps maculata maculata N/A

Conns trnpienn N/A
C'oqutia typicu* N/A
Coquusiutrtoiii N/A

Craxbhtmenbachii N/A
Pi pile pipUe pipile N/A
Nuitienius bonalis N/A
Drepanoptila haloscricea N/A

I.cptotila ucllsi N/A
Odl/ieotumba canifrona N/A
Anas wyvilliana N/A
Anas laysanensis N/A
Anna daazi N/A
Cairina scutulata N/A

Pltbccophaga jeffenji N/A
Ilaliiuetus Uncocc])tiahts leiico- N/A
cephalua

Aquila heliaca adalbcrti N/A
Kgrelta eulophotes N/A
Falco pnegr'mns anotnm N/A

Falco pcregrlnua tundrlus N/A,

Pxittirostra cantans N/A

Petroica trarersi N/A
I'.iapidonaj eultrl Johnston ft WA
J'icatharlcs areas N/A
Hhipidura tcpida N/A
PctToica multicolor multicolor N/A

Terpsiphonc Cortina N/A
Putnerta nigra nigra N/A
Pimtkartts gymnocephalua N/A
Friudid scchellamm N/A
(Sallinula ckloropua sandvicmh N/A
Hravta canadenaia Icucopareia N/A
Hranta as ndvicenaia N/A
Accip'dir fusciatus Tiatalis N/A

Ctttiitifa paluatris N/A
Amylornit goydcri
Pud'diiuibiis myas N/A
Orcophasia ihrbiaiiun N/A
J.wus audottiiiii N/A

Accinitcr fiances ii pusillut N/A
BuUo galapagoensie N/A
Bvtto aolitariut N/A
PalintTia dolci N/A
Mcliphaoa casaidix N/A
Nipponio*nippon
lihvnaeKfias iitlmlRhynochclos jubatitt

N/L
N/A

Strigopa hobroptilu-a N/A
Falco punctotua N/A
Falco araea N/A
Chondrohterar wUaonlt N/A
ChondToktcrax unctnatui mirua N/A
Eoatrhamua aociabilU plumbcus N/A
CaUatas cinerea N/A
Copaychiis aechellarum N/A
Phaenicoptiacua pyrrhocephalua N/A
Htgapodius laptrousc N/A

USA (Hawaii)
USA (Hawaii)

USA (Hawaii)
USA (Hawaii)
Japan
USA (Arizona, New Mexicol, Entire
Northern Mexico

Austraffia

Entire
Entire
Entire

Mauritius
Eastern Allan tie Ocean; Portugal

(Azores)
India, Pakistan
Western Atlantic Ocean: Bermuda
Colombia to Chile and Argentina
USA (California)
USA (Hawaii)
Japan, USSR
China, Japan, Korea, USSR
USA (Mississippi)
Siberia to India
Canada. USA
USA (Hawaii)
USA (Hawaii)

USA (Hawaii)

USA (Hawaii)
Mauritius
Indian Ocean: France (Renulon

I.)

Brazil
West Indies: Trinidad
Canada to Argentina
Southwest Pacific Ocean: New
Caledonia

West Indies: Grenada
West Pacific Ocean: Palan Islands
USA (Hawaii)
USA (Hawaii)
USA (Texas, Arizona), Mexico
India, Burma, Thailand, Ma-

laysia. Indonesia
Philippines
USA (South of the 40th Parallel)

Spain, Morocco, Algeria
China, Korea
Canada, USA, Mexico

Entire

Entire
Entire

Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire

Entire

Entire
Entire
Entire

Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire

Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire
Entire

Entire
Entire

Entire
Entire
Entire

Canada, USA, Greenland to Entire
South America

USA (Hawaii) Entire

New Zealand
West Indies: Grenada
Cameroon
West Pacific Ocean: Palau Islands
Australia (Norfolk J.).

Indian Ocean: Seychelles
youth Pacific Ocean: Tahiti
Africa: Togo to Sierra Leone
Indian Ocean: Seychelles
USA (Hawaii)
Western USA, Japan
USA (Hawaii)
Indian Ocean: Australia (Christ-

mas I.)

Mexico
Australia
i lutttetrtalu

Guatemala, Mexico
Mediterranean Sea and adjacent
lauds

Indian Ocean: Comoro Islands

Ecuador (Galapagos Islands)

USA (Hawaii)
USA (Hawaii)
Australia
China, Japan, Korea, USSR
Southwest Pacific Ocean: New
Caledonia

New Zealand
Mauritius
Indian Ocean: Seychelles
Cuba
West Indies: Grenada
USA (Florida)
New Zealand
Indian Ocean: Seychelles
Sri Lanka
Western Pacific Ocean: Palau Is-

lands. Mariana Islands

LI
10

3
3

•:

8
1,3

2,8

Entire E 4
Entire E 9
Entire E 3
Entire E 4
Entire E 3

Entire E 4
Entire E 8
Entire E 3
Entiro E 3
Entire E 1
Entire E 1,4
Entire F. 1

Entire E 3

Entire E 4
Entire E 4
Entire E 3
Entire E 3
Entire E 3

Entire E 3
Entire E 3
Entire E 1

Entire E 1

Entire E 4
Entire E a

Entire E 3

Entire E 4

Entire E 8
Entire E 3
Entire 3 1

Entire E 4
Entire E 1
Entire E
Entire 3 3

Entire 75

Entire 77 4
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8PECIE3 RANQX

Portion of

Ran^o S7bero
Threatened or When

Common Nome Scientific Name Population Known Distribution Endangered Status listed

Megapode. Maloo MacrocephaJon maleo N/A Indonesia (Celebes) Entire E 4
Millcrbird, N'hoa (Warbler) Acroceplialus klngl N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 1

Monals (sec Pheasant)
Monarch, Tinian (Tyrant Fly Monarcha takatsukasat N/A Western Pacific Ocean: Mimano Do E 3

catcher) Islands (Tinian)

Nokupuus, Kauai & Maul (Honey-
creeper)

Oo, Kauai (Oo Aa) (Honeyeoter)

Hrmignathua lucidua N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 2

Moha braccatit* N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 1

Ostrich, Arabian Struthio camelue syriacu) N/A Jordan, Saudi Arabia Do E 3

Ostrich, West African Struthio cameliu Bpotz'i N/A Spanish Sahara
USA (Hawaii)
Indian Ocean: Comoro Islands

Do E 4

Ou (Honeycreeper)
Owl, Anjouan Scops

Pailtircatra ptlttacea

Otua rvMlua capnodts
N/A
N/A

Do
Do

E 1

E 8

Owl, Palau Otua podargina N/A Western Pacific Ocean: Falau
Islands

Indian Ocean: Seychelles

Entire "B 4

Owl, Seychelles Otua insular is N/A Do E 8

Owlet, Mrs. Morden's Otua ireneae N/A Kenya DO E 1
Pallia (Honeycreeper) PsittiToatra baillmi N/A USA fHawaii) Do E 1

Parakeet, Forbes' Cyinoramphua aariccpn forbcti N/A New Zealand Do E 4

Parakeet, Oolden-shouldercd Pstpholut chrysopterygiua N/A Australia Do E 4

Parakeet, Mauritius Ringnecked Psittacula krameri echo N/A Mauritius Do E 4

Parakeet, Ochre-marked Pyrrhura cruentata N/A Brazil Do E 4

Parakeet, Orange-bellied Neophema chrytogaBter N/A Australia Do E 4

Parakeet, Paradise Paephotua ptUcherrimua N/A Australia Do E 4

Parakeet, Scarlet-chested Neophema spUndida N/A Australia Entire E 4

Parakeet, Turquoise Neophema pulcheUa N/A Australia Do E 4

Parrot, Bahamas Amazona Icucocephala
bahamensia

N/A Western Atlantic Ocean: Bahamas Do E t

Parrot, Ground P£2oporua waJlicus N/A Australia Do e e
Parrot. Imperial Amazona tmperialia N/A West Indies: Dominica Do E 4

Parrot, Night OeOpsittacua occidentals N/A Australia Do E 1
Parrot, Puerto Rlcan Amazona vittata N/A USA (Puerto Rico) Do E 1

Parrot, Red-browed Amazona rhodocorytha N/A Brazil Do E 1

Parrot, St. Lucia Amazona versicolor N/A West Indies: St. Lucia Do E 4

Parrot, St. Vincent Amazona guUdingii N/A West Indies: St. Vincent Do E 4

Parrot, Thick-billed Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha N/A Mexico, USA (Arizona, New
Mexico)

USA (Hawaii)

Entire E a

Parrotbill, Maui (Honcyoivepcr) Pseudonestor xanthorphryi N/A Do E 1

PeBcan, Brown Ptiecanus occidcntalia N/A USA, West Indies, Central and
South America: Coastal

Do E 2,4

Penguin, Galopagos Sphcniacua me.ndicvXut N/A Ecuador (Galapagos Islands) Do E XI
Petrel, Hawaiian Dark-rumped J^rodroma phaepygia ta nd-

wiihentia
N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 1

Pheasant, Bar-tailed Syrmaticu* humioe N/A Burma, China Do B S
Pheasant, Blyth's Tragopan Tragopan blythii N/A Burma, China, India Do E 1

Pheasant, Brown-eared CrosaoptUon mantchuriC'm N/A China Do B S
Pheasant, Cabot's Tragopan Tragopan caboti N/A China Do e a
Pheasant, Chinese Monal Ijophophorua thuysil N/A China Do e a

Pheasant, Edward's J^ophura edwardsi N/A Vietnam Entire e a
Pheasant, Imperial Lophura imperialis N/A Vietnam Do b a
Pheasant, Mikado Syrmaticua mikado N/A Taiwan Do B 4

Pheasant, Palawan Peacock Polypleetron emphanum N/A Philippines Do e a
Pheasant, Sclater's Monal IjophophoruB tclateri N/A Burma, China, India Do E 3

Pheasant, Swinhoe's Jjophvra swmhoii N/A Taiwan Do E .:

Pheasant, Western Tragopan Tragopan melanocephaivs N/A India, Pakistan Do e a
Pheasant, Wbite-eored CrosBoptilon crOBBOptBon N/A China (Tibet), India Do K 4

Pigeon, Azores Wood Columba palumbuB azorica N/A East Atlantic Ocean: Portugal
(Azores)

New Zealand

-Do b a

Pigeon, Chatham Island Hem iphaga novaeicela ndiae

chatamenala
Colombo inornata wetmorei

N/A DO B 4

Pigeon, Puerto Rlcan Plain N/A USA (Puerto Rico) Entire E 1

Pioplo (Wattleblrd) Turnagra capenais N/A Indian Ocean: France (Reunion
Island)

USA (Teias)

Do e a

Praire Chicken, Attwater's Greater Tympanuchua cupido atlwaltri N/A Do E 1

Plover, New Zealand Shore Thinornia nooae-seelandiae N/A New Zealand Do E 4

Po'o UH MelamprosopB phaeoaoma N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 10

Rail, Aukland Island Rallus pectoraliB mueUtri
Rallua longiroatria obaoletua

N/A New Zealand Do b a
Rail, California Clapper N/A USA (California) Do E t

Rail, Light-footed Clapper Rallus longiroatria lexHpea N/A Mexico, USA (California) X>o E 2

Rail, Yuma Clapper Rallua lontjirostria yumancnsit N/A Mexico, USA (Arizona, California) Do E 1

Rhea, Darwin's Pterocnemia pennata N/A Argentina, Bolivia, Fern, Uru-
guay

Malagasy Republic (Madagascar)

Do E 4

Roller, Long-tailed Ground Vratelornia chimaera N/A Entire E 4

Scrub-bird, Noisy Atrkhornia clamosua N/A Australia Do E 8

Bhama, Cebu Black (Thrush) Copaychua niger cebuenais N/A Philippines
USA (Hawaii)

Do e a
Shearwater, Newell's Manx Puffinut puffinw) ntwtlli N/A Do T 10

Sparrow, Cape 8able Ammotpiza mariiima mirabilit N/A USA (Florida) Do E 1

Sparrow, Dusky Seaside Ammospiza mariiima niffre- N/A USA (Florida) Do E 1

Sparrow, Santa Barbara Melospiza melodia graminea N/A USA (California) Do e e

Starling, Ponape Mountain Aplonia pelztlni N/A Western Pacific Ocean: Caroline
Islands (Ponape)

Indonesia (Ball)

Do B 4

Starling, Rothschild's (Myna) Jjeucopaar rothachildi N/A Do E 4

Stilt, Hawaiian Himantopua himantopus knud- N/A USA (Hawaii) Do E 2

Stork, White Oriental Ciconla ciconia boyciana N/A China, Japan, Korea, USSR
Mexico, USA

Entire E 4

Tern, California Least Sttrna albifrona browni N/A Do E S.4

Thrasher. White-breasted Ramphoctndua brachyurus N/A West Indies: Martinique, St. Lucia Do e a

Thrush, Large Kauai Phaeornla obscurua myadeattna N/A USA (Hawaii) Do B 2

Thrush, Molokai (Olomau) PkoeoHiia ooaeurua rutha N/A USA (Hawaii)
UBA (Hawaii)

Do b a
Thrush, Small Kauai (Puaiohf) Phatornlt palmeri N/A J>0 E 1

Tragopans (see Pheasants)
Trembler, Martinique Brown Cinclocerthia ruficauda gut-

turalis

Pedlonomui torquatua

N/A West Indies: Martinique Do b a

Wanderer, Plain N/A Australia Do e e

Warbler (Wood), Bachman's Vermivora bochmanii N/A Cuba, USA (Southeastern)
West Indies Barbados

Do S M
Warbler (Wood), Barbados Yellow Dendroica petechia petechia N/A Entire E 4

Warbler, (Wood) Kirtland's Dendroica kirtlandtl N/A USA, West Indies: Bahamas Do E 1,4

Warbler, Reed AcTOcephaltu luacinia N/A Western Pacific Ocean: Mariana Do e a

Warbler, Rcdrigues Bebrornia rodtrkanua N/A
13l£vnu£

Mauritius (Rodrigues I.) Do E
Warbler, Semper's Leucopcza temperi N/A West Indies: St. Lucia Do e a
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Common Name

Wni'LiliT, Seychelles
Wlilpbtrd, Western (Thrush)
Whip-poor-will, Puerto Ricms
Whiic-eyc, Ponape Great

WIltlCT^ye, Seychelles
Woodpecker, Imperial
Woodpecker, Ivory-billed

Woodpecker, Red -cock adcti

Woodpecker, Tristram's
Wren, Guadeloupo House

Wren, New Zealand Bush
Wren, St. Lucia

REPTILES:
Alligator, American

Alligator, American

AUlettlor, American

Boa, Puerto Rican
Boa, Jamaican
Crocodile, American

Crocodile, Cuban
Crocodile, Morelet's
Crocodile, Nile
Crocodile, Orinoco

Gaviat (Uhariul)

Gecko, Day
Gecko, Round Island Day
Iguana, Anegada Ground
Iguana, Barrlngton Land
Lizard, Blunt-nosed Leopard
Snake, San Francisco Garter
Terrapin, Biver (Tuntong)

Tortoise, Galapagos
Tortoise, Madagascar Radiated
Tortoise, Short-necked or Swamp
Tuatara
Turtle, Aquatic Box
Turtle, Atlantic Ridley
Turtle, Hawksbill
Turtle, Lcatherback
Turtle, South American

Turtle, South American
Yacare (Caiman)

AMPHIBIANS:
Frog, Israel Painted
Frog, Stephen Island
Saiamander, Desert Slender
Salamander. Santa Crw Loug-luilc

Salamander, Texas Blind
Toad, IToufton

FISHE&
Ala Balik
Ayumodoki
Blindcat, Mexican
Bonytail, Pahranagat
Catfish
Catfish, Giant
Chub, Humpback
Chub, Mohave
Cicck.
Cisco, Longjaw

Scientific Nome

Brbrornis atcheUenaia
Paophodea nigroanlaria
G'aprimulgus noctitherus

iinkia nanfordi

Zaa/crops itiodesttis

Cam p( philtia iinpcria.Hn

C'aiii)irphilus pTmctpoHi

Dt ixlrocopo? borralia

I>ryncr>pux jare.mia richardai

TrogloaytfS ardov guaddoupni
8i*

Xmicitflo-ngip?*
Troglodytes} tedoti mttoUttws

KjttcT&tcs inornaiu*
hpieratei avbflaini.i

Crocodijlus acutus

CrocodylttB rhombifer
C'rocodytus vioreletii

Crocodyhts niloticue

C'rocodylus intermedins

(fmiahta gaagttktts

IVtfltUttW rid'-toni

Pfrflstima gitfnthcri

Cychtra pingurs
C'nnolophus pallidus
Crotaphytus atlus

Vtainnophi* xirtalia Itfrt

Batngur baxka

Tmtuiia rUfpliatttopus

Ttstudo radiala

I'adLrffinydura umbrinn
Sphenodoii pnnctniua
Ttrrepent coahutla
J.fpidochflyn knnpii
S'.Titniocbtlya imbricata
Dtrmnehrhis cariacea.

Podoctltints crpansa

Podnciui h uMtjiit*

//laajf/'o.".'*'/.' -lit/rii'-iUtr

J.ciopclmn lnt in ilt'mi

Hntroehostps arl&m
I' Ai"bijMt)»in fiacrodactylit

' eenn
'liijihliiiiinln Ttttltbiinia

Salmi) plaliiapiiahif

Ilyui''.iiophym curia

Prittella phreatophfla
(iilti Toburla jordoni

J'angatius sanUwongaci
Pungasianodon gigas

<;ila ajptia

Stpkafelts mohaventi*
AcanthonUilus handlirachi
Cor/gonna alpenac

Population

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Cui-u
Dace,
Dace.
Dm
DM*

Kendall Warm Springs
Moapa
r, Bayou
r, Fountain
i', Maryland
r. Okaloosa
!-, Watercress
lUSk, Big Bend
.usia, Clear Creek
Hlflia. Pecos
.sh. I'ahnnnp
i;n. Scioto '

Chatmiafet eujus
tthituchthiis oaculi

Mnapa corUtCHi
I'throxtiniia Tiibruin

l-Mictistoma fontocola

l-'lhcosloma adlare
Pthtbttama okalooaae
Ftkcosloma nuchale
(tamotain aaigti
(lambusla hetrrochir

Uambusia weWfii
J-'mpttrichylhyi latos

Ki'lurim >rautmani

thei

Known Distribution

Portion of

Range Wnere
Threatened or
Endangered

Indian Ocean: Seychelles Do
Australia Do
USA (Puerto Rico) Do
Western Pacific Ocean: Caroline Do
Islands (Ponape)

Indian. Ocean: Seychelles Do
Mexico Entire
Cuba, USA (South Central and Do
Southeast)

USA (South Central and South- Do
cast)

Kor"a Do
West Indies: Guadeloupo Do

Now Zealand Do
West Indies: Si. Lucia Do

Wherever found Southeastern USA Entire
in the wild, ex-

cept in Cainp-
rou, Vermilion,

1

unci Calcasieu
Parishes in
Louisiana.

hi the wild In ISA (Cnnicvon, Vermilion, Cal- N/A
Cameron, Ver- i-.i.ieu Parishes in Louisiana)
milion, and
Calcasieu
Parishes in

Louisiana
In captivity. Woi lilwide N/A
wherever
found

N/A Plk-l'LO Rico Entire
N/A Jamaica Entire
Florida USA (South Florida and Florida

Kcysi
Entire

N/A Cuba Entire
N/A Mexico, British Honduras Entire
N/A Africa Entire
N/A South America: Orinoco River

Basin
Entire

N/A Pakistan, India Burma, Bangla-
desh

Entire

N/A Mauritius Entire
N/A Do Entire
N/A Virgin Islands: Anegada Island Entire
N/A Ecuador: Galapagos Islands Entire
N/A USA: California Entire

Hill N/A USA: California- Entire
N/A Burma, India. Indonesia, Ma-

laysia, Bangladesh
Entire

N/A Ecuador: Galapagos Islands Entire
N/A Malagasy Republic (Madagascar) Entire
N/A Australia Entire
N/A New Zealand Entire
N/A Mexico Entire
N/A Do Entire
N/A Tropical Seas Entire
N/A Tropical and Temperate Seas Entire
N/A South America: Orinoco and

Amazon River Basins
Entire

N/A Do Entire
N/A Bolivia, Argentina, Peru, Brazil Entire

N'A Israel Entire
N/A New Zealand Do
N/A USA (California) Do

fro- N/A 1,0 Do

N/A tsA nvsani Do
N,A in, Do

N/A Turkey Entire
N/A Japan Do
N/A Mexico Do
N/A USA/(Ncvadai Do
N/A Thailand Do
N/A Do Do
N/A USA (Arizona, Utah, Wyoming) Do
N/A USA (California) Do
N/A Turkey Do
N/A USA (Lakes Michigan, Huron,

and Erie)
Do

N/A USA (Nevada) Do
ill N/A USA (Wyoming) Do

N/A USA (Nevada) Do
N/A USA (Mississippi) Do
N/A USA (Texas) Entire
N/A USA (Maryland) Do
N/A USA (Florida) Do
N/A USA (Alabama) Do
N/A USA (Texas) Do
N/A Do Do
N/A Do Do
N/A USA (Nevada) Do
N/A USA (Ohio) Do

When
Listed

T(8/A)

T(S/A)
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8PBCIE3 flAiVG-K

Portion of

Range Where
Threatened or When

Common Name Scientific Name Population Known Distribution Endangered Status Listed

C'oreobaanit ichikatoai N/A. Japan
USA (Lgfets Erie and Ontario)

Do E 3

Stizosttdion vitrcum alaucum N/A
1

1
Pupiish, Comanche Springs CypTinodon decani

CypTinodon diabolis

N/A
N/A USA (Nevada) Do E

Pupflsh, Owens River Cvprinodon radioaus N/A
2
2

CypTinodon nevadensis cnVtdae N/A USA (California)
Do E

Pupfisu, Warm Springs Cyprinodon -iicvadenais pecto-

Talis

Ptychochefhts lucius

N/A

'N/A USA (Colorado River System) Do E
E

1

2
Stickleback, Unarmored Tlurrs pi rie OastcTostcrut aculcutus uil- N/A USA (California)

Sturgeon. Shortnose
Tango, Miyako

AcipenseT breviTostTiim

Tanakta tanago
PoeciKopsis occidental is

N/A
N/A
N/A

Atlantic Coa?t of USA and Canada
Japan
USA (Arizona), Mexico

Do
Do
Do

E
E
E
T
E
E
T
T
E

1

3
1

3
1
X
8
8
2

Trout, Arizona (Apaclic) Salmo apache N/A
N/A USA (New Mexico) Do

Salmo clarki stomias N/A
Salmo clarki henshawi N/A
Salmo clarki seleniria N/A

DoWoundftn Plagopteru* aroentitatmus N/A

Snail, Manus Island Tree Papitttyla pulcherrlna N/A Admiralty Islands (Manus I.) Do E I

MOLLUSKS; [reserved]
INSECTS: [reserved]
OTHER FORMS; [reserved]

1- 32 FR 4001; March 11, 1967
2-35 FR 16047; October 13, 1070
3—35 F R 8491; June 2. 1970
4—35 FR 18319; December 2, 1970
5—37 FR 6476; March 30, 1972

fi—38 FR 14678; June 4, 1973
7—39 FR 44900; December 30, 1974

8—40 FR 29S63; June 16. 1975

9—40 FR 31734; July 28, 1975

10—40 FR 44149; Sept, 25, 1875

11-40 FR 44412; Sept. 26, 1975
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Land Management

[ 43 CFR Parts 3500, 3520 ]

[Circular No. 2377]

COAL LEASES

Diligent Development and Continuous
Operations

On page 43229 of the Federal Register
of December 11, 1974, there were pub-
lished a notice and text of a proposed
amendment to §§ 3500.0-5 and 3522.1-2

of Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations.

The purpose of the amendment was to

provide definitions for terms relating to

coal leases. Interested persons were
granted an opportunity from January 10,

1975, until February 3, 1975, to submit
comments, suggestions, or objections to

the proposed amendment. Comments
have been received and considered, and
revisions have been made to the proposed
amendment. Since extensive revisions

have been made, the new proposed rules

are now being published for comment.
Interested persons are invited to sub-

mit their comments in writing to the

Director, Bureau of Land Management,
Department of the Interior, Washington,
D.C. 20240, on or before January 30, 1976.

The purpose of the proposed amend-
ment is to revise the regulations relating

to coal leases by denning the terms
"logical rnining unit," "logical mining
unit reserves," "diligent development,"
and "continuous operation," and to mod-
ify the regulations relating to the dura-
tion and the adjustment of terms and
conditions of coal leases. Section 7 of the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as amended
(30 U.S.C. 207), authorizes the issuance

of coal leases for an indeterminate period
upon condition of diligent development
and continued operation of the mine.
When read together, the phrases "dili-

gent development" and "continuous op-
eration" indicate a statutory intent that

holders of coal leases should promptly
reach a reasonable level of production
and then maintain it.

The proposed amendment which fol-

lows is based on the principle that a clear

standard for judging whether develop-
ment has been diligent and whether op-
eration is continuous requires definition

of a rate of production from the mine
which is appropriate in light of the size

of the leased reserves, and a time by
which that rate must be attained. In
granting new leases the Bureau of Land
Management has already adopted a pol-

icy of including financial incentives in

the form of advance royalty payments
to encourage mining at a rate which
would, exhaust the recoverable reserves

within 40 years from the date of the

lease. The same general approach has
been used in this proposed amendment.
It sets a production standard for diligent

development and continuous operation
and provides that leases which do not
meet the standard would be subject to
cancellation. Although all existing leases

contain requirements for diligent devel-
opment, explicit standards of diligent de-
velopment and continuous operation
have not been defined or enforced. Exist-

ing leases are, therefore, treated for the
purpose of this amendment as though
they were dated as of the effective date
of the amendment, insofar as the statute

and existing lease terms permit.
The Bureau of Land Management is

aware that many coal mines involve ex-
traction of both Federal and non-Fed-
eral coal, and that inflexibly applied reg-
ulations for diligent development and
continuous operation on the Federal por-
tion of the mine could lead to distor-

tions of mining practice to the detri-

ment of sound conservation and eco-
nomic operations. For this reason, the
amendment defines a "logical mining
unit" which may include non-Federal
coal, and defines diligent development
and continuous operation for the logical

mining unit as a whole in such a way as
to give the lessee reasonable flexibility

in operating and developing the mine,
consistent with exhaustion of the Fed-
eral deposits in 40 years.

Finally the amendment announces
that, at the time of the next scheduled
adjustments of the terms of existing

leases, which come at twenty-year in-

tervals dating from the date of issuance
of the lease, advance royalty terms will

be included based on a schedule of min-
ing which would exhaust the deposit in
40 years from the effective date of the
regulation. A lessee who produced ahead
of this schedule prior to the next sched-
uled adjustment of terms would receive
credits against later advance royalties,

thereby providing a financial incentive
to encourage timely development and
production of Federal coal before the
scheduled adjustment of terms of exist-

ing leases.

It is proposed to amend Chapter II of
Title 43, Code of Federal Regulations, as
set forth below.

1. 43 CFR 3500.05 is amended by the
addition of the following new paragraphs
(d), (e), (f), and (g)

:

§ 3500.0-5 Definitions.

• * • » • *

(d) Logical Mining Unit (LMU). A
Logical Mining Unit or LMU is an area
of coal land that can be developed and
mined in an efficient, economical and
orderly manner with due regard to the
conservation of coal reserves and other

resources. An LMU may consist of one
or more Federal leaseholds, and may in-

clude intervening or adjacent non-Fed-
eral lands, if all lands are under the ef-

fective control of a single operator and
can be developed and operated as a uni-
fied mine. It, may also consist of lands
committed to a contract for collective
prospecting, development, or operations
approved by the Secretary pursuant to

the Act of August 31, 1964 (30 U.S.C. 201-
1) . The Mining Supervisor is authorized
to approve or establish an LMU. Every
Federal lease will automatically be con-
sidered by itself an LMU as of the effec-

tive date of the lease or (the effective

date of these regulations) , whichever is

later. The boundaries of an LMU may
later be changed (1) upon application by
the lessee or operator and with the ap-
proval of the Mining Supervisor and the
concurrence of the authorized officer, or
(2) at the discretion of the Mining Su-
pervisor with the concurrence of the au-
thorized officer, or (3) at the request of

the authorized officer with the approval
of the Mining Supervisor.

(e) Logical Mining Unit (LMU) Re-
serves. LMU Reserves as of a given date
are defined as being equal to the sum of
(1) estimated recoverable reserves under
Federal lease in the LMU at that time
and (2) estimated non-Federal recover-
able reserves then in the LMU which will

be mined prior to the extraction of all

estimated Federal reserves then in the
LMU. The LMU reserves associated with
a given Federal lease are the estimated
LMU reserves as of the effective date of

that lease or (the effective date of these
regulations) , whichever is later. Since the
effective dates of different Federal leases

in a given LMU may differ, the estimated
LMU reserves associated with those
leases may also differ. The estimate of

recoverable reserves under both (1) and
(2) above may be adjusted by the Mining
Supervisor whenever significant new in-

formation becomes available about the
amount of such reserves, including the
time at which a mining plan is approved
for the Federal portion.

(fi Dilige7it Development. Diligent
Development of a Federal lease means
the timely preparation for and initiation

of production of coal from the LMU of

which the lease is a part so that one-for-
tieth of the LMU reserves associated with
that lease are extracted within a period
of ten years from (the date of this regu-
lation) or from the date of the lease,

whichever occurs later.

(1) Upon application by the lessee,

the period by the end of which diligent

development must have been achieved,
shall be increased by an amount of time
equal to the period during which dili-

gent development is, in the opinion of
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the Secretary, significantly Impaired by
(i) a strike, the elements, or casualties

not attributable to the lessee, (li) an ad-
ministrative delay in the Department
which is not caused by the lessee's ac-
tion, or (ili) extraordinary circum-
stances not attributable to the lessee and
not foreseeable by a reasonably prudent
operator. In the determination of wheth-
er any of the conditions listed in (i)-

(iii) above occurred and whether one or
more of those conditions did in fact sig-

nificantly impair diligent development,
the Secretary's finding shall be final. The
Secretary shall, however, not find to be
an extraordinary circumstance under
(iii) any condition arising out of nor-
mally foreseeable business risks such as

:

fluctuations in prices, sales, or costs, in-

cluding foreseeable costs of compliance
with requirements for environmental
protection; commonly experienced de-
lays in delivery of supplies or equipment

;

or inability to obtain sufficient sales.

(2) Any extension of time for achiev-
ing diligent development granted by the
Secretary under paragraph (f) (1) of this

section shall include notification of the
revised date by which diligent develop-
ment must be achieved.

(g) Continuous Operation. Continuous
operation on a given lease means extrac-
tion, processing or marketing of coal

from the LMU of which the lease is a
part, after diligent development has been
achieved, in the amount of one percent
or more of the LMU reserves in each cal-

endar year, subject to the exceptions
contained in 30 U.S.C. 207 and in the
lease, if any.

2. 43 CFR 3522.2-1 is amended by the
following modification (a) and addition
(b):

§ 3522.2—1 Terms uml Condition'.

(a) General. Coal, potassium, and
phosphate leases are subject to readjust-
ment of the terms and conditions of the
lease at the end of each 20-year period
succeeding the date of the lease unless
otherwise provided by law at the time
of the expiration of such periods. The
lessee will be notified of the proposed re-
adjustment of terms or notified that no
readjustment is to be made. Within 30
days after receipt of the notice, unless
the lessee or operator files his objection
to the proposed readjusted terms, or the
lessee files a relinquishment of the lease,

he will be deemed to have agreed to such
readjusted terms. Notice of the proposed
readjustments or that no readjustment
is to be made will be given, whenever
feasible, before the expiration -of each
such 20-year period.

(b) Coal. Coal leases outstanding at
the effective date of these regulations
which do not contain advance royalties
according to a schedule of production
sufficient to exhaust the deposit in 40
years, dated prior to January 1, 1975,
will be subject to change in advance
royalty terms and conditions at the next
schedule adjustment of terms and con-
ditions under paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion after (the effective date of these
regulations). The new advance royalty
terms and conditions will be based on a
standard schedule of production suffi-

cient to exhaust the elapsed deposit with-
in 40 years from (the effective date of
these regulations). The advance royalty
rates for the years following the re-
adjustment of terms win be those rates
appropriate for a lease dated (the effec-
tive date of these regulations). Lessees
will be allowed to credit against the ad-
vance royalties due under those rates any
production royalties paid in lease years
prior to the readjustment of terms, which'
production royalties are in excess of ad-
vance royalties that would have been due
had advance royalties been in effect from
(the effective date of these regulations).

3. 43 CFR 3523.2-l(b) <1) is amended
to read as follows:

§ 3523.2—1 Judicial Proceedings.

(b) Exceptions— (.1) Coal. Any coal
lease on which there are not diligent de-
velopment and continuous operation in
accordance with Section 3500.0-5 will be
subject to cancellation in whole or in
part. In deciding whether to cancel a
lease under this subparagraph, the Sec-
retary will not consider adverse circum-
stances which arise out of normally fore-
seeable business risks, such as fluctua-
tions in prices, sales or costs, including
foreeeable costs of compliance with re-
quirements for environmental protec-
tion; commonly experienced delays in
delivery of supplies or equipment; or In-
ability to obtain sufficient sales.

• * * • *

Thomas S. Kleppe,
Secretary of the Interior.

December 22, 1975.

|FR Doc.75-35084 Piled 12-30~75;8:45 am)
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Table 4-2

.Summary of Stale Surface t'wnl Mining aiul Reclamation Ijiwn

FITeclive on September I. 197*1 The Fnstoui Region

State

Kentucky*

li(lo or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

Application

and Fee

I.it-ease and/or

Permit Reirmromoiik

Penally

Bond

Requirements Kcd.-tuuil inn Requirement

Alabama 1 1 u* Alabama Sin

lace Mining Ail ul

l'»<>'). Iffoclivo Oil.

I. I')7().

(All Minerals except

limestone, marble

and dolomite.)

IViiint applications

kiiisI lie filed willi

the Department ul

Industrial Relations

and be accompanied

by a plan of reclama-

lion.

Filing tec $250. $50

lor amended per-

mits.

Milling'. Without a

pOilllll nut less

ih. iii s5(K) noi ihiin-

I ban $5,000 and

requirement thai the

a f fec led land be

reclaimed. Willful

misrepresentation of

facts on permit ap-

plication not less

than $100 nor more

than S500 for each

offense.

SI 50 lui each acre

envoi od by I he

pei mil

Reduce peaks and ridges to :i width

of 15-fooi at the lop; cover face of

loxic material: divert water to

reduce sillaliou, erosion or damage

to streams and natural water

courses; plant trees or dirccl-sccd

I he a Heeled land; revegctale

haulage roads and land used to

dispose of refuse; and construct fire

lanes or access roads in areas to be

reforested. Reclamation
1

to be com-

pleted within 3 years of expiration

of permit period.

C It ;i p t e r 3 5 ,

Ken lucky Revised

S I a I ii I e s . as

amended. Effective

June lb, |«)Mi.

(All Minerals)

Permit applications

niusl be filed wilh

the Division of Re-

clamation. A re-

clamation plan is

required.

Coal - $150 plus

$35 for each acre lo

be affected. License

fee for other min-

erals $100 per

year. Permit fee for

other minerals

.$25 per year.

A line of not less

Iban $100 nor more

than SI,000 for each

day the violation

con I i nues. Willful

violation not less

tlian $500 nor more

than $5,000 for each

day v i o ia l ion

continues.

$500-$ 1.500 per

acre with $5,000

minimum.

Complete backfilling not lo exceed

the original contour with no depres-

sions lo accumulate water is re-

quired of all land affected by area

mining. All highwalls resulting from

contour strip mining shall be re-

duced or backfilled, the steepest

slope of the reduced or backfilled

highwall and the outer slope of the

fill bench being no greater than 45

degrees from the horizontal. The

table portion to be terraced wilh a

slope not greater than 10-degrees.

The restored area lo have a mini-

mum depth of 4-fcet of fill over the

pit floor. Revcgclation shall include

planting trees, shrubs, grasses

icgumes. Reclamation to begin as

Failure lo

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Yes

(Yes)

Yes

(Yes)

3

s



Table 4-2 (Continued) t

State

Kentucky*

(Cont'd)

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

soon us possible alter strip mining

begins and completed within 12

months after the permit has ex-

pired.

Maryland* Maryland Strip

Mining Law. Effec-

tive July I, Wl.

(Coal)

A license and permit

must be obtained

from the Bureau of

Mines. A reclama-

tion plan is required.

License $100 plus

$10 for

ncwal.

each re-

Failure to obtain a

license not less than

$5,000 nor more

than $10,000 or im-

prisonment mil lo

exceed 6 months, or

both. Failure to ob-

tain u permit - not

less than $500 nor

more than $5,000.

Failure to hack I ill

IHitspivli'il a teas

mil less Ihau %!Si)

him more than $500.

$400 per acre with a

$3,000 minimum. A
special reclamation

fee of $30 per acre

of land affected and

a rcvegelation bond

of not less than $50

nor more than $125

per acre arc also re-

quired.

Grade spoil banks to reduce depres-

sions between peaks of spoil to a

surface which restores the terrain to

a condition prescribed by the Di-

rector, Bureau of Mines; if over-

burden deposits are composed of

materials which are suitable for

supporting vegetative growth, it

shall be graded so as to cover the

final pit; and seal-off, with a fill,

underground mining operations at

the base of the final on I.

Yes

(Yes)

1/1

H

o
3

1

3

Ohio Title 15, Ohio Re-

vised Code. Chapter

1513 as amended -

Reclamation of Strip

Mined Land. Effec-

tive April 10, 1972.

(All minerals)

Applications lor li-

censes must be filed

with the Division

of Reclamation. A
reclamation plan is

required. $150 plus

$30 for each acre to

be mined. $ 1 ,000

maximum.

Mining without a

permit $5,000

plus $1,000 per acre

of laud affected.

Exceed limits of

license $1,000 per

acre of land

affected that is not

under license. Willful

misrepresentation -

$100 to $1,000 or (i

months. Violation of

$ 1 ,000/acre Mini

mum $5,000.

Cover all acid producing materials

with nontoxic material; construct

and maintain access roads; prevent

the pollution of waters, erosion,

land-slides. Hooding and the

accumulation or discharge of acid

water; contour the affected area

unless the mining and reclamation

plan provides for terracing or other

uses; and replace segregated topsoil

and grow vegetative covering.

Yes

(Yes)



Tabic 4-2 (Continued)

Sink

Tide or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License und/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penally

Bond

Requirements

Ohio

(Cont'd)

Pennsylvania 11

Surface Mining Con-

servation and Re-

clamation Act. Ef-

fective January I,

1972.

(All Minerals)

am t vt In* i |iiuvisiiui

sum in ^ iinti en

(1 IIIOIllll'l III pilMlll.

or boih.

Application for

permits must be

filed with the

Department o f

Environmental Re-

sources. A reclama-

tion plan is required.

$50 for persons min-

ing 2,000 Ions or

less of marketable

minerals other than

coal per year, and

$500 for mining coal

or mure than 2,000

Ions of other mar-

ketable minerals per

year. Annual re-

newal — $50 for

mining 2,000 tensor

less of marketable

minerals other than

coal and $300 in the

case of all other min-

erals.

Mining without a

permit $5,000 or

an amount of not

less than the total

profits derived from

unlawful activities,

together with the

cost of restoring the

land to its original

condition or I year

imprisonmen l, or

both.

An amount suf-

ficient to insure

completion of the

reclamation plan not

less than $5,000,

except in the case of

minerals other than

anthracite and
bituminous coal

where it is deter-

mined that the

amount of market-

able minerals^ to be

extracted does nol

exceed 2.000 tons,

no bond shall be re-

quired. Liability

tinder the bond shall

be for the duration

of the operation and

for 5 years there-

after.

Reclamation Requirements

i'liiiiire to

Reclaim

Penalties

Horn! Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Backfill all pits within 6-monlhs

after completion of mining. Such

backfilling shall be terraced or

sloped to an angle nol to exceed

the original contour. Plant grasses

and trees or grasses and shrubs

upon affected land within 1 year

after backfilling.

Yes

(Yes)

t



Table 4-2 (Continued)

State

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

Tennessee* The Tennessee Sur-

face Mining I .aw.

l-lffcclivc March 2.1.

I«>72.

(All numerals except

limestone, marble,

and dimension
stone.)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee

Applications lor per-

mits must be tiled

with the commis-

sioner. Department

of Conservation. A

reclamation plan is

required.

$250 plus $25 for

each acre lo be

mined. The total

amount not to

exceed $2,500.

Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Violation of the Act

fine of not loss

than $101) nor more

than $5,000 for each

day violation con-

tinues. Willful viola-

tion not less than

$ 1 ,000 nor more

than $5,000 or im-

prisonment not to

exceed 1 year, or

both.

Not less than $400

for minerals other

than coat and not

less than $000 for

coal for each
estimated acre lo be

affected.

Coal: Cover all acid producing ma-

terial; seal off any breakthrough in

mine or pit walls which creates u

hazard; control drainage to prevent

damage to adjacent lands, soil ero-

sion and pollution of streams and

waters; remove all refuse except

vegetation resulting from the opera-

tion; provide adequate access roads

to remote areas; on steep slopes,

regrade area to approximate origi-

nal contour or rolling topography

and eliminate highwalls, spoil piles

and water-collecting depressions

(grading and other soil preparation

lo accommodate vegetation shall he

completed within 6 months follow-

ing initiation of soil disturbance).

Rcvegelale the affected area with

grasses or legumes lo prevent soil

erosion. Minerals other than coal:

regrade the area to approximately

the original or rolling topography,

and eliminate all highwalls, spoil-

piles, and water collecting depres-

sions; control drainage to prevent

soil erosion, damage lo adjacent

lands, and pollution of streams and

other waters; and revegelate with

trees, grasses, or legumes.

Yes

(Yes)

pi

H

w

u
'I]

o
«<

PI

g



Table 4-2 (Continued)

State

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Virginia Chapter 17, Title

4 5.1, Code of

Virginia (»
4>50), as

amended. infective

April 10. I'>72.

Permit applications

must be filed with

the Depart incut of

Conservation and

Economic Develop-

ment. A reclamation

'Separate statute for plan is required,

non-coal minerals.

Prospect ing permit

(Coal) $10 pet acre. Sm-

lace mining pennil

$12 per acre.

Annual lee - $6 per

acre.

Violation of the Act

fine of not more

than SI.000 or im-

prisonment for not

uioic i!i.in I yen i>i

hotli. liacti day

violation continues

constitutes a sepa-

rate offense.

West Virginia" Article 6, Chapter

20, Code of West

Virginia. Effective

March 13,1971.

(All minerals)

Applications for per-

mits must he filed

with the Department

of Natural Re-

sources. A reclama-

tion plan is required.

Prospecting - $300.

Surface mining

$500. Annual re-

newal $100.

Personal injury and

property damage in-

surance of $100,000

and $300,000 re-

spectively is also re-

quired.

Viol a lion of I he

law's provisions

$100 to $1,000 fine

or 6 months im-

prisonment, or both.

Deliberate violation

- $ I ,000 to

$10,000 fine or 6

mon I lis imprison-

ment, or both.

Prospecting — $300

per acre. Surface

mining bond no

less than $200 or

more than $1,000

per acre to be

mined. Minimum
bond $2,500, ex-

cept when Hie opera-

tion involves less

than 5 acies. the

bond shall not he

less than $1,000.

Remove all debris resulting from

mining operations; rcgrade the area

in a manner established by rules

and regulations; grade overburden

to reduce peaks and depressions

between peaks to produce a gently

rolling topography; preserve ex-

istent access roads; and plant trees,

shrubs, grasses or other vegetation

upon areas where revegelatiou is

practicable.

Not less than $600

per acre nor more

than $1,000 per acre

with a $10,000

minimum.

Cover the face of coal and dis-

turbed area with material suitable

to support vegetative cover; bury

acid forming materials, toxic

material, or materials constituting

fire hazard; impound water. Bury

all debris. The law also contains

requirements for rcgrading surface

mined areas where benches result

specifying the maximum bench

width allowed. On land where

benches do not result complete

backfilling is required but shall not

exceed the original contour of the

land. The backfilling shall eliminate

all liighwulis and spoil peaks.

Planting is required.

(Yes)

I

8

B

Yes

(Yes)



4-52 THE STATE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Table 4-3
1

Surface Coal Mining Production and Regulation by State

(as of September 1974).

'

Mining Production State Regulatory Agencies

Permits (thousands Employment Manyears Budget

State in 1973 short tons) (Total) Effort ($000)

The Eastern Mining Region

Alabama 84 11,613 6
2

2.0 9

East Kentucky 778 33,413 993 51.
3 1.135 3

Maryland 54 1,722 7 7.0 143

Ohio 207 29,558 46 44.0 623

Pennsylvania 830 30,195 492 47.0 1,250

Tennessee 73 4,584 17
2

13.5 211

Virginia 350 10,524 29 29.0 344

West Virginia 410 19,932 48 48.0 1,102

The Central Mining Region

Arkansas SO 432 2

Illinois 32 29,002 S

Indiana 36 24,465 7
2

Iowa 10 245 I
2

Kansas 4 1,086 8
4

West Kentucky 55 31,337 993

Missouri 10 4,658 3
2

Oklahoma il 2,183 10
2

The Western Mining Region

Colorado 9 2,8721 n.a.

Montana S 10,724 9

New Mexico 5 8,336 7

North Dakota 12 6,906 2

Washir.iZion
-v

3,254 652

Wyoming 12 14,461 14
2

2.0

8.0

6.8

0.2

1.5
4

46.0
3

1.0

2.0

0.9

6.0

0.3

1.8

0.7

6.0

27

186 .

125

6

18

0063

18

38

12
t <rt \

19U

15 1

75

1

93 \

'Data Sources: Permits and Production - Bureau of Mines 1973 data which also includes that from Federal and Indian Lands; State agency

dau - estimated from data provided by individual states.
2
Includes employment other than for surface coal mine regulation.

3Employment figures not available on east and west basis. Estimates of employment and budget are based on production ratio within the

State.

The Kansas Mined Land Conservation Board is made up of four state and four non-state employees who meet quarterly. The board is

authorized 1.5 people for enforcement but has none at present.
'

NOTE: I':ah, Alaska, Arizona and Tevas had production in 1973, but no state surface mining law; Michigan, Oregon, and South Dakota

have surface mining law>, but had no production.



Table 4-1

Summary of Sink* Surface Coal Mining and Mined Land Reclamation Laws

Fffective September I, I "71 I he Central Region a

s

1

h

n

1

I

Stale

Illinois

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

Application

and Fee

License and/or

Permit Hcmiiremenls_

Penally

lioitd

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

llottd Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Arkansas The Aikausas Open

Cul land Reclama-

tion Act of |«J7I.

I-I'feetive July I,

I "7 1

.

(All Minerals)

Permit applications

iHiisl lie liletl with

Arkansas Pollution

Control Commission

and be accompanied

by a reclamation

plan.

$25 to $500 depend-

ing upon the number

of acres to be mined.

Surface mining, with-

out a permit a line

ol nol less llian

$500 nor utuic than

$ 1 .000 for each day

the violation con-

tinues.

$500 for each acre

or portion lo he af-

fected.

Grade peaks anil ridges lo a rolling

topography; construct earth dams;

in areas lo he reforested, construct

lire lanes or access roads at least

10-fcei wide; strike peaks and

ridges to a minimum of 20-fect at

the top on all land to be seeded for

pasture; cover exposed acid forming

material; and dispose of refuse so as

to control erosion or damage to

streams or natural water courses.

Reclamation to be completed prior

to the expiration of 2-years after

termination of permit.

The Illinois Surface Applications for per- Surface mining wilh-

Mines I and Couser- mils must he Hied out a permit not less

valiou Act. Fffective

July I, 1971.

(All Minerals)

with the Department

of Mines and Miner-

als for all operations

exceeding 10-ft. in

depth or affecting

more than 10-acres

during the permit

year. A reclamation

plan is required.

$50 plus $25 for

every acre lo he af-

fected.

I liau $50 nor more

Hum $1,000. Faeh

day's violation is

deemed a separate

offense.

$(>00 to $1,000 for

each acre lo be af-

fected including

slurry and gob dis-

posal areas.

Grade affected laud to a rolling

topography with slopes having no

more than a 15% grade, except land

reclaimed for forest plantation, re-

creational or wildlife, the final cut

spoil, the box cut spoil, and the

outside slopes of all overburden

deposition areas, the grade shall nol

exceed 30%; impound run-off water

to reduce soil erosion, damage to

unmined lands, and pollution of

streams and waters; cover exposed

acid forming material wilh not less

than 4 lo o feet of water or other

materials capable of supporting

plant and animal life, confine slurry

in depressed or mined areas; remove

Yes

(No)

Yes



Tnhlc 4-4 (Continued)

Stale

Tide or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License mid/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Illinois

(Cont'd)

and grade all haulage roads and

drainage ditches; and plant trees,

shrubs, grasses and legumes. All

reclamation except a slurry and gob

areas in active use shall be com-

pleted prior to the expiration of

3-years after termination of the

permit year.

Indiana Chapter 344, Act of Applications for per- Not less than S 1 ,000 $1,000 per acre.

than Minimum $5,000.1967, Indiana Stat- mits must be filed nor more
utes. Effective Janu- with the Department $5,000.

ary I, 1968. of Natural Re-

sources. A reclama-

(Coal, clay aud tion plan is required.

shale).

.$50 plus $110 for

each acre to be af-

fected.

Iowa

Grading to reduce peaks and ridges

to a rolling, sloping or terraced

topography; construct earth dams

in final cuts to impound water;

bury all metal, lumber, or other

debris or refuse resulting from min-

ing; and revegelatc affected areas as

soon as practicable after initiation

of mining operations.

An Act Relating to

Surface Mining. Ef-

fective Jan. I, 1968.

(All Minerals)

Permit applications

must be filed with

the Department of

Mines and Minerals.

License - $50

$ 10 — renewal.

$50 to $500 or im-

prisonment not to

exceed 30-days or

An amount equal to

the estimated cost of

rehabilitating each

site affected.

Grade irregular spoil banks to re-

duce peaks and ridges to a rolling

topography suitable for establishing

vegetation by striking off ridges and

peaks to at least 24-feet at the top;

grade other spoil banks to slopes

having a maximum of 1-foot verti-

cal rise for each 3-feet horizontal

distance, except where the original

topography exceeds these stipula-

tions, the spoil bank shall be graded

Yes

(Yes)

Yes

(Yes)



Tabic 4-4 (Continued)

State

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Iowa

(Cont'd)

to blend with surrounding terrain;

and cover acid forming material

with at least 2-fcel of earth or spoil

material. Operators shall rehabili-

tate affected areas within

24-moulhs after mining is com-

pleted.

Kansas The Kansas Miucd-

Land Conservation

and Reclamation

Act. Effective July

1,1968.

(Coal)

Kentucky* Chapter 350, Ken-

tucky Revised Stat-

utes, as amended.

Effective June 16,

1966.

I'crmil applications

must be filed with

the Mined Land

Conservation and

Reclamation Board.

A reclamation plan

is required.

$50 + $25 per acre.

Permit applications

must be tiled with

the Division of Rec-

lamation. A reclama-

tion plan is required.

Not to exceed $250.

Each day violation

continues con-

stitutes a separate

offense.

n $500

with a

urn.

VJC<\>JWU>cx\>WTrY

Grade each pit to a maximum 25"

slope with a width equal to at least

60% of the original pit; cover the

face of coal or other minerals with

non-acid bearing and non-toxic ma-

terials to a distance of at least 2-feet

above the scam being mined, or by a

permanent water impoundment;

control (low at all runoff water to

reduce soil erosion, damage to agri-

cultural lands, and pollution of

streams and waters; and grade over-

burden to provide suitable vegetative

cover. Reclamation must be pursued

as soon as possible after mining be-

gins and completed within 12-

moiilhs after the permit has expired.

A fine of not more

than $1,000 each

day the violation

continues. Willful vi-

olation - not less

$500 to $1,500 per

acre with $5,000

minimum.

Complete backfilling not to exceed

the original contour with no depres-

sions to accumulate water is re-

quired of ail land affected by area

mining. All highwalls resulting from

Yes

(Yes)

£
•.»-<



Tiiblc 44 (Continued)
pi

Stale

Kentucky*

(Could)

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

mid Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

(All Minerals) {'.»:il $150 plus

$35 lor each acre lo

be affected. License

fee for oilier miner-

als - $100 per year.

Permit Ice for other

minerals - $25 per

year.

III.in $500 nor more

than $5,000 lot each

day violation con-

tinues.

Michigan Mine Reclamation

Act. Act No. 92 of

the Public Acts of

1 970, as amended

by Act No. 123 of

the Public Acts of

1972. Effective

March 29, 1973.

(All minerals except

clay, gravel, marl,

peat or sand.)

comply

contour strip mining shall be re-

duced or backfilled, (he steepest

slope of the reduced or backfilled

highwall and the outer slope of the

fill bench being no greater than 45

degrees from the horizontal. The

table portion to be terraced with a

slope not greater than 10-degrees.

The restored area to have a mini-

mum depth of 4-feet of fill over the

pit floor. Revcgetation shall include

planting trees, shrubs, grasses, le-

gumes. Reclamation lo begin as

soon as possible after strip mining

begins and completed within

12-moiilhs after the permit has

expired.

If there is doubt as

to the operator's fin-

ancial ability to

comply with the

rules of the Act, he

may be required lo

post a performance

bond or other secur-

ity.

The Act authorized the Chief of the

Geological Survey to conduct a

comprehensive study and survey to

determine the type of regulation

needed to protect the public inter-

est. Upon completion of the survey,

rules may be promulgated govern-

ing: sloping terracing or treatment

of stockpiles and tailings to prevent

damage lo fish and wildlife, pollu-

tion of waters or injury to persons

or property; vegetation or treat-

I

O

H
O

1



u

Table 4-4 (Continued)

State

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Michigan

(Cont'd)

Oklahoma*

inent of tailings basins and stock-

piles where natural vegetation is not

expected within 5-ycars and where

research reveals vegetation can be

accomplished within practical limi-

tations; and stabilization of the

surface overburden banks of open

pits in rocks and the entire bank of

open pits is unconsolidated

material.

Missouri An Act Relating to

the Reclamation of

Certain Mining

L.a nils, li flee live

September 28,197 1.

(Coal and barite.)

Permit applications

must be filed with

the Land Recla-

mation Commission.

A reclamation plan

is required.

$50 plus $17.50 for

each acre to be af-

fected.

Mining without a

permit $1,000 per

day for each day the

violation continues.

Not less than $300

for coal and $200

for barite nor more

than $700 for coal

and $500 for barite

for each acre of land

affected, with a

$2,000 minimUm.

Grade peaks and ridges of over-

burden except where lakes are to be

formed to a rolling topography

traversable by farm machinery. The

slopes need not be reduced to less

than the original grade prior to

mining, and the slope of over-

burden ridge resulting from a box

cut need not be reduced., to less

than 25 degrees from the hori-

zontal. Dispose of all debris,

material or substance removed from

the surface prior to mining.

Reclamation Act.

infective June 12,

1^71.

(All Minerals)

mils must be filed

with the Department

of Mines and Mining.

A reclamation plan

is required.

permit not less than

$50 nor more than

$1,000. liach day

constitutes a sepa-

rate offense.

nor more than $650

for each acre to be

affected. For coal

and copper mining

the minimum bond

overburden to a rolling topography,

but the slopes need not be reduced

to less than the original grade prior

to mining, and the slope of ridge

resulting from the box cut need not

Yes

(Yes)

The Mining Lands Application for per- Mining without a Not less than $350 Grade peaks and ridges of

(Yes)

t



Table •l-HCoutlmicd)
00

Stale

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and /or

Permit Requirements

Application

and l
;ee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclanui lion Requ iremeut

s

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Dcnutl)

Oklahoma*
(Could)

$50 shall be $5,000. I'm

all other mining the

minimi ni bond shall

be $ 1 ,000.

be reduced to less Ihan 25 degrees

from (he horizontal; construct

earth dams lo form lakes in pits

resulting from surface mining oper-

ations; cover exposed faces of min-

eral seams with not less than 3-feet

of earth to support plant life or

with a permanent water im-

poundment; and revegetate affected

land, except that which is to be

covered with water or used for

homesites or industrial purposes, by

planting trees, shrubs or other

plantings appropriate to future use

of the laud.

H
>
HM

|o
a

-i

%

o
a;



State

Title or

(otic Citation

(Minerals Covered

)

Culoiailn Tin' Citloiado Open

Cm land Ueclaiua

lion Atl of l«W».

Amended effective

July 1, l«)72.

(Coal)

Table 4-5

Summitry of State Surface Coal Mininfi ami Mined I-tnuS Reclamation Laws

ITfective Sejileml>er I, l«»7-l I lie Western Region

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penally

IV 1 1 nil applications

must hf filed wiih

ilie land Kcclama

lion Hoard. A re-

clamation plan is re-

quired.

$50 plus $15 far

each acre to he

affected.

Tin- Act piiividcs no

]u'ii:ilt u*s lull Coll

I.mis .idumiislialivc

procedures for deal-

ing with violations.

Bond

Requirements Reclamal ion Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

The hiind penally

shall he in
.
such

amount as is deemed

necessary to insure

the operator's per-

formance.

(iiade itde.es and peaks to a width

of 15 li. at the (op; where practical.

construct earth dams in final cuts

lo impound water; cover acid

forming material to protect

drainage system front pollution;

and dispose of all refuse so as to

control stream pollution, and divert

water to control saltation, erosion,

or other damage to streams and

natural water courses. The Act

further contains specific re-

quirements for reclaiming disturbed

areas for various uses including

forest, range, agricultural or horti-

cullural crops, homesiles, recrea-

tional and industrial.

Yes

(Yes)

3

1

a

l

Hi

Montana The Montana Strip

Mining and Reclama-

tion Act. Effective

March 16,1973.

(Coal, clay, phos-

phate rock and

uranium.)

Permit applications

must he filed with

the Department of

State Lands. A recla-

mation plan is re-

quired,

$50 for mining per-

mit. $100 for

prospecting permit.

Violation

shins I

less than

of provi-

de of not

SI 00 nor

more than $1,000.

Willful violation -

not less than $500

nor more than

$5,000. Each day vi-

olation occurs con-

stitutes a separate

offense.

Not less than $200

nor more than

$2,500 per acre with

a $2,000 minimum.

Bury under adequate 1111 all toxic

materials; seal off breakthrough of

water creating hazard; impound,

drain or treat runoff water so as to

reduce soil erosion, damage to graz-

ing and agricultural lands, and pol-

lution of surface and subsurface

waters; and remove and bury all

refuse resulting from the operation.

All highwalls must be reduced, the

steepest slope of which shall be no

greater than 20-degrees from the

horizontal. Backfilled, graded and

topsoiled areas shall be prepared

Yes

(Yes)



Slate

Title or

Code Cilatbn

(MiiH'nils Covered)

License aml/or

Permit Rcqn ircments

Application

and Fee Penally

llond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure lo

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Montana

(Cont'd)

and planted willi legumes, grasses,

shrubs, and trees. Keclamalion lu

be completed prior lo lite expira-

tion of 2-years alter termination of

permit.

New Mexico

North Dakota

Coal Surface Mining

Act. Effective

February 29, 1972.

(Coal)

Application for per-

mit must be tiled

with the Coal Com-
mission. Mining
plans must accom-

pany permit applica-

tions.

$50 application fee.

$10 initial acreage

fee. Annual fee of

$20 per acre for

each acre affected

during I he preceding

year.

SI.000 for each day

violation continues.

Chapter 3K-1 4 North

Dakota Century
Code, as amended.

Effective July I,

1973.

(All Minerals)

Applications for

permits must be

filed with the Public

Service Commission

for all planned oper-

ations exceeding

1 0-1 eel in depth. A
reclamation plan is

required.

Mining wilhotil a

permit - fine of not

less than $50 nor

more than $1,000.

Each day violation

continues consti-

tutes u separate of-

fense.

The Surface Coal

Mining Commission

may require an

operator lo file a

bond in amount suf-

ficient to insure

compliance.

$500 for each acre

lo be affected.

Grade to produce a gently undu-

lating topography or such other

topography as is consistent with

planned end use of this land.

Grading shall be done in such a

manner as to control erosion and

siltation of the affected areas and

surrounding property and water

courses. Revegetation of the af-

fected areas must be accomplished

in accordance with the previously

approved mining plan.

Regrade affected area to approxi-

mate original contour, or rolling

topography or topography for

higher end use; spread topsoil or

other suitable soil materia! over the

regraded area to a depth to two

feet; impound or treat runoff water

to reduce soil erosion, damage to

agricultural lands and pollution of

streams; back-slope final cuts and

Yes

(Yes)



mm

Table 4-5 (Continued)

State

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

I

1
P
u
B
«<

Not Hi Dakota

(Cont'd)

Up Ui It'll acres

$25 plus $10 limes

llio number of acres

In lie affected bc-

Iwccu (wo aiul ten:

eleven to fifty acres

$100 plus $10

I lines the uiimhci of

acres between eleven

and fifty. More than

fifty acres - ,5275

plus $10 times the

number of acres in

excess of fifty acres.

Oregon An Act Relating In

mining. Oregon

Legislative Assembly

1971, Regular Ses-

sion. Effective July

1,1972.

(All Minerals)

Permits must Ik*

obtained for all

operations exceeding

10,000 cubic yards

of material extracted

or at least 2-acres of

land affected within

a period of 12 con-

secutive calendar

months. A reclama-

tion plan is required.

Basic fee $150. An-

u u a I renewal fee

$50.

Mining without a

permit a fine not

exceeding $1,000.

Violation of any

rules or regulations

is punishable by a

fine of not less than

$25 nor more than

$250, or imprison-

ment fur mil more

than (>0 days or

both.

Not Hi exceed $300

per acre lo be

surface mined.

end walls lo an angle not exceeding

35 degrees from (he horizontal

(operator may propose alternative

to backfilling if consistent with the

Act); remove or bury all debris.

Reclamation of the affected land

must be performed in accordance

with the approved reclamation plan

which must contain: Measures to be

undertaken by the operator in pro-

tecting the natural resources of

adjacent lands; measures for the

rehabilitation of the surface-mined

lands and the procedures to be

applied in the surface mining

operation lo control the discharge

of contaminants and the disposal of

surface mining refuse; procedures

to be applied in the rehabilitation

of affected stream channels and

stream banks to a condition mini-

mizing erosion, sedimentation and

Yes

(Yes)



Tabic 4-5 (Continued) t

Slate

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered)

License and/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

Bond

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Oregon

(Cont'd)

other (actors of pollution; such

maps and other documents as may
be requested by the Department of

(Jeology and Mineral Industries;

and a proposed time schedule for

the completion of reclamation

operations.

South Dakota Surface Mining Land

Reclamation Act.

Effective July 1,

1971.

(All Minerals)

Permit applications

must be filed with

the State Conserva-

tion Commission. A
reclamation plan is

required.

$5U $25 for each

renewal.

Violation of Act's

provisions - a fine

of not less than

$1,000 for each day

the violation con-

tinues.

An amount suffi-

cient to cover the

cost of reclamation.

Isolate all toxic or other material

that have a damaging effect upon

ground and surface waters, fish and

wildlife, public health and the en-

vironment; reclaim surface mined

areas to control erosion, provide

vegetation, and eliminate safety

hazards; replace lopsoil evenly over

reclaimed area; levegelalc in ac-

cordance with agronomic and

forestry recommendations; and

upon completion of operations, re-

move all structures, machinery,

equipment, tools and materials

from the site of operation.

Yes

(Yes)

g

pn
e

§
1

Washington Surface-Mined Land

Reclamation Act,

Chapter 64, Laws of

l')70. lilfective

January I, |«)7I,

(All Minerals)

Permit applications

must be filed with

the Department of

Natural Resources.

A reclamation plan

is required.

$25 per permit year

Mining without a

pe r m i I m isde-

mcanor. An operator

can be enjoined or

otherwise stopped,

liaeh day's violation

constitutes a sepa-

rate offense.

Not less than $100

ii or more than

$1,000 per acre.

In reclaiming excavations for use as

lakes, all banks shall be sloped to

2-feel below the groundwater line

at a slope no steeper than Wi feel

horizontal to 1-foot vertical. In all

other excavations, the side slopes

shall be no sleeper than I Vi feel

horizontal to 1-foot vertical for

Yes

(Yes)



Table 4-5 (Continued)

SliiU

Title or

Code Citation

(Minerals Covered

)

License and/or

Permit -uiHiircincins

Application

and I'Ve Penalty

Bond

Requirements

Washington

(Cont'd)

Idi each location

plus $5 pci acie I'm

all acreage exceeding

lU-acres which was

disturbed during the

previous permit

year.

Reclamation Requirements

Wyoming The Wyoming En-

vironmental Quality

Act, Article 4, Land

Quality. Effective

July I, MJ7.L

(All Minerals)

Applications for

permits must be

filed with the Ad-

ministrator Division

of Laud Quality. A
reclamation plan is

required.

their entire length. All strip pits and

open pits shall be no sleeper than

I -fool horizontal to I -fool vertical.

The slopes of quarry walls shall

have no prcslopes, except where u

hazardous condition is created the

quarry shall be graded or backfilled

to a slope of 1-foot horizontal to

1-foot vertical. In strip mining,

peaks and depressions of spoil

banks shall be constructed to a

gently rolling topography. Suitable

drainage shall be constructed to

prevent the collection of stagnant

water. All grading and backfilling

shall be made with non-noxious,

ii on I" I a triable, no u co in h u si i hie

solids. All acid forming materials

shall be covered wilh at least 2-feet

ol clean fill, vegetative cover shall

be required and alt surface mining

that disturbs streams must comply

with State fisheries laws.

Act imposes

ranging from

The
fines

$10,000 to $50,000

per depending upon

the violation in-

volved. Criminal

penalties are also

prescribed for

Not less t han

$10,000 except Tor

scoria or jade and

sand and gravel, in

which case the bond

shall not be less than

$200 per acre.

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Protect the removed and segregated

topsoil from wind and water

erosion and from acid or toxic

materials; cover, bury, impound or

otherwise contain radioactive

material; conduct contouring

operation to achieve planned use;

backfill, grade and replace topsoil

Yes

(Yci)

s
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Table 4-5 (Ion tinned)

Stale

Title or

Coili- Citation

(MiiUT.ils Covered)

License ami/or

Permit Requirements

Application

and Fee Penalty

lloiul

Requirements Reclamation Requirements

Failure to

Reclaim

Penalties

Bond Forfeit

(Permit Denial)

Wyoming

(Cont'd)

Sin hue nulling lee

SHHI plus Sit) lot

each acic to In* al-

leclcd Willi a %HMl
maximum. Amended

permit $200 plus

$10 per acre with a

Ice lor mineral ex-

ploration - $25.

cei lain violations.

i> months io .' veais

lllipilMllllll'.'lll

or approved subsoil; replace vegeta-

tion; prevent pollution uf surface

and subsurface waleis; and reclaim

affected land as mining progresses

in conformity with the approved

reclamation plan.

>Hm

s
a
c
i-

o
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«<

w
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California ** Title Application Fees Penalty Bond Requirements

Surface Mining Permit application must
and REclamation be filed with the Department
Act of 1973 of Conservation

** Rules and regulations not yet promulaged; administrative not yet prepared.



Title

Idaho Idaho Surface Mining Act,
Title 47, Chapter 15, Idaho
Code. Effective May 31, 1975
(all minerals).

Applicationand Fees

Application for permits
must be filed with the State
Department of Lands. A
Reclamation Plan, approved
by the State Board of Land
Commissioners, is required for
exploration or mining activities
affecting more than two (2) acres
of surface lands, prior to commence-
ment of operations.

No application fee is required,

Penalty
For violation of provisions, a civil
penalty imposed of not less than $10C
nor more than $1000 for each day that
violation continues. May be enjoined
from continuing such viloatlons. For
willful violations or falsification
of information, a fine of not less
than $1000 nor more than $5000 or
imprisicnment not to exceed one (1)
year, or both.

Kond Requirements
Bond penalty shall be in such an amount
as is deemed necessary to insure operator's
performance in compliance with the Act, but
bond may not exceed $500 for any given acre
of affected land.

Reclamation Requirements
Affected lands shall be reclaimed in accordance with the approved
Reclamation Plan, which shall include: Overburden ridges leveled to a

top; peaks of overburden leveled to a

top; overburden piles prepared in a manner
of stream or lake siltation caused by
a degree less than that which existed

the requirements of the State Code regarding

minimum width of 10 feet at the
minimum width of 15 feet at the
control erosion; insure control
operations on affected lands to
prior to operations or to meet
health and safety, whichever is the lesser standard; cross-ditching of
abandoned roads to prevent erosion; plugging of exploration drill holes;
topping of abandoned lands with overburden reasonalby available from the
pit that will be conducive to erosion and growth of vegetation; conduct
revegetation program on all affected lands, except as may be excused by the
Act, to result in vegetation comparable to that which existed prior to
operations; preparation of tailings ponds to leave in a condition that is
non-hazardous to human and animal life. Time limitations and definitions
are imposed by the Act on reclamation activities.

Failure to Reclaim Penalties Bond Forfeit (permit Denial

Yes



Texas Title
Texas Surface
Mining and
Reclamation Act

Application Fee

Permit application must

be filed with the

Railroad Commission of

Texas

Application fee $200

Penalty
Violation of the Act-
notification of cessation
of mining operations,
hearing, revoke permit,
civil penalty not more
than $5000 a day; criminal

penalty not more than

$10,000 or imprisonment
not more than 1 year or

both.

Bond Requirement

Amount of the bond shal 1 be

determined by the commission
and shall be sufficient to

assure the completion of the

reclamation plan if the work
had to be performed by a thirJ

party.

REclamation Requirements

Conserve and replace top soil, use

stratum best for plant growth, backfill

and grade approximate original contour,

revegetate for beneficial use, establish

diverse self-regenerative cover suitable

for approved end-use. Principles stated

on lakes, water rights and ground water;

4-year responsiblity for vegetation.

Failure to Reclaim

yes

(yes)



UJAH Htle Application Fees Penalty Bond Requirements

Mined Land Reclamation Permit must be filed Violation of the Act- An amount sufficient
Act of 1975 with the Department shall be quilty of a to insure completion of

of Natural Resources misdemenor and, upon the reclamation of the
conviction, shall be sub- site affected.

No application fee ject to a fine of not more
than $10,000 for each
violation. Each day of
willfut failure to comply
with an emergency order
shall be considered as a

separate violation.

Reclamation Requirements

Control water flow and
quality, conserve and replace
top soil, backfill and grade
where practical, bury or
neutralize toxic wastes, and
revegetate for beneficial use
(priority to non-noxious native-
plants).
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